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JESSIE PHILLIPS.

A TALE OF THE NEW POOR -LAW ..

CHAPTER 1.

LONDON LIFE - " MY DEAR NATIVE VILLAGE " ,-- THE PARISH CHURCH

- THE LEADING FAMILIES AT DEEPBROOK --- LADY MARY WEYLAND

--SQUIRE DALTON ---- LEWIS LODGE ---- GENTRY OF THE VILLAGE .

How many of us are there who, though brought by the irresistible

current of circunistances to pass the greater part of our existence in

London , still treasure fondly in our memories a whole host of rural

recollections, impressed upon us, perhaps, during almost the earliest

years of childhood, yet resting with more distinctness on our minds
than

any of the scenes that have come afterwards ! Ilow many a pale

artisan may there be at this moment pent into some of the closest little

workshops in London, before whose mental eye rises a bright green

picture of the village where he was born - greener and brighter, it

may be, than ever pastoral poet painted , or the educated imagination

of all the great ones of the earth could produce ! There is at times a

sort of morbid activity in the fancy, created by the fever of privation ,

which will bring before us, with all the distinctness of a steel en

graving, scenes that have been loved and lost for ever . Ask those

whose souls sicken under the process that produces this, if they would

wish this painful power to wither and perish within them ; and though

it has wrung their hearts and brought iron tears down cheeks bleached

both by sin and suffering, they will still answer - No ! This pro

persity in all men to live through their village days again in memory

cheers me with the hope that I may be able to create some interest

among them , while recounting an " o'er true story," the scene of which

lies in one of the most thoroughly rural districts of England,

The gay -looking, nicely whitewashed, flowery little village of

Deepbrook is situated in one of those favoured midland counties where
e
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factories are unknown, and where any passing stranger might fancy

that enough of rural occupation would be found in the cultivation

of the fertile soil , in attendance upon the lowing herds that in spring

time peep out from among their abounding pasture as if playing at

bo -peep with all who look at them , and in the multitude of profitable

offices demanded by at least half - a -dozen good houses scattered round

the village. Any stranger, looking at all this, might fancy that if

there was a spot of earth where people might hope to live in peace

and plenty, it was the beautiful little village of Dcepbrook.

And peace and plenty there certainly were in the village; but not

quite in every part of it. Perhaps the cases where these precious

blessings failed the most, were produced , in the first instance, by these

very blessings themselves, or, rather, by the abuse of them . The little

village of Deepbrook was too prosperous. There were so many pretty

gentlemen's places in the neighbourhood, all kept neat and trim ; and

so many nice young ladies that wanted a little needlework done, or a

little nice washing got up ; and so many young gentlemen that, in the

vacations of school or college, liked to have a liandy lad go fishing,

or shooting, or boating, or skating with them , that a little moneywas

easily got, and the young people grew presumptuous upon it . With

the thoughtless courage and light-hearted calculations of young men

and maidens, they often came to the conclusion that they should find

it very easy to maintain a family, and so they married young --too

young by at least ten years— losing thereby the happiest portion of

existence, and doing all they could towards turning the pleasant village

of Deepbrook into a very unpleasant one .

And now , having said enough to give my reailers some idea of

the place where most of the adventureshappened that I am going to

relate, I must proceed to give a sketch of some of the people who

lived there, in order to make the events which follow more clearly

understood .

The parish church should, in every village , be as near to the

centre of it as possible, – and so it was at Deepbrook . The few

straggling buildings, which seemed as if they had run away from the

quiet village green, at one corner of which the holy building stood, to

the highroad leading to London, in order to be near the gay world ,

were the only dwellings in the parish that were not within a mile

of its church . These buildings consisted of the two principal inns ;

a tolerably large brewhouse, which furnished yeast to all the country

side ; the substantial dwelling of the wealthy brewer and his five

handsome sons ; and three or four ugly brick cottages, all in a row , thie

inhabitants of which by no means bore the best of characters ; so that,

on the whole, it was pretty generally the opinion of the gentry and

commonalty of Deepbrook that this section of the queen's highway

did them more good than harm by the attractive influence it exercised ;

and “ High Street," as this said section of the parish was denominated,

was considered much in the light of a safety - valve, that tended greatly

to insure the safety of the parish .

The centrical little church had very close to it a centrical parson
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aze, but by no means a little one, for the house was among the best in

the parish ; and so happily shut in on all sides by a perfect ring -fence

oi'forest -trees, the provident legacy of some long-departed rector, that,

lys the additional help of its fine garden -shrubs, it was in a state to defy

all the winds ofheaven and all the eyes of earth ; and thus, though close

to the church on one side, to the goose -common of the village, where

there were no less than three very busy shops, on another, and flanked

brone neighbour's grounds here, and by those of another there, the

dwelling of the Reverend Edward Rimmington was exactly what that

of our English country clergymen ought to be ---tranquil, gentleman

like, and comfortable.

To the right of the rectory, were the very pretty house and the

very pretty grounds of Lady Mary Weyland, the daughter of an earl

and the widow of a baronet, but with a considerably smaller revenue

than people gave her credit for, which she made the most of by con

fining its expenditure solely to her own use and benefit .

To the left was the mansion of Mr. Dalton, the squire of the parish

par crcellence, being not only the lord of the manor, but by far the

largest landholder in it. If not the most picturesque, his house was

by biach the largest in the village, which was fortunate for the size of

his family, which consisted of no less than ten daughters, with the

moderate adlition of one son .

As near the mansion of the squire as his little park , or paddock,

wollll permit, was another of the good houses of Deepbrook, occupied

by a Vr. Ferdinand Lewis, solicitor, a sensible, respectable personage,

who had realised a snug little fortune of 12,0007. or 15,0001., and was

inerta -ing it yearly , though not quite so much of late as heretofore ;

for he had two daughters, the pretty Mary and the pretty Lucy Lewis,

who had recently returned from an excellent school at Clapham , ex .

petdingly well disposed to do credit both to that and to their very

indulgent papa, by making, in all ways, what they considered as a

thoroughly respectable appearance. This was certainly a very praise

worthy inclination, but likely enough to lead to expense, when vigor

ously acted upon by very young ladies without a mother, and with a

father knowing no more what young ladies ought to spend than his

oli spemel.

Next to Lewis Lodge, stood an excellent house with good offices,

gardens, and so forth, the property of the solicitor , but the dwelling of

Hlemy Mortimer, Esq ., barrister-at-law , and assistant poor-law com

missioner. This gentleman, who had recently been appointed, had

fixed ni residence at Deepbrook, as one of the most agreeable spots

in his district, and where the Union work -house was one of the largest

establi- liments of the kind in the midland districts, comprehending

mieteen rather populous parishes, and being, moreover, important as

the centre of a rich agricultural neighbourhood, comprehending one

or two of the finest estates in the kingdom . The arrival of Mr.

Mortimer at Deepbrook gave universal satisfaction. He was amiable,

gentlemanlike, possessing various elegant acquirements, and one of

ide most even , pleasant tempers in the world . He, too, as well as his
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legal neighbour, was a widower, and, like him , had two very gay ladies

making part of his family, name'y, his sister and his daughter. The

elder of the two, whose age, as she was still very handsome, it is quite

useless to mention , was of course his sister . She was a lady blesseri

with a very brilliantly fair complexion, a good deal of rather Titian

like red hair, a very fine person, and 10,0001. Why she was not yet

married , nobody seemed able to guess ; though her niece, the bright

eyed Agatha, who was the other female embellishment of Mr. Morti

mer's household, has been heard to hazard a suggestion on the

subject. This young lady is of'opinion that her aunt would certainly

have been married years ago , had she not been ever, and always, so

vehemently bent upon attaining this object, as " absolutely to frighten

the people," and drive them away, before they had time to learn any

certain facts respecting the nature and extent of her reputed fortune,

and “ before they had got over her red hair . ” Mr. Mortimer had also

a son , a very fine young man , who had just taken a bigh degree at

Oxford , and was now studying the law in the chambers of one of the

first conveyancers in London .

Besides these leading families there were one or two more , of less

importance ; such as a hall-pay captain in the navy, of the name of

Maxwell, with a wife and daughter. The worthy little curate of Mr.

Rimmington and his newly -married little wife ; the apothecary and

his maiden sister ; and an old lady, the widow of a former rector, who

lived in a miniature cottage of great beauty, upon an income of 2007.

a - year.

Of these was the class denominated the gentry of Deepbrook com

posed . The commonalty can hardly hope for the honour of being

enumerated by name, though it is possible that, by and bye, we shall

know more about them . And for the mobility, it consisted almost

entirely of the magniticent castle of the Duke of Rochdale, which

certainly gave an air of dignity to the landscape wherever its lofty and

commanding turrets became visible ; but the family themselves had of

late years been very rarely in the neighbourhood, having passed a

considerable portion of every year on the Continent. And even when

they did come, the only individual honoured by their personal notice

was the venerable Mrs. Buckhurst, the above -mentioned widow of

a former rector.
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CHAPTER II .

BPEAKFAST- PARTY -- PAMILY OF MR . DALTON A YOUNG BEAUTY ---

OLD MAD - THE COWSLIP FIELD-- THE GREAT DINNER - GUESTS

INVITED TO IT— THE LADIES--- THE BOARD OF GUARDIANS - MRS .

BUCKIIRST .

« Most certainly, my dear : the arrival of this commissioner is a

monstrous advantage, not only to Deepbrook, but to the whole country

romu ," said Mr. Dalton to his wife, as he stood at the bottom of his

breakfast-table , cutting slices innumerable from an enormous ham .

“ I declare positively; that if they had not sent this Mr. Mortimer, or

somebody else, holding the same situation, I should most positively

have given up my place at the board of guardians. It is the greatest

misance that a country gentleman can possibly be exposed to , that of

being the member of a board with no assistant.commissioner
near him ."

si daresay it must, my dear," replied his wife ,perseveringly pursuing

her occupation of putting sugar into ten breakfast- cups for her seven

cldest daughters and her son were seated round the breakfast-table.

“ The girl is a great acquisition, too,” said young Dalton , making

a sign with one hand to his sister Louisa to give him an egg, and

arothei equally expressive to his sister Georgina to give him a roll.

" She has a devilish fine pair of eyes !"

“ It would be more civil, my dear Frederic, if you were to say that

both the young ladies were an acquisition ," observed Mrs. Dalton ,

wird, after resting herself for a moment hy putting the palm of her left

hand beneath the elbow of her right arm , was now pouring cream

into all the tea - cups.

* Both the young ladies ! - both ! Well done, Mrs. Dalton !" ex

claimed her son, laughing violently. “ The red -haired beauty ought

to be told of your excessive politeness. I suppose you are looking

forward to the time when eight or nine of your own daughters shall

have reached the same delectable period ot'virgin maturity, and you

are preparing a sort of lex-tulionis beatitude for them , hy doing to

others as you would that others should do unto them . Why do you

tot all , as many as are here --and that, unluckily, is just now only

sescu ,---why do you not all kneel down and kiss the hem of your

mnamma's garment, for her prospective kindness towarıls you ? ” .

" I don't think we shall be all old maids, Frederic," said a very

pretty nymph of fifteen, looking at him with considerable contempt.

* Don't you , Miss Caroline ? I'll bet you five to one , that out of

the whole budget there won't be more than two married at the very
utmost. "

“ Well !" replied the young beauty , in no digree alarmee', “ and
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if two are married, I shall be right; for, as I said before, we shall not

be all old maids ! ”

" True, most true, you very wise young lady ! But on reflection I

repent me for having named the possible proportion with so much

liberality. For there are no longer ten of you within the reach of

chance. Poor sad , sober, silent Ellen has passed the Rubicon ; she is

doomed - nay, she is more than doomed -- the sentence is executed ,

poor wretch , and Ellen is an old maid already ! ”

• What at twenty -three and a half, Frederic ? I do think that is

rather too bad , ” said his mother, beginning assiduously to refresh her

enormous tea -pot with a good deal more tea from the tea -chest, and a

great deal more water from the tea- urn ; " I never did hear of a girl's

being called an old maid at twenty-three and a half.”

" That, madam , is because you never happened to come in the

way of such a dull, (lismal, doleful maiden as the eldest Miss Dalton.

There is a prodigious difference, I beg to assure you , in the facility

with which one young lady becomes an old maid , when compared to

another. Someof them go on struggling and striving to the very last

gasp ; and, horrible as it is to watch their sinking agonies, it is certain

that their efforts are by no means absolutely useless, and of none effect.

Your red -haired friend, for instance, Mrs. Dalton, though she has now .

despite all her convulsive eforts to avert the doom , reached the

point at which no one but your maternal sell could blunder ---that

horrible bourne from which no girl returns, though she has at length

reached this, I have no doubt whatever that at three-and-twenty and

a half she had still the appearance of being almost young. But, then,

you may be very sure that she worked hard for it . But, as for our poor,

pale, pitiful Miss Ellen, I really believe that she is such a fool that she

does not know the difference between being young and old ."

“ How should she, Fred ? " demanded Miss Henrietta Dalton, aged

sixteen and a quarter ; " she has never been old yet.”

Speak for yourself, young lady, and give me one of those

pigeons, " replied her brother. “ You are just on the very verge

of the acclivity yourself. After seventeen you all,every one of you,

some faster, some slower, begin going down hill. But down you do

all go after seventeen, depend upon it.”

“ Did any human being ever hear such nonsense ? " said the second

Miss Dalton, aged nineteen, for the heir of the family was next in age to

his eldest sister ; “ upon my word, Frederic, you talk quite like a fool.”

“ And that is true as truth can be, Mary," returned Henrietta ,

adding in a whisper to her eldest sister who sat beside her, “ You

don't mind him , Ellen , do you ? "

“ Not very much , dearest !” replied Ellen , gently kissing the rosy

face that was brought close to hers ; and as she said it, a smile so

sweet lit up her somewhat too delicate cheek, that the beautiful Caro

line, who, though she had already thought, perhaps, moreof her own

face than of any other, was, nevertheless, too much au fait of beauty

in general, to be brow -beat on the subject even by her clever brother,

exclaimed, “ It is a capital good joke to be sure, isn't it, Ilenrietta, to

66
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hear Ellen called an old maid ? Just look at her now, you stupid

fellow ! I do think she is prettier than any body I ever saw in my

whole life -- almost."

" The saving almost lets in your charming self, I suppose Miss

Caroline," returned the young man, laughing loudly ; “ you think

poor lamentable , lanky, listless Ellen, beavtiful , because, as I well

remember, every body said you were like her, before her woe -begone

old face assumed the monumental alabaster lue that it wears now .”

" I hope I shan't have a bit more colour than Ellen when I am

quite grown up ," replied Caroline . " I hate dairy -maid beauty.”: .

“ Oh ! do you,my dear ? " said her brother, leaving the table,and

whistling to a dog that lay basking in the sun at a window . 6 And

I hate a death's head upon a May-pole ; ” and so saying, he left the

room , leaving no impression behind him , that he had been at all more

rude or disagreeable than usual.

By this time most of the large party had concluded the morn

ing meal, and Ellen and Henrietta were preparing to leave the room

together, when Sophia, a fine laughing giri of ten, who was the

youngest of the party present, arrested their steps as they were passing

through the door by saying ,--

“ Oh, Ellen ! Hetta! do not go to practise till you have asked

mamma about the cowslip field . You know you promised us, Ellen,

--and about Jessie Phillips, too , you know ; because, if she is to carry

for 115 , sont of us ( rlo let it be Georgy, and Matty, and me !) ,-- some

of us, you know , must run down to the cottage, andask her mother

to let her leave her work. Ask, Ellen , ask !-dear Ellen, will you ?

And remember Bella, Anna, and Clara, too."

The beautiful smile came again, and Ellen nodded and turned

hack to where her mother still sat, at the head of the breakfast -table.

Indeed, it always happened thatwhen a movement was to be made,

Mrs. Dalton was ever the last part of the machinery that wasput in

motion. This might be partly owing to her great size, for she was

immoderately fat ; but partly, too, it was occasioned by the vis inertice

of mind as well as matter; for this kind-hearted, excellent person ,

though ever ready to do any thing for the purpose of pleasing other

people, knew no way of pleasing herself so effectual as by doing

nothing.

“ We have a favour to beg of you, dear mamma," said Ellen,

looking neither sad , sober, nor silent, dull, dismal, nor doleful , lauky,

lamentable, nor listless .

5 And what is that, dear ? ” replied her mother, smiling at her

in return .

“ It is , that you would let us all , little ones and all,if you please,

dearest inother, go into Mr. Rimmington's great meadow to gather

cou -lips; and that you will let Jessie Phillips be asked to carry them
home."

" And then , I suppose , must follow a prodigious tea -drinking in theI

school-room , and Shepherd must set about making a few bushels of

four into cakes ? "
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“ Yes, if you please, mamma,” replied Ellen, laugliing.

" And I would say yes, too, my dear, with all my heart, il' you

would only wait for it till the end of next week. Miss Barton will be

at home again then, you know , and I think that would make it a great

deal better for you, Ellen. I am sure you will be torn to pieces if they

all set off upon such an expedition as this without their governess."

While Mrs. Dalton was still speaking, Sophia whispered to the

petitioner, “ The cowslips will be all gone !”

“ The cowslips will be all gone, mamma,” repeated Ellen ; " and I

do not mind being torn to pieces, now and then ."

* That is very good -natured of you , my dear, considering your

great age," returned her mother, looking at her very fondly ; " and

you may settle it all as you will, only take care that Shepherd is told

in time."

This was enough ; and the same active young arms which had

before impeded the exit of Ellen and her musical pupil, now endea

voured to hasten it by pushing them forward towards the door with all

their might.

Stop, Ellen !--stop ! ” vociferated her father, raising his eyes

from the newspaper upon which they had been fixed from the time

they had completed his task of cutting half - a -dozen pounds of ham into

thin slices . “ You must not go, my dear, till you have written a note

or two for mamma. Matilda, my love," added the squire, addressing

his wife, “ we must have this party that I have been talking of invited

directly.”

6 What party, my dear ? ” returned Mrs. Dalton ; “ I don't

remember ."

“ No, my dear, you never do remember any thing but your nursery

and school- room . I told you before, my dear, and now I tell you

again , that I want to have the commissioner . Mr. Mortimer, to dine

here, to meet some of the board of guardians, and make him a little

acquainted with the neighbourhood . Of course, every body will

expect that I shall begin .

“ And what day, my dear ? " said Mrs. Dalton, hiding a prophetic

yawn behind her napkin .

" Let me see. What day is to -day ? - Wednesday. Well, then ,?

let it be next Wednesday. That will be the 1st of June, you know .”

“ Will it, my dear ? " returned Mrs. Dalton. “ Ring the bell,

Sophy ; I suppose I had better get Shepherd up -stairs directly, if it's

to be a great dinner. ”

Poor Sophia gave her two sisters a glance that spoke despair. And

Ellen , who well knew that if the greatdinner" were brought upon the

tupis, in its way to the dinner-table, before the cakes were ordered,

there would be a very bad chance for the juvenile banquet of the even

ing, took pity upon her ; and, laying her hand upon her father's shoul

der, said, “ Will it make any great difference, papa, if – if I go and do

the errand that mamma gave me first ? I shall not be gone five

minutes."

“ No, no, no, no, my dear Ellen , - no very great difference. Do
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what your mamma desires, of course, my dear, first, only come back

again as soon as you can , because I begin to be very anxious to see

how we shall get on when we have got a commissioner close to us .

Ilere is the paper,my dear, you see, full of blunders people are making

every where ; and we have always managed our parish so capitally well

before we had any union at all. So make haste back , Ellen, and I'll

have the notes sent out at once." Ellen escaped the very moment her

father ceased speaking, and in less time than any one but herself, or

Ariel , could have performed the business, had announced the pro

gramme of the afternoon's festivities to the nursery -maids, set Mrs.

Shepherd to work with her sugar and plums, despatched the desired

cepatation to the cottage of Jessie Phillips, and again stood beside her
father. “ Oh ! here you are again , my lapwing,” said Mr. Dalton ,

laying down the paper, with which he had again become completely

oceupied, and telling her to sit down at the little writing -table beside

the window , turned , with his accustomed observance, towards his wife,

saying, “ Well, my dear, and who must we ask to meet hiin ? ”

" Why, there must be Lady Mary, I suppose, of course to begin
with ."

Why no , my dear, I think not, ” he replied . “ I think, if you have

no objection, that we shall not want her, this time.”

“ Oh ! my dear, you know very well that I don't care a single straw

about it ; only I thought, that if you wished to shew off the neighbour

hood a little to these new people, it would be best to have her, because

she is the only person of title in the neighbourhood."

“ You are quite right, my dear, as you always are,” replied her

polite husband ; “ but I don't want to have any ladies at all, if it's all

the same to you ."

“ Oh ! I don't care a straw about it,my dear ," replied Mrs. Dalton .

“ That is just like you , my dear ; you are always so good and so

kind. Well, then , Ellen , set to work , and write dinner-invitations to

Mortimer, Rimmington, Lewis, and Maxwell. We must have them

all , because they are all elected guardians, you know , my dear ; and

for that matter , so is Baxter the brewer , too. I don't know what

to do about him . I don't want our prim Lady Mary to make

us appear fine, neither do I particularly wish for our burly Mr. Baxter

to make us appear vulgar. What do you think I had better do

about it, Ellen ? " he added, in a half whisper, as was his custom

when he asked the advice of his eldest daughter in the presence of her

mamma.

** If you wish Mr. Mortimer to meet the guardians, papa, I think

you should invite Mr. Baxter, because he is one of them ,” replied
Ellen .

" But you know , my dear, that they have made Deepbrook into

one enormous union . Some of the guardians live a dozen miles off'; I

can't invite them all , Ellen ."

“ Mr. Baxter lives close by , papa," said Ellen .

Her father smiled, gave her a gentle tap with his large hand

upon her delicate chcek , and , nodding to her as he rose to leave the
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What say

room , said , “ Then you must write five notes, my dear, – Mortimer,

Rimmington, Lewis, Maxwell, and Baxter.”

“ Oh ! dear me, Mr. Dalton ! -- you are not going away, Vr. Dal

ton , are you ? " said his wife, with an unusually near approach to being

wide awake.

“ Not if you want me, my dear, certainly ," he replied, laying, how

ever, his hand on the lock of the door.

" I am sure I don't care a single straw about it, my dear," resumed

the lady; “ but will it not seem very odd if we take no notice of the

ladies, after their saying so much , when they returned our call, about

hoping to be sociable , you know , and all that ? --- not that I care

a single straw about it . "

Mr. Dalton stepped back into the room , and, touching the arm of

Ellen , who had just seated herself at the writing -table, whispered ,

“ What do you think, Ellen ?-- will it be rude ? ”

“ Perhaps you could ask them for the evening, papa, and get some

ladies to meet them ," said Ellen , drawing forth some note -paper from a

portfolio , and preparing a pen .

“ I should wish to do exactly as you please, my dear,” said the

squire, turning round and addressing his wife . “ But the party will be.

rather too mixed, won't it, to ask ladies for the dinner ?

you to inviting the Miss Mortimers for the evening, and getting a good

large party of our village belles to meet them ? ”

“ I don't care a single straw about it , Mr. Dalton . But I think

that will be better than nothing ; only I don't know what to do about

Lady Mary- she always likes to come to dinner, you know . "

Mr. Dalton looked in the face of Ellen , as if asking for aid , and

accordingly she said , “ But you kuow , dear mamma, Mr. Baxter is one

of the board of guardians, and I doubt if Lady Mary will like to meet

him at dinner.”

“ Mercy on me ! to be sure not!” replied Mrs. Dalton, brought

into full life and sensibility by the mention of this alarming incon

gruity.

“ Is it possible, Mr. Dalton , that you are going to ask the brewer

to meet Mr. Mortimer the very first time he dines here ? "

“ The reason is because it is the first time, my dear," replied the

squire, firmly . “ Mr. Mortimer will perfectly understand that he is“

invited to meet as many of the board of guardians as happen to live in

our neighbourhood ; but I daresay he won't expect to meet Mr.

Baxter the next time he comes."

“ Well ! I am sure I don't care a straw about it," returned Mrs.

Dalton, again relapsing into her habitual state of dormouse quietude.

“ So then, upon the whole, my dear, you think it better to ask the
ladies in the evening ? " said he.

“ I am sure I don't

" Write to the Miss Mortimers, my dear, " said the squire. hastening

out of the room in time to escape the “ straw ,” that sometimes almost

overu helmed him , but paused in the doorway to add, “ And invite all

the ladies, you know , that make up the evening parties, Ellen ."
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you ? ”
66

" Oh, dear, how very hot the weather is getting to be sure ! I

don't know how I shall ever get up -stairs to my own sofa, and I must

ste Shepherd, you know . Do go and tell her yourself, Ellen, will

“ The moment I have finished the notes, dear mamma, I will,"

replied Ellen , scribbling away as she spoke with great rapidity.

But the next moment, and just as Mrs. Dalton, by a great effort,

had got herself under weigh and was in the act of walking round the
long breakfast-table in her passage to the door, she was interrupted by

the appearance of her father at the window . He tapped, and made her

a sign to open it, and upon her doing so , said, addressing his wife, “ If

you wish , Matilda, my dear, to give these London ladies a notion that

we have a gentlewoman in our village, I advise you to get old Mrs.
Buckhurst to come in the evening.”

* The chief thing. I should think, my dear, would be to get Lady

Mary, only I know that she likes best coming to dinner ; but, how

ever, I am sure I don't care a

* Write to Mrs. Buckhurst, Ellen," said the squire, pulling down
the sash from the outside.

" I will call , papa," but papa wasgone.

In about five minutes nore, Mrs. Dalton contrived to be gone, too,

a di Ellen was left alone with her pens and her ink , her notes and her
old -maidisin ,

CHAPTER III.

FREDERIC DALTON - HIS DISLIKE OF HIS SISTER- FAMILY DETAILS

FALLING IN LOVE --- MRS. BUCKHURST --- ELLEN'S WALK TO THE

COTTAGE --- THE CONVERSATION -- MR. MORTIMER , THE NEW COM

MISSIONER - THE UNION POOR -HOUSE - MRS. GREENHILL.

Tk4ugu Frederic Dalton was the very last person in the world

whose opinion of his sister Ellen could be safely taken, it is but fair to

confess, that not quite all the epithets he had used in speaking of her

were misapplied . Ellen was always pale, often silent, and sometimes

listless ; but she was much besides,which came not within the reach of

his philosophy to guess, conceive, or understand. But had it beciu

otherwise, had he possessed sufficient knowledge of human nature to

have discerned this, and faculties capable of comprehending the value

of it . Ellen would to him have still been an object of dislike rather than

oi aifection .

That a cause existed for this is certain ; and it was a cause that,

while it left her wholly blameless, shewed him , notwithstanding a great

deal of wordy generosity and affected high -mindedness, to be as paltry
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and poor-spirited a creature as ever existed. The circumstances which

led to this were as follow : --When the Squire Dalton, who has just

been introduced to our reaclers, married , at the age of twenty -seven,

the beautiful and richly -endowed Matilda Lennox, his father, who pos

sessed a clear landed estate of 40001. a -year,proposed to the guardians

of the young lady, that the whole of her own large fortune should be

settled upon herself and her younger children , instead of burdening his

now clear and unencumbered estate with jointure or settlement of any

kind. The proposal was agreed to, and the young couple married .

Their first -born child was Ellen , their second Frederie. Contrary to

established custom in such cases, the little girl became very decidedly

the grandfather's favourite ; and though abundance of other little girls

succeeded, her pre -eminence in the affection of the old gentleman was

never shaken. This partiality, however, did not go the culpable length

of leading the old squire to disinherit his grandson ; but a year or two

before his death (which happened when Ellen was eleven years old ), it

occurred to him that boys were mortal as well as men , and that if his

daughter-in -law persisted in presenting nothing but female descendants

to her husband , it might happen, in case the young Frederic died , that

his snug little estate would be dismembered , in order to be divided

among his numerous grand -danghters, all of whom , even if their pre

sent number of seven were doubled, he considered as sufficiently pro

vided for by the 80,000 /. settled upon them after the death of their

mother. No sooner had this possible evil suggested itself than the old

gentleman took means to prevent it , by immediately sending for a law

yer, and causing a settlement of his entire property to be so drawn up ,

that in case his dearly beloved son Henry died without issue male, the

whole of it should vest in the testator's beloved grand -daughter Ellen ;

and in case of her dying without issue, before her father, it should

descend to each of his grand -daughters in the same manner success

ively. This settlement, though by no means an uncommon one, had

something in it which wounded the spirit of the young heir, as soon

as he was old enough to understand it. He gloried in being an only

Son , instead of one of ten daughters, like his greatly despised sisters ;

and he fretted under the knowledge that, however improbable, it was

just possible, one or other of these contemptible sisters might succeed

to his honoured and highly valued place of supremacy. This feeling

was sufficiently despicable , but by no means the worst which his

grandfather's will created within him . This contempt for his sisters ,

as he advanced towards manhood , gradually grew into dislike ; the one

who came next to him in the inheritance being naturally, by much in

advance of the others, as an object of aversion . It did not escape him ,

however, that the bour in which he became the father of a legitimate

child , this hateful contingency would cease ; and that neither the de

tested Ellen, por either of her deeply despised younger sisters, would

ever after be able to look with an eye of evil hope upon him , should

sickness ever turn his ruddy cheek to pale.

No earthly power could have taught him to believe-- what was,

however, most completely true -- that this contingent remainder was
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no more thought of by the girls than if there had been a hundred

male lives in the way of it, or rather no more than if it had never

existed at all.

To his jaundiced eye, however, the tone of reprehension which his

abominable manners to them occasionally produced, was even con

stud into deep -rooted jealousy and dislike ; and having thus endowed

then with detestable qualities, he thought it no sin to hate them

accordingly .

The determination to form an early marriage was the secret con

wolation with which he soothed his spirit under this self-inflicted

annovance ; and as neither his father nor his mother had ever vet

thught of contradicting him in any thing, it is certain that he might

have achieved it with perfect case, before he had reached the age of

twenty -oile, even though the object of his choice had been the last

roman in the world who would have been the object of theirs ; but he

was prevented from taking advantage of this, partly because the very

fest that he knew attended it robbed the act of all attraction in his

eves, and partly because very dissolute habits of life had already taken

such hold upon him as to render the idea of all restraint almost in

tolerable . But notwithstanding this, the notion of a very speedy

marriage was continually before his eyes ; and nothing but his deter

wination to get such a sufficient sum of ready money with the happy

object of his flattering choice as might supply his secret expenses

while his father lived , had prevented his braving all lesser evils, for the

sake of rendering that which he most hated to think of impossible.

Meanwhile, however, he did not altogether lose his time, but could

have told to a fraction the fortune of every marriageable woman, maid

or widlow , within easy make -love distance of Deepbrook ; and as a

security against mischance of any kind which might threaten his

precious existence, whether arising from casualty or disease, he kept

up a species of oti-and -on firtation with very nearly every young

woman in the neighbourhood known to be possessed of any tolerably

suficient fortune.

But the perversity of our nature, acknowledged on all sides to

exist among our fallen race in a greater or less degree, was so very

peculiarly strong in Vir. Frederic Dalton , that he never saw a penniless

pretty girl, especially if in the lower ranks of life, without falling

violently in love, as he called it , with her ; while , on the other hand,

every woman possessed of money, let her be as charming as she might,

alwars created in him what he called a matrimonial distaste. Not the

less for that, however, did he perseveringly go on making liis uncertain

love to at least a dozen young ladies at once; and as his person was

handsome, and his fortune and future residence (when father, mother,

and the ten sisters were disposed of ) would be unobjectionable, he

was an extremely welcome guest in every drawing-room in the

Country :

The reader must forgive the length of this digression in favour of

the light which it throws on much that is to follow .
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Having despatched all her notes, both to the gentlemen and the

ladies of Deepbrook, Elien proposed to keep her promise of carrying

an invitation to the venerable Mrs. Buckhurst herself ; and having

given one moment to the question, which she often asked herself,

* Have I forgotten any thing that I promised to do r " and answered

it with half a sigh and the murmured words, “ No! I have forgotten

nothing ;" she placed her notes upon the hall-table, ringing the bell

beside it, which , by household custom , brought the universal note

carrier to the spot, and proceeded to her room in order to equip

herself for her walk .

The pretty, sheltered . unfrequented path which led from Mr.

Dalton's mansion to the little cottage of Mrs. Buckhurst, was one of

Ellen's best - loved walks ; and fondly as she loved her gay young herd

of sisters , she often felt that the delicious calmness of the solitary ten

minutes which traversing this path allowed her, was among the greatest

enjoyments of her existence.

Though not quite so delicate in health as her amiable brother

hoped her to be, Ellen was not a very robust young woman. Nature

had given her a frame, and a spirit, of great delicacy, which, although

nothing at all approaching to sickness existed in either to impair the

beautiful harmony of the whole, had not been strengthened by the

accidents of her caily life as much as those who loved her might have

desired . The noise, the tumult, the ceaseless unrest, therefore, of a

home where she was absolutely worshipped by nine younger sisters

was sometimes more than her spirits could stand without a painful

degree of fatigue ; and this, perhaps, was one reason, among others,

why the walk to “ the cottage was so great a favourite with her.

That it was solitary can only be accounted for by the fact that old

Mrs. Buckhast ( who, despite her tiny mansion and her tiny purse,

was treated with a good deal more deference throughout the parish

than even the Lady Mary herself) did not, nor ever had, shewn any

inclination to receive morning visits from any of the young-ladly

parishioners, save and except Ellen Dalton. So that whenever it

happened, which of course it did perpetually, that Ellen was met in

her progress from her own room to the gate of the lawn, with the

questions of, “ Oh, where are you going, dearest Ellen ? ” and “ May

I go, too ?" the answer, To Mrs. Buckhurst, dear," was always

suflicient to secure her being permitted to go alone.

“ Welcome': dearest and best ! ” exclaimed the old lady, as Ellen ,

with long-established freedom , entered the cottage and the cottage

parlour unannounced . And pushing from her the little table reading

desk, which her near-sightedness rendered needful to her, even at

seventy , she made way for her young favourite on the sofa whereon

she sat, and putting an arm round her, kissing her ivory forehead, as

she murmurci , almost solemnly, “ Bless you !”

“ I am come with a message from papa, dear Mrs. Buckhurst,"

said Ellen, returning the caress by kissing the hand of her old friend ;

6 he wants you very much to come to us next Wednesday even

iug. He is to have a party of gentlemen at dinner and a party of

G
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1.1 . in the evening ; and he very particularly wants you to join
the Hil."

" Ilas he any particular reason to think,” replied the old lady, with

a stile , that his party of gentlemen will require the presence of an

oll woman to render the party perfect ? ”

· I call undertake to say, that one of the gentlemen , namely, my

clear pood father himseit, will think it very imperfect if you do not

(une," replied Ellen ; " so let me go homeand tell, that he may order

the carriage to be here at eight. I do not know if you are aware of

ji , Vry. Bueshurst, but he always chooses to give the order for it

hin -eif. that there may be no mistake about the rery punctual,' which
he never fails iv add with such imperative emphasis.”

“ He is very kind to me," replied the old lady, with a smile of

pleasure ; " but, diarest Ellen ! do not let me come, if it will be

ull noise ."

Ni ), no, it will not be all noise ; and though the party will pro

bably be a large one, you are only likely to get your rubber the more

peareally for it . So do come, dearest Mrs. Buckhurst ! Your card

table will be in the library, you know , " said Ellen , coaxingly.
* Whil it That certainly is a great temptation ; and so, dearest,

yoll day say, if you please, that the honoured old cottager will have

great pleasure in waiting upon the squire."

" That is dear and kind of you," said Ellen joyfully. “ And now ,

having speedut so well on my errand, I must be gone, for I have my

balsuis full of business to -day. Will you let me gather a handful of

your roses, Jis. Buckhurst, as I go out ? I know not how it is that

you always manage to have every flower, as its respective season comes

jound , in full blossom , before other people's buds are visible .”

" The statement is, perhaps, a little exaggerated, Ellen ; but my

fowers do blossom early: This little nook is a very warm one , and

perk etly sheltered from the biting north and the pinching east also

and --- you are welcome, dearest, to as many roses as you can find,

only eschew my buds as much as you can . "

Ellen rose to go .

“ One moment, love , " said the old lady, turning the farewell shake

cft hand into a means of gentle detention ; “ stay one moment to
tell me who you are to liave next Wednesday ? An invitation de si

Pong main , for our village, announces ceremony . Who are coming to

yoll, Ellen ? "

- All the ladies in the parish are invited for the evening ," replied

L'en ; " and it is very likely they will all come ; unless, indeed, Lady

Vary Hey land should take offence at not being invited to dinner, and

therefore stay away altogether ."

" and are all the gentlemen in the parish coming to dinner,

Yes , Mrs. Buckhurst, and rather more than all . I hope it will

not too much shock your aristocratical feelings, but Mr. Baxter, the

brewer, is to be one of the party.”

35 Is he ? " replied the old lady, without looking either shocked or
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surprised ; adding, however, “ I did not know that he visited at the

hall, Ellen ."

“ I believe he has called upon papa sometimes about magistrate

business ; but he has never dined with us before. He is invited now

because he is one of the board of guardians, that he may meet Mr.

Mortimer, the new assistant- commissioner. ”

“ I am not quite certain , Ellen ,” returned the old lady, smiling,

66 whether I do not think the new assistant- commissioner a more ob

jectionable personage than the brewer ; not that I have any right to

say so, I confess, for I have never seen him , and know nothing at all

about him , except that he is assistant-commissioner."

“ Papa says he is a very pleasant, gentlemanlike man , and I hope

and trust things may go on better for the poor people, now we have a

commissioner so near us, than they have done lately. And in this

hope you ought to welcome his arrival among us, my dear Mrs. Buck

hurst, ” replied Ellen .

“ Perhaps I ought, my dear, " returned the old lady, thoughtfully.

“ I sometimes fear, Ellen,” she resumed, after a moment's pause, “ that

I am too apt to encourage the propensity of disliking new laws and

lamenting old ones, which is attributed to the aged on all occasions.

This is so very likely to be the case, from the nature of the human

mind, that I have no donbt whatever that it is so , and mean not to

combat the application of the observation in my own case.
And yet,"

she added, “ not all the candour I can school myself into expressing,

can avail to make me approve the erection of that bare-faced monster

of a Union Poor-louse , which seems to glare upon us with its hundred

eyes from what used to be the prettiest meadow in the parish . I wish

I had not seen , the only time I ever ventured near enough to look at

it , ---- I wishı, Ellen, I had not seen old Simon Rose, with his grand

daughter, poor soul ! and her three little ones, standing before that

dreadful Richard Dempster, the governor, looking as if they thought

that life and death depended on his will. I havenever got the group

out of my head since. All the fearful change in the treatment of the

poor, which has followed the erection of this prison - like place, may be

very useful. I am too old to dare express a doubt upon the subject.

Old people are so prejudiced. But even the pew commissioner himself

might be inclined to make some allowance for the poor blundering old

people of the district, if he did but know the contrast between what

they see now and what they looked on formerly. We gave a worse

name to our house of refuge there, Ellen, than the new folks have given

theirs . We called it the workhouse, which bears a sort of threatening

in its very name; and it was not, nor was it intended to be, a dwelling

to be desired or sought for. But oh ! the heavy change ! Deepbrook

Workhouse was to Deepbrook Union what a free state is to a slave

state in America . But this will never do, darling ! Go away as fast

as you can , for if I begin upon this theme, even you will get weary of

listening to me. Let us hope that this gentlemanlike London assistant

commissioner may be a good man , and if he be, he can hardly fail of

doing some good among us."
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6

" Amen ! ” said Ellen, looking almost as meditative as her old

friend.
My memory goes not very far back into the history of our

poor neighbours, and papa seems inclined to think that the farmers will

be better off for the change. But I wish the union poor-louse did not

look so very like a prison ."

" And I , my dear, wish that it wus not so very like one . But

come, Ellen, I do not want to make that dear thoughtful brow of yours

look graver than usual. So , no more of this ! Give me my shawl,

diar, that lies on that chair yonder, and I will go into the garden with

yo'l, and look after the safety of my rose -buds myself. You see I am

afraid to trust you, Cllen ."

“ Perhaps you are right, for I have got to assist some half -dozen of

my hand -maidens in decorating the school-room for a cowslip -fête this

evening ; so I am by no means sure of my own discretion . "

The old lady took the arm of her young friend, and they passed

through the flowery porch of the cottage together ; but ere they had

advanced three steps beyond it , they were stopped by the approach of

a decently dressed old svoman, leading a girl of six years old in one

hand, and a little fellow of not more than three in the other. Both

the children were cleanly, though poorly, dressed, and the whole

group had the appearance of respectability, notwithstanding the very

evident poverty of their garments.

“ Mrs. Greenhill ? " said the old lady, doubtingly, and raising her

glass to her eye .

** Yes,ma'am ,my name is Greenliill; but it is a good while since
I had the honour of seeing you ,” replied the woman .

" And why is it so long, my old friend ? ” said Mrs. Buckhurst,
kindly. “ You know that I am no longer so good a walker as formerly,

and that your cottage is almost too far from mine for me to be able to

reach it . But you manage your age better than I do ; and you know

I am always glad to see you. But come in , and sit down ; we must

nut talk standing, for that would not exactly suit either of us. Wait a

moment, dear Ellen , will you ? " she added, turning to her young friend,

** you cannot be in so very great a hurry, for it is quite early yet.”

Now , Ellen really was in a very great hurry, being anxious to en

chant her little sisters , as she had often done before, by turning their

school-room into a bower of bliss for them . But for some reason or

other, though there seemed no necessity for it , she lingered, and, after

the doubt of a moment, followed the whole party into the parlour',

having stood aside to let them pass , while still doubting whether she

should take her departure or not the old woman, as she passeil, mai'e

her a very respectful courtesy ; and then it was that the doubting
Eilen turned round and followed her in .

" Sit down, Mrs. Greenhill, and let the little ones sit down, tuo ;

there are two little stools for them . And now tell me why it is so long

since I have seen you ? " said Mrs. Buckhurst, drawing a chair to the

corner of the room where the poor woman bad placed here and
sitting down close to her.

" I have had no heart to come, Mrs. Buchhurst,” replied te

a
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woman , mournfully ; " it has always been such a happiness to me to

call upon you, and to hear what news you might have received

fion her Grace and my precious boy, that the visits you were so kind

as to permit made almost the greatest happiness of my life : and I

always felt sure that you would say something about me to her Grace

when you wrote back again, and that in that way my own dear Lord

Pemberton would hear of me ; but that is all over, -- all changed now ,

madam . It is no longer a glory to me to think that my name should

be either spoken or heard by either of them ."

" And why so, my poor Greenhill ? " said Mrs. Buckhurst, in the

gentle voice of sympathy, though she had yet to learn what sorrow

had fallen upon her poor neighbour to demand it . “ Tell me, I beg

of you,what has happened to make you speak in so melancholy a
strain ???

“ Ruin, dear lady,---- ruin has fallen upon me and mine ! Root

and branch we are ruined, and never can look up again !"

“ Whatever may be the misfortune of which you speak, Mrs.

Greenhill, I cannot but think you would liave done better to have

communicated it before it had brought you so low as you seem to be,

now . You know the high value which the Duchess entertains for you,

and the affection, as I may truly call it , of your foster-son , and it is

theretore unkind to them not to have given them the opportunity of

assisting you , if accident has made such assistance necessary."

“ Do you not know , madam ," said the pale , shattered -looking old

woman, in a tone very nearly reproachful, is that the Duke of Roch

dale pays me regularly an amnuity of twenty pounds a-year, and

that my darling nurse-child, the Marquess of Pemberton, always

doubles it ? "

" I know perfectly wel that the Dahe had settled a yearly income

upon you , Mrs. Greenhill, as a proof of his regard and gratitude for

your faithful service, though I did not know that the Marquess had

any thing to do with it ; but I cannot see why either the one or the

other should prevent your coming to visit me, and letting me have the

pleasure of informing the family that I had seen you well. ”

“ And it was my pride and my pleasure to believe that you did so,

madam , as long as Iwas well ; but now I am far, far too miserable

and wretched to wish that they should know any thing about me,”

said the unhappy woman , bursting into tears.

At this moment, Mis. Buckhurst chanced to turn her cyes towards

her young guest, who was standing in the deep recess of the old

fashioned window, and, in fact , almost concealed by the window

curtain ; but, nevertheless, the old lady perceiver that her cheek was

Hushed , and that she seemed listening with even painful auxiety to

every word that was said .

" Stay here, my good friend, and repose yourself a little , while I
go to finish what I was about to do when your arrival stopped me. I

will send in icfreshment both for you and your children, and will

return to you , presently. Come, Ellen, you must wait no longer for

your roses ; I will speak to Sarah , as we pass the kitchen-door.”'

а
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Ellen said not a word, but followed the steps of her old friend ,

pating when she paused, which she did to order the promised repast,

and then they went again together through the porch into the garden.

" I must wish you good -bye, now , Mrs. Buckhurst, without waiting

for the roses, for it is really getting quite late , and my sisters are

exacting me," said Ellen .

“ Dear child !" exclaimed the old lady, mournfully, and looking

in viously in the face of her young friend. Then, tenderly pressing

her hand, she added, “ Go, then, my dear love ; perliaps it is better
that you should not stay longer, pow. Oh , my Ellen I would things

were otherwise ! "

Ellen turned away her head without speaking ; but she returned

the kind pressure of the old lady's hand , and, without again looking at

her, took her leave, and passed through the little wicket that led across

the quiet fields to her home.

CHAPTER IV.

ME DUEL OF ROCHDALE-SOME ACCOUNT OF TOM GREENHILL - THE

NEW POUR - LAW - MRS . GREENIULL EXAMINED BEFORE THE BOARD

OP GUARDIANS --MR. HUTTONWORTII -MR . WILCOX CAPTAIN

MAXWELL - A FRIEND IN NEED- ENACTMENTS OF THE BILL ---

DECISION OF THE GUARDIANS.

Y(18)اد.

The story which good Mrs. Buckhurst had to hear upon returning

toler parlour was a very sad one, and would have been felt as such by

2 !!! one of common humanity, but it was peculiarly so to her, for many

In the first place, she knew the person who told it too well

to permit her flattering herself that any part of her statement was

sageiated ; in the next, she knew that the noble benevolence of the

Rochdale family was more in proportion to their rank and station than

15 thuir means, which were most inconveniently straitened by the

necessity, certainly self-imposed, of clearing for the next generation an

putate most wantonly encumbered by the last. It was in vain , as she

also knew , that the heir protested against the necessity, or, as he some

tinues put it , the propriety, of doing this ; the aged Duke who, as one

of the consequences of his unprincipled father's conduct, had actually

been unable to marry till after his death, which did not happen till he

himsef was past forty years of age-- had suffered too much, from the

di proportion between his rank and his income, to endure the idea of

leaving his son in the same position ; neither could he endure, por his

fatimable, high-minded Duchess cither, that any of those who were

dependent on him should suffer from the process of restitution which

he was so perseveringly pursuing ; and the consequence was, that he

rarely indulged in a residence in England, excepting during the time

thai. Parliament was sitting, or for such occasional visits to his

property as were necessary , in order to assure himself that his orders
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and regulations concerning it were properly carried into clict .

Mrs. Buckluurst, who was the only comtry neighbour with whom the

almost banishe Duchess had ever formed any intimacy after

her marriage, was well acquainted with all these circumstances,

and could scarcely have a much less agreeable commission given

her, than one which involved the necessity of using her interest

with her noble friend , for the purpose of obtaining money from

her. This, therefore, made the listening to poor Mrs. Greenhill's

story a sull greater pain and grief than it would have been , had

relief been more easily within reach . Thirdly, and lastly, it was

especially painful to the good old lady, because with a heart - open as

day to melting charity ," an income of 2001. per annum rendered any

material aid from herself absolutely impossible. The facts of the case

which gave rise to the circumstances she had now to hear, were briefly

as follow :

Mrs. Greenhill, who had been the much -esteemed, well - conducted

wet-nurse to the young heir at the Castle some seven -and -twenty

years before the time of which I am speaking, had returned from her

service to her home, with the Duke's annuity of twenty pounds, an

income suficient to assist very essentially in bringing up her family of

one son and three daughters. The three daughters had for some years

been established in service, at a considerable distance from their home,

but the only son , who was her first- born , and the foster -brother of the

Marquess of Pemberton , was living with his wife and five children in

her house. She had herself been many years a widow, and wished

for nothing better than to bestow her whole time and labour, and

her annuity to boot (which , during the last ten years , had been

doubled by the Marquess ), upon this darling son , his wife and children .

Young Greenhill was by trade a carpenter, but though an excellent

workman, he was, unfortunately, a still more excellent sportsman .

He was the best shot in the parish, and the most skilful angler in the

county. These accomplishments, together with a particularly hand

some person , and the dignity of being the well -to - do Mrs. Greenhill's

son and foster-brother to the Marquess of Pemberton, gave him a sort

of pre-eminence among the young men of the neighbourhood, which

led to most disastrous results. Tom Greenhill was far from being a

wicked man ; but , though clever in many ways, he was
weak one .

Moreover, “ he was not without ambition ," nor was he without some

of the varied “ illness " which attends it . He was proud of his skill

as a workman, but was not content with exercising it in its merely

mechanical shape ; he had read books upon architecture, and deter

mined to become a builder. The want of capital for this was really

a much greater impediment than any want of skill , for Tom was

clever ; but here his mother's credit helped him on , even more than

ler annuity , and for several years past,
THOMAS GREENHILL ,

Builder ," had taken place of the humbler “ THOMAS GREENHILL,

CARPENTER ," above her door. But most unfortunately, Tom's re

putation as a shot and an angler increased still faster than his reputation

as a builder ; and, though a large yard which he had hired on one

66
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si le of the common had a very goodly show of timber in it , and

though he had entered into more than one speculation for building

some very pretty houses “ up High Street , ” he was several hundreds

worse than nothing in the world , before his mother had the slightest

suspicion that any thing was going wrong. Her annuity, her pigs,

and her potato -plat, enabled her to go on with little or no difficulty,

though the annual accouchement of her good little daughter-in -law

Was rather a heavy drag upon her. But she observed that Tom always

coloured very much whenever she asked him if he could not spare

them a little money ; and, as she very often saw him setting off to

fish or shoot with the young Baxters, and occasionally even with the

young squire Dalton himself, looking, as her maternal heart told her ,

quite as much a gentleman as any of them , she could not bear to

plague him , when she was able to go on very tolerably well without

his help, especially, too, as she found from his account about the

buildings « up High Street," that it would be some time yet before he

could expect to receive any return from them .

And thus matters went on for a few years, and then the blow

cane --the first blow . Her son entered her cottage, pale as ashes,

with a well -known sheriff's officer behind him , and the business was

explained in a few moments. The timber -merchant, who had let

tre very fine clever young man , with a mother well provided for,

have as much timber, on credit, as he chose to order during one

whole year, had employed a good deal of steady dunning during

the two succeeding ones to get paid for it , but in vain. The two

llent years the dunning continued, but accompanied with threats

59 sturily, that first one speculation, with all the timber, and all

the work that had been employed upon it, was disposed of at a

ruinous loss, to enable the unfortunate builder to pay something

(, account ; and then , another followed . But now , the fifth year

bring considerably advanced , without any apparent chance that the

lurze balance was likely to be settled ; and Mr. Lawrence , the timber

Archant, knowing by this time a good deal more about the young

builler's aftsirs than he did himself, an arrest was resorted to , as

the rest way of getting hold of the mother's assistance first , before

any other creditor hit upon the same bright idea . The effect of

this upon the perfectly unprepared family of poor Tom may easily
be imagined ; as may also the means resorted to , in order to release

them all from the horrors attending the same, and the thought of
a prison for him , even for a few days. His mother's well -known

amity was pledged for five years, with the understanding that

the pledge might be redeemed at any time by a ready -money

emelling of the debt. This was bad enough ; but this was not all.

Where did it ever happen that an arrest in a country village took

place, without its being known , at least to those any way interested

in krowing it ? Tom Greenhill had a long bill, too, at the lock

smith's, and another at the tailor's. Both these bappened to be

in particular want of their money, and being also, perhaps, a little

je slous of Tom's gentility, did not feel all the repugnance they
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might otherwise have done, in again employing the same sheriff's

officer before the end of the week. But even in this seemingly

hopeless extremity, his mother's credit would have sufficed to keep

hiin from being sent to gaol; but the poor soul had now nothing

but her personal security to give, and thankfully did she set it

accepted, so thankfully as scarecly to be conscious of the predicament

in which they all stood . The unfortunate sportsman stood for awhile

perfectly stunned ; and, though he watched with earnest eres what

was going on , it was not till the parties had left the cottage in

order to get the proper form drawn up for his poor mother to sign,

that the situation in which she was placing herself occurred to him .

But then he saw it as plainly before him as if she were at that

instant in the act of being dragged to prison for his debts. Ile

threw his arm around her, and pressed his lips to her forehead ,

and the poor trembling woman thought it was done in gratitude

for his release , and pressed him to her heart, in return. In the

next moment, he had left the cottage, and overtaking his two

creditors as they entered the attorney's door, entered with them ,

and so clearly explained the utter worthlessness of his mother's

security, which he called upon Mr. Lewis, who had so recently

been employed upon assuring her annuity to Lawrence, to confirm ,

that he soon made them understand the uselessness of accepting it ;

and within an hour or two of this successful display of his eloquence

he was safely lodged in the county gaol , there to remain till he

could be brought out under the Insolvent Debtor's Act. From

this point the downward path of Tom's mother, wife, and children ,

from comparative case and comfort to utter destitution , requires not

the historian's pen , for it was inevitable, and may only too easily

be understood . One by one, every saleable article belonging to

any of them was disposed of to purchase daily bread : and then

came the next day ; and although Squire Dalton was no relentless

landlord, it became the duty of his head man , who collected his

rents, to give the Widow Greenhill to understand that she could

by no means be permitted to occupy one of the best tenements on

the estate for nothing, which would, as he observed, be the more

out of all common sense , seeing that every body knew she had

but to mention the inatter to my Lord Duke's steward, in order

to have the business properly settled in no time. But Mrs. Greenhill

would rather do any thing than mention the matter to my Lord

Duke's steward ; and she therefore gave up the best tenement,

anıl crept, together with her helpless dependants, into the worst

she could find, which consisted of one miserable room , at the very

farthest, extremity of the parish ; its only recommendation being

that it was so out of the way that few eyes would be likely to

fall upon their misery. Here they had continued to exist for rather

more than a month , by means of work obtained in the fields by

the wife of the thoughtless prisoner, while his mother managed
while she watched over his children , to earn a few pence a -ulay

by mending the garments of neighbours less handly than hersell.
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As the completion of all this misery, the poor wife was drawing near

to her sixth confinement, so near indeed that her mother- in - law

fruit that she must no longer be suffered to pursue her work ; and

that there was but one resource left them , they must apply to the

parish for relief. Those only who are well acquainted with the

feelings of our English peasantry before they have been crushed

ant of all resemblance to themselves by the degradation to which

they are reduced, when brought by misfortune under the influence

of the present law of the land respecting panpers,—those only who
know their minds as well as their persons, their virtues as well

as their wants, can be able to understand what were the feelings

of Tom Greenhill's mother, when she appeared before the board

of guardians of the Deepbrook Cnion, to ask relief for his starving

family. A union so extensive as that of Deepbrook, stretching,

as it does, over an extent of many miles, cannot fail of having

present at every meeting of the board many members personally

strangers to the unhappy applicants who appear before them . And

30 it happened on this occasion . It chaneed, too, that some piece
of particularly interesting public news had been circulated amidst

the guardians after they had met, and for the most part they
Wire, at the time she entereil, deeply engaged in discussing it. But

upon her being shewn into the room , a particularly active -spirited

guardian, but newly appointed, and really liking the employment,

alfressed her from his place at the bottom of the table round which

they were sitting, with the concise question, rather loudly arti

culated,

- Who are you ? "

My name, sir, is Margaret Greenhill. "

" What do you want ? " was the next demand .

" Assistance, sir, for ------ "

* Yes, yes ; you need not go on in that direction, we all know that.

Of course, that is the cuckoo cry, from first to last, - Assistance, sir. '

I wish , to my soul, that we could have a little variety, and that some

of you would have the exceeding kindness to want something else . "

To this, Mrs. Greenhill answered nothing. 6 Where do you come

from : " was the next query , and from the same gentle guardian , --a

guardian , as it should ever be remembered, of the most unhappy por

tion of the human race .

“ I come from Bushy Lane, sir, in this parish ."

“ What do you mean by this parish ? Good Lord ! how difficult

it is to get a direct answer . What do you mean by Tunis parish ? The

parish of the union ? Don't you know , foolish body, that there is no

less than nineteen,parishes in the union ? "

s I am of Deepbrook parish , sir ."

« Oh ! now we get it, at last . You are one of Deepbrook parish,

are you ? And pray, being myself something of a stranger, may I be

so bold as ask ho ofte you have been here before ?

Never, sir. This is the first time.”

6 Oli, Lord ! oli , Lord ! Of course , if you have never been here

66
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before, this must be the first time. I do believe that you, all of you

think that we country gentlemen have no earthly thing to do but sit

here and listen to you . When you have said a thing once, my good

woman , for mercy's sake be contented, and don't say it over again the

minute after. The business is bore enough of itself, without that.

Come, get on , can't you ; what do you come for ? "

My son is in prison, sir ; and before we can do any thing to get

him out, we must get together a little money for expenses, to prove,

sir , that he is insolvent.”

“ Stufl'and nonsense , woman ! Insolvent, indeed ! I should like

to know who it is that has been doubting his insolvency ? If he is in

prison, I take it he has got there upon something a little more substan

tial than his own credit, or yours either, my good lady. Be so good as

to have the exceeding kindness to tell us the truth at once. WHAT IS

IT THAT YOU COME HERE FOR ? There now . Is that a plain question ?

And do you think you could have the particular kindness to give us a

plain answer ? ”

This guardian, who had made his fortune in button -making, though

now become a country gentleman, here took a pinch of snuft, and then

offered his gold box to his neighbour, with the air of a man who has

said something witty. The gentleman thus favoured took the snuff,

and returned the glance with a very intelligent wink of his right eye,

though, in truth , he knew not a single word that had passed. Upon

which Mr. Huttonworth , the button -maker, laughed a good deal ; but,

having at length recovered himself, he weut on with his examination of

pauper," no other person, indeed, being at leisure to assist him ;

which might, perlaps, be owing to the fact , that all the other members

present had been longer appointed than himself, and had therefore lost,

in a considerable degree, their interest in the business ; but as Mr.

Otterbury, another of the guardians, frequently observed , while reading

or writing letters , one person to examine was as good as a thousand,

and indeed better, because it not only prevented people from talking

across one another, which was a horrible nuisauce to every one either

reading or waiting, but it prevented a multitude of vexatious disputes

about a parcel of trifles that signified not a farthing, between the

guardians themselves.

It was Mr. Huttonworth , therefore, who resumed the examination

of Mrs. Greenhill, which he did as follows; his first words afterhe had

replaced his snuff -box in his pocket, being the repetition of his last, ---

“ Do you think you could have the particular kindness to give us
a plain answer ? "

Mrs. Greenhill trembled from head to foot. It was not from fear,

for she felt that she could fall no lower, but she trembled from shame,

and faltered out , with eyes fixed upon the ground, that her tears, the

Conscious starting of which made part of her shame, might not be
perceived ,

“ I come here for help .”

“ God bless this lengthy old woman , " exclaimed Mr. Huttonwortlı,

with a merry laughi ; " if she has vot, for the mere pleasure of hearing

66 the
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herself talk , began all over again , only she called it assistance last time,

and now she has been clever enough to find out another word , and she

calls it help. Come now ! there's a darling old soul! --- try to get on

a bit, will you ? "

Mis. Dempster, the wife of the governor of the Deepbrook Union ,

who was herself a very gay, merry-tempered woman, always used to

say that Mr. Huttonworth was the pleasantest gentleman of the whole

board, and that the varmint that came before him wasn't worthy of the

pleasure of hearing him . If Mrs. Dempster had happened to be within

Bearing now , she would, to use a favourite expression of her own, have

buen fit to die with laughter,” to hear how he went on ; while the

gloomy-tempered Mrs. Greenhill, on the contrary, flattered herself , as

his words and his laugh rang strangely through her ears, that she was

not very far from dying from the same cause, though from a different

kind of eifi ct.

A strong effort was necessary to prevent her from moving out of

the room , for she longed for nothing so much at that moment, as to

tind herself once more in the fresh air, and alone ; but this strong

< ifort was made, for she remembered those at home, and calling all her

shattered faculties to her aill , she said, too rapidly to be interrupted ,

** I am come here, sir, to ask for food for a destitute woman who is just

yoing to lie in , whose husband is in prison, and who has five children

to support."

Shame ! shame ! shame !” cried the indignant Mr. Ilutton

worth , all propensity to mirth being for the moment conquered and

subdued by his virtuous abhorrence of the profligate maternity, thus

Ujeniy avowed . " Are you not asbamed -- a woman of decent ap

pearance like you are, to come and ask the active, honest, intelligent,

thrifty part of the population to rob themselves and their own children

(honestly brought into the world , with the consciousness that there

wis power to maintain them ), -- are you not ashamed, old woman, to

come here to take their money out of their pockets, in order to feed

tlis iitter of brats, that you know in your own heart and conscience

oright never to have been born at all ? Get along !-- stand back , do !

You must wait a little, if you please, till I have had time to recover

myself. ” Then leaning across the table to address a gentleman who

sát opposite, and whose attention had been called from some papers he

was examining, by the vehement tone in which the last words were

-pok - n, he said , “ You are a clergyman , Mr. Wilcox, and doubtless ,

sir, you would tell me, and very properly, too , that it is a sin for a

Christian man to get into a passion. I know it , sir, I confess it , and I

im truly ashamed of myselt, which fair and frank acknowledgment I

hupe you will accept in the way of apology and atonement. But if

there is one thing upon God's earth that I cannot listen to with patience,

it is the hearing of a parcel of children being born when there is nothing

to give them to eat. Now just observe, sir, --- I beg your pardon , Mr.

Wilcox, for interrupting you , when , maybe, you are attending to some

thing that concerns yourself - but do, just for one moment, observe the

difference between these creatures who have the audacity to claim a
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maintenance as their right, and the people of our class who have got

the misfortune of being obliged to pay it . Just, I say , observe the

difference. There's my own daughter, with a fortune down of 15,0001.

--that girl, sir , has been engaged to be married nearly a twelvemonth ,

and there they are waiting, she and the excellent young man that is

engaged to her, till he gets a living that he has been promised by his
uncle, Sir William Wise . That's what I call an example, Mr. Wilcox .

Ile are expected to be prudent, and provident, and thoughtful, and care

ful, and all the rest of it, while these creatures that burden the earth with

themselves and their filthy rags must go and marry forsooth , and then

send politely to tell us that they have five babies and another coming,

and will be much obliged if we will provide breakfast, dinner, and

supper.--- lodging,furniture, firing, and clothing, for them all , as well as

for their dear excellent papa and mamma, because they don't happen

to have a single penny oftheir own. Isn't this monstrous,Mr.Wilcox ? "

“ It is a tremendous evil, sir," replied Mr. Wilcox, very tranquilly ;

“ but I believe it to be the inevitable consequence of the enormous

wealth we possess as a nation , and which , of course, must produce such

prodigious incentives to industry, as must often lead to a false estimate

of the value of individual labour a fund often calculated upon as

certain by the labourer himself, but which , by the nature of things,

must, of all funds, be the most uncertain . The question, I think, sir,

lies in a nutshell. If by our excessive luxury in requiring the per

fection of every thing that labour can produce, we teach the operative

classes to believe that by the incessant use of all their faculties in our

service , they cun make money enough to maintain a family, the excess

ive increase of population , of which you so justly complain , will, of

course, he the result; and as the power of continuing incessant labour

is , to say the least of it , exceedingly uncertain, I conceive it follows

that large masses of destitute persons must, of necessity, be thrown

upon the country for support. I really see no cure for it. For I do

not think it would answer, as a national measure, to let all operatives,

whom accident, sickness, or their own over -productiveness in filling the

magazines oftheir employers, have thrown out of work .-- I do not think

it would answer to let all such persons perish , even though they have

been rash enough to marry and surround themselves with children .

And I am even doubtful, sir, whether your argument, respecting the

laudable discretion of your daughter and her affianced husband, would

be considered by the labouring poor as a case exactly in point. But

may I suggest to you the advantage of dismissing, in some way or

other, the aged person with whom you have been speaking ? I perceive

that many others are in waiting outside the door, and business is im

peded by her detention . I regret excessively the impossibility of my

being usefulhere. My living is exactly seven miles off, and if the union

were there, I certainly mightbe occasionally of some service, for I am ,

I am glad to say , personally acquainted with every individual in my

parish , and therefore might be able , now and then, to be useful by

reason of my familiarity with their different characters and modes of

life . But here I know nobody ; and, as it rarely happens, I believe,
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that many of the parishiorers of Horionthorpe apply for assistance

here, I feel that I am occupying a place which might be better filled :

bit, nevertheless, if you are fatigued, sir, by your exertions, I am

willing to find out what this person wishes us to do for lier. ”

Be no means, YIr. Wilcox. I will by no means trouble you to

finish what I have begun . Besides, I know that you have been en

gaged with your papers during the whole time thatmy examination of

Hier has been carried on , and it would be only time lost to begin again . "

- Just as you please, sir, " returned Wr. Wilcox, resuming the
examination of liis rapers ; “ but I believe I am quite aware of most

of what has passeıl between you.”

To this last observation Mr. Huttonworth did not think it neces .

sary to pay any attention, but raising his voice so as to be heard at a

M'h greater distance from him than where Mrs. Greenhill stood , he
waid . Come forward, you most audacious of beggars ! don't stand

staring at us all as if we were so many wild beasts, but tell us at once

whether it is your intention to favour is with your company during

the whole of the day.”

“ I shall be glad to go directly, sir," replied Virs. Greenhill, “ if

you will be pleased to give me an order for some sort of relief for my

starring grandchildren . I am a stranger, sir , to almost all the gentle

m ! I see here ; but there is one yonder --- Captain Maxwell----who

Wnous me. "

“ Oh ! Ile does, does he ! Now then, perhaps, we shall catch a

glimpse of light, at last, as to the nature of your right to establish a

claim upon other folks' property. Beg pardon, Captain Maxwell;

but be so good - will you ?---as just to turn youreyes this way. Ilere

is a respectable lady here who boasts the honour of your acquaintance,

and we should be vastly obliged to you if you would be so good as to

tull is what you know about her."

Thus called upon , ( 'aptain Haxwell hent forward, and by doing so

oltained a full view of the unhappy petitioner. “ Mrs. Greenhill? ”

said he. " Sure it can't be Mrs. Greenhill - Is it ? "

“ Yes, sir, I am Mrs. Greenhill, ” said the poor woman , faintly.

" I am very sorry to see you here, Mrs. Greenhill; but it can't be

by way of asking for any thing, neither. That's quite impossible ; but

it may be for somebody else, perhaps ?

“ Yes, sir ; it is for my five grandchildren and their destitute

mnotlier, ” she replied .

6 * Duar me! You don't say so. I am very sorry , indeed . But

I would have thought, I must say, that you might have done some

thing yourself to help them , instead of coming here. All I know ,

gentlemen , of this good laily is , that she has a very handsome pension

from his Grace the Duke of Rochdale, and that she has always borne

a most excellent character in the parish for respectability in every

way ; and I should almost as soon have expected to see my Lord Duke

bimself here to ask assistance as to see her. ”

“ There it is, you see," exclaimed Mr. Iluttonworth , with indigna

tion, " s from first to last, froin the best to the worst, it is all the same,
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If one of them does but tumble down, and hurt the tip of his estimable

toe , off they set for the board - husbands and wives, fathers and

mothers, uncles and aunts - off they all come to the unfortunate board,

and, in heart-breaking strains of the most profound misery, implore

our honours to be so merciful as to let them live for a few weeks in

idleness ; all they want being paid for out of our freehold property.

Freehold, indeed ! I bought my estate as freehold ; but it was little

better than a cheat to call it so. A better term , a great deal, would

be beggar-hold property. We all hold our property, as it seems to

me, for the use of the beggars, and have only got just exactly what

they please to leave us. And now , then, Madam Greenhill, by

what this gentleman, whose testimony you called for, says of you,

I really think that the best thing you can do is to tramp home again

to the lane that you talk of, and spend a little of nıy Lord Duke's

annuity in helping your grandchildren yourself : and so I beg to wish

you a very good morning .”

“ I have no longer my annuity ," urged Mrs. Grecubill, in a voice

that shewed her courage and strength were sinking fast ; “ I have

pledged it for the debts of my son."
" A very pretty story, indeed ! Pray, gentlemen, whatdo you say

to this ? ilere is an old vagabond, who has been handsomely

pensioned by a nobleman for some service or other, God knows what ;

and for some cause or other, God knows what about that too, slie

makes away with it, and then comes bothering is. Do please, Mr.

Deputy Chairman , to send her off, will you ? For to my request

that she would be pleased to take her leave she pays not the slightest

attention .”

Stay a moment, Mr. Huttonwortlı, if you please,” said Mr.

Dalton, who, in the absence of Mr. Rimmington, the clergyman

of the parish, had been requested to act as chairman . Stop one

moment, if you please. I am sorry to say that I was listening to

my friend Mr. Lewis here, upon a little point of business that

he wanted to speak about, and I did not perceive who it was you had

got there. I know Mrs. Greenhill perfectly well, and I know , too,

that her son has been unfortunate ; but it is no fault of hers, gentle

nien , as I take upon myself to assure you . I am sorry, to my heart,

to see her come here for assistance , but I am quite sure she would not

come if she could help it , and I am , therefore, decidedly of opinion

that she must not be sent away without relief."

This strong support renewed in some degree the courage of the

unfortunate woman, and prevented her from obeying the mandate

she had received to depart. It brought her also other assistance ;

for Mr. Lewis, the attorney, who had transacted the business for

giving security upon her annuity, seconded Mr. Dalton's testimony

in her favour, and declared, that as she hud thought fit to apply to

them , she ought not to be dismissed without a hearing.

This, of course, led to the rescuing her from the fangs of the

pleasant and facetious Mr. Huttonworth ; her story was again asked

for, and listened to with very businesslike patience, and though more

6
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than one prudent head was shaken at hearing of the number re

quiring relief, it was agreed , with tolerable unanimity, that it should

be accorded, and she was told that, though a person provided for as

she herself was, ought not to be considered as a pauper, or relieved as

such, that the wife of her son , together with his children, might come
into the house.

The spirits of Mrs. Greenhill, which had been greatly cheered by the

interest expressed for her by Mr. Dalton, sank again into a state of the

most miserable despondence as she listened to this tremendous sentence .

She was too hind -hearted a neighbour not to know from the report of

the poor around her what coming into the house meant. She knew

that the little creatures she so tenderly loved would be in one part of

the buikling, and their broken -hearted mother in another ; she knew ,

also , that she should not be permitted herself to see either the mother

or the children ; and, unable to endure the idea of carrying home to

them this dreaded doom , she ventured to implore, instead of it, the

very smallest aid that could enable them to exist, declaring herself still

abie and willing to contribute in some degree to their support, and

particularly during the approaching confinement of her daughter-in

law , to have it in her power to save the union trouble, by attending to

her, without throwing the charge of doing it upon them . So ably did

she plead , that the members of the board who knew her, and were

therefore able to judge in a great degree of the value, to the poor

woman who was to be relieved , of the services thus earnestly offered ,

every one of them espoused her cause -- excepting, indeed, the lawyer,

who, though by no means a hard -hearted man , felt it due to his

consistency as a professional one, not to sanction any departure from

the leiter of the act, which it was their office to administer. But,

with the exception of Mr. Wilcox, who seemned to think that he had no

right to interfere, there was not one of the many strange gentlemen

from a distance, who formed the great majority ofthe board , but what

had some strong word to say against what she pleaded . As for

Mr. Huttorworth, he declared that if the paupers were permitted to

come and dictate to the board , not only their will , respecting their final

determination to get something (to which, it must ever be remembered ,

they had not the slightest natural right), but also precisely the manner

of it, however much that manner might be, in the very teeth of the

law they were bound to administer, -- if the paupers, he said , were

permitted to do this, he would immediately resign his place at the
board . “ Not," he added , standing up , that the important words might

be heard to the most distant part of the room , 7 " not that I have any

wish to escape from the duties which , in my opinion, every country

gentleman is bound to fulfil ; not for that reason would I resign,

though, of course, the doing so would be an immense relief ; but I

wouid resiyn, if I found it impossible properly to perform those duties .

Nay, I will do more, gentlemen , -I will not only resign , but I will

strongly recommend it to the Secretary of State for the Home

Department, that no pauper shall ever be permitted to appear before a

buard, any members of which were likely to know them personally,
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It is that, gentlemen , that does all the mischief. Such it is now , at

this present meeting, gentlemen . Who is it amongst 118 that

ilinches from doing their duty ? Who is it that suffers themselves to

be talked over by a canting old crone, that cares no more for the laws

of the land than I do for the buzzing of that fly yonder ? Who is
it , I ask you, of all the gentlemen here present, who would be ready

and willing to let that old woman have exactly her own way , if the rest

of us did not stand forward to prevent it ? Why, just exactly the

people that kuow her, to be sure. It is as plain as a pike-staff. It is
influence, gentlemen-- local influence. You - all of you-- thegentlemen

of Deepbrook I mean -- you, all of you, more or less , seem to care

about her, and to value her, and to want to cosset her, just as if she

was part and parcel of yourselves. Now, is there any thing, I would

ask these very same gentlemen ,-is there any thing in such feelings

suitable to the strictly carrying into effect a strict law ? I say it is

impossible that the bill can work as it ought to work , as long as local

acquaintance and neighbourly feelings have any opportunity of inter

fering. And that, gentlemen, is what I shall consider it as my duty to

represent to the Right Ilonourable the Secretary of State for the Home

Department, if I find that you act in such a manner as to render my

doing so necessary. I would beg to know , sir , ” said the eloquent

orator in conclusion, and specially addressing himself to the gentleman

immediately opposite to him , whose eye he observed to be fixed upon

him .-- " I would beg to huow , Mr. Wilcox, if you find any possibility

of dissenting from a single word I have said ? "

"“ Decidedly not, sir ," replied Mr. Wilcox. " My opinion has ever

been , that stern as some of the enactments of this bill appear, the

severity of them , upon which you seem to lay so much stress , would

in a very great measure disappear, were the centralisation part of it

abrogated . If every parish had a receptacle, however humble, for its

own poor, with no guardians but those who dwelt within its limits,

and no commissioner to settle their doubts and difficulties, excepting

the clergyman and the nearest magistrate, nothing at all like what has

just pastamong us would be likely to recur.”

The voice of Mr. Wilcox was low -toned, and did not make itself

heard either by the deputy -chairman or the gentlemen near him , and

therefore neither die nor could affect their decision, which , from

respect to the opinions of the majority of the meeting, was very soon

declared tobe aguinst affording Mrs. Greenhill's family any out-door
relief. “ They moy all come into the house, " was the final resolution

of the board, and having received it , the old woman left the room , and

returned to her home.

It was this decision of the guardians of Deepbrook Union which

so far subdued the spirit of Mrs. Greenhill as to induce her to present

herself and her fallen fortunes before the friend of the Duchess of

Rochdale. She had passed the night which succeeded her visit to the

Union in meditating upon the comparative suffering that would arise

from seeing poor Jane and her children “ go into the house ," and
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applying to the Rochdale family for assistance. Ilad the question related

to herself alone, she would not have hesitated for a moment, as no

misery, at least in perspective, could be so horrible to her as the idea

otabising the generous kindness of her patrons; butthe penalty for

indulging this feeling would not be paid by herself, but by her grand

cineren and their miserable mother, and before this all other feelings

aled . The whole of this miserable story was recorded to Mrs.

Burkhurst, before the old acquaintance parted ; but this was only
ouing to the kindness of one heart, and the fulness of the other,

for it was in no way necessary to the performance of Virs. Greenhill's

eur'and ; which was but to learn whether there was any truth in the

raport that " the family ” were expected immediately at Rochdale

Castle. Mrs. Buckhurst, in answer to this inquiry, told her that she

fully expected their arrival in a month ; and with this information the

un.appy nurse departed, doubting whether she was most glad or sorry

to hear that she should have no letter to write, but have to tell her

terrible story instead .

CHAPTER V.

ELLEN'S RETURN HOME -- CONVERSATION RESPECTING JESSIE PHIL

L ! PS --HER ARRIVALHER BEALTY AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS --

SSIE UNIVERSAL FAVOURITE-- ACCIDE ΤΟ HE MO

PREDERIC DALTON'S INTERVIEW WITH THE VILLAGE BELLE - A

CONVERSATION TOUCHING MRS. GREENHILL- SITUATION OF HER

SON --A STRATAGEM FIRST LOVE .

À LIT Le of the listles-ness which Mr. Frederic Dalton attributed

10 hin cilest sister seemed to becreeping over her as she pursued her

walk across the fields from Mrs. Buckhurst's cottage to her home ; and

on reaching it , she certainly did hesitate for halfa moment or so , whe

ther she should not yield to the strong temptation of retiring to her

oun room , securing her door, and remaining alone for one dear pre

mous hour, instead of entering at once upon the bustling business of

anteparing for the children's fête ; but the recollection of the expectant

group that she knew were waiting for her, chased all such selfish no

tions, and bestowing no more time upon her retreat than was absolutely

necessary for disencumbering herself from her bonnet and shawl, she

hawened down stairs again , crossed the large hall, ran through the long

p24 . fe that traversed one entire wing of the building, and presented

buself in the retreat sacred to noise and learning at the end of it, with

out giving herself time to think of the headache that she knew full well

was about to be her portion . But no one who had looked at her in the

midst of the delighted throng that crowded round her the momentthat

she entered the door, could have believed that any thing of heaviness

was at her hcart, or that she was less likely to enjoy what was going
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forward than the rest of them , 6 Here she comes !-Here she comes !"

was the chorus with which she was received, and , from that moment, till

many hours after, no one that had observed Ellen would have been at

all likely to discover that she had headache, heartache, or any other

ailment whatever ; nothing was seen but

" Jest and youthful jollity ,

Quips, and cranks, and wanton wiles,

Nods and becks, and wreathed siniles."

9
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At length the moment for departure drew near, but no Jessie

Phillips was visible. “ Now is it not abominable," demanded Caroline,

“ keeping us all waiting in this manner ? If it were only the children ,

of course, it would not signify so much . But Jessie knows that we are

all going -- and I really do think it is too bad ."

“ * And so it is , a great deal too bad ," joined in Matilda. “ I took

care to tell her that all the great ones were to be of the party ; and

I do think it is treating us all as if we were so many little charity
children ."

“ The fact is, that you have spoilt her among you , " observed Mary.

· Nothing can be done without Jessie, now ; of course, she has found

that out, and therefore chooses to indulge herself with a few airs,

I heartily hope this sort of impertinence will be a lesson to you, girls,

and that you will take the first opportunity of making her understand

that you can do very well without her."

But, Mary, we cannot do very well without her,” cried Sophia,

cagerly. “ I would not give a pemy for the cowslip -picking if Jessie

Phillips was not there to carry for us; would you , Georgina ? ”

" I don't know about that, if she behaves in this way,” replied Geor

gina, gravely . “ I should be sorry to judge her unfairly . But I do
think it is very wrong, when she knows there are so many of all

longing to be off, to keep us waiting in this very disagreeable manner.

I certainly think that if the servants could any of them find us a basket

that would do as well as Jessie's , we should be quite right to set off

directly , without waiting another moment for her . Indeed, I should

not be at all surprised if it turned out that she had forgotten it altoge
ther. What do you think about it, Ellen ? ”

Why, Georgy , I think there are about five thousand , five hun

dred, and fifty - five reasons more likely to have either delayed or pre

vented her coming, than her forgetting that she had engaged to do so ."

“ Well ! really, Ellen, I do not see how it is possible for a poor

cottager's daughter, like Jessie, to have such a prodigious number of

interruptions," observed Caroline. “ How can she have five thousand,

five hundred, and fifty - five reasons for not coming to walk with the

children, if she remembers that she promised to do so ? ”

" I don't think I said that she had ,---- klid I ? " said Ellen , smiling.

“ We must remember that one reason may be quite sufficient; suppose

poor Jessie should have fallen down and broken her leg ? "

Nonsense , Ellen ! as if Jessie Phillips was likely to stumble and

tumble , like a tottering old body of fourscore " said Matilda.

us,
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At this moment, a gentle knock was heard at the door of the

school-room , and, when the clamorous “ Come in !” which followed ,

had caused it to open , such a figure was seen timidly waiting for

a little further encouragement to enter as might have disarmed even

more violent anger than the Miss Daltons had been expressing against

the tardy Jessie . “ Better late than never, Jessie !” exclaimed

Henrietta, gaily : “ we began to fancy that something very terrible

had happened to you-- or else that that you had forgotten us. "

“ And that would have been the most terrible of all, Miss Henrietta,

if indeed it could have been any way possible ,” said Jessie, “ but that,

ladies , you must all know , could never have been ! "

“ What was it made you so late, Jessie ?” said Ellen,kindly. “ Sit

down, my poor girl! you look as if you had run the whole way.”

Lord Byron calls beauty a “ fatal gift , " but the gift, like all others

from the same divine hand , is a very good gift, if not turned into mis

chief by the agency of sin and folly. How can that gift be called

otherwise than good which causes every eye to look kindly, and

ever heart to feel disposed to love and cherish it ! Such was the

beauty of Jessie Phillips. It is true, indeed, that she was a most

( Ipert needlewoman , and from the construction of a rightcap to the

embroidery of a lady's collar, few Englishwomen could surpass her.

It is true, also , that when she quited the village -school, she read

infinitely better than any girl she left in it , and that at church her

sweet voice might be distinguished in the psalms amidst those of all

the singing part of the congregation. But no one of these accomplish

ments, nor all of them put together, could have gone so far towards

winning all hearts, as did her lovely, gentle, innocent face, and her

light, Hexile, active figure. It certainly did seem as if it were

impossible for any one to look at Jessie Phillips and not to love her.

The school-mistress, from the first hour of this pretty creature's pupil

age to the last , had never been able to look at her without a smile of

kindness; and this, instead of generating jealousy in her school-fellows,

as might, perhaps, reasonably enough have been expected , seemed only

to act upon them as an example, as irresistible in its influence as that

of the famous prize piper immortalised in the annals of “ Anster Fair . ”

They would , one and all, do any thing to please Jessic , any thing to

shew that they loved her and liked her “ better than any body in the

whole world , except mother. "

At the various houses in the neighbourhood into which the skilful

needle of Jessie had introduced her, it was still the same thing, --the

ladies made a pet of her, and the servants forgave it . As to the male

part of the population, it is hardly necessary to say that they did not

escape the influence of a fascination in which a lovely face and form

had so much to do ; and, in fact, with one or two elsewhere enamoured

exceptions, there was not a man in the whole neighbourhood, gentle

or simple, old or young, who did not think, and for the most part

venture to declare, that Jessie Phillips was the most beautiful girl in

the country ! Had a degree of admiration, equally unqualified , been

expressed by any one individual, the effect would, however, have been

1-2- 2 -
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infinitely greater upon the feelings of its object; but coming as it did

promiscuously from all sides, it produced wonderfully little influence

upon her mind. She had lived , if the expression may be used , in an

atmosphere of admiration , to which she was too much accustomed to

be able to feel any particular influence from it . Is to the Daltons,

from her having been admitted into the nursery for at least two days

in every week during the last five or six years ----in short, ever since

she left school --- for the purpose of assisting in the never- ceasing

manufacture of frocks, she had become, according to her invariable
custom , the especial favourite of the whole establishment, nurses and

all . The only dissentient voice ever raised to stem this tide of popu

larity was that of Miss Barton, the governess, who very conscientiously

did believe, that uuless the girl had been a very sly girl indeed , she

could not thus have bewitched them all, and therefore she really dis

liked her. Moreover, the sort of familiarity which this frequent inter

course and strong liking produced between her pupils and the pretty

villager did not accord with Viss Barton's ideas of propriety, and

occasioned a good deal of checking and reprimandling, whenever it

happened, as in the present instance, that by way of a great treat to

the children Jessie Phillips was permitted to join in their sports ; which

checkings and reprimandings, of course, added very greatly to the value

of everymoment that the favourite could find leisure to bestow upon

them , and made the prospect of this cowslip -gathering superlatively

delightful from the freedom from restraint which the absence of the

governess afforded .

Jessie's apology, therefore, was listened to by ears which were by

no means disposed to be deaf to its reasonable sufficiency. ller mother

( the only parent she had left) had fallen down stairs and sprained her

ankle, just as Jessie had made herself ready to come out, and she had

stayed , first to bathe the injured limb in vinegar, and then to get a

neighbour to come in , and see that she had “ got her tea comfortable

and wanted for nothing."

A severer set of judges might, in truth , have been satisfied with

this apology, even without the gentle pleading accent in which it was

delivered , and considerably before Jessie had concluded her statement,

every trace of being angry with her had vanished , and more than one

voice was heard to exclaim that it was very good of her to come at all.

The two upper nursery -maids and the three younger children were

now summoned, and the joyous troop set fortlı, the elder girls getting

as close to Ellen as they could manage to do, and the younger one's

crowding in like manner round Jessie , the possession of one of her

hands being very strenuously struggled for among them .

There are some fair faces to which every thing approaching to

haste , heat, fatigue, or disorder, is exceedingly injurious, destroying

altogether, it may be , the soft harmony and delicate repose of the

features. But it was not so in the case of Jessie Phillips. Beautiful

as were her features and complexion , her loveliness did not depend on

the undisturbed perfection of either for its principal charm . On the

contrary, it was the extraordinary variety of expression which her
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countenance possessed that produced the powerful attraction which all

Sermeri to feel, but which few or none understood. On reaching the

stile by which the numerous party were to pass into the field , Jessie

fur a moment drew back, and stood apart a little, as if to recover more

tulls her presence of mind and composure, after the lurry, agitation ,

and alarm , which she had been enduring for the last hour. And Ellen ,

as she looked at her thus, her hand pressed upon her heart, in hopes to

imple its too vchement movement, her beautiful lips parted, as iſ to

facilitate her breathing, and her lustrous eyes, one moment hid by the

s fringed curtain " that dropped over them , and anxiously raised the

nest, to see if she were wanted, Ellen thought, as she looked at her,

that shr had never in her life seen any thing so perfectly beautiful.

The nursery -maids had just completed the process of handing over

the younger children , from one to the other, across the stile, and the

elder ones were in the act of following, when young Dalton lcaped

into the road, over a gate exactly opposite to that of the field they

were about to enter.

Had the group consisted of his sisters only, he would , beyond all

doubt, have passed on, probably without ever condescending to notice

them even by a nod ; but his quick eye failed not to perceive that the

bia ity , por excellence, of Deepbrook, was with them . Whereupon he

iminediately became most fraternally oliscrvant, and, with the excep

tion of Ellen , gave the tips of his fingers in succession to all who had

not : et passeli , in order to give himself the opportunity of offering his

liane to their beautiful companion also. Some rustic beauties would

have ben confused and confounded by such an honour, and others,

probably, world have shyly declined it , but not so Jessie Phillips, -

with a quietness of demeanour better calculated to check a presump

tuous young gentleman than all the shyness in the world , Jessie accepted

his offered assistance, and skiltully, but very soberly, passing over the

stile, placed herself beside the upper nursery-maid, and offered to carry

the little girl she had in her arms.

This was not exactly the first time Mr. Frederic Dalton had

found opportunity to discover the surpassing beauty of this village

belle ; but like most other gentlemen of his own principles and pursuits,

he had discernment enough to discover also , that Jessie Phillips was

1166 a girl to be pleased with the idle language of galiantry, or the un

ceremonious expression of admiration, which he knew perfectiy well

must be vastly less precious to her than to any girl of any rank to

when it was less familiar. He treated her, therefore, with greatly

more reserve, and infinitely less apparent attention, than any other

dansel in the neighbourhood, whom he thought attractive enough to

be noticed at all. But Frederic Dalton was extremely handsome,

and thought possessed of fewer qualities deserving affection than the

generality of his fellow - creatures, his manners, excepting to his sisters ,

were both bland and animated ; and had Jessie Phillips not thought

him the handsomest young gentleman she had ever seen , she would

have been in the minority of one among all the young females, gentle

and simple, in the parish of Deepbrook . Jessie Phillips, however, was
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much too well conducted a girl to permit this opinion concerning his

striking pre-eminence in all external good gifts to affect, in the slightest

degree, her manner towards him . It made her neither more reserved

nor more familiar, nor did it procluce any one of these intinitely varied

shades of mannerism which indicate latent coquetry, and which are

as well understood by such accomplished gentlemen as Mr. Frederic

Dalton as the points in a Hebrew page to a rabbi. It was probably to

this clear perception on his part, that Jessie owed her exemption from

those attentions which he lavished upon pretty nearly all the humble

fair ones of the district within reach of a morning ride, but which

were, however, less known and less guessed at than the gallantries of

any other individual of his class. This arose chiefly from the un

deviating prudence which prevented his ever having a confidant of

any age, sex , or condition ; and he had, moreover, various modes

of convincing the young damsels themselves, that the very slightest

indiscretion on their parts would, to a certainty, prevent their ever

having the honour and happiness of seeing him again .

As the pre -eminent personal advantages of Frederic Dalton did

not produce the same paralysing effect on his vanity as a similar sort of

pre -eminence did on that of Jessie Phillips, this very strict con

cealment of all the adventures which tended to prove would

probably not have been presevered in so resolutely, had not the idea

of a speedy marriage been ever present to his mind, -- an idea
which rather increased than diminished every day he lived, though

ever looked at with a reluctant eye as a measure of necessity. llis

rural gallantries, therefore , had hitherto been entirely confined to such

adventures as required no such attentions as were likely to render them

conspicuous, and the Beauty of Deephrook had hitherto escaped from

any more decided marks of his admiration than such as were afforded

by his looking pretty steadily into the window of her mother's cottage,

at which, when not pursuing her vocation at the houses of the neigh

bouring gentry, she usually sat at work, and the placing himself at

church in such a position in the family pew as commanded a tolerably

good view of her face.

The present occasion, however, appeared, for some reason or other,

too favourable to be resisted. Perhaps he had never before thought

Jessie so very lovely as he did then ; perhaps he considered the

presence of liis ten sisters and the two nursery -maids a sufficient

protection against all possible scandal; but whatever the cause, he

did now what he had never done in the whole course of his life, that

is to say, he joined the youthful party in their sports, and assumed the

air of the most playful and good -humoured grown-up brother in the

world . With the exception of Ellen , who was now really suffering

severely from headach, the whole party, nurses, children, and all , were

soon scattered over the flowery field, and Jessie's basket was often

( alled for in more directions than one . Obedience to these numerous

calls rendered more exertion necessary than could be used without

visible fatigue on the part of the basket-carrier ; whereupon, young

Dalton offered to be her substitute, an offer which she thankfully

a
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accepted , and having done so , placed herself on the grass beside the

youngest little girl, who seemed perfectly satisfied to sit still , and

pluck up as many herbs of all kinds as grew within her reach . This

arravgement was convenient to all parties; for it enabled the nurse to

devote her attention to the more excursive gambols of the other

chudren, and it gave Mr. Frederic an opportunity of shewing a

great deal of playful kindness to the baby, to look at Jessie a

great deal, and to talk to her a little . Till he had made her smile at

him by some of these playful sallies, he had , perhaps, no idea how

very beautiful she was ;' and it is probable that he permitted the

discovery to escape him in some manner that the young sempstress

thought more direct than respectful, for, upon his turning towards the

little Charlotte , in order to sustain the by -play that he felt to be

nemessary, Jessie sprang lightly from the ground , and crossed a comer

of the field to the spot where Ellen had found a shady seat for herself

upon a fallen tree .

" Are you tired, Miss Ellen ? " said Jessie . 6. You look very pale.”

· Yes, Jessie,” replied Ellen , “ I am rather tired ; and so I think

are you too-- though you look more flushed tlian pale. Sit down by

ine, Jessie ; there is room for us both on this log."

Jessie gladly obeyed , and after a moment's silence Ellen said , “ Do

you know any thing of Mrs. Greenhill, Jessie , --the mother of Tom

Greenhill, I mean, the carpenter ? "

“ Oh ! dear yes, miss,” replied the girl, “ I know her very well,

indeed . She used , before her troubles, poor dear woman ! to be

mother's best neighbour and kindest friend."

“ She seems to be in a very melancholy condition now , poor

woman ," rejoined Ellen. “ What are the circumstances that have

happened to her ? --- I think I remember hearing that her son was not

song on well with his business- he was too much of a sportsman , I

believe, at least so papa said, but I always thought that Mrs. Greenhill

herself was taken care of by --- by the family with whom she lived as a

murs , "

" And so she was, miss, nobly taken care of, both by my lord the

Duke, and my lord the Marques, too, and it is by no fault of hers that

their generosity is no longer of any use to her.”

" How do you mean , Jessie ? If the generosity of the family

is continued to her, what is there can prevent its being of use to her ?'

clemanded Ellen .

“ She has pledged her amuity to pay her son's heavy debt to the

timber-merchant," replied Jessie .

* Poor woman ! thatis sad , indeed ! But can they - none of them

do any thing to get a little money to help her ou with, after she has

marle such a terrible sacrifice ? Her son was, I kuow , an excellent

workman ; and unless he is very wicked indeed , he certainly will not

go on shooting and fishing now, " said Ellen .

* No , miss ! that I am sure he wouldn't,” replied Jessie, “ for Tom
Grrenhill is not a wicked man . He has always been a good son and

a good husband ; though I believe he has been rather over fond of his

a
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gun . But he can't work now , Miss Ellen , let him wish it ever so

much , because he is in prison ."

“ In prison ? Has he got into debt again then , since his mother

made such a sacrifice for him ? " asked Ellen .

Oh no ! Miss Ellen , " was the reply. “ Only the annuity went

to the first claimant, and there were other debts that came in after.

So , for these, he was obliged to go to prison, till the debtor's law can

sot him free again. And while he lies in gaol, his poor wife and his

excellent mother are absolutely starving ; and, poor souls I they could

not pay the squire his rent any longer, and are gone into a sad dirty

little shed of a place in Bushy Lane. It almost broke my heart when

I vent first to see them there."

“ Do you mean my father when you say the squire, Jessie ? I.

do not think it was at all like my father to turn honest poor people

out, because they had fallen into misfortune, " observed Miss Dalton ,

doubtingly .

“ So I said , miss, the moment that I heard it, ” replied Jessie ,

cagerly. “ But Mrs. Greenhill answered she had nothing to complain

of about that. It was not your papa, you know , Miss Ellen , but the

stewarı , who is obliged to do his duty to one as well as to another,

without shewing favour more to Mrs. Greenhill than to any one else ;

and that was what she said herself.”

“ I do not understand why such severity should be necessary any

where , " said Ellen .

“ Hrs. Greenhiil said that she had no severity to complain of, "

repeated Jessie. “ For that she went out quite of her own accord,

when she found that it was quite impossible for her to pay the rent.”

“ I wish you would describe to me exactly the place where she is

gone to live, Jessie. I should like to call upon her," said Ellen .

Jessie Phillips again named Bushy Lane, and then described the

part of it in which the miserable cottage might be found in which the

poor woman had taken refuge.

While this conversation had been going on , Mr. Frederic Dalton ,

who had been left sitting upon the grass beside his little sister, felt as

thoroughly thrown out and embarrassed by the strangeness of his

situation , as a man -of-war's man might do if left sitting before an

embroidery - frame with a needle and thread between his fingers. For

a moment or two he felt unmitigated anger against Jessie, not so

much for leaving him perhaps, as for the refuge she had chosen ; till a

moment's recollection suggested that the little sempstress could not

kuow how impossible it was that he should follow her thither ; nor

guess that, if she were ten times more beautiful than he had just

hinter he thonght her, such close vicinity to his sister Ellen was
enough to keep him at a distance for ever. When he had so far re

covered himself as to remember this, he thought that there was some

thing of coquetry in the mananvre ; and taking up the child about as

handily as a man -monkey might have done, he conveyed it into the

safe vicinity of its especial attendant, and then selecting one from

among a group of young ones, whom he deemed both old and young

( (
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* Dough to do his bidding featly, he told her that she would lose half

her flown if she did not get Jessie Phillips to carry the basket ;

Go, you little thing, and make her come back again to

selp you .

Ore or two of the children , whose frocks were already over full of

he tragiant toy, welcomed this proposal very joyfully ; and Sophia

prclaimed , 6 Why. Bella ! what fools we are ! Didn't Jessie come

h - re on inirpose to do it ? " And thereupon a whole deputation

rangered off , leaving a heap of cowslips on the ground, and their

aniable brother close beside, as it should seem to guard them .

Jassie , who thus reminded , immediately became conscious that

siiiug beside dear Viss Ellen, and talking to her, was not the purpose

for which she was invited, instantly jumped up , and yielding herself

unresastingly to the guidance of the half- a -dozen little hands which

inupon her, she was led amidst gambols and shoutings to the spot

where destruction awaited her. Pretty, innocent, young creature I it

was like leading a lamb to be sacrificed amidst the garlanded decor

ations of a heathen festival .

The sports of that evening went on to their close in a manner more

than incally delightful to the young partakers in them . For, where

Frederic Dalton had an object before him , he had skill that seemed

inspired by his Satanie master to obtain it . And, while the children,

fin the first time in their lives, thought brother Frederic the nicest

flow in the world , the elder ones saw nothing in his whole demeanonr

bevoid a sudden and eapricious fit of high spirits and good -humour ;

and the only observation spoken between them on the subject was

from Caroline to Maiv.

" What a pity it is . Mary ," she said , “ that Frederic is not always

s pha ant as he is this evening : How soon we should get to love

h , it he wire ! "

" Yes, I dare say we should ," was the reply ; and here all com

mentary upon it stopped. The young man left the party as they

this pead the house, wisely remembering that as he had not made his

dpearance in the school- room for the last dozen years or so , his

coug it now might excite an inconvenient degree of observation. He

ther -fore retreated to dress for dinner ; his four eldest sisters doing so,

likewise , as soon as they had seen the rest of the party seated at their

banquet of cakes and tea, under the superintendance of poor Jessie ;

who , when left to the unobservant eyes of her little companions, per

formed the laborious task she had undertaken, with vacant smiles, and

with thoughts wandering back to the soft accents of gentle kindness,

which for the first time had stolen into her ear, from the only man

phim her eye had bewitched her heart into thinking charming.

Ellen only, of all those who were present when the village beanty

was beruiled into thus taking her first downward step-- Ellen only,

wien she was quietly alone in her own room , remembered the strangely

por el circumstance of Frederic's having joined himself to their party ,

ind the possible motive for it flashed painfully across her mind . But

the mind of an innocent young woman, and such Ellen most truly was,
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despite her three-and -twenty years, is pot a favourable soil for bringing

such thonghts to maturity ; and the next minute it was dismissed, with

a feeling of displeasure against herself for having ever conceived it .

This was fortunate for Frederic ; for, excepting the first slight

imprudence which had given birth to Ellen's short-lived thought,

nothing else of the kind could for many a day after have been laid to

his charge. Ile never was seen to look again into the cottage window

of Jessie's mother ; nor did his eyes ever wander towards her from his

place in the family pew at church .

CHAPTER VI.

ELLEN'S FISIT TO NURSE GREENHILL ---SHE WINS HER HEART AND

HER CONFIDENCE BY SHEWING THAT SHE IS STILL RESPECTED

THE GOOD NURSE'S REASON FOR NOT APPLYING FOR RELIEF TO HER

FORMER BENEFACTORS,

By the aid of a little care and dexterity, Ellen continued to escape

on the following morning from all her sisters , old and young, and

following the instructions given her by Jessie, found herself, after a

pleasant walk of half an hour's length, before the habitation of Mrs.

Greenhill. That it was so, she learned by inquiry of a woman whom

she encountered near the door ; and glad would she then have been to

find either that Jessie had blundered in her description of the road, or

she herself in finding it, rather than have been assured that so vile

looking a hovel was the abode of the worthy and highly valued Mrs.

Greenhill. There used to be many, and there still are some , villages

in England , where the resident gentry have familiar personal acquaint

ance with every poor family in the parislı , excepting where notorious

ill conduct of any kind may render it objectionable. This happy state

of things had existed in perfection in the parish of Deepbrook, till

within the last few years, and did still exist there at the time of which

I am speaking, with the exception of the residents of “ High Street, "

and of the unfortunate families whom the sudden and awful change in

the poor-laws had driven to become inhabitants of the Union .” This

terrible abode seemed in the parish of Deepbrook to have the faculty

of obliterating from the minds of all without, the remembrance, even

of the names, and the existence, of those within it . This was not the

result either of praise-worthy, or blame-worthy, pride, in the more

fortunate, but was one of the inevitable consequences of being absorbed

into what might be truly called the common sewer of misery ; which

served as a drain for the helpless wretchedness of nineteen parishes,

and which was so dammed up on every side, as carefully to prevent all

intermixture, either for good or for evil, with the happy denizens of

earth and air, whose fate had not yet engulphed them in it . With

these exceptions, the poor families of Deepbrook were still , for the
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most part, personally known to the rich ones ; and Mrs. Greenhill,

though a short time before not strictly belonging to either class , was

most certainly unknown to none . Her neatness, her activity, her

universal kindness, and even the granol -mother petting that she de

lighted to bestow upon - Tom's little ones ," were all matters of village

notoriety ; and her name was rarely mentioned without some epithet

indicating affection or esteem being annexed to it . Nor was Miss

Dalıon an exception to this. She knew a great deal about Mrs.

Greenhill, and not only had a very high opinion of, but a very con

siderable degree of affection for her; though some accidental circum

stances, not exactly relevant to the present portion of our narrative,

had prevented Ellen from cultivating much personal intercourse with

the good woman . The heavy misfortunes which now appeared to

have fallen upon her, however, seemed at once to remove every im

pediment to their better acquaintance ; and the hope that, by her

agency, some easy arrangement might be made for restoring her to her

furmer residence, made her eager to set about cultivating the intended
intimacy immediately .

Ellen, before she entered the wretched -looking dwelling, looked

up, and reconnoitred it with a sigh . She had known it in better

dare ; for it was one of the very small, but umwhile decent tene

menis, which , before the sweeping operations of the new act, had been

the home of labourers ; no longer, perhaps, in the full,vigour of their

strength, yet still able , by the aid of a weekly shilling or two, from the

parish, to maintain existence ; and still as capable of enjoying the

sweet unfettered air of heaven , “ the pomp of groves, and garniture of

fields," as the highest potentate in the land . She remembered that an

old woman who had lived there , before starvation had goaded her to

take refuge in the Union poor-house, had been celebrated for having

in hea tiny garden (containing a space of about twelve feet hy ten )

the finest plot of anemones in the country ; and she recalled the proud
air with which the contented old soul was used to present the brightest

tinted and the largest Howers to herself, as being an especial favourite.

But since this old woman's departure, the place had fallen almost

wholly into ruin ; and the lodging, which Mrs. Greenhill and her son's

tuynow occupied, was in fact the only sleeping-room of the miser

ably poor tenants who had taken it in its present deplorable condition,

at little more than a nominal rent, and who were glad to repose their

bones on the earthen floor of the lower room , for the purpose of re

ceiving Mrs. Greenhill's shilling a-week, to assist in keeping them out

of " the house ” as long as possible .

Ellen tapped at the door, but her summons receiving no answer,

she opened it, and found three children squatted on the foor, safely

enough at play, as it seemed , for there was no fire on the hearth , and

scarcely any movable object within their reach .

“ Where is Mrs. Greenhill, little boy ? ” said Ellen addressing the

eldest of the group , who appearing about five years old, she thought

might be capable of giving her an answer. And so in effect it proved,

for though he replied not in words, he pointed to a broken stair -case,
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and having climbed to the top of it, she found that the answer thus
given was correct ; for, in the chamber to which the stairs led, she

found the emaciated, sick -looking wife of Tom Greenhill, endeavouring

to patch into decency the garments of her eldest child ; while he, and

four lesser ones, occupied the floor at her feet. The greatly changed

grandmother of the once -petted group was seated in a chair at the

little window , busily employed upon work , the payment for which was
to furnish their next ineal.

Ellen Dalton was exceedingly shocked at the aspect of the whole

seene ; though for reasons hinted at above, she had not been in the

habit of entering the dwelling of Mrs. Greenhill, she was perfectly

familiar with its comfortable and neat appearance ; she knew , also , thie

nature of the service in which she had passed many years of her life,

and was qnite aware how ill it was calculated to prepare her for the

hard.hips of her present situation . Many thoughts connected with

this good woman , and with other persons also perhaps, came upon
Ellen's mind, and tears started to her eyes.

“ Sit still ----pray sit still,” said she, addressing herself first to one ,

and then to the other Mrs. Greenhill, who both rose up to offer the

chair they sat on for her accommodation . “ Let me sit here, " she

added, placing herself on the side of the bed ; " this makes a very
good seat."

The elder Mrs. Greenhill, who, in spite of Ellen's entreaty that

she would “ sit still, " did not replace herself , blushed deeply as she

stood thus displayed in all her wretchedness before the almost stranger

young ladly, and Ellen felt in an instant that she had been thoughtless

in thus intruding upon her. It had , in truth, never occurred to her

as possible that Mrs. Greenhill could be reduced thus suddenly to a

situation of such very abject misery , and the contrast between her

present swelling and that she had been used to admire for its neatness

as her former one, made her feel how painful must be the eye of one so

nearly unknown, and yet so well acquainted with her previous coll

dition. But it was now too late to retreat, and rallying her spirits as

well as she was able, she said .

“ I hope, Mrs. Gruenhill, that you will excuse my breaking in upon

you , but I really wish to speak to you upon business, and I knew not

how otherwise to obtain an opportunity .”

There was a mixture of respect in the manner with which this was

spoken, which , more perhaps than even its kindness, touched the

poor woman's heart, and sinking down into the chair she had

quitted, she burst into tears . Ellen , with very delicate perception,

understood far better than most others would have done the feelings

which caused this burst of emotion, and , stepping quickly towards her,

she took her kindly by the hand, saying, * Whatever may have been

the unfortunate accidents, Mrs. Greenhill, which have placed you for a

time in a situation so far unlike all to which you have been accusa

tomed , you have at least the satisfaction of knowing the temporary

personalinconvenience to yourself and your family is all you have to

fear. This is bad enough, and must be remedied as quickly as possi
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able ; but you , I am sure, would feel it a much greater evil did any one

consider your high respectability in the slightest degree affected by it.

This, however, as you well know , is not the case ; and your friends,

therefore, may confidently look to your good sense as a support under

a misfortune which cannot be lasting."

“ You are right, Miss Dalton," replied the gratified old woman ,

again rising from her chair, but in a manner that shewed her to be

cheered and strengthened by this address ; “ my best support is ,

indeed , in the hope to which you have so kindly pointed. I would

rather lose life than esteem , Miss Dalton ; and when , ” she added ,

large tears rolling down her cheeks as she spoke -- " when my heart

orks within me under the fear of this, I will remember your words,

and your looks, and your manner, and shall feel that I have not lost

every thing."

It was inipossible that the conversation could have opened in any

mander so well calculated to place Ellen on the footing on which she

riesired to stand with the excellent person before her. The tact which

made her at once perceive at what point her sorrows hurt her most,

enabled her to lead the much -comforted poor woman to lay before her

the whole circumstances of her situation. To Ellen's offer, however,

of negotiating her return to her former residence without any fear of

being again disturbed in it, she gave a decided , though very grateful

negative, alleging as one reason for the refusal the utter impossibility

of recovering possession of the furniture which had been seized. Ellen

then led the conversation to the future, frankly desiring the poor woman

to tell her what she meant to do, that she might be able, if possible, to
assot her in it . Had the young lady began the conversation with

thje question the proud old murse would certainly have told her in

rituru that she had not yet decided ; butnow her heart was opened ,
and without a shadow of reserve she told Ellen all she had done and

suffered in the hope of obtaining aid from the parish till her son could

be restored to liberty under the Insolvent Act, and be enabled to sup

pri bis family by his labour. It was with all the eloquence of honest

indignation that Mrs. Greenhill described to her the reception she had

met before the board of guardians, nor were graphic touches wanting

to bring the whole scene before the eyes of her earnest listener. Ellen's

cheeks glowed and tears started to her eyes, but for a minute or two

after the narrative was closed she spoke not a word . Many thoughts

and feelings were busy within her, to which she could not give utter

Her father was a member of that board, and her heart sichened

as she remembered how often she had heard him say , that the being so

gave him no power to avert any single hardship its enactments brought

upon his poor neighbours. She remembered too, that it was with all

the sensitive freshness of feeling which untried suffering brings with it,

that this poor woman had stood to be browbeaten , insulted, and vilified ,

by one who knew her not, and who, therefore, like nearly all the other

persons present, neither was nor could be acquainted with her well

earned claims to respect, notwithstanding the misfortunes that had

fallen upon her. Neither could Ellen Dalton forget that the object of

arice .
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all this unmerited severity possessed the esteem , nay the affection of

some of the highest and noblest in the land .

Throughout all the conversation that had hitherto passed between

them , Miss Dalton had carefully avoided making any allusion to Mrs.

Greenhill's noble patrons, but now she felt as if it were doing them

injustice to pass them over thus, even in appearance , and she said , ---

“ Do you not fear, Mrs. Greenhill, that the Duchess of Rochdale

will think you treat her unkindly by keeping all this a secret from
her ? "

Either from the dread of being considered as giving unnecessary

advice, or from some other cause , Ellen blushed deeply as she said

this, and the pale face of the old woman seemed to reflect the glow , for

she, too, coloured, and for a moment cast down her eyes, as if embar
rassed how to answer . But that moment sufficed to decide her as to

the line of conduct she should pursue. Her daughter-in -law had

managed to convey herself and her children to the room below , so that

the good nurse and her young visitor were tête - à -tête, and this certainly

assisted in producing the result to which her meditations brought her.

“ The Duchess of Rochdale would, I am quite sure , Miss Dalton ,

blame me very much , if I scrupled at this moment to ask the advice of

a person who seems so well capable to give it as you do. And I could

almost think that you were sent to mein merey , my dear young lady,

at a time when every earthly hope seemed to fail, on purpose that I

might do so. I do feel that the noble family I have served ( generously

as they have already requited my services ),- I do feel, Miss Dalton,

that they might think I misdoubted their goodness more than I ought

to do, did they know into what distress I am fallen ; and but for one

single reason I would have long ago conquered all dislike to apply for

more, where so much has been already given. But for one reason, the

Duchess of Rochdale, and the good Duke too, and my dear Lord

Pemberton , should have known all. Now this one reason is what I

would not lightly mention to any body, and I never have done so, but

you cannot counsel me, Miss Dalton, unless you know all . One reason

why the noble family I had the honour to serve have ever been so very

kind to me, is that they think I saved the life of Lord Pemberton, when

he was given over in convulsions, by putting him , of my own judg

ment, into a hot bath. It was a lucky fit of courage that seemed to

seize upon me when I did it , but I am far from thinking it deserves all

that they have said and done for it . However, whether it was so or

not, they have always been pleased to say that it was I who saved the

dear child's life ; and when it was settled that they were to go abroad ,

and that I was to leave them , her Grace told me of the Duke's noble

intention of settling twenty pounds a-year upon me for my life ; and

then she added, “ We all of us think, my good Greenhill, that you have

well deserved a liandsomer independence than this from us, but the

Duke cannot afford it . We should not leave England, Nurse Green

hill, if we could afford to live in it . ' Now after this, Miss Dalton, and

after the dear young lord's doubling the pension, as he has done for

many years past, can you wonder that I do not like to apply to the

6
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family for more money ? Indeed , ma’am , I should dislike to do it

much less, if I did not feel so very certain that, whether convenient or

not, as much money would be sent as we should want to set us right

again ; and that, Miss Dalton, would not be less than some hundreds

of pounds."

Ellen assured her that she entered very fully into her feelings, and

that she could not but approve them ; and then, suddenly rising , she

added, again colouring deeply, “ Do not communicate your situation

to them for a few days to come --- perhaps ----" and here she stopped.

* There is no chance of my doing so for a longer time than that,

Miss Dalton ; and God knows I would gladly put it off for ever!

But the family will be at the Castle in about a month, and then

" And then you will be guided by circumstances ? ” said Ellen.

“ Of course , Miss Dalton . But I fear that every thing must be

known to them then . "

“ There are many things may happen in a month , Mrs. Green

hill, ” said Ellen, cheerfully. “ And now I must leave you . But you

will let me come and call upon you again ? --and you must not be

offended if I leave this behind me ; ' and so saying, she laid two

severeigns upon the table and immediately descended the stairs.

>

CHAPTER VII.

SQUIRE DALTON'S DINNER TO THE BOARD OF GUARDIANS, AND THE

NEW ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER ---MR. MORTIMER'S MODE OF AVOID

ING DISCUSSIONS ON BUSINESS- THE GREAT CONVENIENCE OF

ORANGES AT A DESSERT.

>

On the day fixed for Mr. Dalton's dinner - party, that gentleman

gave notice at the breakfast-table that having in the course of his yes

terday's ride met Mr. Wilcox, the clergyman of Hortonthorpe, he had

asked him to join the party, adding, with his usual politeness to his

wite , “ I hope, my dear, this will not put your table ont ? But alto
gether the party will not be a very large one. " Mrs. Dalton's answer

was as usual, that she did not care a straw , ---but that she was afraid

they should have a monstrous large party of girls in the eveving.

" It can't be helped, my dear,” was the very reasonable reply of her

husband ; who added in a whisper to his eldest daughter, “ People

who have ten of their own , Nelly, cannot very fairly complain of their

neighbours ."

“ I am afraid not, papa," was the smiling reply . “ But we may at

least hope, you know , that as Mr. Mortimer is rather a youngish

widower, the Deepbrook young ladies may be kind enough to account

him a beau ; and then your Mr. Wilcox' is a bachelor, and that will

help us . I only hope Frederic will be in high feather, for when he sets
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about what I have heard you call his circular flirting , he is a whole

host in himself."

“ Yes ; and you will have him in the drawing- room long before the

rest of us. For if we get into poor-law discussion , he will soon get tired

of us, I suspect.”

Mrs. Dalton's dinners were always very good dinners, and on the

present occasion every thing was exactly as it ought to be. The four

eldest Viss Daltons, all looking very pretty and elegant, dined at table,

and thereby prevented the appearance of its being a mere gentlemen's

party. It very soon becameevident that Mr. Mortimer, the assistant

poor- law commissioner, was one of the most agreeable men that the

neighbourhood of Deepbrook had ever possessed ; and his appearing so

on this occasion was a strong proof of his power to support the cha

racter so universally accorded to him , for the two principal gentlemen

at the Dalton dinner-parties always laboured under a very great dis

atlvantage. The leading Mrs. Dalton into any thing in the least degree

deserving the name of conversation was a task that no man , in perfect

possession ofhis understanding, ever attempted twice ; yet for a stranger

to give it up during his first visit in time to recover the opportunities

lost while making it, could scarcely be considered as a feat possible to

be achieved without risking his character both for the mysterious grace
called savoir faire, and the home-bred grace called civility. But

Mr. Mortimer shewed what our old play-wrights denominate “ his town

breeding," with great skilfulness upon this occasion , for hie neither

permitted the wet-blanket peculiarities of Mrs. Dalton to affect his

brilliance, nor yet did give either her or any one else cause to accuse

him of any deficiency of observance towards her . After the experi

ment of one single sentence, addressed to her in the sotto voce tone of

next-neighbour table -talk, he felt as completely acquainted with the

extent of her powers in that line, as if he had sacrificed the dining

hours of a whole week to making the experiment. But should he, for

that, rudely present her during the remainder of the repast a profil

perdu instead of a full face, radiant with smiles and gaiety ? However

justly, according to dinner-table morality, she might deserve the punish

mnent, Mr. Mortimer felt, as he had often done under similar circum

stances before, that there would be something very harsh in inflicting

it , and harshness made no part of his character ; for though lively,

animated, and often witty in his conversation, he was exceedingly good .

humoured, and rarely permitted his gay spirits to find what sustained

them , either in quizzing or neglecting those about him . Instead ,

therefore, of turning from the lady of the house, and taking his chance of

finding something a little less dull on the other side of him , Mi. Mor

timer only changed the tone at which he had pitched his voice , and

the clever things which might have been for the lady's benefit alone ,

had she been Lady N. or Mrs. S., immediately became the property of

the whole table, while, from time to time, as the gay smile bis sailies

elicited went round, he failed not to turn full upon Mrs. Dalton his own

face, radiant with white teeth and good -humour, till being obliged of

course , to smile upon him in return , she became convinced not only
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that he was very agreeable, but that she was herself very agreeable

too, and that altogether they had never managed a dinner-party better .

Veanwhile Mr. Dalton forgot not the object he had in view by

bringing the present party together, and in spite of the miscellaneous

clut-chat which Hr. Vortimer continued so cleverly to circulate round

the table, he managed to set Mr. Lewis talking upon county business,

quarter-sessions, and the objectionable tone of the county newspaper.

In this Mr. Rimmington and Captain Maxwell soon joined ; and

altough Wr. Wilcox pertinaciously persisted in talking to Ellen, and

all that I'rederic Dalton contributed to the conversation consisted in

spoiting remarks addressed to Mr. Baxter, he had the satisfaction of

finding that, by degrees, the light and lively phrases of Mr. Mortimer

appeared to retreat, as it were, and give way before the more important

matters of the regular county talk , which he himself did his best, and

he did it ably, to establish round him ; so that he flattered himself,

that when Mrs. Dalton and her fair daughters left the room , he should

be able to bring forward the subjects that he particularly wished to

discuss with their important new neighbour.

Amusing as VIrs . Dalton found it to bemade to smile so very plea

santly without having the trouble of finding out what it was about, she

did not forget the troublesome way of coming early, to which many of

the beau monde of Deepbrook were addicted,and she therefore made a

signal to her daughters, not very long after the cloth was removed,

which caused them all to rise at the same instant, and demurely follow

her out of the room.

Vr. Dalton then took his place at the head of the table, and the

gentlemen who sat near him at the bottom of it closed ranks with those

above . With the exception of his son , there was no one present who

did not share in his anxiety to find out something of the views and

feelings of their new neighbour, concerning many things of great im

portance to the well-being and well-cloing of the neighbourhood, in

which he was likely to have such great and important influence.

They were all of them fully convinced already, that Mr. Mortimer was

an extremely gentlemanlike, agreeable man , and this was of no small

importance in a country village like Deepbrook, where the gentry

lived on very sociable ternis, and liked dining together frequently ; so

that there was not a single person at the table who did not feel disposeul

to propitiate his good opinion and good will.Bir. Baxter, indeed,

thnagh daily becoming a more important personage, from various pur

chases of lands recently made in the neighbourhood, was as yet only in

a sort of transition state between the tradesman and the country gentle

man . One of his sons had been sent to college, which had already

considerably assisted the gentility of the family , and this, together

with his conscious wealth , made the brewer feel that he, too, had an

interest in establishing a personal acquaintance with the assistant

commissioner . Nevertheless, and to their honour be it spoken , there

was so much thorough genuine, old -fashioned English feeling amongst

them , that, greatly as they were pleased with the man , and well as

they were disposed to profit by the social qualities which he seemed
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80 eminently to possess, there was scarcely one of Mr. Dalton's guests

who did not feel more anxious to find out in how great a degree le

was likely to be useful in his character of assistant poor -law conimis

sioner, than agreeable in that of a new neiglabour.

It was, therefore, without any restraint from the fear of boring so

lively a companion, that Mr. Dalton opened upon the subject that was

next his heart, by saying, “ We are happy, Mr. Mortimer, in having

this opportunity of making personal acquaintance with a gentleman
whom we all consider as holding a very important situation among us.

You will find, not only at Deepbrook, but pretty generally throughout

your district, I hope, that there is still a sprinkling of the true English

country genuemau breed left , who for the most part know their poor

neighbours, and take such a degree of interest in their welfare as will

make yon , sir," he added , smiling, “ a very important personage."

Though none of the company received this speech with a positive

“ Ilear ! hear ! " there was not wanting a very intelligible sort ofmur

mur that did as well, and which, graduating from Captain Maxwell's

perfectly audible “ Very true!" to Mr. Rimmington's gently whispered

“ Yes, indeed !” left no doubt that the host had spoken very correcily

the sense of the company.

" You do me great honour, gentlemen ,” replied Mr. Mortimer,

bowing round ,with an expression of countenance the most amiable .

“ Believe me, there is nothing I wish for more than to be with you and

of you . I fell among you completely as a stranger, and your extendinga

to me thus the right hand of good fellowship , makes me feel my ex

treme good fortune in the chance that has sent me here."

“ It is altogether a pleasant county to live in ," observed Mr.

Wilcox. “ Is this your first acquaintance with the neighbourhood ,
Mr. Mortimer ? ”

* Indeed it is," answered the London barrister ; “ and I am per

fectly delighted with it. The roads are so excellent ! And I think I

never saw timber more beautifully scattered in my life .”

" Ye-es, " replied Mr. Wilcox, with a slight and , perhaps, not unin

tentional affectation of tone and manner ; “ we live in a perfect bower.

What part of the island are you most familiar with ? The more boldly

picturesque, perhaps ? "

“ 6 Alas ! no ," returned Mr. Mortimer. “ There is no profession ,

Mr. Wilcox, that of necessity centralises so completely as that of the

law . We poor barristers cannot, in truth , be said to know any thing

of our own country, except its capital. You all know what assizes

and sessions are, and how very little of rural beauty we get by attend

ing them . The long vacation, indeed , gives us an opportunity of

looking about us a little ; but, like birds long debarred the use of
wings, we all fly as far as we can when they are restored to us . I

always go abroad in the long vacation ."

“ That is perfectly natural. I understand the feeling completely,"

replied Mr. Wilcox. “ So that, in fact, I presume lawyers in general

are the most uncountrified class in the community.”

" Perhaps they are," returned Mr. Mortimer, modestly, and
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slightly bowing, as having received a compliment. “ But, depend

upon it , we have our share of awkward tricks amongst 18--professional,

perhaps, though not rustic ."

“ It is rather a large union that you will find brought together

here, Mr. Mortimer ," said the master of the house, pushing the claret

towards his stranger guest. " It will take you a good while to get

acquainted with our habits and ways, so as to understand the questions

as to right and wrong that will be likely to come before you ."

“ Of course, Mr.Dalton-- of course. But I fortunately have a very

intelligentyoung man as a clerk , and I expect to find him to be of great
use to me.”

“ Your clerk , sir ,” said Captain Maxwell, pushing the bottle,

" cannot be expected to do much in the way of a pilot, unless he hap

pens to he acquainted with the chart.”

“ Captain Maxwell, I presume," said Mr. Mortimer, smiling and

bowing to him by way of reply.

“ You have found me out by my lingo," returned the captain ,

good -humouredly . “ I shall never quite lose it , that's certain , though

peace were to last, and I stay on shore for another score of years or

more . But, nevertheless, Mr. Mortimer, my anchor has been so long

down here, that I may well call the place my home; and I know a

thing or two about it, though I am no landsman. By your descrip

tion , our profession is a good deal the reverse of yours. We don't

centralise at all ( except, perhaps, a little towarıls the Admiralty ), and

we have a tolerable knack of finding out the natures of all the crea

turex --- flesh, fowl, or fish ,--that come across us. ”

“ It is an excellent species of intelligence," said Mr. Mortimer, by

way of reply, for Captain Maxwell's speech was evidently addressed to

him ; but the reply was uttered in a manner that was not intended to

make it appear as if he had seen any particular meaning in the words,

“ You have not, then , been much accustomed to live among the

rural poor, sir ? " said Mr. Rimmington, fixing his mild but searching

eyes on the face of the barrister.

The rector of Deepbrook was an admirable preacher ; but on ordi

nary occasions he was no very copious speaker, and it was, perhaps,

for this reason , that, whenever he joined in conversation among persons

who knew him well, a more than common degree of attention was

given to what he said ; and , indeed, there were few who, if about to

speak themselves, did not, like Mr. Dalton on the present occasion,

check their purpose, rather than interrupt him . Mr. Mortimer, how

ever, who was not to the manner born , and who saw nothing in the

elderly gentleman who adddressed him but a respectable-looking

black suit, grey hair, and somewhat quizzical white cravat , while his

words certainly did not appear to him to have any very important

meaning, merely bowed, and smiling a sort of acquiescence to the

remark, addressed young Dalton , who sat opposite to him , with an

inquiry respecting the quality of the trout found in the stream which

gave the village its name.

Frederic was entering upon , a somewhat minute dissertation in
E
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reply, when his father cut him short, by saying, “ Come, come, Fre

deric, you must not frighten Mr. Mortimer by making him fancy that
our talh , if not of oxen ,' is ever of fish . You and Mr. Baxter have

already proclaimed that we have the finest trout stream in the county,

and I and my less sporting friends here," looking towards the two

clergymen, “ are more anxious to hear Mr. Mortimer's opinion respect

ing the new arrangements we are proposing to make at our union , than

any more of your knowing critique upon the fins of our trout .” Then,

decisively addressing the newly arrived commissioner on the subject

which at that moment was occupying all the thinking heads in the

parish, he said , “ We shall want a little of your assistance, Mr. Com

missioner, before the next meeting of our board ; for the truth is , we

are at issue upon a point of considerable importance to some of our

poor neighbours." Mr. Lewis, the solicitor, who, of all the gentlemen

present, was the only one , except the brewer , who differed from the

squire on the point to which they all knew lie alluded , settled himself

in his chair, drew one corner of it nearer the table , perched himself

upon that, and then pushing aside the finger- glass that stood before

him , seemed preparing himself for combat. Mr. Mortimer began

very slowly and carefully to peel an orange ; and the rest of the party,

with the exception, perhaps, of young Dalton, appeared ready to give

great attention to what was to follow .

" The gentlemen of our Deepbrook board of guardians, Mr. Mor

timer," began the squire, " are a good deal at variance ,---not personally,

observe, nothing can be more sociable and friendly than we are to

gether, for the most part, when we get away from the board.--but at

the board, Mr. Commissioner, we cannot quite agree as to the degree

of power left in our hands by the gentlemen of Somerset House as to
the management of the rates and the relief of our own poor. Of

course we have all of us got the act , and have read it , and tried to

understand it as well as we could ; but our good Mr. lewis here

generally tells us that we don't understand it at all , and that what seems

to several of us, and especially to Mr. Rimmington, our valued chair

man , to be the clear and direct line of our duty , is in Hat contradiction

to the tatute ."

This was said with an air of smiling good -humour that appeared

intended to lead the party to diseussion , but not with sufficient gravity

to give an appearance of business to it . The two clergymen and Cap

tain Maxwell took the attitude of listeners, but Mr. Baxter, bending

forward so as to meet the eve of Mr. Lewis, said , “ I believe, sir, I

may range myself on your side. I have no notion, for my part, of

taking an act of parliament and reading it just as if it was for amuse

ment, and then turning round and saying to one's neighbours, ' Oh,

yes, to be sure I have read the act , and now , gentlemen , if you please,

we will do what we think best for the poor people. That will never

dolerer, as long as the world lasts . Will it , Mr. Lewis ? ” .

As the brewer withdrew his eyes from the person he had addressed,

he suilured them to rest for a moment on as much of Mr. Mortimer's

face as was visible ; but that gentleman was still too much occupied in
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preparing his orange, either to look up, or even , as it seemed , to hear

what was passing:

" Yes, sir , " returned Mr. Lewis, “ that is a good deal my way of

viewing the thing. However, we have now the satisfaction ofknowing

that no more time will be lost among is in idle discussion. Then

people are within reach of authority, Vír. Baxter, they have no occa

sion to discuss.” And having thus spoken, the solicitor followed the

example of the brewer, in endeavouring to discover from the counter

nance of the commissioner how his speech had pleased him . But he,

too, way defeated by the bending position of the head , which seema !

to be still required for the preparation of the orange.

Mr. Riminington's eyes were also turned towards Mr. Mortimer ;

and if the expression of his own countenance might be trusteel, the

orange operation offered no impediment to his understanding that of

the commissioner. After the steady gaze of a moment, he withdrew

his eyes, and then he, too, took an orange to peel.

Mr. Wilcox, the keen, quick glance of whose coal-black eye was in

striking contrast to the milil, deliberate, contemplative speculation of

Mr. Rimmington's pale blue one , could hardly have been perceived to

have looked at all in the same direction . Yet he, too , seemed to have

seeul quite enouch to satisfy his curiosity, for it was impossible for any

man to appear more perfectly indifferent to what was going on than
he did . The worthy squire, however, was not so easily contenteil,

and civilly pushing the sugar towards Mr. Mortimer, in the hope,

perhaps, of making him raise his eyes , he said ,

You see, sir , that you will not have quite a sinecure among

and that you must prepare for the trouble as well as the dignity of

sing judgment."

Mr. Mortimer did raise his eyes, and took the sugar with a smile

of the most amiable politeness. " Thank you, very much," said he ;

“ We shall pass judgment on one point, at least, in perfect unison , Mr.

Dalton . Be it Midsummer, or be it Christmas, the sugar - cane should

always make half the orange ;" and as he said this, it was impossible

not to perceive that Mr. Mortimer had as fine a set of teeth as ever

emberilished the mouth of a gentleman of five -and -forty .

Squire Dalton looked puzzled-- Mr. Wilcox smiled --- Mr. Rim

mitigton sighed --and Captain Maxwell frowned . The brewer, being

rather a slow man . looked as if he were taking time to consider what

he should say next ; but the quicker-witted Mr. Lewis appeared to

understand the state of the case perfectly ; and , pulling a dish of pre

served fruit towards him with considerable eagerness, he helped himself

to it largely, asked young Dalton for the biscuits, observed, with a nod

to the squire, that he should " stick to the sherry," and in short, indi

cated very distinctly that he thought, at that moment, there was no

thing so much to the purpose as making himself comfortable .

Very complete silence ensued for about a minute and a half , which

is rather more than enough at a dinner -table to make it obvious that

conversatiou tlags. Mr. Lewis was the man to revive it , which he did

a
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by saying, with the air of a person communicating intelligence which

he was rather proud to possess,

“ The Duke of Rochdale and his family are to be at the (' astle in a

week or two . "

“ Indeed !” exclaimed Mr. Mortimer, looking up with sudden ani

mation ; “ I understood that they had quite given it up as a resi

lence ."

“ Oh , dear no ! -- by no means, sir ! " returned Mr. Lewis. « They

have been a good deal abroad for several years past , but Pemberton is

perfectly kept up, and whenever they remain in England after the

parliamentary season is over, they come here. "

“ I ain exceedingly glad to hear it ,” replied the barrister. " My

son was very much acquainted with Lord Pemberton both at Eton and

Oxford, and will be quite delighted to meet him again ."

“ Well, sir, he will have an opportunity,” rejoined the solicitor,

" for the young Marquess will most certainly be here . "

“ You seem to do every thing at Deepbrook too much in London

style ,” said Mr. Mortimer, dipping his fingers in water and hastily

drying them on his napkin , “ to sit in the old country fashion a thou

sand hours after dinner, and I shall therefore take the liberty of escap

ing to the ladies, I think I have just descried my carriage sweeping

round to your drive, Mr. Dalton, and I must be the first, if I can , to

announce to my damsels this good news from the Castle.” So saying,

the assistant-commissioner rose and glided out of the room before the

astonished Squire Dalton could think of any fitting form of words by

which to prevent his exit.

Captain Maxwell serewed up his inouth and produced a long low

whistle.

“ Devilish queer --- isn't it ? " said the squire, raising his eyebrows.

“ What do you think of it , Rimmington ? "

“ I think, my good friend," replied the rector, " that our assistant

commissioner does not particularly wish to be drawn into discussion

upon the subject of his commission ."

“ I am not sure that I think the worse of him for that, Mr.

Rimmington,” said liis brother clergyman, rousing himself from the

apparent apatlıy into which lie had seemed to have sunk .

Mortimer has the air and manner of a person of good ability and

common sense ; and if this be so , he knows, as well as you and I do,

that the less he says upon the subject the better . "

" Then you are in absolute despair as to any good resulting from

his coming ,” said Captain Maxwell.

I do not mean to say any such thing, I assure you,”

replied Mr. Wilcox ; “ but I have long been of opinion that all the

good that can be hoped for from any right-thinking men employed to

carry the enactments of this stupendous law into effect, inust arise from

his silently and conscientiously doing all he can to evade it . "

* . That is rather a new way of being conscientious, isn't it , Mr.

Wilcox ? " said the solicitor, laughing.

6 Vir

6 No, no ;
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Certainly not so new as the occasion which calls for it, Mr.

Lewis , " he replied . “ If all that has been done towards rendering the

labouring poor of England helpless, hopeless, destitute, and desperate,

was intended by the framers of the New Poor-Law , they would stand

before us in colours that it would be libellous to assign them . We are',

therefore, bound not only by Christian charity, but by social discretion,

to nourish a belief in their having so far blundered in their most diffi

cult task as to have done much which they had no intention of doing.

For my own part, I am perfectly convinced that this is the case , and

that by far the best and wisest mode of assisting the legislation in

saving the country from the absolute and inevitable destruction that

must have ensued from the continuance of the old law , is by NOT

following to the letter the enactments of the new one. "

* But why the du ," vociferated Captain Maxwell, “ should they

not repeal a law so infernally bad as to make it , according to your

own account, the duty of every Christian man to break it as often as

possible ? ”

" I have not exactly said that I do not wish it to be repealed ,"

returned Mr. Wilcox, smiling; “ but I think it much better, while it
continues to exist , to endeavour rather to modify it in practice than to

rail against it in theory . "

" My dear good reverend sir, that is just what I call jesuitical,"

said Captain Maxwell.

“ Do you ? " returned Vr. Wilcox, relapsing a little into a tone of

apathy.

" What you say, sir, ” said Mr. Lewis, addressing the rector of
Ilortonthorpe , " would be all vastly well, perhaps, if the legislators

whom you so charitably wish to defend from blame, by declaring that

they did not know what they were about, had not expressed their

wishes and intentions so very clearly on the subject ; and you must

excuse me, therefore, if I differ with you altogether about Mr. Morti

mer's reason for taking himself off when he found that we were getting

a little to business . I should rather suspect that a man so likely to

rise as I judge Mr. Mortimer to be, would hardly liave taken the situ

ation , good as it is , if he had not got his eye pon other loaves and

fishes. There is Somerset House, you know , straight before him , and

I should like to know how any man can hope to rise by pretending not

to understand words as plain as those of my Lord Brougham , when he

talked roundly of the good effect of a rigid abstinence in administering

relief, and of the necessity of a rigorous system of central authority.

That's pretty plain , and no mistake, or I don't understand wors; and

how they can safely be got over by an assistant poor-law commis

sioner, who hopes either to stay where he is or to get on a little

farther, I don't exactly see .”

" I doubt if the authority you have just quoted be absolutely

beyond appeal," muttered Mr. Wilcox, playing with his wine-glass.

" However, that is not any part of the question we are considering.

Though I should never, perhaps, have thought of calling the old law,

which can , I think, only be stigmatised as a most dangerous instance
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of UNCALCULATING charity, --- though I should never, I say, have

termed it , like Lord Brougham does, ' the accursed statute of Eliza

beth ,' yet still it is impossible for any thinking man to deny that it

was framed without any mixture of that sort of prophetic science

which, in our days, has taught us to perceive that if persevered in ,

it muit, of necessity, huve utterly overwhelmed and destroyed the

country. This being allowed, it pretty evidently follows that some

strong legislative measure was necessary to save us, and short-sighted ,

indeed , must be the eye that does not perceive also the enormous diffi

cuity of the task . The inerituble inconvenience, not to say suffering,

certain to fall on the objects of the new law , and the fearful responsi

bility attached to the frimers of it , migit have daunted the courage of

a llerrules ; and strongly as I have been, and ever shall be, opposed

to the political notions of the party who brought it in , I cannot but

consider the country is greatly indebted to the boldness which first

breasted the difficultie- of this necessary enterprise. But noble as is

this quality of courage , it is not the only one required in a lawgiver,

and when unchecked by the holy restraints of true philosophy and

moral justice, it is apt to degenerate into a reckless indifference to

results,which converis it into a scourge instead of a blessing."

“ Yes, sir, by Jove ! Much such courage as what is shewn by a

bull.dog when he worries a lamb to death ," said Captain Maxwell,

vehementis.

“ But God bless my soul, captain, don't you perceive, even upon

the shewing of Mr. Wilcox, whom nobody ever suspected, I believe,

of being over and above friendly to the bill, nor to the framers of it ,

that something must have been done to save us from perdition ? Then

what good is there to make an outory about what can't possibly be

avoided ? " demanded Vr. Lewis, looking angry .

* Come, come, Lewis ," said Ur. Dalton , pacifically, we seem to

have failed in our ulject of getting a little information out of our new

commissioner ; but that is no reason that we should set about quarrel.

ling with our old friends. Perhaps, after all, Wilcox is right, and our

best course may be to pad this pinching law a little where it wrings us

the most, and wait patiently, foi a time at least, to see what they will

clo for us at head -quarters ."

Pray, Dalton, do you mean Somerset llouse by your head

quarters ? " saill Captain Maxwell.

“ No, indeed , my good friend , I do not," replied the squire.

“ . That is certainly the very last tribunal I should think of looking to for

relief. I really look upou that unfortunate trio as being, notwith

standing their comfortable salaries, the three most uncomfortably

situated gentlemen that I huow . In no single instance can any good

result, arising from this awful bill , be considered as emanating from

them , while all that is most mischievous and most galling in it does

come to us direct from their hands, Their commission seems framed

as if on purpose that should appear to be so ."

I am almost iuclined to think, Mr. Dalton, that you might very

safely go a step farther," said Mr. Rimmington , “ and say not only
66
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that their commission has been framed to appear, but to be the source

of by far the greater portion of the mischiet arising from this aurful

bill, as you most justly call it . Take from the bill the hateful Frenchi

tiu principle of centralisation , in its administration, and all its bitterest,

-all its most unconstitutional faults disappear at once , and nothing

would remain to complain of but what English patience on one

liand, and English good sense on the other, might be able to remedy.

The crue part of the business is the having cut the tie that, through

out the whole country, bound the rich and the poor together by inter

ests that were reciprocal, and which could not be loosened on either side

without injury to boil . What is the connexion between them now ? ”

Why, that pleasant gentleman who was justnow peeling his orange

with us is the connexion ,” said Captain Maxwell.

** Exactly so," returned Mr. Wilcox, bowing to him ; “ and being

a very smooth -polished , non -conducting sort of a substance, we have

nothing to do but to interpose him between ourselves and any poor

people that may happen to be starving near us, in order to prevent our

fetling the sligiitest inconvenience from their vicinity. Depend upon

at , our best chance of escaping the mischief he is empowered to do us

is by soothing him into the belief that his nice little revenue is a pen

sion, and not a salary , and that he had much better employ himself in

fishing for trout than in teaching the local guardians of the poor how

to perform a duty of which they know much, and of which he knows

nothing. Let us hope the best from his placid and gentlemanlike

kxtrior, -let us hope that he will let us alone . "

While this conversation was going on, the heads of Mr. Lewis and

Jir. Baster gradually drew nearer and nearer to each other, till at

lingth they were close enongh for their respective owners to nutter

atitury observations to each other without being overheard hy the rest

of the company ; and it is pretty certain that the opinions thus uttered

were not in unison with any of those that had been spoken aloud . The

c'atins which influenced these two in lividuals in thus differing from

their neighbours were by no means the same, though the result was so

far similar as to make them agree in thinking that what they had just

heard spoken by their companions was wrong and inproper. Very

wrong , sir," were Mr. Lewis's words.--" very wrong and improper,
indeed ."

Yet their difference from each other was pretty nearly as great as

that of both from the rest of the party. Mr. Lewis was a soud, well

informed, and genuine lawyer, in whose eyes an act of parliament was

of more authority than all the philosophy in the world . He was really

a clear-headed and perfietly honourable man ; but upon all points

where a direct and positive law was established, he saw no more room

for argument, or variety of opinion , than upon a question whether

white was black, or black white. With this unaffected reverence for

the omnipotence of the laws, it was almost a matter of course that the

makers of them , for the time being, should be reverenced alo; and

Mr. Lewis had therefore been often accused of vacillation in politics,

whereas the fact literally was, that he had no politics at all. When
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Whigs and Tories were in and out of power with more than common

velocity of movement, Mr. Lewis felt embarrassed ; not from any fear

of appearing inconsistent -- no such idea ever entered his head, but

merely from a slight imperfection in memory, which occasionally

rendered amomentof recollection necessary, before he could pronounce,

with his usual firmness of opinion, that any individual on whose con

duet the conversation turned was “ most perfectly wrong ” or “ most

perfectly right. "

Far different was the case of Mr. Baxter. He was , heart and soul,

a thorough - going Radical. Daniel O'Connell was his " great Apollo ; "

and the passing of the Reform Bill a commencement of the inil

lennium . In most cases, perhaps, men were more important in his eyes

than measures ; but in the case of the new Poor Law it was otherwise.

LikeALL advocates for unlimited popular emancipation from restraint

of all kinds, he doted with a feeling of fanatic fondness upon the

exercise of power in his own person ; and though a rich and thrifty

tradesman, he loved the profits of his business less than the power it
gave him over his numerous workmen . And as for the new Poor

Law, had he been a sentimentalist in his ways, he never would have

laid himself upon his bed without having " the act” placed next his

heart. The indignation with which he rejected the idea that the poor

man had any rights upon the resources of the country was so vehe

ment, that many thought it was likely, if often discussed in his pre

sence, to cause his death by apoplexy; so fearfully had every vein

been seen to swell when he spoke upon it. Both these gentlemen,

cherefore, found great cause for displeasure in the manner in which

the subject under discussion bad been treated ; and as Mr. Baxter,

both at dinner and after it , had been quietly drinking a good deal of

wine, it was perhaps fortunate that the squire broke up the sitting,

and proposed adjourning to the drawing -room , which he did , by

saying, Nobody seems inclined to take more wine ;" which ob

servation, by the way , might certainly have been easily interpreted

into luis having declared that Mr. Baxter was nobody.

But as pretty nearly all the ladies in the parish of Deepbrook were

assembled on this occasion in Mr. Dalton's drawing-room , we must, in

compliment to them , begin new chapter before we enter it .

CHAPTER VIII.

BRILLIANT ASSEMBLAGE OF YOUNG LADIES IN MR. DALTON'S DRAWING

ROOM -- GENERAL LOVE -MAKING GRACEFUL ANTIQUITY - MA

TERNAL ANXIETY -- METROPOLITAN PERTINACITY OF PURPOSE .

The fears of Mrs. Dalton respecting the preponderance of young

ladies at her party seemed to be fully justified ; for when the gen

tlemen from the dinner -table entered the drawing -room , it appeared
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to be wholly occupied by various specimens of this prettiest part of

creation ; while the only gentlemen they found there were the two

Mr. Mortimers, father and son ( the latter having unexpectedly arrived

in time to accompany his aunt and sister on this visit ) , and Mr. John

on, the apothecary. The apothecary was, of course, deeply engaged

in conversation with Mrs. Dalton . What lady, having ten daughters,

and two or three of them almost babies, could miss such an oppor

tunity of seeking a little medical information about freckles, pimples,

and growing too fast ? The commiesioner and his gentlemanlike

looking son stood apart, in earnest conversation with each other, and

therefore were not so nseful as they might have been, in counteracting

the extremely feminine appearance of the party.

Nobody, however, but the mistress of the house and the young

ladies themselves could have found any inclination to complain of this,

for the groups which presented themselves on the opening of the door

were very gay -looking and pretty. As no consideration ever induced

Mrs. Dalton to permit any of her daughters, of whom she was very

justly proud , to remain out of sight when she received company, the

ten young ladies, varying in age from Ellen's terrible twenty-three to

little Charlotte's rolly -polly three , were here, there, and every where,

throughout the room . In addition to this domestic sprinkling of

muslin , lace, and ribands, there were first, the two Miss Mortimers,

aunt and niece, newly arrived from London , and giving evident tes

timony, by their extremely elegant dress, that they well deserved all

the earnest attention which the other young ladies seemed inclined to

bestow on them . Miss Maxwell, the only daughter and only child of

the worthy captain of that name, who has already been introduced to

the reader, may come next in order. This young lady was a small,

neatly -made little personage, with little of positive beauty, perhaps,

but with quite charm enough to deserve and receive from most people

the epithets of “ very sweet, nice, little creature . ” Frederic Dalton had

tahen considerable pains to ascertain the amount of her probable

forture, but had found so many difficulties in his way, that he deter

mined to go no farther in preparing her for the immediate acceptance

of his hand, in case the sudden death of her father might shew reasons

why he shonld offer it, than a mere slight hint, repeated about once in

every three or four weeks, of his thinking her by far the loveliest

creature in existence. This, however, was quite sufficient to answer

his purpose . Martha Maxwell was an odd girl, and was one instance

among many, that strong ability and natural shrewdness cannot avail

to guard the heart of a woman from the fascination of fancying herself

beloved by one whose external qualifications please her fancy, even

where no single symptom exists likely to satisfy her judgment on the

subject. Viss Maxwell knew that her own fortune would be but mo

derate, while that of Mr. Dalton's heir would be large, and believed

that the opposition likely to arise on the part of Frederic's father, on

this account, was the only obstacle which prevented the young man's

openly addressing her. She sometimes feared, indeed , that there must

be some feebleness of character, which rendered him more the slave
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of his father's will than he ought to be, and was, perhaps, less afectly

in love with him in consequence, but, nevertheless, in thinking of

marriage, l'rederic Dalton was the only man who had ever presented
himself to her fancy .

The two Miss Lewises, the acknowledged heiresses of all the

thousands, and thousands -worth , which the well- to -do solicitor of

Deepbrook had accumulated, were both of them really very pretty

girls, and both of them quite sure, each in her own individual little

heart, that there was but one girl in the world for whom Frederic

Dalton really cared a farthing, and that this happiest of created fe
males was herself . Nevertheless, there was a good deal of sisterly

confidential repeating, between them , of the tender things said by the

young man to each of them ; but this did bim no sort of harm with

the other, both being persuaded that he did nothing but what he

thought necessary for keeping himself upon the best and most intimate

terms with the family ; and fully persuaded that whatever he might

suly, he had never pressed her sister's hand as he had pressed hers, or

breathed such eloquent sighs in her ear, or— in short, Mary was sure

that poor dear Lucy was making a monstrous fool of herself, and

Lucy was equally certain that poor dear Mary would find out in the

end which of then it was that Frederic Dalton was really in love

with .

It is quite in defiance of etiquette that I have thus given to the

junior part of the population of Deepbrook precedence of the seniors,

especially as no less a personage than Lady Mary Weyland was one of

the latter. But really itis difficult, even in imagination, to enter the

drawing-room of Mr. Dalton, without thinking at the first glance that

young ladies “ possess it wholly.” Let me atone for this by respect

fully presenting to my readers, without further delay, the Larly Mary

Weyland, daughter to the Earl of Crompton, and widow of Sir Stephen

Weyland, Bart. Her laulyship was at this time wear upon sixty years

old , of an extremely lean constitution of body, and with a superiority

above the common height, for which she daily returned thanks, never

permitting her rather stumpy abigail, or any other female of altitude

inferior to her own, to cross her path without exclaiming, “ Thank

God ! I am not short ! ” Whether her thanksgivings for personal

advantages extended to her face, I have never happened to hear ; but

if they did , it should not be reckoned amongst her moral demerits as a

sin of vanity, but rather set on the other side of the account, as proof

of such a disposition to be “ thankful for small mercies, as must ever

be considered as commendable. Her ladyship had seated herself, as

was her wont, on first entering Mıs. Dalton's drawing-room , at the

upper end of the apartment, in one of those elegant inventions for

lounging gracefully, which are among the glories ofmodern art. A

footstool was before it , and her prodigious length of limh, charmingly

defined by the lights and shades of her amber satin dress, enchanted

her eye as she looked down upon them . At precisely the most distant

part of the room sat Mrs. Buckhurst, her appearance being only

remarkable by her very white hair, the nice simplicity of her black
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diess, and the air of ladylike tranquillity which seemed equally to

pervade lier countenance, her person , and her manners. By her side

was seated lier friend Ellen, and they made in their distant corner a

group apart. One other group completed the party . This consisted

of Mrs. Maxwell, a very lively little lary of fiſty, and of Miss Jolinson ,

the maiden sister of the apothecary, who sat together in very friendly

vicinity, conversing with considerable interest on the dress and ap

pearance of the two Miss Mortimers, now seen for the first time within

the precincts of a Deepbrook drawing -rooni.

Nothing less irresistible than the having a few quiet moments’

talk with Mr. Johnson, just at a time too when no single individual in

che house could furnish an excuse for sending for him , - nothing less

than this coukl have detained Mrs. Dalton from the side of Lady

Mary, a post which she rarely failed to occupy for the first ten

minutes of every visit made by that noble lady to the mansion .

Beyond this, the strength of poor dear Mrs. Dalton could not go ; for

Lanty Mary talked without ceasing, and never of any thing that did

plot relate in some way or other to her own greatness ; so that Mrs.

Dalton , who, excepting when talking to Mr. Johnson, greatly pre

ferred dosing to any conversation whatever, found it impossible to keep

hur eyes open for a longer period.

For a short time, her ladyship seemed to have no objection to the

dignified isolation of her position , and made herself, as she was

fully aware , “ a perfect picture to look at ," both as to attitude and

the arrangement of her rich drapery ; but having performed this

talleau for the benefit of the company as long as she thought neces

sary , she raised her voice to a piteh very sufficiently audible, and said,

Miss Johnson ! come here, if you please, I want to speak to you."

" I beg your pardon , Mrs. Maxwell,” said the delighted spinster,

rising hastily ; “ but I must go, if you please ? "

" ( o ? To be sure you must," said Mrs. Maxwell, laughing behind
her little fan ; * run along, Jiss Johnson, as fast as ever you can trot. ”

And the worthy Miss Johnson did run , and having reached the

side of her ladyslip, stood there, without any attempt to reseat herself,

till she had answered nearly as many questions as might have sufficed

(numerically) for a Cambridge examination. And now the party

from the dinner -table entered the room , and distributed themselves

about it according to their various propensities and inclinations. Mr.

Dalton made his usual ceremonious bow exactly in front of Lady

Hary's chair, and having hoped that he had the honour of seeing her

ladyship well, he nodded with friendly familiarity to Miss Johnson,

and right and left, as he proceeded, to every body else, till he made

his way to the corner in which his old friend Mrs. Buckhurst had

CHRcopeed herself.

" I must have that chair, Ellen ," said he, iapping his eldest

daughter on the shoulder ; " and you must go , like a good girl, and be

civil to those two new young ladies. Upon my word, I harilly know

which is the aunt and which is the piece . Oh ! I see ! Yes, yes ! the

lesser larly is really young , and the taller one only looks so . "

4

9
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Ellen obeyed, though not without a little , gentle, quite inaudible

sigh, and began to circulate among her younger guests .

Mr. Wilcox, who knew personally all the ladies, excepting the new

arrivals, went everywhere where they were not ; and when Ellen

asked if she should present him , he replied, “ Not just now , thank

you ; it will be time enough by and by, you know . "

Mr. Baxter and Mr. Lewis came in together ; and the former , not

being apparently very intimately acquainted with the rest of the com

pany, seemed inclined to maintain his position at the elbow of the

latter, an affinity which the popular solicitor did not particularly

approve ; and as the best way of escaping from it, he did but give a

friendly nod, smile, bow , or word , to every individual as he passed,

and winning his way to Mrs. Buckhurst, proposed that they should

make up their rubber directly.

“ But what can I do , Lewis ? " said the squire, doubtingly, who,

being always one of the old lady's whist -party, did not much relish

the idea of giving up his place. “ How ean I manage about Mr.

Mortimer ? Who is it that he is talking to ? Where did that young

man come from ? I don't know him .”

“ That is his son , " said Mrs. Buckliurst, looking at him for a

moment through her glass, “ and I have seldom seen amore pleasing

looking person. The prejudices that you reproach me with, neigh

bour Dalton, will hardly stand before that young man's charming
countenance ."

“ I am delighted to hear it,” returned the squire, laughing ; “ if

you lose your heart to the son , my dear lady, you will soon take the

father into favour . "

" I don't know , " replied the old lady, sigling very nearly as a

younger one might liave done, when talked to about her hcart; “ I'll

do as well as I can ; but you ought to remember how old I am ,

neighbour Dalton, and not expect too much of me.”

“ No, no ; I will be content with very little," he replied . 6 And

I'll tell you how we will begin . We will leave Captain Maxwell to

flirt with the young ladies or play casino with her ladyship , and

invite Mr. Mortimer to play wlist with us."

“ Surely it is Mr. Mortimer that should play casino with lier lady

ship ," said Mrs. Buckhurst, beseechingly. But Mr. Dalton was

already moving off, and holding up his finger as he retreated, in order

to remind her of her promised good behaviour.

Ilalf-way across the room he met Mr. Mortimer, advancing with

his son , in order to present him ; and , after a few words of cordial

welcome to the young man , Mr. Dalton proposed a rubber of whist to

his father. The manner in which the proposal was accepted shewed

that it was welcome, and this displayed another excellent material for

good neighbourhood in the agreeable barrister. The business, there

fore , was soon arranged , and the table, according to promise, placed in

the library, where, with no annoyance from the thoughtless chatiering

of uninitiated lookers-on, the old lady played, what she was obliged to

confess was, “ a very pleasant rubber indeed." Fortunately, how
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ever, for the immediate establishment of Mr. Mortimer's general

popularity, the departure of Mrs. Buckhurst was always as attentively

arranged as to its punctuality as her arrival; and he was therefore

released in time to be introduced to all the ladies, young and old , to

"ay something amiable and appropriate to eachi, and to leave the

impression upon the whole party that he was decidedly the most

gentlemanlike, animated , and agreeable person that they had ever had

the good fortune to meet. Nor was this in the least degree the result

of any effort on his part, to conciliate good opinion by appearing any

thing that he was not. Mr. Mortimer really was amiable, animated,

gentlemanlike, and agreeable, and too well disposed to be on pleasant

and friendly terms with all his neighbours not to receive their over

tures cordially.

At the first appearance of Henry Mortimer, as he entered with

his sister and aunt, it was really as much as the young ladies could do

to suppress an exclamation expressive of their agreeable surprise and

admiration. He was, indeed , extremely prepossessing in appearance ;

though whether equally so with their old acquaintance Frederic

Dalton, nothing but individual taste could determine ; for they were as

little alike as any two handsome young men could be, -- the young

quire being rather of a florid complexion, with large blue eyes, and

a very beautiful profusion of rich clustering curls of dark chestnut

hair ; while the young lawyer had peculiarly black hair and eyes, with

a complexion at once dark and pale, and which certainly required the

relief afforded by his handsome mouth and teeth, to make it forgotten

or forgiven. Both the young men were tall and well made, but in

carriage and general demeanour young Mortimer had very decidedly

the advantage . Neither this advantage, however, nor any other le

might happen to possess, could long suffice to make him an object of

first- rate attention in a circle where so many fair bosoms were flutter

ing, more perhaps than they had ever fluttered before, from the

andmirably managed secret love-making of young Dalton. The system

of " circular flirtation ," of which his father had spoken, was, on this

occasion , managed with peculiar skill , and it would have been nearly,

if not altogether, impossible for any individual there to have ap

proached the truth, had they set themselves to guess in what manner

he addressed the several young ladies who were present. That he

did address them all in succession was evident; but as this was, of

course , a duty imposed upon him by being at home, it created no

particular observation, even from those most interested in all he said

and did .

On being presented to the two strangers, or rather to the younger

of them , he took care that his large wide-open eyes should express

unbounded admiration, mixed with something of astonishment, which

stened to say that he certainly never had expected to see any thing
no superlatively lovely as what he then beheld. There was much

skill in this. Tad he talked much , it is possible that his total igno

rance of the scenes which the pretty Agatha had just quitted might

have made her recur to the conversation when it was over with less of
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partial approval, than he was pretty sure he could inspire while it lasted .

But his look ,--his most speaking and most eloquent look, might be

commented upon till they met again, without the slightest chance of

its being severely criticised, at least , if Miss Agatha Mortimer at all

resembled what he considered to be the usual run of young ladies

possessed of eyes that could see. lle did not, however, trust alto

gether to this one startled and expressive look . On the contrary, he

approached her frequently, appeared to listen with much more than

common attention whenever she spoke in his hearing, and finally left

upon her mind exactly the impression he intended, namely, that he was

an exceedingly handsome, but rather eccentric young man, and had

something in his manners remarkably interesting. Then she was sure

that he was excessively clever, but thought it would take sometime to

make him quite out. In short, he managed so well that (a little by

the help, perhaps, of his heirship to the Dalton property) she returned

to her new home, with lier head, if not her heart, as full of the young

gentleman as he could well desir:-.

As to his long-established loves, Miss Maxwell, and the two

Misses Lewis, he, as usual, felt not the slightest embarrassment as to

any of them . The drawing-room was quite large enough for hiin to

manage exceedingly well with them all . To Miss Maxwell he only

said , with one steady look of his marvellous eyes, “ Are not these new

people a horrid bore ? I wonder if I shall ever be at liberty to say

and to do what I like!" and then turned away, leaving her almost as

perfectly satisfied as if he had made the long -expected declaration of

his love In the ear of the eldest Miss Lewis hc breathed a profound

sigh, and pronounced the name of “ Mary !” in which she had never

rejoiced so much as at that bappy moment. This was all , except

merely general conversation, that passed between them that evening

but it was enough. Nor was the pretty Lucy at all less satisfied.

While handing a volume of engravings for her inspection , he con

tinued to press her hand so tenderly, that nothing short of seeing him

at the altar with another woman could have shaken her belief that she

should one day or other find herself standing there with him in the

very act of saying “ I will."

In this manner the ingenious young squire contrived to profit

in all directions, by hours, which , to one less skilful, might have

been found extremely dangerous to his wish of being considered by

each of his pretty neighbours as her especial adorer. Nor did his

spirits flag for a moment under the ceaseless attention necessary to

effect this. Never, perhaps, had he been equally successful in making

the eyes and the voice, the looks and the words, the alternate vivacity

and plaintiveness of one man , do the work of many, as upon this

occasion . Dis obvious success , indeed, acted as a stimulant, and

thus every labour of love which he performed only gave him fresh

courage to proceed. Had he not battled resolutely, however, against

the one genuine feeling which really lay at the bottom of his heart,

while thus displaying by turns so many that were fictitious, he might

not bave succeeded so well. He found no difficulty in gliding from
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Mary to Lucy, from Lucy to Martha, from Martha to Agatha, and

then back again ; but now and then he did feel some little impediment

to the smoothmess of his progress and the perfect satisfaction of its

te-ult, from remembering, in spite of all bis efforts to prevent it, the
face and form of Jessie Phillips.

It must not be supposed, however, because the pretty youthful

Agathì alone is mentioned as being added to the list of Mr. Frederie

Mortimer's conquests, that Miss Mortimer, her aunt, was not still

une belle à pretention . Nothing could be more utterly fallacious than

such a supposition. This lady was not only still à pretention, but her

pretensions were very generally allowed to be exceedingly well founded,

and not a few among the male acquaintance of the family considered

thebestablished and acknowledged beauty of the aunt as more than an

equivalent for the more youthful prettiness of the niece. Nor is it at

all probable that, on the present occasion, she would have suffered

judgment to go by default in favour of her young relative , had not

the almost repulsive manners of the still handsome, though not quite

young, Mr. Wilcox, so piqued her into a determination of making him

talk to her, as effectually to prevent her bringing herself before the

eves of the young squire.

The quick eye of this lady had caught the refusal of Mr. Wilcox

to be introduced to her, though it had not been within reach of her

ear, and there was considerable skill discernible in the means which

she employed to render this refusal of none effect. Most of the young

pople, with Frederic Dalton at their head , and Miss Johnson in the

midst of them as a chaperon, had placed themselves at a large table

in the middle of the room , to play a round game. Miss Mortimer

declined joining this party, for she perceived that Mr. Wilcox had

moved as far as possible from the spot where it was forming, and

very decisively placed himself on an unoccupied sofa at the upper end

of the apartment. Ellen , also , declined playing, and seated herself

near the elegant stranger, determined to be as hospitably polite as

posible , though dreading, at her heart, a long young-lady sort of

gossip for the rest of the evening. But it was not thus that Miss

Mortimer intended to profit by her first introduction to a Deepbrook

drawing -room . Having answered Ellen's advances to conversation

with smiling vivacity, she raised her glass to her eye for the purpose

of reconnoitring the company.

" Oh ! what a pretty party you have here, Miss Dalton !” she ex

claimed; " it is long since I have seen so many white frocks and gay

ribands. How many of these are your sisters ?""

Ellen auswered with a smile, “ That five of the young things in

white, round the card -table, were Daltons. ”

· Imagine what a contrast is your destiny to mine ! I am an

only daughter, and my brother, old enough, as you may perceive, to

be my father, was the only other child of my parents ! The worst of

this , my dear Miss Dalton, is, that it gives one, through life, all the

wilfulness of a petted child , -as, by the way, I have the greatest

possible inclination to prove to you this moment. Do you see that
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solitary gentleman yonder ?-Mr. Wilcox, I think, is his name. I

know perfectly well that he wishes to avoid being introduced to us ,

and precisely for that very reason , I do most particularly wish to be

introduced to him . Do not look so exceedingly astonished ; when

you know me better, you will perceive that I am the most whimsical

creature in existence, and, what is worse , that I invariably do what

ever this whimsical propensity prompts me to desire. Therefore, my

dear Miss Dalton , I must insist upon your accompanying me forthi

with to yonder sofa. Allons !"

Miss Mortimer rose as she spoke, and seizing Ellen's hand, gently,

but firmly, almost constrained her to rise from her chair. Having so

far succeeded in her purpose, she passed her arm through that of Miss

Dalton, and led her in the direction she wished, the acquiescence on

Ellen's part being nearly involuntary, as she could only have opposed

the will of her new acquaintance by a positive exertion of physical

strength, to which she certainly had no inclination to have recourse.

As they moved onward, however, Ellen ventured a gentle remon

strance ,

“ I am sorry to tell you, Miss Mortimer, ” she said , " that I am

hardly sufliciently acquainted with Mr. Wilcox, myself, to venture

upon seizing him thusby storm . "

“ Indeed ! " replied her new acquaintance ; “ but never mind that.

If you will only give me the favour of your company, you shall see the

sort of style in which I manage such matters . "

By the time this was said , they were already close to the gentle

man who was to be either quizzed or propitiated , as he might be

found to deserve, by the adventurous fair one, who was determined

that he should not altogether escape her. Ellen felt a good deal

alarmed by the resolute tone of her companion, and the more so,

because all she had yet heard or seen of Mr. Wilcox led her to dislike

the idea of being made, in his eyes, a party to so very lively a pro

ceeding. But she was agreeably surprised on reaching the chimney

piece , beside which the threatened sofa was placed, to find that Miss

Mortimer's first device for attracting attention was the modest one of

looking at the French time-piece which ornamented the chimney.

" Yes, indeed, I am right," said she, examining it on all sides with

great attention ; " this is precisely the duplicate of one my brother had

in his London drawing-room . It is quite a pleasure to look at it , for

it was one of the pretty things I never expected to see again .”

Miss Dalton not being well skilled in the innocent art of “ making

believe, " to which her clever companion had thought proper to have

recourse , said nothing; but her presence was, nevertheless, by no means

useless, for Mr. Wilcox immediately rose upon her approaching him ,

and made some observation which naturally led to conversation . This

was all Miss Mortimer wanted . After silently listening for a minute or

two to what he said and to what Ellen answered , she addressed him

with the prettiest air of ladylike shyness imaginable, and said , -

" Am I wrong in believing that it is Mr. Wilcox of Hortonthorpe, to

whom I have the pleasure of speaking ? "
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The gentleman bowed , and Ellen then hastened to name the parties

to each other in the usual style of introduction . “ I have the pleasure,

Mr. Wilcox, of being acquainted with a lady who kuows you , or rather

ubo did know you before she was married,-Mis. Smith -- Mrs. John

Smith. She told me that Hortonthorpe was at no great distance from

Diepbrook, and charged me to take the earliest opportunity of making

your acquaintance. I hope you will forgive me for having so punc

tually obeyed her."

Of course I am greatly flattered, " replied Mr. Wilcox, a little

stiffly . May I inquire," he added, “ the maiden name of the lady

who is so kind as to remember me? "

Cpon my honour, Mr. Wilcox, it is more than I can tell you. I

have known her for three years past, at the very least, but never once

remember to have heard her maiden name. But do you not know her

as Mrs. John Smith ? "

“ I know two or three Mrs. Smiths,” “ replied Mr. Wilcox, smiling ;

“ and I think it is exceeding likely that the name of John may belong
to the husbands of some of them . But I fear this is scarcely enough to

identify an individual.”

Most true! ” replied Miss Mortimer, laughing ; " but I do entreat

you to believe that my friend that is, and your friend that was, has

more individuality than her unfortunate name, and that she really is a

very charming person.”

Miss Mortimer had lived long enough in the world, and knew

enough of society , both in town and country, not to be quite aware that

Mr. Wilcox was a sort of neighbour whose acquaintance was exceed

ingly well worth cultivating ; and having the power of exhibiting as

many aspects as a cameleon, she continued, in the course of the next

half -hour, to make him feel a good deal ashamed of the precipitate

prejudice which had made him decline an introduction to so very

agrecable a person . When she perceived that he had reached this

point, which she did pretty nearly at the same moment that he was

aware of it himself, she said , with a flattering vivacity of manner,

which she well know how to wear becomingly, “ Mr. Wilcox, you

must let me introduce you to my brother." His answer was such as to

render her iminediately rising to put her purpose into effect only

exceedingly amiable, and nothing could be better on all sides than the

manner in which this introduction was performed and received . Far

from being annoyed by having her rubber thus disturbed , Mrs. Buck

hurst was much pleased by the incident, for her own prejudices against

Mr. Mortimer, or rather against the poor-law commissioner, were so
rapidly melting away, that she was well satisfied to find those she

suspected to have existed in like manner in the inind of her especial

favourite, Mr. Wilcox, were melting away too . In short, notwith

standing the disappointment of the gentlemen at the escape of Mr.

Mortimer from their after-dimer discussion, the result of the visit

altogether was to leave, with the great majority of the party, a very

favourable impression in his favour.

43-3 - 2-39
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CILAPTER IX.

SOME ACCOUNT OF MR . FREDERIC DALTON'S NOTIONS RESPECTING

HIMSELF - ACCIDENT FAVOURS HIS SOLITARY MEETINGS WITH

JESSIE ---HOW JESSIE FELT TOWARDS HIM- AIS MODE OF REA

SONING WITH HER - ITS EFFECT UPON HER MIND .

How many times Frederic Dalton contrived to see Jessie Phillips in

the course of the following week I know not, but by the end of it he

had maile up his mind as to the line of conduct he should pursue

towards her. With all his faults, he was not unmindful of the recon

dite wisdom wrapped up in pithy proverbs, and he now recalled to
mind that which says, " Some men are born with a silver spoon in

their mouths." Ile remembered this now , as he had often done before,

and his application of it , also , was as heretofore murmured in these

words, “ And I am one of them . ” No Eastern stickler for the power

of destiny was ever firmer in faith on this subject than was Frederic

Dalton. As for the next world , he confessed to his fishing and shoot

ing crony, Dick Baxter, who was just about as estimable an individual

as himself, that he knew nothing about it ; and boasting that he never

did , nor ever would, pretend to more knowledge than he had , he

declared that he made a point of never turning his thoughts that way at

all . But, on the other hand, he was equally free , as he said , to confess;

that he thought he had about as clear notions ofthe present and visible

world, which men actually have before their eyes, as any one in it ; and

this knowledge led him to perceive that he was one of the silver -spoon

born gentlemen. Why else , out of eleven children, was he destined

to possess the broad lands of his father ? Why else did every woman

he looked at fall in love with him ? Why else was he always able to

do whatever he said he would do ? And , in short, the result of all his

lightest sallies and his gravest meditations brought him to the same

result, namely, that he might indulge himself safely, and with assured

impunity, in the gratification of all the wishes and inclinations which

destiny, that is to say , his peculiar and individual destiny, suggested to

him . In the case of Jessie Phillips, this principle of action was roused

into more than ordinary activity hy the consciousness that there were

some rather strong objections to his pursuing the course his inclination

pointed out. In his estimation, the strongest and most obvious of these

was the possible obstacle which any discovery of a little affaire de caur

with her, might oppose to his views upon any other fair one, whom the

ever-dreaded necessity of defeating his sister's chance of succeeding him

might make him suddenly desirous to wed . But the arguments which

he brought to obviate this were twofold . First , the improbability

that any thing could ultimately influence a young lady to refuse him ,

if he actually and bona fide offered her his hand; and, secondly, the

obvious fact that he should always have it in his power to marry Jessie

herself at a moment's warning, if untoward circumstances should

render so desperate an act necessary. Of this, however, he had little
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fear. The terror that formerly kept so many libertines of all classes

in check was no longer before him , the legislature having, in its

collective wisdom , deemed it “ discreetest, best," that the male part of

the population should be guarded , protected , sheltered , and insured

from all the pains and penalties arising from the crime he meditated .

" No, no," thougłıt Mr. Frederic Dalton , “ thanks to our noble law

givers, there is no more swearing away a gentleman's incognito now.

It is just one of my little bits of good luck that this blessed law should

be passed precisely when it was likely to be most beneficial to me. "

As to all secondary objections, such as the destruction of the

pretty creature who was the object of his passionate admiration, he

dismissed them all with a gay smile ; and the moral reflection that it

was “ the little lady's business to take care of herself. " Thus armed

at all points, and firm us fate in the assurance that no mischief could

reach himself from indulging in his inclination for Jessie Phillips'

society, he strolled across the fields in the twilight of a Sabbath even

ing to her mother's cottage. Here again, as he already well knew, his

good star had been at work for him , for Jessie's mother had never

recovered from the effects of the accident which had befallen her on

ihe night of the cowslip -picking ; and having once or twice attempted

to use her foot and come down stairs, she had suffered so much that

she made up her mind to endure the confinement of a few weeks up

stairs. She was still far from being an old woman, and being very

nearly as industrious as her daughter, continued to add considerably to

the joint purse by plaiting straw. This occupation required by long

practice very little light, and she was therefore able to pursue it in the

dark little chamber which served as a bed -room to herself and her

daughter. Unfortunately, the delicate work of Jessie could not be

performed under the same disadvantage, and it was this which enabled

the “ lucky" young squire to find such repeated opportunities of con

versing with the poor girl alone. On the Sunday evening , indeed,

the reason which caused him to find Jessie hy herself in the lower

room of the cottage was different; her mother had fallen asleep, and

Jessie, who had been sitting with her, and reading to her, during three

or four hours of heat and want of air, gladly stole out of the room for

the purpose of seeking a fresher atmosphere below . Though it was

Sunday evening, Jessie had not taken her usual Sabbath walk into the

hazel copse, where all the lads and lasses of the parish were wont to

congregate after the evening service was over. She had lost all relish

for the jocund laughter and gay gossip of such a rendezvous. Pretty,

gentle , kind -hearted Jessie, the admired of every eye, the beloved of

many hearts, and the envied of not a few, was no longer the cheerful

girl she had been. Jessie was in love - deeply, devotedly, passionately

in love ; and since falling into this condition, one solitary, dear half

hour passed in a corner of the neat little room which “ served her for

parlour, andkitchen, and all," with the sweet air blowing upon her through

the open door , over the clustering blossoins of the finest honeysucklein

the parish ,---one quiet half-hour so spent was dearer now to Jessie

than all the joyous welcomings with which her appearance was sure to

be greeted in the hazel copse. That the expression of her sweet
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features at such moments was that ofmelancholy is most certain ; but

it was a tender, soft , and soothing melancholy, neither gloomy nor

desponding; nay , there were timesat which a charming sinile dimpled

for an instant round her lovely mouth ; and though in looking at her it

would have been a very dull eye that should have failed to guess that

her thoughts were with an absent one, dearly, dearly loved, no one ,

while so reading her love, would have deemed it hopeless. Nor was it

hopeless. Jessie in her very soul believed that every word breathed in

her ear by Frederic Dalton was true as honour, faith, and affection,

could make it . He said he loved her. And why should she doubt it ?

She knew full well — though, hitherto , the happy little creature had

cared not much about it --that almost every one that looked at loved

her. Then why should she doubt the love of Frederic Dalton ? And

for his honour, it would have been easier for her to doubt the bright

ness of the noonday sun than to have entertained a thoughtagainst it .

It was thus wrapped, and lapped, and blind -folded , and infatuated

by her own passionate fancies, that the heartless young scoundrel
squire found her on the Sunday evening above mentioned . Ile

entered with the sly, noiseless movement of a cat , and any other than

Jessie might have read mischief in his eye. But, instead of seeing

this, she thought, as she gazed upon him , that there was something

almost super-human in the beauty of his aspect. The absence of

clownish awkwardness appeared in her eyes like almost god-like grace,

and the soft accents of his voice fell on her ear like music ! Where

passion exists, let it be of what nature it will , every thing becomes fuel

to it ; and it mattered little , perhaps, how Frederic Dalton looked or

spoke at that moment. She loved him , and she looked at and listened

to him with as little chance of passing a sane judgment upon any thing

he said or did , as if she had been in the delirium of a fever. Vain as

he was- and few men are so vain as Frederic Dalton - he guessed not

the strength of the passion he had inspired. How should he ? He

was as incapable of feeling such self-forgetting devotion himself, as of

mounting to the “ sphery chime" from whence he seemed to her to

have but just descended.

“ Sweet Jessie ! ” he murmured as he passed her threshold, in the

low tone in which he always addressed her, and which was modulated

with equal skill for the purpose of penetrating to her heart and not

penetrating to the room above. “ Sweet Jessie !--How like a lovely

wild rose dost thou look at this moment, breathing perfume to the

lonely air of heaven ! ” One of poor Jessie's misfortunes was the

having, very literally, been made poetical." It is necessary to have“

met with a mind in a state similar to that of this unfortunate girl, in

order to comprehend it . She had read verses of all sorts, whenever

they had come in her way, with a degree of ignorant enjoyment ( if

such a phrase can be allowed ) that had more, perhaps, of sense
than of intellect in it . It was to her like harmony enjoyed, in

utter unconsciousness of the science that produced it ; but had this

wild flower of intellect been cultivated, the case would have been

different. There was no intellectual deficiency in Jessie Phillips ;

but the awakening process of education being wanting, the finer

66
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faculties slept, or lookeil out but vaguely and dreamily through the

mist of ignorance. Frederic Dalton, however, had spied out this

fanciful propensity in the poor girl, and turned it to great account ;

for not only did he take care to supply her with love -rhymes un

numbered, but failed not to assure her that not merely in person, but

in mind, she was totally unfit for the station in which the chance of

birth had placed her, and scrupled not --- the villain !--to declare that

the accident which had made him acquainted with her had , doubtless,

been ordained by Heaven to atone for her having been misplaced

among the lowly -born daughters of the earth. To all of which poor

Jessie listened with the most undoubting belief. She knew that in

many things she thought and felt in a manner greatly unlike the

young companions who were of equal station with herself; and ac

cepted, without a shadow of doubtas to its correctness , the theory by

which her beloved explained this difference, and the remedy by which

the incongruity might be set right.

le perceived that this mode of addressing her seemed more

effective in silencing the scruples which common sense suggested

respecting their clandestine intercourse than any other ; and for this

reason he took care that, if the gods had made her poetical, he would

make himself so .

In reply to the words stated above, Jessie only smiled ; but her

fyrs told hiu , if her lips did not, how greatly she rejoiced that he

was come .

“ My lovely girl will not speak to her Frederic ? ” he continued,

as he closed the door, sat down by her, and took her willing hand .

Vy Jessie has no word of welcome for the man who is willing to

sacrifice every thing for her sake ? ”

“ Ought I then to welcome you ? ” returned Jessie with a sigh .

" Would it not be like welcoming you to destruction ? "

“ Destruction ! Can Jessie love, and call any sacrifice destruction

that love dictates ? Ah, dearest ! did you love as I do, you would

feel that what to others might appear like degradation, must to me be

glory . But my Jessie loves not after this fashion . She cannot com

prchend the intensity of affection which makes station valueless, and

the opinion of the world as worthless as the buzzing of a fiy, when put

in competition with the possession of what we adore. Such love is all

too great for Jessie's comprehension. She knows not what it means.”

“ Oh, say not so ! ” she replied , with trembling fervour. “ Could

we change places, Frederic - for Frederic you will have me call you-

rould we change places, you should quickly see that poor Jessie does

know how to love, though she harilly knows how to let the man she

adores ruin himself for her sake. It is that thought, beloved Frederic !

that spoils all. Without it I should be at this moment the very

happiest girl that ever lived ."

“ Then be the happiest, my most charming Jessie , " replied the

young man, with a passionate caress ; “ for nothing but the most wilful

folly on both sides can make the love from whence I hope to derive

the happiness of my whole life a source of ruin to me. I have already
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explained to you , dearest , the nature of the settlement under which I

am to inherit my father's large landed property. Should I marry

without his consent before I am thirty , I forfeit every acre of it ; and

then the estate is to be cut up among my sisters and a great number

of cousins, some of them very unworthy people; so that I should think

it very wrong, independently of my own interest, were I so to act, as

to place my dear and honoured father's property in their hands. It is

this, my Jessie, that must prevent my marrying now ; but, thank
Heaven ! there is no obstacle of any kind to prevent my making my

best beloved my wife after the interval of a few short years."

“ Then for these few short years Jessie must live on bope," she

replied with a soft, and almost inaudible sigh . And then followed a

discussion upon the best and least miserable manner in which this

interval could be passed ; and, for a good while they could not agree

upon this point, Jessie being of opinion that it would be best for them

both that they should be separated, which , she said, could easily be

arranged , by her persuading her mother to change her residence to a

village in the next county where a sister of her's was living, and “ very

well to do." But to this scheme Frederic Dalton vehemently opposed

himself, and at length succeeded in convincing her that his life would,

in all human probability, be the sacrifice if she persevered in a project

so full of cold -hearted barbarity .

“ I shall die, Jessie , ” he said ; “ I shall die ! I know the nature

of my own mind perfectly ! Such misery would sap the very springs

of liſe ; and with blasted youth, and a heart broken by the hard

cruelty of my soul's idol, I should sink into an early tomb, another

victim on the fatal shrine of unrequited love !”

Poor Jessie ! She

believed him true,

And she was blest in so believing."

But “ the story is extant, and written in very choice" language of very

many lands--- so it need not be repeated here .
*

CHAPTER X.

ELLEN'S INTERVIEW WITH HER FATHER-- MRS . GREENHILL'S SECOND

VISIT TO THE UNION POOR- HOUSE-- LAWYER LEWIS MAKES SOME

VERY ACUE REMARKS ON MR . MORTIMER -- THE ASSISTANT COM

MISSIONER SPEAKS OUT AT LAST SPLENDID ELOQUENCE ON THE

PART OF MR. HUTTONWORTH THE BUTTON - MAKER ---- MRS . GREEN

HILL CLTS AN INSIGHT INTO THE DOMESTIC ARRANGEMENTS OF

THE WORK -HOUSE ,

From the hour that Ellen Dalton paid her visit to the two Mrs.

Greenhills in their miserable cabin , she could not get the idea of what
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she had seen and heard there out of her head. Personally she knew

less of the Greenhill family than of almost any other in Deepbrook ;

but by character she at least knew one of them well, and for this one

( the kind - hearted widow ) she felt more than common interest. There

were , moreover , other circumstances connected with her, and with the

distress which pressed upon her, which were pretty nearly as inter

esting to Ellen as to the good woman herself ; and these so worked

upon her mind, that it might almost be said she thought of nothing

cise. Nor was it merely in idle, though anxious speculation, that she

meditated upon the subject. From the day on which she met Mrs.

Greenhill at the house of Mrs, Buckhurst to that of her visit to

Bushy Lane, she had been meditating on a scheme for her relief ; and

this scheme would have been executed immediately had it not been

for some little embarrassment which she felt would attend its being

put in action. This feeling produced delay, but could not turn her

from her project ; and at length , having armed herself with as nuch

composure of manner as she could muster, she sought her father in his

library, and plunged into the business at once , by saying, “ Papa, are
you at leisure ? I wish to speak to you for a few minutes, if you

are ."

" I am always at leisure to hear you , my Ellen ," he replied affec

tionately ; " but you almost frighten me, dear, you look so very grave .

What is the matter, Ellen ? Tell me at once, my love."

“ Nothing, dearest papa, --- nothing is the matter," she replied in a

manner well talculated to reassure him ; for the words were spoken

with a smile, and with no very distinctly visible trepidation . " If I

look grave," she added , “ it is only because I am very much in earnest

in what I wish to say to you . The 500l., papa , that mamma's old aunt

lett me last year-- it is quite at my own disposal, is it not ? "

“ Certainly, Ellen,” he replied, looking a little surprised . “ What

do you want to do with it ? ”

" I want to use it immediately, papa , or at least the greater part of

it , I believe ; and I want you to have the kindness to tell me what I

am to do in order to get at it. "

" It is very easily got at, Ellen , ” he replied ; “ but is the use to

which you intend to put it a secret, my dear child ? "

" Not to you , papa," she answerd, in a tone that was intended to

be very gay and easy ; “ but to every body else it is, and you must

promise not to betray me. "

“ Let your secret be what it may, I will promise to keep it safely,

Ellen ; but I confess I am a little impatient to hear it."

“ Well then , papa , I will tell you instantly." And then, but with

a great deal more difficulty as to her articulation than her companion

perceived , Ellen proceeded to explain herself, “ My secret is, papa ,

that I wish immediately -- that is to say with the least possible delay---

to get into my hands as much money as will suffice to payTom Green

Will's still remaining debts, and to re- establish him and his family in

the cottage they inhabited before he was sent to prison."

The handsome countenance of the squire underwent a very par

1
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ceptible change as he listened to these words ; and not only were his

features contracted into something exceedingly like a frown, but he

coloured violently. For a moment he was silent, however, and when

he did speak, it was only to ejaculate the name of “ Ellen ! ” The

composure which his daughter had struggled to maintain now forsook

her ; she first blushed violently, and almost immediately turned as

violently pale.

" Is it possible, father,” she exclaimed indignantly, " that you can

mistake my motives ? "

" I am afraid not, Ellen ," was his reply. “ I do not think it is

possible that I should mistake your motives."

“ But you do, father - you do, or you could not speak to me

thus.”

Why, Ellen ! my poor, dear, unhappy child , how can I , how

could any body acquainted with the circumstances, fail to perceive for

whose sake it is that you do this ? Can you , even to your own heart,

affect to believe that it is for the love of old Dame Greenhill or any of

her race ? "

* I have no wish ,” replied Ellen ; in some degree recovering her.

self, “ I have no wish whatever, father , to delude either you or myself

in this matter, or to affect any greater degree of interest in Mrs. Green

hill than I really feel . ller situation is a peculiarly painful one, and

would , I think , under any circumstances, have excited in me a very

strong desire to help her ; but certainly ,” she added, another deep

blush rushing over her fair face, “ I should never have thought of

taking aunt Ryland's legacy out of the funds for the purpose of

relieving her had she never pursed the Marquess of Pemberton ."

On hearing these words, her father looked at her with some sur

prise, but this was immediately exchanged for an expression of affection

and confidence.

“ Dearest Ellen !" he said, “ forgive me ! I ought by this time to

know you too well to suppose that you could be conscious of any feel

ing which you might not, to me at least, most freely avow . Would to

Heaven, my dearest love , that the sentiment which you have so often

told me, and which I so truly believe, is become too essentially part of

yourself to be ever changed or forgotten -- I would to Heaven, Ellen,

that it were felt for one who had the power of returning it ! But as it

is , my poor girl, would it not be wiser to do nothing that may betray

it , either to him or any one else ? ”

“ Ile knows it all too well, father," she replied , composedly, “ to

learn any thing new on the subject, by finding that I had made this

sacrifice for the sake of saving his nurse from the poor- house. It is

not, therefore, from any feeling of reserve that I should care about his

knowing it . Nevertheless, my dear father, I do not intend that he

shall ever know it , because, as you are well aware , there are circumstances

which would render it inconvenient, nay, perhaps difficult , for him to

repay me; and, therefore, if I did not quite elieve that what I am

going to do could be concealed from him , I would not do it at all ,

even though I so very well know what he would suffer upon learning
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that old Margaret Greenhill was in the poor-house. But he will never

know it, dear father. Trust to my management about that, will

you ? "

“ Ellen !" replied Mr. Dalton , looking at her with great fondness,

“ there is nothing in the world that I would not trust to your right think

ing and your right feeling. The father who has been the chosen and

selected coufidant of his daughter, throughout such a history as yours,

dear girl , is not likely to be tormented by any doubts or fears concern

ing her conduct. I have none such, believe me . But, my dear child ,

I would wish, for many reasons, that this poor woman should avoid

what you, and herself too, I suppose, so greatly dread for her, by some

other means,"

" And so do I , too , papa," replied Ellen , frankly ,

other way , and you shall see that I will adopt it readily."

" At any rate , then , mydear, I will try what can be done in my

capacity of guardian. Our new commissioner appears exceedingly

good-natured and amiable , though neither knowing nor caring, as I

suspect, much about the business on which he is employed ; but I

think, in a case of such peculiar hardship as this seems to be, I shall

find no difficulty in obtaining his sanction to giving a little help to

these poor people, without dragging them all into the house. She is

to appear before us again next Monday. Will you wait, my love , to
see the result of this ? "

" Most certainly I will," she replied ; adding, with her own peculiar

smile , “ I have, at least, not blundered much in the confidant I have

chosen . "

*

The important Monday arrived ; and once again the greatly altered

widow Greenhill, looking pale and emaciated , and with a spirit pretty

weil broken to the endurance of any thing and every thing that could

befall her, set off to implore the board of guardians of the Deepbrook

union to afford the family of her son a little temporary relief till , by taking

advantage of the Insolvent Debtors' act, he should be released from

prison , and in a situation to assist by his labour in supporting them .

Ilis unhappy little wife had added another burden to the parish since

her poor mother-in -law's first application for relief ; and it was not

without hope, that the difficulty of moving her at present might induce

the guardians to relax, for a week or two, in their decision , that they

must come into the house, if they persevered in demanding parochial
assistance. That such assistance must in some way or other be ob

tained, or that the family must actually perislı from want, was certain ,

as the old woman's earnings had been completely put an end to for

some days past, by the needful attendance upon the lying-in woman

and her six children . She now, therefore, set forth with the bitter

conviction, that if she failed in obtaining such aid as might support

life in the hovel that now sheltered them , it must at all hazards be

immediately sought within the dreaded walls of the poor- house.

As she approached the building, a group met her eye whose jocund,

well-fed air might be supposed likely to afford her some comfort; for

the good living so uniistakably conspicuous in their appearance pro
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ceeded from the identical kitchen to which she looked as the worst

that could befall her in her search for food for the starving little throng

she had left at home. This group, which was stationed at the door of

the court-yard, and within the shadow of the lofty wall which sur

rounded it, consisted of Mr. Richard Dempster, the governor ; his

plump and laughter-loving wife, Dolly ; and Growler, the huge mastiil

dog, who was the especial darling of both, and stood them , as both the

husband and wife were frequently accustomed to say, in the stead of

children , most excellently well.

In bygone days Dolly Dempster had been accustomed to look upon

Mrs. Greenhill as a “ darnation stiff old gentlewoman, too prond by

half ;" and, perhaps, Mrs. Greenhill had been accustomed to look upon

Dolly as rather too blunt, bluff, and jovial in her manners, to make a

very desirable companion . There was, therefore, no great intimacy bra

tween them , although, when there was more equality of condition in

their respective circumstances, they had been acquainted .

" And who may this skinny, bony body be ? " said the governor's

lady as Mrs. Greenhill approached the gate. “ Just look at Growler,

Dick, do , " she continued, as the darling dog advanced a step in front

of her, and standing with his two front feet firmly set , and his tail

erect, seemed disposed to dispute the entrance. “ Just look at him ! "

and she laughed aloud . “ I know the woman now , well enough, - 'tis fine

Madam Greenhill, that's fine Master Tom's mother ; and if that blessed

benst don't know that she's come mumping, and has not a copper in

her pocket to help herself, never believe me again . There never was

such a beast as that on God's earth before. Talk of Christians ?

Why, the biggest half of 'em is no more to be compared in straight

forward common sense to Growler than double X to small beer. I'll

wager just whatever you like, Dick, that if that 'dentical same woman

had comed here six months ago, the beast would have bided as quiet

and still upon his bit of straw there as if he had been fast asleep. God

bless his sweet nose ! ” she added, bending over him to caress the honoured

feature. “ It serves un as well as a pair of money scales does a

Christian, and better too, for he knows the weight and walley of all

that comes to shop, without taking any more trouble than just one

little sniff."

“ Down , Growler ! " gently ejaculated Mr. Dempster, affectionately

caressing him at the same time. ** Thou be'st a jewel of a dog, and

that's a fact . Soh ! mistress," he added, “ you'll be after bothering

the board again , I suppose, by just asking 'em to do the very exact

thing what they've determined they won't never do . That's the way

with ye all , and much good it does ye, don't it ? A set of everlasting

grumblers as you are ! I do sometimes wonder, in my own heart,

that you ben't all ashamed of yourselves. It is something unaccount

able and unheard of, to be sure, to see one bundle of rags after another

coming up here, to bully and bother all the first and foremost gentle

men for miles and miles round , as if they knowed or cared a potato

paring about any one of ye."

“ Are the gentlemen of the board sitting, sir ? " inquired Mrs.

Greenhill, taking hold of the railing that enclosed a plot of potatocs.
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" Oh, my eye ! madam's going to tumble ! ” exclaimed Mrs.

Dempster. " Dick I look about you, man ! Can't we get a chair ?

or can't we carry her in handy -dandy, in this fashion ? ” And she

crosseri her hands over each other, to indicate the mode of conveyance

she proposed .

“ I should be proud and happy ," replied the governor, catching

his lady's merry vein, and shewing his large teeth , from ear to ear, by

a broad grin, “ only as she have been used , you know, to ride about

with my lady Duchess in a coach , it may be doubtful, I'm thinking,
whether she'd altogether like this t'other mode of riding."

“ Will you please, sir, to tell me whether the board is sitting ? "

reiterated the pale, trembling old woman .

“ Yes, Mistress Greenhill, they be, as sure ay you is standing,"

he replied.

“ Then, please, sir, let mego in ,” she said.

“ Yes, madam , I will, " said he, with a low bow ; " and then they'll

be pleased to let you go out again, and so we shall all be pleased to

gether, you know ;" and so saying he pushed open the door behind

him to let her pass ; his wife laughing till she was obliged to hold her

sides the while, and exclaiming, as soon as she had recovered her

breath , “ You are first-rate , Dick, in a dry joke, and let them deny it

as dare."

Mrs. Greenbill passed on to the well -remembered room , where the

gentlemen forming the board of guardians were assembled. Several

other “ bags of rags," as Mr. Dempster facetiously denominated those

unliappily driven to claim the assistance which the law has provided

for them , several of these broken -down, destitute, suffering creatures,

were waiting round the door of the room ; and poor Greenhill trem

bied as she looked at them , for she doubted if her strength would last

through the long standing that would be necessary while their bu

siness was despatched . But here fortune favoured her, for no sooner

had the door opened, near which she had placed herself, than the eye

of Mr. Rimmington caught sight of her, and instantly perceiving that

she was in no condition to wait, he desired the man who attended at

the door to send in the Widow Greenhill immediately.

She was thankful, and she was cheered by this lucky accident, and

determined to take courage, and explain, to the very best of her

power, the peculiar circumstances of her son , which rendered it so

highly probable that he would soon be able to maintain his family by

his labour, and, therefore, that their coming into the house would be

far too short a time to render such a step necessary or advisable.

Thus armed, poor soul , she stood before the powerful phalanx

which was to decide the important question, with more steadiness of

aspect than she had yet exhibited ; that is to say, she did not tremble

quite so much, nor were her cheeks and lips so utterly colourless .

“ Isn't it curious, Mr. Lewis," said the barley-brewer of Deep

brook to the solicitor, next to whom he generally contrived to place

himself, isn't it curious, now, to watch how these creters get bolder

and more audacious every time they come before us ? Do you
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remember, sir, how this one pretended to totter and tumble about the

other day, for all the world as if she hadn't either strength or courage

to stand upright, and just look at hernow , that's all.”

Mr. Lewis shook his head, and then nodded it half - a - dozen times ,

to testify his perfect concurrence ; but he was not at leisure to reply

in words, being very earnestly attending to a conversation between

Mr. Mortimer, whowas seated at no great distance from him , and

Mr. Dalton, not only because these two gentlemen were the most

important persons there , but because it was his especial wish and

object at the present moment to make himself acquainted with all the

views and opinions of the new commissioner, that so he might be

enabled to render himself both agreeable and useful to him in his new

capacity. This system being by far the most promising within his

reach for making his name known to the dictators of Somerset House,

some one of whose numerous appointments he privately hoped might

be obtained by means of his ever appearing to the eyes of their

assistant as the most accomplished man of business in the whole

country ; but his hopes of learning any thing respecting that gen

tleman's ideas respecting any one of the knotty points connected with

his commission , were not very likely to be gratified by the act of

listening to the conversation in which he was at present engaged ; for,

after catching the words “ absolutely necessary,” and “ no doing

without it," which seemed to promise well, he at length discovered

that the subject under discussion was not the new Poor Law , nor the

Union Poor-house, but the prodigious superiority of one particular

sort of bait over every other, for one particular sort of fishing.

Lawyers are said to be pretty generally exempt from the weakness of

feeling which produces blushing, but our Mr. Lewis coloured as he

made this discovery. He was vexed to think how very earnestly he

had been watching to catch what was so greatly unlike that which he

wished to find ; and then , having withdrawn his eyes and his ears from

the two gentlemen who had so absorbed his attention , and set himself

to the mending a pen , he began meditating upon the singular fact

that never , in any of the various interviewswith Mr. Mortimer, with

which good luck and his own skilful manquvring had favoured him ,

had he everheard him utter a single word respecting the delicate and

difficult business in which he was engaged .

“ I suspect I have been altogether mistaken in him ," thought Mr.

Lewis ; " he is deep, very deep, and much too wise to carry his heart,

or his brains either, upon his sleeve, for daws to peck at, or for his

neighbours to scan . But I must unravel and unriddle him ; and so I

will too, let him be as tangled and as subtle as he may .”

Having made this resolution, Mr. Lewis assumed a look consi

derably more careless than usual, and turning to his neighbour, the

brewer, said , “ That's Tom Greenhill's mother that you were noticing,

Baxter ; and, upon my soul, she looks as dignified as the Duchess

herself. I suppose she took lessons while she was nursing the heir . "

The usual ready laugh rattled in the throat of the jocund democrat,

who never was so merry as when a pauper was the subject of the jest.
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“ Let's have her Grace forward , Lewis , " said he ; “ I remember

her wher, upon my soul, she seemed to faney it rather a conde

scension to speak to me. It's capital good fun, to be sure, to see her

stand there with her threadbare old things put on with as many pins,

and as much nicety, as if she had been dressing for court, and she

looking all the time so very considerably more than half starved . If

there is one thing that I hate and abominate more than another, it is

the sight of pride and poverty mixed up together. I'd fifty times

rather give my vote for helping such a one as that, ” he continued,

indicating a slovenly self -neglected figure , whose garments seemed to

be secured by a solitary skewer ; “ she looks as if she'd be humble,

and thankful, don't she ? If I'd my way, I'd shew that we saw a

difference between 'em . Will you support me, Lewis ? ”

But Mr. Lewis, though at that moment a very goodly-sized tin

box stood in his office, inscribed with the words “Joseph Baxter,

Esq .” was quite determined not to let any species of partiality appear

before the eres of the “ deep ” Mr. Nortimer ; and he therefore

whispered in his good friend's ear, that it would be better not to let

ang particular feeling ( except general respect for the act) to appear in

any thing they said or did, till they had fully ascertained that of the

commissioner.

" Wy going with the commissioner must depend altogether upon

what sort of a chap he turns out , ” replied Baster ; “ and as to my

likes and dislikes, Master Lewis, I neither mean to change 'em or

hide 'em for all the boards or all the commissioners in Christendom !"

“ You are a fine fellow, Baxter," returned the popular Mr. Lewis,

with an approving nod, “ but I never like to quarrel with a man before
I know him . "

While this was passing on one side of the table, Mr. Rimmington

was gently interrogating Mrs. Greenhill on the other ; and having

heard all she had to say in support of her petition for aid, for a few

weeks, during the detention or her son , without placing the family in

the poorhouse, he bade her retire, while he brought the question

before the board, advising her, however, not to leave the place till she

had learned their decision. With grateful blessings for his kindness

she withdrew, and the good clergyman, with that douceur qui fait

plus que violence, begged the attention of the gentlemen present for

one moment upon the case of the poor woman who had just left the

a

room .

“ I have known her well," he said , “ during the whole course of

mis ten years' ministry, and can venture to assure you all, from that

knowledge, that you may believe implicitly what she tells you . The

deplorable inconvenience that would arise to her from her being

obliged to bring her family into the house, will, I hope, induce the

board to deviate a little from their usual practice in her favour, and

lead them to make her such an allowance at her own dwelling as may

enable the family to exist till the Insolvent Debtor's act shall have

released her son from prison."

The voices of Mr. Dalton , Capt. Maxwell, and Mr. Wilcox, were

a
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immediately raised in support of this proposition. The two first de

claring that they knew the poor woman well, and could fully confirm

Mr. Rimmington's testimony in her favour ; and Mr. Wilcox, ob

serving that though she was personally a stranger to him , her state

ment evidently proved, backed as it was by her excellent character,

that there would be very gross injustice, as well as very great impolicy,

in treating her as a common pauper.

* Of course, sir , " observed Mr. Iluttonwortli, the retired button

maker, addressing the reverend chairman, " of course , sir, we all,

and you amongst the rest, speak under authority, having the ad

vantage of this gentleman's presence " (pointing to Jr. Mortimer ) ;

" but as free discussion, that greatest of privileges to a free people,

is permitted to us, I must beg to observe, that I have never before

happened , since I came into possession of my estate, to hear such

doctrine as to parish help as that which it has seemed expedient to

you, sir , to lay down. Now please to observe, gentlemen, here comes

a woman , telling us that she wants our money, and must have it , but

that it must not be given her according to the law, made and provided

for the protection and fostering of the lazy, idle, dissolute portion of

the community to which she belongs, but she must have it in her own

way , and no other, - that way , observe, being in the very teeth of an

act of parliament! Now this is going it pretty strong, you'll think,

perhaps. But what is that to what follows ? Here's a gentleman who

is the parson of the parish, I take it , and chairman of the board into

the bargain, and he coolly tells us that we had better let the gooul

woman have her way, because it will be very inconvenient to her if

i he has not. Now , if this doctrine is to be held to, I should like to be

told what sort of condition the parliament is put into ? Much good,

isn't it, for them to make laws ? If this isn't downright rebellion in a

quiet way, I am pretty greatly mistaken . And then, gentlemen, just

please to observe the arguments from the other gentlemen who have

thought fit to follow on the saine side. Two of these gentlemen say,

in so many words, that the woman is an old crony of theirs, and for

that reason they particularly wish to favour her ; while another, with

equal sincerity,scruples not to avow , that he wishes to favour her too, on

account of their good opinion of her. The rate -payers of the Union

may be thankful that they happen to have a commissioner among them

who has the power, and we will flatter ourselves the will likewise, to

put a stop to such illegal proceedings ; and if we find ourselves

disappointed here, I , for one, shall vote for publicly burning the act of

parliament by the hands of the overseers and church -wardens of the

parish in which this make-believe of a union is established ! "

Having delivered this speech, Mr. Huttonworth wiped his mouth

with his hand, and looked round the table as if to challenge an

answer to what he very evidently considered to be wanswerable. It

seemed as if the rest of the party were of the same opinion, for no

voice was raised in reply, though more than one individual spoke to

the person next him , but not loud enough to be heard by others.

“ You seem , sir, to have the good luck of knowing how to silence
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opposition ," said Mr. Baxter, after looking about him , and seeming to

enjoy the silence for a minute or two, “ and I can't but say that I am

happy to find that we have got among us such a stickler as you are

for what is lawful and right; so now , I think, since it is plain that

nobody is able to oppose the reasonableness of your arguments, Mr.

Iluttonworth , I will propose that the audacious pauper who has just

left the room shall be recalled, in order to be told that we neither will

or can to more, or other for her, than for any one else, and that she

and her family is either to come into the house, or, let us hear no more

about her from this time forth for evermore."

Instead of making any reply to all this, either by addressing the

board generally, or Messrs. Huttonworth and Baxter in particular,

Mr. Dalton at once appealed to the assistant commissioner, saying , in

a voice that was , however, audible to the whole room , “ Though you

do not know this poor woman , Mr. Commissioner, quite as well as her

neighbours of long standing do, I conceive that you have heard fully

enough to enable you to judge of her very peculiar case, and therefore,

without arguing the point any farther, I think our best course will be

to take your judgment upon it. Do you think, sir, that under all the

circumstances, it will be expedient to give to this woman an order

that herself, her daughter-in -law , and her six grand -children, shall

come into the house ?"

Mr. Mortimer, the amiable expression of whose very gentlemanlike

features formed a strong contrast, by their bland indifference to the in

terst, the eager and anxious humanity, and the hard brutality painted

on the countenances of many round him , paused for a moment before he

replied; and that moment was to himself a very embarrassing one. Itwould

have been difficult for the awfully powerful triumvirate of Somerset

Ilouse to have chosen a delegate more perfectly well disposed to do

what was right, proper, and fitting , or to render more implicit

obedience on all occasions to the enactments of the law under which

he held his appointment than was Mr. Mortimer. He was possessed,

too, of so really excellent and amiable a temper, that it seemed

impossible any roughness or difficulty should arise between him and

the various boards of guardians who were to act under his authority.

In short, he might truly be said to be the beau idéal of an assistant

poor - law commissioner . Nevertheless, he felt himself greatly em

barrassed upon this appeal from Mr. Dalton . The common senso

part of the question was, of course , as obvious to him as it must have

been to every one else who chose to look at it on that side ; but he

had alrearly perceived, notwithstanding his carnest endeavours to keep

himself clear of all cabal, and from every species of local or individual

interest in any question brought before him ,----notwithstanding this, and

all his pre -determined diplomatic officiality of non -intercourse (pro
fessionally speaking ) with any of those for whose use and benefit he

was sent to interpret and enforce the new law,-otwithstanding all

this, he had already discovered that he was surrounded by conflicting

opinions, feelings, and interests . This discovery, however , only served

to strengthen him in his determination of being impenetrable to all

a
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attacks upon his individual feelings, or even upon his individual judg

ment, and to cling to the letter of the act, in order to save himself

from the interminable ditticulties that must inevitably multiply around

him should he attempt to modify his decisions according to circum

stances, After a short struggle, therefore, against the dictates of com

mon sense and common humanity, he replied to Mr. Dalton's appeal

by saying,

“ I believe, my good sir, that the circumstances of the case must

not beguile us into losing sight of the principle of the act. If this

family, for whom you are so amiably interested, receive parish pay

at home, it will be hardly consistent with justice that we should refuse

it to the next applicant who may chance to prefer this mode of relief

to a residence in the house . "

Mr. Lewis, who had been closely watching the effect of Mr.

Dalton's interference, no sooner heard these words than he had the

inexpressible relief of perceiving that his own path was plain before

him , and that, too, in the direction wherein it would be the most

convenient and the most consistent for him to tread . Mr. Lewis was

neither cruel nor unjust in the abstract ; but he was a man of business,

and would no more think of being turned aside from a straightforward

conformity with an act of parliament, by any destruction or misery

that it might be the means of producing to the poor of the parish,

than an industrious sawyer would from dividing a block of wood,

because a nest of animalcula lay in the path of his saw. Nor was the

reply of Mr. Mortimer agreeable to him only because it accorded with

his own ideas of what was right, he perceived in a moment that he

should in all reasonable probability have it in his power to be useful.

He not only knew the act by rote, that was a matter of course ; but

he had carefully read , and commented upon at length , every page of

every report from the select committee on the Poor Law Amendment

Act, with the whole body of the evidence produced before then . And

these commentaries of the industrious lawyer not only furnished a

clear compendium of the most important evidence, but wliat was

greatly more to the purpose , it furnished also a very neat sort of bird's

eye view of the leanings of the honourable committee themselves.

Thus furnished with a sort of secret fund of authority, the lawyer of

Deepbrook felt that he was likely to become a person of some im

portance in the estimation of a gentleman who expressed himself with

so much commissioner-like propriety as Mr. Mortimer ; provided

always, that his good gifts , both natural and acquired, were properly

made known to that personage. With a view , therefore, of making

them so, Mr. Lewis, in a tone of voice more carnest than loud , and rather

as an ejaculation than as addressing an observation to any particular

person, said , “ Admirable ! admirablei a more perfect definition of

our duty was never uttered , and I trust in Heaven we shall now go on

straightforward as we ought to do . "

These words were not lost on Mr. Mortimer, and were really very

consolatory to him , but excepting by a very slight glance of the eye he

took no notice of them ; neither did the gallant half-pay captain on
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the other side of the table ; for having taken an ample pinch of snuff

upon hearing the speech of the commissioner, he only allowed himself

time to close his box, and replace it in his pocket, before he replied to

it by saying, “ By your good leave, Mr. Commissioner, I must just

take the liberty of observing that this new law, with all its startliig

and terrible clauses, comes to us with the assurance that all the abuses

incident to the former system of parish relief were to be remedied by

it ,--that what was necessary to be done for the relief of the destitute

was to be done, and nothing more ; and above all things, that most

especial care was to be taken that the rates collected for the purposes

of necessary relief should not be wantonly expended. Now, I shall be

very grateful if you will shew me how the admission of eight human

beings into the poor-house, to be wholly and entirely provided for

at the expense of the parish , and that for a period unlimited, can be a

less burden upon us than giving the aid of a few shillings a -week for

a short time, in compliance with the wishes of our chairman. ”

“ The Law , sir , --the law ," cried Mr. Lewis, eagerly, “ it is the law ,

sir, as set before us in the late act of the united Parliament that must

regulate our conduct in this matter as well as in all others, and unless

we make this the only rule of right, you may depend upon it we shall

go on blundering to the end of time,squabbling with one another, and

doing nothing but mischief every time we meet. This is exactly one

of the occasions upon which we shall feel the immense and incalculable

advantage of having an assistant commissioner within easy reach of

And now I trust we shall hear no more of worthy Mrs. Greenhill

and her troublesome progeny , till we are told how they behave them

selves in the house."

“ Send the woman Greenhill in ,” vociferated Mr. Huttonworth to

a man who was stationed at the door, “ and in the name of common

sense let us have done with her. If I don't greatly mistake, and I'm not

thought to be much of a blunderer, that woman is a pestilent, factious,

plausible, mischievous old hussy, who is determined upon giving us all

the trouble that she can-I'd stake my life upon it, I would, upon my

soul. "

“ I have only known her about ten years," said Mr. Rimmington,

gently ; " perhaps you, sir, may have known her longer ? "

“ That is not the question, Mr. Chairman ," replied the button
maker ; " and so the assistant- commissioner will tell you , if

you
will

ask him , I fancy. What is the use of centralization, which is be

coming our blessing and our boast, you know , and what's the use of it ,

if we administer the law according to our local knowledge of individuals

instead of according to the act ? ” This was said with a triumphant

air, and concluded with a very jocular laugh , that was echoed lustily

by Mr. Baxter. “ I should not have thought,” continued the buttona

maker, addressing Mr. Rimmington, “that a learned gentleman like

you , sir, had any need of being told what this centralization means ;

however, as I have studied the subject a good deal, I have no objection

to telling you that it means just this, that in the administration of

parochial relief, there is to be no difference made between man and

us.

:
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man , or between woman and woman . The relief is to come, sir, just like

the sun and the rain , upon the good and upon the bad, all alike. No

difference, no preference, no good character, no bad character, to make

any change or alteration whatever. And all this capital scheme of

equal claims is to be made sure by the gentlemen commissioners and

their assistants settling the whole matter, and preventing the country

gentry and the farmers from having any thing to do with it from their

own judgment. And if this don't prove a cure for partiality, and all

the rest of the old countrified notions about character, I don't know

what will. As if a rogue didn't cat as much as an honest man ! And

if we are bound to feed olie , arn't we bound to feed t'other ? I take

it, Mr. Commissioner, that you won't find much to gainsay or contra
dict in my interpretation ."

Mr. Mortimer, to whom these last words were addressed , with a

smirking bow slightly bent his head in reply, but said nothing.

While all this was passing, the object of the discussion, who had

been dismissed while it was going on , was seated in a small square

room in a distant part of the building, awaiting a summons from the

board for her return to receive the announcement of their decision .

The walls of the room into which she was shown were whitewashed ,

and it was evident, from their spotless condition, that the operation had

been very recently performed. Its one window looked out upon a

small interior court, the principal, an , indeed , nearly the only object

in which was a pump, with a cisten under it, where all the inmates of

the establishment, old and young, male and female, performed their

ablutions. Round the walls of this small chamber, and firmly fixed to

them , were wooden benches, as narrow as it was well possible for an

adult human being to sit upon . On these benches of little ease were

seated , when Mrs. Greenhill entered the room , seven or eight aged

females,- the youngest among them must have been considerably

passed sixty , and one or two of the oldest appeared to touch the very

last stage of human life . These last took no notice whatever of her

approach, but the rest looked sharply up, and fixed their eyes upon

her eagerly. Mrs. Greenbill bent her head in salutation to them all,

and then placed herself at the end of the bench that was the least

occupied .

" Why, sure that's Dawe Greenhill," said one of the women, looking

at her with a pitying glance. “ You bean't come to bide here, I hope ?

I lian't forgot how you doctored my grandchild in the croup, and I'd

be sorry to have you keep company with us here ."

" I can't answer you yet, Betty Thomas, " replied Mrs. Greenhill,

" fur I am waiting for the answer to that question myself. But why

do you all sit here, cloing nothing, Betty ? I won't pretend to say that

I wish to come in , but if I am obliged to do it I don't mean to pass

my time in idleness."

* Don't you , Madam Dainty ? " said a savagely cross-looking crone ,

wlio, being from the most distant parish in the Union, neither knew ,

nor was known by, Mrs. Greenhill. If you get in here, I take it that

you'll find you haven't much choice."

65
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“ About most things I shouldn't expect to have a choice, " she

replied ; " but I don't suppose I should be stopped from working if I

wished to do it.”

“ Yes, but you would, though ," answered the other.

Nay, I can't quite believe that,” said the good woman , with a

melancholy smile. “ It is called the workhouse, you know , and sure

ihey wouldn't try to prevent people from employing themselves.”

“ Much you know about the matter, don't you ? " was the rejoinder.

" If you stay in the house, I tell you that you can't work - unless you

choose to beat stinking hemp ---- or if you work , you can't stay in the

house. That's the law and the gospel here, mistress, whether you like

it or lump it."

Mrs. Greenhill, who was not much in a humour for discussion,

said nothing in reply to this ; but the woman who had first addressed

her, and who thought, perhaps, that something like an accusation of

idleuess had been made against herself, addressed her again, saying,

“ What she speaks, Mrs. Greenhill, is only a deal too true. They

won't let us weed in the garden , which, God knows, I should think was

like being in Paradise compared to sitting here day after day, from

moruing to night ; they won't let us weed the garden, nor take a

turn at watering the plants, because they have got hands enough, they

says, and to spare, that can do it stronger and better. Nor they won't

let us help in the house for the same reason ; they like the younger

ones better. And all this, you see , goes to prove that she speaks the

truth , poor sour old soul, about not working in the house ; and then,

as to not staying in the house if you do work, that means that if any

poor body can get something to do that they could be paid for, and

have got eyes left to see how to do it, they'd be handed out in no time,

to get their own living, without a single blessed penny to help them ,

though, may be, they mightn't be able, at the very best, to turn above

twopence or threepence a - day , -- and I know what that is , for I've tried

its and twice I've been nigh to death's door with starving myself, for

the sake of keeping out of this sorrowful den . But hunger will conquer

any spirit."

At this moment the door of the room opened again , and a huge,

tall girl appeared at it, who looked in upon them all, and burst into a

fit of laughter. Though her size , her stature, and the hard , coarse

aspect of her features, might have belonged to years considerably more

advanred, her dress was that of a girl of fourteen or fifteen , and there

Was something strangely incongruous in the disparity between her

harsh features and her girlish attire. The wiry black hair upon her

large head was shorn as closely as that of a charity boy ; her dark stuff

frock was short and scanty, and the leading outline of her singular

figure was formed by an ample garment of coarse linen , made in the

form of a child's pinafore. One of the old women made a faint attempt

to smile in reply to her laugh , and at the same time beckoned her

forward with her finger.

“ A pretty pass we are come to, ain't we ? ” said another of the sad

circle, addressing herself to Mrs. Greenhill. " It secms a blessing to
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see even idiot Sally open the door and look in upon us.
Why should

human creatures in their senses , and that never did harm to man,

woman , or child, be cooped up here , and made to sit all of a row in

this dismal little den of a hole, while God's blessed sun is shining over

their heads ? I wish I could change places with idiot Sally , and then

I shouldn't sit, day after day, as I do now, puzzling my poor old head

to guess why God lets it be so . ”

The idiot girl , who was one of those harmless, imbecile unfortunates

of which almost every parish can shew a specimen , obeyed the invita

tion to enter, but instead of approaching the woman who gave it, she

walked straight up to Mrs. Greenhill, who knew her well, and seizing

her hand, shook it with a vehemence that was far from being agreeable.

But poor Sally was a privileged person, and those of much harsher

temperament than the widow Greenhill were wont to receive her rough

greetings rather with cordiality than resentment. Nay, so universal

was the indulgence with which she was treated, that it extended even

to the iron discipline of the poor -house. Not even Dick Dempster, or

his wife either, were exempt from the species of superstitious respect

which her condition appeared to inspire. They never abused her, they

never beat her, they never mulct her of a meal, by way of keeping her

in order, as they called it , when exercising this power upon others.

Nay, they even suffered her, without let or hinderance, to wander out

of the house wherever she liked, and spend the hours of daylight how

and where she pleased, --- a privilege freely permitted by the guardians

and sanctioned by the parish doctor. For Sally was not only perfectly

harmless, but so well known to be so by the whole neighbourhood,
that nobody felt any dislike to meeting her. Nor was her harmlessness

her only merit; she had various good qualities,which, though probably

more the result of habit than of moral feeling, were not without their

value. Every body knew that Sally always spoke the truth ; and there

was nobody in the parish who, if they wanted to ascertain a fact about

which she knew any thing, but would have taken her testimony in pre

ference to all others. She was, too, very tenderly fond of little children,

and so careful of the safety of any one who chanced to be near her,

that nothing but the uncertainty of purpose, which would often lead

her suddenly to change her place and wander away for miles, till the

hour of rest or the calls of hunger brought her back again, nothing but

this inconvenient uncertainty would have prevented her being able to

get her bread by nursing.

Rough as her greeting was, Mrs. Greenhill received it kindly, say

ing, “ It is a great while, Sally, since I saw you . Where have you

been wandering that I don't see you in the village ? Littie Jane often

says, - Where's Sally ??”

The idiot shook her head, and , after a moment's pause, replied ,

“ I don't like Jane, nor any of them now .”

“ What! because they are become poor, Sally ? You shouldn't

say that," returned Mrs. Greenhill.

" I don't like 'em ," persisted Sally, shaking her head. 6. The

place don't look happy, I like the lambs and the fields a deal better . "

6
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The woman who had beckoned Sally in , laughed , though in no

very amiable spirit. “ Catch Sally saying a civil thing or a false

one,” said she. “ You have been a grand lady in your day, Mrs.

Greenhill, and may be Sally liked you better then than she does now .

And if so be that is the case, you'll just get that much out of her, and

no more. "

“ I have no right to expect a poor thing like her to have the feeling

for me that another might," replied poor Greenhill.

“ And who is the t'other , pray ? " demanded the woman , with a

" Is it the gentry sitting out yonder ? The guardians, as they

call themselves ? Blessed guardians, arn't they ? Don't they guard

us nicely here now ? -- don't they ? D’ye think I would not sooner be

guarded by silly Sally ? Why, the poor wench, when she saw us

looking sad and sorrowful, would just open them these cursed gates

outside, the very first thing she did, and she'd say to us, “ Off with

you, old women ! Go, and take a peep of the sunshine, and when

you're too hungry to bide out any longer, then come back again , and

not a minute afore !'-- 'cause Sally knows right well that the dirtiest

bit of the common highroad, with the air blowing and the sun shining

over it , is Paradise to these here dismal walls, with nothing but stone

and mortar, and miserable faces to look at. "

These words, though spoken in that tone of unkindly grumbling

which creates no sympathy, nevertheless made a deep and very sad

impression upon the heart of the poor woman whose fate was now in

the balance, as to whether she, and those she loved, were to be doomed

to the prison - like precincts of “ the house,” or to be aided by the

donation of a morsel of bread without the loss of liberty . While

silently meditating on this alternative, one of the officials of the

establishment opened the door, and bluffly told her that she was called

up to appear again before the guardians.

CILAPTER XI.

MRS . GREENHILL RECEIVES JUDGMENT FROM THE BOARD OF

GUARDIANS, AND SQUIRE DALTON SETS TO WORK IN CONSE

QUENCE HE MAKES HIS REPORT TO ELLEN -- ANOTHER VISIT

TO THE COTTAGE .

On re-entering the room where the arbiters of her fate were

sitting, Mrs. Greenhill might have seen traces of somewhat rough

discussion on more than one countenance , had she been in a condition

to study them . But , in truth , she saw nothing but the face of Mr.

Rimmington, on which her eyes immediately fixed themselves; and

whereon she read , not exactly strange matters, for the doom she saw

there had already been again and again foretold by her fears ; but
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still , as it was all she most dreaded , it shook her whole frame, almost

as violently as if it had not been anticipated .

" I am sorry to tell you , Mrs. Greenhill ,” said he, “ that the board

have decided it to be impossible to grant you any out- door relief. If

your circumstances are such as to render the assistance of the Union

necessary, you must obtain it by coming into the house. If you con

sent to do this, an order shall be made out accordingly."

For a moment the unhappy woman remembered only the scene

she had just left, and the melancholy imprisonment that threatened the

dear children, whose gambols had so often been her delight, and she

felt as if she were only waiting for breath to say that she would try

to work harder still , rather than rob them of the blessings of fine air

to breathe, and green sod to roll upon ; but ere she felt sufficient

courage to say it , the image of their eager hungry eyes fixed upon her

as she entered ( alas, empty -handed !) amongst them , recurred to her,

and seizing upon the back of a chair to steady herself, she said ,

“ Thank you , sir . If you please.” The eyes of Mr. Dalton were

fixed upon her as she spoke, and the agony her features betrayed

almost reconciled him to the somewhat imprudent act which he was

quite sure his Ellen would claim his promise to permit, as soon as he

should report to her what had passed.

Nor was he in any degree mistaken in supposing that her eagerness

to achieve her object would now admit of no longer delay. He would

gladly, for many reasons, have avoided the business altogether, but

after the conditional consent he had given , this was impossible ; and ,

such being the case, he yielded to his wish of making the relief to be

afforiled as prompt and as complete as might be, both for the purpose

of gratifying his darling, and of healing the misery he had witnessed .

Ere he reached his own gati3, therefore, he had already done much

towards the performance of the good work. His first care was to see

his bailiff, and in his interview with him he did all he could towards

remedying the most objectionable part of the transaction . No man

living ever placed less undue value upon money than Squire Dalton ;

and the fact of Ellen's expending her little legacy in the manner she

proposed was a matter of absolutely no consequence in his eyes, com

pared to the evil of having her interference in the affairs of Mrs.

Greenhill reported at the Castle. He did his admirable girl the justice

to believe that she would wish to avoid this, fully as much as he did

himself, and feared not to trust to her discretion in managing the

business with Mrs. Greenhill; but how to restore her to her former

habitation as his tenant, without his own interference becoming known,

was the difficulty. While meditating on this really knotty point, he

rode onwards at the very slowest pace that his stout hackney could be

made to walk , and the time thus gained sufliced to settle his plan of

operations. “ I need tell him no falsehoods about the matter," thought

thie worthy gentleman ; " a little very innocent mystification is all that

will be necessary."

“ Ralph , I am come to you upon a secret embassy ,” said the squire,

as he entered the cottage of his old servant, " and you must be a very
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discreet fellow , and ask me no qnestions, and then, you know , accord

ing to the pithy old proverb , I shall tell you no lies . You know all

the sad story about the Greenhills. Their cottage is not taken yet ,

is it ? "

Why, no, sir," replied Ralph, “ I can't say as it's taken . But

there's no less than three that's pretty eager to get it; and Ihave

promised neither of them as yet, because I wanted to know a little bit

more about the character of the one as bids the highest.”

“ Oh - well, that's all very right, Ralph ; and now you must just

tell them all that it is not to be disposed of, for the old tenant's coming

bach again."

“ The old tenant ? What ! Mrs. Greenhill, sir ? Sure, sir, begging

your pardon, you must be mistaken , ” replied Ralph ; “for I am amost

as sure as I can be of any thing, that the whole family, bag and

baggage, are all going into the worklouse."

“ It is always wisest to be sure of nothing, Ralph ,” replied his

master, smiling ; " and yet I will give you leave to be sure of what I

am now going to tell you, and that is, that a good friend of old Mrs.

Greenhill's has given me to understand that slie shall take it as a great

favour if I will let the poor woman go back to her old cottage, and I

have promised that I will , Ralph ."

The bailiff rubbed his chin , and looked intelligent. " That must

be the Duchess, sir . It is easy enough to guess that riddle, whether

you are pleased to tell it or not. And I don't much wonder that her

Grace shouldn't wish to have it talked of, for it's no great credit to be

for ever going on helping to uphold such extravagance as Tom Green

However, that's no business of mine, any way. But I hope

you'll get your rent paid, your honour. "

“ I have no doubt of it, Ralph ,—not the least in the world , so you

need not be uneasy on that score. Only you must please to remember,

that though you have said it was the Duchess by whose desire I have

undertaken to manage the widow Greenhill's return to her old quarters,

I have not said a single word to confirm your suspicions."

" No need, sir, " replied the man , laughing; " the thing speaks for

itself, as we say. However, my lady duchess, nor you neither, sir,

have got no reason to be afraid of my tongue. I shan't say nothing

to nobody. Let every man have his own guess about it , and that you

know , sir, will be neither your fault nor mine. "

This delicate part of the business got through, Mr. Dalton returned

home,and immediately summoned Ellen to a conference in his library.

" Well, papa, how have they treated her ? " were her first words.

• Why, by no means like wise men , in my opinion ," he replied ;

and I am obliged to confess, Ellen, that , do what I will to prevent it ,

my allegiance to the new law is so often shaken by the want of wisdom

in its administration , that I am terribly afraid I shall turn round before

it is long, and confess that the amendment wants sadly to be anended .

But this is not what you are listening for, with your dear earnest eyes,

and you are a good girl not to tell me 80 . But I can reward you,

Ellen . I have shewn more prompt obedience to your commands than
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you could well expect, young lady, considering that I do not altogether

consider your scheme a prudent one. I have already settled with

Ralph that your protegé is to return immediately to her own dwelling ;

and, what is better still , he has not the very slightest suspicion that

either you or I have any thing to do with the matter. "

" I cannot thank you half enough, my dear father,” she replied,

“ and I feel so very happy about it , that Frederic must, I think , leave

off calling me an old maid for a little while, I shall be looking so gay

and so young. But you must go on , my dear, dear father, " continued

Ellen, earnestly ; “ I must have the money I spoke to you about, or

the business cannot prosper.”

“ I know that quite well, my dear child , ” replied Mr. Dalton,

“ and you shall have as much money as you please. But this very

interesting -looking old woman , Ellen, told us that she felt quite con

fident that they should be able to maintain themselves again when

her son got out of prison ; and , therefore, if you will take my advice,

you will not, for a thousand good reasons, do more than is necessary.

Were I you, Ellen , I would not attempt to restore them to the unin

cumbered possession of the old woman's annuity. I don't believe Tom

Greenhill is at all a bad man ; but I have no doubt that it was his

leaning too much upon this independence, which caused his neglect of

business, and all the misery that has followed . "

“ What sort of a creature should I be, if I refused to obey im

plicitly every suggestion of yours, my dear, kind, considerate father ? ”

said Ellen , while a tear, which the tender caress he gave her seemed

to say he understood well, started to her eye. “ We must get back as

much of her furniture as we can ,” she resumed . “ I believe it is none

of it sold, but pawned at that wicked - looking shop in the High Street.

I will ask her what she will require for this, and give it to her ; and

afterwards she shall liave only a few shillings a -week to help out what

she gets by her work , till her son is at liberty. ”

Very well, Ellen, that is exactly what I think you had better do ;

and here is fifty pounds for you to begin with ," returned her father.

“ I need not caution you , dearest,” he added, after the pause of a

moment, to be very careful to make it a point of honour with her,

not to let either your name, or mine, be mentioned in the business ."

Ellen's fair face became of a very bright carnation as she answered,

“ Trust me, father ! ”

It was never without some little difficulty and good management,

that Ellen Dalton could continue to walk out alone in any direction,

save that which led to the abode of Mrs. Bucklıurst. But, nevertheless,

she did now and then contrive to escape from the loved and loving

throng, who would never willingly have lost sight of her . She waited,

on the following morning, for the arrival of the dancing-master, whose

lesson almost always assembled the whole of the school-room party in

the dining- room ; and, having heard his kit in full action, she walked

forth by a path that avoided the windows of that room , and took her

solitary way to the melancholy abode of the Greenhills.

She was shocked at observing the altered aspect of the poor widow .

66
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All strength, all effort, every trace of animation and interest in what

she was about, had vanished from her countenance. She was languidly,

and almost negligently, holding a child , almost like a bundle, under one

arm , while, with the other hand, she was cutting the fragment of a

loaf which lay on a table into very small pieces, while the five elder

children stood round it with eagerly expectant looks.

The sight of Ellen caused something like a slight frown to cross

her face ; and though her lips moved, as if uttering some word of

salutation , no sound proceeded from them . “ You are busy, Mrs.

Greenhill,” said Ellen , “ and I am sorry to interrupt you . But I must

speak to you for one minute . ”

“ Yes, ma'am ," replied Mrs. Greenhill, making an effort to speak

civilly ; “ I am very busy, --- too busy, ma'am , for any thing, if you ' ll

please to excuse me for saying so ;” and as she spake, she put the

morsels of bread she had cut into the eager hands of the children.

“ That is but a poor meal for them , my good friend," said Ellen,

taking a few shillings from her purse .

“ It is the last bite of bread that I am likely to give them ," replied

the miserable woman, while tears stole down her haggard cheeks .

“ Their next meal will be at the work -house."

“ The two biggest children are old enough to run to the baker's

for a loaf, are they not ? " said Ellen , holding up a shilling before their

eyes.

“ Yes, yes," said the boy and girl at the same moment;

always goes for granny.” She put the money into the hands of the

eldest, and they were both out of sight in a moment.

“ Now , Mrs. Greenhill, " said Ellen , with a degree of authority that

was intended to rouse her from the miserable state of mind into which

she appeared to have fallen, “ I must really get you to listen to me.

For I have a promise to demand of you ; and if you do not attend

to what I am saying, and to your own words also in reply to it,

the promise will not be worth having, for, of course, it will mean

nothing."

The poor woman stared at her with a surprised and puzzled look,

and replied, “ I think, ma'am , there must be some mistake. You are

Miss Dalton, I think , ain't you , ma'am ? And I am quite sure that no

young lady like you can have any thing to say to me.

are a very kind and good young lady; but I hope you
' ll excuse me,

miss, I can't talk to any body now. I am no longer one of those that

ladies like you ought to talk to ; and please to forgive me, ma'am , but

I am very, very busy ."

As she spake, the tears ran from her eyes upon the child in her

arms, who, having devoured the morsel she had given it , was winper

ing for more, and she tried to soothe and quiet it by pressing it to her

bosom .

“ Mrs. Greenhill,” said Ellen, almost sternly, “ you must not give

way to such low spirits . If you will promise me never to tell any one,

that is , never to mention my name or that of my father as having

assisted you, I , on my side, will promise that you shall not be driven

I know you
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to do what you appear so greatly to dread ,-- you shall not go into the
work -house, Mrs.Greenhill."

The poor woman looked at her for a moment so wildly as almost

to frighten her. The deadly paleness of her cheeks was changed into

a deep glow , and, gently laying the child she held in her arms upon

the Hoor, she approached Ellen with a good deal of agitation in her

manner, and said , “ Dear, dear young lady, tell me what you mean at

once !”

“ My good Mrs. Greenhill, ” replied Ellen, deeply touched by the

vehement and evidently uncontrollable agitation that she witnessed ,

“ I mean exactly what I have said to you. My father and I will under

take to keep you and your family out of the work -house, if you will

promise not to tell any one that we have had any thing to do with

preventing your going there."

" I do promise," replied Mrs. Greenhill, with her eyes earnestly

fixed on the face of her visitor , as if not yet quite certain of her meaning.
“ Now then ," resumed Ellen , cheerfully, “ we can come to par

ticulars. My father thinks, Mrs. Greenhill, that the board dealt harshly

with you, and unwisely also. He thinks that if you are restored to

your former abode, and that your son finds you there on his release

from prison, he will be more likely than he has ever yet been to main

tain his family by his labour. Every body says he is an excellent

workman ; and if he will give up shooting and fishing, and be steady,

I dare say you will all do as well as ever. Now then, the first thing

to think about is getting back your furniture . I think you said , when

I was here last, that you had been obliged to pawn it ? ”

" My furniture ? " repeated Mrs. Greenhill, again looking as if her

faculties were bewildered, and as if she did not fully comprehend the

words which were spoken to her.

Ellen laid her hand kindly on the poor woman's arm , and said ,

with a very soothing smile, “ Yes, your furniture, my good friend.

My father would be doing you little kindness in putting you back in

your old dwelling, if we did not take care that you should have your

furniture put back there too . "

" But how can I believe in such happiness, Miss Ellen ? " said the
astonished woman . “ And what can I ever have done to deserve such

kindness ? "

It was now Ellen's turn to look confused and embarrassed . For a

minute or two her cheeks were crimson, and apparently seized with a

fit of anxiety for the safety of the child who had been laid on the Hoor,

she snatched it up , and began playing with it very assiduously , giving

it a little gold locket, which was suspended to her neck, to handle,

which obliged her, of course , to hold down her head a good deal.

But Ellen Dalton was too much accustomed to command her feelings,

to give way to them long; and, quickly recovering her composure,

she placed the child in the arms of its grandmother, saying, “ I shall

feel very happy to see them all back again, poor little things, in their

old quarters, and you must get ready to remove, Mrs. Greenhill, as

soon as ever your daughter- in -law is sufficiently recovered . ” Ellen drew
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out her purse as she spake, and placing one half of the sum she had

received from her father on the little table, added, “ This is five -and

twenty pounds. Mrs. Greenhill. Will that be sufficient to take your

furniture out of pawn ? ”

Again an expression of astonishment, that almost equalled her

pleasure, was visible on the countenance of Mrs. Greenhill, so visible ,

indeed , that Ellen again coloured violently, from the consciousness

that what she was doing was in truth quite as much calculated to

create surprise as gratitude. She wished the scene over and her

errand done ; but ever and always, more considerate for others than

for herself, she took care, before leaving the cottage, to make the

thrice- happy widow understand that although her father did not mean

to guarantee to her the annuity she had sacrificed to the debts of her

son, she would receive from him such regular weekly assistance as

would enable them , with the assistance of their own work , to go on

till the debts were paid, and her income restored to her. Ellen's eye

dropped before the look of almost adoring gratitude with which Mrs.

Greenhill regarded her as she said this, and she turned to go . But,

while her hand still rested on the latch , she felt so strong a desire to

ask one question that she could not resist it ; and, with her eyes fixed

way she was about to go, instead of upon the face of her she

addressed, she said , “ When I met you at Mrs. Buckhurst's, you were

talking of informing the noble lady with whom you formerly lived of

the misfortunes that had happened to you. Have you done so, Vrs.

Greenhill ? ”

No, Miss Dalton, I am thankful to say, I have not. After think

ing about it , day and night for above a week, I made up my mind at

last that I would suffer all things rather than do it . Oh ! Miss Ellen !

you cannot understand, it is quite impossible you should , what reasons

there are why I should no further burden their generous kindness; I

know the heart of my dear young lord , and that he would have never

rested till every thing was straight again with me. And that's just

the reason why I would not tell him . And my noble lady, too, would

have been all goodness; but I would rather have died , Miss Ellen ,

than have told her of all poor Tom's folly and wild extravagance.

And now, thanks be to God, and to you , she need never know it , nor

my dear, precious foster -child , either. ” Having received this extremely

satisfactory answer , Ellen, with renewer courage, turned back for

a moment, and entered into some minor particulars respecting the

removal of the family, and then , her heart lightened of a good deal of

lineasiness , and warmed by seeing the scdate look of happiness which

was now rapidly taking place of Mrs. Greenhill's painful agitation, she

once more bade her adieu, and departed .
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CHAPTER XII .

A PAIR OF VILLAGE GRACES ---- A FEW RATHER PROFOUND OBSERVA

TIONS, TENDING TO PROVE THAT LOVE LEADS TO MUCH SISTERLY

AFFECTION TOWARDS SISTERS INNOCENT MANEUVRINGS --- A

VISIT TO JESSIE PHILLIPS, WHO RECEIVES HER COMPANY WITH

MUCH DIGNITY THE LADIES THINK THEY UNDERSTAND ALL

ABOUT IT ; NEVERTHELESS, TWO OUT OF THRÉE ARE AT FAULT

AN APPARITION.

Ellen had not quite traversed half the distance between Bushy

Lane and her own home, when she met two of the very smartest young

ladies that ever stepped along the heathy precincts of a village common .

The two Miss Lewises, dressed exaetly alike, in delicate white muslin,

with twin decorations of pale blue, arranged with an immensity of

taste and skill , had just set off upon their daily walk with the enli

vening hope of meeting somebody to look at them , and not quite

despairing that the somebody might be Frederie Dalton himself.

Never did rival sisters, or rivals of any kind , go on together so peace

ably and well as pretty Mary and Lucy Lewis. This was certainly

partly owing to their being good-tempered girls, but more still to the

admirable skill and management of the object of their mutual adoration .

During this morning's walk, as during all other walks, they had talked

of nothing but him , and his beauty, and their chance of meeting him ;

each in her heart a good deal pitying the other for being silly enough

to fancy that the meeting him could signify one single farthing to her .

Every body who knows any thing about young ladies who are in

love must be aware that at all timeswhen the dear object of the pas

sion is not to be got at, the next best thing is to get hold of his sister.

Oh ! there are so many nice little words and phrases, which may be

dropped, that if the sister should repeat, might make him hit upon so

many amiable inferences about them , in so many different ways! It is

so easy to say things to a sister, that they could just die rather than say

to the brother himself. And then it is so very nice to catch the family

laugh and the family look ! Not to mention the inestimable advan

tage of cultivating a close family friendship . In short, there was but

one of the grown-up Miss Daltous that had not good reason to believe

that both Mary and Lucy Lewis perfectly doated upon them .

No sooner had these young ladies espied the figure of Ellen Dalton

approaching them , than they both, as if set in action by one common

spring, darted forward, each at the same instant making a movement to

quit the arm of the other, and each , with the accuracy of a soldier upon

parade, wheeling round at the proper moment, so as to flank their

intended sister-in -law , each of them affectionately seizing upon an arm ,

which they respectively pressed against their loving sides.

“ Darling Ellen !" exclaimed one, " what a pleasure ! "

" My dearest girl !" murmured the other, " this is a delight?"
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Ellen was too much accustomed to the fond affection of the Miss

Lewises to be much moved by it , in any way, but she felt very glad on

meeting them now , that she had not chanced to meet them before ; and

being, too, considerably relieved and comforted by the manner in which
she had accomplished what she wished , her gentle endurance of their

sisterly love was more smilingly demonstrated than usual, and her two

pretty supporters became fonder of her than ever in return .

* Only think of your being all alone, darling Ellen ! " said Mary ;

" and you one of such a large family, too."

** This is dancing day," replied Ellen ; " and I am the only one too

old to practise.”

“ But your brother is not learning dancing. Ellen , is he ? " said

Lucy, with another hug of the arm , that was perhaps involuntary,

- Oh , no ! " replied Ellen , “ he is not learning dancing .”

“ Heaven knows that there is no need he should ,” remarked Mary.

“ But for goodness sake do not tell him that I said so . "

" Mercy on me, Mary ! you need not alarm yourself by supposing

that Ellen would repeat any such nonsense ; and much her brotherwould

care, to be sure, if she did ,” said Lucy, with a little laugh, suddenly

ailding in the most indifferent manner in the world , “ Where is he gone

to -day, Ellen , that beautiful brother of yours? He is so like you , love,

that though I never do, by any chance, think a man handsome, I posi

tively do think him beautiful. What is he doing with himself this

morning ? "

" I really do not know where he is,” replied Ellen, quietly.

“ How I do envy you having such a brother ! ” exclaimed Mary.

" Are you aware of your own happiness, my dearest friend ? Is

it not the most delightful thing in the world to have such a com

panion ? "

" I often wish I had more brothers,” replied Ellen , rather evasively.

* Dear me!" cried Lucy, with energy , “ I am sure that if I had him ,

I should not wish to have any one else. But don't tell him that I said
80 --- or - hewould only quiz me,perhaps,because I have got no bro

ther at all . Pray don't tell him what I said .”

Ellen bad been so much accustomed during the last year and a

half to receive similar injunctions from the Miss Lewises, that she

rarely did more than give a little nod in return for then . No answer

she could have hit upon, however, would have pleased them so well, for

both the enamoured sisters soothed themselves with the belief that

Ellen fully intended to repeat every word, and was too honest and

honourable to pledge any positive promise to the contrary. It was

probably this conviction that made them proceed so perseveringly in

contiding their flattering opinions to her concerning her brother's

various graces and perfections ; but as some of these out-pourings now

came in the form of questions that demanded reply, she grew weary ,

and on arriving at a point where the road divided , she made a pretty

decided effort to disengage her arms, saying, “ I must wish you good

morning now , for I want to inquire for Mrs. Phillips, and I will not

take you over so many stiles, and so much out of your way .”

6
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Her pretty companions paused, though they still held her greatly

beloved arm fast ; but they both felt that the path which Ellen pro

posed to follow was very much out of the way --not so much out of

their way indeed, but out of the way of other people.

“ Oh ! I should not mind the stiles the least bit in the world, " said

Lucy, at length. " Your brother says I spring over the stiles like

a fairy, and I'm sure I should think nothing out of the way that kept

me with you , darling ; but I will tell you honestly, Ellen , I have got

something very particular, and a little bit of a secret too, that I wantto

say to your brother. You must not tell him , mind, for the whole

world, that I confessed as much to you , no, not for your life , Ellen .

But I do want to see him , just for half a minute, and I really wish you

would tell me exactly which way you think he is gone ?"

" I would tell you with the greatest willingness, Lucy, if I knew ,

but I really do not , ” replied Ellen . 6. He went out of the room , as he

always does, immediately after breakfast, and I did not hear him men

tion to any one what he was going to do this morning."

" Well, then , I am sure it is nonsense giving up walking with you,

with so little chance of meeting him , if we go another way," said Mary

Lewis, renewing her tenure of Ellen's arm by making her grasp of it

rather tighter. “ You may go, and try your chance elsewhere, if you

like it , Lucy , but I shall stay with dear, darling Ellen . Besides, I want

to speak to Jessie Phillips about my cambric pocket-handkerchiefs that

1 gave her to hem : she has kept them a most unreasonably long
time ."

“ You may depend upon it , Mary, you don't love darling Ellen one

bit better than I do," returned Lucy, in like manner clinging to her on

the other side . “ Besides, I , too, want to scold Jessie Phillips about

something she has had to do for me for these hundred years past."

The party accordingly proceeded across two or three small enclo

suies to the dwelling of Jessie. Though the weather was bright and

warm , the door was closed, and Mary Lewis exclaimed , “ Ohi Jessie

is gone out to work, I am quite sure, for she never sits with the door

shut."

* Jessie does not go ont to work now that her mother is so ill,”

said Ellen , knocking. “ She refused to come to our house on Satur

day, because she could not leave her. "

After an interval sufficiently long to make the lively Miss Lewises

declare that it was no good to wait any longer, the door was at length

opened by Jessie herself, but looking so ill that the two sisters ex
claimed together, “ Good gracious, Jessie ! what's the matter with

you ?” while the gentler Ellen took her hand, and led her back into the

house, and placed her in a chair, for she felt her tremble so violently

that she thought she would fall . “ Is your mother worse , Jessie ? " she

said , kindly. At the moment that the beautiful cottager had first met

the eyes of her three visitors, her lips and cheeks were so extremely

pale, as naturally to suggest the idea that she must be ill , but before

Ellen Dalton had ceased speaking, her whole face and bosom were in a

glow ; and whether ill or not, she so far conquered the trepidation which
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appeared to have seized upon her, that rising from the chair in which

stie scemed to have seated herself unconsciously, she replied with even

more than her usual pretty sedateness, “ No, thank you, Miss Dalton ,

my mother is still suffering, but I do not think her worse than she has

bien ; indeed, I rather hoped to -day that she was better . "

" What in the world made you turn so deadly pale, Jessie, when

you first saw us ? " inquired Luey, with considerable curiosity .

“ Tour knock startled me, Miss Lewis,” replied Jessie, with a sort of

forced composure that almost appeared like an assumption of dignity.

“ Mercy on me! ” resumed the young lady, “ you must be mon
strously nervous, Jessie ? "

“ I believe I am very easily startled ," replied the fair sempstress,

turning her beautiful eyes upon the ground , but still speaking with

very ladylike sedateness .

" You should get the better of that, my good girl, as soon as you

Can , " said Mary Lewis, laughing ; " for it must be borridly inconCall “

Venient when you are stitching away as fast as your needle can go,

if you turn as white as a sheet, and tremble all over every time you
hear a knock at the door."

** I am not quite so bad as that, Viss Lewis," replied Jessie, with

a faint suile ; “ but I believe I was thinking of something else when

your knock came."

" Oh, dear yes ; I dare say you were not thinking of us , " said

Lucy ; " for I ain sure that if you had not forgotten us nost abomi

pably altogether, you would not have kept us waiting so long for our

things .'

. “ I am sorry, ladies ," replied Jessie, rather with politeness than

mere civility , ---" I am very sorry if you have been put to any incon

venience by the delay. It has been really unavoidable .”

" On account of your mother, I suppose ? " said Mary, good

humouredly. “ Well, never mind, we don't mean really to scold you,

because everybody knows that you are a very good girl, only you

must not get into a way of keeping people's things so very long, you

kuin , " Jessie bent her head, with a very graceful air that seemed to

say , “ Ladies, I stand reproved, but do not very greatly care about it . "

Ellen, whose eye had at first been fixed upon her from an affec

tionate feeling of interest, and from really fearing she was ill , remained

so from very different feelings. She could not in any way comprehend the

altered manner of her young favourite . In speaking to her indeed, though

there was something more than usually grave in her manner, it was

with her usual gentle and grateful-toned humility ; but to lier com

panions there was evidently an assumption of something that might

have been called dignity, if the word could , without absurdity, have

been applied to the little sempstress. The Miss Lewises, though

with much less observant eyes than their darling Ellen possessed,

seemed puzzled by the girl's manner; but after looking at her for a

moment or two , to find out what she meant, Miss Lucy's self-conse

quent suggested that the poor little soul was frightened by the idea

of having offended them , and said , very condescendingly,

3
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“ You need not be unhappy about it, Jessie, we shall both forgive

you if you don't do so any more.”

Again Jessie threw her eyes down, but there was a pretty furtive

smile about her beautiful mouth that Ellen could not help thinking

was very saucy. However, as she loved Jessie a great deal better

than she did the Miss Lewises , she did not feel very angry , but smiled

too .

At this moment the latch of the door was raised without the cere

mony of any previous knock, and the poor idiot girl entered . Not

withstanding all her nervousness, Jessie appeared not to be at all

alarmed by this abruptness, but, on the contrary, received the poor

creature with a friendly salutation, and immediately proceeded to

pluck a handful of honey -suckles for her, which she accepted with a

broad grin, but with an air that seemed to indicate that the nosegay

was a daily offering, as in truth it was.

“ How d'ye do , Sally ? " was pronounced by all the three young

ladies, nearly at the same moment, for the idiot girl had decidedly the

largest speaking acquaintance in the parish, nobody ever passing her

without some salutation or other . But Mary Lewis, on the present

occasion , seemed inclined to push the conversation further than the

ordinary “ how d'ye do ?" for she added,

“ And where have you been, Sally ? and who have you seen ? ”

Now this question was not quite so idle as it might seem to be,

considering the person to whom it was addressed; for Mary Lewis per

fectly well knew that she might expect a rational answer : and, indeed,

silly Sally's habit of noticing every body and every thing she saw,

joined to the invariable fidelity of her replies to every question relative

to whatever objects her eyes fell upon , rendered her not unfrequently

rather a valuable person to meet, for she would prate of the where

abouts of every man, woman , and child she encountered with the

utmost matter-of-fact accuracy. To the question of Viss Lewis she

now replied ,

“ Sally has been to the High Street and back again ; and Sally has

been to the wood where the white lilly bells grow, but her couldn't

find one ; and Sally has been to the baker, and he gave her a cake;

and then her walked by the back lane, along by Butcher's Close, for

Jessie Phillips to give her a nosegay .”

“ And who did you meet in the way , Sally ? " inquired Mary .

“ Sally met Dicky Smith just close to the milestone, up High

Street, and he'd got a mug in his hand. And Sally met Becky Roberts

under the big tree on the Common , and her had got Susan More's

baby in her arms, and her let Sally kiss it and hug it. And then Sally

mct three cows and a donkey that was upon the high road, before

her turned into the lane. And then , close by here, her met the finest

thing of all, and that was the young

* Look here, Sally ,--look here !” cried Jessie Phillips, suddenly

seizing upon her arm , and directing her attention to the honey -suchle

that liung its rich festoons across the door. “ Did you ever see any

thing so beautiful as that !"

.
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The suddenness of this action brought the eyes of the whole party

upon her, and neither of the young ladies failed to observe the vivid
blush that died the cheeks of Jessie at that moment ; neither did they

fail to come to one and thesame couclusion, namely, that the “ young"

somebody or other, who, in the estimation of Sally, was “ the finest

ihing of all , " couid be nothing less than a smart young man , and pro

bably one of the innumerable adorers of the village beauty. Mary

and Lucy Lewis laughed, but Ellen looked at the agitation of her

young favourite with great concern . She knew , or at least she believed

that hitherto the lovely Jessie had lived fancy free, having heard
that she had refused a multitude of better offers than she could ever

reasonably have expected to receive. But now Ellen at once , and

with a sympathising sigh, felt certain that this heart -whole condition

4.29 gone for ever from her pretty favourite, and she would have been

about as likely to laugh had she seen the lawn that covered her bosom
on fire.

“ Pretty creature ! Heaven grant that happiness, and not misery,

may grow out of it ! " prayed Ellen , while her lighter-spirited young

companions began to rally the poor girl on the agitation which had
betrayed her.

“ Why, Jessie ! what a silly girl you are, to be sure, to let ont
every thug, as you do, without saying a word !” said the eldest Miss

Lewis, fixing her eyes upon her most unmercifully.

“ I would not have such a trick of turning red and pale, as you

hare, for all the world, ” observed Lucy ; “ not, however,” she added,

rather pointedly, “ that any such fine things' as silly Sally was talk

ing about could ever be found shut up at Lewis Lodge.”

This attack appeared to act upon Jessie Phillips as the most effec

tive restorative that could have been applied to her tremors and agi

tation . She suddenly turned from the door-way, to which she had had
recourse , in order to conceal her conscious face from her visitors, and,

looking first at one Miss Lewis, and then at the other, she said , -

" You are still very young, ladies, and for this reason no one, who

though equally young , may, perhaps, be more considerate than your

selves, ought to resent seriously what you say in jest. Dearest Miss

Dalton !” she added, turning to Ellen, while tears started to her eyes ,

I would that I had this moment t'e power of proving to you how

di eply I value the good opinion which your manner to me shews.

Perhaps the time may come when I may be able to do so, and there

is no happiness, no,none in the whole world, that I should value more

dearly than that. "

Though there was certainly something of mystery in all this, Ellen ,

and her companions also, at once comprehended that,whoever had been

at the cottage before they entered it, Jessie felt rather proud than

ashained of the visit ; and , in fact, they all began to suspect that Jessie

Phillips was going to make some very great match , but that for the

present there were reasons, probably some opposition from the young

man's family, which prevented its being acknowledged publicly . And

if Jessie Phillips herself bad explained the state of the ca -e, she could

1. .
H
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not have done it more accurately. She did believe, without the

slightest mixture of doubt, that she was going to make a very great

match, but that there were, for the present, family reasons, on the

young man's side, for its not being acknowledged publicly.

After the interval of a moment, the three young ladies each ex

tended a hand to the beautiful cottager, uttering, with proper reserve,

but very friendly smiles, their wishes for her future happiness.

Jessie courtesied and blushed , but looked up into their faces with

a pretty air of innocent hopefulness, that fully confirmed their sanguine

anticipations for her .

“ I don't suppose , Jessie ' , that you wish for any more work now , do

you ? " said Miss Lewis , archly.

“ Oh, yes, indeed , miss ! ” replied Jessie, with a smile ; “ I wish to

get needlework quite as much as ever. And you shall not wait for it

so long again, Miss Mary. But poor mother takes up a great deal of

my time, as well as other things."

“ Oh, never mind ! ” replied both the girls at once, with that ready

good -nature which is sure to spring in young hearts when their sym

pathies are touched . “ You shall have all we have got to do -- sha n't

she, Mary ? ” added the youngest ; " and we won't plague you about

making haste, either. ”

The three young ladies then took leave of Jessie, and departed.

“ Let us go hone by the pretty shady back lane, " said Lucy

Lewis . Her companions made no objection , and the trio proceeded in

that direction .

“ Who is that ? " said Mary, pointing to the figure of a man that

flashed, as it were , before their eyes, as he sprang from the path by which

they were advancing over a gate on one side of it that led into a copse ,

among the thick underwood of which he was immediately concealed .

“ Good gracious ! I do believe it was Frederic Dalton ! " cried

Lucy.

“ Nonsense !” responded her sister. “ I will bet sixpence that it

was Jessie Phillips's lover, and that he is hiding himself till he sees us

fairly out of the way ."

Ellen Dalton said notling ; but she, too, had seen the retreating

figure for an instant, and, very greatly to her own discomfort, she

agreed in opinion with both the sisters.

CHAPTER XIII .

A MYSTERY SATISFACTORILY EXPLAINED WITHOUT ANY EXPLANATION

AT ALL-- HOW TO WRITE INVITATIONS ADVANTAGEOUSLY - SCC

CESSFUL MANEUVRINGS --- HAPPY CONFIDENCE.

WHERE there are strong motives to urge forward such a business

as that of restoring Mrs. Greenhill to her former habitation, an agent

whose heart is as much in it as was that of Ellen , an operative assistant
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as warmly sympathetic as her father, and pecuniary means à discrétion ,

delays are few and performances prompt. The good woman was

accordingly restored to all the comforts of her former home, with a

degree of celerity that appeared to her, when the whole business of

the transit was completed , as having been more like the work of a

conjurer than any thing else. The happiness of the whole family need

not be dwelt upon, as it is sufficiently easy to imagine it ; but when

the worthy mother of the race began, after the happy re-arranging of

all their old familiar household tidinesses, to have leisure to look about

her, and to listen to and answer all the congratulations and interroga

tions of her neighbours, she felt a good deal of embarrassment in

replying to the oft-repeated question, “ How did it all come about ? ”

The promise of secrecy demanded by Ellen , and given by her without

scruple or hesitation in the moment of suffering, now became a source

of very considerable inconvenience to her ; for folks did stare not a

little when they perceived the whole Greenhill family restored to all

their former comforts, though that clever fellow Tom was still in

prison, and not a word said as to where all the money came from . At

length, however, one of those acute bodies who would rather invent a

cause for all they see than submit to confess they know nothing about

it , began to hint that people were unaccountably stupid not to perceive

at once that it was the Duchess who had done it all . “ Nobody who

knew any thing about her Grace," observed this reasoning quidnunc,

“ could believe for a moment that she would let her old favourite,

Margaret Greenhill, go into the workhouse ; but it was likely enough ,

too , that she might not choose to have all she did for her talked about,

as nobody could deny but what their extravagance deserved a down

fal, and the Duchess, maybe, might think she would only get laughed

at by the neighbours for setting them all up on their legs again .”

There was quite enough of probability in this suggestion for it to gain

ground, especially as no one was found to contradict it . Even Mrs.

Greenhill herself, when the general surmise was mentioned to her,

only smiled and shook her licad by way of denial, but spoke not a

single word, either to check or confirm the report.

The circunstances attending this sudden restoration of Mrs. Green

hill to her well-known home were too remarkable not to get into the

stream of village gossip, which found its way every where ; and Mrs.

Buckhurst was neither the least delighted with the news, nor the last

to hear of it. Even without the conjectural explanation by which it

was accompanied, Mrs. Buckhurst would probably have come to the

conclusion that it was her kind -hearted friend , the Duchess of Roch

dale, who had relieved the poor woman ; and she sighed to think how

likely it was, notwithstanding the fine -sounding rent- roll of the Duke,

that this additional act of generosity to an estimable old servant was

not performed without pecuniary inconvenience to herself. It was not,

therefore, from any wish to obtain further information on this point

that the good lady sent a request to her old acquaintance that she

would come to call upon her, but solely because, having herself been

rather longer than usual without hearing from the Duchess, she hoped
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to gather from the good woman , who must so recently have been in

communication with her, some tidings of the family ; not to mention

that she anticipated with sincere pleasure the seeing her much -esteemed

neighbour in a happier state of mind than at their last meeting. Mrs.

Greenhill obeyed the summons within a very few hours after she

received it , and the meeting was as pleasant a one on both sides as

might have been expected from the contrast it offered to the last.

But when, the congratulations being over on one side, and the expres

sions of thankful happiness on the other, Mrs. Buckhurst said , “ And

now , Greenhill, do tell me something about the Duchess ; it is a long

time since I heard from her,” the answer she received was by no means

satisfactory.

“ I do not know any thing particular about her Grace, ” said the

old woman, colouring, as she anticipated the questions that were likely

to follow .

“ How can that be, my good Greenhill ? ” returned Mrs. Buck

hurst. “ All that has happened could hardly have come to pass with

out her having written to you. At any rate, you must know where

they are ."

“ Indeed, madam , I do not,” was the reply.

“ Why are you so mysterious with me, Greenhill ? ” said Mrs.

Buckhurst, laughing. • You camot suppose that I blame you for

having done at last what I myself advised you to do long ago You

cannot seriously wish me to feel any doubt as to the quarter from

whence the necessary funds came which have restored you and your

family to comfort ? ”

“ I shall be very grateful to you, Madam Buckhurst," said the

greatly embarrassed Mrs. Greenhill, " if you will be so kind as not to

ask me any questions about it. And, indeed, I am sure you will not

when I inform you that I have promised not to tell from whence the

assistance came.”

“ You are quite right, Greenhill. I will not say another word on

the subject," returned Mrs. Buckhurst, perfectly satisfied that she

understood the whole affair, and by no means surprised that the

Duchess, who she well knew was often obliged by dire necessity to

abstain from being as liberal as she wished , should desire that this

new proof of her partial munificence to her old servant should not be

talked about. And thus the interview ended , which Mrs. Greenhill

had felt would be the most dangerous to the secrecy she had promised,

without in any degree endangering the incognito of her benefactress.

While these events were going on amidst the humbler part of the

population of Deepbrook, its aristocracy were protiting by the un

usually hospitable movement excited by the arrival of the new com

missioner and his very agreeable family . It would, indeed, be difficult

to conceive any addition to a country neighbourhood more calculated

to be universally welcome. Mr. Mortimer himself was not only one

of the most amiable-tempered men alive, but possessed a vast deal of
that elegant and producible sort of information which renders a man

valuable even in London , but absolutely invaluable in the country.

*
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Ile was, indeed , " good at need ” in every way, being an excellent

whist- player, a good average chess player, touching the violiucello

with considerable taste and skill, by way of accompaniment, and pos

sessing a good bass voice, with which he was ever ready to assist any

vocal performance that was going on , from a quartet of Handel to a

chorus of Dibdin . His manners were bland and gentlemanlike, bis

person pleasing, and his character irreproachable ; the worst thing,

perhaps, that had ever been said against him being, that he was not

fond of his profession. If the truth on this latter point had been

broadly spoken, this moderate phrase might have been changed for

one much stronger, and he might fairly have been said to detest it .

Nevertheless, hehad had resolution to endure all the mortification and

ennui of small and fluctuating practice for many years ; but glad at

heart was he, notwithstanding lis regret at leaving London, when his

ajipointinent to the situation of assistant poor - law commissioner

permitted him , with a safe conscience, to throw aside his wig and

gown for ever . His family, also, though not all of them quite so

richiy endowed with agreeable talents as himself, were a great acquisi

tion to Deepbrook , the ladies, both aunt and niece, being well-looking,

well- dressed, and well -bred, and his son being all this, and a great

deal more that was excellent, besides.

Such being the value of the new comers, it was no wonder that

the whole neighbourhood experienced a simultaneous fever of hospi

tality , and that parties of all sorts and denoininations were most per

severingly arranged to entertain them . It was not often that Lady

Viary Weyland thought it necessary to return the more substantial

invitations of her untitled neighbours by any thing but a sort of osten

tatious tea -drinking and sandwich -nibbling ; the deficiency of more

appetising comestibles, and more generous draughts, being supplied by

sundry articles of old - fashioned plate, the prodigiously showy liveries

of her two serving -men, and the privilege acquired by all her guests of

boasting to their variouscorrespondents that they had been at a fête

given by a “ Lady Mary .” But after meeting Mr. Mortimer and his

family at vinner at every house in the parish that she condescended

to enter in the character of a guest, she at length made up her mind

to give a dinner to them herself, a good deal to the surprise of her old

cook , house -keeper, and Abigail ( the venerable domestic being to this

extent a pluralist ), and greatly to the delight of her upper serving -man,

who, having been transplanted at the period of her ladyship's marriage

from the place of under-footmian in her noble father's household to

that of upper- every -thing in that of his daughter, knew no joy greater

than lording it at the sideboard over all the more rustic domesties

borrowed from her guests on such occasions as the present.

Having screwed her courage to this undertaking, her ladyship

wisely determined that neither the extravagance nor the trouble

should be incurred for nothing,

“ They shall see, at least, " thought she, “ that I am the first person

in the neighbourhood, and all the rest of the good folks who have

ever taken the liberty of asking me to dinner shall find out, if they
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have common sense enough to make the discovery, that as it is quite

impossible for people in my station of life to do things in the same

style as people in theirs, it would be a most inconceivable absurdity

were I to repay such dinners as they give by such dinners as mine. ”

In short, Lady Mary Weyland was determined to give the

Mortimers a very handsome dinner indeed , and, in order to achieve

this object in the best manner possible, she took the trouble of adding

a little postscript to every note of invitation which she sent out, that

to the strangers being alıne excepted . The formula of invitation was

the same tv all ; but to the Dalton note was added , “ If the grape

house should chance to have more fruit than is necessary for Mr.

Dalton's immediate use , Lady Mary will be greatly obliged by a

bunch or too -- ber own garden being unfortunately at this moment

without fruit of any kind.”

The Lewis enroi had a still more flattering conclusion, “ Should

Mr. Lewis chance to have a bottle or two to spare of the same cham

pagne that Lady Mary has repeatedly tasted at his house , her lariy

ship would be exceedingly obliged by his sending them , as un

fortunately she has discovered that several bricks have fallen upon the

champagne bin in her cellar, leaving, as she greatly fears, not a single
bottle unbroken ."

To the Maxwell note were appended the following words, “ Will

Mrs. Maxwell kindly bestow a couple of her peculiarly white chickens

on Lady Mary Weyland upon this occasion ? Lady Vary having in

vain endeavoured to procure some of the same admirable breed else

where ."

To Mr. Rimmington there was a hintof the extreme difficulty of

fiuding early strawberries ; and to Mr. Wilcox, to whom , as a rich

bachelor rector of good counexions, she was always pre -eminently

civil, condescending even to remind him pretty frequently that, by

the marriage of his sister to one of her nephews, they were rather

nearly allie l, she wrote the following extremely important epistle :

“ My dear Mr. Wilcox,

" I hope you will give me the pleasure of your company at dinner

on Wednesday, 7th July (a fortnight from yesterday, you know ), at

six o'clork, to meet Vr. Mortimer and his family, together with

several other of my worthy neighbours, who, though not so highly

connected as some of us , my good sir , are, nevertheless, very estimable

people, to whom I hold it to be a matter of Christian duty, as I am

sure you do likewise, to extend such patronage and support as I have

it in my power to bestow . And now , my dear sir, I am going to ask

a favour of you , which I am sure you will receive as it is meant, and

will consider as a compliment paid to the very near connexion existing

between our families. I have no means just at present of obtaining

venison from my brother's park, and as one nearly allied to my Lord

Crompton by marriage, I am certain that you will feel all the awkward

ness of his sister's giving a dinner at this season of which venison

makes no part. Will you then, dear Mr. Wilcox, for both our sakes,
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exert the privilege which I well know ( from Mrs. Buckhurst) the

Duke left with you, of telling his Grace's keeper when you wished for a

haunch ? Your doing this will convince me that I have not judged

amiss in believing that you acknowledge with pleasure the alliance

which permits me to subscribe myself, with

“ The highest consideration ,

“ Your affectionate relative,

" MARY PLANTAGENET WEYLAND . "
9

As it luckily happened that a splendid haunch was hanging in the

larder of Mr. Wilcox (without his having used his privilege to obtain

it ) , at the moment her affectionate letter reached him , Lady Mary had

the satisfaction of finding when Wednesday, the 7th July, arrived, that
not one of the requests which she had condescended to make had

failed to produce the desired result. The whole of the invited party

arrived, and all that she had asked for arrived too.

Though her ladyship piqued herself on having the largest dining

room in the parish , except those at the Castle and the squire's, she

carefully avoided the mauvais ton of over-filling it, excepting, therefore ,

in the case of the two Miss Mortimers, all the young ladies, together

with the youthful curate and his wife, were invited for the evening, a

regulation which restricted her party to the number of fourteen, her

angust self included ; and by the aid of as much dexterous manau

vring on the part of her old servants as on her own, together with all

their ancient Crompton Abbey recollections bronglit into full play,

the entertainment went off, as she assured her two domestic counsellors

on the following morning, exactly as it ought to have done.

Whether all her ladyship's guests were as well satisfied as her

ladyship, may be doubted. . Mr. Wilcox had the fatiguing task of

carving his own venison . Captain Maxwell was unfortunately placed

next Mrs. Dalton , which he considered to be a much worse job than

going aloft in a storm . The scarcity of ladies placed Mr. Lewis next

Mr. Wilcox, whom he disliked more than any gentleman of his ac

quaintance. The agreeable Mr. Mortimer was seated between the

fatiguing Lady Mary and the ultra sharp -witted Mrs. Maxwell, and

young Mortimer had to school his London and Oxford comprehension

into such a degree of new intelligence as might enable him to compre

hend the very sensible, but very local conversation of Mr. Dalton .

As to the younger Dalton, the all-accomplished and too - charning

Frederic, his conduct during the whole day was a tour de force, the

perfect success of which was well calculated to increase, if increasing

it were possible, his proud consciousness of ability to do whatever he

liked, not only with impunity, but with a degree of success that turned

difficulties into triumphs, and obstacles into aids. Every thing indeed ,

on this occasion, seemed to conspire in order to exhibit him to himself

in all his glory. Not only had he the two Miss Mortimers to manage
during the dinner, both of whom he knew were already distractedly in

love with him , and both of whom he was determined to keep in the

same condition, but the two Miss Lewises and Miss Vaxwell were to
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arrive in the evening, with each of whom he was on terms, and fully

intended to keep so, which would have rendered his making her an

offer of marriage precisely the occurrence that she at once most

ardently desired and most confidently expected. Nor was this all ,

though, to say the truth, this would for the present have sufficed to

satisfy him ; but it so chanced that Lady Mary's usual well-dressed and

very aristocratic-looking serving -woman, Mrs. Monckton , being on

this occasion head -cook, her ladyship had thought it necessary to

supply her place as holder of shawls, and repairer of pins to the ladies

( several of whom traversed the short distance from their dwellings on

foot) by the neat-handed Jessie Phillips.

When this summons was sent her, Jessie was beside the bed of her

still suffering mother ; but Mrs. Monckton , who felt conscious of her

importance as lady's-maid and housekeeper to the only laviy of title in

the village ( for, of course , nobody ever thought of reckoning the

Castle for part of the village ), had no notion of being kept waiting till

the girl chose to come down to her, and therefore marched up to the

sick room without ceremony .

Ere her message, however, was well delivered, Jessie replied that

it was quite impossible she could leave her mother, whereupon the

poor sufferer herself interfered, desiring the messenger to convey to

her lady Jessie's humble duty, and that she would take care to be at

her ladyship's house “ exact to the time.” The factotum , who had

abundance of business on her hands, waited for no more , and de

scended the stairs with the same resolute step with which she had

mounted them , though poor Jessie's gentle voice in vain sought to

follow her with assurances that she did not think it would be possible

for her to come at all .

“ Hush ! hush ! Jessie ! do be quiet ! ” said her mother, holding

her firinly hy the hand, to prevent her following the messenger.

“ Betty Dawson will come and see after me ; and this is no time,

Jessie, to neglect making friends. Think, my darling, how you'd be

in the world without friends if any thing was to happen to me . ”

Jessie longed to tranquillise her mother by uttering one little

sentence, - one little sentence that should make her understand how

little likely she was ever to require the help of any such friends as

Lady Mary ; but she was sworn to secrecy, and turning away her

head to hide a gentle smile, she meekly set herself to do what her

mother required ,so as to enable her punctually to keep the engagement

that had been made for her.
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CHAPTER XIV.

AN UNLUCKY ACCIDENT AND DANGEROUS RENCONTRE - ADMIRABLE

ARRANGEMENTS OF VR . JONES, THE LADY MARY'S BUTLER --- AD

MIRABLE DEMEANOUR OF HER LADYSHIP IN ALL THINGS, SAVE IN

MAKING THE CONVERSATION A LITTLE TOO PARTICULAR .

It so happened that the carriage which brought Mr. Dalton , his

wife, and son, to Lady Mary’s dinner was closely followed to the

door by that of Mr. Mortimer, conveying himself, his sister, his

daughter, and his son .

Young Dalton, in springing from the equipage, perceived at a

glance whose it was that followed, and , standing back while his father

and mother passed on , was really to receive the Miss Mortimers as

they descended . ow , it was only the younger of these ladies that he

had felt, on first making their acquaintance, to be in any degree

worthy of his particular notice. The other, though really a very

handsome woman still , he had abused as old, chiefly in the hope of

plaguing his sister Ellen , and neglected as ugly, chiefly because he

did not deem it advisable to put her upon the list of those whom it

was his object to hold in readiness to accept him ; for never did he

for a moment forget that the time might come when he might deem it

necessary to conclude a rapid matrimonial arrangement, to secure

himself from the hateful idea that he might pass away to make room

for his detested sister, “ no child of his succeeding." But there had

been something in the unrestrained admiration of the elder Miss

Mortimer which he had found perfectly irresistible, and, no longer

designated as a “ hideous old maid,” she now came in for a very

satisfactory share of that promiscuous, but most skilful gallantry, by

which he contrived to enchant all and offend none. After assiduously

hauding out the fair young Agatha, who, being seated next the door

of the carriage, received his first attentions, he let her pass on after

her father and brother, while he performed the same office to her

aunt. It was nearly impossible for any young lady more cordially to

admire a young gentleman than Miss Agatha Mortimer admired Mr.

Frederic Dalton ; but it was possible to betray that admiration more

coquettishly, and in this the handsome aunt very greatly surpassed

the pretty niece ; the consequence of which was, that, although the

younger lady really enjoyed the inestimable advantage of being on the

list from which the incomparable Frederic intended some day or other

to select a wife, and that the elder one did not, it was the latter who

occupied the gentleman's attention most, and received the least timid

proofs of his devotion. In this indulging his vanity, the young man

knew that he run no risk with his younger adorers; well aware that,

let him go what lengths he would, he could in a moment set all right

again with any of them , by merely muttering in their youthful ears

the mystic words “old maid .” While under twenty, a giri not only
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thinks that every woman five years above it has passed her bloom , but

feels her own youth to be such a tower of strength against rivalship,

that she laughs at all the artillery which riper beruuty, or riper talent
either, can bring against it. No one knew all this better than Fre.

deric Dalton, and in the case of Miss Mortimer this knowledge per

mitted him to enlarge his love -making amusements very agreeably.

Amongst many other good points, Miss Mortimer had an ex

tremely pretty foot; and as she stepped out of the carriage upon the

present occasion, this pretty foot slipped on one side, and there ap

peared to be most imminent danger of her falling forward upon her

handsome nose . Frederic Dalton gallantly saved her, however, from

this catastrophe, and, when he had placed her on the ground, said ,

“ T'pon ny soul, Miss Mortimer, you ought always to have a pair of

clogs ready to put on when you get out of your carriage.”

“ Clogs ? " she replied ; “ what can you mean , you cruel creature ? ”

Why, I mean , Miss Mortimer, that your feet are positively too

small to trust to : I wish to heaven you would let me have a cast taken

from one of them ! By Jupiter, I would have it modelled in gold, and

wear it ,- natural size ,observe, -- at my watch -chain !"

“ How can you run on , talking such abominable nonsense', " she
replied , “ while I am suffering so ? I have positively sprained my

ankle -- I have , indeed ,” she continued , leaning heavily on his arm as

she spoke.

Under these circumstances, it was, of course , absolutely necessary

that Frederic Dalton should continue to support her till she could be

placed in a chair ; and he accordingly accompanied her into the little

parlour, fitted up for the nonce as a lady's robing -room , where

Agatha was already engaged arranging her ringlets, and where Jessie

Phillips stood , unequalled in loveliness, but turning so deadly pale

upon seeing him enter (regarding with an air of tender solicitude the

lady on his arm ), that, upon raising his eyes to her face, he felt per

suaded that she was about to fall to the ground in a fainting fit .

much power of loving as the young gentleman possessed ( which, in

truth, was not much ) was certainly at that moment in as full action

as it ever had been for the frail fair creature before him , and for the

space of about two seconds he felt disposed to stretch forth his arms

to support her; but a second thought suggested a better mode of

saving her from the effect of her over-wrought feelings; he looked at
her steadily , and frowned. The result proved his wistlom . Pour

Jessie had never before met his eye without receiving from it all the

passionate tenderness that it had power to express ; and the contrast

was quite as effectual in rousing her spirits as a glass of cold water

could have been . She gave one short gasp , unobserved by all but

him , and then furtively supporting herself by the back of the chair

that had received Miss Mortimer,she contrived to articulate an inquiry

if the lady had hurt herself,

“ Indeed, I am afraid so !" replied Frederic, assiduously bending

over her , and ingeniously manquvring, as he did so , to insinuate his

hand under a shawl that liung over the chair, and to give a very

a
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eloquently tender pressure to the hand of Jessie, which lay concealed

under it ; “ what can we do for her ? "

“ Do forme? " cried the lively lady, jumping up , and very nearly

displacing, as she did so , the protecting shawl. “ Do for me ? You

have very nearly done for me already by your extraordinary manner of

helping me out of the carriage. But I believe,nevertheless, that I shall
survive, and even reach the drawing - room , if you will give me your

arm in a quiet rational manner, and without playing any more tricks.”

On hearing this, Dalton started forward from his station behind her

chair, and bending himself down, so that she might have the support

of his arm in rising , said , “ I will assist you to reach the drawing-room ,

Miss Mortimer, because, if I do not, I suppose it will not be correct for

me to have the honour of conducting Miss Agatha; but the very moment

I get you there, I mean to commence a quarrel with you that shall be
eternal : ”

These words were accompanied with the tenderest possible pressure

of the arm that had coquettishly entwined itself with his, while precisely

at the same moment he exchanged a glance with Agatha, his share of

which expressed as broad a degree of quizzing towards her aunt as he

thought it decorous to exhibit ; and then, just as they were leaving the

room , the young man turned his head, and, safely unseen by both the

larlies, contrived to give a look at Jessie , which ended by raising his

fine eyes to heaven as if fervently calling upon the angelic host to

witness the intensity and eternity of his passion for her !

Frederic Dalton knew , when he set out, that he should have a good

dral of business on his hands before the day was over ; he had remem

bered this as he stood before his glass , giving the last triumphant brush

to his glossy hair, and he smiled at himself softly and sportively, as he

was wont to do upon all the ladies in succession, as they submitted

themselves, one after another, to the magnetism of his eyes. And

then he laughed outright, exclaiming half aloud, " Poor little fools !--

Yit , upon my soul, I don't see how they can help it , either . "

But, when making his calculations, upon this occasion , of the

buuiness that lay before him , he certainly did not anticipate that an

interview with his lovely victim was to make a part of it ; and for an

instant the sight of her sweet sad face har given him a slight pang,

made up in about equal proportions of fright, pity , and love ; but

from this he recovered, almost before one could say " it was,” and for

the rest of the day no thought of Jessie interfered of sufficient weight

to check the airy gaiety of his spirits for a moment.

When Lady Mary Weyland did permit herself to be wrought upon

hy her vanity to transgress the laws prescribed by her economy, she

enjoyed the display which it led to exceedingly . Strongly convinced

that no person, not nobly born , could, by possibility, acquire elegance

of manner in equal perfection with those whowere, she keenly relished

the opportunity which receiving company afforded her of displaying

to advantage all those nameless graces of demeanour which she was

conscious of possessing. Her standards of perfection in this respect

were, of course, to be sought among her early associates; and, her
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memory not being over-charged with any great variety of matters,

she retained in all their pristine freshness the recollection of the ways

and manners of Crompton Abbey, before its stately owner had been

forced to bend a little before that powerful food of Continental innova

tion which has released English drawing- rooms from so much ungrace

ful stiffness. Lady Mary, however, had wholly escaped this contagion,

and nothing could be more perfect in its way than the reception which

she now gave to the rather miscellaneous party she had invited. Her

ancient serving -man, and the village youth who filled the twofold

office of gardener and footman, were both habited in full dress livery

suits , the black and yellow lace on which , at the least two inches wide,

was boldly mitred into points, round collar, pocket-holes, and waistcoat

flaps, till it formed such an armour of splendour as might well defend

them from the ordinary familiarity of the neighbouring domestics, who

were condescendingly informed , on arriving with their respective masters,

that they might “ stay to wait . ” The side -board was made to seem

very massively resplendent by the Caleb Balderston - lihe skill of the

venerable Mr. Jones, her ladyship’s butler ; and, as every successive

servant that arrived was desired to stand in line between the hall steps

and the drawing-room door, while Mr. Jones and his broad - shouldered

deputy , with their blazing liveries, made the very most of themselves

as they pronounced aloud the names of all comers at the two extremi

ties, the general effect was really every thing that the high -born hostess

herself could desire.

Fortunately for the feelings of the invited, her lariyship’s gracious

ness increased in exact proportion to the state which the occasion

permitted her to put on . When her powerful love of a rubber and a good

dinner induced her to convey herself in her pony chaise from house

to house throughout the village whenever a kitchen chimney sent forth

a broader column of smoke than usual, she was rather apt to settle

accounts between her pride and her condescension by putting on a

good deal of hauteur in receiving the hospitalities offered to her; but

on this occasion her pride displayed itself by a more amiable species

of dignity, and she was made up of bows, and smiles, and all sorts of

graciousness and affability.

When the important moment of placing herself at the head of her

table arrived , she gave a glance over the well - covered board, and was

satisfied. And, in truth, her old servants, who had pretty nearly as

much Crompton Abbey pride as herself, had made the very best and

the very most of the privilege accorded by their lady mistress to do

what they could amongst the farmers round in the way of ducks and

pigeons, and eels and trout, and those sort of triíles, which , of course,

cost them next to nothing ; but which , if she set about buying, would

run up bills a great deal higher than she should like to pay. There is

certainly still remaining in England , notwithstanding all our long

intimacy with the Continent, a very mysteriousaffection for titles. It

would be vain to deny that the begging cajoleries of her ladyship's

domestics would have been probably much less successful had her

ladyship not been her ladyship , and had the phrase ran , “Missis will
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be so pleased," instead of " My lady will be so pleased .” As it was,

however, the result was an excellent dinner, and there was considerable

tact and cleverness in the way in which Lady Mary exchanged a

glance, first with one contributor and then with another, with a flatter

ing air of sous-endendu intelligence, that, while it perfectly satisfied

the person to whom it was addressed, left the rest of the company most

judiciously in the dark .

lp to this point it was quite impossible that any degree of talent

ou her part could have improved the reception thus given to the new

commissioner; but it may, perhaps, be fairly doubted whether a little

more general knowledge of the world might not have led her ladyslip

to permit the conversation to flow on in the desultory course which it

had followed during the dinner, instead of paying him the questionable

compliment of turning it upon the subject of his arrival among them ,

and the nature of the commission which had brought him .

When Mr. Mortimer first found himself in the society of his new

neighbours, not at the guardians' board , but at the dinner-table, he

carefully and successively maneuvred, as we have seen , to avoid being

let] into any discussion on the subject, and made his escape to the

ladies as speedily as possible. But on the present occasion there were

no ladi s to escape to ; and, moreover, he had no longer the same nervous

averseness to the subject which he bad felt when sitting down with a

farty of gentlemen , to whose character, temper, and opinions, he was

a perfect stranger. This was the case no longer. Mr. Mortimer was

by this time as well acquainted with the feelings and opinions of his

neighbours on the subject of the bill as if he had heard every syllable

that either of them had ever said upon it , from the day it was first

canvassed among them to the present hour.

Mr. Mortimer was too much a man of the world , and of much too

sound a judgment, to permit any of the Deepbrook variations ofopinion

on this subject to affect in the very slightest degree his feelings towards

the individuals who held them . If he found those who were hostile to

the bill agreeable and estimable men , they continued in bis opinion as

agreeable and estimable after he had discovered their hostility as

Hetore ; nor did the most cordial approval of the act, and all the con

bequences which had followed it , in the slightest degree propitiate his

goori liking. The subject was one to which , previous to his appoint

ment, he had given very little attention. Essentially, from his youth

upwards, a London man, his statistics were London statistics, his

Experience London experience.

Few men could have spoken better, or judged with more clear

healed, practical good sense, on the new system of police than Mr.

Mortimer. He was old enough to remember the abuses and absurdities

of the old mode of protecting the metropolis, and young enough to

comprehend all the advantages of the new one . He was tolerably

well acquainted, too, with the comparative excellence of the different

charitable institutions, and liberally and conscientiously supported those

which he judged to be most serviceable to the poor; but, like most

other denizens of the metropolis, he did not estimate the importance of
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the rural population at its just value ; or rather its value was not a

subject to which he had been led to pay attention . The stream of

wealth for ever flowing into London, fed as it was by the ceaseless

iudustry of the three kingdonis, was to him , as to all other Englishmen ,

a source of patriotic pride; but of the actual or comparative condition

of those who contributed to it he knew infinitely less, notwithstanding

his various and widely extended intellectual knowledge, than any fair

average specimen of a country gentleman , who, besides living in the

midst of industry, as every Englishman must do, has that sort of per

sonal acquaintance with its agents which all the resident rural gentry

must have, and which the resident city gentry must be without.

This is a species of ignorance, however, with which no genuine

Londoner can be fairly reproached. How is such a one to become

personally intimate and familiar with any portion of the industrious

poor, except his own domestic servants , who are a class as much essen

tially apart as the bishops or judges ? Ile may pretty well guess at

their wants, indeed, en grand , inasmuch as food , clothing, and shelter,

are needful to all ; but as to the enormous importance to their moral

as well as to their physical existence, of every regulation, however seen

ingly trifling, which touches upon their humble rights and old -time

privileges, he knows no more than his lady's lapdog. And so it was,

OF COURSE , with Mr. Mortimer. He had accepted, with the consci

entious eagerness of an affectionate father, an appointment which, he

trusted, would enable him , together with his moderate patrimony, to

permit his children to continue in the enjoyment of the comforts and

advantages to which they had hitherto been accustomed , and which

his deelining business had lately given him reason to fear must be

restricted. Who can blame him for this ? Who can reproach him

with any derelietion of principle, though he did undertake duties upon

the judicious discharge of which depended the well-being of hundreds,

while in utter ignorance of what those duties were ? He had received

his instructions with that honest intention of abiding by them , which

every honourable man ought to feel when accepting an office for which

he is to be paid , upon condition of performing the duties annexed to

it . In short, it was impossible for any public servant to come to the

execution of his trust with a mind more free from prejudice, and a

spirit more willing to do what was right, than Mr. Mortimer. After

stating this, it is melancholy to be obliged to confess, that either of

the silly Miss Lewises, had they been called upon to decide how relief

should be administered in any individual case in the parish of Deep

brook, would have been more likely to decide judiciously than our

accomplished commissioner.

But though Mr. Mortimer had already, with all the innocence of a

child unborn , committed one or two sad blunders ; though, in one case,

he had decided that a drunken young rogue , who had just married a

female, about as estimable as himself, by whom he had three children,

shouid receive four loaves of bread at his quarters , " up at High

Street" (where he carried on a snug little trade as a receiver of stolen

goods ), because he had broken his arın ( in a drunken squabble ) ; and
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though he had enforced the legal necessity of coming into the house

upon a widow woman , who bad maintained herself and three children

by working like a horse at any labour that was proposed to her, be

cause he did not happen to know that she stuttered dreadfully, and

could not pronounce the word “ yes,” which would have been the satis

factory answer to a question he had very attentively put to her when

inquiring the reason of her present want of help ; though these, and

some few other accidents of the same kind, had already occurred, Mr.

Iortimer, strong in the consciousness of upright intentions, and totally

unconscious of the mischief he had been doing, in no degree shared

the embarrassment of one or two of the gentlemen present, when

Lady Mary pompously entered upon the subject of his cominission,

and the peculiar happiness of the neighbourhood in having him

appointed “ to watch over the wants of the poor and the interests of

the rich ."

You are very kind , " replied Mr. Mortimer, smiling ; " I shall be

only too happy if I can continue to merit the continuation of such kind

Continue to merit ! " muttered Captain Maxwell to himself, as he

recolected the miserable countenance of Nanny Briggs at the moment

he had been silenced in his pleadings for a little temporary out - door

retici for her, till a bill at the baker's was paid off, which had been run

up during a long illness.

“ May I have the pleasure of taking wine with you, Captain

Maxwell ? " said the unconscious commissioner, just as this bit of private

grumbling had passed through the heart of the kind - hearted veteran .

" It isn't his fault," thought the captain , with a smiling nod of

assent. “ It is not with him we ought to quarrel, but with the fools

that sent him ."

“ How thankful we ought to be, particularly such of us as are con

nerted with the landed interest,” resumed Lady Mary, “ that the pro

visional and hereditary legislature have at length relieved the country

from the tremendous burdens under which it was sinking during the

existence of the old poor-law , Mr. Mortimer ! It must, I am sure, be

delightful to you to become an agent in so excellent a work !”

Mr. Mortimer bowed and smiled , and employed himself very
assi

duously in carving some chickens which were set before him .

“ I, who have still in my ears the lamentations of the half-ruined

land -owners of my native county, cannot fail to experience extreme

satisfaction at the prospect of peace, plenty , and happiness, which this

recent most invaluable enactment is likely to produce," again resumed

the indefatigai le lady at the head of the table, determined to make her

flattering reception of Mr. Mortimer as perfect as possible ; “ I sup

pose, Mr. Dalton ,” she added, facetiously, "we shall soon hear of your

raising your rents, notwithstanding we all know that you are no
griping landlord ."

* Your ladyship is very obliging, " replied Mr. Dalton , dryly , “ but

I cannot say I anticipate at present any increase of landed revenue1

from the operations of the new poor-law .”

1
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“ God forbid you should !” said Mrs. Buckhurst, earnestly ; " it

would be very terrible to think that a measure which has brought

increase of suffering to many a needy, hard - working man , should bring

supertluous wealth to the idle rich .”

Lady Mary diew herself up, and looked offended ; Mr. Lewis ven

tured to utter a faint whistle , but, speedily recollecting himself, stopped

short, and said , laughingly ,--

“ This is quite new , Mrs. Buckhurst. I never expected that I

should live to see you turn Radical.”

“ Live a little longer, Mr. Lewis, " replied the old lady, returning

his smile, “ and you maychance to see the very stanchest old Tories

among os turn Chartist. The peace of the country may be tolerably

safe, perhaps, from us at present, and I pledge you the honour of a

gentlewoman , that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, I have not

a single pike, or even pike-head, in my possession ; indeed, I think I

may, for a good while to come, abstain from acts of overt violence, on

account of the temperament of my household ; for Molly, who is very

nearly threescore, has never yet mustered physical courage enough

to kill a mouse ; and I know that, with all the pains I can take, it will

require a good while to work her up to any active pitch of valour ; but

I would recommend no man to judge of the danger of rash legislation

by estimating the mischief that an old woman may do ."

“ I beg your pardon, Mrs. Buckhurst, for expressing my senti

ments so plainly ; but, certainly, I never was so astonished in my

whole life as at hearing what sounds so very like treason and

rebellion fail from your lips," said Lady Mary, looking most un

feignedly shocked . “ I solen.nly assure you , ma'am , that till this very

moment I firmly believed you to be a Conservative; and I cannot

help saying, that I imagine the Duchess thinks so too."

As her ladyship pronounced these words, which she did in the

freezing tone of subdued indignation, she gave a circular glance round

the table, which seemed to challenge the sympathy of the company in

her dismay. Mr. Rimmington and Mr. Wilcox both looked as if

greatly inclined to laugh ; Mr. Dalton seemed surprised , Captain Max

well delighted, Mr. Lewis amused, and Mr. Mortimer puzzled ; while

young Dalton whispered , in a tone which was intended to be audible to

his two fair neighbours, and to nobody else,

“ Capital l isn't it ? We shall have the two old ladies pulling caps
in a minute .”

Nobody else, however, spoke for a few seconds, and then Captain
Maxwell broke the silence by saying, --

“ And what principles do you assign to me, Lady Mary ? Am I

Radical or Conservative, in your estimation ?”

“ Oh, my dear sir , ” replied her ladyship, in a tone that was almost

aíſectionate, “ I doubt if there is any body living bold evough to doubt

your principles. Thank God ! on that point there can be no delusion .

We all know that Captain Maxwell has fought and bled for his

king and country, and I , for one, should think it a sort of treason to

doubt his loyalty ."

6
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" I thank you, madam , " replied the veteran ; “ I believe, as times

go, my loyalty may be considered as pretty tolerably stanch ; but

yet, saving Mr. Mortimer's presence and your ladyship’s, I suspect

that upon this point I am quite as much a Radical and a traitor as

Vrs . Buckhurst."

* I feel very grateful to you , Captain Maxwell, " said Mr. Morti

mer, good -humouredly, " for not treating me as the incarnation of the

law under which I hold the appointment which brings me here. I

assure you, I should feel this appointment an intolerable burden, if
you did. ”

6

“ We should pay you a very bad compliment, sir, if we thought

you likely to take umbrage at a discussion upon the poor-laws, even

though some among us may not consider them as the most perfect

code that ever was formed , ” replied Captain Maxwell, with an air of

professional frankness that well became him , adding, after a pause of a

moment, and with a very courteous bow , “ And moreover, Mr.

Mortimer, this bad compliment would, if I mistake not, be very ill

deserved .''

“ I really think it would ,” replied the amiable commissioner, re

turning his bow with a nod and a smile of cordial good -will. “ I fairly

confess that I think the law is an exceedingly good law , and that I

hope and trust I may do good by endeavouring to act up to the spirit

of it ; but this opinion has not with me the slightest tendency to make

the free examination of the question disagreeable. On the contrary,

I am of opinion, that it is always good to find an opportunity of giving

reason for the faith that is in us ; and I give you my honour that I

would rather be deaf and dumb this moment than shrink either from

speaking my own opinion, or listening to that of others .”

There was in Mr. Mortimer's manner of saying this so much

evident bon foi and sincerity, that no single individual present, who

appeared to listen to him , except Lady Mary, felt the slightest doubt

but that he would rather like discussion on the subject than not; but

the lady hostess herself was in a perfect agony. A sudden recollec

tion of the cautious politeness of her noble brother shot across her

brain , and gave her such a thrill of shame and regret at having alluded

to the vocation of her stranger guest, and thereby bringing upon him

so much intolerable impertinence, that she at once resolved to put a

stop to it by the authority which she felt vested in her, both as lady

vi the feast and daughter of the Earl of Crompton. Having conie to

this determination, she drew herself up to a considerably greater height

than the generality of ladies can obtain when sitting, and , while the

principal gentlemen of her party were beginning to look particularly

comfortable and at their ease with their agreeable new acquaintance,
she thus addressed them :

“ I trust you will excuse the liberty I take, gentlemen , in inter

fering with the subject of your discourse ; but you must forgive me for

saying, that my notions of good breeding and hospitality ( received, as

I must take the liberty of observing, in the halls of my noble ancestors ),

reuder the tendency to personality, which I now observe, indescribably
1
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painful to me, and I therefore request that you will do me the favour

of changing the subject of conversation immédiately ."

This manifesto was received with considerably more good nature

than it deserved. The gentlemen bowed in return for the solemn cir

cular bow she bestowed upon them , as she concluded her speech , and

then began drinking wine together, and gossiping about the roads, and

the rain , and the corn , and the covies, and such “ small deer," till her

ladyship had recovered her composure. By ihe time this happy re

covery was effected , the dinner was over, and the cloth withdrawn.

Then followed the valedictory glass of wine to each lady, a signal bow

first addressed to Mrs. Dalton , and then circulated among the rest,

and then the party separated ; the luckless ladies to endure the dignity

of Lady Mary till they were reunited, and the happier gentlemen to

enjoy their release from it.

As soon as the movement at the dinner -table, which follows this

separation , had been made, bringing Mr. Wilcox to the top of it, and
the rest of the gentlemen into the chairs next him on either side, he

gave the health of Lady Vary Weyland, with a very decorous half

smile, which was immediately drunk by all present, with a degree of

good -humoured readiness which seemed slightly to indicate the pleasure

they received from having reached the moment when it was proper to

pay her this compliment. Mr. Dalton, who, by the recent movement,

was now placed next Mr. Mortimer, addressed him with an air of great
cordiality, and, in a tone that was intended to be audible to the whole

party , said , -

“ Thank God, Mortimer , that you are not of the same mind as her

ladyship respecting the style in which your commissionership is to be

Free discussion, and a sincerely cordial co-opera

tion between the commissioners appointed by the crown and the

resident country gentlemen, is , in my opinion, exactly all that is

wanted to make the new law an exceedingly good law ; and I rejoice

beartily to perceive that we have every reason to hope for this under

your sway."

" I hope and trust we shall go on well together," replied Mr.

Mortimer, with equal cordiality of manner ; " and as for the incon

ceivable folly (begging her ladyship’s pardon ,) of fancying that my

business here involves some occult mystery which it is notsafe to allude

to in my presence, I can only thank the gods that it does not seem

epidemic. Entre nous,” he continued, laughing, “ I am sadly afraid

that Lady Mary, notwithstanding her loyalty, takes a very sinister

view herself of the powers that have been assigned to me . Does not

the agitation she displayed when she feared that the veil which covers

my proceedings was shaken, and about to be lifted, look very much as

if she thought that there was something a little Star -Chamberish, or in

the good old secret tribunal style, in the mysterious authority I bring

with me ? ”

" And so she does !" shouted Captain Maxwell, laughing heartily ;

“ and be quite sure, Mr. Mortimer, that she likes you all the better

for it. Her confidence in her own principles, and the delightful con

treated among us.
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sciousness which she bears about her -- that power and privilege,

crowns and coronets, pedigrees and rent-rolls, are all too holy in her

eyes to permit the possibility of her ever falling under your suspicion

herself, makes her gaze on your grand -inquisitor sort of greatness with

admiration, unmixed with fear. I would bet fifty to one that she

thinks herself the only person in the parish who has absolutely no canse

to shrink before your inquiring eye; and the power invested in you

appears, to her noble mind, considerably more sublime than any other
she ever heard of, because she feels it to be more new and incompre

hensible .”

This sally was received with very general laughter, and more than

one voice wis raised to declare the captain understood the character of

her ladyship completely. “ But it is not Lady Mary only ," said Mr.

Dalton , as soon as the laugh had subsided ; " it is by no means Lady

Vary only who feels awe-struck by the commission and the commis

sioner, solely because their powers are new . I for one am quite ready

to confess that I am in the same condition . I have sometimes been

immensely annoyed since the new act came into operation by the

novelty of its enactments ; and I often think , after the feeling has sub

sided , that we shall find it, perhaps, all very right and proper, when

We are a little more used to it ."

“ The one broad reason which ought to make men of all parties

contemplate the new law with as much indulgence as they can," said

Mr. Wilcox, “ is the notorious fact that the old law could not have

continued in force many years longer, without positive destruction to

the country ; and as the changing it must obviously have been a

business of enormous difficulty, it follows, beyond all contradiction, that

the legislature undertaking the task ought not to have this difficulty.

increased by factious opposition ; or even by a demand for unmixed

good in the place of almost unmixed evil. All this is obvious ; and

yet, with the admission of all this, there are some points on which

every conscientious man , who knows enough of the subject to be aware

of them , will think it his duty to pause before he silently permits them

to be melted down into the general mass of English law , without

entering his protest against it."

“ What you say, sir, is just what I should have expected to hear

from a gentleman who has always given us reason to think at the

board that he was no great friend to this new law , ” said Mr. Lewis ;

“ nor, if I may take the liberty of saying it , to reform in general,” he

added this with something approaching to a wink of intelligence di

rected towards young Dalton, who, in addition to his other claims to

superior intelligence and talent, professed himself a thorough -going

Radical reformer. This attack on the politics of Mr. Wilcox was

followed by a minute or two of general silence, and it appeared as if

that gentleman did not think fit to reply to it ; but at length he said , ---

“ I was not aware , sir, that I had ever been guilty of the indis

cretion of introducing political discussion of any kind, when attending

the board where I have had the honour of meeting you .”

“ Oh ! dear no, sir , by no means ; I did not at all mean to insinuate
I
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any thing of the kind . But as to the bill itself, I must confess, gen

tlemen, that it often strikes me as an odd sort of particular misfortune

attending it , that every body, lawyer or no lawyer, always seems to

suppose that upon this subject, if upon no other on God's earth, they

have, every man - John of them , as good a right to reason and cavil, and

reject and decide, as the Lord Chancellor himself in his own court.

Now it strikes me, gentlemen, that law is law, and that such a know

ledge ofjurisprudence as can only be acquired by devoting the best

part of life to the study is necessary to understanding it, in this branch

as well as in all others. But no ; every man his own lawyer seems to

be the general notion in this particular case, and thus a code, which is

of necessity one of the most complex and difficult ever framed, is , in

equal defiance of common usage and common sense, pulled to pieces

by men , women, and children, who one and all seem to think that they

have an undoubted right to sit in judgment upon it.”

“ Your observation is perfectly just, Mr. Lewis ; and I can easily

understand the weight it must carry in the estimation of gentlemen of

your profession ,” said Mr. Rimmington, fixing his earnest eyes on the

keen, wide-awake looking features of the lawyer. “ It is perfectly true

that we do all of us enter upon the discussion of this great national

measure with vast audacity ; I plead guilty to this accusation, not only

in my own name, but in the name of all those who feel as I feel . But

the fact is, that though we have very decidedly the fear of the law

before our eyes, we have the fear of the Gospel also. The law , if I

understand it rightly, Mr. Lewis, seems to assume as a principle that

the poor, who, as we are told, we have always with us, have no natural

RIGHT to assistance from the rich . Now this, I take it , is the point

upon which a vast nuinber of us who have never studied jurisprudence

hitch . Not, I believe, that there are many who would undertake to

dispute this terrible dictum by any arguments suggested by a process

of abstract reasoning, but a good many of us think that the doctrine of

the Gospel is at variance with it."

“ Of course , sir, now that you have got upon your own ground, I

cannot presume to follow you," said Mr. Lewis, filling his glass, and

seeming to think that his promised silence was in this case the most

eloquent answer it was possible to give. We could not help adding,

however, That's all we ask on our side, Mr. Rimmington. Let those

learned in the Gospel stick to the Gospel ; and those learned in the

law stick to the law ."

“ I should be sorry to think that they must of necessity be di

videl," said Mr. Rimmington.

" Not a bit of it --not a bit of it, ” cried Captain Maxwell, with

such a hearty accent of atfirmation as shewed he was very honestly in

earnest. “ I am neither lawyer nor priest, but I know just enough of

both callings to be certain that they were meant to dove -tail into one

another, as neat as my nail. We shall never do any good, Lewis, to

the poor, or the rich either, if we set off with that notion . It is more

likely , I think, to lead us right a -head towards the truth if we say that

first and foremost what we have got to remember is , that the Gospel
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tells us we are to take care of the poor ; and next, that it is but wise

and fitting, and like good prudent citizens, that we should set about

making laws to put us into the best way of doing it.”

“ Your definition could not, in my opinion, be easily improved ,

sir ,” said Mr. Wilcox; “ but though it tells us in what direction we

are to set out, it does not exactly shew us how we are to get on . That

best way, Captain Maxwell, is by no means easy to hit upon. For my

own part I feel quite certain that the mistakes from which we are now

suffering will be remedied as soon as their importance becomes clearly

evident to those who have the power of amending, as well as of making

laws. By far the greatest difficulty we have to contend with arises

from the discrepancies between abstract reasonings and practical ex

perience. It sounds so very well, for instance, to talk of the uni

formity of the new system . I was caught by the phrase myself, in the

fir-t instance, and thought that if a uniform system of parochial relief

could be established, accurately proportioned to the necessity of the

paupers, and independent of the brief authority of parish officers, it

would be the finest thing in the world for the country, and equally

beneficial to the payers and the receivers of rates . ”

“ All moonshine, Mr. Wilcox ! ” exclaimed Captain Maxwell,

somewhat vehemently. “ The blessed uniformity they talk of is in its

very essenci precisely in the style of the Procrustes legislation . Bad

and good , tall and short, all 's one to the gigantic machine at Somerset

Hlouse ; and the only relief from a tyramy considerably worse than

either stretching a man's legs, or chopping them off, is only prevented

by this same uniformity that they insist upon , being morally impossible

in execution . Yet even this relief from the vain and impotent theory

is paid for by the poor helpless victims, by their being incessantly

subjected to experiments for the performance of what is impossible .”

“ You cannot be more aware of the futility of this attempted uni

formity than I am , Captain Maxwell, ” resumed the rector of Horton

thorp ; “ but I believe it has still great influence with those who prac

tically know nothing about the matter. It sounds so well.
It seems

to be a principle so just, so enlarged in the views it teaches, that it

really requires a good deal of courage to controvert it ; and to attempt

proving by mere homely, every -day experience that its application is

either totally impossible, or else much worse ."

" Precisely ," said Mr. Rimmington, in the quiet voice that always

made every body within reach of it turn round to listen to him , “ Our

thanks are very often due to the impracticability of some of the regu

lations. You see, Mr. Mortimer , that the candid manner in which

you have invited discussion is not lost upon us , and the liberty of

speech which has followed is the best proof possible that we have all

felt full assurance of your sincerity .”

“ And your feeling that assurance," replied Mr. Mortimer, “ is,

I do assure you, the most welcome compliment you could pay me. But

I confess I bave heard much that has surprised me. I had no idea that

the law under which I am to act was so greatly disapproved by the

higher classes. Of course I am aware that the poor people in general
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are opposed to it , but, as I have been always assured , very unreason
ably.

s Before that judgment is definitively received ," replied Mr.

Rimmington, “ we should take some pains to inquire into its soundness.

No man can be more fully convinced than I am , Mr. Mortimer, of the

enormous, the almost incalculable importance, of preventing all those who

are permitted to claim parochial relief from considering the doing so as

an agreeable release from toil. Were such a feeling permitted to take

root among the labouring classes of England, no thinking man can
doubt for an instant that the result would be the utter destruction of

what we call, with very just pride, the national character . As far back

as history can give us any hints on the subject, it is perfectly evident

that the people of England, as distinguished from her hereditary aristo

cracy , have shewn themselves to be a race unequalled on the face of the

earth for steadfast industry ; and the basest traitor that ever lived never

sought to do his country such fatal wrong as that man would do who

should so legislate as to paralyse in the very least degree this noblest

source of independence."

“ This consideration,” interrupted Mr. Mortimer, with some viva

city, “ is precisely what I have heard put forward by the framers and

advocates of this new measure, as the very key-stone upon which the

system has been erected .”

“ I most sincerely believe it," replied Mr. Rimmington. “ I am

very far, I assure you, Mr. Mortimer, from being one of those who are

inclined to suspect the individuals who undertook the absolutely neces

sary, but almost desperately diíficult measure of reforming the poor

laws, of having gone to the work with any evil intentions whatever; on

the contrary , I consider the country as infinitely and eternally indebted

to them . It is not the having founded their law upon the broad principle

of not permitting parochial relief to become a bomis to idleness, it is not

this which has caused so large a portion of both poor and rich to raise

their voices in condemnation of it. No man , let him belong to what

class he may , could venture to deny the vital necessity of this principle

to the well-being of the country ; and it is painful to think that, this

first and most important foundation being so excellent, the superstruc

ture raised upon it should be weakened by defects which all who con

scientiously examine it in operation must perceive, and which unhap

pily ranges apparently on the right side many factious voices which

have hitherto been only heard from the wrong."

“ Do not think that the question is meant to express doubts as to

the correctness of your statement,” said Mr. Mortimer, leaning forward ,

and addressing Mr. Rimmington with much earnestness ; “ but kindly

remember, my dear sir, how greatly the chances are against my know

ing as well as you do how this new measure works. What is it , Mr.

Rimmington, which renders what you allow to be excellent in principle

so much otherwise in practice ? "

“ It would be unpardonable," replied Mr. Rimmington, with his

own benevolent smile, « iſ so much candour on your part, Mr. Mor

timer, should not be answered with equal candour on mine. The bad
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working we complain of arises, as I believe , solely from the adoption

of that pernicious modern system of CENTRALIZATION , which has

already converted Paris into France, and which, if persevered in , will

very speedily convert London into England . How much France may

have lost by this, I will not pretend to decide, but I should not have the

same scruples if asked to declare what I thought it would do for Eng

land. If steadily and boldly persevered in for about a quarter of

a century, it will melt the whole nation down into two classes, namely,

the highly educated, artificial , over - refined Londoner, and the labo

rious, but ignorant, brutal and half -savage boor. By this process,

London will become more vast, more opulent, more predominating

over all other cities of the earth , than it is at present; but England ,old

England, merry England, free England, will be no more."

“ 'True as the gospel, Rimmington ," exclaimed Captain Maxwell ;

“ but you must particularise a little, my good friend, or you will not

give our worthy commissioner as plain an answer as he has a right to

expect to his plain question."

Mr. Rinimington looked a little embarrassed ; he had answered

Mr. Mortimer's question as to what it was which rendered a measure

excellent in principle pernicious in practice, but did not feel disposed

to paint the explanation by saying that it would be better for the

country if county justices had retained their former position of referees,

and if no commissioners from London were employed to decide upon

difficult questions, of which it was morally impossible they could know

the merits ; but thus pressed , he resumed, with a deprecating sort of

smile ,

“ Mr. Mortimer, if I do not greatly mistake the feelings of my

neighbours, we are , one and all, exceedingly well disposed to believe

ourselves pre-eminently fortunate in having you amongst us . The law

of the land has ordained that the very intricate and important branch

of statistics connected with the moral peculiarities of our rural popula

tion shall be confided , for the most part, to persons possessed of the least

possible degree of previous information on the subject ; such being the

fact ---- and it is a fact which we have none of us any power to alter --

we ought most unfeiguedly to rejoice that we have you, instead of a less

indulgent ju«lge, to decide upon points of vital importance to the well

doing of the poor people among whom we all of us pass our lives, but

concerning whom it is quite impossible that you can know any thing ,

Permit me to propose your health , with the assurance of very sincere

welcome, which I am quite sure will be most cordially echoed by every

one present.”

Mr. Mortimer, though certainly a good deal surprised that any

such knowledge should be expected from him as that in which he was

declared to be deficient, was too wise and too amiable a man to express

the feeling, or to permit it to influence, in the slightest degree, the

gracious' cordiality with which he expressed his gratitude for the

friendly warunth with which the rector's toast was received , and only

added to the neat and appropriate expression of his thanks an assur

ance, worded with mingled dignity and gentleness, that he should be
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most happy to obtain from his better-informed neighbours any know

ledge that might enable him to be conscientiously useful in the dis
charge of the duties which had been confided to him .

Mr. Wilcox, then, by way of changing the subject, which he

thought had been dwelt upon as long as politeness to the strangers

warranted, mentioned the information which had reached him as he

rode from Hortonthorpe, that the Duke of Rochdale and his family

were arrived at the Castle ; which piece of news was received with the

more interest from being quite unexpected. But before the why

and the wherefore could be half discussed, Lady Mary's magnificent

serving -man entered to announce that coffee was served in the drawing
room .

CHAPTER XV .

DIFFICULTIES OVERCOME , BUT WITHOUT BRINGING GREAT ENJOYVENT

TO THE CONQUEROR -- AN UNLUCKY DISCOVERY.

All the belles of Deepbrook , together with Mr. Daly, the curate,

and his girlish wife, were assembled in her ladyship's drawing -room

before the gentlemen from the dining -table entered it . Four Miss

Daltons, two Miss Lewises, one Miss Maxwell, and the blooming

young bride in the midst, made so pretty a group , and what, perhaps,

was more provoking still, a group so exceedingly well dressed into

the bargain, that Miss Mortimer was almost feeling herself, and her

London milliner to boot, in danger of being rivalled, if not eclipsed ;

and both herself and her niece Agatha experienced a degree of

anxiety, more pungent than agreeable, to see in what direction the

captivating Frederic Dalton would move when he should first enter

the room . Nothing could be a greater proof of the position which this

young gentleman held among the young ladies of Deepbrook , than

the fact, that there was not one of them , except three of his own sisters,

who either knew or cared how the elegant-looking Henry Mortimer

disposed of himself, while every eye and every heart were on the alert

to ascertain what chance there was for each respective owner of the

said hearts and eyes that the young squire would approach them . Few ,

very few, of any age, rank, or nation, could be found so capable of

managing safely the multiplicity of tender affairs which now demanded

his attention as was our village swain Frederic Dalton .

He knew , as well as the pretty creatures themselves did , exactly

what was passing in each fair bosom ; he knew that it was the first word

which would be the most eagerly watched, the most eagerly wished

for, and the most dangerous, and he, therefore, without even using his

eyes sufficiently to be accused of giving a first look , walked straight up

to Mrs. Daly, who, in the pretty habiliments of a newly maite wife,
stood like Venus surrounded by her nymphs, and whose position, both
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as a married woman and a bride, rendered this first notice not only

proper, but absolutely de régneur in a young man so perfectly comme

il faut as himself. And what was to be done next ? Was the out

stretched hand, denoting the familiar intimacy of village friendship , to

be offered to the fair one who stood nearest ? Had the elder Miss

Mortimer been one of those to whom he was at this moment to pay

his compliments, the business would have been easy, for he would have

saluted her first, as being the eldest, and, this order of salutation once

established, there would no longer bave been any wish among the

pretty troop for any particularly early mark of his attention .

had already paid his compliments to Miss Mortimer, in every possible

way in which compliments could be paid by a gentleman to a lady in

a room full of company ; some other device, therefore, was necessary,

and, while still making his pretty speeches to the bride, his thoughts

were intent upon the difficult question. Chance, however, favoured

him , and put a speedy end to his uncertainty. A little movement

among the fair troop, who were all standing very close together near

him , gave him an excellent opportunity for turning himself suddenly

round, which he did , as if startled by having been touched by some one,

and, with both hands hastily extended, and with a smile of universal friend

liness, which none could fail to share, yet none appropriate, he seemed

to take the first hands he could reach ,and, to give the hurried move

ment the more effect , actually permitted that of his sister llenrietta to

be among the number.

“ How impossible it is for any man to speak to one in such a

crowd ! ” was the internal exclamation of Miss Maxwell and of both

the Miss Lewises, and they all began to sidle off' in different directions,

to place themselves where it might be possible for a person to speak to

one, if they happened to wish it. But the Rubicon was passed for the

skiltul Frederic . That fearful phrase, “ You always do speak to ”

somebody or other “ first," being well avoided , all that followed was

easy , and the more so, because it was an understood thing among all the

young ladies, that “ there was nothing in the world Frederic Dalton

hated so much as bringing people's eyes upon one, and it was such a

comfort !” And then, he understood so admirably well the multum in

parvo system , by which a man , learned in love , knows how to make

every thing tell ; that is to say, to the particular eyes and ears for

whom each particular bit of intelligence is intended. Nay, better still ,

Frederic Dalton, not seldom , made one sigh do for two young ladies

at once ; for, if placed by accident at equal distance between them , and

having prepared the way, first in one direction and then in the other,

by a suitable glance, the sigh which followed was, as a matter of course,

appropriated hy each .

Whenever Lady Mary Weyland gave a party, the routine of the

evening entertainments was as strictly regulated, and as perfectly well

known to her guests, as the ceremonies of a court were in the good old

times that are gone. There was ever one whist-table, one quadrille

ditto , and a round game for the young people. This round game,

whether at Lady Mary's or elsewhere, was another of those epochs of
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youthful female agitation at Deepbrook, which, like the earliest word

bestowed at meeting, possessed a power that, although not exactly that

of life and death , might fairly be said to decide the happiness or misery

of many fair individuals for an hour or two . Who would Frederic

Dalton sit by ? It is true that the young man knew well how to make

design look like accident, and how to look in the eyes of two or three

for pity under the unavoidable infliction of being placed at a distance

from them ; but this, though it brought the consolation of a moment,

could do no more . It could not heal the anguish of seeing the tri

umphant joy that danced in those four other eyes which sparkled to

the left and right of the conquering hero . All this would have pro

bably been very delightful to the young gentleman himself, if he had

not known all that was to come next so perfectly well. But although

the vital hope of his existence hung upon his hopes of being married,

and that the so managing matters as to render his being able to achieve

this at almost any given moment was the primary object of all he did

and all he said, it is certain that his gay spirits did occasionally wax

weary at the eternal repetition of the same seenes ; and though his

projects and his plans were too precious to permit his ever relaxing in

his persevering manoeuvres for long together, he did sometimes enjoy

an idle day exceedingly ,

Exactly when it might have been most easy to have found two

or three young ladies whispering in sacred confidence to their own

hearts such phrases as “ Poor dear Frederic Dalton ! I know where

he would like to be now , instead of scampering over hill and dale

with those horrid Baxters ! But he is so right. I would not have

him alter any one single thing that he used to do for the whole

world !” Just when it would have been easy to have found such

thoughts as these (were any thoughts to be found by those who seek

for them ), young Dalton was enjoying probably the very highest

degree of gratification which his rural residence could give him . But

the sort of gratification enjoyed by the absence of the fair creatures,

who each and every of them believed that he knew no joy save in her

presence, was not always,vor of late often , tasted in the society of the

“ horrid Baxters." In fact, Frederic Dalton was at this time as

thoroughly in love with Jessie Phillips as it was possible for him to be

with any woman ; and if it ever chanced to him to address the words

of truth to any of the fair creatures whose affection it was his ohject

to win , it was when he said to her, as they sat together within the

shelter of her lonely dwelling, “ What a devilish deal happier I am ,

Jessie, when sitting close to you in this darling little hole of a room ,

than when I am stuck down in the midst of all the smirking misses of

Deepbrook !” This was most strictly the truth ; and it happened,

rather unluckily, perhaps, that this truth flashed across his mind just

as he saw the young ladies fluttering and fidgeting , preparatory to

settling themselves round Lady Mary's great card -table, and perceived,

as clearly as he perceived the table itself, all the little tricks that were

being put in action by the five young ladies concerned, in order to ensure

for themselves the felicity which, alas ! could only be enjoyed by two .
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He was delighted, of course , to perceive that every thing had

hitherto gone well, and that his somewhat broad firtation with the elder

Miss Mortimer had been satisfactorily atoned for, in the opinion of his
younger worshippers, by the judicious use he had made of the words

spinster, aunt, and old maid, skilfully administered to their respective

ears . Nevertheless, he was tired , and the thoughts of Jessie's changing

cheek , and the timidly tender glance he had caught from her soft eyes,

as he left the room that contained her, came so powerfully over him ,

that he suddenly determined to escape, even at the risk of having to

select his own place when he came back again. But it not unfrequently

happens that “ homme propose et femme dispose ," and so it was now .

Miss Mortimer was very nearly as much aware of the manæuvring of

the young ladies as Frederic Dalton himself, and with the strength of

nerve with which ladies of thirty sometimes equalise matters between

therselves and their younger neighbours, she playfully passed ber

arın under that of the highly favoured young gentleman, and said,

with a degree of easy gaiety that was equally criticised and envied,

“ Mr. Dalton, observe ! I mean to drag you as a prisoner chained to

my chariot-wheels, even to the card -table ; for I should be loath to

disobey her ladyship's commands, but must perforce do so , though the

penalty were the loss of her favour for ever, if you consent not to sit

at my right hand and befriend me, for never yet did I encounter the

perils of a round game without a preux chevalier to stand my friend . ”

To this appeal there was but one possible answer, and the treacherous

Frederic, tenderly pressing the arm he would gladly have had severed
from its fair shoulder, and cast into the sea , so that he might thereby

recover the freedom of which it had robbed him , gave up all hope of

a five minutes' tête - à -tête with Jessie, and sat himself down to the

card - table . Of the adventures which befell him there, little need he

said , because they may without much difficulty be imagined . Now

and then he cheated a little for Miss Mortimer, and occasionally per

formed a similar feat of dexterity for Miss Maxwell, who had quietly

managed to slip into a chair on the other side of him . This lasted till

Mr. Mortimer's carriage was announced, which, as that gentleman

never suffered his horses to wait , was followed by the prompt depar

ture of his family. Frederic, of course, attended them to the door,

and, of course , to the cloak -room , in their way to it ; and there again

he found poor Jessie, looking pale and weary, but, to his great satis

faction, still alone. With affectionate solicitude, he implored the

Miss Mortimers not to hazard catching cold by lingering in the hall ;

and having at length seen their equipage drive off, he flew back

into the house, and muttering something about having lost his gloves

as he passed a servant at the hall-door, turned into the room that

concealed the lovely and lonely Jessie, and shut the door as he

entered.

Her beautiful eyes were full of tears as she raised them to look at

him , and she was deadly pale ; but even so , looking as she did like a

fair Hower, bruised and broken , he had never felt, perhaps, so inuch

aware of her surpassing beauty as at that moment, when he had just
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quitted a set of what every body declared to be exceedingly pretty

girls, in all the becoming futter of drawing-room gaiety and of draw

ing -room dress.

" What ails my beauty ? ” cried the young man , unceremoniously

approaching her, and throwing his libertine arm round her waist.

“ These tears, Jessie,” and he kissed them away as he spoke, “ should

be shed for my sufferings in company, and not for your own in lone
liness. You know not, dearest, what I have suffered this night ! -- s0

distant, and yet so near to you !”

“ Ah ! Mr. Dalton ! ” she replied, submitting, as it seemed , rather

meekly than willingly to his caresses, “ I am sure you think what you

say , or you would not say it . But, alas ! you could not think so, if

you knew , or could by possibility guess, what it is to sit for long

hours silently and sadly alone ! The one only being that the heart

clings to within reach of your voice, yet knowing, and feeling with

horrible certainty, that you must die, and perish rather than make

that voice heard ! I do believe ' you love me, Frederic,” she added,

resting her head upon his shoulder, and looking up in his face, poor

victim ! as if her destroyer were a guardian angel, - “ I do believe you

love me ; but is it possible that I should not, in my silence and sorrow

during all the long hours of this dreadful day, remember all the beauty

and the elegance that was surrounding you ? And do not I know,

---- does not every one know , ---that there is not one of these you have

left who would even wish to speak a single word to any other, if you

would only look at and listen to them ? Is it possible that I can sit

thinking, thinking, thinking, and forget all this, Frederic ? ”

" You would be cured in half a moment of all such nonsensical

thoughts, my angel, if you could but watch me a little, and see how I

repay smiles with yawns,” replied the young man , drawing her more

closely to him , and imprinting a kiss upon her lips.

It was exactly at this moment that the door of the room in which

they stood was opened, and a troop of ladies, with Ellen Dalton at

their head, entered it. The silken slippers had glided too noiselessly

towards the door to give any signal of their approach ; but Ellen's

hand upon the lock was just in time, so far, to give the lovers' notice,

as to prevent any eye but her own from perceiving their situation ; but

most unhappily for her, poor girl , she saw it, and, hastily starting

back, closed the door again , exclaiming, “ Oh, my scarf! I have left

my scarf in the drawing -room .”

The étourderie of shutting them all out, because she had forgotten

her scarf, caused a general laugh ; and when the hand of Miss Maxwell

reopened the door , she only perceived Jessie busily engaged in ar

ranging shawls and cloaks at one side of the room , and Mr. Dalton

assiduously seeking for his hat at the other.

" Mortimer must have taken my hot, ” he exclaimed, turning sud

denly round as the party entered .

It was quite enough, at any time, that Frederic Dalton should

speak, in order for every one of the Deephrook young ladies to attend

to him , and to nothing else ; so there was immediately a clamour raised
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among them , expressive of their sympathy ; and, under cover of this,

Jessie stood up before them with very little outward symptom of the

deadly faintness at her heart.

After the noisy interval of a few minutes, the party were all dis

persed. “ I shall walk home," said Frederic, as the carriage of his

father, which happened to be the last, drove off. There was nothing

extraordinary in this, inasmuch as there was no room for him ; but

poor Ellen saw him return into the house , and again felt all the misery,

all the terror, of her recent discovery. The misery was chiefly for the

hapless Jessie ; the terror was for herself. Had Frederie seen her ?

She knew him , all too well ; and she trembled to think this possible,

even while believing that she had escaped unseen. She was right ;

Frederic had not seen her, but the hapless Jessie had, and when

Frederic re-entered the room for one short moment, the only words he

uttered were, “ Who opened the door ? ”

“ Eilen !” was the agitated reply. And so they parted.

CHAPTER XVI.

NIGHT THOUGHTS, WHICH BEGIN IN DARKNESS, BUT END IN LIGHT.

The effect of this discovery on Jessie Phillips was terrible . In

one short moment - literally , “ in the twinkling of an eye " --she had

fallen from the envied condition of the most esteemed and respected

girl in the parish into what, in her very heart of hearts, she felt to be ,
or to have the appearance of being, precisely the reverse ! No sooner

had the door closed upon Frederic Dalton , after the question and

answer recorded in the last chapter, than the unhappy girl, feeling

utterly incapable of replying with composure to the kind words she

was sure to receive from the Maxwell family, who still remained, wait

ing for the conclusion of the captain's rubber, seized upon her bonnet

and shawl, and rushed out of the house.

The night was dark and rainy, and poor Jessie's thin wrapper was

but a poor protection against the falling shower; but of this she was

perfectly unconscious ; and as for the darkness, it was, perhaps, the

only circumstance which she could at that moment have felt to be a

luxury. Nobody can see me now , ” she muttered, as she crept along

under the deep black shade of the avenue : “ Oh, would to God that

nobody could ever see me more !" On reaching her home, her wet

and dripping condition was another blessing to her, for it gave the

friendly neighbour who was still sitting by her mother's bed -side an

object whereupon to exercise all her attention, without leaving any to

spare for the examination of the almost haggard countenance of the

poor creature herself.

“ Why, now then , to be sure, there never was such a bit of ill

luck, Jessie," exclaimed the goodwoman,taking off the bonnet and
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shawl from the pale shivering girl . “ Such a neat pretty bonnet as it

was, to be sure, and the riband is neither more nor less than down .

right spoilt and ruined. But Lord bless my soul, girl , how thee dost

shake ?” continued the woman, laying her hands upon the two should

ers of the poor trembler. “ God send you may not have got the ague ,

child ! Get to bed , Jessie --- get to bed . Poor mother's fast asleep,

and as warm as a toast , I warrant , and you'll be warm too, in a jiffy ,

girl, if you'll make haste and lie down by her. "

“ Go now , then , go now . God bless you ! I thank you . Go

now ! ” cried Jessie, who longed for nothing so much as to be alone ;

but her good neighbour, seeing nothing in this eagerness to send her

away but gratitude for her having alrearly stayed so long, tortured

her for a while longer by earnestly assuring her that she did not mind

staying at all . At length , however, she departed ; and the - miserable

giri , having secured the door of the house, sat herself down in the

lower room , for the sake of shedding, unchecked and unseen , the bitter

tears which she had hitherto restrained . But even this sad indulgence

was not allowed her long, for she heard the feeble voice of her mother

calling to her from the room above, whereupon, once more checking

her tears with an effort that almost choked her, she obeyed the un

welcome summons, and placing her candle as far from the bed as

possible, hung over her mother, and gave her the accustomed kiss that

ever followed their being separated for an hour or two.

“ I thought I heard you weeping, my Jessie - I think it was that

woke me," said the poor sufferer, raising herself in the bed, and en

deavouring to look into the face of her child.

Oh, you dreamed it , mother,” replied Jessie, with a caress which

enabled her to conceal that altered face. “ Lay down again , there's a

darling mother, and I'll come to bed in half a minute,” she added,

withdrawing herself from the arms that were fondly thrown round her.

“ Do, dearest , do ! ” was the unsuspicious reply . “ You are as

cold as a stone, Jessie ."

“ Because it has been raining, mother ,” said Jessie ; “ but the bed

will warm me, and I am so very, very sleepy ! ”

« Poor little soul ! Then I won't say another word to you , my

darling !” And the fond mother kept her word , and her wretched

daughter seemed to profit by her forbearance, for she presently lay as

in the stillness of profound sleep. The mother inwardly breathed a

fervent “ God bless her ! ” and was soon in the enjoyment of the

repose that the hopeless Jessie feigned . And then followed a long,

long interval of such sleepless misery as can only be known by those

who contemplate in the future a species and degree of suffering hitherto

unknown, and a thousand times more terrible for that reason. Nothing

is so utterly subduing to the spirit as the state in which an unknown,

though certain suffering is before us

" When forward , though we cannot see ,

We guess, and fear ! ”

What was to become of her ? What was to become of her poor help

6
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less mother ? Jessie knew well, and had often felt her young heart

swell with honest pride as she remembered it , that the good will , the

esteem , nay the respect of her rich neighbours, obtained by her cease

less industry and uniform good conduct,was a sort of fund that she

might reckon upon with confidence, as promising her the continued

employment which would ensure to her disabled mother sustenance

and comfort. But where was all this now ? Instead of good will,

she must look for reprobation, and for indignation, and contempt, in
the place of respect and esteem . Unhappy creature ! She buried

her face under the bed -clothes to stifle the groan that burst from her

bosom , as the thought of the altered looks she might expect from her

young customers rushed through her brain . Yet, in the midst of all

this anticipated degradation, she fondly flattered herself that she was

not in reality degraded ; for truly did the deluded girl believe that the

vows she had exchanged with Frederic Dalton were as sacred in his

eyes as in her own, and that she was in spirit and in truth his wedded

wife, although the ceremonywhich was to proclaim their union to the

world was delayed till it could take place without injury to the inter

ests of her betrothed husband . But, till this unlucky evening, their

connexion had been so carefully and so successfully concealed, that

she might almost have been said to consider it as impossible that it

should be discovered , as long as it was her idolised Frederic's wish

that it should remain unknown. The first hours of this dismal night

were thus passed by Jessie in painting to herself every possible species

of insult, degradation, and misery, all of which she felt certain would

come upon her, yet none of which she fancied she deserved . An

imagination thus gloomily employed generally goes on in its prophetic

painting, from bad to worse, till it reaches an acme of misery at which

it must of necessity stop, from the absolute impossibility of going any

farther. And so it was with Jessie. Having imaged her mother dead

with grief, herself driven with insult and obloquy from door to door,

and her beloved kept, by some strange concatenation of circumstances,

in utter ignorance of her condition , till it was too late to save her ;

having imagined all this, with the crowning catastrophe of her own

death from hunger, and that of her lover from despair, she suddenly

stopped short in her forebodings, and , after the stillness of a moment,

she mentally exclaimed, “ But why need all this be ? What is the loss

of fortune compared to such frightful horror as this ? Fool that I am

to fancy that he who loves me so fondly, so tenderly, so devotedly ,

would suffer meto perish, rather than forestall the period of our

marriage ! Oh , forgive me, Frederic, my own noble Frederic ! for

give the thought -- forgive the vile suspicion ! To -morrow I will tell

him all -- ALL ! He knows not yet all the dear claims I have upon

his noble heart. ” And then , with a feverish anxiety as to the time

and manner of the communication she had to make, and the entreaty,

nay, the demand for their immediate marriage, with which she meant

to follow it , as destructive of repose as her previous agony had been,

she lay till morning without enjoying, for a single instant, the healing

balm of sleep .
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Nevertheless, having once made up her mind to tell her devoted

lover, her adoring Frederic, that all considerations of pecuniary

interest must give way at once, not only for his sake, and her own,

but for that of an unborn treasure more precious than either ; having

once made up her mind that this must and should be done , her bosom

now fluttered more from the anticipation of quickly coming happiness

(more quickly coming than she had hitherto ventured to hope for)

than from doubt or dread of any kind ; and, but for the fear of Ellen's

“ altered eye,” she would , strange to say , have felt happier on that

morning than she had done for many weeks. But even of this evil

hope whispered that it might not be always so. The marriage which

must now immediately take place would, of course , be managed with

every possible attention to secrecy, so that the precise moment of its

occurrence could not be known ; and then, when Ellen saw her

favourite Jessie the beloved wife of her brother, and the mother of his

precious beir, would it be possible that she should remember with

unforgiving harshness the scene in Lady Mary's robing -room ? The

bright beams of the early morning poured through the little casement,

and the cheerful chirping of the birds burst upon her ear , as she asked

herself this question . Who has not felt the inspiring influence of a

bright morning after the heavy silent gloom of a sleepless night ?

Poor Jessie felt it ; and all the sinful weakness of her immeasurable

love forgotten , she answered it with the sweet self-fattery of hope :

“ Oh no ! Ellen, the ever- kind and gentle Ellen would not long look

coldly on the wife her brother loved -- and such a brother ! ”

Most certain is it that Jessie Phillips was innocent and pure when

her unlucky beauty first attracted the notice of Frederic Dalton . But

it is a strange blunder that confounds innocence with virtue . When

the poet, the English poet of Paradise, says---

" And if virtue feeble were,

Heaven itself would stoop to her."

he speaks not of that lovely, but unsubstantial quality called inno

cence, but of the self-sustaining principle of which the Red -cross

knight says -

" Virtue gives herself light through darkness for to wade . "

Of this poor Jessie Phillips knew very little , or she could not have

thus looked forward to an almost unclouded future. Yet let her not

be harshly judged. The process by which innocence is strengthened

into virtue had, in her case, as in ten thousand others, never been

applied ; and the result was what common sense might tell us was

likely enough to follow from the deficiency ,-- a deficiency, by the way ,

which is felt more generally than it is understood, and which will

continue to be so felt, with all its hateful consequences, till our theories

of popular education are improved .

But, be this as it may , the unfortunate Jessie Phillips rose on the

morning after the first shadow of suspicion had fallen upon her (and

of which too she was perfectly aware) with a spirit strangely buoyant

8
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with renovated hope, and only wondering that she could ever hare

made herself - so very miserable about it . " Let it not be thought,

however, that the poor girl was become indifferent to the blessing of

an unsullied name. So far was this from being the case that, con

tradictory as it may appear, she would rather have lain down again

on her humble pillow , there to breathe her last sigh , than live to

meet the obloquy which she well knew must fall upon her, were not

all danger of it to be avoided by her appearing at once as the wife

of Frederic Dalton. But such was her perfect and entire confidence

in hin , that the idea of his refusing to ratify the promise so repeatedly

and so solemnly given , when she should tlemand its performance, never

entered her head for a single moment. She feared he might be vexed

by the necessity for hastening the ceremony, which he had told her it

would be advantageous to delay as long as possible, and this fear might

have annoyed her but for one dear precious thought. “ When he said

that last, " she murmured to herself unheard by all , “ when he said that

last, he knew not his poor Jessie was in the way to present him with

AN HEIR !"

.

6

1

CHAPTER XVII.

MORE NIGIIT THOUGHTS AND THE RESULT OF THEM THE WAVERING

MAGNET OF DEEPBROOK APPEARS FIXED AT LAST -- AND THE REA

SONS FOR IT.

JESSIE PHILLIPS was not the only person whose rest was disturbed ,

during the night which succeeded Lady Mary Weyland's party, by

meditating on the scene which had occurred in the shawl department
at its conclusion. If Frederic Dalton and his sister Ellen did not lay

awake through the whole live -long night as slie did, they closed not

their eyes till a painful hour or two had been passed in meditation on

the probable consequences of the incident which had made known a
secret that had hitherto been so very carefully hid . As for the hero

of the adventure himself, he was one of the very last young gentlemen

in the world who would have given the business a second thought, if

the destruction of the poor girl's character had been the only danger
to be feared from it . Ile was certainly fond of Jessie , and actually

believed , himself, that lie was passionately in love with her; but as for

being reduced by this passion to such a degree of fatuity as to conceive

for an instant that her life or death , her well-being in this world or

the next, or any other imaginable contingency respecting her, could

be reasonably put in competition with any thing, however trifling, that

specially and individually concerned himself, no such idea ever entered

his head for a single instant. But he was annoyed by what had occurred ,

for reasons with which poor little Jessie had nothing to do. He had
little or no doubt that his sister Ellen detested him as heartily as he

к
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detested her ; and, with this persuasion actively alive within him , he

could not doubt that what she had witnessed would be repeated

by her with all possible exaggeration, and precisely in the quarters

where it would be most likely to do him injury. Nay , so excited did

he become while meditating on the mischief that might possibly ensue ,

that he contrived , ere he fell asleep, to work himself up into a belief

that Ellen was aware how absolutely determined he was that she should

never profit by being placed next in succession to him , and that the

most obvious and natural use for her to make of the discovery at Lady

Mary's would be to make it known to every marriageable woman

within his reach . Ile uttered a frightful malediction upon her innocent

head as this idea occurred to him , and at length closed his eyes under

the soothing influence of a resolution suddenly taken, but likely enough

in luis present state of mind to be steadfastly kept .

As to poor Ellen herself, her share in the business was already

painful enough, though she was far from guessing all the misery it

threatened . The very high opinion she had hitherto entertained of

Jessie Phillips now seemed to turn against her, and she felt , naturally

enough perhaps, that little as she had actually discovered which could

strictly be called criminal, it was sufficient to forfeit a larger portion

of esteem than it would have cost one who had been previously less

honoured for good conduct. As to her brotlier's share in the adventure,

it was quite impossible that she could be equally surprised at it ; for

earnestly as she would have wished to keep herself in the dark on the

subject, it was totally impossible that she could have lived thus long in the

belief that harshness to his sisters was his only fault. But, had her worth .

less brother known her a little better, he would have been spared the

annoyance of believing that his character was likely to be injured in

the public estimation by Ellen's becoming acquainted with his delin

quencies. It half her hours of wakefulness were given to lamentation
for the falling away of her beautiful favourite, the other half was

divided into meditations on the best mode of making her poor mother

aware that her much -admired discretion was not sufficient to keep her

from danger without the aid of maternal watelfulness, and on the most

effectual manner ofpreventing the attention of others from being called

to the fact by the almost inevitable alteration of her own manner

towards her.

While revolving all these matters in her heart, she suddenly remem

bered the scene which she had witnessed in the cottage of Jessie on

the day she had entered it with the two Miss Lewises. She reinem

bered the words of the idiot girl , the vehement agitation of Jessie , and

the figure which they had seen as they retreated from the house. The

slightest ray of light can make many things visible, which withont it

may remain concealed from every eye. The more she thought of

what had then passed, the more she became convinced that it was

indeed Frederic whom they had then seen ; and that it was Frederic,

and no other, who had been paying Jessie the visit which had caused

her such violent emotion .

No sooner did she feel convinced of this, than the project which
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had occurred to her of visiting the mother of Jessic, mounting to her

sick chamber, and whispering a caution against so very young a girl

being permitted to sit alone in the room below, was abandoned. She

could not endure the idea of running the risk of again disturbing her

worthless brother there, and her eyes closed upon the resolution of

sending to the unfortunate girl herself a request that she would come

to her . Could she contrive to make her feel the tremendous risk she

was running by receiving the insulting attentions of Frederie, she

thought that even now it might not be too late to save her.

Of the three steadfast purposes thus decided upon at night, there

was not one abandoned in the morning, despite the proverb which

predicts a different result to the resolutions so formed .

Poor Jessie, who awoke with a fushed cheek and fevered head ,

though, perhaps, the most eager to perform the promise she had made

to herself, being the least ofa free agent, was the last to obtain the

interview upon which she had fixed her hopes; while Frederic, who ,

on the contrary, had the least difficulty to encounter, was, as might be

expected, the first who put his scheme into action . What this scheme

was will be seen in the sequel. No sooner was the family breakfast

ended , and the party that had partaken it dispersed , than young Dalton

strolled into the village, and twisting about a little through an orchard ,

and across a farm -yard, to avoid the danger of passing before Mr.

Lewis's house, he presented himself beneath the pretty rustic porch of

Captain Maxwell. Now Frederic Dalton knew perfectly well that the

worthy captain never failed to repair to the little reading-room of the

village library every morning of his life ; for there he was sure to find

a paper of the day before, left there by mail during the night ( for the

said library was the post-office also) , and the being the first to open

this daily paper was an object suiticiently important to make the

breakfast of Captain Maxwell a very punctual one. The young man

had also, somehow or other, acquired the information that Mrs.Max

well was as constant in her laily visit to her larder, her dairy, and

sundry other domestic departments of the household , as the captain to

the reading -room , and it was therefore with the most perfect assurance

of finding the young lady of the family disengaged that he now ap

proached her dwelling. Ihy it was that this very important visit was

made to Viss Maxwell, in preference to either of the other young ladies

who would have been equally well pleased to receive it, would take

more time to explain at full length than it is necessary to give to it .

Most certainly it was not because lie liked her better. lle considered

Lucy Lewis as infinitely better looking, and Agatha Mortimer a

hundred times more clegant. But there was a businesslike way of

doing every thing in Martha Vaxwell which gave him a sort of con

fidence in her bringing matters rapidly to a conclusion, which at the

present moment was liis especial object ; and this it was which pro

bably led to his turning his steps in this direction in preference to any
other. .

It may , perhaps, appear strange that a young gentleman, in the position

of Mr. Frederic Dalton , conscious of great personal attraction, and
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secure as eutail could make him of so good an estate as few of the first

county families would disdain to ally themselves with it may appear

strange that an individual, thus favoured alike by Nature and Fortune,

should feel any doubt as to the certainty of his being, at any time,

able to obtain a fair hand in marriage, even though his affair with

Jessie Pluillips were unfortunately to be made public. To explain this

mystery fully would require a more ample and accurate memoir of the

early life and adventures of the said Mr. Frederic Dalton than it

would be at all necessary , or at all agreeable, to give. His dissolute

habits had heen of that worst kind which often remain unguessed at

and unknown by reason of their very vileness and degradation. The

only individual who really knew young Dalton thoroughly was Dick

Baxter, because he alone of all his friends and acquaintance was baci

enough to be his companion and associate in a multitude of adven

tures which, if generally known, would certainly have closed the doors

of every tolerably respectable family man against him . Of this he

was himself perfectly aware, and , till he committed the great impru

dence of yielding to his inclination for poor Jessie, liis native parishi

and his father's house had never been made the theatre of his libertine

exploits. Nevertheless, had the destruction of Jessie Phillips been a

solitary sin , his confidence in his own powers, and in the influence he

had already obtained in more than one fair hosom , might have given

him courage to brave its disclosure ; but he felt pretty sure that if this

affair got wind before he had secured a wife, the blaze of reprobation

which ii would occasion would be likely enough to communicate to

much that had hitherto remained concealed, and that the train once

kindled, he might find himself pointed at from one end of the country

to the other as a libertine, with whom no respectable family would

connect itself. It was this fear or rather this conviction, which now

decided him to delay no longer, but at once to secure himself from the

terror which harassed him beyond all else , namely, that of seeing

Ellen likely to take his place, or of only being thought likely , even

for an hour', of taking it.

*** **

CHAPTER XVIII.

A LITTLE FEMININE AGITATION , FOLLOWED BY A GOOD DEAL OF

FEMININE CLEVERNESS .

Tur answers which Frederic Dalton received to his various ques

tions from the servant who opened Captain Maxwell's door to him

were in all respecte precisely what he wished: “ Master is out."
• Missis is busy.” " Miss is in the breakfast-parlour." To the

breakfast-parlour, therefore , he repaired, and found , as he expected , the
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fair one he sought, sans papa, suns woman ," and apparently quite

at leisure to hear any thing that it might be his wish to say.

Martha Maxwell was by no means the most violently enamoured of

Vr. Frederic Dalton's fair adorers ; but she fidgeted a little, and

coloured a good deal, on perceiving that he sat down beside her on the

sofa with the air of one who had some particular object in coming

there. Nor did he leave her long in doubt as to what that object

might be

* The finding you alone, dearest Martha, " he began , " is a

blessing which I receive as an atovement for all the misery I have been

stiffering this morning, Oh, Martha ! you little think what a tre

mendous scene I have gone through ! ”

“ What scene, Mr. Dalton ?" returned the young lady, a good deal

agitated. “ You really terrify me !”

* Compose yourself, my dearest Martha !" said the young man ,

taking her hand with an air of the most soothing gentleness ;

pose yourself, and prepare to hear me speak with my lips what my

eves must have told you a thousand times already ; -- I love you,

Martha ! But you have long known this ; and may I not say, dearest,

that you have not so received that knowledge as to leave ine utterly

without hope ? "

“ Surely, Vr. Dalton , this arowal is very sudden ," returned Viss

Maxwell, looking and feeling very genuinely surprised .

“ Gracious Heaven ! Have I then been inistaken ? " he exclaimed ,

in the most impassioned tone.imaginable. “ Have I fancied myself

understood , while, in fact, you have been ignorant of all that has been

passing in my soul ! Alas! alas ! how dreadfully have I deceived

myself! Martha ! your manner, your words, your accents, distract

me !”

Martha Maxwell was much too straightforward a person to wish2

to deceive any one , and she immediately put a stop to the young man's

lamentations by saying, with as much composure as she could muster,

" No, Mr. Frederic Dalton , I do not believe you have been deceiving

yourself, -- that is , not entirely. I hardly know exactly what I ought to

say , but I did not mean to deny that I have sometimes thought you—

you were partial to me.”

* Partial to you ! Good Heaven, what a phrase ! Say, rather,“

that you know I adore you ! But what you do not know , ny beloved

girl,----What it is absolutely impossible that you should know , is the

torture and torment in which I have lived , because I have for months

felt certain that my father had views for me destructive of all iny

dearest hopes. This day --this dreadful day, has proved that I was

right. I was closeted with him , my dearest Martha, for a horrible

hour, before the family assembled to breakfast, in order that I might

be told of the prodigious happiness that was in store for me in the

possession of the only daughter and heiress of one of his oldest friends !

Guess what were my feelings ! I knew not what to do nor what to

say . If I declared at once my love for you, I doubted not that my

father, in the humour he then was, would utter a positive command that
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I never should enter your father's house again . Oh, it was dreadful !

Can you not imaginemysuiferings ? ”

“ You have then left him in the belief that you intend to obey his

will ? " said the young lady, looking a little pale.
“ Good Heaven, no ! Ilow can vou believe me such a wretch ?

No ! But I did notnameyou , my beloved Martha ! I only told him

that my affections were already engaged, and that it was impossible I

could ever comply with his wishes. ”

“ And what said he ? " demanded the anxious girl, her varying

complexion shewing plainly enough how deep was the interest she took

in the question.

* Ile said , ” replied Dalton, “ what has been a thousand times said

before by old men, to torture the hearts of young ones. He said that

it would be his duty to prove to me that he could be as steady in doing

what was right as I in doing what was wrong . That he knew the

charaning person he had chosen was, in every respect, calculated to do

me honour and to make me happy, and that he would never give his

consent to my marrying any other.”

“ And why do you come to tell me all this, Mr. Dalton ? " replied

the young lady, in a tone of very matter-of- fact common sense .

will not deny, that had you asked me to marry you, with the consent

of your father and the approbation of all your family, I should have

listened to the avował of your attection with pleasuré; but as it is, I

cannot but
say that I wish you had never named the subject to me at all ;

and , certainly, I hope that you never will recur to it again. You have

my best wishes for your happiness, and I must now beg of you to go

away, as I should like, if you please, to go to my own room before
mamma comes in .”

It would be difficult to describe the rage and disappointment which

took possession of young Dalton as he listened to these reasonable

words. Ile had not only felt well assured that every young lady in

the parish was in love with him , which to a certain degree was un

questionably true, but, to this moment, he had firmly believed also

that the passions he had inspired were, in every instance, as vehement

as that of the unhappy Jessie Phillips, and that not one among them

all coulil have retained sufficient command of herself, upon hearing

him confess his love, to enable her to speak as Martha Maxwell had

now done. Ilis purpose was to have wrought upon her feelings , by
means of his own vehement love and the difficulties which attended

it , so as to induce her to promise that if nothing else could be done

she would elope with him , trusting to the affection of the parents, on

both sides, for forgiveness, when the deed was done. But now he

began, with equal astonishment and indignation, to doubt if his in

fiuence with the 100 - mich -honoured fair one would suffice to obtain

any promise of the kind ; nevertheless, he was quite sure, and perhaps

he was right, that Martha Vaxwell was a good deal in love with him ,

thought not quite so distractedly as he had imagined, and , after one

short moment of reflection , he determined upon not putting himself

under the awkward necessity of making another visit of precisely the
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same kind, without first making a vigorous effort to obtain what he

wanted from this . When she rose, therefore, to leave the room ,

extending her hand as she did so to bid bim farewell, he seized the

land, and held it in a very passionate grasp, so as effectually to

prevent her escaping, and then poured forth a rhapsody of love, which

it was difficult, not to say impossible, for any young lady to listen to

with indifference, especially when her own heart had very decidedly

received “ a hit froin ('upid's bolt,” through the eyes of him who

uttered it . Martha Maxwell certainly did not listen to Frederic

Dalton with indifference ; on the contrary for a minute or two she

actually trembled from head to foot, and tears, a very unusual circum

stance with her, for she was by no means a sentimental person, started

to ber eyes, as she listened to his touching picture ofthe misery he

should endure if torn from her, the only woman he had ever loved, in

order to become the husband of one whom of necessity he must ever

abhor as the cause of the separation !

“ The thought is dreadful !” he exclaimed, assaulting his fore
head with his clenched fist. “ It is more than I can bear ! Consent

to elope with me, and put my happiness beyond the reach of fate,

or--" and again he attacked his forehead, “ I will release myself from

life by my own hand ! "

What word or what look, what action or what accent, it was

which, during the course of this concluding rant , fell upon the ear or

eye of Vartlia Maxwell as something that outraged the modesty of

nature, I know not, but most certain is it that something did . The

gush of passionate feeling which seemed threatening to overwhelm

her suddenly stopped, and she looked at him with an earnestness that

had niore of scrutiny than love in it. Of this, however, he was in no

degree conscious, but, perceiving that she fixed her good -looking

intelligent black eyes upon him more earnestly than she had ever done

before, he thought he had conquered, and began again with redoubled

energy ,

“ You are silent, my lovely Martha ! Ah ! let me interpret that

gentle silence into consent to my wishes ! Be mine, promise, ---swear to

be mine ! Swear to me, my beloved , that you will accompany me to

Scotland as soon as I have arranged every thing for ourdeparture .-

Speak, my sweet love ! say, will you promise this ? My life hangs

on your reply ."

Martha Maxwell was a very odd girl , though nobody guessed it .

Her father, indeed, now and then fancied that there was something

in her a little out of the common way, but whenever he attempted to

find out what it might be she defeated him , often turning out very

particularly stupid on his hands just when he fancied she had betrayed

something like grcat acuteness .

If her own father, whowas by no means a dull nian, could not

make her out, it was not very likely that Mr. Frederic Dalton should ,

and accordingly he blundered now most egregiously.

“ Let me reflect a little, Mr. Dalton , before I answer you ," said
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Martha Maxwell, suudenly fixing her eyes upon the ground, from

whence she did not again remove them .

" And how long is this torture of suspense to endure ? " he cried,

perfectly satisfied that, having brought her to capitulate, he should

have every thing his own way. “ Say;-tell me, dearest! You cannot

have the barbarity to keep me long."

No ! " she replied, without for an instant raising her eyes to his

face; “ I will not keep you long in uncertainty. But what you ark is

too important to be decided upon without reflection ; may I com

municate your proposal to my father ? "

" Good Heavens ! No !" he replied , with considerably less of

tenderness than haste ; “ that would be to plunge me into all the

ditticulties I wish to avoid . "

“ Well then," she returned mildly , but with looks sull fixed upon

the carpet, “ I will only consult my own heart, and will tell you

the answer it dictates the day after to -morrow .”

" You are a tyrant !” he said , kissing her hand with an air which

spoke pretty plainly his contidence in the gentle feelings which were

to plead for him , " but I must submit. At this same hour, beloved

Martha, I will repeat my visit on the day you have named . Farewell !
farewell ! "

These words were accompanied by a profusion of kisses on the

passive hand he still held , the ardour of which might have fluttered

some young hearts (as conscious of the seductive powers of the

performer as was that of Martha ) into forgetfulness of the bold and

fearless confidence with which this advice was uttered . But it was

otherwise with Miss Martha Maxwell. She bent her head to him

repeating the word , " Farewell !” and then suddenly added ,----

“ Hark ! my mother ! ” upon which he darted off, leaving her in

possession of the much -desired comforts of solitude and meditation ,
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CHAPTER XIX.

A TERRIBLE MOMENT A STRONG EFFORT - 110W TO BULLY YOUNG

LADIES OF HIGH AND LOW DEGREE .

Ar an curly hour of that same morning, Ellen Dalton had de

spatched the maid that waited upon herself, and some half -dozen of her

sisters, to desire Jessie Phillips to come to her immediately. On

receiving this message, which was given and delivered in precisely

the same words which had been used a hundred times before when

she had been summoned to some job of needlework at the squire's,

Jessie Phillips started, and coloured as if cither some great insult had

been offered, or some great terror fallen upon her. The servant,

who was an old acquaintance, looked at lier with astonishment; she
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looked at her too, poor creature ! with suspicion . With the tender

watchfulness of love, which shrinks from causing anxiety, or pain ,

or peril to the dear centre of every thought, woril, and deed , Jessie

had cautiously concealed her situation even from Frederic, while

there was no possible degree of inconvenience or suffering which she

would not have endured rather than have permitted it to become

visible to any other. Hitherto the care and caution with which she

had dressed herself had prevented any single observation being made

upon her altered appearance, but, at the entrance of the Miss Daltons'

attendant, she was totally unprepared in every way to sustain the

character of the gay, the happy , the fawn-like Jessie Phillips, with

any tolerable chance of success . The full consciousness of this in

mecliately came upon her, and she felt she must immediately decide

between two lines of conduct which both lay open before her. She

must either fall prostrate to the earth at once, before the cyes of

all who had ever known her, or she must turn instantly and stand at

bay, trusting to the assistance of her lover to sustain her through this

hour of trial, and to bring her to shelter, safety, and honour at last.

For one terrible moment her bodily weakness became such as to

render it probable that the struggle would be decided by this means

alone. But ever in the midst of this agony there was a movement of

hopeat her heart that enabled her to rally, and instantly to reply with

equal composure and decision that she would wait upon Miss Dalton

immediately.

Without exchanging another word with her old acquaintance,

Sophia departed , and schewed the cad " of a good many fancies

before she reached the squire's mansion .

" Jessie Phillips says she'll come directly, Miss Ellen , ” said the

hand -maiden . “ She looks dreadfully ill , poor creature ! and Heaven

knows I would be the last to throw a stone at her if she has got into

trouble ; but if evermyeyes saw a young girl look -- look as she ought

not to look, Miss Ellen , it is Jessie Phillips.”

Ellen coloured violently, and said , in a somewhat harsher tone than

was usual with her, “ I do not know what you are talking about,

Sophia, but I am very busy, and I wish you would leave me to

myself.”

The waiting -maid knew her place better than to say any more,

and retreated, thinking to herself that it was sometimes a good thing

to be a favourite .

Before Ellen had found half time enough to arrange her troubled

thoughts, and decide upon what she should say to Jessie under this

new aspect of affairs, the unhappy girl was announced . Instead of

entering, however, as Ellen expected, trembling and ready to sink

before her, she came into the room , closed the door behind her, and

advanced towards the chair in which Miss Dalton was seated, with

infinitely less timidity instead of more, than was usual to her.

“ You sent for me, Miss Dalton ,” she began, “ and I am very glad

to come to you. After what passed last night, I could wish for

nothing so much as to see you and explain every thing ."

G
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* Explain !" repeated Ellen , nournfully shaking her head .

" Yes, Miss Ellen , there is much - very much to be explained

before I can hope that you will look at me as you used to do. Nay,

I well know that there is much to be excused and forgiven ---so much

indeed , that I will not venture to be my own advocate. There is one

who will plead my cause better than I can plead it myself, and to

whom , I well know , it will be a pleasure as well as a duty to place

me before you in the light in which I ought to stand . Miss Dalton, I

entreat you to let me see your brother inmediately, and in your presence.

“ You ask what it is not possible for me to grant,” replied Ellen ,

in considerable agitation. “ If you seek an interview with my brother,

be very sure that he will not approve my being present at it.”

“ Miss Dalton !” said Jessie, with solemn earnestness, “ I conjure

you, by all you hold most precious upon earth and in heaven, not to

refuse me this indulgence . To you it can bring no evil, and it may

sare me from a situation ten thousand times worse than death !”

There was something so inexpressibly touching in the pale beauty

of the youthful face that was bent upon her in supplication, that Ellen

for a moment forgot lier displeasure and the afflicting cause of it, and

answered in the kind accents of former days, “ What is it , Jessie, that

you wish me to do for you ? ”

“ I wish you, Miss Dalton , to request the presence of your brother

in this room ."

" Be very sure , Jessie ,” reiterated Ellen , “ that if I send such a

message to him he will decline to come ; and were it otherwise, did I

believe that he would obey my summons, I confess that I should not

think it wise to send it. llis presence at this moinent could do neither

of us any good ."

“ Let not all the years of condescending kindness with which you

have honoured me end by your refusing me so small a boon as this !”
said Jessie .

Will you let Sophia tell him , Miss Dalton, that there is a person in

the cast parlour who wishes to speak to him ? But, say it, if you please,

without mentioning my name.

There was a sort of dignity and composure in the manner with

which Jessie said this which for the first time suggested to the startled

Ellen the idea that her brother had,perhaps,already been guilty of the

wild imprudence of making her his wife. This thought caused the

bright carnation of sudden agitation to dye her checks, and for a

moment she remained without answering a word .

“ Will you do this, Miss Dalton ? " reiterated Jessie, in the sanie

steady tone,

* Yes, Jessie, I will," replied the young lady, deciding, in her own

mind, that for all their sakts such a doubt as had now suggested itself
ought to be explained as speedily as possible. Yes, I will send for

my brother; I will send the message in the words you suggest, and it is

possible he may come. ". She then rang the bell.' It was Sophia who

answered it , and to whom she gave the message, adding, “ Remember,

Sophia, that I do not wish you to tell my brother who is here, nor that

66
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you should mention my name in any way . Do you know where to
hud Mr. Frederic ? ”

“ I have this moment seen him come in , Miss Ellen ," replied the

girl . “ I think he is in the ball still . ' '

" Then hasten back to him , Sophia ,” said lier young mistress, " and

take care to give the message cautiously .”

Sophia , who was dying with curiosity to know what all this strange

mystery meant, determined that the young squire should not refuse the

invitation from any fanit of hers, justly thinking that, if he accepted it,

it would be strange it, with a very quick ear outside the door, she

should fail of catching some slight hint of whatwas going on within it ;

and accordingly, she managed so well, that Frederic Dalton, uncon

cious of the share that was laid for him , walked boldly and unhesi

tatingly into the little parlour, where he met a reception as unexpected

as disagreeable. The figure of Jessie was the only one he at first per

ceived, that of his sister being concealed by a large cabinet of minerals

near the door, and he advanced into the middle of the room without

being aware that she was in it , exclaiming brutally enough, “ What

the devil brings you here, Jessie ? And what could put it into your

silly head to be so mad as to send for me? ”

só No choice was left me, Frederic !” said the wretched girl , strug

gling to maintain the air of calm confidence which she thoughtbefitting

her situation . “ Your sister " ---- and by a movement of the head she

indicated the place where Ellen stood your sister sent for me, and

I feel that she has a right to know , as well as the rest of your family,

Mr. Dalton, the terms on which we stand together."

The rage of the violent young man on hearing these words was again

such as to defy all description. He turned towards his sister, with teeth

clenched and eyes glowing, “ I understand it all !” he exclaimed . “ Con

ten :ptible plotter! Delicate young laily ! You saw me kiss a pretty girl

in a corner, sweet Miss Ellen, and you thought you should like to find

out all about it , and ruin her and shame me ! It is worthy of you ,

Ellen Dalton . Do I not know you ? ” Ellen , all inocent as she was,

trembled before him ; he saw it, and went on , “ Nay, I am not in the

very least degree surprised,-it is precisely what I should have expected

ofyou, Miss Ellen . But it is just possible, my very delicate -minded

sister, that you may find yourself thrown out and disappointed. Did

you ever happen to hear of a mountain bringing forth a mouse ? "

Ellen listened to all this with mingled shame and indignation ; but

Jessie heard it with hope that increased with every word. Already

she had heard enough to bring instant conviction to her mind that the

gentle Miss Ellen, whom for years she had almost idolised, was exactly

the reverse of all she had supposed her to be ; and not only did she

lament that she had condescended to obey ber haughty summons, but

deeply regretted that she had paid her the undeserved compliment of

making her the first confidante of her brother's engagement with herself .

Perhaps it was this coarse-minded, evil-spirited sister, who had thus

long prevented the generous Frederic from performing the promise he

had so solemnly made ? Perhaps it was Ellen, whose ill offices he feared ,
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and whose opposition, for her sake, he bad dreaded to encounter ?

Yet still there was something doubtful in his eye that made her

treible, and she waited for the next words he should speak as if more

than life hung upon them . Ellen, meanwhile, strongly felt that it was

no scene for her, and turned to leave the room , but in this it seemed

that her brother intended to forestall her, for having muttered the

words, “ Contemptible old maid !” he suddenly moved towards the door.

This movement at once roused the deluded Jessie to the necessity of

instantly coming to the point, and ( unworthy as Miss Dalton mightbe)

of making her at once understand in what light she was herself for the

future to be considered by the Dalton family. “ No, Frederic !" she

exclaimed, suddenly placing herself between him and the door ; “ No !

whatever you may think of your sister's conduct, dearest Frederic, it

has become your bounden duty now to defend mine. Tell her at once ,

Frederic Dalton , --tell her, without either subterfuge or delay, what and

who I ain ."

6 What and who you are , my pretty dear ! ” exclaimed Frederic,

with a loud laugh ; “ upon my soul, I don't think I know any thing

upon that point that my precious sister does not know already ; not,

however, that I have the slightest objection to state fully and fairly all

I think of you , and that is , that you are a devilish nice girl, and a very

good girl into the bargain, ten thousand better than she is in every

way . And, moreover, for her particular satisfaction, and for yours

too, my pretty lass , I am quite ready to add, that if Lady Mary's good

wine made me frisky, and led me to take the prodigious liberty of

giving you a kiss , it was no fault of yours, my dear, and I am ready

and willing to repeat this to all the old maids in the parish , if you wish

it . You have nothing to do, but to say so, and I'm off' in a minute."

How was this artiul speech to be answered by the astonished , the

bewildered Jessie ? Where was now all the strength derived from the

dignitied position which she fancied awaited her ? Was this jest ? Was

it earnest ? Was it only a continuation of his former policy ? Or was

it the announcement of a degree of treacherous perfidy, which must

crush her under the feet of all men, lower - a thousand fathoms lower-

than the grave ? While she pondered upon these tremendous questions,

and gazed with widely distended eyes on the face of liim who seemed

to stand before her like the incarnate image of the destroying angel,

on , whose progress towards the door her shrinking figure still

impeded, bowed to her with a laughing air of mock humility, and then ,

playfully clapping his hands as we do to children whom we mean to

frighten into running away, he said , “ Pretty Jessie, I must positively

kiss you again if you do not decamp. If you were alone, my pretty

lass , I should not, perhaps, be in such a hurry, but, being by no means

very partial to the company in which I have the honour to find you, I

puust beg to intimate that I insist, young woman , upon your detaining

me no longer."

Jessie Phillips had no courage left to resist this. Had she under

stood him more clearly , she would have felt less bewildered, and per

Laps more decided ; but now cvery thing seemed wrapped in doubt
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and mystery ; and, fearful ofdoing mischief to what she still believed

was the common cause of Frederic and herself , she stood back to let
hiin pass.

* Thank you, kindly, my pretty maid , " he said , gaily kissing his

hand as he passed her. " I hope the sweet saint with whom I leave

you will not quite lecture you to death !” These words were said

as he passed through the door, and Ellen and Jessie were again alone

together.

Had it not been for some things that had been uttered by Jessie

herself, this strange scene would have produced a very favourable ettict

in her behalf on the mind of Ellen . It would have seemed to her that

her worthless and unprincipled brother had taken advantage of the

familiar terms to which Jessie had been admitted by his family, and that

she had received the insult of an unwarranted caress from him , when

he had been excited , as he had himself suggested, by having taken

more wine than ordinary. This might have happened with little or no

impropriety on the partof Jessie. But how was Ellen to account for

the young woman's having addressed him as Frederic, dear Frederic ?

A single word, the utterance of a name, seemed but slight authority

upon which to withdraw from her the respect and esteem which years

of good conduct had produced . Nevertheless, the effect of it was

as strong as it was involuntary. The sound of her brother's name,

so pronounced, seemed to ring in her ears. If she had made an effort

to conquer this impression, it would have been in vain ; but she could

not even attempt it, and she felt justified in withdrawing herself from

the attempt she had meditated for the protection of her former favourite,

hy deciding that she was either too innocent to want her assistance, or

too guilty to benefit hy it. With these feelings she turned towards

the unhappy girl, and gravely said , “ You may go , Jessie ; I have no

longer any inclination to lecture you, as I meant to have done, on the

danger and impropriety of suffering any gentleman to take a liberty

with you. Your eyes must be sufficiently opened to this by the levity

of Mr. Frederic Dalton's conduct. I have no more to say on the

Subject."

Jessie was aware that, at this moment, there was nothing which she

could say in reply which could avail her ; but she felt an indignant

consciousness of injustice done her, though she could hardly, at this

moment, accuse Ellen of being a party to it ; nevertheless, it caused

her to bend her beautiful head with more of pride than sorrow as she

obeyed the young lady's wish and left the room .
* *

Atthe door of this room , or rather ensconced at the entrance of a

dark passage which led from the hall to the offices, the arm of the

trembling Jessie was seized by some one whom , for an instant, she did

not recognise, for her eyes were full of tears. But in the next the

voice of Frederic Dalton sounded in her ears. Vot, however, as here .

tofore , in tones bland and seductive as the breath of love, it hoarse,

harsh , and hollow ,--

“ 13 it your purpose , mad woman , as you are , to drive me mad too ?
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A little more , a very little more imprudence will suffice to do it, girl !

Go but one inch farther towards betraying me, and, by the heaven

above us, I swear that I will shoot myself before your eyes !”

“ No ! no ! no ! May that pitiful Ileaven grant my prayer," she

murmured in reply, “ and permit me to die before yours !” And as

she spoke she sunk on the floor at his feet.

His resolution was instantly taken . Ile knew the locale ; at three

yards distance from where he stood an outward door opened upon a

court surrounded by wood -house , dog -kennel, and other offices, and

which led by another door to a path used only by the gardener , and

which wandered away through the shrubberies towards the park , or

paddock, that surrounded the house. The catching up in his arms the

senseless Jessie, and carrying her into this paddock, by the route above
described, was the work of a moment. But, short as was the time, it

was sufficient to enable Dalton entirely to recover his presence of mind .

Had he met any stragglers in this little-frequented path , he would have

told them that he was bearing the poor girl away from the insults of

his sister Ellen, which had first thrown her into hysteries, and then

caused her to faint away. But if more fortunate , and that he met

nobody, his part would be easier till . He was more fortunate ; he

met no one in his progress; and by the time he had reached the little

gate which opened upon the paddock Jessie Phillips had recovered her

senses . He placed her on the grass, with her back resting against the

shrubbery fence, and then stood before her and thus addressed her,--

* Jessie Phillips, you have very nearly destroyed me, and yourself ,

too. My presence of mind has, i trust, saved us both . I think not

that your fine friend, Miss Ellen , will be in haste to interfere again

in your affairs. By your mad conduct you have, of course, banished

yourself from the house. But this matters little. It may in some

degree increase your difficulties , but not one -thousandth part so much

as youdeserve . I had arranged every thing ; you have disarranged it

all . Whether all my efforts will now prevent destruction from falling

on you , I know not. All may yet, perhaps, depend upon your own

future conduct. Of course , I must not see you . It may be months,

perhaps, before I can venture to come near you again . That is one

effect of your lisobedience to my instructions, to my fond entreaties !

Whether, indeed , I shall ever see you again , must depend entirely

upon yourself. The slightest effort on your part either to see or holil

communication with me of any kind will instantly cause me to leave

the kingdom . And in that case, trust me, I will bring home a 'wife

whose good name shall not have been destroyed by her own hot

headed imprudence, before I have sheltered hier by my own . You

hear me, Jessic, and, as a friend , I counsel you to believe and to re

member my words. lake no effort to write to me, unless you would

wish to have it said , by all the parish, that Jessie l'illips was trying

to win the smiles of the young squire, but that he turned a deaf ear to

her, as she deserved ; for, be very sure, I will send back any letter you

may write to me unopened . All this you have brought upon you self.

Beware how you go on ! ” As he pronounced the last words, he
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sprung over the fence, against which he had resteil, and following

another turn in the walk was out of sight in a moment.

The young man was quite right. The wretched girl had beard

every word he had said , but with nerves too shaken , and strength too

much exhausted, to interrupt him ; nor was it till he was out of sight,

and absolutely beyond her reach, that she remembered how utterly

impossible he had now made it for her to communicate to him the im

portant secret upon which she fancied (poor soul ! ) that so much

depended . This was her first and foremost grief; not the fatal fact

itself ; not the appalling certainty that she was about to give birth to a

poor little being, who had no right to call any man father ! It was

not this that pressed upon her heart with the heavy weight of despair ;

but it was the unspeakable misery of not being able to communicate

the tidings to the hard, cold , corrupted heart of Frederic Dalton !

Having dwelt on this idea till her reason seemed to waver under the

suffering it occasioned, she suddenly recalled his altered looks and

words during the past meeting , and then, strange to say, for the

first time, with any thing like distinctness, a doubt suddenly shot

through her heart as to the possibility that any thing she had done

could have caused him to speak so harshly, if his love for her still

continued as great as ever ? It was after enduring the pang which

this thought produced, for about half a minute, that also , for the first

time on that memorable day, she felt herself to blame. ** I have been

angry with his sister," she said , “ and no great wonder. If it is a sin , it

is a very natural one . But dare I have doubts of him ? --of him , my

own dear, matchless Frederic ? Well might he reproach me ! I have

deserved it all, and ten times more, if it were possible, for daring to

fancy that my noble -hearted Frederic could be wrong ! " Whether

this pertinacious belief in one who had already proved himself so

utterly base was quite genuine, or wilfully clung to by a mind that

seemed already struggling with madness, it is impossible to say ; but

certain it is, that instead of permitting herself to meditate on her own

miserable condition , she beguiled herself, as she sat on the spot where

he had left her, welcoming the chill October wind that blew in her

fevered face, with imagining scene after scene in which every thing

was to be explained to his honour and her glory. And what was it

that roused her at last from this worse than fool's paradise ? Was it

the sudden consciousness of her real situation ? No ; it was the

thought that she might be seen loitering about the premises, and so

incur the killing disgrace with which her lover had threatened her.

“ They may say, if they see me, that I am here to look for him , to

wait for bim ,” she murmured, as she hastily rose and made her way

through the long matted grass towards the road . " But I never waited

for him - No , never ! It is he who has waited and watched for me.

Nobody shall ever say that I waited and watched for him ;" and the

dread of exciting a suspiciou so mortifying lent her all the strength she

wanted to reach her home.

Poor Jessie ! this excessive dread of forfeiting, not herhonour, but

her renoun -- her too , too fondly valued village renown, as the most
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beautiful, the most admired, and by far the most respected girl in the

parish, furnishes the key to all her deepest and strongest feelings,

There was something better than mere vanity in it , for the being

accounted , as she ever was, the loveliest girl in the whole neighbour

hood, would not lave satisfied her, unless she had believed herself the

most popular and the most respected also. It was this, poor little

girl! which had prevented her ever seeing any thing very extraordi

nary or improbable in the young squire's being ready to sacrifice every

thing for her sake ; and it was this which soothed her into the belief

that it was impossible he could ever cease to love her. But ere she

reached her mother's bedside some of the terrible realities of her

condition pressed upon her mind , together with the conviction that

he who alone could rescue her from them could not, might not,

would not be called to her aid ! Alas ! was not poor Sally, the

village idiot, a thousand times less pitiable than the village beauty ?

CHAPTER XX.

ELLEN DALTON RECEIVES A VISIT FROM ANOTHER OF HER BROTHER'S

LOVES - THE CONVERSATION THAT ENSLES BETWEEN THEM --

MUCH MUTUAL CONFIDENCE IS DISPLAYED, BUT IT IS NOT QUITE

PERFECT ON BOTH SIDES.

The day following this scene at the manor -house , Ellen Dalton

was again sitting alone before her drawing -desk in the little east

parlour, when another young female visitor who had inquired for her

was shewn into it. This was no other than Martha Maxwell, who

took the privilege, allowed by long -established intimacy, to pay a visit

to her especial favourite, among her beloved's sisters, at a much earlier

hour than usual. As an excuse for this, she produced some mar

vellous piece of dexterity in the way of cross -stiteli, for the welfare of

which some instruction from Ellen was absolutely necessary .

“ Thank you , Ellen ! Thank you !" said Martha . " Now I un

derstand it perfectly ; and I shall go on twelve knots an hour, as papa

says: but you must let me stay here till I have just got round this

corner, for that is the difficulty. Cannot you go on drawing, Ellen ,

while I work ? "

“ Oh ! yes !" was the ready reply. « Pray do not hurry yourself,

dear Martha, from any anxiety about my drawing. It is no very

sublime composition. Only a portrait of the children's darling · Tiny,'
and a cabbage-stalk ."

“ Well then, I will indulge myself with a few minutes' stitchery

and gossip, which para says supplies the want of grog and a cigar to

the ladies," replied Miss Maxwell, placing herself advantageously, so

as to have an uninterrupted view of the face of her fair friend . « s And

talking of gossip, Ellen ," she continued , “ I want you to tell me if the
news I have heard be true about your brother ? ”
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“ What news ? " returnert Ellen, colouring violently.

" About your father's having fixed upon a young lady of fashion

and fortune, ishom he insists upon yourbrother's murying tirectly.

I assure you , my dear, I have heard, upon what seemed very good

authority, that your brother was breaking his heart about it , and that

your father was treating him with most extraordinary harshness and

cruelty. It is really very shocking ."

“ And you believe this, Martha Maxwell ? " said Ellen , looking up

from her drawing, and fixing her eyes on the face of her companion.

« Nay, Ellen , do not look at me so sternly, " retumei Martha,

laughing. “ Upon my word I have not invented what I tell you ; and

it is because I know you always speak the truth that I repeat it to you,

as I wish much to know whether I may believe it or not."

“ Believe not one single word of it, Martha ," replied Miss Dalton ,

earnestly, " for it is ntterly false from beginning to end ."

Martha Maxwell performed three or four cross-stitches in silence ,

and then suddenly raising her eyes again, and fixing them on the face

of her friend , she said , “ How can you be so very certain of this ,

Ellen ? What should you say if I tell you that it was your brother

himself who informed me of it ? "

“ I should say,” replied Ellen , her delicate cheek again mantling

with a blush , « that for some reason or other " then suddenly

seeming to change her purpose , she added, as she resumed her en

ployment, and in a different and lighter tone, “ I should say that he

was jesting with you ."

It was now Miss Maxwell's turn to blush, which she did violently,

her eyebrows at the same time contracting themselves into a frown ,

whichi Ellen, however, saw not, and which, if she had , she could not

have interpreted. For several minutes they both remained silent, and

both young hearts were swelling with indignation, though not quite in

the same degree. Ellen was indignant at her worthless brother's

having, either in jest or earnest, dared to accuse her father of in

terested motives, of which she well knew him to he incapable, and of

harshness and cruelty, which were about as foreign to his nature as to

that of a dove ; and she was indignant, too, that so gross a falsehoor

as the whole statement contained should have been uttered to Martha

Maxwell, for whom she had a very sincere esteem : and Martha

Maxwell deserved this estcem , for she was true, unaffected, and pos

sessed a species of practical good sense , which prevented her, even

though she was in love, like all the other young ladies of Deepbrook ,

from being guilty of the silly tricks by which her fair companions in

the tender passion endeavoured to advance their respective claims;

but the indignation of Martha was of a very different quality. Ellen's

estimate of her character was perfectly just as far as it went. She rrus

sincere, sensible , and waffected; but these, though perhaps the mesi

obvious in the social intercourse of Deepbrook, were not her only

qualities. She not only, like Ellen , disdained falsehool, and dislikeit

those who were guilty of it , but she hated them . She hated , too ,

sternly and deeply, the treachers that could trille with affection ; and

L
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there might be, perhaps, something vindictive in the feeling which

sweiled in her bosom , as she believed hernell to have been the object

of this treachery. She remained silent as these emotions arose, and,

as it were , settled themselves in her mind ; but this over, it took her

not long to determine that she would not blunder by suffering any

thing like doubt to remain on her mind . She perfectly well under

stood and appreciated the sterling character of Ellen, and promptly

decided upon telling her what had passed. The most painful part of

this communication consisted in having to confess that she loved

Frederic Dalton well enough to have listened to his proti -sions of

answering love. But Martha had made up her mind to endure it ;

and, moreover, she had the solace of being able very hone-tly to

declare that, even in the midst of his most impassioned plearlings, she

had detected something forced and suspicious, and had therefore

given him the reply which was to keep him in suspense till the

morrow . Ilaving finished her parrative, which she had given as

simply and shortly as possible, she said ,

" Now , dear Ellen , you know every thing, excepting that which

you may probably guess ) I have not, nor ever have had , the slightest

intention of entering your family in secret, or against the wishes of

your father. Ilave I not, after this communication , some claim on

you for all the light you can throw upon this most mysterious pro

posal ? I have told you that I will not marry your brother clan

destinely ; but I have not told you that my peace of mind for the rest

of life may not hang upon the correctness of the opinion I may be now

enabled to form of him . Have I not some claim on your sincerity ? "

“ You have, Viss Maxwell," replied Ellen , from whose complexion

this appeal had chased all the angry roses. “ I should be unworthy

the confidence you have reposed in me, if I refimed to give you every

information in my power. My brother and I are not on contidential

terms ; we never have been ; and I have therefore as little power as

inclination to offer any opinion of what his real feelings towards you

may be. I have seen him pay you attention ; I have seen hiin do the

same to both the Miss Lewises; and during the whole of this summer

I have seen him , at least, equally devoted to both the Miss Mortimers,

sometimes to one, and sometimes to the other, as opportunity offered .

Farther than this, I can only say, that I should not have been sur

prised at hearing that he had proposed to either one of these ladies, or

to yourself either, my dear Martha. But why it should be done in so

strange a manner, -- why he should propose an elopement ---- or why he

should have told so strangely false a lii-tory of my father's conduet to

him , I know not."

- Thank you , dear Ellen ! thank you ! " replica the young lady ;

but the words were uttaed musingly, and as if her mind were op

cupied on gome point that had not yet been discussed between them .
" Jou have told me all, Ellen ? " she said, at leugth . “ I cannot

believe at this moment that you would hitle any thing from me.”

s Indeed I would not, " replied Ellen , again changing colour.
* 1

would hide nothing that I thought it could do good to mention. And
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yet," she instantly added , “ perhaps I am wrong to make any re

servation . A circumstance, which I dare say my brother would treat

as a light jest, has occurred ; but if I tell you of it , Martha, remember
it is in confidence, and that it is to be repeated to no one . If it be as

trifting as he certainly endeavoured to make it appear to me, it may,

indeed , be nothing, and in that case it would be cruelly liarsk to
remember it to the poor girl's injury.”

Ellen then repeated succinctly what she had witnessed at Lady

Mary's, and also the scene which passed with Jessie.

* Again I thank you, Ellen ," said Miss Maxwell, rising to depart;

“ I will not abuse your confidence . I have only one question more,

she added, as she employed herself in folding up her work , " Is it

supposed among you that your brother is likely to marry early or

that he is not ? "

" That is , indeed , a difficult question to answer," replied Ellen ,

laughing ; “ but as I have told you so much, under the firm belief

that you deserve my confidence, I will confess to you that this iden

tical question is a constant source of debate amongst us all . My

brother is perfectly independent of my father ; I mean that the entail

of the property is such that, let him marry whom he would, my father

could not alter the disposition of any part of it. Of this we have all

of us heard Frederic boast, as long as we can remember any thing ;

and this boast has often been accompanied by a sort of threat that he

would startle us all some day. But my younger sisters, with whom he

talks much more familiarly than to me, tell me, that when he is in high

spirits, and running on to them about his conquests, and all that sort

of nonsense, he never fails to declare that he would a great deal rather

go to be hanged than to be married, and that nothing would drive him

into the hatedl noose ' but seeing in his looking -glass that his beauty

was on the wane--always concluding, foolish boy ! with repeating, that

Miss Ellen had better not encourage any hopes on that score, for that

he should always take care to have a wife ready. Of course you know,

Martha, because every body does, that our names are all mentioned in
the entail. But poor Frederic need not fancy that we, any of us,

either expect or wish to profit by it ."

“ Oh ! yes , dear Ellen , I know all that, because, as you say, every

buily kuows it . God bless you, dear ! I leave you to guess my answer

to Mr. Frederic ."
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CHAPTER XXI .

THE DUKE OF ROCHDALE'S FAMILY ARRIVE AT PEMBERTON CASTLF.-

A CONVERSATION BETWEEN THE DICHESS AND MRS . BUCKHU'R - T ,

WHICH PARTLY BETRAYS A SECRET ANOTHER BETWEEN TIT .

NOBLE FAMILY AND MRS. GREENHILL, WHICH COMPLETES THE

DISCLOSURE A NOTE, AND ITS EFFECT.

It was rather hard upon Ellen Dalton that, having for various

weighty reasons made up her mind to be contented under the shelier

of a tranquil spirit, instead of looking for the more vivid enjoyments

which youth, beauty, well-developed talent, and a conscience void of

offence, inight have led her to liope for -- it was certainly hard upon her,

that with so moderate an object for her hopes and wishes, she should

so completely fail of attaining it .

The scene with Jessie had not only agitated her very painfully at

the moment, but had left her exceedingly unhappy ; and that which

followed on the day after with Miss Maxwell, though less embarrassing

while it lasted, had also left an impression on her mind of a nature

effectually to destroy that peaceful state of spirits which she was su

anxious to obtain . The poor girl had been hardly aware herself what

her real opinion of her brother was till those scenes hall occurred .

She had never embodied that opinion in words, she had never aceite

rately defined it, even in thought; but a multitude of passing circum

stances, having various shades of moral delinqueney, had for years been

leaving their dark impressions on her mind, which now , by an in

voluntary act of memory, came forward as testimony against him , and

caused her to interpret what had now come before her with more seves

rity than a harsher spirit would have done if blunted with less knowledge

of his character. Her mother's habitual dreaminess and indifference

of temper placed her almost beyond the reach of any great mental

suffering, but Ellen dreaded the effect which any public exposure of

Frederic would have upon her father. Though rarely , very rarely

indeed, had any word passed between them on the subject, Mr. Dalton's

most familiar companion and friend (and such was Ellen to her father)

could not be ignorant of the low estimate which his son had by degrees

contrived to establish of himself in his mind . But liitherto the young

man had never exposed himself at Deepbrook by any very flagrant act

of dishonour or libertinism . Ilis far from credituble association with

Dick Baxter was , by common consent, allowed to pass current, as the

natural result of the atrocious young brewer's superior sportsmanship ;

and for the rest, as the young semire stood high in favour with all the

ladies in the parish , the gentlemen for the most part juiged him with

indulgence, and received him with apparent cordiality. But all this

could not last ; Ellen felt it could not now last much longer, and the

thought of what was to follow , with its probable effect on her father,

made her more unhappy than she had ever thought her brother could
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render her. All this was bad enough, but it was not all which at this

time threatened her tranquillity; another circumstance occurred, con

cerning which , moreover , she could not wholly acquit herself from

blame, and which seemed likely to awake many painful emotions which

it was the great study of her life to set at rest .

The Rochdale family had arrived at the Castle . Ellen Dalton of

course knew this, for had not the Deepbrook bells rung incessantly for

at least eight hours after their arrival ? This very naturally made her

head ache, but, when the noise ceased , she did all she could to make

her headach cease too. In fact, the arrival of the Rochdale family

could hardly be likely to affect her in any way, -- they did not visit ,

nor was there any probability of their meeting. But though this was

the case with the Daltons, it was not so with all the inhabitants of

Deepbrook . Mr. Rimmington always welcomed their return with jov,

and mourned their departure as one of the very worst things that could

happen to his parish ; Mrs. Buckhurst ever hailed their angel-like visits

as the greatest happiness that could be all her ; and good nurse Green

hill pretty well forgot, as long as they remained at the Castle, that she

was not so young , and could not walk quite so well , as she had done

five -and -twenty years before .

The ivy -covered coitage of Mrs. Buckhurst was , as usual, the first

(dwelling before which the Duchess's plain green chariot was seeu to

stop ; and beautifully cordial was the meeting between the two old friends,

although, among all the various sources of human sympathy, they had

nothing to draw them together save long - tried conviction of each

other's talents and each other's worth . Immediate arrangements were ,

of course , made for the old lady's passing a few days at the Castle, and

who this was settled the noble visitor said she must not indulge here

sell long on this occasion, as she had left the Duke at one farm , and

Pemberton at another, and had promised not to leave either long before

she returned for them . For we have brought no horses to the Castle,"

she added ; “ my weighing steeds that you hear at your door are your

old acquaintances that liave won the range of the park as a reward for

their long service. But then , dear friend, ( very thing is going well

I never loped to see my poble husbandhe is nobler, my

dear lirs, Buckhurst, than any strawberry -leaves could make him - 1

never hoped to see him so nearly free as he is now . Five more year ,

old friend, five more years of equal constancy and courage will bring

him back to his dearly beloved castle as be ought to come to it . All

this is Pemberton's doing. Was there ever such a son as that ? ”

“ Not often, dear Duchess, not very often , I fear, " replied the old

Budy, with a melancholy smile .

· Ah , I see what you are thinking of ! " exclaimed the Duchess,

the happy expression of her fiue countenance suddenly changed to a
look of sadness. “ I know you think that I have treated liim harslıly .

But he is happy, Virs. Buckluust, I am quite sure that he is happy.

His father's improving health , his father's improving peace of mind,

leave no room , no time, for selfislı boyish regards, I am quite sure he

is happy, Mrs. Buckhurst."
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" I trust he is happy.” replied the old laily ; “ I am sure he has

much to make him so ; and first in the list of blessings I must put his

own approving heart, I greatly doubt, all things considered, if any

young man ever made so great a sacrifice as Lord Pemberton ."

" I understand you again --I understand you perfectly ," returned
the Duchess, a slight frown passing across her brow . « But you know

we long ago (lismissed this subject for ever . It was not kind of you to

allude to it."

“ Was it I , Duchess ? "

" I do not know --perhaps not. Dearest Mrs. Buckhurst ! you

well know it is no selfish feeling that makes me wish so cautiously to

avoid it , --- you well know it is my terror lest the Duke should ever, hy

any possible or impossible chance, discover how dearly the resolute

economy of his life has cost his son . The only way to avoid this is

never, never, never, to allude to it ! Is it not ? Do I not say truth ? "

" Perhaps it is, dear Duchess," replied the old ladly, with a sigh.

“ But there is another reason still---- it is painful."

“ Well, then, the carriage shall come for you on Tuesday, " said the

Duchess, after the silence of a moment. “ You must come before

luncheon . Shall we say twelve ? ” This was agreed to, and the noble

lady rose to take her leave ; but ere she reached the door she stopped,

and said , “ By the by, I forgot to ask you about Greenhill. What in

the world was it you meant in your last letter about the dear Duke's

generous kindness to her ? That the dear Duke is the most generous

and the most kind person in the whole world I have no doubt, but,

nevertheless, I know nothing just now about any particular kindness to

Greenhill."

“ I should believe you had forgotten it," replied Mrs. Buckhurst,

smiling, " only I do not think you are at all likely to forget all the

suffering she endured before she applied to you , and which of course

sle stated ."

Suffering ! Has my poor dear Greenhill been suffering ? She

never let me know it , --she never applied to me at all," said the
Duchess.

" Then I must have misunderstood her," replied Mrs. Buckhurst.

Perhaps, " she arlded , “ it was Lord Pemberton. But it was so large

a sum that I thought you had probably counselled together about it.

“ I am totally in the dark ," said her grace. “ Of what large sum

do you speak ? "

" I think she said it was three or four hundred pounds," replied the

old lady.

Nonseuse ! my dear friend,I thought you understood the state of

the ducal exchequer better than to fancy that we could either of us

have indulged our fondness for good nurse Greenlill to that amount.

I do really suspect that you have been dreaming."

“ It is very strange,” said Mrs. Buckhurst. * I cannot recall

Greenhili's precise words, but she certainly left me with the persuasion

that they had been relieved from all their troubles by you ."

" I cannot understand it, " was the reply ; " but I shall have seen
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our good nurse before Tuesday, and by that time shall be, I doubt not,

au fuit of the whole mystery."

In driving through the village the Duchess of Rochdale stopped , as

she hand very often done before , at the cottage of the Greenhills, and

seeing it wear in every respect the same aspect of neatness and comfort,

which it ball always done, she had nearly forgotten the mysterious

allusion of Mrs. Buckhurst, till her old servant, having satisfactorily

answered all her Grace's inquiries about the welfare of all her progeny,

drew nearer to the window of the carriage, and whispered, " Though to

nobody else in the whole world , yourGrace,I must tell you that I know

who it was that helped us when we were about to perish, and may God

reward you ! It is only Ile who can ."

" Greenhill,” said the Duchess, “ you must come up to the Cartle

to -morrow . I want to speak to you , but I have no time now ."

On rejoining the Duke and her son , the first theme started between

them was the history of Tom Greenhill's imprudence and its terrible

result. Lord Pemberton had been deeply touched by a description of

the state in which the family had been living after they had been

turned from their house, by the harshness of the board of guardians to

his poor nurse , by Tom's imprisonment, and various other details.

“ But the most singular part of the business ," continued the young man,

“ is they are now all living again in statu quo , exacily as they were when

we saw them last, and yet I am assured that, only a few weeks ago, poorI

Greenliill had been obliged to make over her little annuity to one of

Tom's creditors -- and with all this nobody is able to say who helped them .”

* Greenhill herself says, that it is we who have done it , " said

the Duchess. “ I , for one,however, positively declare I know nothing

about it ; if you do, gentlemen ," she added, “ you have been very

successful in keeping your secret . ” Both father and son united their

voices in disclaiming all participation in this good deed , and, after

wasting a few more conjectures on the riddle, they agreed to adjourn

the subject till the morrow .

The family party had not left the breakfast -table on the following

morning when their old servant sent up her name. She was instantly

admitted, and made to sit down amongst them , as she had often done

before. * And now , nurse Greenhill," said the Duke, after the first

salutations were over, “ you must explain to is the liistory we have

heard about you . Is it true that Tom has been in prison ? ”

“ But too true, your Grace , " was the reply, “ and most certainly he

would have been there still , but for the kindness of your Grace and my

Lord ."

" By means of the anunity, you mean , nurse ? "

" Alas! no , your Grace," she replied, colouring dreply, “ that

ought to have done it , sure enough ; but that was gone too, your

Grace, and it was the noble donation which came after it that set all

right."

“ The cloud thickens instead of dispersing ," said the Duke laugh

ing, “ upon my worri , nurse, you must explain this a little more intelli

gibly . Who was it, in one word, from whom you received the money

&
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ofwhich you speak ? " For the interval of a moment poor Greenhill

gazed with eyes and mouth wide open at the noble questioner, and

then exclaimed in great agitation, “ If your Grace does not know

alreally, I have been guilty of a great crime."

What can she mean ? " cried Lord Pemberton hastily ; " upon my

word , this is . confusion worse confounded .'”

" Come, come, my good Margaret,” said the Duchess gravely,

you are not acting with your usual good sense in this matter. Why

should you try to puzzle us thus ?”

“ I will be very, very much obliged if you will not ask me," said

the poor woman, in most genuine distress. “ I see plainly now that I

have been quite mistaken, and in my blundering I have broke the

solemn promise that I made to -- to the kindest friend that poor crea
ture ever had."

" At any rate, it is quite evident, nurse Greenhill, that this kind

friend of yours has thought proper to make use of our names, ” said the

Duke, “ and I shall not be pleased if you refuse to tell me who it is that

has taken this liberty ."

* Nobody, my Lord Duke, nobody, ' eagerly exclaimed the fright

ened Mrs. Greenhill, “ neither the squire vor Miss Ellen cver named

any name at all as now I well remember ; all they said was that I was

to promise never to tell who had helped me, and for that very reason it

was that I felt sure it was your Grace or my Lord . ”

What it was she had now said to displease her noble patrons, poor

Greenhill could not guess, but certain she was that something was

wrong , for the air of gay good -humour whicli, despite the puzzling

mystification of her replies, had reigned in every eye, now suddenly

vanished. The Duchess became red , her son became pale, and the

Duke kuit his brows and looked comfortable .

“ Never mind , nurse, it is of no consequence," said the Duchess,

recovering herself ; “ you need not fear we shall repeat what you have

accidentally said , so there is no harn done. Go now, and visit your

old friends in Price's room . They will be very glad to see you .

The poor woman received her dismissal joyfully , hoped she had

clone no great harm , and felt tolerably easy, because she thought it was

impossible. Lord Pemberton left the room iminediately afterwards, the

Duchess took a book, and the Duke a newspaper, and not a word more

W2 . said among them about nurse Greenhill or her munificent friends,
*

About three o'cloch in the afternoon of that day Ellen Dalton received

the following note from Vis. Buckhurst:

" Come to me immediately, my dear Ellen, if you can contrive to

do so alone."

This might have been a startling invitation from any one else, but
from Vis. Buckhurst it was not so , Ellen knew that she enjoyed the

privilege of being the only young lady in the parish freely admitted to

Klare the morning retirement of Mrs. Buckhurst, and it was enough

that she shouki mention to her sisters that she was going to the cottage,

in order to prevent their proposing to go with her.
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She found her old friend flushed and feverish , and her first idea

very naturally was , that she liad been taken ill , and ought to be in bed

with the doctor beside her ; an opinion which the young lady very

freely expressed, accompanied with sundry reproaches for not taking
sufficient care of herself.

No, Ellen, 10 ; that is not it , my child , " said the old lady, “ but

all my troubles are come back upon me, Ellen. I never meant, my

poor girl, to pronounce his name to you again, yet now I have pro

mised to do it ; and , perhaps, I am something worse than an old fool

for my pains. Lord Pemberton has been here, Ellen , and, while pro

testing that nothing on earth should ever iuduce him to occasion you

another pang , implored me so earnestly to give you this note, that I

consented to do it. Ilow , indeed , could I refuse him , when he pleaded

the tremendous sacrifice he had made as proof that he might be

trusted ? ” Mrs. Buckhurst then put the note which she held into the

passive hand of the statue- like Ellen, who really scarcely looked

sufficiently alive to open it . Somehow or other, she contrived to

manage it,however, and read the following lines : ---

“ I havr, as you already know , pledged my honour to my mother,

Ellen , that I would never again , without her consent, petition for your

The keeping this promise has robbed my life of every enjoy

ment, save that of believing that I was performing my duty to a

devoted mother, who was suffering no common sorrow, and from no
common cause But this promise involves not the necessity of my

fearing to thank you for an act of kindness to my poor nurse. Do

not blame poor Greenhill, Ellen . It was accident which led to our

knowing who it was that relieved her from a situation which it would

have wrung my heart to see her in -- and froin which it wonld not have

been easy for me to release her . I thank you, Ellen ! and I break no

promise in relieving my heart by saying so .

" PEMBERTON."

There was nothing in this note to excite any violent emotion, set,

nevertheless, it sufficed to send poor Ellen Dalton to her room pre

cisely in the state of mind which the efforts of a whole year of very

resolute exertion had been endeavouring to subdue.
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CHAPTER XXII .

TWO OLD LADIES ARE VERY NEAR QUARRELLING , BUT THINK BETTER

OF IT -- A LOVE SCENE UPON A NEW PLAN .

Mrs. BUCKHURST, though she had been reduced into the difficult

and seemingly equivocal situation of being confidant in a very thorny

love affair, to both mother and son , was no traitress. Fortunately for

lier , both parties knew this , and nothing was ever communicated to

her by either which it was intended to conceal from the other. In

fact, she was rather the medium by which much passed between the

different parties in this melancholy little romance than a receiver of

secrets from any. It was , therefore, without either doubt or com

punction that the old larly, when she arrived at the Castle on the

following Tuesday according to appointment, took advantage of her

first tête - à -tête with the Duchess of Rochdale to relate what had

passed respecting the note. She certainly did not expect, however,

that the circumstance would have produced the effect it did upon her

noble friend . Instead of seeing in it , as she did herself, a most

satisfactory proof ( had any such been wanting ) that Lord Pemberton

and Ellen Dalton were precisely on the terms on which she had

wished to place them , she fell into a state of the most violent agitation ,

actually shook from head to fuot, and turned so pale that poor old

Mrs. Buckhurst was very seriously alarmed .

“ Good Heaven ! Dearest läily !" she exclaimed , " what can I

have said to affect you thus ? Do you blame me for giving Lord

Pemberton's letter to Miss Dalton ? Was it not settled between us ,

long ago, that Lord Pemberton's conduct had purchased freedom from

all restraint ? Have you not yourself desired that I would never

refuse to do any thing he requested of me in this unhappy business ? "

“ Yes, yes, yes, again , and again, and again ! " replied the Duchess,

vehemently ; “ no motive, not even the welfare of his father , should

ever induce me to control Pemberton's actions, either by force or

fraud . He has nobly deserved his freedom , and he shall have it, come

what will. But if at last ! -- Dear old friend ! I fear, I fear, the

disappointment would be more than I could bear ! I have struggled

against so much , Mrs. Buckhurst ! - I feel as if I had no

courage left . "

“ If such disappointment as you seem to fear really awaited your

Grace," replied Mrs. Buckhurst, “ I could hardly wonder if you were

to feel overwhelmed by it ; but I see no reason whatever for fearing

this ."

“ No reason ! what can any renewed intercourse between these

two infortunate young people lead to but renewed affection ? " said

the Duchess.

“ My dear Duchess, " returned the old lady, rather impatiently,

more
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“ do not let us go over all the old grouud avail. Their mutual

affection has never ceased , nor remitted for a single instant ; nor is it

very likely that it should, since every act, and every feeling which has

led by mutual consent to their separation, has on both sides been of a

nature to endear them to cach other." The Duchess winced at this,

and for a moment her fine features were in a glow ; but in the next

she was paler than before. “ It is not the first time I have stated this

very certain fact to your Grace, ” pursued Mrs. Buckhurst; “ and it

follows that you can have no rational hope of keeping them asunder

by any change in their sentiments. But the same high principle

which has regnlated their conduct hitherto will, as I fully believe ,

continue to actuate it still."

“ And yet he writes to her ! ” said the Duchess.

“ If he wrote to her once a - week or once a - day, " returned Mrs.

Buckhurst, “ I should still feel it impossible to believe that either of

them were likely to forfeit their pledged word . ”

“ You cannot have more confidence in my son than I have,

Mrs. Buckhurst,” said her Grace, a little reproachfully ; “ but, though

you share this feeling, you cannot share that which renders the

possibility of disappointment in this matter so agonising . "

** Perhaps not to its full extent, " replied the old lady ; “ but it is

not there, Duchess, that the chief difference between us lies . I know

Ellen Dalton , you do not.”

At this moment the Duke of Rochdale entered , and the conversa

tion took another turn. Perhaps the last words uttered by Mrs. Buck

hurst on the subject thus abandoned made the more impression

because they were not followed by any other.
* *

There is , perhaps, nothing in all the complicated machinery of

nature so marvellous as the varieties that may be traced in the

immortal part of mortal man . To class these varieties would require

a catalogue nearly as numerous as the species, and to analyse them

thoroughly, an eye little short of divine. Martha Maxwell, with very

little in appearance that might distinguish her from a multitude of

othep tolerably well-looking, tolerably well -taught, and tolerably sharp

witted young females, haci, nevertheless, a talent so very peculiarly her

own , that very few , if any other , under circumstances not more

favourable to its developement than those in which she was placed,

erer possessed it in equal perfection . This gift consisted of a shrewd

ness of observation into character, which , like that of a practised

fortune-telling gipsy, often seemed to give her something wonderfully

like a power of divination. If this power had been somewhat less

achte , and perhaps somewhat less minute also , it would have made

much more show as a talent, for her observations might then have bad

the effect of brilliant hits and lively sallies. But Martha Maxwell

had a slig sort of consciousness that the process by which she looked

into the hearts and souls of her fellow - creatures was not such as the

generality could understand or appreciate, and this made her keep her

speculations pretty much to herself. There was a degree of Denner
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libe (listinctuess in the wrinkles and warts of her portraits that

looked a little as if she had used a moral microscope to assist her;

and though not without some secret pride in her shill , she felt no

inclination to make a public exhibition of it .

Such a faculty as this was extremely likely to keep its possessor

froin falling in love ; but if it did so happen that the insidious urchin

crept into the heart in spite of it , there could be little doubt but that

he would take his revenge , for former discomfitures, by keeping in

durance vile the faculty that had resisted him . And so it proved in

the case of Martha Maxwell. The striking personal beauty of

Frederic Dalton , and the skilful cunning with which he had ltd

her to believe , that let him flirt with whom he would , she was the

only woman he really loved, had together made wild work in her

heart, and for many months hier art had been as completely lost,

as far, at least , as he was concerned , as if she had burnt her books,

and thrown her wand into the sea . It seemed a perverse accident in

the history of one, usually so very sharp -sighted, that, having believed

the protestations of the captivating Frederic when there was
shadow of truth in what he uttered , she should begin to suspect his

sincerity, precisely at the moment when be was for the first time in
carnest in suing to her to be his wife . But so it was, Just as he

was vehemently exerting all lis eloquence to express the eager wisla

that he most truly felt, to hear her promise him her hand with as

little delay as possible - just at that very moment, the thought crossed

her odd little head that he was feigning. Her resolution was taken

instantly , but nevertheless with more coolness of judgment than could

fairly have been expected under the circumstances. She determined

not to decidle upon a question of such vast importance to her happiness

without surer evidence than the instinct (as she sometimes called it )

of her own opinion, a resolution the more readily taken , because she

felt pretty sure that the power of obtaining such evidence was within

her reach . One result ofthe analysing process to which she submitted

her friends and acquaintance was the having satisfied herself that

Elien Dalton was incapable of uttering an uutruth, and to billen

Dalton she resolved to apply, for the pupose of obtaining a little

external light, to assist her own internal resources ; for although on

ordinary occasions Martha Maxwell was apt enough to trust her own

judgment, which , to say truthi, very rarely deceived hier, she felt that,

on the present occasion, there was something so misty and mysterious

in the circumstances in which she found herself, that a little matter-of

fact information might be extremcly useful.

The result of Viss Maxwell's visit to Ellen has been alreads

di lailed ; and the result of that result shall be told hereafter. In the

pamtime the young squire arrived punctually at the hour appointed

to receive the answer which was to make him , as he declared, the mo.t

happy or the most miserable of men ; such , of course, being the

formula used on this as on all similar occasions. But so very sure

did Frederic Daltou feel that the only awwer it was possible he could

receive must be in the aflirmative , that like many other mortais,
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he had begun to doubt the value of this assured success, and to think

he had been somewhat over-hasty in offering to sacrifice his precious

freedom , in order to avoid a danger that might perhaps be avoided

without it . He felt pretty tolerably confident that his taunts and

inuendos would silence liis sister Ellen ; and the passive obedience

promised by Jessie in the few words which she had uttered before he

left her almost satisfied him that he had nothing more to fear at present

from her imprudence.

When, therefore, Martha Maxwell, instead of falling in a fit of

consenting silence into his arms, replied to his demand for the sentence

that was to decide his fate by a gentle request that he would not

be too vehement, le felt very much as if he had received a reprieve.

It did not appear, however, as the conversation proceeded, that the

young lady had the slightest intention of refusing him . On the

contrary, she very explicitly declared herself to be devotedly at

tached to him , and that the prospect of their future union was as

precious in her eyes as it was in his . " Nevertheless," she added ,

with a very amiable mixture of tenderness and discretion , “ it appears

to me, Vr. Dalton , that by an immediate elopement you will be

running into danger instead of avoiding it . "

“ How so, my charning Alartha ? " said he, with an air of deference

which very clearly shewed that her slightest word would be attended
to with all the devoted obedience it deserved .

“ Because, " she replied, “ your instantly marrying me, when your

father has just commanded you to marry some one else, cannot fail

of bringing upon us both the utmost violence of his displeasure ;

whereas, it by solemnly engaging ourselves to each other we put it

out of your power to obey him ,we shall not only gain time, which

may evable you to reason him out of his cruel purpose, but, in case

that purpose continues, your refusal to comply with it will then be

an act of faith to me, instead of disobedience to him . ”

“ What an admirable creature you are ! " he exclaimed, in an

accent which at once convinced her that her answer was a great

relief to him ; “ happy , --thrice happy the man who may look forward

to possessing such a counsellor for life ! "

" And happy ,-- thrice happy the woman," she returned , “ who may

look forward to be ruled by a spirit so open to truth ! Here, dear

friend," she continued , drawing from her open writing -desk a sheet

of note paper on which a few lines were neatly written, “ just sign

your name to this, and your refusal to marry any other woman can

never bring down the reproach of disobedience upon you .”

Dalton took the paper, and read what was written on it, which

was a brief and succinct promise of marriage.

“ I would sign this," he cried, " with the greatest pleasure in the

world, did I not feel that if it were ever brought forward it would sub

ject us both to the imputation of not having had faith in each other.

I cannot bear this , dearest Martha ! ”

“ How truly do our liearts sympathise, clear Frederic !” she replied.

" If you will read that paper again you will perceive that I have
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carefully avoided the possibility of an insinuation so unmeriter and

so painful. You will perecive that my name does not appear, nor is it

needful. You have but to sign this, in order to prove, by shewing it ,

that you are no longer free. But I trust we shall laugh together at

this idle precaution , ere long ; its present use is, that should your

father press you immediately upon this threatened marriage, which

has so violently alarmed yonr nerves, you may instantly silence him ,

by saying that you have already bound yourself by a written promise'.

This will answer the purpose quite as well as the elopement you

talked of, and without any of its inconveniences.”

“ And you , Martha, you must give me a similar promise ," said he,

while the slightest possible shade of suspicion crossed his brow .

“ Of course, dear Frederic, I cannot have the slightest objection to

doing so ," she replied carelessly , “ and will certainly do it, if it be

your wish ; but you must be aware that it cannot be necessary to

your object."

“ It is necessary to my heart ! ” he replied in a tone of impassioned

energy.

“ Then I will give it to you instantly ,” replied the young ladly with

a gentle smile, adding, as she presented him with one pen , whilst she

took another herself , you sign your name to that, Frederic, while

I write the same form over again here, and then I too will sign ."

The young man obeyed, while his fair companion set about copying

the words from the paper that lay before him .

“ Let us make no mistake," said she, gaily ; “ I must copy it ex

actly, word for word .” And so saying, she drew the paper to which

he had affixed his name towards her, following with a finger of one

hand the words written there, while she carefully copied them on the

second paper with the other. She was within a word of having finished

her duplicate, when she suddenly started , exclaiming, in a hurried

whisper, - “ For Ileaven's sake , just open the door, and see if that is
my mother ! If it is , you must lead her back to the drawing -room ,

and say you have a niessage from Ellen, or your mother, or any

thing. Only take her away !"

This alarm seemed to startle the lover quite as much as it did his

mistress, and he flew to the door without losing an instant, quite deter

mined that the person he expected to see on the other side of it should

not pass luim . The passage upon which the breakfast-parlour opened

was not a very light one, and the young squire very prudently stepped

forward a few paces, that there might be no farther danger of a sur

prise. But lie had the pleasure of finding that the anxious car of his

betrothed had deceived her ; for neither Mrs. Maxwell, nor any one

else, was near. Having fully satisfied himself on this point, lie re

turned, but to his intinite surprise found the breakfast-room unte

manted, the glass door to the garden standing open , and nothing left

on the table or writing -tlesk but hlauk paper.

“ What a silly fool to get into such a fuss for nothing ! " mutterer

Frederic, as he too walked through the open glass door inio the garilen.

Ile knew the premises too well to feel in any doubt as to which way
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to turn , and accordingly soon found himself before another glass door,

which opened into the drawing - room . And here he discovered the

runaway, her colour a little heightened, and with some traces of hurry

and confusion on her countenance .

“ Mercy on us ! Where do you come from , Mr. Frederic ? " cried

Mrs. Maxwell, who was standing at the window , with her arm round

her daughter's waist.

“ Dear mamnia , do sit down,” said the young lady, with great ap

pearance of anxiety. “ You will certainly catch cold if you run about

in the garden with these thin shoes."

“ Not such a silly fool neither ! " thought the young man , who im

mediately concluded that Mrs. Maxwell hari actually made her appear

ance at a very critical moment at the garden -door of the break fast

room . Ile could, however, find no possible opportunity for asking

any questions concerning the fate of the papers, but reasonably flat

tered himself that the mother of his laciy -love had made no untoward

discoveries , because she said nothing, and looked nothing, in the least

degree, ont of the common routine of accustomed civility. He stayed

a good while, however, in the hope of getting a contidential word from

Martha; but in vain. It was quite evident that she was exceedingly

afraid of her mother ; so at length he took his leave, with the comfort

able conviction that every thing had turned out according to his usual

good luck , for that he had a bride affianced, and nevertheless was still

a single man . As to the accident which had prevented his receiving

from the hands of the young lady the paper which he had seen her

write, it never occurred to him that it could be of any importance

whatever . He perfectly understood that she was anxious to keep the

matter secret, and admired the dexterity with which she had avoided

discovery. Having therefore found, or made, an opportunity to give

her one parting look of intelligence behind her mother's shoulder, he

departed, more perfectly convinced than ever that he was one of the

happy mortals with whom every thing prospers.

CHAPTER XXIII .

JESSIE's nedITATIONS WHILE SITTING AT WORK --SHE WAITS UPON

THE MISS LEWISES WITH THE RESULT OF HER LABOURS------THEIR

RECEPTION OF HER --- MR . FREDERIC DALTOX FLIRTS WITH MISS

MORTIMER , AND FORGETS ALL HIS VEXATIONS,

The state of mind in which Jessie Phillips returned to her home

was terrible enough, but it would have been more terrible still hail she

been in such a state as to enable hier quietly and rationally to compre

hend her real situation ; but she was, in fact, incapable of doing this.

The short and perilous period of her existence which had passed since

she ceased to be a child , and to bound all her hopes and wishes to the

being accounted the cleverest scholar and the best -beloved girl in the
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village -school, had been , from first to last , a season of ceaseless and

fver -increa -ing delusion . The admiration of her beauty, ishich has

caused every eye to look upon her as none other of her class was

looked upon, was the primal cause of this ; and the poetical and half

understood studies in which she subsequently indulged completed it .

Even the good -natured notice of the ladies who employed her made

up , as it was, partly from the good opinion produced by her industry

and modest demeanour, and partly by the gratitication of looking at

her , which all seemed to share , contributed to continu her belief that

she was not as other girls of her position, but marked out by nature

and Providence as a Pamela sort of exception. Terrible', therefore, as

her actual position now was, nothing which she had as yet suffered had

come home to her heart and understanding in the naked shape of truth .

She still fancied herself a heroine, still looked forward , almost without

a shadow of donbt, to being some day the mistress of the Manor-how - e,

the adored wite of its master,and the respected mother of liis children .

She hoped and believed that all her sutterings-- and they were really

frightful ---- were for the present only, and that, if she endured them

with patience and courage, and with implicit obedience to the rules

and regulations laid down for her by Frederic, every thing would be

well in the end. She struggled vehemently, therefore, to conquer

every external symptom of agitation , battled with every thought, as it

rose, that pointed to the threatened suspension of intercourse with her

future husband, and determined resolutely to keep her own secret and

his till the necessity of doing so should cease . To her poor failing

mother's half -fretful inquiry of what Miss Ellen wanted , and why she

had detained her so long, she answered slightly, that it was nothing of

very great consequence , and that they had been interrupted, which

maile her stay longer. This did very well for the moment, and during

the whole of that day and the next Jessie worked hard to finish a sit

of shirts for Mr. Lewis, that had been rather longer on hand than they

ought to be ; but Jessie was beginning to fear that money might run

short. Hitherto she had not only had more work offered to ber, both

at home and abroad , than she could possibly get through, but her

skill and unwearying industry had made her employment seem light :

and though it was now nearly four months since her mother had been

able to add a single shilling to their funds, she had still found that, if her

own health did not fail , she should be able to manage very well . But

of late her health had been less good, and her spirits less buoyant.

Her work would often fall upon her lap , while her imagination seemed

to gain all the activity which her fingers lost , and she would sometimes

sit for half an hour together without duing a stitch , while painting to

hersell, with the most scrupulous accuracy, all that it would be neces

sary for her to do and to say when she should be mis. Dalton . But

now again lier newly formed resolution not to be wanting to herself,

and in no way to increase the difficulties through which it was recoga

sary to pass before she could arrive at the promised goal of all her

hopes and wishes, gave an impulse to her needle which speedily brought

her long job to a conclusion .
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The work was completed before twelve o'clock on the day but

one following her interview with Ellen , and having, with her wonted

attention, prepared her mother's little dinner, and seen her eat it, her

feverish and shaking hands arranged her own dress with cautious

carefulness, and she set off for the dwelling of Mr. Lewis, with a basket

containing her work. Without any questions asked , she was shewn,

as usual , into the drawing -room , where the two young ladies were

employed, one in practising a song at the pianoforte, and the other in

preparing some article of dress. Both ceased their occupations as

soon as Jessie entered, and the younger turned herself round from the

instrument, apparently to look at her, while the elder received the

basket from the hands of the pale sempstress, but for a minute or

two not a word was spoken by either. There was something in this

very painfully unlike the manner in which poor Jessie used to be

received by the good -humoured sisters, and she fancied that the delay

of the work had offended them .

“ I am very sorry, Miss Lewis,” she said , “ that I should have kept

your papa waiting. I hope it was no inconvenience ? "

“ No ! not any inconvenience at all,” replied Mary Lewis. “ Have

you brought the bill with you ? " she inquired, in a dry tone, that shot

like an ice -bolt through the heart of Jessie.

It was lucky for her that no words were necessary in reply, for she

could hardly have spoken had her life depended on her doing so. She

drew forth from her pocket the little paper on which she had written

down the account of the work she had done since their last settling,

and laid it silently on the table before Miss Lewis. The young lady

in like manner silently took it up, and , after casting a glance over it,

drew forth her purse, and laid the sum of one pound five shillings and

sixpence on the table. She then took a peu from an inkstand which

stood near, and presented it to Jessie, at the same tinie placing the

little bill before her, and saying,

" I wish you to write received upon it, if you please. ”

Jessie was rather proud of her handwriting, and not without reason ,

for she had contrived to make it greatly superior to that of any person

of her own class in the parish ; but now her hand shook so violently

as scarcely to permit her forming any characters at all . But on this

no observation was made ; the young lady seemed perfectly satisfied

with the acquittance , such as it was, and nodded her head in token of

dismissal .

Jessie felt as if she must have fallen ; but it was only for a moment.

The recollection that she was the affianced wife of Mr. Frederic Dalton

renewed and sustained her courage . She stretched out her hand to

the back of a chair which stood near , to support the limbs which she

sighed to think had so much less strength than her mind , and then

said, meekly, but by no means very humbly, --

“ If you have any work to be done, Miss Lewis , I shall be very

happy to undertake it. "

" I have no work whatever to be done : we have neither of us any

thing, " replied Miss Lewis, repeating her nod , and at the same time

V M23 .
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resuming her occupation ; while Lucy, who had never before failed to

honour her pretty favourite with a little village gossip, whenever an

opportunity occurred , uttered not a word , and, perceiving that her

sister thought it time that the interview should end, turned herself

round again in her chair, and resumed her practice of “ We mel , 'tuas

in a crowd."

A cold per piration broke out from every pore of the miserable

Jessie. She now felt that her condition was more than suspected,-

that it was known, ---- and that all that was now left for her was to hide

herself from every eye till the blessed moment should arrive when she

should be able to prove to all the world that she was not the degraded

creature they had believed her to be. But with all this reliance upon

the future , she would not have stood for another moment in the pre

sence of those two young ladies, if a hundred golden sovereigns had

been offered to her as a reward for doing so

It required all the courage that the unfortunate girl's most foolish

faith in her most faithless lover could inspire to enable her to bear up

against this first “ mark of the world's scorn " that had , as yet, been

pointed at her, except, perhaps, the glances of Viss Dalton's maid, and

those had escaped her notice. But now the case was plain ; the Miss

Lewises either knew , or guessed, all that had occurred ,save and except

the solemn promise upon which she rested as upon a rock of adamant,

and which , in her silly heart, poor child ! she believed to have power

not only to embellish all her future years with wealth and honour, but

also to wipe out and obliterate for ever all that the envious world

might conceive to be disgraceful in her past conduct. This fluctuation

between what she felt to be the very lowest depth of misery and de

gradation, and what she anticipated as the highest perfection of happi

ness and splendour, which her lonely musings caused her to undergo,

at times almost drove her mad , and probably would have done so quite,

had not the daily and hourly necessity of attending upon her sinking

mother with assumed composure, and even cheerfulness, kept the ve

hemence of her imagination in salutary subjection. It might be, too,

that the dread of losing that devoted mother, which now, for the first

time, a newly summoned medical attendant told her was but too pro

bable , assisted in withdrawing her thoughts from herself, and thus, for

the moment, became a salutary sorrow . The new apothecary stated

that he had little doubt but that she had received some internal injury

at the time of her fall, for so only could he account for the gradual

wasting away of flesh and strength, which every passing day rendered

more visible . But this fresh sorrow , though it might have saved her

reason , wrung her heart, and poor Jessie, her bloom all flown, her

bright eye dimmed, and her light bounding step changed for a move

ment precisely the reverse, was an object that might have created pity

But Frederic Dalton , " le désiré," was not such an ogre as

that. He pitied nobody in the world but himself, whom , with the

most perfeet sincerity, he cousidered to be a very singolarly ill -treated

young gentleman , inasmuch as his detestable sister Ellen had driven

him into doing what he began to think was an exceedingly foolish

in an ogre.
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thing, by frightening him out of his wits about that tiresome Jessie :

she certainly was , with her simplicity, her love, and the pertinacity of

her confidence in the inconceivable absurdity that he meant to marry

her, altogether the most troublesome girl that ever man of fashion had

to do with .

It was thus the young man's thoughts ran on , whenever he gave

himself time to think at all ; but, in truth, this was but seldom , for,

after transacting the little precautionary affair that has been related

above with the fair mother, he became more than ever occupied with

the elder Miss Mortimer, throwing the little Agatha into despair

thereby, and often tempting the two Miss Lewises to wring their hair

instead of curling it .

By degrees, however, he very nearly forgot both Ellen's impertinent

behaviour, its troublesome cause, and its dangerous result, for of

Jessie he neither saw nor heard any thing ; and be comfortably made

up his mind to believe that the foolish girl had at last found out that

it would be wisest to make the best of a bad matter, as others had done

before her, to obey his orders, and keep silent , and to trust to chance
for the rest.

As to Martha, she had caught, she said , a violent cold , which

obliged her to refuse all sorts of invitations ; and as she was always in

her own room when he called, she never, of course, had any oppor

tunity of giving him the promise he had asked for, in return for the

one she had received. But Frederic Dalton was in no degree an

noyed at this . He knew that Miss Martha could not bring an action

against him for breach of promise (in case he changed his mind on the

subject) without Captain Maxwell's being privy to the transaction ;

and the sharp youth felt a very comfortable conviction that his old ac

quaintance would disapprove such a proceeding exceedingly . With

the young lady herself it was impossible he could have any difficulty,

for he could always plead as a cause for breaking off the affair her

own failure in returning the pledge he had given. And thus, in the

course of a month after Lady Mary Wayland's party, the awkward

catastrophe of the cloak -room was very nearly forgotten by the hero

of it , and everything seemed going on , as far as he was concercerned,

precisely as if the vexatious contretemps had never occurred.

CHAPTER XXIV.

JESSIE LOSES HER MOTHER, AND REHEARSES IN SILENCE AND SOLI

TUDE ALL THE CIRCUMSTANCES OF HER OWN SITUATION --- THE

CATALOGUE SHAKES HER PHILOSOPHY .

“ I Fear , my poor girl, that your mother is worse than you think

her , " said the kind -hearted apothecary to Jessie, after having patiently

watched beside her dying mother's bed for nearly an hour ; " she
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is quite insensible . I cannot raise her pulse, and in the state

she is now in I will not undertake to answer for her life through

the night.”

This dreadful sentence was as unexpected to poor Jessie as it was

terrible . When her mother's accident first occurred, neither herself

nor any of her neighbours had the least idea that the injury was any

thing beyond an ordinary strain , which a few days' rest would suffice

to cure . When this cure was delayed so much beyond the expected

time as to make Jessie think it right to procure advice, a certain Mr.

Ilatherly had been sent for. This person was the parisii doctor, hav

ing obtained the situation by demanding a less sum for his services

than any other practitioner would accept. This election was a recent

one, and Mr. Hatherly very little known, as yet, in the neighbourhood .

Jessie , however, who had heard it said that his charges were moderate,

thought, naturally enough, poor girl, that he was the properest person

she could apply to , and accordingly she sent to him . His prescription

consisted in sending what he called “ his bottle , " with the contents of

which the injured limb was to be constantly bathed ; which was done

for several weeks with the most assiduous attention , but no amendment

followed . At length , the restlessness and fever, which evidently in

creased rather than diminished, had reduced the poor woman to a state

of weakness which suggested the idea that the sprain could not have

been the only injury received, and Mr. Johnson, the very able prac
titioner who resided in the village, was applied to. This gentleman

would have been the parish doctor, had his conscience permitted him

to offer himself for the situation at a sum less than half what he knew

would be required for necessary drugs. He at once pronounced the

case to be hopeless, the spine having been injured in a manner that

left no chance of recovery .

The condition of Jessie when this was announced to her may

be easily conceived ; it acted like that last ounce which , as the

proverb says, breaks the horse's back. Despite the occasionally

shadowy glance, which in her most reasonable moments she caught of

the host of sorrows that were gradually closing around her, she had, up

to this moment, lived in a sortof waking dream , throughout which much

more of delusion than of truth miglit have been traced as the cause

of her enduring fortitude. But now she sunk at once . Whatever

evils might await her she suddenly felt must be borne alone, and

penniless. From the moment young Dalton had left her on the grass,

to recover, as she might, from her faintness, she had neither seen nor

heard of him ; but it was only now that she felt this neglect must be

intended as a signal of final desertion - it was only now that she saw

the abyss into which she had fallen . It was with much less of sorrow ,

than of envy , that she gazed on her dying mother, and deeply in her

heart of hearts did she wish that she was breathing her last sigh

instead . Long were the dark hours of that dismal night, and the

morning dawned before any very perceptible change took place in the

dying woman ; but then , just when there was light enough for the

two friendly creatures whobad joined themselves to Jessie in the task

of watching her bedside, just when there was light enough for them to
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examine, without the aid of the waving rushlight, the form that the

sunken features had assumed , they knew that all was over.

" It is better it should be so , since hope there was none,” said one66

of the watchers, while the other, laying her hand upon the arm of

Jessie, led her away, and with gentle force made her sit down in a

chair by the little window, which she opened to let in upon her the

fresh morning breeze ; and then she looked in the poor girl's face, and

thought in her heart that she had never, through all the troubles

ofher own long life , looked upon any thing so very sad before.

“ She mustn't bide here, Sally ,” she said to the woman who was

busying herself in straightening the limbs of the deceased . “ She

mustn't bide here, 'twould be the death of her, poor young thing, and

she with no other bed to lay her aching bead upon but THAT.”

“ Poor lamb !" responded Sally . “ But where on earth can we

take her to, Mrs. Martin ? Neither you nor I , Heaven knows, have a

place to put her in .”

“ There be places, enough, Sally, I'll answer for it , where she

would be welcome as the day , and the squire's above all , where they

have always been so uncommon partial to her. There isn't one in the

house, from the highest to the lowest, I'll be bound for 'em , but would

be bappy and glad to do a kind turn to poor Jessie.

think they would , dear? ” she added, looking kindly in the tortured

mourner's face : “ I will go up , right at once, Jessie, to ask for leave, if

you will but speak the word. Shall I , Jessie ? Shall I go up , dear,

to Squire Dalton's, to ask leave for you to come there for a night

or two ? ”

It was only when the proposition was thus directly addressed 10

her that Jessie fully comprehended what they were talking about ; but

the instant she became aware of it , her face, which had before been

little less ghastly than that of the corpse she had been gazing upon,

suddenly became crimson, the fast flowing tears disappeared, and

seemed to return to their source , and her filial sorrow gave place to

feelings more bitter still . She did not speak, she had no breath left

to do so , but, vehemently rushing back to the bed from which she had

been removed , she threw herself upon it beside her mother, and, after

an interval of frightful silence, sobbed out the words, “ Here ! here !

It is here I will stay till they have buried her ! And then it will be

time enough then, to tell you where I mean to go.”

“ She is thinking about her relations, Sally ," said Mrs. Martin,

“ them , you know , as we have heard her poor mother talk about, as

being so well to do , up the country ; it is to them she'll be after going,

no doubt, and very proper and natural she should . But what can we

do for her till then ? ller
poor dear young head will never stand it ,

if she is to be left here, day and night, with the dead body."

The kind -hearted souls then set their heads together as to how

they could manage between them so as to avoid this ; and many were

the scheme canvassed to enable them to watch over Jessie without

quite giving up what they had to do elsewhere.

Jessie was not fainting, she heard all they said, and, satisfied that

the proposal of applying for charitable aid at the manor-house was
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given up, she yielded to the entreaties which followed, that she would

rise from the ghostly pillow on which she lay , and permit those who

were ready to serve her in all they could to perform those last offices

for her poor mother which she was in no condition to perform

berself.

The paroxysm of terrible agony which the name of Dalton bad

caused her being passed, Jessie resigned herself to all the misery that

pressed round her with an uncomplaining submission and gentleness

that few could have witnessed unmoved. The two homely beings who

were with her had no refinement of feeling beyond what will always

be found in the heart of a woman where po vice has entered to

smother or pervert her natural tenderness. They both gazed at the

pale young face which lifted itself at their bidding from beside that of

her dead mother, and then exchanged a glance together ; and more

heart - felt pity never beamed froin human eyes than that glance

expressed.

“ Jessie must go down , and light the fire for us,” said Mrs. Martin ,

" and then she will be able to get us a cup of tea . We have had

a long watch, Jessie dear, and you'll do that much for us, won't

“ I'll try, ” said Jessie, turning towards the door.

“ You must go down with her, Mrs. Martin ," said the equally

thoughtful Sally , “ and just open the window -shutter for her, and see

that she has got the matches and a bit of wood ready ; and then come

up again to me."

All this was done, and not all the philosophy in the world could

have devised any thing more likely to rouse the energy, yet calm the

spirits , of the poor sufferer, than thus leading her to perform her

wonted morning task ; and well satisfied was the widow Martin, when

she saw her engaged in it, that she might leave her safely and return

up - stairs. But alas! not all the kindly sympathy that filled the

widow's heart could enable her to guess the agony that was secretly

throbbing in that of Jessie. To no human being had the wretched

girl ever mentioned the falling away of her customers ; but certain it

was , that one by one, with no reason assigned, they had all seemed to

have forgotten her, as completely as if no intercourse between them

had ever existed . All had forsaken her, save one . Miss Maxwell,

though still declaring herself too much afraid of the night air to join

in any of the Deepbrook parties, still ventured out in the early

mornings, and made very frequent calls at Jessie's cottage before any

eyes polite were open to look at her. These quiet visits were rarely

made without bringing to the forsaken sempstress some tritling job of

work to do, or some little assistance to her dwindling housekeeping ;

and often did the young lady kindly sit down to chat with her about

her mother's condition or the work she had brought. Martha Max

well, in short, was the last of all her lady customers, and the last of all

her lady friends; and the few shillings she had thus earned was all the

money that Jessie had received since her last interview with the Miss

Lewises. Yet even this frightfully near approach to utter destitution

had never, till now , made itself fully felt by the wretched girl . The
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great question which every morning had brought had not been as to

where she should get money, but whether she should see him . But

now every thing seemed to pass before her eyes together, with all the

vivid distinctness of truth . Her mother lay dead in the room above,

and must be buried by the parish, for two shillings was all she pos

sessed in the world . Sh elt horribly certain that her own condition

could not be concealed much longer, and yet, that she would a

thousand times rather die than disclose it . Her rent was more than

due, she owed five shillings to the baker, and thrice that sum to the

“ village shops." And all this was first remembered together in the

same hour that she had first felt deliberately convinced that her

worshipped Dalton was a villain -- that he had deceived and for

saken her !

CHAPTER XXV.

JESSIE PHILLIPS VERY ARDENTLY DESIRES TO BE LEFT ALONE, AND

AT LENGTH OBTAINS HER WISH DURING THE MEDITATION

WHICH FOLLOWS SHE HITS UPON A REMEDY FOR ALL HER

SORROWS IN THIS WORLD, NOT QUITE NEW, BUT VERY EFFECTUAL

-- THE ARRIVAL OF A VISITOR INTERRUPTS HER.

No sooner was Jessie left alone in the little sitting- room which had

been the scene of so many blissful moments and so many suffering hours,

than she gave herself up to an unchecked burst of weeping which,

after the restraint she had been enduring, seemed like a positive

luxury.

“ Oh, if I could but be alone ! ” she whispered, “ unseen), unlooked

at, unexamined by any human eye ! If I could but live, and die

alone, I could bear it all ! Even though I knew that he is a villain ,

and that I am his helpless and degraded victim , I could bear it

all , so I were sure that no eye could see, no finger point at me !

Could I but be alone.--certainly, surely alone, for only one single hour,

I could think, and think , and think, till at last I should find some way

out of this horrid labyrinth ! Good, kind souls ! Oh, how must my

heart be hardened, to make me feel their presence so painful, that it

should seem the worst misery of all ! Good, kind souls ! I will give

them breakfast and then drive them from me , -- I must, and I will be

alone ! "

With this morbid longing for solitude before her, the unhappy girl

set in earnest to perform the task allotted her, and the fire was well

lighted, the tea -kettle singing upon it , the cups and saucers carefully

ranged upon the board , and every morsel of food that the house

contained placed there likewise, when the two good women , their

mournful task performed , came down -stairs .

“ There's a good girl ! isn't she, Sally ? " said the widow Martin,
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looking very complacently at the preparations that had been made for

them . “ You may believe a true friend's word when I tell you that

there is nothing will do you one half so much good. Jessie, as just

forcing yourself to do the things that you know ought to be done. I

do believe that it has been contrived so on purpose, out of God's

own pity for us."

“ God bless you , Mrs. Martin ! You are very kind to me, and

Sally Rice, too. God bless you both ! ” said poor Jessie . “ It is all

very true what you say about doing what ought to be done ; and the

first thing necessary is for me to think, quietly and steadily , and think

I must. And for that reason I shall beg of you both to leave me

quite alone, which just at present will be the very kindest thing you

can do. It is the only way for me to get my mind composed and my

head clear, for now it feels sadly confused and unsettled .”

“ I won't contradict you , my dear girl," replied Mrs. Martin ; “ for

it is plain to see that you are wishing and willing to do what is proper

and right. But it seems to me a sad, dismal plan to leave you here

all by your own self, Jessie . Doesn't it, Sally ? "

" Dismal !” repeated the other woman , with a shudder; “ I should

expect she would just go mad ; and that is what will happen to her,

you may depend upon it, if we let her give way to any such fancy as

that . The thing to do her real good would be to send for our pious

minister, and let her have the comfort of listening to him a bit .”

" Sure enough you are right there, " replied the other ; " and sore ·

troubled was I last evening, I promise you , that we did not know the
I

great peril of she that is gone till it was too late for her to listen to

the voice of man . Let me step over to Mr. Rimmington, dear Jessie,

shall I ? "

The certain knowledge that a thunderbolt was about to burst upon

the roof that covered her would have been a thousand times less

terrible to the wretched girl than the idea of meeting the gentle eye of

Mr. Rimmington fixed upon her, or of being questioned by his

friendly voice. With a steadfastness of purpose that in some degree

resembled the wilfulness of insanity, and with a species of cunning

that resembled it more nearly still , Jessie meekly replied, that if they

would grant her the solitude she so greatly needed for a few hours,

she would prepare herself to do every thing they wished, but that,

unless she were first indulged in that one wish , she could not consent

to see any body .

Though these words were uttered very gently , they had in their

accent something that convinced both the good women it would be

better to let her have her own way ; and, having taken the refreshment

they needed, they again returned to the chamber of death , drew the

little clean white curtain over the open casement, lifted the napkin

that covered the face of the dead that they might once more look at

the familiar features which had so often greeted them kindly, but

which now lay so chillingly fixed in unmeaning tranquillity ; then

looked round the little rooni, to see that all things were in that decent

order which the mysterious respect of the living for the dead requires,

and finally returned to the room below , where Jessie, in compliance

a
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with their advice, had employed herself, as usual , in setting every

thing in order, and giving to the humble dwelling its accustomed

aspect of excelling neatness.

“ Do you still keep in the same mind, Jessie ? ” said Mrs. Martin .

“ Do you still wish us to go away ? ”

“ I can bide with you an hour or two longer, dear Jessie," said

Mrs. Rice , looking pitifully in her face, and wiping away the tears

that the last sight of her old friend had cost her.

Jessie kissed them both , but only answered “ Go ! go !" and then ,

as if fearing that she had spoken harshly, she kissed them again ; after

which, without saying another word, she went to the door, drew back

the bolts, and stood with it open in her hand, with a look of piteous

entreaty, which they no longer attempted to withstand. With streaming

eyes and aching hearts they left the cottage, the door of which was

immediately closed behind them , and Jessie at last felt that she was

indeed alone.

The consciousness of this was, for the first few moments, a positive

pleasure, but it was not a pleasure likely to last long, and when it was

passed it would not have been easy to find any human being more

utterly or more hopelessly wretched than Jessie Phillips.

She sat before the facing embers of her little fire, her arms resting

upon the table , and her throbbing forehead supported upon them .

Now , indeed , she had all the leisure for thinking that she had so

passionately desired ; and the wild and desperate thoughts that rushed ,

like demons jostling each other, through her brain, seemed to threaten

the madness that her neighbour had predicted for her. And, in truth ,

a stronger intellect might have been shaken by what she had endured

and was enduring. Long uncertainty, hope perpetually disappointed,

the ceaseless terror of discovery, and the spectre-like glimpses of the

truth , which from time to time had haunted her, had worn into her

very seul, and paralysed that beautiful elasticity of spirits which

naturally belonged to her age. Such was the history of the last four

months, and the present hour seemed to contain the bitterness of the

whole , for hope was no longer fluttering and fitful , but utterly extinct ;

and so conscious, indeed ,did she now feel of her past infatuation ,

that she seemed eager to take refuge in despair, in order to convince

herself that she saw every thing as it really was, and that nothing

worse lay lurking behind .

Is it wonderful that at such a moment the desperate idea of the

“ end all here , ” which has tempted so many miserable wretches to

release themselves from the sufferings they themselves have made,

should suggest itself to her ? Softly and insidiously did it steal

upon her, as if the foul fiend that sent it knew that it was thus

temptation must now assail her. She remembered on a sudden , and

as if, as it seemed to her, by inspiration , a lovely and remote nook

beside the bright capricious stream that danced in mazy gambols

through the village. It was a tiny meadow , surrounded on all sides

by willow-trees, save where the brook watered the narrow outlet

which sloped towards it into eternal verdure. Often and often bad

Jessie taken refuge there, when a Sunday evening nutting party had
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proved too boisterous for her taste ; and she now recalled the cool,

calm aspect of the water at that spot, wherea deeper bottom than it

found elsewhere hushed its noisy gambols, for the distance of a few

yards , into a level smoothness, that seemed the very emblem of rest.

" If I could but lay myself down on that dark bed ! ” thought

Jessie, " how gently, gently, should I sink, till all was over !” The

thought brought no terror with it ; she was not enongh herself for

any reasonable fears, either of earth or heaven to mix in her reverie,

and gradually was the idea, thus conceived , settling itself into a

resolution to steal at nightfall to the well -known spot, when a hand,

applied to the latch of the cottage door, made her start as violently as

if the intruder had caught her in the perpetration of the desperate

deed instead of the meditation on it . Almost before this first nervous

movement had passed away , and left her in trembling expectation of

being summoned by some voice she knew, the idea that it might be

Frederic Dalton himself occurred to her, and with a movement that

was positively involuntary she sprang to the door, withdrew the bolts,

and opened it, when instead of Frederic Dalton she beheld Miss

Martha Maxwell.

The young lady stood silently gazing at her for a moment.

“ Poor dear Jessie ! ” she then said, “ how sadly I have disappointed

you ! You expected to see a very different person , my poor girl ,

did you not ? ”

Utterly confounded at these words, and unable to reply to them ,

Jessie retreated from the door into the cottage in silence, and Miss

Maxwell followed her.

Either thoughtless of what she was about, or actually unable to

stand , Jessie replaced herself in the chair she had before occupied,

and, covering her face with her hands, burst into tears.

“ No wonder that you weep, my poor girl," said Martha, kindly ;

“ I have heard of your sad loss, Jessie, and am come to know if there

be any thing that I can do to help or comfort you .”

It is often more difficult to bear unexpected kindness with com

posure than unexpected harshness. Jessie had just made up her

mind to believe herself utterly forsaken by all her lady friends, and

considered as no longer worthy to stand in their presence ; and

though Miss Maxwell's occasional visits ought to have made an ex

ception, the conscious Jessie always expected that each of these visits

would be the last, and that it had only been made because the young

lady had not yet heard the report. As she listened to the friendly

words now a dressed to her therefore, the unexpectedness of the

blessing quite overpowered her, and she sobbed aloud, utterly in

capable of restraining herself.

Miss Maxwell drew forward a chair, and, sitting down beside her,

took her hand . After waiting for a moment, till this hysteric emotion

had subsided, she said very gravely, but very kindly too, " Jessie

Phillips, I wish I could persuade you to open your heart to me

fully and completely. I am aware that you have a natural and a

heavy cause of sorrow in the loss of your mother, but I am quite sure ,

my poor girl, that this is not your only source of grief. Without

:
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knowing exactly how matters stand between you and Mr. Frederic

Dalton , it is impossible I can be of any real service to you ; but if

you would trust me entirely, it is possible I might be."

Jessie did not shrink on hearing, for the first time in her life, this

fatal name mentioned to her, as one in which it was possible she could

have any interest, for it was far otherwise that Ellen had alluded to

him ; but the wild and startled glance of her beautiful eyes answered

the same purpose, for it made Martha understand that she had

touched upon a string that vibrated through her whole frame.

“ You look terrified at my naming Mr. Frederic Dalton to you,

Jessie . Conquer this feeling at once and for ever, or I cannot serve

you . But if you will do this —if you can have sufficient strength of

mind to do it, and to remember that, in such a situation as yours, it

would be madness to suffer any feeling of repugnance to prevent your

doing what it is only possible may be useful to you, I really believe

that things may turn out better for you than you have any reason to

expect, and better, perhaps, Jessie, than you deserve.”

It was not contumacy that kept Jessie silent after this most unex

pected appeal, but she trembled from head to foot so violently as to

be entirely incapable of speaking. Miss Maxwell saw this, and, drawing

a bottle of salts from her pocket, put it into the poor culprit's hand,

saying, “ Smell this, Jessie, it will revive you . I will leave you
for

minute or two, both to give you time to recover yourself, and also to

consider whether in your present circumstances it may not be wisest

for you to accept unconditionally
the assistance I offer. ”

Martha then left the cottage, and , having closed its door, sat down

in the porch before it, which was still sweet with straggling clematis,

though no longer so neatly trimmed as in the happier days of summer .

Having remained there for about ten or fifteen minutes, she re- entered,

and found Jessie standing , as if expecting her.

* Well, Jessie,” she said, “ how have you decided ? ”

“ I have decided upon telling you every thing I know myself , "

was her reply , “ even though I should die with shame as I utter it .

But you have said you would be my friend, Miss Maxwell , and that

is more than I ever hoped to hear from any one like you again ."

It is not necessary to follow Jessie through her painful narrative.

She did tell all ; and if the part of her story which she dwelt longest

upon was that which related to the solemn promises of marriage she

had received , who is there can blame her for it ?

“ It is all exactly as I thought it was,” said Martha, when the

story was ended , and the pale speaker sat gazing in her face as if she

could have read her future fate there. “ It is neither better nor

worse, Jessie, than I expected. You have been basely treated, and

the sad fact that your own imprudence has helped the mischief will

not make you suffer the less for it . That this unworthy young man

means to desert you , there can be no doubt, and, such being the case,

you must be aware that great difficulties lie in the way of your obtain

ing any thing like justice ; nevertheless, I am not without hopes some

thing may be done. But this , Jessie , is no time to talk about it, you
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have other sorrows now to think of, nor would I have broken in upon

you at such an hour as this did I not believe it probable that you

would be in want of money, for I know that of late you have not had

much work to do. And I thought, likewise, my poor girl, that all

your sorrows together would be almost more than you would have

strength to bear, especially if you have no one near you sufficiently

acquainted with all the circumstances of your situation to permit

your speaking of it openly. Am I right , Jessie, in supposing this to

be the case ? "

“ Alas , yes ! ” replied the greatly puzzled object of this very soothing

but very mysterious visit ; “ from the falling off in my work, I have

guessed, of course , Miss Maxwell, that the ladies who used to be so kind

me had heard or observed something that made them think

me no longer worthy of their esteem . And they were right, Miss

Maxwell, very — very right ! I have lost their esteem , and I have

lost my own, too . It seems as if I had all along been blinded or

dreaming, for my understanding seems to have been entirely darkened

or taken away from me. I looked upon myself as Mr. Frederic's

wife, Miss Maxwell, and have been deluded enough to think the

ladies cruelly unjust to me, because they seemed to believe I had done

what ought to forfeit their good opinion . But now every thing

appears changed to me ! I see the whole as it really is , and , consider

ing all the tender love and goodness of my poor mother that is gone,

I cannot but think I am quite as bad for going wrong as that hard

hearted young gentlemen for tempting me to do it .”

These words were uttered amidst a shower of sich bitterly re

pentant tears, that had Miss Maxwell felt harshly disposed towards

the poor culprit (which she certainly did not ), her heart must per

force have melted at the sight. As it was, the eccentric, and, in some

sort, whimsical young lady, although in general by no means given to

the melting mood, now wept for company, and confessed to herself

that, notwithstanding the grievous fault of poor Jessie, she had never in

her whole life pitied any one so heartily. Perhaps Martha remem

bered at that moment that she too, with all her acute perspicuity, had

once loved the pitiful villain who had wrought the ruin she now

looked upon ; but as she gazed at the poor broken lily before her, and

remembered with what pretty graceful liveliness its fragile glory had

shone buí a few short months before, the tears on her cheeks seemed

suddenly dried up by the indignant blush that glowed upon them , and

deeply in her very heart of hearts did she resolve that at least some

part of the punishment inevitable upon the fault committed should

fall upon the most guilty head . Having made herself this promise,

and derived very considerable consolation from it , she set about the

almost vain attempt of soothing her pale and trembling companion.

The tears Martha had shed , however, had in truth soothed poor

Jessie far more than any words she could utter, for it had proved that

she was not too deeply scorned to be pitied ; and beyond that she was

at present incapable of receiving consolation.

Miss Maxwell marked the expression of the fixed eye , which ,
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though it gazed upon , hardly seemed to behold her ; and, suddenly

stopping short in the sort of vague distant sketching of possible

atonement by which she was endeavouring to cheer her, she said ,
“ I see, my poor girl , that these distant possibilities avail nothing ---

at this moment you are mourning the loss of your poor mother, Jessie,
is it not so ? ”

“ No, Miss Maxwell, no ! ” exclaimed Jessie, eagerly ; “ I do not

mourn for her. I was thinking of her , -- dear, dear soul,- I was

thinking of her, but I cannot mourn for her death. She is
gone with

out knowing the sin and the shame of her only child . I thank God

that, in His great merey , He has spared this agony to her, and to nie

the anguish ( f seeing it ! Oh ! I am thankful, very thankful, that she

is gone! ”

Again the unwonted tears came to the eyes of Martha, for it was,

indeed, a melancholy sight to see the look of hopeless misery impressed

upon the lovely features of the unhappy girl .
But Miss Maxwell was

not a person to yield to any emotion so much worse than useless.

“ I shall see you again , Jessie, after the funeral," she said , ts and

these five sovereigns will be enough, I dare say, to prevent the ex
penses of it from adding to your anxiety. Meanwhile, you must pro

inise me not to fancy thingsworse than they are. You have been very

weak, and Mr. Frederic Dalton has been very wicked ; nevertheless,

without wishing to raise your spirits by false hopes, I do believe that

better days may be in store for you . God bless you! Farewell !”

“ Stay one moment, Miss Maxwell, — only one moment!” ex

claimed Jessie, as her munificent visitor was moving towards the door.

" Yet I know not," she continued , “ why I should ask you to stay, for

I cannot , it is quite impossible that I should be able to speak my

thanks to you .... Miss Maxwell ! When you came in , the only

hope I had was that I might be able to find some meansof destroy

ing myself without danger of interruption ; but now, - I know not,

what it is I hope, yet I feel something at my heart that seems to

struggle against my misery. May God reward you for your generous

kindness, whether there is really hope for me or not !”

“ At any rate, Jessie Phillips, it shall not be my fault if justice be

not done you ,” said the atlianced bride of the young squire, again

moving towards the door. « Good -bye ; take care of your health ,

and get some friendly neighbour to sit with you ; it is too dismal for

you to be left quite alone. "

With these words Miss Maxwell passed through the cottage door,

leaving its fair but frail inhabitant with more of renovated hope flut

tering at her heart than any one who knew her condition before she

entered it could have believed possible. Whether Miss Maxwell was

consummately wise and perfectly right in making this visit, or rather

in saying all the comforting words she did in the course of it , is another

affair . It is extremely possible that many very sensible persons may

think this doubtful.
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CHAPTER XXVI.

A TETE- A- TETE CONVERSATION BETWEEN AFFIANCED LOVERS--THE

SQU'IRE PAYS JESSIE A VISIT --SO DOES MISS MAXWELL- JESSIE

IS GREATLY BENEFITED IN MIND BY BOTH .

WITHIN a hundred yards of Jessie Phillips' door, Miss Maxwell

encountered the individual whom , perhaps, beyond all others, she least

wished to meet ; although it is undeniably certain that, not only at this

moment, but for many weeks past, he had occupied a very large portion

of her thoughts. In short, just before she turned the corner where the

village highroad crossed the bottom of the lane in which Jessie's cot

tage stood, Mr. Frederic Dalton stood before her. She certainly

blushed as violently as she could have done had she been as much in

love with him as he fancied her to be, nor was there in his demeanour

any symptom of indifference ; on the contrary, he, too, coloured a

good deal; but, though somewhat embarrassed, he looked exceedingly

handsome, and the young lady, as she looked up in his face , while

returning his salutation , inwardly soliloquised.

“ I was a prodigious fool for being in love with him ; but, if I could

ever forgive my eyes for rebelling against my judgment, it must be
here ."

“ How very fortunate ! ” exclaimed the young man , with every

appearance of satisfaction . “ How are you ? You have no idea how

anxious I have been about you ! I hope you know how often I have

called to inquire for you ? "

“ Oh, yes !" replied Martha, siniling, “ I do, indeed."

“ And why did you never let me see you ? ” he said , with rather

a tender sort of reproachfulness, as he walked on beside her.

“ I assure you I have hardly seen any body," she replied .

“ Then have you been really so very ill? " said he .

“ Some people, you know , are more easily alarmed about them

selves than others." she answered : “ and, perhaps, after all , the syinp; , .

toms may not have been really dangerous ; but , I declare to you , the

idea of going out, particularly in an evening, was quite too much for

me.”

“ You will easily imagine, dearest Martha ,” he resumed, “ that I

must have been dreadfully anxious during this interval. Our position ,

relatively to each other, is not quite fair,my dearest Martha. I must

beg that you will either give me the written promise which I ought to

have had so long ago, or else that you will return that which you re
ceived from me.

“ Perfectly right and reasonable ! ” she replied. " For myself,

perhaps, I might be willing to do either, but I should greatly prefer

followin ' your wishes rather than my own . Which do you decide

upon , Mr. Frederic Dalton ? Shall I give you your own promise

back , or shall I give you mine instead ? "
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Miss Maxwell again looked smilingly up in his face as she asked

this question ; and if he had possessed a little more of her peculiar

acuteness, or a little less of his own peculiar vanity, it is probable that

he might have seen something a little puzzling in the expression of

that smile ; as it was, however, he saw nothing but tender devotion ,

and instantly determined to profit by the choice she offered , which he

felt convinced he could do, by the aid of his own exquisite skill in such

sort of manæuvring, without exciting the slightest suspicion in her

breast .

“ Dear, generous girl !" he exclaimed , with an accent ofpassionate

admiration. “ You bid me decide, my dearest Martha, and I delight

in thinking that this noble confidence on your part enables me to prove
to you that I am not less generous than yourself. You shall return

to me that most unnecessary pledge, my dear girl ! Not for the world

would I lead you to believe, by demanding your written promise in

return , that I have less confidence in you than you have in me .

And , as to my father, I have every reason to believe that, for some

reason or other, he has abandoned the scheme which so alarmed me,

and that there will be no need of my pleading this written promise to

him ."

“ Ho : v delighted you must be at this release from persecution !"

cried Martha, gaily. “ We shall now have no more difficulties to con

tend with . Are we not the most fortunate creatures in the world ?

This news is positively enchanting !”

“ We are , indeed , most singularly fortunate,” said he ; “ and I am

sure I feel at the very bottom of my heart that it is almost impossible

we can be sufficiently thankful ! My father has entirely ceased to

name this hateful marriage to me, and I am convinced, by the general

kindness of his manner, that he is sorry for what has passed ."
" Good,excellentman ! ” returned Miss Maxwell. • Depend upon

it , Frederic, that when I am your wife," she added, very fondly, “ I

shall perfectly doat upon him ! But I shall like to remind him , now

and then, of his being so violently determined that you should inarry
another, --- it will be so very droll, won't it ? ”

“ Excessively ! " replied the young squire, with a grimace not in

tended for the eyes of his betrothed.

“ And you, dearest Frederic, I trust you , too, feel dutifully and

affectionately disposed towards my dear and honoured parents ? " said

the exemplary Martha.

Beyond what I have the power to describe ! ” he replied, with
fervour. But tell me, my enchanting girl, do you happen to have

that foolish morsel of paper about you ? I absolutely long to destroy

such a detestable symbol of doubt ! ”

“ Oh, dear ! I am so sorry ! ” she replied, with great simplicity ;

" but I never do carry it about me when I go out walking. "

“ When may I call upon you to receive it, my dear girl ? ” sailie .

“ You may call any day , and every day," she answered ; adding,

with a bewitching shake of the bead, “ Ah, Frederic , you know thata

only too well."

66
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66
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Now

“ And when I do come next, my sweetest Martha, may I be quite

sure of receiving this most ridiculous document, of which I really do

feel most heartily ashamed , as I feel it is positively a disgrace to us

both ? ”

“ Nay, Frederic," she meekly replied, “ you speak too strongly

I cannot think that our motives are altogether disgraceful.”

“ Oh ! no , my love ; of course I do not exactly mean that. But,

at any rate, it is idle and useless, and therefore it ought to be de

stroyed. Will you give it to me if I call to -morrow ? ” he said, with

the air of a person a good deal in earnest.

Assuredly !" she answered . “ You have only to ask and to have ,

Frederic ! Nevertheless, we must neither of us forget, if you please,

that it is still necessary to be cautious about mamma. You have no

idea how dreadfully suspicious she is ! Depend upon it , that if she

got the slightest notion into her head that there was something going

on that we wished to conceal, she would never rest day or night till

she had found it out. And I can't say that I should like to have

her know any thing about it ; for, in the first place, she would be sure

to publish the whole story , by way of a capital joke, from one end of

the parish to the other. And then my father would get hold of it,

and he would begin storming, like the sea in a hurricane, till you had

explained to him all about it . And I dare say it would be very dis

agreeable to you to do that now, as yours seems inclined to behave so

remarkably well. And then, those Miss Mortimers, that you quiz so ,

would find it out. In short, I own , I should not like to have that

paper seen by any one.”

“ Seen !” exclaimed the startled young man , “ good Heaven , no !

not for the universe, mydear angel ! But surely you will be able to

contrive some mode of giving it to me without letting your mother

see you do it , or your father either."

• That may not perhaps be quite so easy as you think for , " replied

Martha, shaking her head. “ However, you may depend upon my

'managing it in the way I think best. But now I must really drive

you away , my dearest Frederic, painful as I know it is to both our

hearts to be separated . But it won't do, you know , for us to be

seen walking tête - à -tête in this way, till you have found courage to

open your whole heart to your now indulgent father, to which there

seems now , thank Heaven, no objection whatever."

Another charming smile accompanied this speech, but , without wait

ing to see the effect of it upon her lover, the young lady suddenly tripped

across to a shop celebrated for the sale of gingerbread, to which she

thought that, in the present state of affairs, it was not very likely her
adorer would follow her.

In this conjecture Miss Maxwell was quite right ; but her sa

gacity did not suffice to suggest to her the way he was about to go.

Having doubled, very needlessly, more than once , for no eye was

looking at him , he at length found himself once more at Jessie's

door. He was on his way thither when Miss Maxwell met him

for, having just heard of the death of the poor girl's mother, he had
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made up his mind, after very brief consideration of the subject , that

the kindest thing he could do would be to make her understand, at

once , that she must take herself off at least for the next few months,

he being a good deal better acquainted with all the circumstances of

her situation than he had hitherto thought it necessary to mention .

Jessie was sitting, when the door opened, exactly on the spot she

had occupied during her conversation with Miss Maxwell, and,

though looking miserably ill , had less, perhaps, the look of abject

wretchedness than he expected to find . She started , and half rose

from her chair as he entered ; but she spoke not, and , quietly reseating

herself, seemned prepared to await with meekness and submission

whatever he might be pleased to say .

“ I am sorry to hear of your loss , my dear Jessie , " said he,

“ I had no idea your mother was in any danger.”

There was nothing very particular in these words; but it is often

in the power of intense anxiety to give an acuteness of perception,

when listening to a voice from which we expect our doom , that will

catch the latent thoughts and feelings from the speaker much more

rapidly than they are uttered . Miss Maxwell had never explained

herself as to the grounds on which she had founded her hopes of the

happier days for Jessie of which she had 'spoken ; but ere the young

squire had completed the short speech above quoted the heart of

Jessie whispered, “ It is not on his honour, his humanity, or his love

for me, that she reckons for the atonement she talks of. Miss Maxwell

could not be so deceived in him ."

Jessie bent her head in reply to his words, and tears fell on her

liands, which were clasped before her, but she said nothing.

“ I am sorry to see you so much out of spirits, my dear girl, ”

he resumed , “ though, to be sure, I cannot much wonder at it. As

to my not having been to look after you before , of course I need not

tell you that it has been altogether owing to your excessively silly

visit to my confounded old maid of a sister. I am sure I don't know

what you could expect, excepting exactly what you got. However,

it is no good to talk any more about that ; I suppose you must be

aware that you have put it totally, and for ever, out of my power to

perform my promise of marrying you ? You cannot have forgotten

that it was only a conditional promise, and your conduct at the house

of my father has rendered the performance of it impossible. All I

can do for you , however, I am still willing to do. The time has been,

Jessie Phillips, when I considered you as much richer than myseif,

for my father does not allow me enough for my expenses, and, till

quite lately, I know you have made more than you wanted to spend .

But now , I suspect, the case is altered . All the spinsters in Deep

brook , with my odious sister Ellen at their head, have got a notion ,

I fancy, that all is not right with you, Jessie, and I should not wonder

if you never get another stitch of work to do for any of them . I shal!

give you this ten -pound bank -note, Jessie, which will be more than .

enough, I hope, to take you up the country to the relations you talked

of going to when you talked of running away from me ; and as things

have turned out, I am sure I wished you had, for both our sakes. "
N
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Mr. Frederic Dalton , as he spoke, laid down a ten -pound bank

note upon the table , and then ceased, and looked at Jessie, as if he ex

pected she would thank him for it .

It was rather more than a minute before Jessie spoke at all , but at

last , after a little tremor, and a struggle more strong than outwardly

perceptible , to rally her failing strength, she said , “ Mr. Dalton , I

have no need of your money ; take it up again, if you please, and

leave me . The body of my mother is lying above our heads, and the

soul that has left it is above us too, -- perhaps it may still be conscious

of what is passing near the clay that was its earthly dwelling. Let no

more words, from you to me, or from me to you, disturb it . Go,

sir ! go !"

Frederic Dalton was comforted in his very heart and soul at

being thus roughly dismissed. It saved him all he dreaded .

**Oh! yes, I'll go, never fear ; you shall be troubled no more with

me, I promise you. From first to last you have behaved most

abominably to me ! ” And, so saying, he Hung out of the cottage,

banging the door rudely after him .
*

Jessie Phillips fell upon her knees, and prayed for strength and

forgiveness.
*

The humble funeral of the happily released Mrs. Phillips took

place before the end of the week, and on the following day Martha,

true to her purpose, repeated her visit to the orphan . She found her

quite alone, and busily employed in putting an old bonnet into

“ decent mourning .” Jessie looked dreadfully ill ; but her manner

was more collected and composed than at Martha's last visit, and she

welcomed her entrance almost with a smile .

" It is kind --oh , very kind, Miss Maxwell,” she said , “ not to

turn away from me after all I have told you , and it seems to give you

a power over me that it is comfort to think of. Where, or what I

should now have been, if you had not come to me, Miss Maxwell, I dare

not think of. But
you have given me courage to look at what I am ,

and , terrible as my condition is , I will try to endure it patiently. I

am doomed to suffer, but I have deserved it , and I will endeavour to

bear it as I ought to do.”

* I rejoice to hear you speak so , Jessie," retumed the young lady,

" for it is only by the help of present patience and resignation, on

your part, that I can hope eventually to be of service to you . My

own means are not large, Jessie, and for many reasons, some of which ,

I dare say, you may be able to guess, I am unwilling to apply to my

father and mother about you . I am , therefore, a good deal puzzled

as to what it will be best to do for you, till ---- till— after your baby is
born , Jessie ."

Both the young women coloured violently as these words were

spoken, anıt both were silent for a minute or two, during which time

poor Martha felt almost doubtful whether she were doing wrong by

inus interfering in so miserable a business ; but when she raised her

eyes, and looked at the piteous wreck before her, every thing like
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doubtful motives, or faintness of purpose , disappeared , and were for

gotten ), and she thonght only and wholly of the wrongs and the suf

ferings of the frail creature who seemed to have no eartlıly support

but herself. She longed to speak to her again --- to speak more kindly

than ever, to soothe, to comfort, and, more than all , essentially to

assist her. But the difficulty of this kept her silent ; for though she

had been thinking almost incessantly on the subject since her last visit

she was still as far as ever from having at all made up her inind as to

what she ought to advise. The project she had conceived , almost at

the moment she had first heard Ellen Dalton's statement respecting

her interview with Jessie, she still firmly adhered to , and felt little

doubt that, if it failed to compel the young squire to fulfil the

treacherous promises he had freely made to the unhappy girl, it

would at least enable her to extort from him the only atonement that

would be left, namely, a sufficiently ample provision to enable her to

withdraw herself from the scene of her disgrace, without having to

endure any pecuniary difficulties, in addition to the sorrow and re

pentance that must inevitably be her lot. But this project had, of

necessity, too much of agitating uncertainty about it to be safely

communicated to her for whose benefit it was conceived in her

present condition ; and poor Martha in vain sat meditatii.g on all

possible expedients, for the interval, without finding any at once with

in reach of her own scanty powers of assistance and the comfort of
poor Jessie.

Greatly was she relieved, therefore, when Jessie herself took the

leading oar, which she did with all possible submissiveness of manner ,

but at the same time speaking with a quiet sedateness, which plainly

shewed that what she said was said advisedly, and that it was the

ripened result of much previous meditation .

“ I have been thinking, Miss Maxwell,” she began, “ that the way

to benefit by your exceeding kindness, which is so much greater than

I deserve as to bring burning blushes to my cheeks every time I

think of it, -- I have, I say, been thinking that the way for it to do me

most good is not by dragging on my painful life under your eyes, in

need of every thing, and with no means whatever to help myself,

a burden upon you , so great as to make me more and more hateful to

myself every day I live, while the very act of seeing me, as you do

now , will soon be counted a ein , and a disgrace against you ; for all

these reasons , Miss Maxwell, I have, if you please, made up my mind

to hide myself , for the present time, from all eyes, and from yours

amoug the rest, my dear young lady ; but go where I will , your

kindness will go too, --Ishall remember that, though you knew all, you

still shewed tender pity for me, and wept instead of reproaching me.”

The large tears which has been very quietly coursing each other down

her cheeks from the moment she began to speak, now came so plenti

fully that she was obliged to stop, and then Martha said ,

* And where is it you propose to go , my poor girl ? ”

Jessie wiped her eyes —pay, she ceased weeping, and replied with

perfect composure," To the workhouse, Miss Maxwell."
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“ The workhouse, Jessie ? -- impossible ! Surely you cannot be in?

earnest ? " exclaimed Martha.

“ Oh, quite in earnest, Miss Maxwell, and if you will think of it

for a minute or two, my dear young lady, I do believe that you will

approve it,” said Jessie .

“ Never !” cried Martha, vehemently ; “ I am very sure you do

not know what you are talking about. Í have heard enough from my

father, who is one of the guardians, to be very sure that you could not

bear the terrible discomfort of that melancholy abode."

* Ah ! Miss Maxwell,” cried Jessie, “ you forget how impossible

it is for any house or home, however cheerful, to be otherwise than

melancholy to me. The brightest sunshine in the world could not

cheer me now ! ”

There was truth in this, but, nevertheless, it did not tend to reconcile

Martha to the scheme, and she argued the point for some time very ear

nestly with her poorprotégée ; but although Jessie listened to every word

she said with the deepest respect, she adhered steadfastly to her pur

pose —nay, she found so much to say in support of the wisdom of

seeking such a shelter at the present moment, that Miss Maxwell, whose

ultimate hope was to withdraw her entirely from the neighbourhood, at

length consented that, for the present, at least, she might make the

experiment, as she was greatly in earnest in her wish to do it, but on

condition that, if she found herself worse off than she expected, she

should immediately let her know it .

Jessie seemed greatly relieved by this consent, and exerted her

self with more energy than any one who looked at her would have

thought at that moment she possessed to convince her most friendly

visitor that she should be better off' than she imagined .

“ There is one point, Miss Maxwell, " said she, “ on which I

fear that you would think it bold that I should touch , but you are so

very kind, that I think, perhaps, you may be glad to know that my

heart is quieter, in one way, than I ever thought it would be again .

You already know that I have been destroyed by believing that Mr.

Frederic Dalton considered me as his wife, and you know too, partly ,

what my misery was when I first began to doubt his truth , --all that

misery is over now , Miss Maxwell.”

“ Indeed ! ” said Martha, an expression of very
sincere sorrow

passing across her features ; for wellshe knew , that if any thing had

happened to revive poor Jessie's hope, it would be to increase her final

disappointment.

Jessie looked at her with a melancholy smile.

“ You do not quite understand me, Miss Maxwell,” said she, “ it

is not that my hopes have been revived, but that they have changed

their object. I now hope, by the pitying mercy of God, to live in

penitence, and such peace as it can bringme, but I would not be the

wife of Mr. Frederic Dalton if doing so would make me a crowned

queen ! "
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CHAPTER XXVII.

SOME VERY PROFOUND REASONING , WHICH GOES TO CONFIRM THE

OLD ADAGE, THAT “ WHERE THERE IS A WILL THERE IS A WAY "

- JESSIE PHILLIPS SHEWS GREAT ENERGY OF PURPOSE , BUT IT

ENDS BY HER FALLING INTO A SWOON.

Though there may be less of ripened experience and practical

wisdom in the results of a newly conceived principle of action than in

those of long -tried truth and steadiness, there is more of zeal and

vigorous energy of purpose. Had Jessie Phillips been led to present

herself before the Board of Guardians before Frederic Dalton's last

visit to her, it is by no means improbable that she would have sunk

under the effort, and that either her life or her reason might have been

very fearfully shaken by the attempt. But when , in one single tre

mendous moment, the whole fabric of her adoring love was overturned

as by the blasting stroke of a thunderbolt, --- when all the gentle con

fiding tenderness of her young heart was suddenly turned to the bit

terest contempt, by her lover's displaying exactly the reverse of every

moble quality with which her bewitched fancy had invested him , -it

was not weakness that trembled through every fibre of her frame, but

indignation . She then KNEW that in her heart and soul she was im

measurably his superior, though, had he murdered her with his own

hand before he had thus excited her contempt, she would have died

loving him . As it was , however, the words she had spoken to Martlia

Maxwell were strictly true. Jessie, with all her misery upon her,

would not have married Frederic Dalton , could he , when making her

his wife, have made her the sovereign of the world also.

This violent revulsion of feeling had , beyond doubt, too much of

passion in it to be greatly beneficial to the unhappy girl , as a means of

restoring her to any humble consciousness of her fault, and to that

state of Christian penitence which forms the only passage from sin and

sorrow to faith and hope ; but it lent her energy, for the time, to

endure any thing and every thing that could place her beyond his

reach , and , better still , beyond the possibility of his supposing that she

looked to the offer of any further insulting gratuities from him as a
means of support.

Armed with this new -born strength , Jessie Phillips put together

such decent necessaries as she thought she might retain without at

tracting attention by any undesired superiority of appearance , and

walked forth, as she hoped for the last time, from the door she had so

often opened, with all the ecstasy ofjoy, to admit the destruction that
had overwhelmed her.

Iler first welcome, as she awakened the heavy sound of the great

bell which hangs suspended over the outer gate of the Deepbrook

Union Poorhouse, was the loud bark of Mr. Richard Dempster's

mastiff from within . But Jessie's spirit was engaged in too desperate

an enterprise to be checked by such a Cerberus, and she wisely re

membered that when the door should be opened it would be by Mr.
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Dempster himself, and not by his dog ; so she scarcely felt any move

ment of terror at the sound .

When the external walls of a Union Poorhouse are as lofty as those

of Deepbrook, it is customary to have some means of reconnoitring

from within what order of person it is who stands without, when this

harsh bell, and its still sterner echo, Growler, give notice of an arrival.

This prudent look - out is doubly useful, as it gives Mr. Dempster, or

his laily, or both , as the case may be, an opportunity of displaying

their dutiful zeal in more ways than one ; first, by the alacrity with

which the summons is obeyed when coming from dignitaries who have

an official right to enter ; and , secondly, by the deliberate slowness

with which those are admitted whose coming will probably tend to

increase the expenses, which it is the bounden duty of Mr. Governor

Dempster and his lady to reduce as much as possible.

The eye which first caught this occult glance of poor Jessie was

that of Mrs. Dempster, and the eye was puzzled.

“ I don't know what sort of a body we have got now ,” she said to

her husband, who, as usual, was lounging on a bench at no great dis

tance, with his darling Growler between his knees. 6. It is a woman ,

and therefore she can't have any real right to come here upon any

business but her own ; and she don't look a bit like one of the tatter

demalions who troop up with a . Please, ma'am , may I speak a word
to the Board ? ' ”

" Well, then , let her in , at any rate, for she must be something

new , and I , for one, should like a little variety of all things. And so

will Growler too . Faith , wife, 'twill be fun if the dog should be at

fault, and not know whether he ought to bark or wag his tail.”

The buxom (iame shook her sides at this clever notion , and lost no

time in returning to the door with Growler, invited by a slight move

ment of the head , at her heels. The massive but by no means rusty

key turned easily in the large hand applied to it , and Jessie Phillips

became visible at once to VIr . Dempster, Virs. Dempster, and their

dog Growler. The effeet of her appearance upon those three distin

guished individuals was very different. Mr. Dempster stared at her ,

Mrs. Dempster laughed at ber, --- and Growler, after making his own

intelligent inquiries, in his usual way , remained perfectly silent, but

without giving any indication of intending to bite instead of bark .

“ Well, now , to be sure, you are a trim figure of a lass to comeup

here. May I be so bold as to ask your business, miss ? ” said Mrs.

Dempster, casting a glance of less cordiality than usual on her hus

band, who, to say truth, had never taken his eyes off Jessie from the

moment she became visible .

“ My business is with the Board , ” replied Jessie, composedly .

oh, I dare say it is, miss, - I haven't the least bit of a doubt of

that,” replied the Governor's lady, “ only I thonght that maybe you

mightn't think it altogether too much of a liberty if I axed ye what

you might happen to have to say to them . However, Miss --- But,

mercy on me ! -- I beg your pardon , Jessie Phillips, a score of times !

As sure as I stand here, I had no more notion of who you was than the

man in the moon -Dick, you fool ! what for do you stand glowering
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there ? As if you never saw a decent- dressed young woman before, in

all your born days. Off with you into the house, do ! Be sure the

Board will be asking for somebody or something by this time. ”

To do him justice, there were but few things that stout Dick

Dempster was afraid of, --- but his wife was one of them ; and whistling

the dog to follow him , he entered the house according to order, leav

ing Mrs. Dempster and Jessie Phillips tête - à -tête.

“ For goodness sake tell me what you are come here for, my

dear ? ” said the former, recovering her brilliant good -humour as soon

as the eyes of her very thoughtless husband had removed themselves

from the face of Jessie. “ I can't and won't believe , " she added,

" that such a clever girl as you are with your needle , and so in favour

with all the ladies, should come to look for any thing here, for it is long,

Jessie, you know , since you had time to do any work for such as me.

“ I am come to ask for assistance, Mrs. Dempster,” said Jessie .

“ Well - to be sure , now, that is the very last thing I should have

expected ! --and you always so particular well to do . Howsomever, I

suppose 'twill be something about the funeral expenses of your mother ;

but that will be too late now , my dear . You should have come before

she was put in the earth , Jessie, if really and truly you had not got

enough to do it ; for though we keep ourselves pretty strict, as we

ought to do, in the article of refusing, we most times gives way when a

dead body is lying above -ground. Many of the gentlemen are rather

particular in that respect,which is natural enough, seeing that we have

got more than one person among us.”

“ I have already paid for my mother's funeral,” replied Jessie, with

a slight convulsion about the mouth, but without shedding a tear.

“ You don't say so ? ” returned the puzzled Mrs. Dempster. “ Then

what in the name of wonder can have brought you here ?"

“ Great poverty, ma'am ,” replied Jessie, slightly colouring, “ and

the consciousness that I am no longer able to maintain myself.”

" No longer able to maintain yourself, my girl ! That's a good

one, to be sure -- and you with such a business as you have got ! You

don't mean to look in my face, and say that you made your mother

maintain you as long as she was alive, and that you spent all your own

earnings in finery , and dressing yourself up to look like a lady ? You

won't have the oudaciousness to tell me that, will you ? ”

“ No , ma'am ; I always helped to find every thing we wanted as

long as my health was good : but now my health is gone , and my cus

tom is gone after it.”

A mighty queer story !" muttered the mistress of the establish

ment, ca ting å scowling and suspicious glance at the new applicant.

“ We shall see what the Board will say to it , Miss Jessie. Goodness

forgive me ! but I do begin to suspect that all is not gold that glitters ;

if I'm wrong, I beg your pardon , miss. But in with you, Miss Jessie

Phillips. You've held your head high enough , there is nobody will

deny that. I never heard any body say that you thought small beer of

yourself ; but, if I bean’t mistaken, -only if; - observe, you see I say

if , --but, if I bean't mistaken , you'll be just atter giving all the girls

in the parish a good lesson not to think too much of themselves.''
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To this speech Jessie made no reply, not even by a sigh , but fol

lowed the speaker, who moved on before her into the interior of the

establishment.

Being rather eager to gratify her curiosity both as to the manner

in which this unexpected petitioner would present herself, and that in

which the application would be received, Mrs. Dempster lost no time

in making it known, at the door of the room where the Guardians were

sitting, that there was a female applying for leave to enter the house .

Though determined , with a steadfastness of resolution that almost

seemed unnatural, to endure with firmmess every thing that could

happen to her, Jessie felt a sharp pang of disappointment at being told

that she was to wait till the business at that moment before the Board

should be despatched. Despite the assurances which she constantly

repeated to herself, that, after all she had suffered , there was nothing

that she could now consider as a very serious evil , Jessie wus sorely

disappointed at finding that the tremendous moment of presenting her

self as a pauper before the Deepbrook Board of Guardians was post

poned. Most literally had she screwed her courage to the sticking

place, and perfectly satisfactory had been her conviction that she

should not fail ; but now she feared , for one short moment, at least,

that this postponement would be fatal to her, and that all her resolute

purposes would be frustrated by the delay. But she did herself in

justice by misdoubting thus her own constaney ; the feeling that sus

tained it was too strong to give way before so trifling a check.

The business at that moment before the Board of Guardians was

of a nature deeply interesting to the poor people belonging to the

Deepbrook Union, though the length of time which the discussion

endured caused more than one anxious individual to wish that it had

been shorter.

The apothecary who had some months before obtained the situation

of medical attendant to the Cnion , in consequence of having very con

siderably underbid every other person who had applied for it , had been

found twice within the last ien days in a state ofcomplete intoxication

at the village inn. In both cases the disgraceful discovery was made

in consequence of his having been sought after in all haste to attend

two pauper women by whom his professional assistance was very ur

gently required. In the first case he arrived too late --- the birth was

over, and the child dead ; in the second he was assisted in reaching the

spot where lie was wanted, and got there in time to administer a strong

dose of laudamum , which happily, however, produced not any fatal

effect; but the singularity of the prescription, under the circumstances,

and the cause to which it was naturally attributed, produced a degree

of sensation throughout the neighbourhood, which led to a proposal
among the Board of Guardians that he should be dismissed . It was

the discussion upon this proposal which now occupied the Board ; but

as it was not a discussion upon principles, but merely a trial of nume

rical strength between a party of the jovial apothecary's personal

friends among the farmers, and such members of the Board as were

not under this influence, it could be neither profitable nor interesting

to enter among them , in order to observe how the matter went. It is
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enough to say that very considerable exertions having been made

among the friendly faction, in order to muster strongly, the proposal

for the dismissal of this dangerous Galen was negatived by a large

majority, though not without a stout though ineffectual struggle on

the part of the reverend chairman, and the party who thought with
him . At this scene Mr. Mortimer was not present, having been sud

denly summoned to a distant part of the district , or it is probable the

result would have been different.

While this was passing in " the great room , " Jessie obtained leave

to seat herself in an obscure corner of the court, where there was a

bench, sometimes used to support a washing- tub, and where she was

perhaps more out of the way of being questioned, and talked to, than

she could have been any where else. There was a sort of nervous

vibration in her spirits, poor girl ! between a strongly self-sustaining

confidence in her own courage and power of endurance, and a lurking

terror lest something might be done or said that should overset her,

and render her untit or unable to execute her resolute purpose. She

shrunk, therefore, from all intercourse with the pauper inmates of the

place, lest they might recount to her greater horrors concerning it than

she had ever heard before. Not that she feared the endurance of any

of the hardships they might have to recount; on the contrary, she was

positively eager to enter upon the trial to which she had condemned

herself, all her fear being lest the energy of her spirit should in any

degree be weakened before it began. Perhaps she was right ; perhaps,

if she had watched, as poor Greenhill had done, during a similar inter

val of delay, the dim -eyed sadness and the stagnant dull despair of

those with whom she was about to live, her courage might have given

way, and she might have dwindled into the state she most deprecated,

nainely , that of hopeless, helpless self -abandonment.

But, as it happened, she was exposed to no danger of this kind ;

for the place she had chosen , being frequently one of busy occupation ,

was interdicted to the miserably idle inmates of the place, who would

have been more happy than the principles of “ THE BILL ” could per

mit, had they been suffered to roam freely to a spot where human

voices might have been heard discussing themes so interesting as soap

lathers, rincing -tubs, and drying - lines. Such license would very clearly

have approached to the degree of indulgence stigmatised by the philo

sophical statisticians of the day as a “ bonus for the encouragement of

depravity." So it was in perfect solitude that Jessie passed the inter

val till she was summoned to appear before the Board ; and the result

of this quiet hour of meditation was rather elevation than depression

of spirit, for such was the composure of countenance , and sedateness

of step , with which she entered the awe-inspiring room , that, consider

ing what she had been and what she was, it might have puzzled any

one to interpret its meaning, who liad never witnessed and watched the

effect of such an undercurrent of subdued feeling as that which now

influenced her.

Yet not even Mr. Iluttonworth himself, with all his partiality for

dirt and degradation in those who presented themselves for parochial

relief, could have interpreted any thing in Jessie's manner, nor even in
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her perfectly neat appearance , to the species of presumption which his

soul abhorred ; for the sedate stillness of her look and manner, joined

to the pale beauty of her marble features, was more likely to suggest

the idea of a being rising supernaturally from the tomb than of one of

those audacious beggars who venture unblushingly to declare that they

would rather not be forced to take refuge in it .

Every eye (and in consequence of the previous business there were

many persons present )-every eye was fixed upon her; but, contrary

to what was usually the case among the many busy individuals there

assembled, none seemed anxious to undertake the customary task of

examining her, relative to the business which brought her there. It

was indeed a wonderful effort that enabled her to stand before them ,

as she did , firm , perfectly collected, and without visible tremor in any

limb or fibre. It is true the fluttering pulse throbbed, stopped, and

throbbed again ; but of this she was not even conscious herself , and

still less did any one else suspect how doubtfully her heart beat, as if

uncertain whether she should live or die. It was, however, Jessie her

self who at length brought this silent examination to a close by raising

her eyes to those of the reverend chairman , with a look that seemed to

beseech his attention to her case. Mr. Rimmington appeared to un

derstand this appeal, and immediately answered it by saying, “ What

is it brings you here, my good girl ? ”

“ The hope that you will be pleased to let me come into the house,"

was the reply.

“ Is it possible, Jessie Phillips, that you can wish to do so ? ” said

Mr. Rimmington, with something like severity of manner ; “ you are

considered by the whole parish as perfectly capable of maintaining

yourself; and the loss of your helpless mother,my poor girl, must surely

make it rather more than less easy for you to do so, for you must have

more time for work and fewer calls upon your earnings. Think better

of it, Jessie Phillips ; this must be some fit of low spirits, I am sure.

It is quite impossible we can listen to your request. I am certain that

the Board will not permit your coming in here to live in idleness when

you are so perfectly well able to maintain yourself.”

“ I have been able to maintain myself and my mother too, sir , ”

replied Jessie, “ and I did it with good -will and thankfulness, -but

now my health is gone ; I have not a shilling in the world , and I must

perish if I am refused a shelter here . "

“ This is very strange," said Mr. Rimmington, turning to Mr.

Dalton, who sat next to him ; “ you know this girl perfectly well , Mr.

Dalton, as well as myself, and I am sure you must think with me that

she is no object for parochial relief .”

“ Assuredly I am very greatly surprised at her asking for it,"

returned the squire ; “ nevertheless I think, from all I hear of her, that

if she says she is in want, we may believe her . ”

Whysurely you must have property, Jessie Phillips ? ” resumed
Mr. Rimmington . “ Your mother rented a cottage of Mr. Baxter, I

think, but the furniture was hers, was it not ? And if so, it must now

be yours, I suppose.”

“ Yes, sir," replied Jessie ; “ and but for that I should be sadly in
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debt; but there are three shops where we owed money that have agreed

to take what there is between them in the way of payment.”

“ How long, then, have you been unable to work, my poor girl ?

You certainly look greatly out of health , ” said the kind -hearted rector,

his manner becoming more gentle as he remarked the melancholy con

traction of her youthful brow . This question , simple as it was, seemed

to shake her firmoess more than any thing which had preceded it, but

again she roused herself, and was about to answer , when the worthy

Mr. Dalton, in the most friendly accents possible, said to her, “ How

long is it , Jessie, since you went cowslip -picking with my young ones ? ”

When the squire had first spoken in reply to Mr. Rimmington's

appeal, Jessie began , for the first time since she had entered the room ,

to tremble from the fear that her courage might fail ; she had , how

ever, carefully avoided looking at him , and told herself, again and

again , that his being there, and having the power of repeating to his

family all that passed, was a reason , ten thousand times stronger than

any other, for her shewing no sign of weakness ; but now, that he had

directly addressed her, now that he had asked her a question which , in

that moment of agony, seemed to convey an intimation to her guilty

heart that he knew all, the crisis of her fate appeared to be arrived ;

she turned her large lustreless eyes upon him as if about to reply, but

in the next moment the eyes closed, and the unhappy girl fell prostrate

upon the floor.

CHAPTER XXVIII.

JESSIE IS RECEIVED INTO THE WORKHOUSE , AND MAKES SEVERAL

NEW ACQUAINTANCES, AND LISTENS TO MUCH EDIFYING CONVER

SATION .

MANY paupers might have fainted, perhaps, before the presence of

a board of guardians without creating so great a sensation as that pro

duced by the fall of Jessie Phillips. In speculating upon human

nature , there is no need to make it out to be worse than it really is ; and

there is, methinks, some disposition to do this when we attribute

such a feeling as was produced among the majority of the persons

present, by the sudden illuess of poor Jessie , to such an influence from

her beauty, as a good man might blush to feel . There unquestionably

is a tenderness of pity escited in most hearts , whether old or young,

male or female, by the sight of youth and beauty in a state of sufferiug

that is more likely to have had its origin in the providential mercy of

Heaven than in the corrupt sinfulness of earth, and the eager manner

in which almost every one present rose up , and hastened towards the

spot where she lay , did them honour. Those nearest to her, however,

did what was at once most likely to restore tranquillity to the honour

able Board , and animation to the seemingly lifeless object of their care .

Jessie was speedily carried out of the room , and laid upon a bed, with

earnest injunctions from the venerable chairman himself to the bustling

Mrs. Dempster that she should be treated with all possible care and

kindness.
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This fainting, though the terrible moment which preceded it

brought a pang like that ofdeath to the bosom of Jessie, spared her all

further trouble as to the matter of her immediate admission to the

work house. Being still perfectly unable to rise from the bed on which

she has been laid , she was, when the Board separated, left under the

care of Dempster and his wife, as a matter of course, with orders that

she should be kindly treated, and that medical attendance should be

afforded her, if she appeared to require it.

This order was subsequently confirmed, after due inquiry had been

made respecting the disposition of the few articles of furniture which

her mother had possessed . These inquiries left no doubt as to the

correctness of the facts which Jessie had stated , and her deathlike

swoon , together with her excessive paleness, being received in proof of

failing health, all opposition to her admission to the house, at least for

the present, was withdrawn, and “ the pride of the village ” established

as the most desolate, though least complaining inmate of the union

work house.

The scenes which followed the slow recovery of her senses were

terrible enough, in many ways, but they did not come upon her unex

pectedly ; and, though the sort of stern tranquillity into which she had

forced her spirits could not be considered as the result of a perfectly

natural and seasonable state of mind, it nevertheless gave her strength

of some sort, and enabled her to maintain such an aspect of uncomplain

ing resignation , as saved her from much of the sharp, scolding disci

pline which Mrs. Dempster thought it beneficial to adopt with most of

the new inmates committed to her charge.

But there was one initiatory process which nothing could enable

her to escape, and which probably nothing could have enabled her to

endure so perfectly without a murmur or a sigh , but the idea so

strongly fixed upon her mind, that the more she suffered the nearer

should she be to having expiated her fault, and consequently the

nearer to such a state asmightjustify Miss Maxwell in again extending

to her the inestimable blessing of her personal kindness .

This most painful initiatory process was the having her own gar

ments taken away, and the strictly regulated dress of the Uvion given

her in its stead . In the pain produced by this, there was no mixture

whatever of wounded vanity ; nay, even when told that her luxuriant

chesnut tresses must be cut off, the loss of so much beauty produced

not a single pang. No, it was not vanity that was wounded, it was a

deeper, a better, and a holier feeling. It was the degradation which

she shared in common with the felon inmates of a gaol, that caused her

spirits to sink , and almost die within her. An involuntary, but irre .

pressible sentiment of indignation swelled her heart as she thought

how many miserable human beings were exposed to this degradation,

who were guiltless of any crime, save poverty . “ For me, for me ,'

she inwardly exclaimed , “ it comes in the shape of punishment, and it

is welcome. But, alas ! for the honest pride of those who are inno

cent ! Why must the worn -out labourer, who has toiled till nature

denies him strength to toil again , why must he wear the hateful livery

of crime, and close his eyes with no greater symptoms of sym
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This was

pathy, or respect around him , than are bestowed on a convicted

thief ?”

It is scarcely necessary to say that poor Jessie's secret speedily

became known to Mrs. Dempster, and afterwards, with as little delay

as possible, to every one of her companions. Had these companions

been all of the same decent, sober class as the poor neighbours with

whom she had been accustomed to associate, dreadful as would have

been her feelings under this inevitable disclosure, she would have

endured them , as she did the wretched diet, the crowded chamber,

and the comfortless bed , as a necessary part of her awarded punish

ment. But among the recklessly mingled beings with whom she was

now associated there were many grossly vicious, and the gibes and

jestings which she had to endure from these produced a species of
torture that she would willingly have died to escape. By degrees,

however, the novelty of the sport she thus afforded this “ worser part"

of the miserable community wore off, and she was suffered to sit

amidst the oldest and most infirm of the helpless beings whom hunger

had driven to mingle together in that dismal prison , with little inter

ruption from the levity of the more profligate part of them .

so great a relief that even the sour, moody melancholy of those poor

old women appeared precious to her as a protection , and more than

one among them declared it was “ a blessed Godsend to have one

in their company who was not worn too low with sorrow and suffering

to have any patience or pity left in her heart ."

Dismal and dreary, oh I frightfully dismal and dreary was the

daily routine of that last refuge of helplessness and want ; and, not

withstanding her resolute patience, poor Jessie in truth felt it more

keenly than her companions, though they bemoaned themselves with

out ceasing, and she never uttered a complaint. But the poor girl

had loved all the sights and sounds of nature with more of fervour

and devotedness than the generality of her companions, and the change

she had made, therefore, was greatly more severe. No one, perhaps,

sympathised with her so sincerely in her longings for fresh air and

green fields as Silly Sally . There may be a luxury in idiotism (as we

are told there is in madness) which none but idiots know, and the vivid

enjoyment of the blessings which nature freely bestows upon all living

things may form a part of it . “ Poor Jessie Phillips ! ” said the idiot

girl, on seeing the new comer standing before a window that looked out

upon the high wall which surrounded the court ; “ poor Jessie Phillips!

Her's thinking of her pretty honeysuckle that her saw every day, and

all day long, afore her comed here. Ask missus for leave to take a

run with Sally. Do, Jessie, will y' ? ” Jessie shook her head.

won't ? ” said the girl, with a loud laugh. Then her's a worse fool

than Sally . See else ! Look at me, Jessie ! I'll bring thee a nose

gay , see if I don't ! ” and so saying, she strode away, and stationed

herself in waiting at the outer door till it should chance to be opened ;

for, if Sally was not of sufficient importance to be restrained from

wandering here, there, and every where, like the birds, who were her

especial darlings, neither was she worthy, in the estimation of the

magisterial Richard, of having a door opened expressly for her use and

66 Her
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benefit. Let the weather, however, be what it would, Sally might daily

be seen , as soon as her breakfast of gruel was swallowed , standing bolt

upright, her hands behind her, her back supported by the wail, at the

distance of a few inches from the door -post, and her roving eye watch

ing tagerly for the approach of the hand that was to set her at liberty.

The full possession of the profoundest wisdom could not have taught

the poor natural to catch the opportunity more skilfully when it ar

rived, for she would slip sideways through the very least available aper

ture, and bound away across the common beyond with the frolicsome

enjoyment of a Newfoundland puppy , before the sober eyes of those
who looked after her from within were fully aware that she was gone.

“ And isn't it sin and wickedness, now , " said a woman , addressing

Jessie, while watching this envied escapade on tiptoe from a small

square window , the lower half of which was protected from the too

captivating view without by wooden blinds, sloping outwards, -- " isn't

it sin and wickedness, young woman , to see a poor natural like that

set up above us all , as if she was a queen , and we was ber slaves ?

Think what I'd give for such a run as she'll be after getting through

the fields ? ”

The woman who said this was still in the prime of life , but having

entirely lost the use of both her arms by a tremendous scald, and being

unmarried , without either father or mother to help her, she was one of

the few who not only entered the work house from absolute destitution ,

but who did it cheerfully and thankfully, well knowing its shelter

must, in her case at least, be the greatest blessing she could hope for.

But this cheerful spirit had been sorely tried during the three long

years that she had been its inmate. Never, to do her justice, had she

been heard to utter a murmur at the very scanty and most unsavoury

nourishment which the rule of the house accorded . Never had she

been known to remark that the garments which covered her were ill

suited for comfort, either in beat or cold ; never had she seemed con

scious that her bed differed in nothing from the Hoor, save that it was

less smooth and even ; neither did the absence of all occupation sug

gest any idea of discontent, for Nanny Smith had no hands to work

with, and bad never been taught to rear . But there was one priva

tion which seemed to enter her very soul, the patient submission to

which was beyond her philosophy, and the restless discontent that was

its consequence preyed without ceasing upon the health both of her

mind and body. She was perishing for want of air and exercise. The

occupation of this unhappy creature, from the age of ten , or some

what earlier, to that of thirty -seven , had been one of ceaseless out- of

door activity as servant -of -ali- work in a small farm . Cows, pigs, and

chickens, were her daily care ; it was a sort of rest to her when she

had crocks and pans to scour, and a hard day's washing was a chatty

holyday. Sober, honest, cheerful, and indnstrious to perfection, her

terrible misfortune brought her all the sympathy that poor folks, la

bouring for their living, could bestow . They could not maintain her,

but they pitied, and they loved her ; and cheerily did her good mis

tress point out, during the long suffering through which she nursed

her, that there was much to be thankful for still , for one so cheerful.
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as Nauny, for her eyes, and her hearing, and her speech , were spared,

and that would go far to keep her from being melancholy, though her

poor hands were gone .” But, alas ! of what avail are eyes, hearing,

and speech , to the inmate of a union workhouse ? For several months

after poor Nanny's admission to her living grave, her former mistress,

and two or three other worthy souls who had known her through the

whole of her innocent and hard -working life, perseveringly visited the

door of the Union, beseeching admission to poor Nanny, whom they

hoped to cheer by a little out-of- door news, or, at any rate, to comfort,

by proving that she was not forgotten by them . But beyond the door

they never penetrated, being uniformly told that it was contrary to

the regulations laid down by the commissioners to permit any of the

paupers to receive visitors. " What was law for one was," as Mrs.

Dempster incontrovertibly observed , “ law for another ; and a pretty

life they should lead , if all the women in the house, good , bad, and

indifferent, or the mo either, for that matter, were permitted to see all

the rag, tag , and bobtail idletons that come to look after them , and to

spy and to speer about every thing that was going on in the house ."

When convinced that it was useless to attempt comforting the poor

cripple by seeking to see her at the workhouse, her old master, a man

of unimpeachable character in all ways, and, moreover, a regular rate

payer of above thirty years standing, waited upon the Board of Guar

dians to petition leave for Nanny Smith, his old servant, to come out,

once now and then, of a Sunday evening , to his house, in the hope

that it might cheer her under her heavy athiction.

It would have done good to the hearts of the political economists

and philosophical statesmen , who have of late worked themselves into

such a fever ofadmiration at the national benefits arising from a central

board , and the “ uniform ” administration of the law , which was its

consequence , could they have witnessed the noble burst of indignation

with which this proposal of farmer Mitchell was met by Mr. Lewis

and Mr. Huttonworth. The reasons given by these two gentlemen for

their irate refusal of this request were different, but both of them in strict

conformity with the principles promulgated at Somerset House. Mr.

Lewis knit his brows as he looked fixedly in the startled farmer's

face, and said , “ The bill, my good man , the bill , which , Heaven be

praised ! is now become the law of the land, is point blank in oppo

sition to your request ; and this, I trust, will be sufficient to prevent

such a decent, respectable person as you are, from ever expressing such

a wish again ."

Mr. Huttonworth exclaimed, with equal earnestness and consider

ably more violence, “ A pretty pass we should be come to, old man ,

if we hadn't the power of sending you about your business in the style

that your errand deserves. I kuow nothing about you, thauk God !

nor about your dear friend the pauper either,-the girl, I mean, that
I

you are so anxious to befriend and befavour. But this I know , my

old fellow , and it is quite time that you should begin to know it too ,

the country gentlemen of England, in their capacity of guardians of

the poor, don't come galloping seven miles across the country for the

sake of giving leave and license for such umprincipled partiality in
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discipline as that which you have the face to propose. By Jove, if

I give your dear friend leave to come and go, at pleasure, I'll insist

upon all the rest of the ragamuffins having the same. Uniformity is

the keystone of the whole law ; and I'd as soon forge, break open

a house, or cut a man's throat, as give my vote for any such barefaced

partiality.”

But these by -gone details relative to poor Nanny are taking us

from Jessie , whom it is our present business to attend to . In reply

to the repining observation which the poor cripple had addressed to

her, she said, soothingly, though with a heavy sigh

“ No, no ! Poor Sally is not meant to be set up above us. After

all , we ought rather to pity than to envy her .”

“ Pity ! ” harshly exclaimed the once kind -tempered woman ; “ she

an object of pity ? I tell you, girl , that you know not what you are

talking about. You have not sat, and stood , and sat again , gazing on

these horrid walls , for six- and -thirty dreadful months, and three hate

ful days over ! You have got the look and the smell of the fields

fresh in your mind as yet . Ay, and I'll be bound for it, you can still

shut up your eyes for a minute, and fancy that you feel the cool soft

grass under your feet. And maybe, if you try for it, you may call

back like the pretty chirruping of the happy birds. I could do so

for months and months ; but I can't do it now ! It's all gone, gone

for ever ! Oh ! what would I give for only one such walk in the

fields as Silly Sally is let to have every day !"

" Give ! You give ! You pauper you ? I should jist like to

know what it is you have got to give,” croaked a sour-looking, little

old woman , who was kneeling down upon the stone floor, in order to

vary her position from sitting upon a bench about nine inches wide,

and placed too high against the wall to admit easily of her touching

the ground with her feet. “ Will you be pleased to tell us what it

is you have got to give them as have the power to say yes, or no,

to you ? "

It was a bitter laugh, that rung round the bare walls , and sounded

strangely hollow , as it repaid this witty sally ; but the melancholy

cripple replied , with more earnestness than anger, “ I'd just offer 'em

half my life, if they'd let me walk for one hour of every day in the

fields , for the other half.”

“ And you are a ' cute woman for that,” mumbled another haggard

old soul, who was twisting her stiff fingers about by way of occupation .

“ A piece of your life is just the thing they'd like best. If we would

but all die offa little faster, they'd be ready to do a’most any thing to

Jessie shuddered. But Jessie had yet a good deal to learn before

she fully comprehended the nature of a union workhouse. We must

now , however, leave her for awhile, for the purpose of looking a little

after the fortunes of one whose destiny was strongly blended with hers.

When we return to her, we shall probably find that the excellent op

portunity she will have enjoyed of obtaining this knowledge will not

have been altogether thrown away ; and the gentle reader, in his easy

chair, shall be permitted to profit by her experience.

please us. ”

a
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CHAPTER XXIX ,

AN INTERVIEW BETWEEN A VILLAGE DAMSEL AND A GREAT LADY .

It chanced one morning that Ellen Dalton, having heard that her

old friend Mrs. Buckhurst was indisposed, determined upon taking one

of her rare solitary walks to her cottage, in order to inquire for her ;

but it chanced, also, that instead of achieving this immediately after

breakfast, as she intended, a score of services, at the very least, were

demanded of her by father, mother, and sisters, the performing which

rendered it impossible to leave the house before luncheon was an

nounced . This was exceedingly inconvenient, because it occasionally

happened that persons visited Mrs. Buckhurst whom Ellen did not

desire to meet; and as these persons were not in the habit of calling

early it was highly advantageous to get her own visit over as soon as

possible. But Ellen could not refuse her father, would not refuse her

mother, and rarely refused her sisters, any thing ; neither did she like

to let the day pass without inquiring for the venerable invalid ; so ,

trusting to chance, which she reasonably thought considerably in her

favour, and intending to watch for certain indications which were

likely to announce the arrival of those whom she wished to avoid , she

ventured forth , and took her wonted path to the cottage. It was quite

evident that no wheels had drawn up to the little gate since the early

shower which had washed out all traces of the goings and comings of

the day before, and Ellen, therefore, made her entrée boldly. But not

only did she find the little parlour free from the presence of those she

wished to avoid , but also without that of the dearly loved friend by

whom she had hoped to be welcomed. Ellen's intimacy at the cottage,

however, reached even to the kitchen, and thither she now went to

learn tidings of the old lady. There she found the minister plenipo

tentiary of the establishment busily engaged in the preparation of

chicken broth, who, the moment she saw the young lady, exclaimed ,

“ Oh ! bless you , Miss Ellen ! I am glad to see you are come, for my

poor missis have been looking out for you all day. I don't believe

there is any body, except just the Duchess perhaps, that she loves as

well as she does you , Miss Ellen . ”

" And how is she, Molly ? and why is she not in the parlour ? "

demanded Miss Dalton.

“ Why, she is not right, Miss Ellen, nor haven't been for these three

or four days. But now , thank God ! she's getting a nice nap ; but I

could not make her lie down till I had promised that if you come I

would keep you till she woke up.”

“ Most certainly I will not go till I have seen her , ” replied Ellen .

" I shall find plenty of books in the parlour, and there I will stay till
you call me.”

l. 11
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And to the parlour Ellen returned , and found , as she expected,

plenty of books, but probably did not set about reading any one of

them with as unbroken attention as she might have done, had not the

name of “ Pemberton ” been inscribed on the title -page of nearly all .

But nothing could be farther from Ellen Dalton's wishes or intentions

than to spend her time there, or any where, in meditating on the name

of Pemberton ; she exerted herself , therefore , to break the spell, and

succeeded so well, that she was already deeply engaged in following

the noble but vain struggles of " Edwin the Fair , ” when the parlour

door was gently opened , and a lady entered , who, though a stranger

to Ellen in the conventional sense of the word, she instantly knew to

be the Duchess of Rochdale.

There was a great deal of quiet self -possession in the character and

in the manner of Ellen Dalton ; but now, for a moment, she lost it ,

and her quickly varying colour, and the agitated manner in which she

rose from her seat and stood trembling, with her eyes fixed upon the

ground, proved that the meeting was as little desired as expected. But

this vehemence of emotion did not last long, or, at least, did not last

long uncombated ; she recovered herself sufficiently to look up, and

to say , as she prepared to leave the room , without any appearance of

strong emotion, “ Permit me, madam , to send Mrs. Buckhurst's servant

to you ."

“ Stay, Miss Dalton,” said the Duchess, who, to say the truth ,

appeared little less agitated than Ellen herself. “ This meeting is an

unhoped for gratification to me. I have wished for it more earnestly

than you can easily believe, and yet it was what I dared not ask for.

Do not, therefore, leave me, I entreat you . Sit down by me, Ellen

Dalton, and let me speak to you as a friend, though I may not speak

to you as a mother."

Where could her Grace of Rochdale have found words likely more

effectually to shake the firmness of poor Lllen than these ? Had she

spoken sternly, or even coldly, or had she proudly turned from her

without speaking at all , however painful the remembrance of it might

have been afterwards, it would for the moment have roused the energy

of her character instead of its softness, and prevented the starting of

the tell - tale tears, to have stopped which she would almost have given

one of the beautiful eyes that shed them . To articulate a single word

was totally beyond her power ; but she obeyed the command she had

received, which, gently as it was uttered , carried with it an intimation

thatcould not be thus pronounced without awakening sufferings which
she had vainly hoped were lulled and hushed for ever . Nothing that

she could have said , however, could have bad half the eloquence of

that " mute silence. " The Duchess looked at her for several minutes

with an earnestness which Ellen seemed rather to feel upon her blushing

cheek than to see, for she raised not her eyes to the face of the devoted

wife and mother, who, while ready to sacrifice every thing for the

interest of her son , scrupled not, as it seemed, to crush the only being

who had any real power of contributing to his happiness.

The silence, which, awfully long as it appeared to Ellen , she dreaded
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to have broken , was at length ended by the Duchess, saying, “ My

son has thanked you for the munificence which saved my poor Green

hill from the work house, Miss Dalton, but you must permit me, both

in the Duke's name and my own, to thank you likewise. We must all

of us ever feel grateful to you for it . "

Ellen's heart swelled within her bosom painfully. To be thanked

thus for a deed , which she never would have performed could slie have

anticipated its being known to those who now seemed to appropriate

the favour to themselves, produced a greater feeling of mortification

than all the grave reasonings which had heretofore been officially con

veyed to her by Mrs. Buckhurst, in order to prove that the attachment,

which was dearer to her than life , had been withdrawn, in obedience

to mandates too sacred to be uttered in vain. To this she had listened

infinitely more in sorrow than in anger ; but now the case was different.

She fancied that the thanks thus ostentatiously offered were meant to

shew that the family were aware the service was intended to be

rendered to themselves ; and this was a thought almost tov painful to

bear with what she felt to be a necessary degree of external composure.

She made no reply to the words of the Duchess , and, involuntarily

perhaps, turned her head, so as to leave as little of her face visible as

possible.. “ May I ask you one question , Miss Dalton ? " said the

Duchess, after another interval of silence. Ellen bowed ; but it was

coldly and slightly . “ Will you tell me whether the obstinate resist

ance of Greenhill to name her benefactor was in obedience to any

order of yours ? ”

Startied out of her dignified yet respectful reserve by this sudden

question, which touched directly upon the point at which she felt her,

self the most deeply wounded , Ellen turned suddenly round, and fixing

her soft, earnest eyes upon the Duchess, while a bright blush dyed her

cheeks, replied, in an accent that certainly implied reproach, " Does

your Grace doubt it ? ”

Certainly not, if our belief that it was so be confirmed by you ,

Miss Dalton . But will you go a step farther, and tell me why it was

that
you laid so heavy , so difficult a task upon the poor woman ? I

do assure you that she very nearly got herself into a scrape with her

old master by the pertinacity with which she endeavoured to obey you

to the letter . Why were you so averse to her stating who it was that

had befriended her ? ”

“ Because I wished to avoid the possibility of receiving such thanks

as have followed the avowal of it,” replied Ellen , with something a

little approaching to asperity .

“ Have I then offended you , Miss Dalton , by thus availing myself

of the accident that has brought us together ? ” said the Duchess .

“ No, madam , no ! I am honoured – doubtless I ought to be

gratified ; but And Ellen stopped short, as if afraid to trust

herself with any genuine expression of her feelings.

“ But you are offended,” said the Duchess.

" I would willingly be spared the rudeness of saying so, madam ,"

returned Ellen . “ But it may be perhaps ruder still to refuse an
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answer when pressed for it . Yet an answer can only be conveyed by

my taking the liberty of asking a question in return. Ilave I not

reason to think that this unlooked - for honour has been accorded me

for the purpose of discovering whether the assistance afforded to our

poor neighbour, by my father and myself, was the result of humanity ;

or of a wish, on his part and mine, to propitiate the favour of your

noble house ? ”

“ You wrong me, Ellen Dalton ! you wrong me !” exclaimed the

Duchess, colouring in her turn , and with so much genuine sincerity

that the heart of Ellen reproached her for the bitterness she had both

felt and expressed. “ You wrong me cruelly in thinking so . The

sincerity and the vehemence of Greenhill's wish to keep your secret

convinced me that you had been equally in earnest in enjoining it ; and

you must forgive me if I confess that I longed to hear a confirmation

of this from yourself. Mrs. Buckhurst has more than once told me

that I did not know you, meaning, of course, that I did not do you

justice in still retaining fears lest the unchanging affection of poor

Pemberton should finally induce you to alter the line of conduct you

have hitherto so nobly preserved. I have wished to know you , I have

wished to do you justice, Miss Dalton, and allow me to say that it is

now only that I can do justice to my unhappy son , for it is now only

that the sacrifice he hasmade to his father has been fully appreciated

by me. ” The Duchess rose, tears were in her eyes, and her whole

aspect was nervous and agitated in no common degree. “ I cannot

stay to see my old friend now , ” she said , “ I am not fit for it . Tell

her I have called , my dear, but was unable to wait for her to see me.

Farewell, Ellen Dalton ! I little thought that the sight of you would

cost me all I now feel . But, beautiful as you are,” continued the weep

ing Duchess, looking mournfully in her face , “ I can well fancy tlat

you bave been more beautiful still , and would be so again, if you were

happy. It is a cruel destiny that rests upon us all ! Poor Pemberton !

I think I must not tell him that I have seen you ; and yet, though

cruel , would it not be kind to tell him , as frankly as you have told me,

that the feelings which once existed between you had no influence in

what you did for Greenhill ? "

" It were better not to name the subject to him , madain ,” returned

Ellen, “ but, above all , vot to make the statement you now mention ,

for not only would it be impossible for him to believe it, but it would

be essentially untrue. "

“ Ilow ? ” exclaimed the Duchess, the expression of her counte

nance changing from tenderness to surprise and vexation ; “ have I

inisunderstood you , Miss Dalton ? "

" I would greatly wish to prevent your Grace's doing so," said

Ellen gravely , and with much more composure of manner than was

evinced by her companion, “ and I will do myself some violence rather

than be the cause of what I so much desire to avoid . Most truly did

I wish and intend that the assistance rendered to Mrs. Greenhill

should never be traced to me ; and had I not been disappointed in

this there would have been no need of my disclaiming, as I have just

9
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done, any intention of propitiating your Grace's good opinion by it .

But this has nothing to do with other secret feelings that may have

been at work within me. Into these no human eye has any right to

penetrate, nor do I propose breathing such to any human ear . Your

Grace is aware that I have long ago been made to understand what

was required of me ; I have obeyed, strictly and faithfully, the injunc

tions thus conveyed , and so will I continue to do. This must suffice,

for I can pledge myself for nothing more ."

Having spoken these words, Ellen, who seemed from a starting

tear to be in danger of losing her composure of manner as she con

cluded them , somewhat abruptly broke from the presence of the

Duchess, and took refuge through a well -known garden -door at the

back of the house, which led into a little copse , across which she found

her way without much difficulty, and happily gained her home ; nay,

even she longed for the shelter of her own room without encountering

any of the various interruptions she dreaded .

CHAPTER XXX.

A RETROSPECT,

Poor Mrs. Buckhurst was not fated to profit by the visits of either

of her favourite friends on the important morning, the events of which

have been recorded in the last chapter ; for no sooner had the Duchess

watched Ellen, as she passed her with the hurried steps of agitation to

the door, than she rung the bell for the old lady's factotum , and,

leaving word that she would call again on the morrow, hastened to her

carriage, and drove home. She, too, sought the solitude of her own

apartment, and never before, perhaps, in the course of her often

anxious life, had she so strongly felt the necessity of examining her

own heart, her own motives, and her own judgment, as she did then .

Never had there been a more undeviating course of principle and

of conduct than that of the Duchess of Rochdale, from the time that

her husband had succeeded to the encumbered estates of his father up

to the present day. Never had there been a shadow of concealment

between them ; the Duke stated to her plainly and clearly the position

of his affairs, and declared his resolution , if she would assist him in the

effort, of nursing his rickety estate till he had restored it to such a

state as might secure to their almost worshipped son the affluence of

which he had himself been so cruelly deprived.

Far from opposing this purpose, almost desperate, as it appeared,

the high -minded Duchess of Rochdale declared herself able and will

ing to second him in every plan he could propose for such an object,

let the privations attending it be what they might. But of these

privations it was her earnest wish to bear the largest share herself.

The joys of a splendid mansion in London, of a gorgeous equipage,a
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and large establishment, she was fully capable of resigning without a

single feeling of regret, as far as she was herself concerned ; but when

the needful severity of the system of economy which was to achieve

the darling object of both rendered it necessary for the Duke to make

any sacrifice that seemed to interfere with the dignity demanded by

his station , she suffered bitterly, and would certainly, if she alone had

been consulted on such occasions, have preferred losing ground a little

in the difficult upward path they were treading to seeing her husband

exposed to what she thought must wound his feelings. But in such

matters no choice was left her. The Duke's earnest desire to accom

plish the difficult task he had set himself to perform seemed to increase

as he approached its termination ; and his noble companiou became

convinced that the only effectual mode of ensuring his happiness was

by assisting in this, not only by every means she perfectly approved,

but by every means in her power.

It was just as she had at last reluctantly decided upon withdrawing

all opposition to the over-rapid achievement of this object that Lord

Pemberton, the idolised object of it, came to the Castle for the purpose

of shooting over his father's property near Deepbrook , and of settling

some accounts with the steward, which a severe fit of the gout pre

vented the Duke's coming to manage in person. The young Marquis

had neither wish nor intention to mix in the society which the sur

rounding neighbourhood might have afforded him ; for, notwithstand

ing the tender care with which both his parents sought to guard him

from feeling the pressure of the restraint under which they lived, the

young man was perfectly well acquainted with the state of his father's

affairs; and though heartily wishing that a partial clearing of incum

brances would have satisfied him , and that he had power to convince

him that he could himself be well contented to pass through life with

about half the income which it was the good Duke's will to recover for

him , he too sensibly felt for whose sake all these efforts were made

not to yield himself systematically to the family habit of withdrawing

greatly from society when in England. He therefore was, in fact, per

sonally unknown to nearly all the country families round the castle,

and, with the exception of Mrs. Buckhurst and Mr. Wilcox, had no

intention of seeing any one during the sylvan month he proposed to

enjoy there.

But it matters little what the projects of man may be; the great

and leading features of his destiny will ever be found to depend upon

accidents with which his wishes, his will, his intentions, and his resolu

tions, have little or nothing to do. Lord Pemberton was quite aware

that his devoted father , in common with a multitude of other devoted

fathers, cherished a project in his heart for the union of his heir with

the richly endowed daughter of some noble house. This favourite

hope had been the more freely mentioned to the object of it , because

as yet no individual fair one had been selected ; and the young man

therefore had listened to it with the sort of smiling indifference with

which such allusions are generally received, as long as they retain the

vague uncertainty of general instead of particular recommendation.
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Nevertheless, it would have been difficult , perhaps, to name half-a -dozen

men in England, of any rank or station whatever, who would have

submitted with more reluctance to the having a wife chosen for him ,

or, worse still , who would have found more difficulty in teaching his

heart to follow his arithmetic, had the selection been left to himself.

But as yet there had been no need of protesting seriously against any

thing of the kind, for nothing of the kind had ever been directly pro

posed to him . The Duke ofRochdale, to whom the purpose of leaving

his estates unincumbered to his son had long been the principal object

of existence, had in his own mind decided upon going steadily on in

the process of paying off incumbrances to a certain point, which his

often -repeated calculations led him to hope would be attained by the
time his son reached the age of twenty - eight ; that the young man

should then be informed that the period was arrived at which it would
be desirable for him to select such a wife as would at the same time be

likely to secure his happiness by her moral, intellectual , and personal

advantages, while her fortune might realise the natural and reasonable

hopes of his family for his forming such a connexion as would prevent

their again crippling the estate by giving him an establishment ade

quate to his rank ; which must infallibly be the case if he married

without attending to this vitally important consideration . Nothing

could sound better, or more conscientious, or more reasonable, than

the worthy Duke's thoughts and opinions on this subject, even in his

most confidential communicationswith the wife of his bosom ; never

theless, the real fact was, though he was at the greatest possible dis

tance from being aware of it, that his heart was wholly and solely fixed

upon getting the very highest price he could for his reversionary

strawberry-leaves; and thus, like all other human beings who suffer

themselves to get astride upon one particular hobby, he gallopped

away without looking either to the right or to the left, and certainly

was in great danger of doing considerable mischief by the way. In all

this, the Duchess was to him the most perfectly devoted wife that it

was possible for a woman to be, --more so, indeed, a thousand times

than if she had fully sympathised in all his views, for then his hobby

would have been her hobby, and they might both have gone on gal

loping together, leaving it difficult to say which would have been

first to cry, “ Hold, enough !" But his hobby was not her hobby. It

was his happiness, his peace of mind, his release from the gnawing

anxiety which had for so many years destroyed the enjoyment of his

life, which was the most passionate wish of her heart ; and next after

this came the well-being, the happiness, of her son. But never, had

she been the sole guardian of it, would she have thought of a wealthy

wife as one of the means by which it might have been secured .

But to return to Lord Pemberton. This young man was an excel

lent son , and quite aware of the more than common debt of gratitude

which he owed to both his parents for the sacrifices they were con

stantly making for his interest, though Heaven knows, poor youth !

he would have been more deeply thankful still had their estimate of a

sufficiently large, unincumbered rent - roll been more in unison with his
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own . But at twenty -four years and a half, he had not yet to learn

that any hope of this kind would be about as reasonable as a longing

to possess the moon ; so , to the very best of his power, he aided the

family politics, indulging in no expenses that he could with propriety

avoid, and at the same time making them feel that he was conscious of

no privations. On the important subject of marriage, however, his

thoughts were still his own , for never, though the subject had been

very often alluded to, had he uttered a single serious word concerning

it. Not the less serious, however, were his thoughts upon the subject ;

and he, too , liad made up his mind upon it as well as his noble father.

His determination not to put himself and his coronet up for sale was

as firmly fixed as that of the Duke, that the crowning act of his long

sustained and exemplary good management should be the acquisition

of some one of the largest female fortunes in England for his son .

But, on the other hand, the young man was equally determined never

to crush the hopes so long cherished by the indulgence of his own

affections, if unhappily they should ever be engaged by one out of the

small permitted class. And thus, while the father was eternally medi

tating on numberless descendants who were all to be restored to the

pristine glory of their race by his wisdom , the son was deliberately

cherishing a determination that he should never have any descendants

at all .

Hitherto his sage resolve never to fall in love had been easily kept,

for the taste of Lord Pemberton was at once simple and fastidious, and

amidst the very many lovely women he had known abroad he had

never yet seen one whom he could have been tempted to make his wife.

But the time was rapidly approaching when the lightness of heart,

which had hitherto enabled him to enjoy life , despite many circum

stances in the manner of it which were not exactly to his taste, was to

be lost to him for ever ! Not, indeed, that happiness was of neces

sity lost to him by the adventures which befell him during his month at

the Castle, but the gay indifference which rendered one mode of exist

ence very nearly as good as another was never destined to be his

again .

The young man's first, and very nearly his only visit in the country,

was to the cottage of Mrs. Buckhurst. He was the bearer of a packet

of new books for her from his mother, and on the day but one after his

arrival he carried them to her with his own hands.

His venerable friend was not alone when he entered ; beside her on

the sofa, with a volume in her hand, from which she had been reading

aloud, sat Ellen Dalton, not then , as we have seen her since, exposed

to the lively sallies of her brother's satire, for having attained, unmar

ried, the age of twenty -three years and a half, but blooming with the

delicate freshness of twenty, before sorrow had faded the wild -rose

tincture of her cheek, or any deep feeling of any kind had given to the

gentle eye that look of thoughtfulness which teaches us to know at a

single glance that the first rush of young hilarity is past. The Duchess

was quite right when she said , that lovely as Ellen now was, she had

been lovelier still. She was so when the doomed young Marquis first
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saw her sitting beside old Mrs. Buckhurst on the sofa . But the head

of Lord Pemberton was not accustomed to run upon thoughts of falling

in love ; no such idea occurred to him now ; and though the words,

“ Oh ! what a pretty creature ! ” might be said to have passed through

his mind, no feeling was suggested by them that at all interfered with

the very affectionate greeting passing between him and the very oldest

friend he could remember.

“ Ifow kind this is of you , my dear boy ! " exclaimed the delighted

old lady, pressing his hand between both hers ; “ and your dear

mother ! has she quite recovered the sad attack she wrote me

word of ? ”

An old lady between seventy and eighty years of age is very likely

to know a great variety of people whom her young friends have never

heard of, and Ellen thought that the most obliging thing she could do

would be to go on reading her book to herself, while the handsome

young sportsman ( for Lord Pemberton was en habit de chasse ) and the

old lady discussed together the various distant acquaintance of whoin

she knew nothing. But Mrs. Buckhurst had no inclination to leave

her beautiful favourite thus in the back -ground, and the young people

were introduced to each other . But little conversation , however,

passed between them , for Mrs. Buckhurst had, in truth , a great many

questions to ask , which the young man answered with good -humoured

and affectionate loquacity, and his visit had already been a long one

before it occurred to him that the squire's fair daughter ( who was per

fectly well known to him by name) would have cause to think him a

very churlish neighbour if he exchanged not a single word with her

after being introduced . He accordingly addressed to her a civil in

quiry after the health of her family, and as to the statu quo of sundry

of the village aristocracy, whose names he happened to remember.

To all this Ellen answered without blushing, or faltering, or losing one

atom of the gentle sedateness of her beautiful features, although the

querist was the oft - talked - of young heir of the Castle. “ I wish ,"

thought Lord Pemberton , as he idly shouldered his gun , and took his

solitary walk homewarcis, “ I wish we were not obliged so completelyI

to give up England . If that lovely, graceful creature be a fair speci

men of a country squire's daughter, the élégantes of every court in

Europe might take a lesson from them .” But this was all ; Lord

Pemberton ate a very reasonably good dinner, and slept soundly ; so,

indisputably, he was not in love. But unfortunately , for the sans souci

of the squire's daughter, and the Duke's son , their first was not their
last meeting.

Well has it been said that to be forewarned is to be forearmed .

Ilad Lord Pemberton been told , that upon arriving at Deepbrook, he

should discover one of the village young ladies to be exactly every

thing which he had heretofore rejoiced to find that other ( not eligible)

young ladies were not ----had he been assured that under the shelter of

a little straw bonnet, and with no richer decoration than a very plain

muslin frock, he should find the only woman upon whose bead he

would ever wish to place his coronet – had all this been clearly
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revealed to him , he would most certainly have struggled hard to keep

out of the danger. But, as it was , he never struggled at all ; and the

fact of his having fixed his affections for ever, and for ever, upon one

whom he dared not hope to marry, came upon him as unexpectevily as

if the operation had been performed at once by a coup de fusil.

It would be bootless to follow this unfortunate attachment through

all the lingering stages of ill-founded hope and bitter disappointment,

or to relate how unreasonably, despite all his knowledge of his father's

purposes and steadfast resolution, the unhappy young man had been led

to believe it possible that, when he confessed how irrevocably his affec

tions were engaged, the purposes might be abandoned , and the resolu

tion give way. The melancholy affair concluded at last by a very

solemn promise being given by both the young people that the health

of the poor tortured Duke's mind and body should never be again put

in peril by any mention of their union . This tremendous promise had

been granted to the entreaties of the Duchess, who had , on her knees,

implored her distracted son to spare her the agony of seeing his father

die of a broken heart. It is but justice to the Duke, however, to men

tion, that although this terrible sacrifice was made for his sake, he was

not himself a party to the heart -breaking process by which it had been

obtained . The Duchess, in her unbounded devotion, had spared him

this , and had never for a moment repeated the part she had taken, for

the purpose of securing his tranquillity, till she had seen and conversed

with Ellen Dalton,

CHAPTER XXXI .

SOME STRONG OPINIONS UTTERED BY CAPTAIN MAXWELL IN THE

PRESENCE OF HIS DAUGHTER , THE FFFECT OF WHICH PROVEN

THAT IN THESE DAYS OLD GENTLEMEN SHOULD BE CAUTIOUS IN

TALKING POLITICS BEFORE YOUNG LADIES - MISS MARTHA MAX

WELL IS OBLIGED TO CONSULT A LAWYER .

NotwitHSTANDING the long retrospect which has kept us during

the preceding chapter from Jessie, the subject must be returned to

again hereafter, as being connected with her story , although it seems

not to have any immediate influence on her destiny. Neither, though

we have quitted Ellen , can we immediately return to look after my

hapless heroine, till we have watched the efforts made in her favour

by the most zealous friend that fate had left her. Martha Maxwell

had , indeer , not forgotten Jessie, nor did she yet despair of obtaining

for her the atonement which had been suggested to her thoughts

during the first violent burst of indignation which her full discovery of
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young Dalton's treachery had excited . The intelligent reader will

probably long ago have guessed at what was passing in the eccentric

young lady's mind when she so shilfully contrived to obtain a promise

of marriage from him , without the disagreeable reciprocity of giving

him one in return. This project still continued to hold the first place

in her thoughts ; although the many hours of reflection which she had

given to it had certainly suggested various difficulties as to bringing

her plot to a successful conclusion , which had not occurred to her

inexperienced queer little head, when she first so boldly conceived it.
How to find out the degree in which the promise signed by Dalton

might be made to terrify him into making a liberal provision for the

child and its deluded mother was the great difficulty . It would be

doing great injustice to that portion of her intellect which most nearly

approached to common sense, were it supposed that she had ever con

templated the possibility of getting Frederic to marry Jessie, because

he had signed a promise of marriage intended for herself. Martha
Maxwell knew better than that ; she knew better, indeed, than to

desire it . Reasons enough there most certainly were for her feeling

the deepest indignation at the young man's perfidy, which had been
shewn with equal baseness, both by the marriage he had sought, and

that which he had perjured himself to avoid ; yet she had no wish that

her friend Ellen , or the worthy squire either, should have the terrible

task assigned them of receiving into the family a girl who, however
greatly to be pitied for the delusions practised against her, had dis

graced herself by the culpable weakness with which she had yielded to
them . What she did wish was to terrify young Dalton into providing

for her.

Notwithstanding Captain Maxwell's very tender love for his young

daughter, his care and watchfuluess did not reach the refinement of

keeping from her ears various village anecdotes which had been can

vassed with a good deal of warmth by the worthy veteran in the com

mon sitting-room , and all of which had tended to inspire his kind

hearted daughter with a profound abhorrence for that very tremendous

specimen of modern legislation which, while charily sheltering the

seducer from every annoyance or inconvenience of any kind in his

licentious amours, throws with unmitigated vengeance the whole bur

den of retribution on the frail creature seduced . Often had Martha

listened to the indignant eloquence of her father ( for on that theme

the blunt veteran could be really eloquent) as he pointed out to all

whom he thought likely to listen to him the impolitic as well as hateful

cruelty of this most uneren -handel legislation. The severest penalty

that had ever been exacted by the law , so unhappily repealed , was

to oblige a man to make that woman his wife whom he had made the

mother of his child , and thus to sanctify by the laws of man the tie

already sanctified by nature . Yet even this enactment, as the clever

headed old sailor observed --even this enactment, with all its healthful

severity, might be avoided, only too easily , by the payment of a small

portion of the liberiine father's wages. But how did the law stand

now ? The frail creature, who had no defence against her own love,
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and that of its dear object strong enough to combat the hope that she

should become his wife, is doomed, when that hope, justified

“ By all the vows that ever lover spoke , "

fails her, to become answerable in the eye of the law for all the con
sequences of the mutual sin !

“ Setting aside the obvious and horrible injustice of thus making

one responsible for a fault committed by both , let us look,” he would

say, " at the wisdom , justice, and humanity of the choice which has

selected the woman as the sacrifice. Did any man ever commit this

offence, being beguiled thereto by the promise of the woman to marry

him ? Did any man , having committed it, find himself excluded

thereby from the possibility, of earning by his labour the same wages
that he had earned before ? But how is it with the wretched woman ?

Alas, poor wretch ! she is the victim of her lover, the victim of the

virtuous abhorrence of her fault in those who once employed her, but

will employ her no more --- the victim of the short-sighted policy of her

country, which, while hoping ( vainly ) to save a few yearly shillings

from the poor -rates, has decreed that a weak woman ( that is to say a

weak poor woman ) who has committed this sin shall atone for it by

being trampled in the dust , imprisoned in a workhouse with her

wietched offspring till driven from it to seek food for both by labour,

that the most respectable part of her own sex refuse her upon principle !

What is the obvious refuge of such a wretch as this ? What, but the

hiding herself among a class who know not shame, and cannot, as she

approaches, drop the awful veil which divides the woman protected by

law from her who is its branded victim ? And how fares it the while

with the privileged seducer ? Why, he, being of the sex which make

the laws, is so snugly sheltered by them that there is no earthly reason

whatsoever why lie should not go on in the course he has begun, and

thank the gods that he is not a woman . ”

Such notions as these, pretty frequently repeated in the hearing of

Martha, had gone far towards making her think that if in days of yore

every English maid and matron felt it her duty to testify her abhor

rence of the offence from which they vaunted themselves more free

than the females of any other nation on the globe , the violent change

which had taken place in the law of the land called loudly for a corre

sponding change in them . It was no longer reprobation, but mercy

that was called for towards the erring creatures whom this new -born

tyranny had selected as the helpless scape -goats of the whole com

munity ; a feeling this, by the way, which however just, holy, and

natural, may prove in the end of very doubtful advantage to the female

morality of England.

How is it possible that, with the Bible before us , we can forget

those words both of mercy and rebuke, “ He that is without sin among

you let him first cast a stone at her ? " Do these words never occur

to the legislators who framed the new poor-law ? Let us hope not,

for it is better to disobey from oblivion than defiance .

No such oblivion, however, rested on the sense of Martha Maxwell.
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She had read the Bible, she had listened to her father , and knew ,

almost as well as poor Jessie herself, the whole history of Frederic

Dalton's conduct towards her. She contrived also pretty accurately

to guess by what sort of reasoning the young gentleman had per
suaded himself that what the law held to be blameless no individual had

any right to condemn, and how comfortably he had convinced himself,

by the admirable lex talionis species of morality, so popular with his

class, that there could be no harm in doing that which did him no

harm in return.

These reasonings and guesses, joined to what required no guessing

at all , namely, his aboninable conduct towards herself, did certainly

create altogether a very strong desire to punish him and to assist

Jessie. It was for this she had obtained his written promise, and for

this that she continued to torment him by innumerable tricks, and

seemingly playful caprices , in order to evade his remonstrances, which

gradually increased in vehemence, upon her unjust detention of a

document which, by their contract, she had no right to retain unless

she gave him another to the same effect. This sort of struggle went

on for many weeks, greatly to her amusement, and equally to his an

noyance, for, as he dared not for his own sake betray the secret which

existed between them , he had no means whatever of bringing her to

reason upon the subject. He had, indeed, of late been led tosuspect

that she would care much less were it actually made public than he

should ; and this idea kept him more in order than any other could

have done, till at length , irritated past endurance by the sort of smile

with which she received the most peremptory demand he had ever yet

ventured to make, he had the great impudence to revenge it by saying,

“ It is very well, Miss Maxwell. I see you are determined to pro

voke me in this matter beyond my endurance. I shall trouble you

with nomore applications. The next demand for that paper, so basely

obtained, will be made to you by Mr. Lewis.”

This was a knavish speech, but one by no means likely to sleep in

the ear of Martha Maxwell. It was spoken at the very moment that

the young man ought to have been wishing her good night upon leav

ing her mother's drawing-room after a small evening party, and Martha

retired to her pillow with it fresh in her thoughts, and did not close her

eyes in sleep till she had taken her resolution as to the manner in which

she should heed the threat she had received .

It was now the latter end of December, and among those who had

arrived to partake of the Christmas festivities at Deepbrook was the

young barrister, Henry Mortimer, between whom and Martha Maxwell

there had arisen a sort of friendly intimacy, wonderfully little like any

ordinary kind of flirtation , but which nevertheless led to their dancing

together oftener, and talking together more , than either of them did

with any other of the little society. The sort of quizzing which was

inevitably seen to follow upon this appeared to be a matter of perfect
indifference to them both, and that it was so , no sooner became gene

rally evident, than the quizzing, of course , ceased, and the friends

talked and walked together as much as they liked without any body's

a

a
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you do it ? ”

66
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thinking it worth their while to notice it . In this state of things it was

natural enough that Vartha Maxwell, when consulting her pillow

upon the alarming threat of Frederic Dalton , should remember that

her friend Mortimer was a lawyer as well as Mr. Lewis, and might be

both able and willing to help her in the rather difficult business she

had in hand. But to obtain this assistance it was necessary to teil

him a strange story, some parts of which, perhaps, she rather disliked

to dwell upon ; but Martha very speedily conquered all such idle feel

ings, and finding, or making, an early opportunity for the conversation

she sought, she lost no time in preparing the mind of her auditor by

any elaborate preface, but, having resolved to speak plainly, immediately

set about doing so.

“ I wish you to give me some legal advice, Henry Mortimer ; will

“ Willingly , Martha Maxwell," he replied, laughing, “ if your

questions be not too profound and puzzling ."

“ I will make them as plain as I can ," she replied , colouring

slightly. “ You know Mr. Frederic Dalton ?”

Yes, Miss Maxwell, I know him ," replied the young lawyer,

rather dryly ; “ I know him as much as I wish to do ! ”

" That is unfortunate, Mr. Mortimer, ” she rejoined, “ because I

suspect that I am going to make you know him better. Do not blame

me,” she added ,again colouring more deeply than before, “ if I am forced

to speak more plainly to you than any girl would wish to do ; but I

cannot help it . ”

She then narrated, as shortly and cleverly as it was well possible to

do, not the history of Mr. Frederic Dalton and Jessie Phillips, but her

own history, including er former conviction of the young gentleman's

attachment to herself, his profession of love, and subsequent proposal

of elopement. Then followed her suuden suspicion of his sincerity,

her visit to Ellen , and her consequent determination to beguile him

into giving her such a written promise of marriage as might enable

her to compel him to make some sort of atonement to the unhappy

girl he had destroyed. She drew the paper from her pocket- book,

as she concluded this statement, and placed it in the hand of Henry

Mortimer.

“ This is a promise, " said the young lawyer, after he had examined

it, “ made to no one, and therefore clearly not available to any one."

“ I quite know that,” returned Martha, endeavouring to conceal a

smile ; but he does not, and I think , if you will tell me how to do it ,

I may frighten him into beliering that, if he does not provide for this

poor deluded girl , his conduct will be made public by her claiming the

promises he has a thousand times made her, and exhibiting this paper

as a proof of it."

“ You have loved this man , Miss Vaxwell, ” said Ilenry Mor

timer, gravely, “ and you have devised this scheme to revenge his

having treated you with insincerity ."

“ No, sir, no ! You do me vile injustice if you can really think

for a single instant that such are mymotives,” replied Martha, with

3 )
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vehement indignation. “ You fancied that you knew Frederic Dalton,

and you fancied that you knew me. You are equally mistaken in

both suppositions. And I, too, fancied that I knew you, but I doubt

it now , - ) very greatly doubt it.”

Say not so , Martha Maxwell, but listen to me calmly ,” replied the

young man , gently. " Perhaps I have only accused you, because I wished

to hear your vindication . It is impossible not to perceive that your

very thoughtless conduct in this matter lays you open to the construc

tion that I have put upon it ; but I am much more likely to admit that

this construction is utterly false than that I should perform the duty

of a friend if I failed to make you perceive the thoughtless levity of
your conduct.”

“ Thank Heaven !" cried Martha, bursting into tears as she spoke;

6 thank Heaven ! I have not been deceived in you. How like the

lightning flash from heaven is a word of truth when uttered bravely,

brightly, fearlessly ! That you are right in your judgment, Henry

Mortimer, I feel as strongly as you do yourself; and yet you have

blundered, young gentleman , in your interpretation of my motives.”

“ I suspect, Martha, that I might with great propriety repeat your

exclamation, and thank Heaven that I was not deceived in you,” said

young Mortimer,in a tone that perfectly satisfied the comforted culprit

that she had not lost her friend , by the free confession of what she now

truly felt to have been very thoughtless conduct, to say the least of it ;

but, this somewhat rough opening of their consultation over, thesubject

of it was discussed between them fully , calmly, and reasonably; and

before the conversation ended the young lawyer became so deeply

interested in the business, and so perfectly awakened to the fact that

the motives of poor Jessie's rash young champion deserved more sym

pathy than condemnation, that his parting words promised her his

most cordial assistance in endeavouring to draw some good from the
Quixotic effort she had made to obtain justice.

CHAPTER XXXII.

JESSIE MAKES SOME DISCOVERIES RESPECTING THE WORKHOUSE WHICH

APPEAR TO HAVE ESCAPED THE OBSERVATION OF ENGLISH LAW .

GIVERS --- SOME PRACTICAL OBSERVATIONS FROM THE INMATES -

THE BLESSINGS OF AN UNIFORM LAW IMPARTIALLY ADMINISTERED .

While Martha Maxwell and her new ally proceed in their diffi

cult business of converting to practical utility a piece of madeap folly,

we will return to look at Jessie's condition in the work house . Many

terrible weeks had now passed over her since , with the overstrained

resolution to endure, which arose partly from remorse, and partly from
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despair, she had entered its walls , determined that nothing should force

a murmur from her lips, or a rebellious groan from her heart. As far

as ber moral condition was concerned , nothing would have been more

salutary than the last interview with her cold -blooded, unprincipled

lover. Till then she knew him not. Till then the wild visions con

cerning both his character and her own , which had equally been her

ruin , still held their place in her mind, though robbed of their beguiling

brightness by sufferings , which as yet, however, had only convinced

her " that the course of true love never did run smooth ,” and by no

means that her silly ignorance had transformed a designing libertine

into an angel of light , and a poor little village sempstress into a heroine .

But all this folly was cured at once and for ever by the expression of

the villain's eye, and the tone of his voice , as he offered her the gratuity

which was intended to atone for the injury he had done. Had this

sudden cure of all her illusions been less complete, it might have been

more fatal, for then some touch of softness, some lingering tenderness

of regret, might have mixed with it , leaving her with the killing canker

of disappointed love at her heart, which, while it lasts, is often felt to

be a heavier woe than many which have less of fancy in them . But

no such softening emotions were left to relax the firmness of courage

with which the abashed and penitent Jessie determined to endure the
consequences of her fault. It might be truly said that she deserved to

suffer, for so only could she be fitted in her own judgment for the for

giveness which she still ventured to hope the mercy of Heaven might

accord to her penitence and patience. But all this referred to her own

sufferings, her own hardships and privations, and her own endurance

of all the discomfort which she anticipated from such charity as she

expected to meet at the Union workhouse.

But the imagination of Jessie had shewn itself more skilful and

alert in finding noble qualities with which to endow her lover than in

figuring to hersell how far her utter helplessness and destitution may be

pushed below the ordinary level of human misery, where the engine em

ployed for the purpose is a CentralBoard, whose action is deemed perfect,

when its tremendous engine is in full activity, while those who are at

work at the screw waste not their labour and strength in looking out to

watch what its effect may be on all the objects to which its power

extends.

The first unexpected misery which sufficed to shake her courage

was the finding herself shut up with , and constantly surrounded by,

some of the vilest and most thoroughly abandoned women that the

lowest degradation of vice could produce. One of the nineteen parishes

which formed the Deepbrook union was on the coast, and included

in its population many of that wretched class of females which a seaport

town is sure to produce. When sickness, accident, or age, drove any

of these miserable creatures to such extremity of want as to leave them

no resource but the parish , they were immediately consigned to the

Union workhouse ; and deeply would many of those whose vote and

interest have aided the arrangement which makes this necessary, very

deeply and profoundly would they be shocked, could they be made
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aware of the tremendous mischief which such Union produces. Jessie

had made up her mind to believe that she should herself be the most

unhappy individual there, but never had it occurred to her that the

fellowship to which she was so freely consigning herself was not only

that of paupers, but of prostitutes. Nor could she be greatly blamed

for this want of foresight. Older and more experienced persons than

Jessie might have failed, while meditating upon the miseries of a rural

workhouse, to have anticipated such companionship as making part of

them . And strange indeed it is , and not over easy of belief to those

who take not the trouble of inquiring into facts, that virtuous

English women , against whom rests no shadow of suspicion as to the

respectability of their conduct as wives and mothers, should be liable

to such association, only because sickness or misfortune have deprived

them of the power of finding food and shelter by their labour. Any

one who will give time and trouble for the inquiry may still find in

every village of England honest, virtuous, hard-working females, who,

in case their power of labour fails, have no resource but the workhouse

against certain death by starvation, but who are as morally undeserv

ing of having such association forced upon them as the noblest and

most justly honoured matron in the land . IF THIS BE TRUE, let every

Christian in the country ask himself if “ further amendment” be not

wanted .

The discovery that she was consigned to the companionship of such

associates was indeed terrible to Jessie in every way. She thought

less of the fault she had herself committed, and of the patient sub

mission with which it was her duty to bear its consequences, than of

the hard injustice which forced her, in her desolate poverty, to listen

to the light jestings of hardened sin , instead of the solemn yet healing

meditations of her own conscience. Vainly did she strive to withdraw

herself from the destruction with which their hateful language seemed

to surround her ; they liad but to guess at the feelings which made her

turn from them in order to make them find the pursuing her with their

conversation the very best amusement they could enjoy. It was in

vain that she repeated to herself, “ I have deserved it all;" the Magda

len humility by which she strove to reconcile herself to offended Heaven

was no longer genuine and sincere. She did not deserve the degrada

tion which she was now exposed, and she knew it.

That such feelings are, have been, and will be , found to exist be

neath the loathed roof of a Union workhouse, will be doubted only by

those who have never examined into their interior at all , or have so

distorted their moral vision , by looking at the whole theory and practice

of the arrangement as a great national measure required for the welfare

of the country, as positively to have no power of perception left for

the minor details, and all the fearful mass of suffering they exhibit.

As to the half , or quarter of a dozen, instances where a wealthy, aristo

cratic neighbourhood is prevented from being too thickly populated

by the wide-spreading domain which surrounds each residence, they

cannot in common honesty be quoted (as they often are ), as instances

of the excellent effects of the new poor-law . They want no poor -law

at all , and have no more to do with the question than the arrangements

P
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of my Lady * ** * 's almshouse, with those of the stys erected for

such as work in the cotton -mills of this rich and prosperous country.

It is very difficult to touch on any of the most mischievous points of

this ill- digested law without being led to dwell upon them till the

thread of the story is dropped and almost forgotten; but this will be

considered as excusable by all who take a real interest in the subject,

and for the rest ,-- their disapprobation must be patiently endured.

Paler and thinner grew the cheek of the poor penitent as the miser

able weeks passed over her ; and in some sort it was better for her that

it should be so , for, as her health and strength faded away, her beauty

faded too, and there was more than one among those who delighted to

torment her who certainly loved her not the better for her beauty.

Two wretched creatures, who a few short years before had been per

haps almost as lovely as herself, but who now , like miserable wrecks,

had nothing left of all their gorgeous beauty save what might just

suffice to warn all who beheld them to avoid the rocks upon which

they had perished --two wretched creatures, from the seaport above

mentioned , had made Jessie the principal object of their attention from

the moment she was (charitably !) permitted to enter the common

abode of the female paupers. It was certainly with no kindly feelings

that they contemplated her. Notwithstanding the grievous fault she

had committed, there was in her whole aspect a something of shyness

and of decent modesty which was as irksome to their sight as gold

that can never be recovered to the impotently longing gaze of the

spendthrift who had wantonly cast it from him . Her “ misfortune," of

course, became a favourite theme of gossip, and , of course , also conti

nued to be so the longer because the partner of her guilt was unknown.

This was the point on which the girls from Shipport-town best loved to

torment her. “ That's a darnation bad job, isn't it, miss, that not

letting a young lady make lawful oath ? ” said the elder of the two,

following Jessie to the very farthest and darkest corner of the gloomy

room . In this corner she had often sought shelter from their ribald

talk , by placing herself between two suffering and soured old souls.

who, from being destitute of exactly every thing which their miserable

infirmities required , never spoke but to utter some snarling complaint,

which it was more easy to forgive in theory than to endure in practice.

Here she thought that none would choose to follow her ; but she was

mistaken . Caroline Watts had a tongue that two months of work house

gruel had not sufficed to silence ; she was hungry and she was misera

ble, but still she could talk, although such of her present companions
as had listened to her when she first arrived declared that she would

not go on much longer so, for that nobody did , and that it was easy to

see that her “ gah was neither so glib nor so strong as at first.

“ Never you mind her, Jessie, she'll be dumb-foundered at last , you'll

see,” said the crippled woman who had watched the effect of the board

and lodging of the workhouse upon many a new - comer since her own

arrival there. “ She won't have strength to last on that way much

longer."

This was an unfortunate observation, for the headstrong Caroline

only snapped her fingers in defiance , exclaiming, with a frightful laugh,
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“ Ilold your false tongue, you nasty cripple ! It isn't for such an ugly

creature as you to guess what a sight of starving it takes to break the

spirit of a real Shipport-town beauty !” And again she attacked Jessie

with a multitude of tormenting questions and conjectures respecting

the man whose perfidy , as she justly enough conjectured, had sent her

there. On this point, indeed, it was not likely that such a one as Caro
line Watts should be mistaken. Most certain is it that, on all subjects

which concern the earthly existence of man , “experience can attain to

something like prophetic strain ," and it is highly probable that if such

an actor, and looker-on, as this wretched girl could (without corrupt
ing their imagination ) turn forth to the innocent the hard and heartless

PRINCIPLE upon which the destruction of those once as innocent as

themselves was effected , the warning would produce a deeper effect

than all the brightest examples in the world .

But the terrible lore of Caroline was not now offered in a way to

profit her hearers-- the old were shocked and disgusted, while the

young, though appalled, were contaminated. To whichever class the

reader may belong, the language of the reprobate shall not be recorded

to offend him ; yet was there one observation made by this same Caro

line which had enough of truth and practical wisdom to redeem it from

oblivion. “ They pretend to think ,” said she, with a bitter sneer,

" that they will save some of their precious parish money by making a

poor girl's bad luck too hard for her to bear, and that they shall keep

her, that way , from bringing babies to them ( kind tender creters ! ) to

be nursed . But they are fools for their pains, and so they will find ,

whether they are honest enough to say so or no . In the old times,

when a boy and a girl wasn't too bad , and too miserable, to be past

caring for any thing, both the one and the other had something they

were afraid of, that, in two cases out of three , maybe, kept 'em out

of mischief. But now our precious gentlefolks have been clever

enough to find out that by leaving one to suffer for both , and letting

the t'other go free, they have made the girl's share too bad to bear, and

so they shall get quit of the paying, either by the poor wench killing

herself, or her child , or both . A nice charity scheme, isn't it ? And

don't ye think now that God A’mighty must be unaccountable pleased

with them for their goodness ? But for all that, miss, they'll find

themselves the wrong side the post with their cleverness ; if they do

not, my name's not Carry . I know , if they don't, that a girl's more

like to go wrong, when a man has got no particular reason himself for

wishing to go right, than when the thoughts of having the two sbillings

a -week to pay was before his eyes, as well as the plague of a bad

name, and a baby, before hers." And then again she fell to teasing

her for the name of “ the rogue,” alleging, in excuse for her curiosity ,

that there might be mischief to him in sending the story of his shabby,

skulking cowardice over the country, “ and that would be vengeance .”

But to all this Jessie rarely replied, save hy a gentle shake of the

head ; and often , while placed on the high, hard, narrow slip of wood

which surrounded the walls, while her aching limbs sustained her with

difficulty in a sitting position , she would close her eyes, and feign to

be asleep, in order to escape the necessity of appearing to listen when
she was thus spoken to .
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Had these wretched girls, or any females at all resembling them ,

been her only companions, her heart would probably have speedily

grown callous to the misery of all around her, and her feelings , with a

sort of hardened apathy, would have become concentrated upon her

own sufferings, with less of sensibility than selfishness, But from

this she was saved by the tender, gentle, womanly pity, inspired by the

eloquent, though almost silent, sorrow of one beart -broken individual

amidst the throng. This poor woman had entered the workhouse

about a week after Jessie ; she was from one of the distant parishes

of the wide union , and therefore a stranger to all the Deepbrook

inmates. Her story had nothing very extraordinary in it, and may be.

briefly told . Within a month of her entry into the workhouse, herself
and her husband had rented a comfortable decent tenement, and they

were held in peculiarly high respect by their neighbours, from the

respectable regularity of their lives , their tidy habits, and their cease

less industry . They had not been guilty of that most deplorable

imprudence, an early marriage, but both remained in the service of

the farmer, with whom the husband continued to work till he could

work no more , long enough to save from their moderate rural wages

sufficient money to furnish their cottage decently, and to set them off

with a sow and a litter of pigs. They had one child , a sturdy,

hopeful little fellow , who was a wonderfully light impediment to a

little fine washing, by which his potable mother contrived to add to

their cottage comforts ; and, in short, they were an admirable spe

cimen of what English labourers used to be. The cause of the

dreadful change in their condition was one that no prudence on their

part could have foreseen or averted . Their dwelling was at no great

distance from that of the village baker, whose too well-dried premises

caught fire one windy night, and were not only burnt to the very

foundation in less than an hour, but sent forth on the blast materials

of destruction sufficient to insure a similar fate to three or four

cottages which stood near. William White's was one of them ; and so

complete was its consumption, that his wife, their precious child, and

a small quantity of wearing apparel, was all he could save from the

flames. Nor was this effected without very grievous injury to both

the poor man and the child. The whole family were profoundly

asleep when the fire seized their dwelling, nor did the smothering

smoke awake them till the roof had caught fire, and the first inti

mation of danger came not till every hope of escape seemed almost

desperate. It is needless to describe the minute particulars of all the

dangers they passed through ; it is enough to say that the poor man

had been iniserably burnt, but not dangerously, and that the child

also had received a painful injury on one of its arms.

thing, furniture, clothes, pigs , nay, even the little crops in their

diminutive garden , were lost, gone, and destroyed for ever. Had

poor White's cottage stood alone, or had he been the only one in the

service of his worthy master who had suffered by the conflagration, it

is probable that he, his wife, and child , would all have found shelter at

the farmer's house ; but as matters stood this was impossible. No

less than four other labourers employed on the extensive farm were

burnt out of their dwellings on that unhappy niglit, and therefore the

But every
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assistance that could be afforded was equally divided among all. It

was speedily evident that the only resource of White, who, though in

no danger of death , was utterly incapable of labour, must be the

work house, unless they could prevail upon the board of guardians to

break through the rule , so strictly adhered to at Deepbrook, of re

fusing out -door relief to any. So many instances had recently oc

curred there in which this question had been canvassed, and so

successfully had the letter of the law been pleaded against the joint

eloquence of humanity and common sense, that little hope was enter

tained by the guardians of White's immediate neighbourhood that

any relaxation would be permitted in his favour. There was, indeed ,

one case, and that too of recent date, in which this regulation ( equally

wise when discreetly adhered to, as absurd when persevered in , with

no discretion at all ) - there was one case in which, greatly to the

surprise of most people, this ordinarily strict regulation was dispensed

with , and it was this which gave the neighbours of poor White the

courage to ask for equal indulgence for him . But this was one of the

many instances in which those who chose to use their eyes might see

that the boasted uniformity of the law was much more easily traced in

its cruelty than its justice. The drunken fellow in the High Street at

Deepbrook, who obtained this indulgence when he broke his limb in a

scuffle, had one or two bullying friends at the board , and among them

was Mr. Baxter, who, by some means or other, contrived to convince

Mr. Lewis that he would be acting unwisely if he did not give him a

helping hand on this occasion ; and a helping hand he did give him,

by quietly hinting to Mr. Mortimer that this was just a fitting oppor
tunity to prove that, steady as they were in their adherence to the

letter of the admirable law to which they were going to owe such an

immense increase of national prosperity, they were still willing to

mitigate the sternness of its justice whenevera proper occasion oc

curred. The gentle -tempered Mr. Mortimer was only too happy to

find an opportunity of shewing that he had no sort of individual

partiality for severity of any kind, and being as utterly a stranger to

the character of the man thus favoured , as if he had newly descended

from the moon, his fiat at once sanctioned the order : but this occur

rence, though naturally enough it had created a hope of success in the

friends of William White, was in effect exceedingly against him , for,

on the one hand, Mr. Lewis and his co - sticklers for “ the law ,”

shrunk from the idea of confounding the late exception with the

general rule, while, on the other hand, Mr. Dalton , Captain Maxwell,

and others, who thought with them on the subject, and who had been

recently defeated on sundry occasions when they had struggled hard

to obtain temporary out-door relief for individuals with whose cir

cumstances and character they were well acquainted, were by no

means disposed to accord greater indulgence to objects unknown to

them than had been granted to those for whom they felt interested .

So the petition of William White was rejected, and himself, his wife,

and suffering child, admitted into the house.
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CHAPTER XXXIII .

CASES IN WHICH THE LAWS OF NATURE AND OF GOD ARE MADE TO

GIVE WAY BEFORE THE WISE AND ADMIRABLE REGULATIONS OF

" THE BILL ” --- A RATHER FAVOURITE SPECIMEN OF ELOQUENCE

FROM A FEMALE MAGNATE - AN OLD WIFE'S BLUNDERING IN

TERPRETATION OF THE MARRIAGE CEREMONY ---- RELIGIOUS CON

SOLATION

It was the condition of this poor man's wife which preserved the

heart of Jessie Phillips from sinking into the last dark abyss of selfish

misery. Susan White, among many other merits, had that most " ex

cellent quality in woman , a gentle temper, a quality which, like its

first-born offspring, Mercy, “ blesseth him that gives and him that

takes;” and this truth was proved in the tiny cottage of William and

Susan White as satisfactorily as it ever could have been in the most

important theatre that the world ever furnished . But gentle hearts,

having more of heaven than of earth in them, are but ill fitted to

endure the buffetings of this nether world , and often seem to pay a

penalty in the hour when suffering comes upon those they love , for

the happiness they have been permitted to confer in better days.

But alas! for poor Susan White, her present misery arose not only

from knowing that all she most dearly loved were in pain and misery,

but that she was not near to soothe and comfort them . The lacerated

father and child were, of course, lodged in the hospital, and the still

more suffering mother and wife was, of course , also forbidden to approach

either of the different chambers where they lay. Poor Susan, prac

tically speaking, knew as little about the new poor-law as the ma

jority of those whose voices had created it ; and it was for many
hours

difficult to make her comprehend that the law of the land, while

extending its munificence to the destitute, prohibited the approach of

the faithful wedded wife to the mattress of her suffering husband, and

of the doting mother to the pillow of her wailing child .

“ To -morrow then, or the day after ? ” sobbed the agonised

mother ; may I see them to -morrow ? For the love of God , let me

see my poor crippled husband ! If you are a woman , let me see ay

child !"

This prayer was addressed to Mrs. Dempster, who, for some cause

or other, had entered among the female paupers a few hours after the

admission of Susan White. At first she seemed inclined to return no

answer at all , except, indeed , the sort of merry grin with which she

habitually received all remonstrances from her pauper subjects ; but

just as she reached the door, she turned, and said , -

“ Listen to me, Mrs. New -come, and if you are a wise woman you

will remember what I say . We must have no noisy maundering here.

Mind that. There's a many governess, ladies, if all is true as I hear

tell , what don't allow of the least bit of talk at all going on among the

paupers, and she pokes the very first what speaks into the cage, to
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teach 'em the way to be silent . But my worstest of enimies can't say

as I ever did any sich cruelty as that; I knows the vally that a

woman's tongue is to her, and I don't want to keep' em , beggars as

they be, so contrary to natur as that. So, when I aint by to be

pestered by it , I never says a word about their talking; but then, you

must please to observe, they must never let me hear 'em , either in the

walls or out of ' em . And that is just what you'll be wise to re

member, ' cause you see we've got our cage as well as other folks. So

don't aggravate me, that's all.”

And with these words she departed, leaving the unhappy woman

standing in the middle of the room , with every eye fixed upon her,

and not a few lips curling into a hard smile at the “ set-down ” she

had got. Had these same women, who now seemed positively to feel

relief from having the tedium of their imprisonment varied by this

scene, witnessed an equal degree of suffering while under the hu

manising influences of heaven's sweet unfettered air, and with the

consciousness that they stand as free under its glorious vault as the

happy herds that lowed around , or the gay birds that soared above

them , they would not thus have found a solace in a fellow - creature's

misery. But the glowing furnace does not more surely harden the

pottery that is placed within it than does the unnatural condition of a

union workhouse harden the hearts of those exposed to it.
“ What's the use of sobbing and howling ? ” said one. “ I haven't

set eyes upon my husband for almost a year, and yet there he is , I

suppose, somewhere or other, within a few yards of me. And I don't

expect ever to get sight of um again ,” she continued, while the

trembling of her lip and voice shewed that she was not wholly turned

to stone; “ for both together, work as we will , we can't earn above

half-a-crown a-week in the luckiest of times, and that wouldn't find is

in clothing, lodging, firing, and food ; and not one single sixpence

would they give to help usout of doors. So here we be for life, old

Thomas on one side the house, and I on tother ; and yet we have

stood side by side together, loving and kind enough, for above forty

years, since Parson Buckhurst told us that we were man and wife, and

that no man was to put us asunder. But that's all changed now, and

they tell us it's just their bounden duty to do it , which seems odd too,

considering the book that the parson read it out of . ”

There was little consolation in this for poor White ; indeed, she

could hardly be said to hear it, for, though she ceased to sob while the

old woman addressed her, she put her hands before her eyes, as if to

shut out every object, that she might turn in spirit towards those

whom her very soul yearned to watch over and console.

There was something in this deep and quiet sorrow that went to

the heart of Jessie. She felt herself, both from the length of time she

had been among the miserable and degraded crew, and also from the

consciousness of what brought her there , unworthy to address the

wretched , but not dishonoured , wife and mother who stood before

her ; but she fixed her languid, yet still beautiful, eyes upon her, with

such a look of gentleness and pity, that the poor woman , as she caught
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the glance, instinctively moved towards the place where she was

sitting, and quietly sat down beside her, but without either of them

speaking a word . This was enough , however, in that dismal desert,

which seemed barren of all human sympathy, to establish a sort of

acquaintance between them , which, despite Jessie's conscious shyness ,

and poor Susan's aching heart, was not long before it manifested itself

in words.

“ Do I crowd you, young woman ? " demanded Susan, in a whisper.

“ Oh no ! ” answered Jessie, in the same tone ; “ I only wish I

could make the bench more comfortable for you .”

This was again quite enough to establish between them a more

kind and friendly feeling than existed between any other individuals

there. Yes, this feeling decidedly existed, and each would willingly ,

nay, gladly, have done for the other any service within the reach of

their miserable condition. But, alas ! poor souls, the power both of

giving and receiving comfort seemed palsied within them ; and they

felt it, even as they gazed in each other's pale spiritless face , and

inwardly murmured,“ Poor soul ! she cannot be so very wretched as 1 ! "

But by degrees the human feeling warmed, and they began in a

low voice to talk together, for there was enough of sympathy between

their hearts for each to feel that, if she spoke at all , it was the other

only that she wished should hear her. But, oh ! how great was now

the advantage of the innocent woman over her that had sinned ! It

was something like a solace for Susan to speak of her husband and

her child, and to consult the young stranger, who had been longer in

that terrible prison than herself, as to what hope there might be of her

being permitted to see them . But how could any solace arise to
Jessie from talking of her situation ? Alas ! the more the words and

manner of her new acquaintance impressed her with a favourable idea

of her character, the more did she shrink from exposing her own

unworthiness. But she was spared the task of being her own his

torian , for her gibing, jeering, tormentors of Shipport took care that

all they knew and all they guessed concerning her should receive as

much publicity as they could give it ; and pitiable was the agony with

which Jessie Phillips hid her face in her hands, while she knew that

the ears of the virtuous wife beside her were receiving the knowledge

of her shame. Excepting during the terrible moments in which she

had stood before the saltered eyes " of the Miss Lewises, she had

never suffered so keonly from the degradation consequent upon her

fault ; and the punishment thus endured went far deeper into her soul

than any which the mere bodily hardships of the workhouse had

brought. The drooping head, the averted eye , the stified groan of

the unhappy girl, were rather instinctively, than hy reflection , received

as a mitigation of her fault by the gentle-spirited Susan White ; and

there was so true a touch of pity in the sound of her voice, when she

again spoke to poor Jessie, that it soothed, though it could not consule

her; and, sadly unequal as were their claims to respect, there existed

between them from that time forth , as long as they remained together,

the sort of kindly feeling which accompanies pity when deeply and

a
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sincerely felt by hearts not hardened by a too busy commerce with

the world . By tacit consent they kept side by side in their melan

choly idleness, and every word voluntarily uttered by either was

addressed to the other. Both were benefited by this intercourse, but

Susan White incomparably the most, for when Jessie talked to her of

the speedy recovery of her husband and her child, and the return to

welcome labour, and the sweet free air of heaven, Susan felt that it

might be so--that it was possible, and that she ought to take patience,

and would do so. But what could she say to her poor companion in

return ? Alas ! nothing -nothing that could open before her a vista

of recovered happiness . She saw this, and felt that she was the least

miserable of the two ; and the tender pity with which the visible

anguish of her drooping companion inspired her increased tenfold .

She saw, too, that her hour of trial was approaching, and that there

was no strength of spirit left to support her under it .

“ Jessie ! ” she said to her one day, when watching that self-aban

donment of look and attitude which shews that hope is dead, “ Jessie,

my poor girl, nothing would do thee so much good as opening thy

poor heart to some kind and holy minister. I have been here four

days, but I haven't seen any clergyman yet . Perhaps their visits are

only to the sick ? ”

“ To -morrow is Sunday,” replied Jessie, “ and then there will be

one come to read prayers.

“ Then after service speak to him , Jessie . Don't be afraid because

he is a gentleman . If he is like him as both christened and married

me, he knows he is God's servant, and that it is his duty to comfort

the sick and sorrowful."

“ And it would be a comfort to be spoken to by such an one ,"

replied Jessie, with a sigh, while her thoughts reverted to the almost

parental kindness of Mr. Rimmington ; “ but it would not be so easy

to manage as you seem to think for, Mrs. White. The gentleman

that reads prayers to the paupers in the workhouse never stays a

minute here after they are over.'

" And that may be more because nobody seems to want him to

stay,” replied the good woman , “ than because he is not willing to do

Clergymen have got a deal to do , Jessie, and oftentimes more

than ignorant poor people think for. But, perhaps, you feel shy, my

poor girl, and I would be glad and proud to help you to such comfort

as that. So I'll speak to the gentleman myself, Jessie, and , maybe,

I may be able to say a word to him about my dear husband too."

SO.

* *

The morrow came, and with it the reverend divine who had been

engaged by the board of guardians of the Deepbrook Union to read

prayers to the paupers in the work house every Sunday morning. For

this he received from the parish funds twenty -five pounds sterling per

annum, and, as he resided at the distance of seven miles from the

workhouse, there were only a few of the board who considered him

as overpaid. This gentleman resided in a large parish , of which he

was curate ; but, as he had a wife and six children , he thankfully
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accepted the above-mentioned twenty -five pounds, and probably would

not have refused half the sum had it been offered him . A well

intentioned, worthy man was this Reverend Mr. Simms, and truly it

was no fault of his if he had more to do professionally and domes

tically than the 168 hours of the week allowed time for. At any rate,

no man could accuse him of ever wasting an hour in idleness, or

spending it in amusement. Four of his six children were old enough

to require teaching, and he taught them . About a dozen children,

upon an average, were christened every week in his parish , and he

christened them . Somewhat more thanhalf that number required to

be buried , and he buried them . A proper proportion of couples

desired to be married weekly , and he married them . Sick folks

demanded to be prayed with, and he prayed with them . Moreover,

his bishop would have been highly displeased if he had omitted to

read prayers on every Saint's day ; so that, upon the whole , he was

a good deal occupied ; and as the shuttling pony which he kept upon

the common near his parsonage had to convey him from the Deep

brook Union, after he had read prayers there, in time to begin reading

them again in his own church, before the clock struck twelve, he was not

in the habit of spending much time in the workhouse after he put off

his surplice, although he never failed to get into it a little before nine.

But fortunately, though Mr. Simms' pony trotted slowly , the reverend

gentleman himself got over the ground with great rapidity, being one

of the most rapid readers in England. But of all these particulars

Mrs. White, worthy soull of course knew nothing, and she placed

herself in the cold dark room , converted for the nonce into a

chapel, with comfortable consciousness, not only that she was

going to say
her prayers, but also that she was about to do a good

and pious action , for she was determined not to let the clergyman

leave it till she had told him how greatly one amongst them required

the spiritual consolation which it was in his power only to give.

Mr. Simms had not quite recovered his breath when he got into

the deal inclosure, which served him as a desk ; but not for this did he

pause , or linger, for stop, emphasis, or accent, for the hundredth part

of a second, from the first word of the holy office to the last. For his

pony was that day decidedly rather more lame than usual ; and the

dread of infringing the canonical hours, by not beginning the service

in his church in time, haunted bim like a spectre, and drove him on

from verse to verse , and from prayer to prayer, with a degree of

velocity which certainly tended not a little to puzzle and confound

the slow capacities of his poor hearers . In one respect, however, he

had a very considerable advantage over the generality of clergymen

who are obliged ( by any cause ) to get through the service as rapidly

as possible, for, having no one to officiate as clerk, and finding that

the waiting for the slow enunciation of the very quickest of his con

gregation would take more tinie than he could possibly spare , the

Psalms were got through by his reading every other verse without

the loss of a moment between - an accidental advantage this, for which

the reverend gentleman felt very piously thankful.
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Susan White was a very humble-minded poor woman , and, not

finding herself able to follow the service through this rapid delivery of

it , heaved a gentle sigh to think what an ignorant poor soul she was .

This humility, however, did not cause her to shrink from her resolu

tion of getting the minister to say a few words of comfort to poor

Jessie Phillips; and, being in some degree instinctively aware that the

reverend gentleman's movements were likely to be rapid, she kept her

eye upon him throughout the whole of the valedictory blessing, the

words of which were too familiar to be mistaken , even from the lips

of Mr. Simms, and, darting forward the very instant he had pronounced

it , she contrived to reach bim before the second arm was emanci

pated from the sleeve of the surplice , the operation having, fortu

nately, been a little impeded by the hitching of a button at the waist

in the cuff of his coat. So placing herself before him , therefore, as

to render his escape by the narrow interval between the forms pretty

nearly impossible, she made him a low courtesy, and said , “ I ask

your pardon, sir , but there is a young woman in the house who is sadly

in want of a little comforting talk with a minister. Will you be

pleased, sir, to come along with me only just for a quarter of an hour
or so ? "

“ A quarter of an hour ! ” exclaimed Mr. Simms, positively trem

bling with haste, eagerness, and alarm, " a quarter of an hour, good

woman , -- you know not what you ask ! Go away, good woman , go

away! Mercy on me, how you stand staring ! ' Do you mean to
make me push you over the forms that I may get away ? Get

along, do ! It must be a quarter past ten if it's a minute ! Get

And, so saying, the greatly irritated gentleman did push

her a little on one side, and then made his escape, with as much

nervous trepidation as if he had been a thief with the constable behind

him .

away, do !"

Courteous reader, be just and reasonable as well as courteous, and

say ,
if you be a rate -payer, where the blame lies. Is it in Mr. Simms,

who, with unremitting labour in what ought to be the first of all

professions, can , with such desperate difficulty, maintain his family,

as to make him accept your pitiful stipend, though forced to earn it in

the way described ? Or, is it with you , and those whom you permit

to assess and distribute your contributions, and who eagerly accept

the services of those whose price can most easily be beaten down,

though it is notoriously impossible that they can accept the ternis you

offer, and live, unless they, in some degree, limit the time they give,

in the same proportion as you have limited their reward ?

But it is thus, as if you look carefully round you will find, once

and again , that the miserable wretches who have a million times more

need of spiritual confort than their bappier fellow.creatures are

defrauded of it. If it, indeed, be necessary to make the pauper a

prisoner, care should at least be taken that the light which enables

the sufferers of earth to see the blessed perspective of a happier state

of existence should not be excluded from his dungeon.
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CHAPTER XXXIV.

THE STORY RETURNS TO ELLEN--- SHE RELATES TO HER FATHER THE

CIRCUMSTANCES OF HER INTERVIEW WITH THE DUCHESS - A VERY

PLEASANT FAMILY MERRY-MAKING INTERRUPTED BY THE ARRIVAL

OF A LETTER-GREAT CONFUSION OCCASIONED THEREBY .

We must now give a backward glance to Ellen , for, despite her

earnest aspirations for such a state of indifference as might enable her

to endure with philosophy the touch of either joy or woe, she seemed

doomed to learn , that in this wish , as in some former ones, a more

powerful will than her own directed her destiny ; and no condition

could be much more removed from indifference than that which fol

lowed her little -desired interview with the Duchess of Rochdale .

There were but two human beings in the world to whom Ellen

would have wished to communicate this strange interview , namely,

her father and Lord Pemberton . To the latter, however, had the wish

been multiplied ten -thousand fold, she would not have done it ; but

to her sympathising, her indulgent, her approving father, she has

tened the moment she returned to the house, thongh, with all her

eagerness, she would probably have been too considerate to enter

his presence so abruptly had she been aware of the Aushed and

agitated expression of her countenance .

“ My dearest child , what is the matter with you ? What has

happened, Ellen ? " demanded the startled squire.

* Nothing, papa-that is, nothing that need alarm you," replied

Ellen, vainly endeavouring to look tranquil, rational , and composed.

“ I am sure I am very foolish if I look frightened, for I certainly

have had nothing to frighten me. I have only seen the Duchess,

papa ."

Mr. Dalton looked vexed, and sighed involuntarily . “ My dear

girl !” he said, “ I am sure you did not mean it, Ellen, but you have

deceived both yourself and me. I would not have believed, my dear,

that the sight of the Duchess, or the Duke either, could have thus

moved you. Oh, Ellen ! Where is the tranquil philosophy on which

we have both prided ourselves ?"

“ In my heart, I hope, dear father !” replied Ellen , though the

tears that started to her eyes as she spoke made her words sound

exceedingly like an empty boast. “ I have been discomposed and

somewhat agitated by what has passed, but --- "

“ Passed I” exclaimed Mr. Dalton , with great vehemence ; “ you

don't mean that you have been conversing with her ? Good Heaven !

how untortunate ! I would not have had you exposed to this for the

world . Tell me, Ellen , at once—was she rude to you ?"

“ Rude ? Oh no ! papa ; not rude, certainly . But, though I

really believe she intended to be civil , she made me, somehow or

other, speak rather rudely, or, at least, rather bluntly to her. I can

hardly explain what it was that I felt. I trust it was not anger, I

trust it was not pride, but--"
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“ Never mind, my Ellen ," said the squire, again interrupting her ;

“ better a thousand times that it should have been either, than that she

should have suspected you of any wish or intention to please her.”

“ You may set your heart at ease , dear father, on that point, "

returned Ellen , with a melancholy smile ; " there was not the very

slightest danger of it . ”

And then, by degrees, Ellen endeavoured to repeat all that had

really passed, while the good squire, on his side, cross -examined her

as to looks, accents , and attitudes ; but, though she answered him with

all possible fidelity , the result was any thing rather than a clear under

standing, on his part, as to what the noble lady's feelings towards his

exemplary daughter either were or had been .

Not to have entered into this conversation with her father was

impossible ; but when, at length, it was concluded by the dinner -bell,

which sent her to dress, Ellen essayed , with all the power she had , to

drive the subject from her thoughts ; and in the evening, when she

found it impossible either to read or to talk , she proposed to her mother

that the children should all come into the drawing-room and dance to

her playing. Mrs. Dalton , who was never so well pleased as when she

could find an excuse for calling together and reviewing her children,

consented with a delighted smile, and Ellen sat down, and pursued her

self -imposed task unshrinkingly, amidst the incessant repetitions of

“ Not quite so fast, Ellen," “ A little quicker, if you please, dear

Ellen," —and “ Just please to play that over again ,” &c. & c. & c. for

about two hours . At the end of that time, Mr. Dalton, who had taken

refuge in his library, interrupted the revels by entering the drawing

room , and walking up to the pale musician with a somewhat peremp

tory request that she would leave off playing and come with him .

There was something in the tone of his voice which startled her, though

she would have been exceedingly puzzled if obliged to say why. But,

on looking up in his face for explanation, the puzzle became worse

still , for never had she seen him wear the same sort of look before .

It was not jocund, it was not sad , neither was it angry - far from it.

On the contrary, indeed , there was a sort of condescending gentleness,

such as he might have worn when giving alms to a beggar who stood

greatly in awe of him . In short, well as Ellen thought she knew her

father, she was now completely at fault, and, having answered the

plaintive remonstrances of a dozen young eyes by beckoning Henrietta

to take her place at the instrument, she rose without saying a word,

and followed him out of the room .

The squire stalked before her across the ample hall, in very ghost

like fashion , neither speaking a syllable, nor even turning his head to

look at her. When they were both fairly within the door, which he

held open to receive her , he closed and bolted it, and then, throwing

his arms around her, he pressed her to his bosom with a vehemence of

emotion which almost frightened her.

My dearest father ! " she exclaimed , “ what is it you have got to

tell me? Something, I'm sure, that you think will overpower me. Is

it something terrible ? Has any thing dreadful happened to him ? "
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“ Nothing dreadful has happened to him , my Ellen ; but it is terri

ble, or something very near it, for such a stout-hearted old fellow as

myself to discover that, on the very point where I most prided myself,

even in moral dignity and strength of mind, I have no more firmness

than a love - sick girl, nor half so much perhaps as one who, if not love

sick , has loved well . Sit down , my love, sit down, and don't despise

me, if you can help it.”

Ellen obeyed,but without uttering a word in reply. She felt that

something strange had occurred, and felt too, throughout her whole

frame , that, whatever it might be, it came from the quarter from whence

no breath, however slight, could reach her without fearfully shaking

the tranquillity she so earnestly sought to preserve.

Her father looked at her anxiously ; he felt that to prolong these

moments of suspense was cruelty, and yet he so greatly feared the

effect of sudden emotion upon a young heart, which had already been

tried so severely, that it was literally in trembling that he put the fol

lowing letter into her hand .

Ellen , too , trembled ; for, though the writing was unknown to her,

some species of instinct that it would be difficilt to define convinced

her, almost beyond the reach of doubt, that it was from the Duke of

Rochdale. For a moment there was a mist before her eyes-she

could not clearly see the characters --but it passed, and she read as

follows :

66 Sir,

“ It is a mortifying thing for a man who has, during many years

of life, been enduring many sacrifices with a tolerable degree of philo

sophy, because he believed himself to be doing what was right, sud

denly to discover that he had , on the contrary, been doing what was

very wrong. Such, Mr. Dalton , is my case ; and I trust that this

avowal will tend to soften any severity with which you may have

hitherto been disposed to judge me . Imay spare myself the painful

task of entering at length upon all that has passed between your daugh

ter and my son, for, as Lord Pemberton assures me, nothing has been

concealed from you . But you must permit me to explain to you , as

briefly as possible, my own conduct in the business. In order to do

this, it is necessary that I should expose my family affairs in a manner

that I have never done before to any one save my wife, but I feel no

fear that this confidence will be less safe with you than with her.”

[ Here followed a statement of the deplorable incumbrances with

which his father's extravagance had burdened the Rochdale property ( the

detail of which it is unnecessary to give), and the letter then proceeded

as follows. ]

“ I need not point out to you that the strict , I might say, the

severe economy, which I was called upon to practise in order to

clear the demands made by many creditors on the already crippled

property of my family, was mor ainful in my station than it might

have been to one of inferior rank. In truth , my whole life has been a

struggle ; and the first wish of my heart has been to save my son from 1

1

1
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passing his days in the same manner. I have nothing with which to

reproach myself on the side of the well -ordered and well- sustained

economy by which I have sought to clear my property ; I have had

faithful agents, both in and out of my family, to assist me ; and the

painful task has proceeded without a single backward step. That

during the whole of this time my mind has been very earnestly tixed
upon the hope of a wealthy marriage for my son , I will not deny. It

was the only means ( except that of self-denial which has been practised

hy us all as far as the demands of our station would permit) by which

it was possible to expedite the process by which I was labouring to

emancipate my son from the painful trammels which had shackled me.

You will therefore conceive, Mr. Dalton, that his confession of an

attachment to your daughter was a severe blow to me. I fear that I

suffered my admirable wife to perceive how strongly the disappoint

ment of my hopes affected me more openly than I ought to have done.

--- She had an interview with her son , the particulars of which I

never learned till this day . The Duchess knew , by what passed at this

interview, both the professed attachment and the bitter sorrow of her

son , but for my sake she endured this bitter knowledge without waver

ing, and without suffering any such portion of it to reach me as would

have made my self-imposed task the harder. I only learned, and

learned from her ( for with my son I never entered on the subject ),

that the young people had both pledged themselves to give up their

engagement, unless it was sanctioned by the parents on both sides.

With this I was fully satisfied , and have been living ever since under

the comfortable delusion that Pemberton saw the necessity of the

arrangement, and submitted to it accordingly, without any greater

sacrifice of happiness than a few months' change of place and scene

might suffice to cure. That poor Pemberton's mother knew better is

certain ; but, however I may lament the concealment which has pro

duced so much greater a degree of suffering than any motive would

have induced me to inflict, I at least cannot blame her, for all she

has suffered herself and has caused others to suffer has been produced

solely by her wish to save me. But this day has ended a very perni

cious state of delusion for both of us. My dear wife has ceased to

think that it was her duty to keep me in the dark , and I have at length

obtained such a knowledge of facts as will, I trust, enable me to atone

for the unhappiness of which I have been the cause . The Duchess of

Rochdale has seen and conversed with your daughter, Mr. Dalton ;

and the consequence has been a frank and noble avowal of the rashness

which led her to judge and decide upon a question while ignorant of

what was most essential to it . It was to me she first avowed this, to

gether with all she had done and suffered in order to keep me ignorant

of the tenacity with which Lord Pemberton adhered to his attachment,
while consenting to forego the hope of possessing the object of it . It

was to me, too , that she first confessed the conviction , to which the inter

view of this morning gave rise, that the man who had once loved Miss

Dalton would never consent to be the husband of any other woman .

The result of this conversation with her was an interview with my son ,
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of which it is not necessary that I should give the particulars , inasmuch

as my chief object in now addressing you is to request your permission

for his waiting upon yourself and your daughter, to communicate the

result of it . I will not affect to fear that such a woman as your daugh

ter will refuse to receive the addresses of my son , because he submitted

to the restraint imposed by his father. May God bless them both !

They have deserved to be happy, and I trust they will be so. It would

be doing neither of them justice to suppose that the restricted income

to which they must submit for the next four or five years would inter

fere with this. After all that my son has suffered, I could not condemn

him to another night of anxiety ; and have therefore yielded to his ear

nest entreaties not to suffer any delay on my part to add to the mis

chief which has been already done by the want of a perfectly clear

understanding between your family and mine. Lord Pemberton's

groom will convey this letter to the manor house ; but I should wish

your daughter to know that his master will be waiting at the distance

of some half-dozen paces to receive your answer to it .

“ I remain, Sir,

“ Your obedient Servant,

“ ROCHDALE .”

Ilow did Ellen bear it ? But little has been said concerning her

love for Lord Pemberton ; nevertheless there was that at her heart to

which not even the magic strength of poetry has ever been able to do

full justice, though many a fluttering little heart, beside Ellen's, may

have felt it . However, she did not faint on learning this sudden change

from despair to happiness ; she only rose gently from her seat, and,

passing the little table that stood between them , dropped on her knees

before her father, and in that attitude silently breathed her thanks to

Ileaven for the change. Certainly her tears flowed the while ; and it

was best perhaps that it should be so, for, without this natural and

most blessed relief, it is probable that not even the hard -learned philo

sophy of Ellen would have sufficed to preserve her from sinking under

emotions so violent. It would be hardly fair, perhaps, to look under

the squire's eyelids, as they fell over the eves that looked fondly down

upon his daughter; but, if we did, it is likely enough that we should

find on this occasion , as heretofore, that there was “ most excellent

sympathy ” between them . That it was a moment, however, of very

exquisite happiness to both, nobody can doubt; nevertheless Ellen ,

from not being used perhaps to this sort of thing, very speedily took

means to interrupt it , for, even while the lips of the squire were still

pressed upon her forehead she started away from him , exclaiming,

“ Papa ! Lord Pemberton ! ”

“ Bless my soul ! ” exclaimed the happy father , in his turn, “ I had

forgotten that part of the business altogether, Ellen . Fancy him pacing

up and down the drive all this time!" and, without waiting for any

further hints or instructions, or even for his hat, the squire rushed out

of the library, across the hall, and through the portico, in search of his

future son - in -law .
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CHAPTER XXXV.

ELLEN DALTON IS RATHER ASTONISHED AT FINDING HERSELF HAPPY

OTHER PEOPLE ARE PUZZLED AS WELL AS HERSELF .

This may,

Ellex meanwhile seated herself in a chair as far from the fire as

possible, for her cheeks were burning, though her hands and feet were

as cold as marble. How utterly impossible would it be to follow the

thoughts which began careering through the head , lately so very rea

sonable !-how infinitely beyond the power of words to describe the

emotions which throbbed, and thrilled , and swelled, and Auttered , in

that little heart ! It was considerably more than a year since they had

seen each other. Poor Ellen had lost much of her bloom in that in

terval, and she knew it. Now was it , and for the first time, that the

ribald observations of her brother brought a pang to her heart as she

remembered them . In some degree she knew that he was right ; could

she be sure that he was not more so than she suspected ?—could she

be sure that Lord Pemberton might not think so, too ?

perhaps , appear to the high -minded and sublime as a trait of very

pitiful vanity, but, nevertheless, there may be some honest hearts in

fair bosoms who may have courage enough to confess that the feeling,

although weak, was natural, and to these I must trust her defence . It

was, however, but for a moment or so that any such thoughts possessed

her, and in the next a multitude of delicious recollections, all tending

to prove how little such considerations were likely to influence her

lover, succeeded, and for a bright brief interval she was conscious,

notwithstanding the vehement agitation which still shook her frame, of

feeling perfectly happy. But the poor girl was not permitted to enjoy

the unwonted sensation long, for very speedily after all doubts and fears

were comfortably merged in the sober certainty of soon , oh ! very soon ,

beholding the beloved one whom she had so vainly struggled to forget;
an impetuous hand was heard to seize the lock , and before she could

be quite sure whether the bounding of her heart would choke her or

not, the door opened , and in bounced three of her sisters .

“ Now this is too bad , Ellen ," exclaimed the eldest of the three.

“ It was all very well to stay away as long as papa wanted you, but

Frederic is just come in , and says he met him going out, so that you

can only stay away now out of naughty laziness. But now you must

come, for mamma has sent us to fetch you .” And with this the three

messengers seized vehemently upon her, two of them securing her

hands, and the third grasping a portion of her muslin dress in a style

that would evidently have made resistance very dangerous.

What was the trembling Duchess elect to do in this. domestic di

lemma ? The question was entirely one of expediency ; right or wrong,

pleasant or unpleasant, had nothing to do with it . To get rid of the

children would, she knew , be impossible ; and she had therefore only to

decide on the comparative advantage of being found at that moment
Q
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by Lord Pemberton, engaged in a violent game of romps, or of not

being found by him at all . Half an instant decided it ; she preferred

the latter, and quietly saying, “ Don't tear my frock, Rose , " she yielded

herself to their will, and in the next moment found herself in the

drawing -room , surrounded by seven of her sisters, her mother, and her

brother.

“ It is very foolish of you to stay away so, Ellen, when you your

self had asked for all the children to come down," said Mrs Dalton ,

looking a little vexed . • You should have told your papa at once how

you were all engaged, and I am quite sure he would not have wished

to keep you away:

“ The governor had nothing to do with it, ma'am ,” said young

Dalton , from his favourite position on the hearth -rug ; " it was all the

amiable old lady's own sweetness of temper, which kept her steadfastly

in one place because she happened to know that she was particularly

wanted in another . And, by the way, I wish you would ask her,

ma'am ,” continued the young man , passing his fingers through his

beautiful hair, as he stood before the large mirror over the chimney

piece.-- " I wish you would have the kindness to ask her what she has

been saying or doing to put the old gentleman in such a horrible rage ?

I thought positively that he would have knocked me down as I passed

him at thefront door. I never saw him in such a way in my life. I

really think she must have been shewing herself off under her true

colours.”

“ What was the matter, Ellen , dear ?" said her mother, rising suffi

ciently from her customary attitude to look her daughter in the face.

“ Good gracious me, Ellen ! What is it all about ? You are asred as

the geranium in your bosom , and I do believe that you have beencrying."

“ There is nothing at all the matter, mamma ? ” said Ellen , with an

involuntary but very happy smile. “ And now , dears, begin dancing

again , there's darlings ;” and Ellen endeavoured to make her way to

the pianoforte.

“ Just see how she is sniggering at the idea of having put the

poor old gentleman in a passion . The older she grows the worse

she is , you'll all find it out, one of these days, as well as 1. Upon

my soul I would not mind her being so confounded ugly if she had

not such a devil of a temper ,” said Mr. Frederic Dalton .

At this moment the bell of the house door rang rather violently, as

if pulled by a hasty and impatient hand.

“ Who the devil can this be ? ” said the young gentleman , striding

towards the door of the room as he spoke .

“ Don't go, Frederic ! I am quite sure it is my father come back !"

exclaimed poor Ellen , not knowing what to say, or what to do.

“ Well, Mrs. Ellen Dalton l and if it is, why should I be afraid of

meeting him , I wonder ?"

" Don't go , Frederic," said Mrs. Dalton , who hated nothing so much

as the rare occurrence of hearing her son reprimanded by his father.

“ I am quite sure that Ellen has some meaning for what she says .
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Perhaps he means to speak to you about that odious young Baxter.

Pray, pray, stay where you are, and don't let us have any quarrelling."

While this was passing, the saucy Mary had employed herself by

gently opening the drawing-room door, and peeping out ; which man

quvre having been performed with equal caution and success, she

closed the door, and tripping back into the middle of the room clapped

her hands, exclaiming, “ Papa is not going to quarrel with any body,

but he has brought back the most beautiful young man in the world

with him ! ”

“ What stuff you are talking, child !” said her brother, sharply

ringing the bell . “ Beautiful young man, indeed ! I do wonder,

mother, that you can let a woman of Ellen's age, who is up to every

thing, and afraid of nothing, talk as freely as I am sure she does to the

young ones. Who was that, pray ? ” he added , addressing the servant

who at that moment answered the bell. “ Who was it came in just now

with my father ? "

" My Lord Pemberton, Sir," replied the man .

“ Who ? ” vociferated Mr. Frederic Dalton .

“ The Marquis of Pemberton , Sir," repeated the servant.

• What the devil brings him here ?" exclaimed the young squire

as soon as the footman had retired. “ Can you guess, ma'am , what

should make him call , and at this time of night too ? ” he added, ad
dressing his mother .

“ Good gracious, Frederic , no ! How should I ? "

“ Most likely he is coming to look after me,” resumed the young

“ Miss Mortimer told me that every body said it was a shame

we were not acquainted, because we were the only two young men at

all in the same class ; except, of course, young Mortimer."

“ But if he did want to make your acquaintance, Frederic , ” observed

Henrietta, “ it surely would not be done in this way. Certainly it is

very odd. Isn't it, Ellen ?” It must be observed, strange as it may

seem , that no single individual of the Dalton family had the slightest

idea of Lord Pemberton's attachment to Ellen except her father. The

little parlour at Mrs. Buckhurst's had been the scene of some few

transcendently happy, but of many more transcendently miserable

meetings between the lovers, but Lord Pemberton had never entered

the manor - house till this evening.

When Henrietta addressed the question above stated to her sister,

she turned round her head to look at her , and, very naturally astonished

at the vivid carnation which dyed her cheeks, exclaimed with a gay

langh, “ Why, Ellen ! What can make you blush so very beautifully ?

Surely not a visit from the high and mighty Marquis of Pemberton ?

Of the whole race, excepting perhaps papa himself, you are the very

last I should have thought likely to be moved in spirit by the honor

and glory of such an event. What are you thinking about ?"

“ Of Lord Pemberton ," replied Ellen , with a smile that cannot

possibly be described , for it was as if all the youth and gaiety that for

the last two years, or near it, had been shut up within her, in a sort

man .

66
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of death - like trance, were now suddenly awakened, and looking out at
her eyes.

“ Yes, I dare say you are, you antediluvian spinster,” cried Frede

ric. “ Ladies of your age are vastly apt to waste a good many of

their precious thoughts on young gentlemen of his. But they get

nothing, poor dears, but Irish reciprocity--the thinking is all on one

side."

At this moment the door was again opened by Mr. Dalton , who,

pausing for an instant to ascertain in what part of the large room Ellen

might be found , walked up to her, and, placing her trembling arm under

his own, led her away without uttering a word.

Shall we follow the father and daughter to the library ? Or shall

we remain with the mother, and the rest of her progeny in the draw

ing -room ? The last, decidedly, and that for two reasons. First, the

scene that followed in the library would require more skill to describe ;

and, secondly, it would be more easy to imagine, without any descrip

tion at all . We will remain , therefore, with Mrs. Dalton , and by so

doing shall have an opportunity of observing the effect produced by

the pantomimic performance of the squire.

The general astonishment was so great, that not a single word was

spoken for several seconds ; a much longer space of time, be it observed ,

than was at all likely to occur under ordinary circumstances among any

seven of the Miss Daltons, without taking either the mother or brother

into the account. This really awful pause was at length broken by

Carolive, who, gravely walking up to the side of her mother, said , in a

tone of mingled astonishment and curiosity, “ Mamma, can you tell

why papa led away sister Ellen in that manner ?”

“ Tell, child ! How on earth can I , or any body else, be able to

guess what it means ? Your papa and Ellen are always having secrets

together -- every body knows that; and I am sure , for my part, I don't

care a single straw about it . But certainly this is something out of

the common way. Do you suppose, Frederic, that Lord Pemberton is

there still ? "

“ There !--what ! in the library for Miss Ellen to do the honours

to him ? No, to be sure, ma'am , that is quite out of the question. I

suppose Lord Pemberton stepped in for half a moment to ask some

county question or other, and the moment he was gone the governor

rushed in here, as you saw , to look for his darling , that he might tell

her all about it . It is quite in his usual way , I think . I really see

nothing in it to astonish any one.”

“ No, Frederic , it is not in his usual way, ” said Caroline, with great

solemnity. “ Mamma ! I have got a thought come into my head .

Will you tell me if you believe it is possible, only just possible, mind,
that Lord Pemberton has fallen in love with sister Ellen , and is come

to tell papa so ? "

" Nonsense, child !" replied Mrs. Dalton , colouring violently, as

she fixed her eyes upon her, and seemed falling into a reverie .

« No, ma'am , it is not nonsense , it is a great deal worse than non
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sense , " ejaculated the young squire, in a tone of vehement indignation.

- This is the sort of stuff the children get into their heads by being

permitted to be so much with their precious sister Ellen. If you will

take my advice, ma'am , you will please to send Miss Caroline to bed,

just as a lesson to teach her that it is perfectly disgusting for girls of

her age to be for ever talking about love and lovers, upon all possible

occasions, however disgustingly absurd ."

" In love with Ellen ! ” said Mrs. Dalton , removing her eyes from the

face of Caroline, to fix them on that of her son . “ What can have put

that into the child's head ? "

“ I have told you , ma'am ,” replied the young gentleman, with every

appearance of being very angry— “ It is Ellen , who has put it into

her head . You may depend upon it that you will find out, some day ,

thatI have not formed my opinion of her from nothing."

Mrs. Dalton, however, was in a dream , from which neither the

anger of her son , nor the valuable opinions he was delivering, could

awaken her .

The girls, meanwhile, were divided into groups . The three eldest

stood whispering together near the pianoforte, the three youngest

were endeavouring to atone to themselves for the loss of their dance by

hiding and peeping out at each other from behind the curtains, and

the inspired Caroline still stood before her mother , apparently inas deep

a reverie as herself . How long the young squire, who still stood

frowning upon the hearth -rug, would have continued to endure the

abominable bore " of this strange suspense, it is not easy to guess ;

he certainly was beginning to think that he should like to push all the

detestable children out of the room when the door once again opened,

and for the third time Mr. Dalton entered .

There was a most provokingly serene air of composure upon his

countenance, which seemed as effectually to baffle the inquiring eyes

that were instantly fixed upon him , as if he had worn a mask. And,

though he immediately spoke, neither his words, nor the tone of his

voice, gave the slightest reason to hope that he intended to occupy

himself by gratifying their curiosity.

“ Henrietta, my dear, ” said he, very mildly, “ I fear I must trouble

you to lend me your writing-desk. I want to write a letter directly,

and you are such a tidy girl that I am sure you have every thing
ready . "

A very acute observer might perhaps have suspected, from the

furtive sort of glance that Mr. Dalton directed towards his wife, his

son, and his elder daughters, that he had some little notion in his head

of the real state and condition of their minds as to what was going on

in the library. That is to say, that he thought they might be rather

curious as to the reasons for his not writing his letter there ; but he

knew not that they were aware how it was occupied .

Henrietta, having uttered a cheerful “ Oh, yes, papa !" left the

room, and Mrs. Dalton, having by that time roused herself sufficiently

to speak , said , “ Do come here, Mr. Dalton, will you ? I want you to

tell me

9 )
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But before she could finish the sentence the impatient young man

on the hearth -rug exclaimed, “ Pray, sir , is Lord Pemberton still here ?”

" Lord Pemberton ? " repeated his father, raising his hand to his
chin, perhaps to conceal a smile that he could not restrain . “ Who

can have told you that Lord Pemberton was here ?”

“ It was William , sir. Pray, may I ask if his lordship is shut up

in the library with my sister Ellen ?

“ Yes, Frederic, he is.” replied the squire, demurely.

“ What for, Mr. Dalton ? What for ? Oh, goodness ! what can it

all mean ? " exclaimed his wife, etfectually roused by this startling in

telligence from her usual state of apathy. " Mr. Dalton, you will be

the death of me if you do not tell me instantly."

“ God forbid , my dear ! ” he replied , in the gentlest possible accents,

as he took her hand, and then pressed his lips upon her still fair fore

head. “ I should never contemplate the idea of your dying without

extreme sorrow, but just at present I do assure you that it would be

peculiarly inconvenient to me.”

“ Why, Mr. Dalton ? Why would it be peculiarly inconvenient to

you ? ” returned the lady, with most unusual impetuosity. “ I am

quite sure,” she added, in an accent which seemed to threaten a sudden

food of tears, “ I am quite sure, Mr. Dalton , that you have got some

thing in your head , and that you are trying to make a fool of me ! ”

“ On the contrary, my dear ; I am only trying not to frighten you

out of your wits by the news I have got to tell. Frederic," he added,

turning towards his son , “ I have more than once heard you express

some anxious doubts and fears respecting your eldest sister's chance of

finding an establishment in marriage —nay, I think I have heard you

remark that she was already to be considered as a confirmed old maid .

Let me have the pleasure, while announcing my good news to your

mother and sisters, of removing this painful idea from your mind for

ever. Dear wife, your eldest daughter will, ere long, be Marchioness

of Pemberton,"

Were I to say that Mrs. Dalton uttered a scream , it would scarcely

be an exaggeration, so vehement was the “ Oh !” with which she

prefaced the “ Gracious, mercy on me! are you in earnest ?” by which

she replied to her husband's speech. As to Mr. Frederic, his fine

teeth were set so closely together, that they might well be said to

grind each other, and it was only across this beautiful ivory barrier that

the single word he uttered was breathed . It was therefore inaudible,

and it may be very fairly said that the deep d - n , which his heart

spoke, returned to it. As to the clamorous exclamations of the younger

branches of the family, the whisperings, the smiles, and all the pretty

sisterly wonder and delight which such news was likely to produce,

it may all be very easily imagined . Mr. Dalton, however, who really

had to write a letter to the Duke, and, having generously yielded his

library to others, was obliged to occupy the drawing - room himself,

soon became conscious that in its present state it was exceedingly

ill calculated for the production of an epistle which he certainly wished

to have nothing absurd in it, and he felt that, as long as he was within
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reach of such happy mutterings as now buzzed around him , he was

in great danger of not achieving this.
He therefore thus addressed

them all , seniors and juniors en masse, “ My dear girls , I would not

stop your beloved tongues for the universe, but I have got a letter to

write to your sister Ellen's august father- in - law that is to be, and if you

stay here I shall be sure to write, “ Caroline says this ,' and ' Charlotte

says that, ' which I am sure you will agree with me would be very

objectionable. So get along all of you into the school -room , order-

lights, bread and butter and tea , in any quantities you please, and sit

all night, if you will, talking over this wonder of wonders . Only don't

utter a chorus of thanksgivings aloud as you pass the library door,

because perhaps Ellen might not like it .

The superlatively happy troop lost no time in making an elaborate

reply to this harangue, but, uttering an universal “ Thank you, papa ! ”

moved off towards the door, which they reached just as Henrietta and

her desk entered it; and then good Mrs. Dalton indulged herself by

slowly uttering these solemn words, “ Henrietta, my dear, I wish

myself to have the pleasure of informing you tliat your beloved sister

Ellen is about to become Marchioness of Pemberton, and will , by the

blessing of God, some day be the Duchess of Rochdale !"

CHAPTER XXXVI.

А VERY CLEVER GIRL FINDS HERSELF OBLIGED TO CONFESS THAT

SHE HAS MADE A MISTAKE -- BUT HER CONFESSOR IS NOT SO

SEVERE UPON HER AS SHE DESERVES .

Two or three days, very anxious ones to Martha Maxwell, passed

over, after her interview with Henry Mortimer, without her hearing from

him on the subject of Frederic Dalton's promise of marriage, but at the

end of that time he contrived , as cleverly as the hero of that document

had done himself, to find the young lady alone and disengaged, and

then the subject was resumed between them with the most confiding

and friendly unreserve on both sides.

“ I grieve, dear, kind -hearted friend ," said the young lawyer, " to

have nothing to report that can leave you with the slightest ground

for hope that the curious document of which you have got possession

can avail you for the service of your poor client. Such a transfer as

you propose to make of it is quite impracticable.”

Perhaps Martha discerned the least possible inclination to smile

about the mouth of her counsellor as he said this . She coloured

a little , shook her head, and said, “ I am sure you are quizzing me,

Mr. Mortimer.” This, however, he stoutly denied, and indeed with

such genuine sincerity that she permitted herself to be satisfied , and

the consultation went on. “ The transfer is impracticable !" she repeated
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musingly, “ Truly I believe it , Mr. Mortimer ; and , though I do not

pique myself upon being a very accomplished lawyer, I do not re

member that I ever felt, or expressed a hope, that any legal use could

bemade of it. But we quarrelled, you know , when we talked of it

before, so perhaps you did not quite understand me." .

“ I deny the quarrel,” he replied ; " however,I am quite ready, being

a particularly courteous and amiable judge, to hear you again . '

“ Well, then , hear, and listen , not only with your ears, Mr. Juilge,

but with your understanding. I never, as I tell you, believed it likely

that this most absurd paper could give me any legal power over my

incomparable lover, but I think now, as I ever have done, that if pro

perly managed it may give all we want and wish for as an instrument

by which to work upon his fears. I have an infinity of faith , Mr.

Henry Mortiiner, in the young gentleman's ignorance, and I have

little doubt that, if poor Jessie Phillips could make him understand that

this paper was in her possession , and that it was her purpose to bring it

against him in a court of justice, he would immediately give her such a

sum of money for the precious document as might enable her to release

herself froin her present sad abode (don't take my calling thework

house sad as a personal affront, Mr. Mortimer ) and enable her to

leave the neighbourhood that has been so fatal to her. Cannot you

believe that all this might be done ? "

“ You have, as you say, Miss Maxwell, an infinity of faith in the

young gentleman's ignorance," replied young Mortimer, " and I have an

infinity of faith in his rascality. I do not believe this unhappy affair

would ever have occurred if he had not known himself to be safe under

the existing law ( I might have taken this as personal, if you had said

it) ; but depend upon it that on such points his ignorance is not so great

as you suppose . Your poor Jessie has put it out of her own power to

expose him in any way without exposing herself also , and that, as you

must be aware, much more fatally for herself than for liim . I would

venture a prophecy, Miss Maxwell, that not one single solitary sixpence

would be squeezed out of the young squire in this way."

Well, then ,” said Martha, colouring, “ in that case I must try

another, for I stand, in some sort, pledged to the unhappy girl that the

world should be made to do her justice. Do you not think that at

least it might be easy to frighten him by making him believe that I

intended myself to use this inestimable promise ? "

“ To frighten him into paying a sum of money, Miss Maxwell ? ”

returned the young barrister, colouring pretty considerably in his turn.

“ Not exactly for my own use and benefit," replied Martha, laughing.

“ And how do you propose to make him aware of that ? " returned

llenry Mortimer . "No, no, Miss Maxwell, believe me , no real friend

of yours could suffer you to enter upon any such negotiation with hini

if he had power to prevent it.”

" Then what can I do for her, Mr. Mortimer ? " said poor Martha,

piteously, while tears started to her eyes . “ Alas! how very thoughtlessly,,

how very ill I have acted !”
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“ Thoughtlessly, if you will , Miss Maxwell," replied the young man ,

eagerly, “ but, most assuredly, not ill. For you have acted from motives

of the gentlest charity on one side and a very righteous feeling of

indignation on the other . Nor do I think the matter quite desperate yet.

Should you have any objection to letting him know that you have

confided the business to me, both as a friend and a lawyer ? I confess

that I think it is very likely that I might be able to bring him
to reason ."

“ And I confess,Mr. IIenry Mortimer, that I think it very likely your

friends might object as much to this mode of proceeding as mine

might do at the other ; at any rate, I assure you that I should not
approve it at all , Let the matter rest for the present,” she added with

a sigh. “ For I see not that any good can be done by talking of it.”

“ Will you then consent to send back this promise to the worthless
giver of it

“ Oh ! yes, very willingly. Butmust I do it without at all hinting

to him the motives for which I took it ? "

“ Why, I confess there is something disagreeable ,” said young

Mortimer, after pause, “ in suffering him to suppose that the time has

ever been when you wished to receive his precious hand as your legal

property ."

“ It is intolerable ! ” exclaimed Martha, vehemently.

" Well,then, suppose you simply state the truth, and then conclude

by telling him that you now return the paper because you think, upon

mature reflection , that it will be best to trust the future fate of your

poor protégée to his own honour and generosity .”

“ So it shall be then , " returned Martha, sighing ; and I thank you

heartily, kind friend , for giving me what I truly believe, after all my

egregious folly, to be the best advice possible under the deplorable

circumstances:
And so they parted.

CHAPTER XXXVII.

SUSAN WHITE IS PUZZLED IN MIND RESPECTING THE CLERGYMAN

BUT , FEARING THE CASE IS HOPELESS , TAKES UPON HERSELF TO

ADVISE JESSIE, AND PROPOSES A STRONG MEASURE TO HER.

It was with a strange, and almost comic mixture of feelings, that

the excellent Mrs. White at length followed the last of the pauper

congregation out of the ( so called ) chapel , and sought out her young

acquaintance, in order to inform her of the ill success of her enterprise.

The good woman had conceived much real affcction for the wretched

Jessie, although she contemplated her fault with the feelings of a well

ordered , virtuous mind. But, while fully aware that her frailty had

forfeited one of the very strongest claims to esteem that woman can
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plead, she could not help thinking there was still a great deal in the

character of Jessie that might lead her to turn out well, notwithstanding

all that was passed , provided, at least, that she could be removed

from the fearfully contaminating vice and degradation by which she

was now surrounded , before all the better feelings of her heart were

rooted up and destroyed for ever . Susan White had the greatest possible

confidence in the utility of listening to the advice of a clergyman on

all points of moral difficulty, having herself profited thereby, notwith

standing thestraightforward and peaceable course of her own existence ;

and it was this which had made her so anxious that her erring young

friend should have the benefit of the reverend chaplain's counsel under

her present dreadful circumstances. Her disappointment, therefore, was

of the most serious and reasonable kind possible : but there was joined

to it the most whimsical puzzle imaginable as to its cause . That any

clergyman of the Church of England should be forced to perform his

holy work, precisely upon the same principle that a mail-coachman

performs his, never entered her head . If it had, the whole scene which

had occurred in front of the deal desk would have been perfectly in

telligible ; but, not having this clue to the mystery, every species of non

causa pro causa suggested itself.

" It was all of no use, Jessie, dear,” she said , as soon as she had

succeeded in getting her young friend into a quiet corner . “ I have done

my very best, but all for nothing."

“ The clergyman then refused to speak to me, Mrs. White ? ” said

Jessie, mournfully. “ Alas ! he knows that I am no longer worthy of

such respect as that would shew ! "

“ No, Jessie, that was'nt it at all, for he never knew a single word

about what has happened to you."

“ I thought that you meant to prepare him for speaking to me by

telling him every thing ? " said Jessie .

“ God love your innocent heart, my dear ; it was altogether

impossible. I can't help thinking, Jessie, that he must have been

taken ill."

“ Indeed , ” said the poor girl. " Well, to be sure, that was unlucky !

For though I had neverdared to think of such a thing till you mentioned

it,Mrs.White, I can't say I have ever had it out of my head since. Now

then I suppose I must wait for a better chance next Sunday ? ”

“ A better chance, Jessie ! It is natural enough that you should say

that because of what I said about his being ill , and it is true , too,

that it was very much like being taken ill ; and yet I don't think

somehow , at the bottom of my heart, that he ever will be better,

poor gentleman , that is , better as to hearing what one has got to say.

I hope it is no sin to have such a thought about clergymen, but when

I remember the whole of it , and his terror and fright like when I spoke

to him of stopping a bit, I can't, for the life of me, help thinking that

maybe he is not just that right in his poor head that his well-wishers

would desire. And if that be so , Jessie, it is we that ought to pray

for him who has doubtless often prayed for us.”

9
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“ What ! do you think he is out of his mind, Mrs. White ? And

he sent to pray for so many miserable creatures who have so greatly

need of prayer ? Oh no ! that is impossible. You startled him , Mrs.

White , by asking him to take any notice of such an one as me.”

To remove this terible idea, which seemed to be taking gloomy and

fixed possession of the poor girl's mind, Mrs. White entered into a

very minute and graphic description of what had passed ; and in de

tailing all the particulars, in order to prove that no possible opportunity

had been afforded her for entering into any such narration as poor Jessie

feared might have revolted him , she suddenly, and from a movement

as unexpected to herself as to Jessie, burst into a laugh. She

instantly checked it, however, exclaiming, with very serious self -reproach,

“ Oh dear ! But that's very bad of me to laugh at such a thing, and in

such a place, too, Jessie, and at such a time. But I hope I shall be

forgiven , for, truth to say , I could not help it.”

Being, however, " quite at the bottom of her heart, " as she said ,

very perfectly convinced that it would be no good to wait for the

chaplain's opinion on the matter, Mrs. White took upon herself to be

Jessie's adviser, for want, as she modestly remarked, of a better.

Having found out, by dint of most respectful, submissive, and

persevering questioning, that her boy was a great deal better, and

her husband almost well , she began to feel for herself the delightful

assurance that, though they had neither house nor home to cover

them , they should soon turn their steps away from the Union work

house, for, once again able to labour, she well knew that her good

husband would fearlessly take her by the hand, and lead her and her

boy back again to the blessings of unfettered light and air, the

joyful sight of nature, and the glorious privilege of knowing that

no prison walls surrounded them . She, therefore, determined to lose no

more time in opening her heart to Jessie upon what she thought it her

duty to do, for, with all her genuine humility as to her own incompetency

to give advice, she strongly felt that she was more likely to look at

things clearly, and so make the best of them , than a poor broken

hearted young thing like Jessie, whose very heart and soul had been

too much crushed by sorrow to leave her in a condition to judge for

herself. In order to render herself , however, as competent to the task

as might be, she got Jessie to relate to her all the circumstances of the

case , and charged her, above all things, not to exaggerate in stating

how far, how distinctly, and how positively , the young squire had

promised her marriage.

On this point Jessie was able to answer her with equal truth and

perspicuity, for, among

“ All the oaths that ever man bath broke,"

although

" In number more than ever woman spoke,"

none had ever been uttered with more daring effrontery, or pledged

а
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with more solemn asseverations, than those by which Frederic Dalton

had promised to make Jessie Phillips his wife. Repeatedly had he

told her that he rejoiced, nay , gloried in the independence which her

industry procuredher, as it would prevent even their own secret hearts

from feeling that his wife had ever submitted to the degradation of

having been kept by him . “ No, Jessie ! ” he would say , with atfected

sublimity of sentiment, the absurdity of which she was totally

incapable of judging-- " no, Jessie, I doubt if my family pride would

ever have permitted me to get over that. But, thank Heaven, this trial

will be spared me! Never, as you well know , dearest, have you been

indebted to me for any thing, save for the purest and most devoted love

that ever warmed the heart of man ! ”

This, and a great deal more stuff, in the same vein , did Jessie

repeat to her new friend, amidst repentant tears and blushes that now

glowed almost as much from the consciousness of folly as of guilt.

“ And at the last, then ," said Mrs. White, “ when this wicked farce

of promised marriage was pretty well over, the young gentleman

offered you a present of ten pounds ? "

Jessie bent her head in token of assent, but articulated , as soon

as the fast-flowing tears would let her, " And that it was that

opened my blinded eyes at once ! And that it was which put it into

my bewildered thoughts to come here. Oh ! I remembered at that

dreadful moment all he said to me about my independence. I knew

that I could be independent no longer. No choice was left me but

between the workhouse and his alms. Was I wrong in choosing the

workhouse ? "

“ No, Jessie, no, " replied the good woman , eagerly. “ And, dreadful

as it is , I could find it in my heart to be thankful that here you have

been, for the very thought of coming here shews that you would

not live by the wages of sin . But, Jessie, it is a far different thing

to live as the mistress of a young rake like Mr. Dalton , and to

make him pay for the bringing up of his child . When your child

is born, Jessie, your heart will tell you that nothing whatever,

whether it is hate , or whether it is love, can compare with the duty of

doing the best you can for it . And the best you can do for it is , not

the letting it be taken away from you and brought up among the

inisery and wickedness that you see here. "

“ And how can I prevent it ? ” said the wretched girl , bursting

afresh into tears .

“ By taking enough of good honest courage to face the villain , and

to tell him that you will expose him amongst high and low if he does not
at once secure your poor child what will be enough to keep it from
starving, out of the workhouse."

" It will be worse than death to me to see him ,” said Jessie, after

remaining silent for a minute or two, and then speaking with difficulty,

and shivering from head to foot from the cold horror that crept

over her.

“ I can believe it , Jessie, I can easily believe it,” returned her kind
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hearted adviser, while tears came to her eyes . “ But if you once come to

Ste it as I do, my poor girl, you will feel altogether different about it,for

then you must feel that it is your duty . I have heard you say, Jessie,

that nothing you can suffer was worse than you deserve ; and, though I

am far from thinking that like, I was glad to hear you speak so, because

it was a sign of true sorrow and repentance for your fault which

all Christians know is the only road to forgiveness. But there is a

difference between your case and that of your child ; and I can't but

think that it is as much your duty to guard its innocent life from

suffering by your sin as it is for you yourself to submit patiently to
all such suffering."

“ And I think so, too, Mrs. White, " returned Jessie, with sudden

energy ; " and I will bless you , to the longest day I have got to live,

for rousing me out of the wicked thinking only of myself in which you

found me. But how is it to be done, Mrs. White ? They won't let me

go out from here, you know , unless it is for good and all . If I go out,

I must stay out; and, bad and dreadful as it is to bide here, it would

be worse still to have no roof at all to shelter me . ”

True, Jessie, true ; we must manage better than that , though it is

not easy to see how , " returned her adviser. “ I'd offer to go to him

myself, as soon as I get out , only that it is easy enough to guess what

would be the end of that. He'd just deny the whole of it , as the new

law justifies, and upholds him in doing, and so it would be a folly to

think of it. No, Jessie, the only way will be for you to slip out, and

in again, without saying any thing about it. And then see the villain ,

see him face to face, and don't think about yourself , my dear, when

the trying moment comes , but think of the poor unborn innocent, that

must begin and end its days in misery, if you don't manage to make

its sinful father maintain it . I would not have you go at all, Jessie,

unless you think that you have strength and courage to go through

with it. "

“ And I do think it, Mrs.White, now that I hear you proving so very

plainly that it is my duty . And better would it be by far that I

should die at once in the struggle than live to give being within these

horrid walls to a wretched little creature whose only prospect would be

to die here too . Only tell me how I am to get out, and I will try it,

let it end how it may,” said Jessie.

" You are a good girl yet, Jessie, notwithstanding the dreadful

mischief you have fallen into," returned her pitying adviser. “ And as

for contriving to get you out, you must just let me have a little time

to think about it, "

.
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CHAPTER XXXVIII.

MISS MARTHA MAXWELL WRITES A LETTER TO MR. FREDERIC DALTON

WHICH CAUSES VERY VIOLENT EMOTIONS ; BUT THESE SUBSIDE,

AND THE YOUNG GENTLEMAN REPLIES TO IT IN A VERY TEMPERATE

AND SENSIBLE MANNER.

a

The result of Mr. Henry Mortimer's advice to Miss Maxwell was

the following letter to Frederic Dalton, which, together with his

promise of marriage inclosed in it , she forwarded to him by a safe

hand ; and he had the good fortune of receiving and reading it when

no one was near to watch the emotions it produced.

“ I herewith inclose you, Mr. Frederic Dalton, the promise of

marriage which you were imprudent enough to give me some months

since ; and as a friend to your family in general, and to your excellent

sister Ellen in particular, I advise you never again to bestow a similar

document upon any one. I cannot doubt but that you have been

pretty nearly as much puzzled as vexed by the manner in which I

have retained this promise, for, although I do not think that, upon

the whole, you have shewn yourself particularly sharp-witted , I still

give you credit for sufficient acuteness to have discovered, at no very

recent date, that I was not sufficiently enamoured of your perfections

to have any wish or intention of becoming your wife. AsI wish not

to be generous by halves, I will, therefore, at the same time that I

restore to you the paper which you have been so long struggling

to recover, relieve you from all further trouble of guessing what the

motive could have been which induced me both to obtain and to

keep it . In the short interval between your proposal of an elope

ment to me, and my requesting this promise of marriage from you , I

had become acquainted (no matter how ) with a full, true, and par

ticular account of your infamous conduct towards Jessie Phillips ;

and also , upon unquestionable authority, with the fact, that the whole

history of the paternal persecution, which you were pleased to assign

to me as the reason of your abrupt declaration, was false from begin

ning to end. Strange, and almost incredible as it may appear to

you, this double discovery sufficed to cure me, and very effectually I

do assure you, of the tender passion for which you so flatteringly

gave me credit when you were induced to give me the paper which

I now return . The one day which elapsed between your making your

declaration and giving me this paper was not only sufficient to permit

my obtaining the two valuable anecdotes concerning you which I

have mentioned above, but also to afford me time to decide upon

my own line of conduct in consequence . Perhaps, if this time had

been longer, I might have decided differently. I do not exactly mean

that any more mature consideration would have induced me to have

accepted your obliging proposal for an elopement, but I think it pos

sible, if I had meditated upon the subject a little longer, I might

have hit upon some better plan for effecting the objects I had in view .

These objects, Mr. Frederic, were, first, to punish you for your
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audacious attempt to make me marry you as a matter of convenience

to yourself --- and that, too, by means of uttering the most atrocious

falsehoods against your excellent father ; and , secondly, to place you

so far at my mercy as might enable me to enforce something like

justice to the unhappy girl you bad destroyed. I almost flatter

myself, indeed, that I might honestly reverse the order in which I have

stated these motives; I trust that the deepest feeling within me was

pity for the unhappy Jessie . Be this as it may , however, I do not

scruple to confess that I have retained the paper which you have so

often demanded chiefly for the satisfaction of watching your various

emotions when asking for it . But I begin to think that it is time this

idle sport should end. Before I conclude this letter, however, I must

address to you a few words of very serious admonition and advice.

At present, or, at any rate , up to the time of reading this communica

tion from me, you have believed that your conduct towards Jessie

Phillips was unknown, and under this belief you have suffered her

to hide both her own shame and your villany within the dismal walls

of the Union workhouse. I conjure you, Mr. Frederic Dalton , to let

this be so no longer. I conjure you, for her sake and your own, to

withdraw her from this miserable abode, and place her in some distant

county where , by a little assistance from you, she may be enabled

once again to support herself by her needle in decency and comfort.

I will not threaten you, Mr. Frederic Dalton , with becoming your
accuser before the eyes of the Deepbrook neighbourhood. For

rather would I hope that this quiet remonstrance may produce the

effect I wish , without exposing further either the poor girl or you.

Nay, instead of threatening, I will make you a promise; I hereby

pledge you my word that I will not make public the information of

which accident has made me the mistress for a whole month from the

date of this letter. When that interval shall have elapsed, I shall take

measures to ascertain whether Jessie Phillips be still in the workhouse ;

and I sincerely hope, for the sake of many, that I shall find she is not.
SMARTHA MAXWELL."

Hlaving finished this epistle, Martha remained with it open before

her for a minute or two before she could decide whether she should

or should not shew it to Henry Mortimer before she sent it ; but at

length she decided she should not . This was not because she thought

he would disapprove it, but because she was conscious of having

given way , in some degree, to a sort of contemptuous irony, to which

she did not think it fair to make him a party , although her con

science gave her no trouble on the subject, as far as she alone was

concerned. She determined, however, to copy it , as the shewing it to

her confidant after it was sent could involve him in no responsibility

respecting its contents. liaving done this, she made up the packet

and despatched it.

It reached its destination, as stated above, not only safely, but
when the person to whom it was addressed was alone. The first

characters which caught his eye as he opened the envelope were those
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of the well- remembered promise, written by the hand of Miss Maxweli,

but signed by his own . It was hardly possible for him to have received

any document with more pleasure than he received this ; for, not

withstanding his threats to Martha of intending to apply for legal

assistance in order to recover it, he was quite as little disposed to try

the experiment as she could be to let him . In fact, the publicity of

this adventure, or of any part of it, was about the last thing in the

world that he would have desired . Such, indeed , had been his

feelings concerning it from the very first ; and this wish to keep it

secret had increased, instead of diminishing, with every day that had

passed over him . But his aversion to the idea of having the whole

story published, commented upon , and all the feelings it was likely to

produce put in action against him , had hitherto been as nothing, a

mere languid and half-indifferent preference for one contingency

instead of another , when compared to the state of his mind at the

time Miss Maxwell's letter was delivered to him .

In order explain this, it will be necessary to describe the effect

produced on the said Frederic Dalton by the startling change which

had taken place in the prospects of his eldest sister. The one word

of exclamation which he uttered when the fact of her approaching

marriage with Lord Pemberton was announced by his father has

been already recorded , and may fairly be taken as evidence of the

state of mind into which the intelligence threw him . His first emo

tion was that of malicious vexation, and his first impulse led him to

withdraw himself as speedily as might be from the sight of the happi

ness which beamed on every countenance, and in which he was so

very little disposed to share. This impulse led him at once to seck

the retirement of his own room , and could he, while passing the door

of the library in his way to the stairs, have conveniently blown the

two supremely happy persons within through the ceiling, and so

upwarıls through the roof, till they were in a fair way of being anni

hilated , he would probably have done it. But, not having this power ,

he passed onward in no very amiable or enviable state of mind .

Having reached his room , stirred the fire with a sort of savagely cross

look and movement, as if he hoped he was giving it pain , and , thrown

himself into a remarkably comfortable arm -chair which stood imme

diately before it , he fell into a reverie. How long it took to change

the idle poutings of impotent ill -humour into a more agreeable state

of mind , I know not, but the well - stirred fire was still burning brightly ,

when he began to mutter inwardly to himself these words : - “ Yes, I

hate her ; and I suppose I always shall hate her, for somehow or

other it is in my nature to do it, and I can't help it. But it is not

like me either to quarrel with what every other young fellow in the

kingdom would make such a good thing of, as having Pemberton for

a brother-in -law , and , by and by , having a duchess close to my own

place by way of sister. If she has children , I must be uncle to all

the young lords and ladies, and there's something in that to fellow

who knows how to turn every thing to account like me. ” Such

thoughts, once generated , began to grow apace ; and as his medi

6
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tations continued they increased, not only in strength but in number.

By degrees a multitude of visions, all of exceeding brightness, and

hinself the hero of each, began to rise before him . Rank and fashion ,

grace and splendour, the love of titled ladies, and the envy of ugly

lords, all wove themselves together into a romance , the dénouement of

which was his marrying a certain lady, Isabella Montgomery, a niece

of the Duchess of Rochdale, of whom mention had been made in his

hearing as one of the fairest and most richly endowed among the

reigning stars of the day.

“ A pretty fool should I be, shouldn't I ? ” he again began mur

tering, but this time with a very pleasant smile. “ A pretty fool should

I make of myself if I spoiled such a scheme as that just because I took

a fancy that Miss Ellen used to cast a sheep's eye at my estate ! not

but what I was right too in fancying that she was plotting and

planning something, and she has plotted and planned to some purpose,

I must say that for her. Devilish well done,-devilish well managed,

from first to last . And . if that's the sort of game she likes to play, who

knows but she may lend me a helping hand , if I can but come round her

a little, and there's few things I can't do. It's in the family I fancy .”

And then the young man got up , took his candle in his hand, and

walked across the room to his looking-glass. He certainly was very

handsome; and it happened now, as it had often done before, that as

he gazed bis lips parted into a most becoming smile, the effect , perhaps,

both of the satisfaction which he felt in contemplating what was before

him and the wish to make it more charming still by the display of

his beautiful teeth .

It was just at this moment, just as he felt how irresistible such a

face and figure must be when animated with an ardent desire to

please, that the recollection both of Martha Maxwell and of Jessie

Phillips flashed across him . Not, indeed, that they were in any degree

connected together in his mind, but it was, at the same moment, that

he felt how tremendously the disclosure of his adventures with either

would tend to destroy all the brilliant hopes to which the approaching

marriage of his sister had given birth . It would be difficult to de

seribe the mixture of fear and rage into which these thoughts plunged

him . He actually tossed his arms about, first assailed by the one and

then tormented by the other, with a degree of impotent violence which

might have made the presence of either fair one a matter of con

siderable personal danger to herself. At length, however, he contrived

to master these disagreeable and very useless emotions by repeating,

again and again , “ Nonsense ! They cannot, they dare not, betray

me! What could either of them get hy it ? Nothing on earth but

shame and exposure for their own share ; and that will keep them

quiet, if nothing else can , and to that I must trust.”

It was on the morning which followed this evening, so important

for the family of Dalton , that the letter of Miss Maxwell was put into

his hands. For a few moments after he had perused it he was in a state

of ungovernable rage, which , had he been some thirty years older,

might have brought on a fit of apoplexy. He clenched his fists, he

a
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ground his teeth, he stamped with his feet, he tore the letter and its

enclosure into a hundred fragments, and only recovered his self-pos

session by the vehement exertion with which he calmed himself

sufficiently to utter a horrible oath, by which he bound himself to be

revenged on both the women whose united endeavours seemed linked

together to destroy him .

This paroxysin of violence, however, did not last very long, for it

was less natural to his character than the more deliberate process by

which he had hitherto contrived to find out, on most occasions, the best

way of getting out of a scrape without having recourse to any violent

measures whatever. The first thing he did , after recovering his com

posure, was to collect and burn every fragment of Martha's letter, and

its precious inclosure, and the next to write the following answer to

it :

“ My dear Viss Maxwell,

“ I have too often , in common with all your other neighbours,

enjoyed the pleasure of a good laugh from your witty mystifications

to be either very much surprised, or at all offended, by your now

selecting my humble self as the subject of a jest ; and , though I cannot

as yet exactly comprehend what you mean, I am willing to wait till

the point of the joke shall be revealed. We are all aware that some

thing a little more tender than a common firtation is going on

between a certain young lady, who shall be nameless, and a certain

young gentleman, who, for the present, shall be nameless also. But as

this latter individual is not an acquaintance of very long standing, and

as his visits to our rural shades are only occasional, it is possible that

his joining in any of our little village pleasantries might be dangerous,

inasmuch as this accomplished stranger, not being thoroughly ac

quainted with all the persons of our Deepbrook society , might get into

a scrape with some of them before he was aware of it. Your excellent

understanding, my dear Miss Maxwell, will, I am sure , evable you to

understand and receive this friendly hint as I wish you to do. As to

the pretty little girl called Jessie Phillips, whose name figures so

mysteriously in your lively and truly comic letter, I really know

nothing about her. Once, indeed, as I well remember, I was guilty of

the indiscretion of giving her a kiss , at which frolic my sister Ellen

was present. My excuse was, and is , that I had taken too much wine;

and I confess I doubt if Ellen , with all her good qualities, which no

one can more love and admire than I do, I doubt, I say , if my sister

Ellen, if she really has mentioned this circumstance to you , can plead

any cause equally satisfactory for doing so . And now , my dear Miss

Martha, let me assure you that I feel, as every man in the world

would, I am sure, delighted by having received a letter from you, and
have not lost, as you will perceive, moment in answering it. Let

this induce you to repeat the favour whenever you have a few minutes
of leisure to bestow on yours,

“ Faithfully and gratefully ,

- FREDERIC DALTON."
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" Now let her shew that from one end of the parish to the other,"

thought the well-satisfied young squire, as he concluded a second and

very careful reading of this epistle. “ I strongly suspect that there

may be others, and her enchanting self among them ,who would feel
more repugnance to having it seen than I should . " As to Miss

Maxwell's letter to him , the young man had no uneasiness whatever

from any fear of her making it public. He doubted greatly if she

would even have the imprudence to keep a copy of it ; and as he had

seen the original, together with its important inclosure, converted to

the very finest dust into which post paper can resolve itself by the

assistance of fire , he felt hardly a single qualm left of that paroxysm

of terror into which the first perusal of the packet had thrown him .

As to Jessie , indeed , the case was somewhat different. But even on

this point his habitual confidence in himself and his good fortune did

not desert him .
His angry feelings having been soothed into positive

good humour by the act of writing the excessively clever and ex

quisitely impertinent letter which lay before him , he was rapidly

recovering that happy frame of mind which leads such specimens of

humanity as himself to make (as he called it ) the best of every thing :

that is to say , he determined to snap his fingers at all the gossip

which could by possibility be got up between two such young ladies

as Ellen and Martha, respecting his love adventures with a miserable
little pauper, shut up in the workhouse. “ Stuff and nonsense ” he

muttered half aloud . “ As if it did not happen every day in the year ?

What's that blessed clause in the new law for, I wonder, if a man is to

be frightened out of his wits by such a matter as this ? ” And then ,

having sent off his letter, he refreshed himself by a solitary walk on

the sunny side of the garden wall, while he meditated on the most

likely method of getting properly introduced to the Lady Isabella
Montgomery,

CHAPTER XXXIX.

A PLOT IN WHICH THE IDIOT GIRL TAKES A DISTINGUISHED PART -

A MEDICAL ACCIDENT JESSIE LEAVES THE WORKHOUSE IN

SEARCH OF FREDERIC DALTON ,

The events recorded in the last chapter took place during the last

day or two of Susan White's residence in the workhouse . At length

the happy moment was come for her deliverance, for her excellent

English -hearted husband no soover felt himself restored to health and

the use of his limbs than he determined to trust to them for the

support of his family, notwithstanding all the difficulty of beginning

the world anew at the age of forty. But not all the joy of being

restored to her husband and her boy made Susan forget her promise
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to poor Jessie. She had undertaken to think about the namer of her

getting out ; and she had done so to such good purpose that the

wretched girl had only to follow exactly the instructions slie received

in order to achieve the object proposed. Mrs. White had not failed

to remark the very steadfast feeling of affection which Silly Sally

constantly manifested towards Jessie. Whether it were that her gen

tleness and her drooping sorrow touched the poor idiot's heart, or that

the memory of former Lindness on the part of the once gay and happy

sempstress, had created a lasting feeling of gratitude that baffled even

her folly to obliterate, certain it is that Sally never did look at Jessie

Phillips without exhibiting a greater approach to meaning on her

vacant features than they had ever displayed before. She would

follow her about, during the few hours that she remained in the

common den, as a faithful dog may often be seen to follow at the

heels of his master, pausing when she paused, and moving on when
she moved on. The only very obvious superiority that the idiot had

over the dog was the gift of speech, for whereas the dog could only

wag its tail, Sally could repeat again and again the words, “ I love you ,

Jessie Phillips, I love you."

It was the observing this which suggested to Mrs. White the con

trivance by which the temporary absence of Jessie from the work

house was , at length , very easily etfected . Ilaving contrived to take

the idiot girl apart while she was herself permitted to breathe the

air of the court-yard, she began talking to her of what she always

seemed to understand better than any thing else , namely, the pleasure

of walking in the green fields, and then she spoke of Jessie Phillips,

and of her longing to see those green fickis once more.

“ Then let her go out with Sally to -morrow , " said the girl .

“ Nay, Sally," replied Mrs. White, “ that can't be, for nobody is

let to go out but you."

The good woman then went on gently and quietly, till she made

Sally comprebend that the only plan would be for her to stand

loitering about close to Jessie when the women were out taking air in

the court, and to lend her the great pinafore she always wore ( to keep

the workhouse garments from being spoiled by her awkward mode of

feeding herself ) , together with the comical relic of an enormous black

chip bonnet, which she was permitted to put on whenever the fancy

took her, and, thus disguised, to let Jessie take her chance of slipping

out, in the same way that she so constantly did herself. When , at

length, the girl fully comprehended the scheme, she was in ecstasies of

delight; and Mrs. White began to fear that the project would be

rendered abortive by the eagerness of the agent she was obliged to

employ. But Sally seemed to understand her perfectly when she said,

“ You will be found out, Sally , if you laugh and talk that fashion ; and

then all will be spoilt, and Jessie will never see the green fields again .'

This quieted her in a moment, and she nodded her head , and walked

away with such an air of sedate demureness, that Mrs. White felt

persuaded she would not fail in the performance of the part allotted to
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her. Could the exit be thus effected, the return would, of course , be

easier still , as , even if discovered at the moment, no great harm could

come of it beyond a rebuke ; and, even if discovered in going out, the

whole might be passed over as merely a jest of Silly Sally's, whose

harmless vagaries were always treated as a matter of pleasantry by the

laughter-loving couple who presided over the Deepbrook Union.

But, well as the plan was arranged , no experiment to prove either

its success or failure was attempted for some time after it was pro

jected , for Jessie fell sick , and was unable to leave her wretched

pallet for many days. The women about her thought that her hour

of trial was come, and the doctor was summoned to attend her ; but,

fortunately for Jessie, perhaps, he was so completely intoxicated, that,

though Dick Dempster contrived to make him reach the room ,

amidst shouts of laughter from his wife and himself also, he fell

prostrate as soon as the governor's supporting arms were withdrawn ;

but, being an especial favourite with both the governor and his wife,

he was permitted to lay where he had fallen , in the enjoyment of a

very particularly sound sleep, till long after the sun rose on the

following morning. During this interval , the fever from which Jessie

was suffering abated ; it had probably been caused by the tremendous

pressure upon her nerves, occasioned by the interview she was anti

cipating with Dalton . For some hours she had been delirious ; and

the frightful pains in her head , which accompanied this attack , scemed

to threaten a continued loss of reason . But soon after the apothecary

fell asleep on the floor she also fell asleep in her bed ; and the orders

given, that “ nobody was to disturb the doctor," caused the over - full

room to be so much more tranquil than usual , that her healing sleep

lasted also to the morning. Wben, however, she learned , on waking,

that the strange figure which still lay snoring near her bed was the

doctor, who was come to look after her and her child, she immediately

rose and made her way down stairs with the rest . Here she was, of

course , exposed to scoldings from Mrs. Dempster for “ making believe,"

and ridicule and ribaldry without end from some of her companions.

Short as had been the interval during which she had been out of the

way of this, its effect upon her seemed more terrible than ever ; and

heartily did she pray for strength to make the attempt she contem

plated. Poor Jessie ! her pride, indeed , was gone now ; for, instead

of dreading worse than death the idea of asking, or even receiving,

pecuniary assistance from Dalton, all her hope now hung upon it.

But for three days after leaving her bed she felt that her strength was

not equal to the enterprise; the prudence and patience, however, with

which she postponed the undertaking was the surest proof of the

strength of purpose which enabled her at last to achieve it.

For another two days after she fancied that she had recovered

sufficient strength for the walk she meditated, it rained hard , and

Jessie had still to endure that hardest of all trials , uncertainty and
suspense, At last , however, the February sur rose brightly, and the

very birds began to sing, as if they had forgotten that March was to

frown upon them for thirty -one nights and days before they were to
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be greeted by the smiles of April. Even the poor prisoners of the

workhouse rejoiced that the rain had ceased, and eagerly profited by

the permission given to turn out into the court for half an hour, and

enjoy all the liberty that its area of one acre could bestow .

“ Will her go into the fields this gay day ? " said the idiot girl,

whispering into the ear of Jessie.

“ Yes, Sally, yes !" was the reply ; and , cunningly pretending to

be playfully plaguing her friend Jessie , the idiot contrived to push

her back behind a water-tub , and invested her, as slyly and as cleverly ,

with the bonnet and pinafore, as it she had been in the very fullest

possession of her understanding.

“ Now , Jessie ! " she exclaimed , as a group of paupers, who were

come up for orders, were making their way out of the house where

the board of guardians were sitting, “ Now her scramble away to the

door, and that ' ill do . Nobody shall see t'other Sally ."

Jessie obeyed, passing behind a cartful of potatoes and a huge

pump that favoured her purpose. No eye was directed towards her ;

and in another moment she had passed through the door, and found

herself at liberty to turn which way she would in the fields.

Suffering in body, tortured in mind, trembling as she looked

forward, shuddering as she looked back, Jessie Phillips was in no

condition to enjoy her recovered freedom ; yet even so the influence

of the free air was felt, though unconsciously, and she walked hastily

forward, with less danger of falling as she went than she expected.

Had her condition , however, been less desperate, and the tumult of

her spirits less violent, it would have been totally beyond her power

to go through with the task she had set herself; for by nature she

was both gentle and timid , and as unfitted for the performance of the

business she was upon as it was well possible to be. But at that

moment, though she knew where she was going, and where she had

been, and could have answered any question put to her very rationally,

Jessie could scarcely be said to be in her riglit mind. Her pulse gave

nearly a hundred throbs in a minute ; and her fixed purpose of findinga

Frederic Dalton, and demanding from him a provision for her child ,

much more resembled the dominating idea of a maniac, such as often

leads through all opposing difficulties to a successful attempt at self

destruction than to the steady resolution of a rational being. But

this mattered not ; on she went, always in the right direction , and

uncheched and unchallenged by any . She encountered, indeed, but

few , for, though the day was fine, the paths were still wet, and none of

those accustomed to wander through them for pleasure were as yet

abroad. Had it been otherwise, indeed , it is doubtful if she would

have attracted any troublesome degree of notice, for the well -known

pinafore, the unique black chip bonnet, drawn forward over the face ,

and the workhouse dress, which was rarely seen abroad, except on

Silly Sally, would probably have prevented a second glance being

directed towards her from any one , for her incessant wanderings made

her too familiar an object to attract attention .

Jessie knew the young squire's habits well; she knew that he was

a
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wont, after breakfast, to visit the stables, and after this to lounge up

to the village “ reading-room ,” where he not only got a glimpse at the

newspaper, but was pretty certain of meeting his friend Dick Baxter,

from whom he was rarely separated for twenty -four hours together.

It was , therefore, to the door leading from the stable - yard into

the lane that opened at no great distance upon the high road that

Jessie Phillips directed her steps, and, having reached it, she sat herself

down upon one of the low posts to which the gates were fastened when

the carriage went out in that direction , and there determined to remain,

if necessary, till nightfall.

CHAPTER XL .

BROTHERLY AFFECTION KINDLY RECEIVED - THE YOUNG SQUIRE

MEETS AN OLD FAVOURITE RATHER UNEXPECTEDLY -- AN INTE

RESTING CONVERSATION ENSUES, WHICH DOES NOT END AMICABLY.

a

The interval which had elapsed since Frederic Dalton despatched

his letter to Miss Maxwell had only served to confirm him in all the

purposes and intentions which he had formed when writing it . He

had the audacity , at the very first meeting with his sister Ellen, after

the announcement of her engagement, to commence his operations for

converting himself from the most insolent and detestable brother that

ever existed into something precisely the reverse . There was so little

effort made to conceal the fact, that this remarkable change in his

sentiments was produced by the equally remarkable change in her

situation, that there was no possibility of bringing the charge of

hypocrisy against him ; and the happy Ellen felt too well disposed to

be pleased with every body to quarrel with her contemptible brother

because he thought it best to cease quarrelling with her . She,

perhaps, smiled a little aside at the sudden metamorphosis ; but, far froin

rejecting this newly proffered brotherly affection , she only hailed it the

more gratefully, as another benefit arising from the generous and

devoted attachment of her noble lover.

All , therefore, was going well with him in that quarter ; and , for

about the thousandth time in his life, Frederic Dalton felt persuaded ,

that whatever he chose to do that he could do, and that he had only

to form a plan in order to succeed in it . As to Miss Maxwell, and

any possible annoyance he could receive from her , he would have

altogether forgotten it, in his present state of delightful excitement,

had it not been for a sort of gnawing longing for vengeance against

her, and the “ false -hearted Jessie,” for first daring to throw off the

chains of the fascination which he had condescended to throw over

them , and then joining together in a plot to bully and torment him .

Had he, indeed, conceived it possible that either of them could dare
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to peep forth from their obseurity and the secrecy in which the pride

of the one and the shame of the other must in common prudence keep

them concealed , this longing to be revenged on both would not have

remained so quietly waiting an opportunity to shew itself when it

might be done with impunity ; but, as several days had elapsed

without his hearing a word more from Martha, though he was pretty

sure that his letter must have stung her to the quick, he reposed in

the most perfect security, and thought of nothing but the Lady Isa
bella Montgomery, and the Thursday of the following week , which

was the day fixed for the Duhe and Duchess of Rochdale and Lord

Peniberton to dine at the manor house. The only stranger invited

to join this strictly family party was Mrs. Buckhurst; and the hand

some Frederic looked forward with the most delightful exlılaration of

spirits to this opportunity of exhibiting himself without a rival to the

eyes of his venerated new relations. Whistling from a superabundance

of pleasant thoughts rather than from any want of them , the young

man stepped forth from the stable -yard into the lane as nearly as

possible at the hour when he was expected, and the first object that

met his eye was the back of a female figure, in the dress of a work

house pauper, but wearing on her head the unmistakable bonnet of

Silly Sally

• What do you come hanging about here for, you dirty idiot, you? ”

cried the brutal young man, stepping forward probably in the intention

of assisting her removal from the seat in no very gentle manner ; but

ere he could reach her the figure started up , with a movement so

sudden as to cause the unfastened bonnet to fall to the ground, and ,

turning towards him , presented to his startled eyes the wan features of

Jessie Phillips.

So great was the change in her appearance, since he had seen her

last , that for one wild moment of indescribable terror and dismay the

guilt -struck young man fancied that he beheld a vision from the world

of shadows ; but, of course , the thought was gone " ere he could say

it was," and fixing upon her a glance in which neither love nor pity had

the slightest share, he exclaimed, “ What in the devil's name brings you

here ? What do you hope or expect from daring to shew yourself

before my father's gate in this condition ? Speak, girl, this instant ! Is

it Miss Maxwell who has dared to send you here ? By ------ she shall

pay for it ! ”

>>

“ No, Frederic Dalton , nol ” returned the pale girl, fixing her

large and almost unnaturally lustrous eyes upon him . It is the wel

fare of your child that has sent me here. For my own sake gladly

would I never have seen you more , but for my child , for your child,
Frederic Dalton , I demand support."

“ Demand ? " returned the villain , with a sneer. " Where did you

get your law from , Jessie Phillips ? There's a sovereigu for you ," and

he chucked the coin he named to her feet, “ Go back to the workhouse

and tell them to spend that in caudle. I offered you more once, but

I never will again , you may depend upon it . You are a bad , good

a
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for-nothing girl as ever lived , false at heart, and most hatefully

ungrateful. Do you think I don't know all the villanous lies you told

Miss Maxwell about me ? You think she kept your secret, perhaps ?

Likely enough, for I believe you are as silly as you are wicked , and I

am too kind to you by half speaking to you as gently as I do now, for

you deserve to be horse whipped for having gone and told such tales.
if you had behaved only decently well, I should have been only too

kind to you , but you have deserved all the sorrow that has come upon

you and ten times more . So off with you this instant, or it shall be

worse for you."

Jessie felt as if she was rather strengthened than overpowered

by this brutality, and, still fixing ber eyes upon him , she said “ Frederic

Dalton, will you maintain your child ? "

The natural gentleness of the girl seemed suddenly changed into

courage capable of enduring any thing . Ile looked at her for a

moment with astonishment, and then the conviction flashed upon him

that she was acting under orders. The steadfast and desperate spirit

which shot from her beautiful eyes was not, could not be, her own .

He remembered the timid softness of her character, which had robbed

even her virtue of its strength, and then thought of the bold manæu

verings of Martha Maxwell to attain the object she had in view ,

and not a doubt remained on his mind that it was Martha who had

sent ber to him .

Not all the dignified reserve of Mr. Dalton senior, nor Ellen's

earnest wish to keep her approaching marriage a secret from her

gossiping neighbours as long as possible, had sufficed to prevent the

wonderful news of her approaching marriage from spreading through

the whole parish . It could hardly have been reasonably expected,

indeed, that Mrs. Dalton could have given orders to her confidential

houscheeper for the dinner at which the family at the castle were to

make their first appearance in form at the manor -house, without some

little hints escaping her enough to set the household into a ferment of

expectation , which was likely enough to spread to butcher and baker,

to master and man , till no single ear in Deepbrook had escaped the

hearing something about it. Besides, to say the truth, the young,

squire himself saw no good reason why such particularly interesting

intelligence should not be communicated to their particular friends,

and he had therefore taken upon himself the pleasant office of men

tioning at the Mortimers ', the Lewises, the Dalys', the Johnsons', &c.

that his dear little sister Ellen was in a fair way of becoming a

marchioness, and , in process of time, a duchess.

To a man so wrapped up and enveloped in self as Frederic

Dalton , such a sudden and unexpected accession of consequence, as

this connexion could not fail to give, was productive of an effect upon

his spirits and feelings that resembled intoxication . A perfectly new

state of existence seemed opening before him . Visions of peers and

peeresses, of places and pensions,of' stars and garters, of crowns and

sceptres, seemed to float around him . Accustomed upon all occasions
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to consider himself as the principal person in whatever was going on ,

he now felt that, although accident had made Ellen the instrument by

which this pleasant movement in advance of all the county squirearchy

had been caused, it was himself who would be chiefly benefited by

it ; and , while he sneered at Lord Pemberton's want of taste in selecting

80 undistinguished a beauty, he hugged himself in the belief that it

was only another instance of his uncommon good luck, that turned

every thing, even such a whey -faced girl as Ellen , into the means of

pleasure and advancement.

Such being his state of mind , and such his consciousness of the

brightness of the future which was opening before him , it is not

difficult to guess the sort of emotion to which the sight of Jessie, and the

belief that Miss Maxwell had sent her, gave rise. All the possible

consequences of the discovery likely to ensue rose before him like

palpable pictures. All his greatness, all his fashion , all his pre -eminence,

were seen crumbling into ashes before the blasting eyes of the miserable

object before him , while a phantom of Martha Maxwell appeared peeping

over her shoulder, shewing its white teeth from ear to ear, in delighted

laughter, while its head nodded and its finger pointed to himself.

Jessie saw him turn pale and tremble. “ Well may you tremble,

now ,” she exclaimed , - “ well may you look almost as pale as I

shall do to -morrow , perhaps, for you shall rue the day you saw

me you shall rue the lies you spoke, and the vows you swore ! At

a day, not long ago, I think I would have crept into a bole that a dog

would have turned from , so I might have hid my shame and its

wretched fruit. But that wickedness passed away from me, and then

I thought that I would bear all , even the looking once more upon you ,
so I could save my child from want and wickedness. But that is all

gone together now : I care not for my shame-I care only for

my chili, though it has such a wretch as you are for its father,

and I will not die without telling the whole world what you are .

This, this I will do, Frederic Dalton," she added wildly, “ though

it shall be with the last breath I draw . Not swear the child

to you , villain ? who says I sha'nt ? who can prevent me ? God give

me but strength to reach the lawyer's door, and your infamy shall make

more noise than Jessie's shame.”

As he listened to the failing, faltering voice that uttered these

last words, Dalton longed in his savage heart that he had the power to

stop its feeble accents for ever ; and so desperate was the rage ani

haired which burned within him , that his glaring eyes looked here and

there, as if seeking to discover if he was sufficiently safe from hunian

eyes to murder her. Whether any such horrible idea really arose

within him with sufficient distinctness to be called a purpose , it is

impossible to say ; but it is certain that he laid no hands upon her, save

for the purpose of withdrawing her from the conspicuous place she

ocenpied to a sheltered nook close by, but concealed from the sight of

any one, going or coming through the gates, by a thick holly -bush.

Jessie had fainted ; and a new idea had suggested itself to the young

squire, he left her, safe enough upon the turf, and quietly walked away.
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CHAPTER XLI.

THE LAWYER OF DEEPBROOK RECEIVES TWO VISITORS ON BUSINESS

HE GIVES THEM BOTH IMPORTANT LEGAL INFORMATION , WHICH

PROVES EXCEEDINGLY SATISFACTORY TO THE ONE, BUT NOT

QUITE EQUALLY SO TO THE OTHER .

As the young

MR. FREDERIC DALTON re-entered the gates of his father's stable

yard, gave one or two directions, in his usual tone of voice, to the

groom as be passed back to the house, entered the library for a

moment, spoke a few gay and laughing words to his father about

Ellen, and then started off , and made the best of his way to the

house and the office of his excellent friend Mr. Lewis.

Few elderly lawyers and youthful squires could be on better or more

familiar terms together than Mr. Lewis and Mr.Frederic Dalton . The
time had been , perhaps, when the fond father of the fair sisters of

Lewis Lodge thought it by no means impossible that one or the

other of them might at some future period figure in the dignified

capacity of " lady of the manor ; ” and perhaps it was this vague, but

very pleasant idea, which first led to the peculiarly kind and friendly
manners of the old gentleman to the young one .

gentleman liked both the champagne and the daughters of the old
gentleman exceedingly well, it naturally followed that his manners in

return were uniformly cordial and agreeable, so that it was quite

impossible that any two persons in their respective situations could be
better friends. Of late , indeed , the hope of having a daughter lady

of the manor had somewhat faded, particularly since the arrival of

the two charming Miss Mortimers ; but nevertheless Mr. Lewis still

was, and still hoped to be, confidential man of business at the manor

house, and had never for a moment suffered his civility to relax , even
when the eldest Miss Mortimer had set all her young neighbours

at defiance, and displayed herself for weeks together as the reigning

belle of Deepbrook . Nor was it likely that the astounding news of

Ellen's approaching marriage should in any degree chill the lawyer's

friendship for her brother ; so far from it, indeed, that the moment the

young man made hisappearance in the office the lawyer sprang from his

writing -table. Mr. Lewis was too gentlemanlike a person to sit at a

desk . And, though the said table was covered with law papers, red

tape, and books bound in rough brown leather, he cordially stretched

out both his hands to his visitor, and exclained, “ My dear Dalton,

I am glad to see you ."

“ How are you, Lewis ? I'm glad you are alone . I've got a queer

story to tell you,” said the young squire.

* s Have you ? I will listen to it,you may depend upon it, even if

the lord - chancellor were waiting for me. But first, my dear fellow ,

I must say one word to you about this delightful connexion with the

Rochdales. I wish you joy with all my heart, Dalton . Nothing on

earth could be so fortunate for you , Fred. It is exactly the sort of
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thing, with your handsome unencumbered estate , to make you one of

the first men in the county."

“ Why, yes, Lewis,” replied the young man , “ I am quite aware

that it is an advantageous connexion . It is just the sort of thing that

gives a man the power of helping on a friend now and then . We all

know the value of a good word in the right place. But we will talk

of all that another time, Lewis ; I have got something to tell you

now that will make you stare, I'm sure, and you really must listen

to meattentively, and yive me your advice about it.”

The lawyer most cordially protested that Frederic might command

him freely and securely in any way he wished .

“ Well, then , Lewis ,” resumed young Dalton , “ what do you say to

my having the very unexpected honour of receiving a visit from a young

hussy this morning, and a pauper, too, by heavens! who threatened in

good set terms to swear a child to me, if I did not immediately give

her a sum ofmoney ? "

“ What do I say to it my dear fellow ? Thank the gods, Dalton,

the saying in such cases pow is not very difficult. If you feel any

repugnance yourself to instructing the young lady in the law of the

land , just send her to me .”

Frederic Dalton was within a breath of saying that the girl had

herself threatened to pay “ the lawyer " a visit, but recollected that the

case would have a better aspect, if her appearance before him , should

she indeed have strength and courage to fulfil her threat, were serm

ingly the result of his will instead of her own . He, therefore, replied ,

" Thanks, Lewis ! I shall very greatly prefer it, I assure you ; for, upon

my honour, I should be afraid to trust my own temper in the business.

For, please to observe, my good friend, that though I by no means

pretend to be better than my neighbours, I plead altogether not guilty

in this atlair, and, therefore , as you will perceive, the girl's conluct is

atrocious. I won't detain you two minutes, Lewis ; but, for the sake

of justice and fair play, I must explain to you the accident which put

it into the creature's head to fix upon me, of all the men in the parish ,

to make this attack upon . It is now

“ I beg your pardon for interrupting you, Fird ., and will listen to

any anecdotes you may have to tell me most willingly , for no man tells

an anecdote better, but I should be no lawyer, my dear friend, if I

could hear you speak of this business as if you were not aware that,

whether the girl's charge be true or false, it makes no sort of difference

to you. Is it possible, Dalton, that you are ignorant of this most im

portant clause in the new act ? "

The young man laughed heartily at this question ; but at length

composing his muscles, he replied , “ No, no , Lewis, not quite so bad

as that either. I never boasted of being a particularly deep lawyer,

but, as far as that goes , I am up to the mystery, and I rather suspect,

my good friend, that you would tind it tolerably ditficult to discover in

any part of the three kingdoms a young fellow who was not .

therefore, apply to you to get me legally out of a scrape into which,

legally, I never fell, or, in fact, could fall , but merely to do just the

6

I do not,
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sort of thing you have now offered , namely, to point out the best way

of letting the saucy minx understand, that she is not likely , either

legally or illegally , to frighten me into giving her money ; and above

all , to make her understand that if she intends to bully me, by running

about the parish repeating a story of her own invention, in the hope

that I will bribe her to hold her tongue, she is likely to be sent to

prison for her pains.”

“ Clearly," returned Mr. Lewis. “ It is exactly what will happen ,

as I will give hier plainly to understand if you will send her to me."

“ She will not refuse to come, depend upon it . She will fancy ,

perhaps, that I shall employ you as an agent to give her hush -money.

But just let me tell you , Lewis, how the business began. The girl has

taken, I am afraid , to a thoroughly depraved course of life, for she is

quite a dreadful object now ; but I remember her, about a year ago or

so , an exceedingly pretty -looking girl, and as modest, if you please, as

possible. I dare say you remember Lady Mary's famous dinner-party,

when we were all collected to meet the Mortimers ? Well , this damsel

was on that occasion hired by her attentive ladyship to take care ofthe

ladies' cloaks and shawls, and it so happened, that having left my hat in

the room where she was stationed, I found her alone, and looking

devilish pretty , when I went to seek for it. Whereupon, Mr. Lewis,

saving your presence, I was indiscreet enough to give her a kiss, being

led to commit such folly more by Lady Mary's wine, perhaps, than the

maiden's beauty. As ill luck would have it, however, my sister Ellen

(dear creature :) came into the room immediately after me,and actually

cauglit me in the fact. The girl gave herself a vast many dignified

airs, and had the impertinence to go up to my sister a few days after

wards and make a formal complaint. Ellen was, of course, excessively

shocked and annoyed ; and I suspect that it was seeing this which first

put it into the girl's head to do me this very unexpected honour. But

just observe, Lewis, how completely the dates exculpate me, if nothing

else did . I daresay you could turn to some memorandum or other

which could prove to you , if you happen to forget it, that it is some

thing between four and five months since the day we met at Lauly

Mary's ; and when you come to see this audacious girl , you will per

ceive what sort of a character she had to boast of at that time. There

certainly never was a more impudent attempt.”

" And it is exactly to render such attempts utterly harmless and

abortive, Dalton , that the admirable clause has been inacted , against

which so many blundering criticisms have been directed . But the

wicked or the witless may maunder against it as they will, here we

have it, safe and sound ” ( laying his hand upon the act, which made

part of the furniture of his table ), “ and as completely the law of the

land as that which awards hanging for murder. So, as to the date,

you see, it matters nothing. We have nothing to do with facts now in

cases of this sort, the law is comprehensive enough to do without them ."

“ Well, then, now I'm off , " cried the young man gaily, “ for I

promised to ride with Pemberton this morning ;" and, exchanging a

friendly nod , the lawyer and his client parted.

3
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As the riding with Lord Pemberton was merely a freak of inven

tive faney, suggested by an affectionate inclination to pronounce his

name, young Dalton had leisure to dodge about the vicinage of the

lawyer's premises for half an hour or so, in order to ascertain whether

the wretched Jessie kept her word. Nor did he watch in vain . Just

as he began to think that it might be as well to return to the place

where he had left her, in order to see whether she was dead or alive,

he perceived her strange -looking figure , half ghostly , half grotesque,

slowly, but decisively approaching the lawyer's door. He just paused

long enough to see her enter it, and then wandered away, to enjoy a

little pleasant chit -chat with the Mortimers about “ the Rochdales. ”

Mr. Lewis, like every body else in the village, knew Jessie Phillips

perfectly well by sight; but when she now dragged her aching limbs

into his presence, he had not the slightest notion that it was the much

admired village beauty who stood before him . Her beautiful hair cut

close to her head, her soft and blooming cheek pale and dreadfully

emaciated, the pretty neatness of her dress changed into a garb of

sordid wretchedness, and, to complete the whole, the large bonnet of

Silly Sally, drawn so low upon her head that it rested on her shoulders,

rendered the disguise complete.

The last time she had stood beneath the roof of Mr. Lewis was in

the presence of his daughters, and she had then felt so very wretched

that she would almost have defied fate to make her more so. But

what was that moment when compared to the present ? The door of

the room was closed upon her, and she stood face to face with the

lawyer ; but her breath seemed gone, and she spoke not.

“ What do you want with me, girl ? " said the tender father, the

obliging neighbour, the good -tempered man , in a voice of genuine in

dignation, and that honest feeling of aversion to fraud and duplicity,

which a lawyer can feel as well as another man when nothing par

ticular mixes with the business in question to prevent it. “ What do

you come here for ? ” he reiterated .

“ To ask ,” replied Jessie, with a desperate effort, “ if there is any

help for me? " and then , feeling that she had not explained her mean

ing, she added , with another gasp, “ I come to know if the truth told

plainly and boldly before all the world may not make a rich man take

care of his own child when the mother is dead ? ” Still this was not

what she intended - what she wished to say ; but her senses were

partially disturbed, and she seemed to have lost the power of expressing

in words the thoughts and the facts which she wished to communicate.

But this mattered little as to the success of her application to Mr. Lewis.

His mind had been made up, both legally and morally, as to the
answer she was to receive before she had uttered a word : there was

nothing in her manner or appearance to make him alter it, nor is it

very likely that even had she been ten times more able than she was to

do her own story justice, he would have listened to her with sufhcient

patience to comprehend it. As it was, he cut the matter short, by thus

addressing her.

“ Young woman, you talk of speaking boldly before all the world,
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and I am a good deal afraid that it is likely enough you are capable of

doing it . But that is not the question, so we will say no more about

it . You have said something about making a rich man take care of

his child . Now , this is a point on which I consider it a very important

duty to speak clearly and intelligibly to every body ignorant enough

not to understand it already. It does seem pretty nearly impossible,

to be sure , that, after all the pains taken by the government to make

the law as plain as plain can be, that any body should really misunder

stand it . However, whether the ignorance is make- believe or not

makes no difference in my readiness to speak out upon the subject, and

I , therefore, tell you, my girl , that you may stand all day swearing that

one man or another man is the father of your child, and no more notice

will be taken of it than if you whistled . If it turns out, indeed , that

you can't manage to maintain it yourself, and that it is actually and

bona fide thrown upon the rate -payers, why then they may look about

thein , if they like it, and if they can prove, without any help of yours,

mind you , that this one or that one is the father, why then , by bring

ing forward their proof, they may make him just pay the workbouse

charges, and no more . But you, and the like of you, have no more to

do with it than the man in the moon ."

“ And who is it , then , can prove that the child is his ? ” said Jessie,

trembling with eagerness, and overlooking in her nervous agony of

impatience to learn how her miserable offspring might be benefited,

that it was the parish and not the child whose interest was to be pro

tected by this ludicrously useless proviso .

" That's no business of yours, young woman. If you can't main

tain yourself, it will be born in the work house ; and if you can't maintain
your child , why then it will be bred in the work house. Let the father

be a king or a cobbler it will not make the slightest difference, so you

need not trouble yourself to say any thing about that. The law has

taken care of them , and such as you too , in that respect, at any rate ,

for it won't let you tell lies , you see , however much you may desire it . ”

Jessie listened to him with all her faculties upon the stretch , and

the intensity of her purpose seemed for the time to strady the wavering

thoughts which had so recently rolled so wildly through her head, as

to make her believe , poor soul, that she was about to lose her senses.

But not all her attention, nor yet the perfect sanity of her mind at the

moment, could enable her to comprehend the meaning of what was said

to her. Jessie knew well enough, as every body else did , that the

new law had ordained many severe enactments against women in her

unhappy situation, but so far from complaining of this, she had often , in

the silence of the night, prayed with penitent humility that the know

ledge of all tlie, anguish which would follow the fault, might save

others from committing it, and never had she murmured at the portion

of retribution allotted to her. But Mr. Lewis's exposition had opened

to her a perfectly new view of the case. It was not only then to punish

the offending woman , but to spare the pocket of the fondly protected

man , that this new regulation was established . She heard it declared,

that all men so circumstanced, whether, as Mr. Lewis comprehensively
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expressed it, they were kings or cobblers, were proclaimed by the law

of the land to be henceforward, and for ever, clear from all blame and

all shame. Any atonement to the “ gentle fool” who had condemned

herself to pretty nearly every imaginable species of suffering, for

believing that the man she loved might smile, and not be a villain ,

having being rendered as nearly impossible as very careful legislation

could make it.

“ No ! it can't mean that, ” said she, unconsciously answering her

own thoughts, rather than the lawyer's word ; “ Mr. Frederic Dal

ton

“ Get along with you , girl !" cried the indignant attorney, positively

shuddering at her presumption, in thus contumaciously naming an indi

vidual in defiance of the law , “ Ilow dare you come to me, of all men

living, in the hope of having your impudent way in the very teeth of

the statute ? You had better be off, I promise you ; for if you stay

here much longer, defying queen, lords and commons, in this style, I

shall lose my temper ; I know I shall. So get you gone, do, and never

let me set eyes on you again .”

The raised voice and the frowning brow of the gentleman , as he
spoke these words, destroyed completely all that was left of Jessie's

firmness ; she started away with a feeling of terror, such as she might

have experienced if an angry bull-dog had been let loose upon her, and

making her way out, she hardly knew bow , she found herself in the vil .

lage street, with such sudden consciousness of bodily agony, that all

mental suffering was suspended for the moment, and she was conscious

of nothing, but the belief that her death was rapidly approaching. She

supported herself for a few moments against a post that flanked the

footpath. Her head reeled, and her strength seemed rapidly failing .

But the bodily anguish passed away , and then the full consciousness of

her situation returned . She looked desperately round for some shelter

-- somecovert into which she could creep and die ; she looked round,

and every object that met her eyes was familiar, and yet strange

familiar , even as the dear fratures of her lost mother to her, in the

former condition, but fearfully strange, and, as it were, incongruous, in

her present one. And then came the horrible terror lest the eye of

some former friend might rest upon and recognise her. She stepped

forward wildly , without knowing whither she intended to go, then

stopped again, and tried to think, but all seemed confusion and per

plexity; the only distinct idea left was the wish to hide herself; and

then the idea of the workhouse came, and she longed, oh ! ardently

longed to be there. But the distance seemed to magnify itself in her

imagination to a degree that made the wish to get there as wild as if

she wished to reach the moon - for another pang had seized her ; but

again it passed, and then she remembered a lonely shed at a few paces

only down the green lane, at the entrance of which she stood, and

thither she directed her feeble steps. This lane was a favourite walk

in dry weather, but the recent rains had made it wet and muddy, and

the unhappy girl passed along it to the building she sought, without

having endured the agony of perceiving any eye fixed upon hier .
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CHAPTER XLII.

THE GOVERNOR'S LADY GETS ANGRY, AND AFFRONTS SILLY SALLY

THE NATURAL DOES NOT LIKE IT, AND TAKES HERSELF OFFSHE

MEETS WITH SUNDRY STRANGE ADVENTURES, BUT BEHAVES VERY

RATIONALLY ON THE WHOLE .

The delight of Silly Sally, as she watched from behind a water

tub the success of her favourite's stratagem , was excessive. Till the

door had closed behind Jessie , she had remained perfectly mute and as

still as a mouse ; but no sooner did she lose sight of ber than she

began clapping her hands and laughing vehemently. As the poor

idiot, besides being perfectly harmless, was almost invariably good .

humoured, and ready, to the very utmost extent of her power, to obey

the behests of Dick Dempster and his lady, she was, for the most part,

treated with considerable indulgence by them both ; but now her

noisy and prolonged laughter proved too much for the nerves of the

governor's helpmate, and having, once and again , vainly admonished

her by an uplifted finger, and a very imperative command, to be quiet,

she at length lost her temper, and gave the poor natural a tolerably

sharp box on the ear.

llad Silly Sally been more accustomed to this sort of chastiseinent,

she would probably have been less affronted by it , but now she did

not approve it at all . She uttered not a single syllable, however,

either of complaint or remonstrance ; and , as far as rendering her quiet

went, the measure was perfectly successful, for Sally instantly ceased

laughing, and, clasping her hands together under her pinafore, she re

mained as still as a post. But in her heart the poor girl was as angry

as she could be at any thing ; and all the wit she had was immediately

centred upon one project, namely, that of contriving to let a second

Silly Sally slip through the outer door without drawing official obser

vation upon the escape of the first . All the quiet cunnin which miay

so often be traced in brains so constituted was now put in practice by

the girl , in order to compass this object; but several hours wore away

before she could effect it. At length, however, Dempster, who had

heen standing near the door when Jessie passed out, left his post , and ,

the door being opened shortly afterwards by one who had license to

go and to come, Sally, in her usual way, slipped out after him , without

attracting the observation of any one .

“ Now, then , her's out !” she exclaimed , with a joyous bound, as

she scampered forward towards the village ; and perhaps, if she could

be said to think at all , she did think then that it would be some time

before she came back again. For some time she continued to amuse

herself in the fields by a variety of gambols, rather more childish and

frolicsome than usual, for at that moment she certainly felt , as keenly

as if she had been wiser, that it was pleasanter to jump about outside

the walls than to have her ears boxed within them .

: 2 .
S
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But after this had la -tel for some time poor Sally began to feel

hungry ; nevertheless, she turned not bach , but, on the contrary, on

walhoc mure steadily forward towards a small farm at a considerable

distance from the work house ,where she had more than once hoped the

good wire, at harvest time, by playing with the little ones, and where in

return she had often got a more savoury meal than her usual quarters

afforded .

But now Sally arrived too late for the farm -house dinner-time;

which unwelcome fact was announced to her by the mistress of the

mansion, who hospitably aided , however, “ You must come earlier ,,

Sally , another time.”

But this, which might have satisfied her tolerably well on other

occasions, did not do so now , for she continued to loiter about the

door; and at last , though by no means an habitual beggar, she ventured

to whisper, “ Sally's very hungry.” The good -natured woman re

ceived the hint very kindly, saying, “ Is she, poor soul ?-Wait a

minute, then ; " and after an absence that even hungry Sally did not

think long she brought out and put into her hands wherewithal to

furnish more than one substantial meal. On all such occasions, Sally's

thanks were invariably rendered by a broad grin ; having performed

which, with its accompanying nod, she turned away, as usual, in search

of some pleasant spot wherein to enjoy the only gratification that she

share in perfect equality with lier fellow - crcatures-- a species of

equality, by the way,more satisfactory to the idiot than flattering to

the intelectual superiority of some other folks.

The weather throughout the whole morning had been bright and

beautiful, but now the wintry wind began to blow agam , accompanied

hy sleet and raili. Sally, however, knew a great deal better than to

make her dimer-parlour of any spot to which such disagreeable com

panions would be admitted ; and , having looked round her for half a

minute, darted off ' for a well-known and often - enjoyed place of shelter,

where many a similar meal, bestowed in a similar manner, had been

devoured. This favourite retreat of the by no means unhappy idiot

was a shed erected by sutterance upon the waste, by an humble carrier

possessed of a large donkey and a little tish -cart, but who, not having

space enough beside his dwelling for their accommodation , had been

quietly permitted to erect this shed . It was here that Jessie had taken

refuge ; and it was here that her faithful friend and ally found her,

within three hours after she had entered it.

The corner in which the miserable Jessie lay was dark, but not

sufficiently so to prevent Sally's immediately spring her out and know

ing her. Setting down her bacon and bread on the window -sill, she

kelt down beside her, and called her by her name, but, receiving no

answer, caine to the conclusion that she was fast asleep, and was in the

act of quietly withdrawing herself, when she was startled by the feeble

cry of a new -born babe. This was responded to on the part of Sally

by a cry of joy. She specdily found the little being whose voice had

so delighted her, and immediately set to work to swathe and bandage

the child in the most careful and tender manner , and in very perfect
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imitation of all that she had heretofore seen performed upon similar

occasion . Many, indeed, were the poor bodies who had joyfully ac

cepted the " halt-reasoning " services of Sally in occasionally nursing

and dressing their babies; and it was impossible that the most accom

plished nurse that ever lived could exceed her in fondness or in care .

Nothing but lier inveterate love of roving need have prevented her

from nursing babies all the days of her life ; but as the good women of

Deepbrook did not relish the idea of having their little ones sometimes

carrieil away to the distance of a dozen miles, and sometimes borne

through a briskly running stream , with no better bridge under them

than Sally's arms, no one had ever thought proper to engage her services,

except occasionally , and when there was little or no risk of her eloping

with her little charge.

Notwithstanding her moon -struck brain , Sally shewed considerable

ivgenuity in arranging garments for her newly found treasure. The

pinafore which had assisted the escape of Jessie being carefully with

drawn from the person of the unconscious mother, Sally very dexte

rously tore it into strips, with which she carefully enveloped the

infant, using a corner of it to cover its head, with a degree of ingenuity

that would have done credit to the adroitness of a Red Indian squaw .

In all this she was very conveniently aided by her teeth , without which,

indecil, her curiously constructed baby -wardrobe could never have

been brought to such perfection. Having completed this business

greatly to her own satisfaction, she rewarded herself by hugging and

kissing the baby, and cooing and chirruping to it for several minutes.

But then it began to cry again, and the embarrasscd girl began to look

around with considerable uneasiness for any species of food , which she

was too good and experienced a nurse not to know was the panacea

always found the most successful in stopping such wailings. She

thought of her bread and bacon , but shook her head very disconso

lately as she did so. “ Iler must get milk , and her will too, for poor

little Jessie ! " This resolution was hardly taken before it was acted

The daylight was already fading fast, but before starting she con

trived to satisiy herself that the bundle of dry hay which was under the

head of poor Jessie would make her very comfortable by way of a

pillow till she came back , and, having collected all the loose litter she

could find , she laid it gently upon her motionless favourite, in order to

keep her warm , and then sallied forth upon her errand , not forgetting,

however, to carry her provender with her, which she contrived to eat

with great enjoyment as she trudged along, without its interfering in

the least degree with the tenderest care for her little charge, which

soon lay fast asleep upon her bosom .

Tie rustic habitations at which Silly Sally was in the habit of

calling, in the certainty of being always kindly received, and often

comfortably fed , were numerous, for every body seemed to feel that

she was an object of compassion, and , moreover, that she was made

happy at so little trouble or cost, that it was impossible to be kind and

charitable in any quarter where it would answer better.

Among these numerous friendly resorts, there was one large dairy

ON .
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farm , which was an especial favourite ; for not only was she sure of

getting there what she dearly loved, namely, an unstinted dranght of

milk, but many a prooi of good -will beside, for there were a parcel of

goodi-natured children, several of whom were old enough to take great
delight in making Silly Sally laugh and jump for joy by their little

gifts. Fortunately, perhaps, for the perpetuity of the kind reception

she met there , this farın was nearly at the most distant point of all her

haunts, and , as Sally knew how to measure and calculate time and dis

tance better by far than many of her wiser neighbours, she often gave

up the project of going there , because she had not got out of the work

house in time to make her sure of being able to get back again early

enough to escape a scolding. But Sally had no intention whatever of

returning to the workhouse at present; for she had not only been

affronted by Mrs. Dempster's box on the ear, but had her hands much

too full of the business she best liked to think of any thing of the

kind : so off she set for Farmer Smithson's, and walking, as she always

did, at a good steady pace, contrived to present herself at the kitchen

door just as the family were sitting down to their eight o'clock supper.

Why, mother ! here's Silly Sally ! ” exclaimed a girl of ten or

eleven years old , who was the first to perceive her.

" Why, Sally , my girl , what brings you here at this time of night? "

said Mrs. Smithson. “ How will you ever get back to the workhouse

to -night ? It is very naughty, Sally, to be out so late, and you ' ll get
trimmed for it , I know .”

“ Her won't, " replied Sally, stoutlv . “ But see here, missus ! Her

will give a drop of warın milk to the baby ? "

Mercy on us ! here's a new -born child ! ” cried Mrs. Smithson .

“ Where on earth did you get this, Sally ? ”

“ From the mother on't,” replied Sally, very quietly.

* But why did you bring it away so far ? ” demanded the good

woman . “ I am sure the mother could never tell you to take it out at

night after this fashion . "

“ There was nothing for it to eat , ” replied Sally , in her most steady

and rational manner. “ Please, missus, give it a drop of warm milk .

The kindly mother of many children was not likely to refuse such a

petition as this. A little warm milk was put into the infant's mouth ,

and Sally's provisional clothing considerably improved by the addition

of some warmer garments. The infant again dropped asleep in the

arins of its loving nurse, who was strictly interrogated as to the manner

in which she had come by it. But there was nothing in the girl's

mamer to create alarm ; and, as every body knew that Silly Sally was

often employed as a mrse by many poor people in the neighbourhood,

the whole family came to the conclusion that the babe's mother was

probably some poor creature who had sent her out with it to beg, and

that Sally's certainty of being kindly received at Highland's had

tempted her to come thus far afield for the help which was evidently

much wanted. The night being cold and the kind -hearted

Smithsons thought the best thing they could do would be to shelter

both baby and nurse till the morning, which they contrived to do, very

66
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greatly to the delight of Silly Sally, who felt and looked pronder and

happier than she had ever done in her whole life before, when per

mitted to sit down before the kitchen fire , and rock “ hers baby " to

sleep without interruption.

On the following morning the sun shone again, and then the idiot

set off on her return, with a jug of gruel in one hand , the baby sup

ported by the other arm , and a bundle fastened round her, containing

not only sundry fragments of wholesome food, but sundry contributions

from the charity of the family, such as it was likely enough the mother

of the baby must be in want of.

CHAPTER XLIII .

JESSIE PHILLIPS IS VISITED IN THE DONKEY -SHED BY WILL REYNOLDS

AND HIS WIFE - THEY ACCOUNT FOR THE ABSENCE OR HER CHILD

IN THE MOST NATURAL MANNER POSSIBLE , AND AFTER SOME FEW

DOUBTS AND DIFFICULTIES THEY DECIDE UPON SENDING HER

BACK TO THE WORKHOUSE-- HER RECEPTION THERE .

It might be about three or four hours after Silly Sally had set off

from the carrier's donkey -shed, with the new -born baby of Jessie in

her arms, that the owner of the little building, together with the live

and dead stock that were its usual occupants, arrived , as usual, the day's

labour being ended , in order to put it to its accustomed use . The man

carried a horn lantern , and a small bundle of better provender than

donkeys are usually favoured with ; but the Deepbrook fish - cart was a

profitable concern , and its owner knew the value of his beast .

Though the eyes of Will Reynolds were not of the youngest, nor

his lantern of the brightest, he had not entered the shed two minutes

before he discovered Jessie, and , holding the light close to her face, he

perceived that, though perfectly motionless, she was neither dead nor

asleep. The old man spoke to her kindly ; and she fixed her languid

eyes upon him with a look that spoke such suffering and such weakness

that he got frightened, and fancied that his premises were about to

become the scene of the last act of a tragedy. Fastening his beast to

a ring, well enough placed to secure the hapless Jessie from his heels,

he hurried back to his dwelling, and summoned his faithful wife to

assist him in developing the mystery.

“ For the love of God, Mary, come with me to the shed !” he ex

claimed , the instant his head was inside the door. - There's a dying

woman lying there, if I ever seed one, and I shall never get her face

out of my mind the longest day I have to live if we don't do 'the best

we can for her. Come along, wife, and bring some water and a small

drop of gin with you .” Startied by the appailing summons, the woman

started up, but for a moment stood staring at her husband, without

appearing to have any inclination to obey him ,

66
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“ Come along, Mary - come along," he reiterated. " Why, it ain't

like you, wife , to be so slow at helping a fellow -creature."

" Dying, Will !" cried the woman,with a look of dismay. 6 Did

not we better send for the doctor ? "

" And let her he dead before he comes ? We shall get into troubles

in this world and the next if we do any such a thing . Come, give me

the gin ; if you haven't the courage to look upon a creature like that. I

must manage the job myself.” Thus admonished, the woman obeyed

his orders with all promptitude, and though really “ scared," and lonk .

ing as pale as a ghost herself, she followed her husband to the shell.

Nothing, however, could be farther either from indifference or unkin

ness than the manner in which the good woman addressed the poor

object that lay stretched on the floor of the building.

“ Poor creature ! ” she exclaimed , kneeling down beside her.

" And she all alone, too ! Poor soul ! poor soul ! But what on earth

have she done with her child ? Will Reynolds, there has been mis

chief done here as sure as you are a living man ! Give me the cup ,

Will; a spoonful or two of water, and half a one of gin . We must

make her speak, I promise you , or we shall get into trouble sure

enough. "

The cup was put to the lips of Jessie, and she eagerly swallowed

its contents. “ Now , then , you can speak," said Virs. Reynoluis,

putting her arm gently under Jessie's head, and raising her up. “ Now ,

my poor soul, you will be able to tell us what brought you here at

such a time as this. Come, say the word, then ; what is your name ?

And where is your child ? ”

Jessie looked at her earnestly, and with a puzzled air, as if vainly

endeavouring to understand what she said . It was evident, however,

that what she had taken had greatly revived her, for her complexion

was already less ghastly, and her eyes had a greater lookof life in

them . “ You can speaknow if you will try for it, my friend , ” repeated
Mrs. Reynolds. “ Tell us where your baby is ? "

“ I don't know , ” replied Jessie, distinctly, but at the same time

looking about her wildly, and as if greatly terrified.

" Do you hear that, Will Reynolds ? " said the woman , withdrawing

her arm ; " and do you see the terror of her ? Oh , me ! oh, me ! that

ever I should have come to this ! And shan't I have to be brought up

and examined , Will, just for all the world as if I was a good -for-nothing

hussy myself ? You should have known better, William Reynolds,

than to have fetched me out to get into such a job as this. What's

the good of marrying a man old enough to be one's father if he can't

take better care of one than that comes to ? ”

William Reynolds received this rebuke without hearing a word of

it . The very darkest suspicions against the unhappy Jessie had tahen

possession of his mind ; he felt not the shadow of a doubt that she had

given birth to a child, destroyed, and concealed it . The distinct

manner in which she had spoken the words “ I don't know ,” when

questioned respecting it , were perfectly conclusive in his judgment, for

they proved both that she knew what was passing about her, and was

a
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determined to conceal what it would be dangerous to tell. His indig

nation against the supposed rulprit was very great, but his embarrass
ment as to what to do with her still greater. To shelter her, even as

she was then sheltered, and to watch over, attend, and feed her, would ,

he firmly believed , render him guilty in the eye of the law as an ac

complice, and might likely enough expose him and his wife Mary to

imprisonment and trial at the very least, if not to hanging in the hor

rible infanticide's company . Butwhat was he to do with her ? Could

he gofive miles to get a warrant, and send her off ten more to gaol at

that time of night? Could lie set his Mary to watch that she did not

crawlaway and escape if he did go to the justice ? Or must they

both keep guard till morning to prevent the success of an experiment

which , according to his judgment, she was so very sure to make ?

These thoughts were all working aud fretting in his brain, poor

man , together with so helpless a consciousness of not knowing what he

ought to do in the case, that his wife's words sounded in his ears as

hollow and unmeaning as the notes of a drum . His eyes, however,

during this time were fixed upon Jessie, and when he saw her eyes

again close, and the same death -like paleness return to her features, a

fresh cause of terror suggested itself; he fancied , what indeed seemed

but too probable, that she was at the point of death , which idea very

greatly increased his agitation and dismay, from the position in which

such an event would place him and his wile, they having been the last

persons who had seen this mysterious person alive. It was with infinite

satisfaction , therefore, that he heard his wife exclaim , “ Why, William ,

she is a workhouse body ! I know the dress right well. In God's

name, carry her back right away to the Union , and then , let what will

happen , it is their business and not ours !"

* Well thought on , Mary ! That's the cleverest word as have come

into your head for many a day. Give her a drop more of the mixture,

wife. " Twas wonderful to see how it brought her round. I will just

harness the beast to the cart again, and will have her to her proper

quarters in no time. When you have given her the gin , just pick up

all the soft stuff you can find, to lay under her, poor wretch ! Don't

let us have the killing of her to answer for, whatever may come to her

afterwards. It is fitting the law should take its course, but there is no

need to be hard -hearted for all that ."

In pursuance of this plan , Jessie was speedily laid upon a tolerably

soft bit of litter in the fishimonger's cart, and in this manner conveyed to

the workhouse .

Will Reynolds pretty well knew that ten o'clock at night was by

no means a very regular hour for the transacting business at the Union

workhouse ; but he knew , also, that it was far better to encounter a

few rough words from Governor Dempster than run the risk of

what might happen if his uninvited guest remained all night in the

shed . It was with a resolute spirit, therefore, that he pulled the handle

of the hoarse - voiced bell, till the unwonted summons was heard from

one end of the building to the other. Whether pleased or not at being

thus unexpectedly disturbed, the governor did not linger on liis road
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to the outer gate, and , perhaps, felt almost as much curiosity as dis.

pleasure at a disturbance so very unusual, for the house was a regular

house, whatever else it might be.

" Who, in the devil's name, have we got here ? ” said he, in no

very silvery accents , and holding high the lantern he carried in order

to throw its light upon the cart and its occupants. “ William Reynolds,

Fishmonger, Deepbrook," he read aloud from the board conspicuously

attached to the vehicle . “ And William Reynolds it is, zure enough,

he addel, lowering the light till it flashed full upon the well-knownfea

tures of the driver. “ And pray, Mr. William Reynolds, what sort of

tish may it be that you are after bringing us at this time of night ? I

won't promise to take it in, mind I tell you that .”

“ But you must, if you please, Mr. Dempster,” replied Reynolds ;

" at any rate what I have brought that I must leave , but whether in

side the gates, or outside of 'em , that of course will be for you to de

cide ."

“ Then outside that will be, as sure as you are born , Master Rey

nolds, unless you happen to have an order from some one as have got

a right to give it ; and that isn't your own self, as I've a notion , neigh

bour."

“ I don't pretend to have any right in the matter," replied the fishi

monger, “ except just downright necessity, and I think you'll get into

trouble, Mr. Governor, if you don't yield to it as well as I. It is for

no pleasure, I can tell you , either to my beast or myself, that I have

come up here after a long day's work ; but what must be must be, and

you'll find out that as well as I , maybe, if you will but just listen .

This young woman here has been in the workhouse, and belongs to it

still , as may be seen by the things she has got on , though how she got

out with them I can't say. But the principal matter is , Mr. Dempster,

that there have a child been born , and I am sadly afraid made away

with . And now please to say how we can be justified in leaving the

mother of it to get off out of the way of law and justice, as she will be

sure to do if you refuse the taking her in . "

During this explanation, Mr. Richard Dempster had possessed him

self of the fact that the wretched woman in the cart was no other than

the identical Jessie Phillips, whose privately absconding from the work

house had been discovered not many hours before. Under any other

circumstances, he would most assuredly have refused her re -admission

without a fresh order from the board ; but the very strong suspicion of

infanticide under which she now lay induced him to think that the

fishmonger might be right, and that it would cause less trouble to receive
than to refuse her.

On being conveyed into the house, the miserable girl looked round

her for a moment, as if to ascertain where she was, but then closed her

eyes again with such evident feebleness that both the men were fright

ened ; and, having laid her on a bed, Dempster lost no time in calling

up his wife, who was already fast asleep, and making her acquainted

with the facts, as far as he knew them himself, he charged her, in the

names of law and justice, to take good care of that wench, if she never
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troubled herself about another to the end of her days. « Trust me

for that, Dick Dempster," was the reply ; " she'll ask nothing better

now , maybe, than just to lay there and die , and so cheat the hangman ,

horrid monster as she is ; but that she shan't do if care and watching

can keep her alive .” In pursuance of this resolution, poor Jessie was

fed and watched during the night, and the apothecary summoned to

attend her on the following morning. As the summons was an early

one , this professional personage was found tolerably sober, and having

heard all the circumstances of the case, as far as the Dempsters were

capable of telling him , before he reached his patient he fully partici

pated in their determination that she should not escape the punishment

of her crime by dying beforehand from want of care. Greatly did the

wretched girl stand in need of the attention she now received ; and it

was so far effectual, that the utter prostration of strength which had

seemed to threaten her life, speedily disappeared, and she became

perfectly restored to her consciousness and her senses .

“ Now , then ,” said Mrs. Dempster to her husband and the apothe

cary, as they walked off together from the room in which she lay , for

the purposeof holding a consultation as to what was to be done next ;

“ now, then, I think it be our duty to begin asking her a few ques

tions ; and you , Dick , ought to have your ink and paper ready, didn't

he, sir ? "

“ Why, yes, upon my honour, ” replied the apothecary ; " I think it

is quite time that we should take care to have something straightfor
ward to answer when we are called upon to give particulars. It will

never do , I promise you , for us to have nothing more to tell than that

we gave her plenty of gruel."

* Come along, then ,” returned the governor, “ there's paper, pens,

and ink , in here ; you two go on, if you please,and I'll follow with 'em

in a minute . ”

And in a minute the three witnesses began to prepare themselves

for the business they anticipated by placing themselves in a row on

that side of the bed towards which the face of Jessie was turned . Her

eyes were closed, but there was a catching nervous movement in the

hand which lay on the coverlid , which the impatient Mrs. Dempster

declared was a sign that she could not possibly be asleep, and accord

ingly she herself began the purposed investigation as follows:

“ I say , Jessie Phillips, it isno good to keep shutting up your eyes

that way ; you ar'nt no more asleep than I am, so you may just look up,

if you please, and answer straightforward to all the questions as we
shall think proper to ask . First or last, you must do it, my girl,

take my word for that ; so you had better do as you are bid at
once."

1

Thus effectually roused , poor Jessie opened her lack - lustre eyes,

and fixed them on the face of Mrs. Dempster.

“ Now then be pleased to answer ine,” resumed the governor's
lady, with dignity. " At what time was it as you made your escape

from this house ?

“ Yesterday morning ," replied Jessie, faintly.
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“ Ay, ay, we know that well enough ," returned the matron ,

knitting her brows ; “ but what o'clock was it ? "

“ I don't know ," murmured Jessie .

“ And how did you manage it, girl, so that no single soul saw you
set off ? "

“ I put Sally's bonnet on," said Jessie.

“ That must be a lie, for Sally's gone, too. "

Jessie said nothing.

" And where's your child, you bad one ? " said the stately governor

himself, after a short pause .

“ My child !" cried Jessie , suddenly starting up ; “ llare you found

it ? Tell me where it is ! For the love of God, tell me ! -- I know

nothing - nothing -- nothing ." And with clasped hands and haggard

eyes she looked wildly and eagerly from face to face of the group that

stood beside her, as if something dearer than life hung upon their

answer .

“ Do you hear that ? ” said Mr. Dempster, shaking his head .

" Hare we found it, indeed ? " and he carefully inscribed the question

on the paper he held .

" And where did you see Silly Sally last ? " said Mrs. Dempster.

“ To think of your hooking the poor natural into the job ! You are a

deep one , ain't ye ? "

* Sally was willing,” said Jessic, without having the slightest idra

of what their questions aimed at.

“ Did any body ever hear the like of that ? " exclaimed the indig

nant Mrs. Dempster. “ Think of her cunning ! --- trying to throw it

all upon a poor natural, that haven't got wit to defend herself ! But

that won't do her no good when the time comes, for where's the fool

that can't see through it, I wonder ? ”

« Pretty tolerable bad, that, I must say ," said the apothecary,

shrugging his shoulders. “ But you are right, Mrs. Dempster, it will

do her no good."

" God forbid it should, sir , " said the matron , casting up her eyes.

“ And now be pleased to tell us where you last saw Silly Sally."

“ Ilere,' replied Jessie.

" Oh ! here ,was it ? Isn't she first- rate , and for one so young, too ?

And where is poor Silly Sally, now , you false friend ? " continued Mi's ,

Dempster, renewing her examination.

“ Here, ma'am , isn't she ? ” said Jessie, looking weak, weary, and

sad enough , but without being at all conscious that any danger threat

ened her.

“ Here ? " reiterated the matron . “ Here , indeed ! And pray do

you mean to say that you gave her your child to bring here alung

with her ? "

“ My child !” exclaimed the poor girl, her pale cheek flushing into

crimson for a moment. - For the love ofmercy, let me see it !"

“ Do you think, sir,” said Mrs. Dempster, in a sort of whisper, to

the apothecary, “ that she has got any notion of pretending to be out

of her mind ? It is very much the fashion, you know , sir, now . "

( 6
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“ Impossible to say, Mrs. Dempster,” he replied , in the same tone ;

“ but it is likely enough she may.” Then raising his voice, so that

Jessie might be sure to hear him , he said , “ Don't play any more fool's

tricks with us, my girl , but tell us , if you please, at once, whereabouts

it was that your child was born ? "

sw I don't know ,” said Jessie, bursting into tears.

“ You don't know ? ” repeated the apothecary, shaking his head.

“ This won't do, my girl ," he added , with a look of severity which was

perfectly unintelligible to the poor sufferer ; but, seeing her again

become deadly pale, he judged it prudent to suspend the examination

for the present, and telling his bewildered patient to keep quiet now ,

and go to sleep, he beckoned the Dempsters out of the room , and ,

closmg the door, ordered that care should be taken not to let any per

son go into the room to question or disturb her.

“ And what do you think of the case, doctor ? " said Mr. Dempster,

solemnly, as they proceeded along the passage .

“ What part ofthe case do you mean , Dick ? ” returned the apothe

cary , laughing. “ Is your question legal or medical ? "

Legal, sir,--legal. I want to know if you think there is the very

slightest chance that she will escape hanging ?”

“ Not the slightest, Dick ; no more than that you and I shall escape

dying when our time comes."

“ I think , doctor, you must be pleased to sign your nameto what I

have written down. It will be but regular and proper, sir, as I take it .”

The doctor immediately complied with this request, and then took

his leave, advising the governor, however, before he departed, to give

notice of the attair to the nearest justice of peace without any further
loss of time.

CHAPTER XLIV.

MISS MAXWELL VISITS THE UNION WORKHOUSE , AND HEARS THE

NEWS THE CAPTAIN ALSO PAYS A VISIT THERE, BUT OBTAINS

VERY LITTLE INFORMATION , AND THAT LITTLE HE DISLIKES

MUCH , BUT MISUNDERSTANDS MORE - THE ASSISTANCE OF A

MAGISTRATE IS CALLED IN, WHO SPEEDILY PLACES JESSIE IN

SAFE QUARTERS,

ABOVE a week had now elapsed since Martha Maxwell had de

spatched her letter to the young squire, and, though his very audacious

answer to it seemed to defy all the efforts she might attempt to make in

favour of Jessie, she still thought it probable that consideration might

dictate to him the wisdom of giving the unhappy girl the means of

withdrawing herself from the Deepbrook workhouse, as a measure of

precaution , at least, if not of justice and humanity. In order to ascer
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tain whether this had been done, she turned her steps towards the

Union on the very morning that the unfortunate object of her inte

rest had re-entered its walls. It was the governor himself who answered

her summons to the gate, and who replied to her inquiry, as to whether

Jessie Phillips was still in the house, by saying, “ Yes, Miss Maxwell,

sure enough the cretur is still here, worse luck for the honest folks as

have got to tend her, but we look that she will be removed to the county

gaol as soon as the doctor says that it may be done safely."

“ To gaol ? " exclaimed Viss Maxwell, changing colour: “ Jessie

Phillips sent to gaol , Mr. Dempster ? What can you mean ?”

“ Just what I say, miss , " he replied: “ To gaol she must go, and

to the gallows afterwards, if I don't very greatly mistake. The girl

have made away with her baby, Miss Maxwell, and that's the cause

why she is to be sent to gaol."

Inexpressibly shocked at this fearful intelligence, and feeling her

self in some sort guilty from having suffered her uncertainty as to

what she could , and what she ought to do, to prevent her for so long

a time from doing or attempting any thing, Martha returned home in

a state of great agitation. As to believing it possible that the young

and gentle -spirited Jessie Phillips could have committed murder, and

that upon her own child , it appeared to her so wholly out of the

question that she could hardly be said to have bestowed a single

thought on the contingency. Martha's scrutinising faculties had not

been idle during her intercourse with Jessie ; and her conviction on

this point amounted, as far as her own opinion was concerned, to

something very little short of certainty. But, if this dreadful charge

had been indeed brought against her former favourite, her own

opinion, as she well knew, could avail nothing towards proving her

innocent. With a countenance sufficiently expressive of the painful

emotion from which she was suffering, Martha returned home, and

entered the morning sitting -room , where she found both her father

and mother. Her terrible tale was soon told , and , though neither of

them was in her confidence as to the private history of her ill -used

protégée, they listened with that sort of belief in her judgment,

which they knew it generally deserved , to her confident persuasion

that, if the crime had really been committed, it was not by the hand of

Jessie.

As Martha Maxwell, though charitable and kind - hearted towards

her poor neighbours, had never before exhibited marks of such strong

feeling concerning them , her father listened to her entreaties that he

would immediately endeavour to make himself acquainted with all

the circumstances of the case , with a degree of interest almost equal

to her own ; and, after meditating for a while upon the best way of

obtaining the desired information, he decided upon going himself to

the workhouse and questioning Dempster as to the evidence which

had led to the accusation.

Ready enough was Dempster, and his wife also, to enter upon a

theme so well calculated to excite their eloquence ; but it soon

became evident to Captain Maxwell that they really knew very little
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more than the fact that a child had been born , and that the mother

hail returned to the house after the birth without it . That this of

itself was suspicious could not possibly be denied, particularly when

coupled with the fact of her having secretly left the workhouse before

she went; but the acute captain instantly perceived that there being

no proof whatever that the infant had been born alive, the condemning

the mother to death , however strongly she might be suspected, was

by no means likely to occur ; and he was about to trace his steps

homeward with such consolation for his daughter as this assurance

was likely to bring when the apothecary made his appearance, and

immediately entered upon the subject.

“ Sad business this, Captain Maxwell! 'Tis rare to see one of these

thorough bad ones manage so clumsily, take it all together, as this

one has done. The case of the murder is as clear as a pikestaff.”

" Indeed ? Have you any proof, then , that the infant was born

alive ?" said the captain .

“ You have hit the blot, sir - you have exactly hit the blot, as

cleverly as the first lawyer in the land could have done," replied the

doctor, making him a jocose bow ; " and till within ten minutes I

thought just as you do, that the girl would cheat the gibbet for that

very point. But after you went down, Dempster, ” he continued ,"

turning to the governor, " I got a capital good word out of her, which
will settle that point to a nicety."

“ I am happy to hear you say so, doctor,” replied the conscien

tious governor; “ for it is always an injury to honest folks when the

guilty escape just punishment. And what might that word be, doctor,

if I may be so bold as to ask ? ”

“ Why, if the captain , and you too, Dempster, have a mind to go

up -stairs along with me, I don't much question but what she'll bring

it out again. It is often providential that sort of chance letting out

of the truth ; it is not the first time I have observed it . And duty is

duty, you know , captain, whether it happens to be agreeable or not.”

The apothecary then led the way to the room in which Jessie was

still struggling with a feverish agitation of nerves, which sometimes

almost amounted to delirium , though, at other moments, she was

perfectly in possession of her seuses.

The apothecary approached her bed , but her eyes were closer ,

and he fancied that she had fallen asleep . " It is a wonder, isn't it ,

how she can sleep, so quiet and comfortable like ? ” said the governor

of the workhouse.

But they were mistaken ; Jessie was not sleeping, and, upon hear

ing the words of Dempster, she opened her eyes, and fixed them

)

upon him .

“ She is not so much asleep but what she can hear, at any rate,"

said the governoı ; “ So now is as good a time as any, doctor, if you

want to ask her a few more questions."

“ Ilere's a gentleman come to see you , my girl," said the apothe

( ary, putting forward Captain Maxwell; “ perhaps, you know , he can

tell you what you were asking me about just now ."

a
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" I don't know , sir, " replied Jessie , languilly .

“ ly, that's the lay she is upou , sir,” said Mr. Dempster, shahing

his head. “ You'll see now ; I'll lay any wager you please that it

will be that very same an - wer you'll get, and no other, ask her what

jou will . I have observed that sort of cunning in her more than

once already."

Captain Maxwell, who had perceived a something in the expres

sion of Jessie's eye which led him to think that she stood greatly in

awe of Dempster, sudenly turned round to him , and said , Is there

any objection, Dick, to my asking the girl a question or two by

herself ?”

“ None, as I can see , sir, I am sure , " was the reply, “ scuing, as

you are a guardian, there is no manner of doubt but what you have

got a right, if you like it.

* Certainly, certainly ,” quoth the doctor ; and they both left the

room accordingly.

“ Now then, Jessie, don't be frightened at me," said the veteran ,

kindly, " but just tell me quietly every thing you can about your

child . Where did you leave it , my poor girl, when you came back

here ? "

" It was not I that left it," replied Jessie, bursting into tears ; " if

I ever had a child - if it is not all a dream - a wild and borrid dream ,

it must have left me.”

“ No, Jessic, it was not a dream ; though it is no great wonder if

it seemed so to you , wandering about by yourself, as I dare say you
were . But it was no dream , you have had a child . Can't you re

member any thing about it ? Can't you remember if you heard it

ay ? " demanded Captain Maxwell, with an air of friendly interest, well

calculated to awaken contidence, and banisi fear.

“ Hear it cry ? didn't I hear it cry ?” repeated Jessie, starting up

from the pillow with sudden animation . “ Yes, sir, yes , I did hear it

cry, I am sure of it ; I remember it all ! It was no dream ! I did

hear my baby cry ! Oh, for the love of God, let me see it , let me have

it ! "

“ But we do not know where to find it , Jessie ," replied the captain ,

with all possible gentleness ; “ you must tell us where we ought to

look for it . What did you do with it when you heard it cry ? ”

The instant that he asked this question the whole countenance of

the girl changed. The animation, and the something of passionate

tenderness, which her voice and look had expressed , were gone, and a

blank tunicaning stare succeeded .

“ You were ill then , Jessie, very ill , no doubt ; but tell me the

truth , Jessie , tell every thing you can remember about it,” said Captain

Maxwell, convinced in his own mind that the wretched girl had de

stroved the infant in a fit of delirium .

She continued to stare at him with a sort of terrified uncertainty

for a minute or two, and then replied, slowly and distinctly, " I can

remember nothing about it."

Had the worthy Captain Maxwell received the cut of a sabre,
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sharp enough to sever lis car, it would have scarcely given him so

acnte a pang as did these words , and the manner in which they were

pronounced. llad it been liis laughter Martha instead of himself

who had listened to them , it is possible that her singularly analytical

car might have caught the simplicity of truth in the accent which, to

him , seemed only indicative of a resolute determination to say nothing

more that could criminate herself. The notion of her having destroyed

her child was strongly confirmed ; but that of her having done so in a

fit of insanity as completely removed. He felt averse to question

her father, convinced that, in all probability, every word he contrived

to elicit would only increase his conviction of her guilt ; he therefore,

somewhat hastily, bade her adieu , and contented himself, when ques

tioned by the apothecary and Dempster, by saying that he could

really make nothing of her. Ile felt, indeed, that one moment of

genuine fecling, caused perhaps by his friendly manner of questioning

her, had led to an avowal which threatened to destroy her best hope

of safety. The impossibility of proring that the child had been born

alive might save her, but this, her positive declaration , that she had
heard it cry , must at once destroy. He, therefore, immediately took

leave of the doctor and Mr. Dempster, perceiving they both seemed

to devem it their duty to give a little more time to the examination of

an affair upon which , not having an atom of evidence, there was so
favourable an opportunity of exercising their acuteness . Nor did

these estimable individuals separate till they haul naturally made up

their minds, very completely to their own satisfaction , that it was, in

fact, one of the very clearest cases of child -inurder that had ever been

made out against the mother ; for was it not undeniably clear, from

William Reynolds' statement, that she must have maile away with the

infant herself, because, of the particularly obvious fact, that there was

nobody else to do it ? One only observation was produced between

them , however, which had any tendency towards common sense , and

that, unfortunately, made decidedly against the unfortunate Jessie .

After really attending to her with all his professional acumen on the
alert, and also without having been in the slightest degree intoxicated ,

the apothecary gave it as his opinion that, notwithstanding a certain

degree of weakness inevitable after the difficulties she had unquestion

ably encountered , the girl's condition was, by no means, such as to

give any reason for supposing that she was likely to have given birth
to a dead child .

This opinion, together with the narrative of William Reynolds and

Mr. Dempster's notes, recording every thing that had been obtained

from the girl herself, having been submitted to a neighbouring magis

trate, he, without hesitation, issued a warrant for her apprehension,

by virtue of which the unhappy Jessie was conveyed to the county

guol at the expiration of ten days after her return to the workhouse.
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CHAPTER XLV.

THE NEWS FLIES, AND CREATES GREAT SENSATION - JESSIE is

GREATLY PUZZLED TO KNOW WHAT IT ALL MEANS - SHE DESIRES

TO SEE A CLERGYMAN , AND IS VISITED BY THE CHAPLAIN OF THE

PRISON - TRUTH MAY SOMETIMES APPEAR TO WEAR THE GARB OF

FALSEHOOD, AND VERY HONEST MEN BLUNDER WHEN LABOURING

TO DISCOVER WHICH IS WHICH .

It will be readily believed that such an event as this took no great

length of time before it was known to every individual in the neigh

bourhood . A story of misery and horror always flies rapidly ; and in

this case there were many circumstances which tended to make the

dreadful history a theme of even more than the common interest

which any similar event could have caused . The nearer neighbours

all personally knew the young creature, so lately the loveliest model of

youth and innocence that the eye could gaze on or the fancy create .

Among these, whether rich or poor, the excitement and the emotion

were far greater than the oldest among them could remember on any

former occasion ; while those more distant heard of it as a tragedy

almost too terrible to be true in all its details, and with the charitable

hope that there were circumstances not yet known which might explain

what now seemed too dreadful to believe. This party were right as to

there being unknown circumstances which might explain , but quite

wrong as to their being less terrible than those which were first cir

culated.

When Jessie, after the time had elapsed which was deemed proper

for a sufficient recovery of her strength, was made to understand that

she was to be conveyed to the county gaol, under suspicion that she

had murdered her child, the only terror produced by the words which

she heard spoken to her arose from believing that she had lost her

senses . This dreadful idea, indeed , did not then occur to her for

the first time, nor had it been always quite without foundation. On the

dreariful day that she liad left the worklouse to seek Dalton , there had

been moments in which she was far from being clearly certain of what

she was doing or intending to do ; and then again came intervals of a

calmer , but yet more dreadful and suffering state of mind, in which the

consciousness of this mental weakness came upon her, and scemed to

threaten a future more horrible than any she had yet anticipated. It

was not, however, during a moment of temporary delirium that she

had suffered her child to be taken away, but one of perfect uncon

sciousness ; this had fallen upon her immediately after its birth , and

had lasted till the visit and subsequent aid administered by William

Reynolds and his wife restored her faculties. Every word she had

spoken then and afterwards was not only most strictly true, but no

exertion of her memory could have enabled her to add one syllable to

her statements which would have added light to it. Jessie knew
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nothing, had been conscious of nothing, but such intense suffering

of body and mind as had made her at one moment hope for death , and

at another that she was about to live a maniac.

Not all the apothecary's orders about keeping her quiet had availed

to prevent continually repeated questionings from the Dempsters and

one or two of their particular friends, who asked as a favour to be

permitted to try their sagacity in finding out the truth . - But the

nearer these colloquies went to betraying to her the real nature of the

situation in which she was placed, the stronger became the morbid

idea which had got hold of her imagination respecting her own state

of mind .

Again and again did the poor creature endeavour to try, by some

test that she thought must convince her one way or the other, whether

the dreaded malady was upon her or not. But the attempt was ever

in vain ; for all that seemed most real and most certain in all that

passed around her could never for a moment stand examination , when

at length she was left in silence and alone ; but as she steadfastly endea

voured to recall every thing that had passed, the whole seemed so like

the frenzied fancies of a fevered brain , that all her efforts were directed

to the keeping herself as profoundly still as possible, in a desperate sort

of hope that the misfortune which she pretty justly considered as the

most fearful that could befall humanity might in her case, as in

many others she had heard of, be only temporary. But in all this ,

though there was nothing seriously to alarm her friends (if she haul

had any, poor wretch !) with fears for her reason , there was a degree

of danger that not friends only, but any human being possessed of

common humanity, would have watched with anguish. There was

scarcely a word she uttered but had a strong tendency to prove that

it was her object to attribute to insanity every thing she had said and

done after quitting the workhouse ; and this, joined to more than one

burst of feeling, in which she repeated her conviction of having heard

her child cry, constituted altogether almost as strong a case against her

as the circumstances which had really occurred would admit. It was not

till after she had been two days and nights in prison, and had been visited

by the clergyman who acted as chaplain to the establishment, that the

whole astounding truth reached her understanding. She had herself

repeatedly asked to see a clergyman , “ if there was one to be found ,"

before this indulgence was granted her ; but at length , under the idea

that she made the request for the purpose of relieving her mind hy

making a full confession , the chaplain was requested to attend her.

He was an excellent man , gentle in temper, but firm in judgment,

and with so deep a sense of the real duties of his mission , that while he

sought to smooth the tremendous step that divides the titful hopes and

fears of life from the unchangeable continuity of eternity , by opening

the blessed page of promised merey, he shrank not from the more

painful task of exhibiting in their true colours the crimes that requireel

such repentance as might suffice to win it .

“ Young woman , here is Mr. Green , the clergyman, come to visit

you," said a gaoler, opening the door of the room in which she was
т
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confined to await her trial ; and an old man entered whose aspect gare

her perhaps a stronger feeling of satisfaction than she could at that

moment have experienced from any other cause whatever.

5 I understand that you have asked to see me ? " said the good man ,

advancing

* Yes, I have, sir , " replied Jessie ; “ but the seeing you is almost

more comfort than I dared hope for."

“ I am glad that you wished to see me, my poor girl," he replied ,

“ and I am glad that I was able to come. Is it that I should pray with

you that you made the request ? ”

“ No, sir, it was not for that,” replied Jessie, with her usual simple

truthfulness, “ though it would be a great and precious favour if you

would do so . "

“ Wherefore was it then that you wished to see me? " demandéd

Mr. Green . “ I have no power to serve you in any other way .”

“ I do not ask you to serve me, sir, by taking me out of prison or

any thing of that kind ,” returned Jessie ; “ I could not be here if it

was not the will of God, and therefore it must be right and best , in

some way or other, that here I should be. What I want of you, sir,

is quite in another way."

The heart of Mr. Green sank within him . He felt persuaded that

the young creature before him was no hardened reprobate, let her

crime be what it might, and he feared that he had been summoned to

hear her confess what might doom her to immediate and ignominious

death. But it was possible she might find comfort from it , and he pre

pared himself for the task that was before him .

“ You probably wish , then," said he, “ to relieve your burdened

mind by conſessing the crime for which you have been brought

here ? "

“ It is noć quite that, sir, either,” said Jessie, shaking her head ;

s but it is about it, too . If you will have the great kindness , sir, I

want you to tell me what it is I have done."

“ That question can hardly be put honestly ," said Mr. Green,

with some severity, and feeling disappointed at what seemed like pre

meditated artifice in one whom he had felt greatly disposed to believe

free at least from that fault, whatever else she might have to answer

for. “ You must surely know but too well," he continued , “ that you

are placed here because you are suspected of having murdered your

newly born infant.”

Jessie started, and changed colour.

“ I have heard them repeat these same words again , and again, and

again , but never till now did I hear them from a clergyman , that is

from one that I dare not disbelieve or suspect of wicked , cruel jesting.

And do you , sir, think that I have murdered a baby --- any baby in

the wide world , to say nothing about my own ? ”

Young woman, I know not what to think , " replied Mr. Green ;

" I am far from wishing to entrap you into making confession of any

thing which circumstances were not likely to divnlge upon your trial

without any assistance from you ; but you must be aware that the
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facts which are already perfectly well known and established , without

requiring the aid of any confession to confirm them , sufiice to make it

appear highly probable, to say the very least, that your child has been

made away with, and by your hands."

“ Then I suppose it is true ! ” said Jessie, turning as pale as death ,

while her working features expressed the deepest mental agony. “ For

a moment,” she added, " it was but for one short moment, but during

that one short moment I did hear the cry of a little child . Of that I

am certain, perfectly certain , for the memory of it is unlike the

memory of other wild thoughts, that I now believe were all madness.

Yes ! I did hear my infant cry ! But what came after, what became

of me, or what I did, or what I said , I know no more than that poor

babe itself."

“ But you think that when William Reynolds found you in the
shed there was no baby with you ? What do you suppose had become

of it ? " demanded Mr. Green ,

“ Oh ! that is very strange !” cried Jessie, pressing her hand to

her forehead, and endeavouring to recall all that had happened to her.

“ I never saw any body, I never heard any body, nor do I believe

that anybody ever came near me, till Mrs. Reynolds did , with her

husband . "

“ But did they find the child with you ? ” said Mr. Green, so

emnly.

Jessie paused for a moment, as if thinking what she should reply,

and then said , “ I really don't know , sir, but I think not. I do not

believe that I was in any way out of my senses after they came to me,

or at any rate after I knew of their coming, for I seem to remember

every thing quietly and distinctly from that time almost to this ; and I

have no recollection about the child in all that time, except, indeed,
now and then hearing people talk about it at the workhouse, as you do

now .”

“ Then what is your last recollection respecting your baby ? " said
Mr. Green .

Jessie again pressed her forehead with her hand, as if at a loss what

to answer, and it was not till after a minute or two that she replied,

“ The hearing it cry, sir ! "

Her fratures were strongly agitated as she pronounced these

words, and, as if conscious of this, she hid her face with her hands, and

wept bitterly. Mr. Green looked at her earnestly, and sighed, good

man ! from the very bottom of his heart ; but Jessie was spared the

agony of perceiving that he truly believed her to have been wilfully

guilty of the horrible crime laid to her charge, for such an idea never

occurred to her as a thing possible. After another short interval of

silence, Mr. Green renewed the painful conversation by saying,

“ Whatever the verdict of a jury may be in this case, my poor girl, it

is impossible to deny that appearances are very strongly against you .

The fact of your having heard the child cry, which, to do you

justice, you have never attempted to conceal, and the difficulty of

believing that any other than yourself could think it worth their while
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to make away with it --- for who but yourself could find benefit or

profit of any kind from the deed ? -all this, I am sorry to contess,

makes a very strong case against you , and all I can say to comfort you

is, that we are taught to believe the mercy of Heaven unbounded, and

that, if you bring your heart into a state of true and humble repentance

for whatever evil you have done, you may hope that the punishment

awarded for it shall end here. Shall I pray with you that this lust, best

hope of sinners upon earth may be yours ? ”

“ God bless you, sir, for your goodness ! ” returned Jessie, with

tearful eyes and clasped hands, speaking more plainly than any words

could have done her. grateful feelings. “ I have, indeed , been a sinner,”

she continued , “ and thankful will I be if punishment here and the

repenting with a contrite htart may gain for me the mercy of my
Saviour."

The minister drew forth a book, which he reverently opened ; but

while he was in the very act of kneeling down Jessie suddenly ex

claimed, “ Amongst all the things that I have done in my madness, why

may I uot have crawled with my babe to some safe place, and left it

there ? Oh ! if I could but see it ! --oh ! if I could but for one single

instant see its dear eyes and kiss its little lips I think I could die happy

then , even by the hand of the executioner ! ”

Jessie would now again have been more fairly judged if Martha

Maxwell's ear had criticised her words instead of the less delicate

organ of Mr. Green. It was impossible that any one could listen to

her with a more honest and earnest wish of ascertaining the truth of

what she stated than the truly worthy clergyman ; but this very honesty,

by an unhappy fatality , was in the present instance most strangely

against her. The good man felt that there was so much to soften the

heart and warp thejudgment in the youth, the beauty, and the suffer

ing of this singular prisoner, that he dared not trust himself to judge

according to the impression her words at first produced, but set himself

scrupulously and conscientiously to examine into the probabilities of

the vague and varying statements she put before him . It now appeared

clearly evident to him that her purpose in all she said was to establish

a belief that she had been insane ; and this circumstance was itself so

probable, that had he not unfortunately fancied he could discover a

decided purpose to make it apparent in all she said , it was the con

clusion that he would himself have most readily and naturally come to .

As it was , however, the belief gained upon him , not only that she had

destroyed her child , but that, although she might have been excited to

the horrid deed by suffering and fever, there was no apparent proba

bility of her having been at any moment so completely deranged as to

be unconscious of what she was doing.

Again he sighed deeply as he felt himself driven to think so harshly

of one so young, and replied, gravely, “ No, young woman, I cannot

think it at all probable that you conveyed the child to a place of safety.
Do you ask the question because you remember that you did take it

out of the shed where you were found ? " .

" I remember nothing ! " replied Jessie, wringing her hands ; “ but

6
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if I have indeed destroyed it during that dreadful time, whether I am

guilty about it or not, it is better that I should die too, for why,-oh !

why should I live ? Be pleased to pray with me, sir,” she added gently,

and with an air of more self -possession and composure than she had

yet shewn.

He did pray with her, good man ! with all the fervent piety ofa true

Christian, and, if he blundered in his judgment concerning her, he was

not the less earnest in his petitions to the God of mercy that she might

be forgiven, and supported by the humble hope of such forgiveness

through the tremendous scenes which awaited her .

CHAPTER XLVI.

SUNDRY ADVENTURES WHICH BEFELL SILLY SALLY, WHO PROVES THAT

THE PARISH AUTHORITIES WERE QUITE RIGHT IN NOT CONSIDER

ING HER A SAFE NURSE - MR . FREDERIC DALTON VISITS THE

DONKEY -SHED , AND LEAVES IT AGAIN IN HASTE-- AFTER WHICH ,

THOUGH CONTRARY TO HIS USUAL HABITS, HE TAKES A DRAM , AND

THEN RETURNS HOME TO BREAKFAST .

Great was the disappointment of Silly Sally on returning to the sher

to find her friend Jessie gone, and formanyminutesshe stoodgazing on the

spot where she had left her in the most disconsolate manner imaginable.

At length some sort of theory on the subject suggested itself to her

unsettled brain , from whence arose a notion that Jessie did not find the

shed comfortable , and that she had conveyed herself away to better

quarters. Nor did her reasonings on the subject stop here ; Sally knew

of another place, a sort of Dutch barn , with sweet hay in it, wherein a

siek body might lie down to sleep like a cow in clover : it was a good

step off, however, and Sally was well-nigh weary of carrying the baby

on one arm , while she had so many other commodities to take care of

with the other. But no sooner had the idea entered her head that it

was possible Jessie might have gone to this barn than her intention of

following her thither became so firmly fixed, that nothing short of per

sonal restraint would have prevented her doing it. But, as I have said ,

she was tired, and, having turned the matter over in her mind according

to her half -witted fashion, she came to the determination of dividing her

burdens. Her first notion was that she would carry the baby with her,

and leave her can of gruel and the rest of her treasures safely stowed in

the shed till she could return for them . But a feeling of instinctive

kindness towards her friend Jessie caused her to change the order of

her arrangement, for Jessie she thought must be very hungry, and, with
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a bro'ull grin of delight at the thought of taking her such a good meal,

she decided upon traving the baby comfortably packed in a bundle of

fern in a corner of the shed , where she thought it would be sure to

skep quictly till she came back to fetch it. Having completed her

nursery arrangements, therefore , very much to her own satisfaction ,

she left the little one , who was, in fact, profoundly asleep, and set oli

with her provender to the hay barn .

It may be remembered, that Mr. Frederic Dalton, after leaving

Lawyer Lewis, had lingered in the neighbourhood of his alwelling, in

order to ascertain whither Jessie would, in truth , fulfil her threat of

going to him . This he achieved very satisfactorily, and , having done

so, was about to return home, when the idea occurred to him that it

might be as well to make Mr. Lewis a second visit after Jessie should

have left him , in order to ascertain what impression she might have

made on that gentleman's mind by the tale she had , doubtless, told .

Mr. Frederic Dalton, therefore, again ensconced himselfwhere , unseen ,

he might command a view of the lawyer's door. Jessie's visit was not

a long one, and, sooner than he had hoped for, his watch was ended by

seeing her pass out from it and regain the highroail. But, as the

young gentleman would have preferred most things to the chance of a

second interview with her himself, he decided upon remaining within the

ambush he had chosen till all danger of her catching sight of him should

be over. He watched her, therefore, as she slowly and with difficulty

made her way to the entrance of the green lane, down which she sub

sequently turned, and , after following ber with his eye till he had scen

her enter the donkey -shed , he quitted his retreat and again presented

himself before the lawyer.

“ Well, Lewis, what was it the creature said to you ? ” demanded

the young squire, boldly. " I should like to know if she made up the

same story to you that she did to me.”

“ Faith , Dalton , I did not give her any opportunity to romance

much with me. Her object evidently was to swear a child to some

one or other, but she did not get so far as to name you , squire, or any

body else, for I had no inclination, as you will readily believe, to be

come a party in any way in an attempt to evade an act of parliament.

If this sort of ex -legal swearing, as I may call it, were once permitted to

get head, one of the most admirable laws that ever was framed woulu

lose nine-tenths of its usefulness. If I had let this girl, for instance, go

on , it is likely enough that she might, upon second thoughts, have
named Lord Pemberton instead of you, for these swearing young ladies

often display a very noble spirit of ambition . Never certainly did any

legislature do a wiser thing than thus preventing the very lowest and

vilest of the people from having the power of fixing a child and a

stigma upon any body they chose, no matter who. And, to be sure ,

there can't be a finer instance of the mischief of such a power than this

very case . I flatter myself, however, that I have settled the young

lady’s notions of law in this matter, and that she will not for the futute
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present any more subjects to the nation upon any such old -fashioned

speculatious as it is quite plain in this case she has been deliberately

arting upon .”

The young squire, delighted with the acute discernment and right

views of his legal friend , cordially shook his hand and departed, flatter

ing himself that, despite Miss Martha Maxwell and her secret adviser,

he should have no more trouble from this tiresome atlair, which , as he

boasted to himself, was the only one of the sort that he had ever

managed imprudently . When he retired to his room at night, how

ever, it struck him , as he sat in his favourite arm -chair gazing at the

fire, that if Jessie had been seized with such a contumacious fit about

the workhouse, and had absconded from it with a view to remaining

ont of doors, and taking her chance of getting the helps she needed

from the charity of her neighbours, it might eventually give rise to a

degree of gossip that he should greatly dislike. Ile well knew that

Jessie had been personally known and highly esteemed by precisely the

set of people from whom he most wished to conceal the adventure ; and

the idea once awakened soon grew into so threatening a form of danger,

that, greatly as he hated the idea of seeing her, he determined to seek

an interview with her on the morrow , and either to coax or enforce a

return to the only abode likely to keep her effectually from all inter

course with her former friends. He went to sleep with this resolution

firmly fixed upon his mind, nor did any of his waking thoughts cause

him to change it . If his suspicions were correct as to her remaining

out of the workhouse, no place with which he was acquainted seemed

more likely to be selected by the poor girl for a night's shelter than the

shed on the waste, into which he had seen her enter ; and to this spot

he determined to go while it was still too early for there to be much

danger of his meeting any acquaintance by the way . On reaching the

shed he found - certainly rather to his satisfaction than otherwise -- that

Jessie was not there ; and Hattering himself that she must have re

turned to the workhouse, after having rested herself there on the pre

ceding day, he prepared to quit the building ; but ere he had passed

through its ever open door the cry of an infant reached him from the

most distant corner of the shed. He started, and turned back . Three

steps brought him to the place where Silly Sally had deposited her

forsaken chargc, and where, for the half-hour which had elapsed since

she left it , it had lain sleeping, but now awoke to startle its guilty father

with its wail.

In an instant the thought suggested itself to Frederic Dalton that

Jessie had abandoned her child , with the certainty that a few hours of

such abandonment would cause its wished - for death , and his heart

leaped with mingled agitation and joy as he thought that he should be

thus saved from all future danger of discovery or inconvenience. With

a sudden movement he turned away, in order to retreat as speedily as

possible from the spot of earth whereon he would the least wish to be

found ; but, as he did so, the infant's piercing cry again smote his ear,

and the wretch paused to curse it, as he remembered the probability
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that it miglit live till noonday brought wanderers, either for plea

sure or for business, through the lane, who might, and must discover its

existence, if it repeated such cries as it was then uttering. “ Contound

her idiot folly ! ” he exclaimed ; if she had common sense enough to

determine that it should perish, why could she not silence this con

founded cry ? " He had turned as he muttered these words, and was

again standing over the spot where the chill lay. Again it uttered a

sharp piercing cry . He raised his booted foot, and made a movement

as in sudden rage, and the piercing cry was heard no more.

Frederic Dalton stood alone in the dark shed, trembling in every

limb. He was perfectly aware of the horror that had been perpetrated,

yet, with a strangely vehement attempt at self-delusion , he blended the

word ACCIDENT with his muttered curses . He knew that there was no

human ear to listen to him ; did he hope to deceive the Omnipresent

Witness that inhabits space ? --- or did he indeed Patter himself that he

coulil thus still the fluttering of his distempered heart ? Frederic

Dalton's short life had been perhaps stained with as much vice as the

circunstances of his position could well permit ; yet all that had gone

before seemed but as wanton mirth and reckless jollity compared to his

present state :

" Not poppy , nor mandragora,

Vor allthe drowsy syrups in the world ,
Shall ever medicine him to that sweet sleep

Which he owned yesterday ! ”

His head reeled, and be supported himself for a moment against the

wall of the building. And then came a panic fit of terror lest some

vye should see him pass out from the scene of his crime. To conceal

all traces of it was his next thought. Trembling, loathing, shuddering,

he stooped down and raised the murdered babe in his arms. The

slightest sound, the slightest breath would have thrown him prostrate,

so completely had all strength abandoned him . Yet still his brain was

working busily, and self-preservation was as wide awake as if his nerves

had been of iron . “ I cannot annihilate-- I can only conceal it , " was

the thought that pressed upon him . “ But these rags shall not

identify the hateful tell-tale : " and then , with horrible deliberation,

he drew a knife from his pocket, and disencumbered the body, almost

by a single stroke, of the habiliments which Sally had so sedlulously

wrapped around it. The fragments he rolled tight and close together,

and deposited them in his pocket, to be consumed in the privacy of his

own room . The whole operation did not perhaps occupy tho minute's,

but this was long enough to permit one of the most ordinary and every

day traits of his character to come to his succour. Frederic Dalton

was as artfully cunning as he was boldly vicious, and even in that mo

ment of horror he remembered that, should any one enter, he had only

to display a proper degree of astonishment and indignation at the crime

that liad been committed, in order to prevent the possibility that the
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most improbable of all possible suspicions should attach to him . But

nobody came, nor did the slightest sound disturb him ; he therefore

not only secreted the garments, but disposed of the body of the mur

dered babe with a facility that made him thank Heaven ( the wretch ) that
matters were no worse . In the back wall of the shed was a small

square opening, covered by a rude shutter that was fastened by a

wooden button. Through this aperture William Reynolds was in the

habit of throwing whatever litter was too rotten for his precious donkey

either to lie upon or to eat. The little building being erected on the

very edge of a wide ditch, the opposite side of which was so thickly

planted with bushes as to make even their leatless boughs a screen

sufficient to prevent any danger of his being overlooked, he scrupled

not to let the baby drop from his hand into the mass of rubbish be

neath. A few handfuls of the fern that had been collected by Sally

were hastily, yet carefully dropped after it, and effectually concealed it

from any superficial observation. This done, the pale man stepped

hastily out into the lanc ; and not Cain, when he turned from his

brother's bloody lair, moved forward with a fleeter step than did Frederic

Dalton as he walked down the well-known Green Lane of Deepbrook.

But it was not towards the highroad that he turned his steps. Did he

feel that his lips were colourless, and that his eyes seemed so starting

from their sockets as to make him look as if he could not close his

eyelids over them ? I know not ; but certain it is , that at that terrible

moment he would rather have met a roaring lion , and trusted to his

power of climbing a tree for safety, than have encountered the gaze of

the dullest carter that ever drove a team along the turnpike -road. The

lane opened at the other end upon the village-common , on the borders

of which stood an alchouse , " licensed to deal in spirituous liquors,”

and here, for the first time in his life, Frederic Dalton entered .

“ Watson ! ” he cried , as the rustic landlord bowed low before him ,

“ if you have got a drop of good brandy in the house, do give me a

glass of it . I have been hunting a badger till I have got thoroughly

chilled .”

“ Your honour does look pale, sure enougli, " returned the man ,

bustling to procure with the least possible delay the greatly needed
dram . “ Margaret !” he added, calling to his wife, " see and set a

chair for the young squire close up to the fire. ' Tis likely enough he
has got a chill this sharp morning."

The woman hastened to obey his command, saying, as she passed

her apron over the seat, “ Your honour would do well, maybe, to get

it a little hotted with boiling water and ginger, for you do look terrible

bad , and that's the truth ."

“ No, no , not any water, if you please, Mrs. Watson , " said the

shaking man , tossing off the contents of the glass; “ but you may

double the dose, if you please .”

The potent draught did its work quickly, and the villain felt his

failing spirits revive. “ What's to pay, landlord ? ” he cried , with

frightful gaiety ; and turning to the woman, as he drew forth his purse,

he added, " I look better now, Mrs. Watson --- don't I ? ”
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“ Oh ! yes, your honour ; a deal better, no doubt about it. But

still l be afcard that madam won't fancy that yon be quite well citlir;
for somehow you do not altogether look like vourself."

" It's nothing but the cold ," he replied, suddenly changing colour,

and becoming as violently re-i as he had before been pale . Good

morning - good morning : it must be near ten o'clock, I'm afraid ; and

I must hurry home to breakfast.”

And so he did , reaching the manor house only a few minutes after

the family had sat down to the morning meal. What with the branily,

the wall , and his own efforts to regain an aspect of tolerable coni

posure , he had so far succeeded that his appearance excited no obser

vation , excepting from his father, who said , -

“ You look heated , Frederic ; what have you been about this

morning ? I am sure you have been walking a good round pace ; anı
yet, you see , you are somewhat behind time."

I started a badger, sir , " replied the young man , as nearly in his

usual tone as he could contrive; but he was evidently out of breath,

which naturally accounted for his speaking rather thick. 66 And now ,

ma'am , you must give me leave , ” he added , adiressing his mother, " to)

rm upstairs and wash my hands. Serambling over hedges and

ditches is dirty work ."

Before he returned to the breakfast-room , every vestige of his

murdered infants garments had been converted into ashes ; and the

consciousness that such a witness existed no longer did much towards

restoring the tone of his perves. No further notice was taken of his

adventure, and he sat down to breakfast with what appetite he could .

CILAPTER XLVII.

MORE OF SILLY SALLY'S ADVENTURESHE GETS INTO BAD COMPANY,

AND IS ROBBED - TAKES FRIGHT AT FINDING THAT SHE HAS LOST

HER NI'R'LING , AND SEEKS SHELTFR IN THE WORKHOUSE ---- THE

THIEF GETS CREDIT FOR HER HONESTY , AND JESSIE PHILLIPS I.

PROVED TO HAVE COMMITTED MURDER BEYOND THE POSSIBILITY

OF DOLBT.

It was lucky for Silly Sally that the impressions made upon her

mind by passing events were more like the short- lived shadows left by

the fleeting fancies of a busy imagination than the enduring results of

actual misfortunes and disappointments. Her gay spirits, and her kindly

hopes, had been sadly checked, on returning to the shed, by finding

her friend Jessic gone : but less than three minutes had sufficed to

reconcile her to the necessity of trudging forth again to look for her

elsewhere; and proud was she, and grandly independent, in her own
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estimation , of all control, when she made up a bed for the baby, and

followed the new fancy that had taken possession of her. Again, for a

minute or so , she was disappointed and chagrined at finding mo Jessie

in the hay -barn ; but the vexation was speedlily forgotten in the exceed

ing pleasure with which she contemplated the comfortable aspect of the

sweet-scented retreat , and she rolled herself with such snugness into a

corner, where numberless recent cuttings of the hay -binder offered rare

choice of mattress and pillow , that ere many minutes her troubles and

her pleasures were alike forgotten in a sound sleep . The nap she took

was a long one, for she had walked far, and slept little during the pre

ceding night; but she paid for her luxurious repose by the loss of all

her newly acquired treasures. For Sally was pot the only houseless

wanderer who had discovered that it was possible to lodge well in a

hay -bary), and while she was snoring away in measureless, though

unconscious content, a tenant of the previous night returned to it , for
the purpose of re -possessing herself of a hidden board of broken

victuals which she had collected at the kitchen -doors of half the

gentry of Deephrook , and concealed amidst the hay, while seeking, to

make equal profit from the other half . This woman, though a mere

tramper, of the least reputable description, knew the parish of Deep

brook almost as well as if she had belonged to it, for in pone of her

regular beats did she come upon a village where so many good dinners

were given , and, consequently, where so many relics were bestowed

upon the sturdiest and best practised beggars afterwards.

miscellaneous progeny called her mother ; for, if it had ever happened

to her to find herself unprovided with a baby, young enough to give

the finish of helpless innocence to her constantly repeated histories of

starvation, she would , by no means, have scrupled either to beg,

borrow , or steal one, properly selected to suit her purposes. On the

present occasion she carried one young enough to permit her, adding

the plea of great suffering and weakness, on her own part, to all the

other claims, upon the “ kind gentlefolks' charity, " which she so well

knew how to bring forward.

On entering the barn, the heavy snoring of Silly Sally , who always

slept with her mouth wide open , immediately attracted the woman to

the corner where she lay , and where, elose beside her feet, she had

deposited the tin can which the farmer's wife had lent her to convey

the gruel to the mother of the baby she carried . Wandering Winny,

as this professional beggar-woman was called throughout more than

one county, knew Silly Sally the moment she looked down at her,

and conceiving, after the meditation of a moment, that the parti

cularly convenient-looking tin can at her feet had been intrusted to

her care, for some errand which she was thought capable of perform

ing, it struck her that the very best thing to be done under the

circumstances was to appropriate it to her own use, as being so very

peculiarly well adapted to the purpose of carrying the fragments in

which she traded .

The thought was no sooner conceived than executed, and perceiv
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ing, on removing the can , the little tidy packet which the womanly

charity of Mrs. Smith had intrusted to Sally for the use of the s baby's

mother," she possessed herself of that also, quieting her conscience as

she trudged away by reflecting that nobody would think of greatly

scolding an idiot girl, if she did give the things, by mistahe, to the

wrong body.

Wandering Winny was far enough beyond the reach ot'any search

that Sally was likely to make after her long before the poor imot

had awakened from her comfortable sleep ; and, so thoroughly had

her senses been steeped in the deep oblivion, that when she awoke,

and endeavoured to recall what she had been about, she only remem

bered clearly that she had got the thing she loved best in the world ,

namely, a darling baby to look after ; and then , when she cast her

half-speculating eyes around to see for something she was almost

quite sure she had set down beside her when she went to sleer, she

readily made up her mind to believe that she was mistaken, and that

she had “ left it all in t'other place along with baby . " In this per

suasion she set off again for the well-known shed , and, being now

unencumbered with luggage of any kind, strode sturdily across the

fields she had to traverse, and reached the spot she was making for

without wasting a moment.

But, alas ! the heedless nurse came all too late ! Iler helpleny

charge was no longer there. No longer was it numbered among the

dwellers upon earth .

And now the grief and dismay of Silly Sally were of a different

quality from any that had followed from her foriner disappointments,

for fear of reproof was mingled with them . It has before been

stated that the love and tenderness of the idiot girl for young children

were such as often to make her services very acceptable, when no

better could be had, and might have ensured her a constant mainte

nance, without being indebted to the parish for it , had not the

infirmity of her intellect repeatedly shewn itself in some such capri

cious desertion as the present; upon which occasions a good deal of

personal severity of discipline had been used in the hope of correcting

it . But every effort of the kind had proved in vain, and the parish

authorities, being at length convinced that Sally was decidedly an

idiot, though a very harmless one, she had been placed in the work

house as her permanent home, but with the sort of tacit license to

come and to go, which has been already described . Her most

powerful emotion, therefore , at not finding the baby where she hail

left it, was terror, lest she should be beaten for her negligence ; and

down she sat on the spot where she had left it , and wept bitterly,

But ere long a sort of instinctive cunning changed the course of her

thoughts, and instead of staying there to be beaten by Jessie , or by

any body else , out of the workhouse, she determined to take shelter

in it , remembering that nobody had ever set her to watch a baby

there, and , consequently, that she had never got cuttied for neglecting
it. So to the workhouse again she bent her steps, the affront of
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queer, but

having her cars boxed by the matron being quite forgotten, and with

as much conceited satisfaction at her own cleverness, as the most

accomplished intriguante ever enjoyed .

This return brought her to the workhouse just about twenty -four

hours after she had left it, and though such an escapadle would have

subjected any other inmate to expulsion, and the necessity of a new

order for re -admission before he or she could have been again re

ceived, neither her being absent before, nor present now , seemed to

produce observation from any s body," it having long ago been

decided, on all hands, that the less notice they took of her

harmless ways, and the less trouble they gave themselves about her,

the better . Sally , moreover, was much too cunning to utter a single

word relative to the adventures which had befallen her during her

absence, the fear of chastisement being to the full as strong within

her weak brain as it could possibly be where there was more power to

reason upon it. Of Jessie's return she knew nothing, for the name

of Jessie was connected with her fear ; and she, therefore, never men

tioned it, nor was there any chance that the poor idiot, whose loud

umneaning laugh was, perhaps, the most distressing feature of her

calamity, would be admitted to that part of the building in which

Jessie was placed till her removal to prison , as it was a standing order

that it should be kept quiet, and “ no persons admitted to it except
on business. "

The foregoing retrospect was necessary for the purpose ofshewing

in what light the removal of the child of Jessie Phillips was likely to

appear at the trial. At one moment, indeed, there appeared to be

an excellent chance that the truth , at least as far as it concerned poor

Jessie herself, would be made manifest, for it happened that Wandering

Winny, after enjoying, for several days, the great confort of carrying

her savoury fragments about in Mrs. Smithson's tin can , determined,

that before she quitted the neighbourhood for the season ( for Winny's

visits at most of her favourite haunts were annual), she would make a

call at the ever open door of Farmer Smithson. Her having a new-born

babe would , she well knew, be a strong additional claim upon the

motherly dame's charity, and sanguine in the hope of at least one good

meal , with help to furnish out more than one, which should follow

after, she made her way to the open porch which sheltered the

kitchen -door.

“ Mother !” exclaimed one of the elder girls,who was leaning in

an attitude of idleness against the door. post, while her fingers, with

unceasing activity, plied the knitting needles with which she was

fabricating a stout stocking for her father. “ Mother ! " she exclaimed ,. "

“ see here, if there is not Wandering Winny come again to visit us ?

Why, it is months and months since she was here before, and she's

got a braw new baby this time . May she sit down in the porch,

mother, and have a morsel to eat ?"

* Yes , she may, girl," was the hospitable reply ; and, trusting the

6
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entertainment of the familiar beggar to the care of her young daughter ,

Mrs. Smithson continued the neat plaiting of a cap -boriler, which was

at that moment under her ironing box. But, in the next moment, her

tlaughter's voice reached her again from the porch, at least the word

" Mother !" was again ejaculated from thence ; but no other word was

added to it till the girl who spoke was close to her side , and then she
said ,

"Winny has got the can that you lent to Silly Sally t'other day. "

“ Has she ? " said Mrs. Smithson, “ then I'll come out to her in

half a minute, as soon as ever I have finished this border. "

“ It was for her, doubtless, that Silly Sally came begging, and

now the poor creatur's come to bring back the can , I suppose , and

return thanks for the gruel."

Mary Smithson skipped back again to her guest in the porch , and

while the border was completed, said , “ Silly Sally then gave you the

can to bring back to mother yourself, did she Mother will come?

out and speak to you in a minute , "

Wandering Winny was a sharp -witted woman in her way, and

having, thus inadvertently, stumbledupon the real owners of her stolen

can , she at once resolved to put a good face upon the matter and

return it, by which she should not only get out of the scrape, but,

doubtless, propitiate the further kindness of her hostess, by such a con

vincing proof of her honesty .

“Yes, indeed," she replied, “ it is just for that as I have come all

this way round ; but I couldn't do no less, seeing that it was sent almost

full of such beautiful gruel. Though poor Sally is an idiot, she has a

kind heart ."

“ And this is the baby, then, that Sally brought out here, and

washed and dressed so cleverly before the fire , poor wench !" said

Mrs. Smithson, as she joined the group . " Yes, I see, ” she added,

examining the remnant of an old shawl which was wrapped round the

baby that lay sleeping in Winny's lap ; “ I sent this, because she said

the mother was so badly off. And did she give you the bits of flannel ,

too ? "

“ Yes, indeed, did she," replied the lucky thief, confirming her

statement by displaying the articles mentioned, which, together with

the shawl, had made part of the bundle she had found lying beside

the can at Sally's feet.

< Poor Sally ! ” exclaimed Mrs. Smithson, pleased at this trait of

good faith and benevolence in her old acquaintance. “ What a pity ' tis

that the poor creature isn't a little more steady in her mind, for she

is as good -hearted a girl as ever lived ! And so she made you under

stand , Winny, did she, where you were to bring the can to ? "

“ Oh ! yes, she did , missis, indeed ,” replied the woman, with a

grateful smile ; “ and a long step I have had out of my way to do her
bidding."

This hint was not thrown away, and, after having rested and re

freshed herself very effectually, the wandering beggar set off again,
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directing her steps to a distant part of another county, and, to do her

justice, quite unconscious of all the fearful misery she left behind, and

to which the tale she had just told so essentially contributed .

It was three days after the departure of this woman from the neigh

bourhood before Mrs. Smithson heard that a girl from the workhouse

had been sent to the county gaol under suspicion of having murdered her

child ; and when she did hear it there was no link whatever to connect

in her mind the idea of the baby she had seen in the arms of the idiot

girl with that of the unhappy creature thus accused , On the contrary,

indeed , if by any chance inquiry had been made of her respecting the

babe who had been permitted to pass the night with Silly Sally under

the shelter of her roof, she would have been quite ready to swear, and

that too with a conscience most perfectly void of offence, that the same

babe had again been brought to her house, and that she had seen it

alive and well several days after the time at which Jessie was accused

of having destroyed her infant.

Silly Sally , meanwhile, still remained perfectly unconscious of Jessie's

return to the workhouse, for, till the time that she was doomed to be in

a condition to be removed in the prison, she had never left the remote

room of the edifice appropriated to females in her situation . It never

happened at any time that the idiot girl obtained much information

through the medium of conversation, as the loud laugh with which she

usually answered what was said to her brought any such communication

very speedily to a close. But since her return from her last escupade,

her fear of being questioned about the baby she had left, and then chas

tised for leaving it , kept her much more out of the way of talking than

usual, till by degrees she began to forget all about it, and then she

returned to her former habits, and might again be seen watching for an

opportunity of slipping through the door, in order to take her usual

scamper in the fields. It so happened that the removal of Jessie took

place during one of these absences, and the fact that an event had

occurred which gave her fellow - paupers something more than usually

interesting to talk about only rendered it more unlikely than usual

that any one should address a word to her ; for it was only when there

was nothing else to be said or done that the customary words, “ Well,

then, Silly Sally, what have you got to say for yourself? " were addressed
to her.

Like all other wonders, either in town or country, in a workhouse

or out of it,the committal of Jessie Phillips had given way beforesome

other topic which , though perhaps of less interest, possessed the always

unrivalled charm of novelty to recommend it ; and probably her name

might hardly again have been heard of, till its interest had been renewed

by the approach of her trial, had not all gossipings upon the subject

been again rendered “as good asnew ” by the discovery ofthe infant's

body amidst the heap of rubbish upon which it had been thrown .

This discovery was made, as might have been expected, by the owner

of the shed , when employed in removing the accumulation of litter de
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posited in the ditch behind the building to a heap of manure at no

great distance, which , in his little way, was a considerable source of

profit to him . Ilis horror at finding the body was considerably greater

than his surprise ; for so certain did it seen that the unnatural mother

must, after committing the horrid deed, have concealed it near the spot

where she lay , that he had again and again examined every corner of

the shed , and by the help of more than one curious neighbour, as

anxious to make the expected discovery as himself, had removeri every

atom of litter from its Hoor, throwing it, as the work proceeded, through

the accustomed aperture, and thereby rendering the discovery of what

they sought more difficult . Nay, even when one of the men thus en

ployed bethought him that it was possible the body might have been

thrown exactly on the spot where it actually lay, the quantity of rub

bish with which it was covered sufficed to defeat his imperfect search

for it.

When at length, however, William Reynolds made the discovery,

though more than a fortnight had elapsed since the time of its laving

been thrown there, it was still in a condition to undergo the examina

tion of a coroner's inquest, which was immediately summoned, and

then two medical gentlemen, who were desired to attend , declared that,

beyond all possibility of doubt, the infant had been born alive, thus

contirming the unhappy mother's often -repeated declaration that she

had heard it cry.

· This discovery of the infant's body, together with the inquest,

which declared both that it had lived , and that its death had been

caused by violence, not only renewed the interest originally occasioned

by the event, but rendered it much greater than ever.
For now every

part of the tragedy was brought clearly to light before their eyes.

Who was therein the whole parish who did not visit the spot where it

had occurred ? Who was there that did not feel, while examining the

premises, and in looking through the square shutter, so easily opened

by means of its slight fastening, that the deed was not only done there

by the monster -mother, but that it might have been done, even by one

in her condition, with perfect facility ? Unhappy Jessie ! Not a single

link in the chain of evidence appeared to be wanting. William Rey

nolds had found her in the shed . For her to deny the birth of her

child was impossible ; but she did deny that she knew any thing about

it . She confessed that she had heard it cry, but uniformly continued
to declare that she knew not whether it had been removed from the

shed, or whether she had left it there when conveyed back to the work

house by William Reynolds. In short, it was scarcely possible to

imagine a case in which every thing tended to prove the guilt of the

accused more satisfactorily ; it would really have seemed to all who

heard it a something like insanity to entertain a single doubt upon the

subject.

a
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CHAPTER XLVIII.

THE CASE OF JESSIE PHILLIPS ABLY AND ACUTELY DISCUSSED AND

ARGUED THE RESULT OF WHICH IS THE CLEAR CONVICTION TO

EVERY REASONABLE VIND TILAT SHE WAS GUILTY OF ALL THE

CRIMES LAID TO HER CHARGE.

Aud yet

7

6

MR. LAWYER LEWIS was not the last man in Deepbrook to discover

that, from evidence incontrovertible, the once well-esteemed Jessie Phil

lips was in a fair way of being brought in " guilty ” of the murder of her

bastard child by a jury of her countrymen. Neither did it take bim

long to ascertain that the audacious girl who had come to him to find

out how she might bully the young squire into giving her money , by

threatening to swear her ch to him , in defiance of the law , was no

other than the same identical Jessie Phillips, who now stood in such

imminent peril of being hanged .

" I won't deny, Mr. Rimmington ," said he , on happening to meet

that gentleman in the reading-room , - “ I won't deny that I do feel a

little proud of my own sagacity on that occasion . I saw at once that

there was something desperately bad about the hussy,

every body says that she is an uncommon pretty girl, too . But there

was such a swaggering sort of defiance in her manner of declaring, as

in fact she positively did , that she snapped her fingers at the law , and

could just swear any man she pleased was the father, that I saw in the

twirkling of an eye what sort of a customer I had got.”

I cannot pretend to judge of what her conduct and manner might

have been when she came to you , Lewis,” replied Mr. Rimmington ,

“ for the very simple reason that I did not witness it ; but I have known

her almost from a child, and I tertainly never saw in her any indication

whatever of the sort of character you describe. On the contrary, in

deed, I have always believed her to be a particularly well- behaved and

modest girl."

“ Yes, till she met with a sweet-heart, my dear sir, " replied Mr.

Lewis, “ I have no doubt whatever that her modesty and diseretion

were exemplary. But, unless you deny altogether the notorious fact of

her being an unmarried mother, I presume that you will not continue

to believe that your original opinion of her was correct ? "

“ I dare not deny your inference, I suppose," replied Mr. Rim

mington, with a gentle smile, " for fear you should cast a stone at my

morality ; and yet, I cannot but think that there was a time, and at

no very distant date, too, when Jessie Phillips was a very good girl.

But, as the law now denies us the old -fashioned mode of finding out

who her child's father is, we are unable to say to what degree of temp

tation she may have been exposed ."

“ You are always carping at some provision or other of our ad

mirable law , my dear Rimmington ," replied the lawyer , shaking his
U
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head : but I must say I think this is about the very worst opportunity

you could possibly have found for objecting to the non -swearing

system , for it is as clear as that the sun is in heaven that this amir

able Jessie of yours had made up her mind, when she came to me, both

to say and to swear as downright a lie as ever was told about the

paternity of her brat. Perhaps you do not know that she threatened

Frederic Dalton with it . True, upon my life . She met young Dalton

in broad daylight, and openly threatened to scandalise his family and

friends by declaring that he was the father, if he did not instantly give
her money to hold her tongue.”

" If this be so," replied Mr. Rimmington, quickly, " I should be

apt to suppose that Mr. Frederic Dalton really was the father."

“ Then, my dear sir, notwithstanding the pure and excellent

motives which, I am quite sure , actuate every thing you say and do, I

must take the liberty of saying that you would not only suppose what

is false, but, by avowing such supposition, you would be robbing the

country of one of the greatest benefits be derived from the new

poor-law , namely , the protection it offers against the vile insinuations

and audacious claims of the worst, lowest, and most degraded part of

the population ."

“ But what if my supposition should be correct, Lewis ? ” sail

Mr. Rimmington, fixing his gentle blue eye upon the lively and acute

features of the lawyer.

“ You are putting a case that I happen to know does not exist,

my good friend , ” replied Mr. Lewis, with rather a sarcastic smile .

" Your pretty client, Rimmington, made a terrible biunder in her

dates, which would have overthrown her statement at once , if nothing

else had done it. But I know that is a sort of incidental proof which

men of my profession are more apt to attend to than men of yours.

Every man knows his own trade best, my good friend, you may

depend upon that. We are taught , you know , from the moment we

first sit down before a desk , that we must take nothing for granted :

that proof - proof -proof,must be looked for north , east, west, and

south ; and this gives us all such a habit of sifting whatever evidence

comes before us, that from the merest lies we often find the way to

elicit truth .”

“ It may be so , " replied Mr. Rimmington, meekly , “ and it may

therefore be better, and more for the earthly interest of mankind, that

the judgment of lawyers should be taken on all matters of fact than

the judgment of priests ; nevertheless, Lewis, I cannot give up my

speculations, founded, I confess, much more upon general principles

than upon particular facts ; nor can I cease to think that, howeverlow

this unhappy girl may have fallen now , the time has been , and, as I said

before , at no great distance, when she was , in truth, as pure, as inno

cent as I believed her to be."

“ But at any rate, my dear sir , you must allow that the crime ofwhich

she now stands accused , and of which such a string of circumstantial

evidence proves her guilty, as it is quite impossible, I conceive, that

any jury can resist --you must allow that in common justice this ought

)
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to go far towards making you doubt your preconceived notions of her

peculiar virtue and purity . Can you deny this ? " demanded Mr. Lewis,

with earnestness .

“ No, I certainly cannot,” replied the worthy clergyman , mourn

fully shaking his head ; “ and yet what I have heretofore seen , and, I

may say, known of the girl, cannot be so completely wiped away, as

not to make me fancy it possible, only possible, Lewis, that with all

your acuteness you may be mistaken.”

Pray say nothing about my acuteness, Mr. Rimmington ," said the

lawyer, looking considerably provoked ; “ I do beseech you , sir , to

ground your opinions in this matter neither upon my acuteness, nor

your own, but wholly, solely, and strictly upon facts .

“ I, of course, presume that we all intend to do so , my good

friend," replied Mr. Rimmington ; “ the only dithculty lies in finding out
what the facts are."

“ Exactly so," returned the lawyer briskly, " and there, as I have

said before, I really do think that I have a better chance than you .

Besides, to speak plainly to you , Rimmington, I very much doubt if

you have examined into this business in any way that can enable you

fairly to judge of the facts of the case . Here is a girl who , though

very decently brought up , misconducts herself most abominably at the

very time when all her friends and acquaintance -- all the ladies, young

and old, that used to employ her, believed her to be staying at home

to take care of her sick mother. And what is the next fact ? Why, as

soori as her mother dis, she sets off' for the workhouse, which I think

we can all pretty well guess would not have been the case if the father

of her child had been the man she has now been threatening. And

what comes next ? Why the child is murdered , and the clearest pos

sible evidence proves that it was the mother who committed the act ;

and yet, in the teeth of all this, you declare yourself still per

suaded that Jessie Phillips is a very good sort of girl , and I dare say

you think in your heart that it is a great pity that the cruel new law

prevents her giving the validity of her oath to the accusation with which

she had the audacity to threaten young Dalton.”

Did she tell you , Lewis, that Frederic Dalton was the father of

her child ? ” inquired the clergyman.

“ No, faith , Rimmington ; not she. She soon perceived, I suspect

that I was not sitting up in my office for the purpose of receiving young

ladies' swearings, in defiance of the law. No, no, she never pronounced

any gentleman's name to me, though she gave me very clearly to

understand that she had such a scheme in her head , because she wanted

money. She was frank enough on that point, I must confess. But I

would not have said what I have done, my good friend, if I had not

happened to know from the very best authority that she had positively

waylaid young Dalton , and threatened, if he did not give her money

directly , that she would swear the child to him !' It is perfectly

incredible how difficult it is to get ont of their heads the notion that not

all the law in the land can prevent this sort of damsel from piching and

choosing a papa for her precious offspring amongst all the lords of

66
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creation, from the prince to the peasant. This is one of the instances ,

amidst a million others, of the incalculable benefit of the clause which

renders this abomination impossible . You may rely upon it , my dear

Rimmington, that but for this the peace and happiness of the excellent

family at the manor house would have been shaken to the very centre .

A girl who will first have a child in this style, and then murder it ,

wouid not be likely to take fright at a false oath . You have too much

of the milk of human kindness, my everllent friend, not to tremble at

any thing, and every thing, that you think sounds like harslıness to the

poor; but I do trust , Rimmington, that you will let this girl's conduct

open your eyes to the general benefit to society which this clause , so

unjustly complained of, is likely to produce. If it does not. I am fain

to confess that I do not expect any thing will , for I really think it

almost impossible to imagine a case in which the obvious tendency of

the new legislation on this point can be more manifest ."

How strongly Mr. Rimmington's " foregone conclusions ” might

still be working in his breast, so as to render the admirable reasoning

of the attorney of none effect, it is impossible to say , because he made

no attempt whatever to reply to it. And rash indeed and utterly unless

would it have been to do so, for Vr. Lewis not only declared himself

perfectly well acquainted with all the facts of the case , and with the

cleverly organised law which bore upon them , but drew such undeniable

inferences with respect to the miserable prisoner's character, from the

facts thus satisfactorily established, that, as he truly said , it would

require a very bold pleader to make light of them . Mr. Rimmington

was not a bold pleader, and though he might still have doubts. that

seemned ratherthe offspring of instinctthan reason , he was too conscientious

to deny that the case against Jessie Phillips was a very strong one .

Notwithstanding the witty wistom wrapped up in the often -quoted

“ Save me from my friends !” there may be occasionswhen a thorough

going ally, warmed with a tolerably strong dash of party spirit, ani

inspired with an intention of being really useful at a pinch , may do

much towards turning popular feeling into whatever channel may best

suit his protégée, particularly if the said ally be as gliba talker as Mr.

Lewis. So glibly indeed, so ably, so reasonably, did he talk, that he

ended by convincing himself most completely of the truth of every word

he uttered ; and, Mr. Lewis was by no means a very dishonest man ,

this was really essential, for it soon became evident to himself, as well as

to almost every body else in the village, that all his more than ordinary

activity of gossip in this aflair arose from a feeling of justice and duty,

and he waslistened to with more than ordinary respect accordingly. Yct,

after all , it was only an accident, of which the lawyer himself knew

nothing, which rendered his busy exertions beneficial to young Dalton,

instead of being very greatly the reverse. So well sustained had been

the caution with which the iinhappy Jessie and her infamous lover had

concealed their connexion, that no gossip whatever had joined their

names together in the sort of chit - chat which travels from house to

house through such a sociable village as Deepbrook, till Mr. Lewis

himself set it in action after the miserable girl had been sent to prison .
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Ably, therefore, as his ex-parte statement had been made, it might

perhaps have been better still for the young squire to have left the

subject alone altogether, except for the strong suspicion of Ellen , and

the something more than suspicion of Martha Maxwell and her friend

Henry Mortimer. But on these the effect of his statements and his

inferences was every thing that Frederic Dalton himself could desire.

Dreadful had been the emotion of Ellen when she first heard that Jessie

Phillips bad given birth to a child, and sent to prison on suspicion of

having murdered it ; for in her heart she believed that her brother was

the father of that child . And when the same news reached Martha

Maxwell the horror inspired by the girl's crime was mixed with feelings

ofalmost equal horror against her seducer. But strange, yet inevitable,.

was the effect upon her mind, as well as upon that of Ellen , which the

reasoning of Mr. Lewis produced . What authority had they for

believing that Frederic Dalton was guilty save that of Jessie herself ?

None whatever. No village gossip confirmed it ; no known coinci

dence of any kind rendered it probable. And how much had the

subsequent conduct of Jessie tended to throw doubt on her own state

ment ! Ellen well remembered that there was a strange boldness, or

rather an inexplicable assumption of dignity and confidence in the

manners of the girl , during their last meeting at the manor-house,

which had always puzzled her to account for. Even presuming that

the connexion which the unhappy Jessie had now (according to Mr.

Lewis's statement) declared, it could in no justifiable manner explain

her speaking of her seducer to his sister, and of calling him “ dear

Frederic," in her presence . Infinitely more did it resemble the audacity

attributed to her by the lawyer than the timid demeanour of an

unhappy girl in the position relative to Frederic which she now pro

claimed . Ellen so strongly felt the improbability that any young girl

could have thus appeared before her, and have avowed her love as she

had done, in that startling phrase, “ dear Frederic , ” that despite all her

foriner partiality to the favoured sempstress, and her low opinion of her

brother's character, she could not conceal from herself , that the unde

niable worthlessness of Jessie once established, it was more likely that

she should have conducted herself at the manor-house in the daring

manner she had done, for the purpose of turning to profitable account

the caress witnessed at Lady Mary's, than that she should have endea

voured to establish the belief that Frederic was her lover from any

other motive .

In the breast of Martha other feelings were at work, but all pro

ductive of the same result. The statement of Jessie's having murdered

her child , and all the damning proofs that confirmed it, created a degree

of horror at the hypocrisy of the being who could so completely have

deceived her, that, if possible , exceeded that produced by the crime itself.

From the instant that Miss Maxwell becameconvinced ( in common with

all others who listened to the clear and unbroken narrative of the evi

dence ) that Jessie Phillips had murdered her infant, she felt persuaded

that every statement which the young monster had made to her was as

false as was the seeming tender softness of her character. Mr. Lewis's
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statement also, that the girl had openly declared to him her determi

nation of obtaining money in some way or other from the man she

threatened to designate as the father, so contrary to the noble feeling

she had affected when relating to her how she had rejected the

pecuniary aid he had offered , served to rivet the persuasion of her

falsehood so firmly that nothing could shake it . And thus it happened ,,

that when Ellen and Martha met together to talk over this horrible

occurrence, and to compare notes upon all that had passed between

either of them and the unhappy heroine of it, they both with the purest

sincerity of young and virtuous hearts and the most logical inferences

which their clear and really acute young heads were capable of drawing

from all the evidence before them -- they both at once came to the con

clusion that Frederic Dalton had only been thus fixed upon because he

was the richest youngman in the neighbourhood ,and had been unlucky

enough to salute the abandoned girl before the eyes of his sister ---while

of Jessie herself they only thought as of a wretch whose very name it

would henceforth be a horror and a degradation to mention .

CHAPTER XLIX.

A FLASH OF LIGHT PARTIALLY BREAKS THROUGH THE OBSCURITY

OCCASIONED BY LAW AND LOGIC , BUT ITS ILLUMINATION REACHES

NOT FAR - MR . FREDERIC DALTON SHEWS A LITTLE WEAKNESS FOR

A MOMENT, BUT HIS STRENGTH OP MIND RETURNS TO HIM WITH

REDOUBLED VIGOUR .

All this village examination of the event, and the pretty general

uniformity of opinion to which it had led , took place in the interval

between Jessie's removal to prison and the discovery of the infant's

body by William Reynolds. This new occurrence again roused all the

feelings of the country against the unnatural mother, and every con

versation that followed upon it was made up of observations tending to

demonstrate the peculiar facilities afforded by the premises for the per

petration of the crime, and the hardened atrocity of the young mother

in so deliberately committing it. It happened that Mr. Mortimer, the

amiable assistant poor-law commissioner, had been absent for several

weeks in the most distantpart of his district, and , on making a morning

call at the house of Mr. Dalton on his return , naturally enough spoke

of the tragedy which had been acted in the village during his absence.

He had been shewn into the morning sitting -room , where he found no

one but Ellen and Miss Maxwell, and, while he was expressing his

horror at what he had just learned, Frederic Dalton, who had been in

formed of his arrival , entered the room . After the usual friendly

greetings had been exchanged between them , Mír. Mortimer returned

to the subject that Dalton's entrance had interrupted, and said , “ A

horrible story , Dalton, is it not, this about Jessie Phillips and her

murdered child ? "
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“ Horrible indeed I” replied young Dalton , who had heard it too

frequently reverted to any longer to shrink from the subject. He had,

indeed, suffered no slight martyrdom while schooling himself into this

apparent calmness, but he had done it ; and now added, without any

quiver of the lip or even dropping his eyelids, " The whole history from

beginning to end is one of unparalleled atrocity. "

“ It is indeed !” rejoined Mr. Mortimer, adding, as he turned to

wards the young ladies, “ Of course you have heard the news of this

morning concerning this horrible event? "

“ No, really ," replied Miss Maxwell eagerly ; " it is many days now

since the subject ceased to be the especial topic of discussion through

out the parish. We have all turned from vice to virtue, from contem

plating deserved misery to anticipating equally deserved happiness."

And Martha made her words intelligible by casting a smiling glance

upon the blushing Ellen, whose nuptials had recently been fixed for

an early day by the repentant Duke bimself,

But, despite this very delightful and most welcome theme," replied

Mr. Mortimer, bowing to the bride elect, “ a circumstance has occurred

this morning which seems to have revived that which stands in such
tremendous contrast to it."

Ellen, whose eyes had naturally fixed themselves on the carpet, on

hearing the words of her friend, now raised them again with a look of

de pinterest, as Mr. Mortimer answered Miss Maxwell, and as she did

su her glance caught the countenance of her brother, who stood, leaning

on the back of a chair, immediately opposite to her. He was ghastly

pale, and his features, though fixed by a desperate effort into the re

gidity of stone, expressed a degree of agony which made his sister

tremble from head to foot, she knew not why. At this moment, Lord

Pemberton suddenly entered the room , having used his privilege, as

an elected member of the family , to pass through the open door of the

hall without ceremony. His eyes, as usual , sought out Ellen among

the group assembled ,and he immediately walked up to her; but, passing

close by Frederic in his way, he laid his hand upon his shoulder as he

advanced, and said , gravely, “ Dalton, the child's body is found ! ”

Ellen's eye was still upon her brother , for not even the entrance of

Pemberton had enabled her to remove it ;'and so dreadful was the
livid hue of his complexion, so frightful the terror that glared in his

distended eyes as these wordswere spoken, that, losing all command of
herself before the horrible idea which seemed to pierce through her

brain, she uttered a shrill scream and fell fainting from a chair. Lord

Pemberton in an instant threw himself on the ground beside her, and ,

raising her head, supported it on his shoulder, while Mr. Mortimer,

having first vehemently rung the bell, threw open a window near her,

sedulously removing the sofa that impeded the current of air from

reaching her. Neither of the gentlemen had for an instant turned
their eyes towards Dalton . Of this happy chance he was at

once aware, notwithstanding the agony still thrilling through his frame,
and, while yet looking the very epitome of guilty terror, he rushed

from the room , calling aloud for “ Water ! water ! " The open door

young
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of the ball was before him as he quitted the parlour, and, without

pausing an instant to think or to see whether he were observed, he

darted through it , and was presently sheltered from every eye by the

thick plantations of the shrubbery . Here, as the trees closed round

him , lie stood still, panting for breath as if he had been running for a

mile . and trembling as if in sympathy with every leaf of the evergreens

that the chill wind shook as it blew past him .

But this sensation of mortal terror did not long endure. He suddenly

remembered that it was impossible Pemberton, the adoring lover, the

affianced husband of his sister, could have uttered the words which had

so unmanned him had they indeed inferred any personal reference to him .

“ Fool that I am !” he exclaimed , wiping away the cold drops that hung

upon his forehead, “ scared by a breath as harmless and unmeaning as

that which waves yon laurel bough !" Yet still his knees swote each

other as he stood, and gladly did he avail himself of the support of a

bench hard by, where, thrown at his length , and strengthened by the cold

wind that fanned the curls on his uncovered head , he reasoned himself

into tolerable composure by dwelling upon the blessed chance of

Ellen's fainting, which not only had fastened every eye upon herself

while he was probably betraying a portion of the horror produced by

Lord Pemberton's words, but had furnished him with so fair an excuse

for suddenly leaving the room as to render it utterly impossible that

any disagreeable remark could be made upon it . Frederic Dalton, in

short, had received only a passing touch of alarm ; it was sharp at

the moment, but was soon lost, almost to memory, amidst the innu

merable self- gratulations which followed upon finding that the dis

covery, which had for a moment so startled him , was considered on all

sides as having only completed the chain of proofagainst Jessie. “ And

rightly is she punished !” he exclaimed in secret, and with most sell

approving sincerity. “ She has got into this scrape wholly and solely

in consequence of her own wrong -headed obstinacy, and I really cannot

immolate myself to save her from it. I should be sacrificing the in

terests of poor Ellen, and, in fact, destroying my whole family, if I

suffered my former ill-placed partiality to her, ungrateful as she has

proved herself, to influence my conduct now . It is ber egregious folly

and violence of character alone that has brought her to her present

condition, and I really have no power to help her. God knows what

I might not have done for her had she followed the course I set down

for her; but, as it is, she must take the consequences of her own fault,

let them be what they may.”

These comfortable thoughts sufficed so completely to restore his

self -possession, that, when the family at the manor house assembled to

dinner, he made one of them . Perhaps he was not sorry to find that

his sister Ellen was not sufficiently recovered to be among them ; it

would be better, perhaps, not to have to talk to her about her fainting,

though he was far from believing that any new -born suspicion had oc

casioned it. It would be saying too much did I assert that no idea of

the kind had occurred to him ; but, though it certainly had suggested

itself as just possible, the alarm it brought was speedily stifled by two
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room .

considerations, both comfortably strong in his favour. The first was,

that he thought Pemberton's ghostly words might have been quite suf

ficient to produce the effect without any reference to him. And, by

the second, he felt still more strongly assured that, even if any suci

suspicion existed , Ellen had just now too much at stake to venture

upon exposing her whole family to infamy for the mere pleasure of

denouncing him .

But was Frederic Dalton quite correct in believing that, if in truth

Ellen's eye had rested upon him during that terrible moment, no other

had ? Where was the keen glance of the observant Martha Maxwell ?

There was outward truce between them , for so had llenry Mortimer

desired his fair friend to let it be when he last left Deepbrook for

London ; but well did young Dalton know that she both scorned and

hated him , and rather would he, under such circumstances, have stood

the gaze of a dozen other eyes for an hour than the glance of hers for

a moment. But, in fact , he had no idea that she had been in the

On his first entering to pay his compliments to Mr. Mortimer,

he had been too much shaken by that gentleman's immediate reference

to the subject he least liked to look very freely about him ; and , though

he had rallied well , the arrival of Lord Pemberton, and the palsying

effect of the words with which he had entered , had left the guilty man

no leisure to discover the figure of Martha, who was sitting apart at a

window , the curtain of which concealed her sufficiently to prevent his

being aware that she was in the apartment. From behind that curtain ,

however, she had seen him . She had marked the almost livid paleness

which had chased the youthful blood from his cheek when Mr. Mor

timer announced that there was further news respecting Jessie Phillips,

and plainer still , if need were, did she discern the agony which bis

countenance expressed as Lord Pemberton pronounced the words,

“ Dalton , the child's body is found !” In an instant all her powers of

observation were on the stretch, and , even in the short interval which

followed before he was out of sight, material enough appeared to rouse

a terrible suspicion in her mind, which till that hour had never, in the

very remotest degree, suggested itself. Ere Frederic Dalton's husky
voice calling for Water ! water ! ” had ceased to vibrate on her ear,

she felt in her very soul convinced that it was he who had destroyed

the child of Jessie Phillips !

66
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CHAPTER L.

ELLEN DALTON SHEWS HERSELF LESS STRONG - MINDED TILAN HER

BROTHER -- MARTHA MAXWELL IS A GOOD DEAL PIZZLED AS TO

WHAT SHE COULD , AND WHAT SHE OUGHT TO DO , BUT AT LENGTH

TAKES A VERY WISE RESOLUTION , AND ACTS UPON IT.

Whether the less rapid, the more timid, and the greatly more

gentle spirit of Ellen had immediately arrived at the same conclusion

may be doubted ; but at any rate the horrible suspicion of it which

flashed upon her was not only strong enough to produce the temporary

suspension of all her faculties, but also to render her recovery of them

a moment of great agony. When this recovery took place, she was

lying upon her bed , and her mother and two of her sisters, Henrietta

and Caroline, were standing round her . The first instant of recollec

tion brought a vague and indistinct idea of crime to her mind, with

which the image of her brother was mingled, and she started up with

such a fearful expression of terror in her eyes, that her mother believed

her to be still under the influence of some violent fit, the nature of

which she did not understand. Inexpressibly alarmed , she rushed out

of the room , more rapidly than she had moved for the last twenty years,

to call for assistance. Ellen meanwhile watched her terrified counte

nance and hurried exit, and, grasping the hand of Henrietta , exclaimed ,

“ Where is she gone ? What is it I have said ? Whom is she going to

call ? ” and then, as her recollections became more distinct, she added,

with an eager anxiety that seemed to amount to agony, “ Ol ! for

merey's sake, Henrietta , do not let her tell any body !-it is not proved

yet. Let it not be my doing ! Oh ! call her back ! call her back !"

“ Lie down, my dearest Ellen ! ” replied Henrietta, fully as much

alarmed as her mother, but with a vague idea that it was no passing

fit, but positive madness, which had fallen upon her beloved sister.

“ Try , dearest, to compose yourself," she said , " you will be better

presently. But your health depends upon your keeping quiet, Ellen . "

And the poor girl's hand, which Ellen still held, trembled so violently,

under the influence of this frightful idea, that Ellen became still more

dreadfully agitated , from the belief that she had unconsciously uttered
all that she had observed --all that she had suspected.

“ Tell me what I have said , Henrietta !" she exclaimed , while ber

pale lips trembled with emotion . “ Remember that I have not been in

my senses. It will be very wicked if any body takes advantage of

what I may have spoken when I was delirious .”

“ You have spoken nothing, dearest Ellen !” said Caroline, sooth

66
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ingly , 6 believe me you have not ; do not let any such idle idea torment

you ."

“ Is that true, Henrietta ? ” demanded the poor sufferer, with

sudderi calmness, “ or does dear Caroline only say it to comfort and

quiet me ? "

“ It is perfectly true, my dearest Ellen ! ” replied Henrietta , ear

nestly . “ I think that you must have fallen asleep while wethought

you were still fainting, and that you have had some frightful dream .

Believe me, dearest, nothing in the world has happened, or we must

have heard of it , you know, as well as you . And even of your dreams,

dear love, you have said nothing, so lie down quietly and sleep again ,

and all these feverish fancies will have vanished when you wake next. "

Ellen fixed her eyes earnestly on the face of her sister, and imme
diately became convinced that she was not deceiving her . “ Thank

God !” she murmured with a heavy sigh . “ Perhaps it is as you say ,

Henrietta . So now leave me, dear girls , both of you, and tell poor dear

mamma that I am much better, and quite composed, and trying to go to

sleep again . Oh ! you are right, dear girls, nothing will do me so

much good as quiet. Go now, dear children , go, both of you, and do

not let any body come to me for the next three or four hours .'

Ellen now spoke with so much seeming composure that the com

forted girls obeyed her, and gave so favourable an account of her to

Mrs. Dalton, that the good lady, who with all her indolence had

energy to be as fond a mother as ever lived , consented to her being

left, upon condition that Ilenrietta and Caroline should go by turns

into the little dressing -room appropriated to the dear invalid , and ,

creeping over the carpet on tiptoe, should listen at the door which

opened close to her bed, in order to ascertain that she rested tranquilly ,

And this was done, and so carefully, as not to disturb the object of

their care , who still remained perfectly still , and, as her tender watchers

flattered themselves, fast asleep .

But never had sleep been farther from the eyes of Ellen Dalton

than during those silent hours. It required but a very few minutes

after she was left alone completely to restore her to the most perfect

recollection of all that had passed, and long and deeply did she rumi

nate upon it . Nor was it only the condition into which the words of

Lord Pemberton had thrown her brother that occupied her mind ;

again and again she went over every circumstance relative to Jessie

Phillips which had ever come to her knowledge, either by observation

or report ; and much , ah ! very much , which when recently canvassed

between herself and Martha Maxwell had appeared in one light, now

shewed itself with terrible distinctness in another. Ellen now felt as

tonished that she could ever have permitted the result of so many years

of familiar observation of Jessie's character to be effaced from her

mind by any chain of unproved circumstances whatever. And then a

pang, such as a poisoned dagger might have given, shot through her

heart as she remembered the result of still more constant and familiar

observation on her brother. But who can describe the horror of the
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inference derived from these different trains of thought ? Her father,

so pure from 'stain through every period of his existence, so gentle in

nature, so firm in principle !-- if the dark suspicions of her heart proved

true, could her father hear of it and live ? Her wretched mother, too ,

who, in truth , had yet to learn what sorrow and suffering meant, how

would her proud maternal head be humbled to the dust ! And her

young sisters, so fair, so bright, so pure in heart and innocent in

thought, where could they all , all find darkness deep enough to hide

them ? Then came the image of Pemberton, and one burning thought

sufficed to picture palpably before her all the misery that was to come ,

compared to which all the lingering sufferings she had endured for

years appeared but like the memory of tranquil contentment. A groan

passed her lips as she thus thought of her affianced husband , and, the

sound proving but too plainly that she no longer slept, the door from

the dressing -room opened, and Henrietta approached the bed .

“ Are you in pain, my dearest Ellen ? " she said , gently taking her

sister's hand. “ If so , we must immediately send for Mr. Johnson . "

“ No, no , not in pain ; I do assure you I am not in pain ," eagerly

replied Ellen , who at that moment dreaded nothing so much as the

being exposed to the questionings and remarks of any one .

" Well, then ,” said llenrietta , kindly, “ if neither in pain nor asleep,

you will, I well know , be glad to see your dear friend Martha, and

here she is , and here she has been for the last hour, I believe, watching

for your eyes to open , that she might speak to you ."

Martha Maxwell approached the bed as these words were said , and,

bending forward, kissed the cold , damp forehead of poor Ellen . Of all

the world , perhaps, excepting only her wretched brother himself, Ellen

Dalton would at that moment have least desired to see her friend

Martha. From all others she felt that it might be possible to conceal

the dark thoughts that were poisoning the life -blood at her heart, but

from Martha Maxwell she but too well knew this could not be. She

doubted not, she never had doubted for an instant, that her keen -eyed

friend had marked the effect of Lord Pemberton's words upon her

brother, and now she was come to tell her so ! Oh ! doubtless she was

come to tell her to prepare for the holy exchange from false witness

and base calumny to justice and to truth ! The heart of poor Ellen

seemed to die within her as she felt the lips of Martha on her brow ; it

seemed to her that this kiss was the type and symbol of the union about

to be formed between them , for the purpose of proclaiming to all the

world that the son of her father was a murderer and a felon !

Nor was Ellen far wrong in her conjectures. Martha had, indeed ,

seen the face of Frederic at the moment when his startled soul, on

hearing what to him had seemed an accusation, had looked out

through his eyes, and cried Guilty, with a truth of evidence which

stamped itself upon her heart and understanding in characters not

easily to be effaced . She waited but to know that her poor friend

had given symptoms of recovered life, and then returned home to take

counsel with herself how this terrible suspicion, this more than

1
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suspicion , should be acted upon . It is hardly necessary to say , that

not for an instant did Martha Maxwell hesitate as to the righteousnes

and the necessity of taking immediate measures to prevent the inno

cent from being mistaken for the guilty ; but she felt that the business

was a thorny one . Whom was she to apply to for assistance ? Henry

Mortimer, who was the only person , besides herself and Ellen, pos

sessed of any previous knowledge concerning facts, was in London,

and the frankly avowed friendship which united them had not as yet
ripened into a correspondence by letters. To addressing herself, in

the first instance, to her father, which was the course she would

greatly have preferred, there was one great objection, namely, that it

would oblige her to repeat to him , not only all she had learned in

confidence from Ellen respecting her brother, but also all the dis
agreeable circumstances which had subsequently arisen in consequence

of the steps she had herself so unadvisedly taken in order to punish
the young man's double dealing . It was not so much because she

shrunk from confessing a frolic to her father, which she felt very

disagreeably certain he would disapprove, that she wished to avoid

appealing to him for assistance , but she feared that, by irritating his

personal feelings against young Dalton , she might lead him to appear

and perhaps to be a less disinterested agent and adviser than she
would wish to employ. In this dilemma she at length , however,

determined to appeal to Ellen for permission to communicate to her

father all the particulars which she had communicated to her respect

ing the scene at Lady Mary Wayland's, as well as that which followed

at the manor-house ; and this, she thought, might suffice , together

with Jessie's story to herself, and such a description as she felt fully

able to give of the effect produced by the words of Lord Pemberton,

to rouse the interest of her father on the subject, without making him

in any degree an interested party in the business.

Had the temperament of Vartlia been a little less vehement, a

little less prone to act on the impulse of the moment, hervery sincere

atfection for Ellen Dalton might have led her to pause a little ere she

thus determined to appeal to her for permission to expose what had so

very obvious a tendency to inculpate her brother as either perpetrator

or accomplice in one of the most horrible crimes of which human

nature can be guilty. But, dismayed by the conviction which had

now burst upon her of the probable innocence of Jessie, and the

( to her) certain culpability of Frederic, she could see no object before

her of sufficient importance to check the eager zeal with which she

burned to vindicate the innocence of one whose interests she had

solemnly promised to defend , yet against whom she had listened to fab

ricated or blundering reports, till she too had joined the delusied crowd

in proclaiming a conviction that she was guilty. This first great

object had so completely taken possession of her, that it never entered

into her head to doubt the certainty of Ellen's participation in the

same object. Often before had she lamented that her admirable

friend had so worthless a brother ; and there was nothing new or
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strange in this to check her in the course she was about to pursue .

Accordingly, she made her way to the bedside of Ellen, no thought

mixing itself with her ultimate object save somewhat of doubt and

anxiety lest her friend should not have sutficiently recovered from the

shock she had received to be able to converse with her.

But there was something in the manner with which the unhappy

Ellen shuddered and closed her eyes, the moment she perceived her,

that betrayed a feeling easily understood , though in no degree anti : i

pated ; and then, though not before, the tremendous position in which

her friend was placed appeared to Martha Maxwell in all its real

horror. Her heart smote her for having so permitted the absorption

of all feelings into one as to have made her thus unmindful of her

who so well deserved her tenderest sympathy, and she hastened to

relieve the poor sufferer from the dread of such an interview as she

had herself certainly projected by saying, “ I am rejoiced that she

has slept so quietly, Henrietta ; but remember, she must still be kept

very quiet. Do not let any one talk to her.” And then, beording
again over the pallid brow , she once more kissed it and withdrew . But

as she gently resigned the hand she had taken on approaching the

' bed , she felt a gentle pressure from poor Ellen's fingers, which drew

unwonted tears to her eyes , as she remembered how little she had

deserved this mark of tenderness from her.

But pity for Ellen, though now a strong feeling in the mind of

Martha, was not long predominant. ller homeward walk was low

and lingering, and not either her fearless spirit nor the usual prompt

decision of her character could prevent her heart from sinking as she

meditated on all the difficulties of the task which was before her.

Unluckily for Martha, at least she persuaded herself that she thonght

so, the manner of Henry Mortimer towards her had undergone a

somewhat sudden change during the few last hours that they had

passed together before he last left Deepbrook for London . The word

“ love ” had veither then nor at any other time passed them ; but

when they were about to part the easy tone, sometimes of sportive

intimacy and sometimes of rational discussion , which alternately

marked their intercourse, seemed to have vanished . Henry Diortimer

had looked grave, nay, almost sad , as his eye met hers ; and, though he

once and again attempted to rally and to converse with her and with

others in his usual tone, it was in vain ; Henry Mortimer had every

ordinary symptom of being in love without feeling at liberty to confess

“ the soft impeachment ” to the fair one who had stolen into his heart.

Nevertheless, at the very last moment, when the evening party at his

father's house , which preceded his departure, broke up , he did

venture to whisper, while assisting the adjustment of the boa and the

shawl, “ Martha Maxwell must not forget me.” Nay, the final shake

of the hand concluded with so gentle yet firm a pressure, that it was

quite impossible the young lady could have gone to sleep that night

without confessing, in strict confidence, to her own heart that she did

think Henry Mortimer was a little in love with her.
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Such being the position of affairs between them , she felt a very

strong repugnance to addressing him by letter. If her suspicion , or,

in plainer English, if her hope were well founded, it was still evident

that for some reason or other it was not his wish or intention to avow

himself her lover at the present moment ; and how could she, under

such circumstances, endure the idea of attempting to lead him into

a correspondence ? She could not, she would not do this. But

to whom , then, could she apply ? Many a slow and uneven step

taken before the question was answered, but at length

a bright idea struck her. The excellent Mr. Rimmington would

be in every way an unexceptionable confidant, adviser, and assis

tant, and to him she felt she could address herself, not only

without danger or fear of any kind, but with an infinitely greater

freedom from every species of restraint than must, in common pru

dence, have accompanied the statement of what had passed to her

father. Great, indeed, was the relief to poor Martha which this very

wise determination brought with it ; and though the nature of the

business and the part she felt called upon to take in it could not but

siake the accustomed firmness of her character, she braved all the

singularity of walking alone on the following morning to the venerable

clergyhan's house, and, with a steadier voice than most young ladies,

under her circumstances, could have commanded, desired to be shewn

into his study

CHAPTER LI.

MARTHA MAXWELL RELATES ALL SHE KNOWS OF JESSIE'S HISTORY TO

MR . RIMMINGTON ; BUT THEY DO NOT AGREE AS TO THE IN

FERENCES WHICH OIGHT TO BE DRAWN THEREFROM THE

YOUNG LADY, AS IN DUTY BOUND , GIVES UP HER OWN OPINION

AND ADOPTS THAT OF THE CLERGYMAN .

MR. RIMMINGTON was sitting alone beside a good fire, with a

miniature library -table snugly placed before him , and volumes of

various weight ( in more senses than one) ranged in all directions

within easy reach. His surprise at seeing Miss Maxwell enter was

considerable, but not sufficient to prevent his giving her a very kind

and encouraging welcome.

" You will not think I should thus break in upon you ,” she began ,

“ unless I had something more than commonly important to com

municate. Can you , my dear Mr. Rimmington, bestow balf -an -hour

upon me, and promise that it shall not be interrupted ? ”
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“ Undoubtedly I will," he replied, at the same time ringing the

bell, in order to inform his servant that no other person was to be

admitted . “ I trust," he continued, as soon as they were again alone,

" that you have no painful tidings to communicate ? "

She shook her head, and said , “ Painful enough ! Terrible, oh !

too terrible in every way ; but it is nothing that relates to my own

family ."

“ And yet you are pale , my dear Miss Maxwell," he replied,

" and you tremble as if some fearful personal danger threatened you .

What can you have to tell me , my dear child ? ”

Martha took breath for a moment ere she answered hiin , and then ,

in a voice resolutely slow and distinct, she related all the circum

stances which led to the visit in which she had first obtained the conti

dence of Jessie Phillips. For an instant her voice faltered when she

had to confess that there was a time when she believed that Frederic

Dalton was attached to her, and that the belief had given her pleasure.

But, that one moment over , she pursued her story to the end,

admirably well avoiding every unnecessary word, yet touching lumi

nously and distinctly on every point that could tend to make her

auditor as well acquainted with the circunstances which had come to

her knowledge as she was herself ; nor did she pause ull she reached

the commitment of Jessie to the county gaol for the supposed murder

of her child, and then she stopped, seemingly as if her narrative was

concluded, but in truth only to take breath and courage to utter the

tremendous sequel.

“ I understand you, niy dear child,” said Mr. Rimmington ,

mournfully ; “ I guess but too plainly what it is you mean to infer.

You believe that Frederic Dalton is the father of this murdered

infant ? "

Martha bent her head affirmatively.

“ Nor can I , after hearing your statement,” he continued , “ feel

any doubt that you are right. But this fact, my dear Martha, how

ever well established , cannotnow assist the wretched girl who, if she

be indeed guilty of the horrid act of which she stands accused , will

assuredly pay her life as the penalty of her crime; although, indeed,

it may be, as I suspect you think , that this crime has been wholly

occasioned by the brutal neglect of the father, upon whose protection

the law denied her any claim ."

Martha Maxwell had told a long story, and had told it well, yet

she had not succeeded in eliciting the suspicion which she had in

tended her narrative should excite against the man whom she was

about to accuse of the horrible atrocity of murdering his own chill.

She would have given her right hand if any gleam of the frightful

light which had burst upon her could have reached her companion

without her having to endure the horror of announcing, in direct

words, the suspicion she came there on purpose to communicate. A

deadly sickness seemed to seize upon her heart, and she became as

white as a sheet.
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Mr. Rimmington, whose eye was fixed upon her, started from

his seat to support her, for he thought she was fainting and would fall ;

but poor Martha was not subject to the weakness which, at that

moment at least, would have seemed a blessing to her.

“ No, no, I am not fainting, Mr. Rimmington ," she said , shaking

her head mournfully ; " but I have that to say which, though truth

and justice force it from me, it is inexpressibly painful to speak ."

Her dark eyes, painfully pregnant with meaning, were raised to

his face as he stood before her; his hand was laid , with paternal

gentleness, upon her shoulder, and, as he gazed upon her agitated

features, a strange spasm seemed to pass across his own .

“ Gracious Heaven ! Is it possible ? " he exclaimed . 6 God

forbid ! God forbid , child , that you should be right! What proofs

have you ? Heaven have mercy upon his father ! - upon Ellen ! ---

upon all ! Oh ! wide, wide -spreading will be the misery if this horrible

suggestion prove true ! Martha Maxwell," he added, with great

solemnity, but with accents which trembled with emotion , “ you are

treading upon fearful ground. You hate and execrate this worthless

boy. No wonder, child, no wonder ; he deserves it all . But, for

Heaven's sake, beware that ill opinion does not beget false judg

ment ! "

“ Mr. Rimmington , " replied the pale and trembling girl , “ I pass

no judgment. Thank God, I have not that task to fulfil ! But

would you deem it right and righteous in me, believing in my soul, as

I most firmly do, that another is guilty of the crime for which Jessie

Phillips is accused , --would you deem it righteous that I should bury

such belief in my heart, in order to spare myself what I now suffer and
all that I know I must suffer ? ”

“ .Martha Maxwell,” said the clergyman, almost sternly, “ what

are your proofs ? ”

“ I have none, sir, noue whatever,” she replied , in an accent that

seemed to indicate that it was a comfort and relief to say so.

“ Have you mentioned your suspicions to any other but myself ? "
he demanded, eagerly.

“ No, Mr. Rimmington, I have not, ” she replied.

" Literally and positively to no one ? " said he.

“ To no one !" rejoined Martha, with emphasis.

“ Most truly do I rejoice to hear you say so , Miss Maxwell ," he

replied ; “ and let me earnestly entreat you to retain this silence un

broken. You have been, doubtless, agitated and excited by the

thoughts and recollections which must have naturally crowded upon

you in consequence of your former intercourse with the unfortunate

girl who, justly or unjustly, stands accused of murdering her child .

But, if you can succeed in calming your spirits sufficiently to give your

excellent judgment fair play, I think that you will feel, as I do , the

very doubtful justice of exonerating one against whom there are
many proofs, because your previous knowledge leads you to think her

incapable of the crime, in order to throw suspicion of it upon another
х
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without any proofs to support it , because you conceive that he might be

capable of the atrocity ."

Martha said nothing in reply, but almost involuntarily shook her

head, as not assenting to a proposition which , however, she ventured
not to contradict.

“ Let me ask you one question more, Martha,” resumed Mr. Rim

mington . “ Do you think that any other person shares your sus

picion ? "

Martha paused for a moment ere she replied, and then said , “ I

hardly know how to answer you, Mr. Rimmington. I have no right

Yes, ' and yet I should be scarcely honest did I answer

" No. "

“ I think that in this you need not fear to trust me, ” returned

Mr. Rimmington ; "for I have just given proof, both to you and to

my own heart, that I am not likely to suffer any slight evidence to

lead my thoughts in the direction yours have taken . For I too, dear

Martha, in the very teeth of circumstantial evidence of most terrible

strength and coherence, have ventured to express to Mr. Lewis my

doubts as to the possibility that Jessie Phillips can be guilty of this

fearful crime. Yet , notwithstanding this obstinate doubt, aš may

truly call it, you perceive that I am by no meaus disposed to throw

the crime upon another, because I am not fully convinced of her

being guilty of it. Scruple not, therefore, my dear child , to answer

my question. Your doing so may explain to me how and why it has

taken possession of your mind.”

“ You ask me," said Martha, “ if I think that any other person

shares my suspicion ? "

“ I do," replied Mr. Rimmington ; “ and fear not, my dear , that

I should place more reliance upon your statement than you seem in

clined to give it yourself.”

“ I think, sir," replied Martha, slowly , and almost in a whisper,

“ I think that my poor friend, Ellen Dalton, does . ”

“ God forbid !” exclaimed the good man , hastily, while tears

started to his eyes. “ Do not make me believe this, Miss Maxwell !

Do not let me think that one I so lately saw radiant with well-deserved

happiness is now so infinitely wretched ! ”

“ You cannot mourn for it more an I do, Mr. Rimmington ;

but the knowledge --the suspicion, I mean - which now wrings her heart

came not from me, " said Martha, feeling at the bottom of her own

aching heart that she was neither so cruel nor so unjust as the amiable

rector seemed to think her. “ I have already detained you long ," she

added , “ but I will beseech you to give me five minutes more, and

then you will know all I know , and gladly will I afterwards listen

to your judgment upon it instead of my own. Yesterday morning,

Mr. Rimmington, I was sitting alone with Ellen Dalton , and we were

sailly enough comparing notes upon the unhappy condition of Jessie

Phillips, and the terribly convincing strength of the case that had

been made out against her, when Mr. Mortimer entered . Ellen
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desired the servant to let her father know that Mr. Mortimer had

called , and in the next moment Frederie came into the room , his father

being out. Mr. Mortimer spoke of the horrible event which had oc

curred during his absence, in which conversation Frederic Dalton joined

with a degree of calmness which, knowing what I know , was equally

astonishing and disgusting to me. But , after this had lasted a little

while Mr. Mortimer suddenly exclaimed, . Of course you have heard

the news of this morning ? ' I quickly answered, “ No ; ' adding, that

of late our thoughts had been engaged on happier themes, alluding to

poor Ellen's marriage. Ellen's eyes at that moment were fixed on her

brother, and so were mine. He turned deadly pale ; but, ere Mr. Mor

timer could satisfy the curiosity he had raised, Lord Pemberton

entered hastily, and his first words were, laying his hand on the

shoulder of Frederic as he spoke, · Dalton, the child's body has been
found ! Mr. Rimmington,” pursued Martha, “ I have no words

powerful enough to convey to you the horror, the dismay expressed by

the countenance of Frederic Dalton as this statement reached him . I

saw guilt in every feature.”

" Stay, Martha Maxwell, stay,” replied Mr. Rimmington , while a

slight frown contracted his brow , “ night you not have seen a natural

horror upon the face of the man whom you have taught me to believe

was the wretched girl's paramour, upon hearing of this fresh proof of

guilt against her ?

“ If I did so misread it, sir , " replied Martha, after a pause, “ his

sister Ellen must have blundered equally, for, though we have not

talked together since, I am not left in doubt as to the impression it

made upon her ; she fell fainting from her chair, Mr. Rimmington, as

she gazed on the tell - tale features of her brother ."

* And is this all , my dear Martha ? ” exclaimed Mr. Rimmington,

eagerly ; and again leaving his chair he approached her , and took her
hand affectionately in his.

“ All, sir ! " replied Martha ; " yes ,” she added, after the interval

of a minute , “ I have now told you every thing.”

“ Then let me implore you ,my dearchild, as you would save your

self from repentance, and your poor friend Ellen from misery, never .

repeat to any one a single syllable of the suspicion you have revealed
to me , I have long thought ill of Frederic Dalton, and, on the other

hand, I have long thought well of Jessie Phillips. In these opinions,

dear Martha, we have thought alike. But, ohl beware the danger of

suffering any pre-conceived opinion to lead you to point out to the

execration of his fellow -men an individual against whom no shaddow of

suspicion lies, excepting that he changed colour ou hearing that the

wretched girl whom he had seduced to destruction stood in greater

peril of conviction than he thought for. You probably know that the

most favourable feature in the case has hitherto been the want of any

proof that the child was born alive, save her own wandering statement

that she heard it cry . But now this proof is found, and the fate of the

miserable mother may be considered as certain ; can you then wonder

66
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that Frederic Dalton, wretch as you think him , should tremble, and

turn pale at hearing it ? "

Martha was staggered , and willingly, most willingly did she wel

come the possibility that she might have been mistaken . She had

come to Mr. Rimmington in the firm belief that she was called upon

to do an act of terrible justice, though the doing it involved the necese

sity of destroying the happiness ofone she dearly loved ; and the hear

ing the deeply respected voice of her reverend friend declare that this

fancied duty was a chimera, raised by her imagination, and that by

pursuing it she would be most unjustly condemning to the incurable
purgatory of injurious surmises an individual who certainly might be

innocent of the crime her faney had laid to his charge, she felt ready

to kneel at his feet in a paroxysm of gratitude and joy. Touched by

this implicit reliance on his judgment, Mr. Rimmington kindly urged

her to remain with him a few ininutes longer, that they might, as he

saidl , calmly discuss together the grounds whereon rested the opinion

in which they now so happily agreed ; and the conversation which fol

lowed between these two highly intelligent and perfectly honest human

beings might serve as a physic " to the pomp and majesty with which

human reason is wont to invest itselfwhen passing judgment upon facis

established upon “ circumstantial evidence."

“ Independent," said Mr. Rimmington, “ of the unbroken chain of

proofs which we possess against the mother, you should observe, my

dear Miss Maxwell, that it is impossible to find the shadow of a motive

for Dalton's committing the act. Assuming, even , that he was the

father, of which, as the girl's oath on the subject cannot be taken ,

he well knows there can be no legal evidence whatever---but, even

assuming this from our own ex-parte knowledge of facts, there exists

no reason whatever for his thus conquering every common feeling of

our nature for the purpose of relieving the girl he had used so cruelly

from the burden of maintaining her child . For his child, you will

observe, in the eye of the law , it could never be ; and he could there

fore have no inotive of any kind to spur him to so horrible an act, save

a species of consideration for her, at once the most improbable and

inadequate. Nevertheless, though I cannot impute to him the madness

of putting in jeopardy his young and happy existence for an object

which might have been effectually attained ( if he really cared any

thing about it) by his privately disbursing a very trifling suin in the

way of settlement ---- although I cannot suspect him of this, I can

conceive it extremely probable that the suddenly hearing that the

only proof had been found which was wanting for the certain condem

nation of the unhappy girl might have produced the effect you wit

nessed . What renders this the more probable is , that I have heard

many persons say , and so , I doubt not, has Frederic Dalton also,

that a very strong hope of acquittal lay in this difficulty of proving

that the child ever lived . Can we then wonder that the sudden

announcement of the loss of this hope should have produced the

emotion you witnessed ? Aud must not the young man be infinitely
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more depraved than you have ever conceived him to be were it other

wise ? "

“ Thank Ileaven ! which put it into my head to come to you , Mr.

Rimmington !” exclaimed Martha. “ The perfect conviction which

your arguments bring makes me wonder at the extraordinary sort of

delusion which led me to see every thing so differently before.”

" Will you let me explain this, dear Martha," said Mr. Rimming

ton , with a gentle smile ; " and will you promise not to be angry with

me if I am very saucy ? ”

“ Say what you will, my dear sir,” answered Martha, returning

the smile ; “ it is quite impossible that I should be angry with you .”

“ Well, then," he rejoined, “ I will tell you how I explain the

matter that puzzles you . Do you recollect the eagerness with which

you set to work the moment you discovered the ill conduct of Frederic

Dalton in order to punish his delinquency and avenge the wrongs

both of yourself and poor Jessie ?

" I do, indeed,” replied Martha, colouring ; " and I think too that

I understand your inference.”

“ I dare say you do, my dear, " said Mr. Rimmington, laughingly ;

“ and I dare say, also , that for the future you will endeavour to rein

in a little that warm heart and eager temper of yours. Always give

yourself time to think, my dear Martha, and I will venture to promise

that you will never again blunder as you did then, and as you have

done to-day."

" Thank you , a thousand times, " said Martha, rising to depart, and

feeling happy and grateful in no common degree for having enjoyed

the inestimable advantage of listening to so much worth and wistlom .

A cordial shake of the hand was then exchanged between them , and

the good clergyman watched her depart with a sensation of the purest

and most sincere benevolence as he thought of the good he had been

able to do by renoving from her mind a cloud of error which had

threatened equally to destroy her own peace and that of every member

of the Dalton family. How little did either of them think, as they

thus parted with such comfortable feelings of mutual esteem and ap

proval, that the result of their long conference was that most lament

able and most common of human blunders, the acquittal of guilt and

the condemnation of innocence !

a
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CHAPTER LII.

A NIGHT OF WOE AND DREAD TO ONE SHELTERED AND CHERISHED

IN HER FATHER'S HOUSE, AND SURROUNDED BY CARE AND LOVE

THE SAME NIGHT PASSED LESS MISERABLY BY JESSIE INNER

PRISON - THE REVEREND MR . GREEN DOES NOT UNDERSTAND

JESSIE AT ALL BETTER THAN THE REVEREND MR . RIMMINGTON .

Poor Ellen passed a very restless and feverish night, falling into

uneasy sleep at intervals, but remaining awake for hours, in miserably

uncertain meditation upon what she could, and what she ought to do .

Martha Maxwell, while possessed with the same irresistible and almost

instinctive conviction which had seized upon herself and her unhappy

friend at the very same instant, namely, that Jessie was innocent of

the crime laid to her charge, had fancied her own position one of the

greatest difficulty and most distressing embarrassment. But what was

it when compared with that of Ellen ? Father, mother , sisters, ---- to

say nothing of the kindred criminal himself – must all be sacrificed !

Their future lives must be poisoned by undying shame and never-to

be-forgotten misery ; their country made too full of ignominy to hold

them , and their honourable name converted into a stigma and disgrace !

Unhappy Ellen ! Must all this be ? and must she be the agent to
effect it ? Can it be wondered at if her intellect trembled under the

weight of such meditations ? Of Pemberton she dared not think at

all ; she shrunk from every idea connected with him as from misery

too great to bear ; and, if her stubborn fancy would persist in bringing

his beloved image before her, she struggled to escape from it with a

degree of agony that it is impossible to describe.

Poor soul ! She felt, oh ! how keenly, that the whole history of

their past loves, the nature of the obstacles which had opposed it , and

of the generous feelings which at last had removed those obstacles,

seemed all prepared expressly to aggravate the misery of her present

situation . The burning blush of shame kindled on her innocent cheek

as she thought of the appalling disgrace that threatened his name by

having suffered her own to be joined with it ; and she thought too, till

the paleness of death succeeded to that blush, of all the deep repentance

with which the proud duke would look back and shudder at the man

consent which his son's matchless constancy had wrung from him !

one tremendous moment fancied that she had determined not

to take upon herself the frightful task of denouncing her guilty brother,
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repeating to herself, with delirious vehemence and rapidity, “ It

would be a sin ! a sin ! a sin ! " Yet even then she mixed no thought

of guarding her own happiness with this shuddering avoidance of

directing the sword of justice against her wretched brother. Thank

fully , most thankfully, would she have welcomed the permission of

Heaven to close ber eyes in inmediate deatli, but no relief from her

misery, save this , ever suggested itself for a moment. Her most definite

and her most earnest wish was for the light of day, that she might at

once write to Lord Pemberton her last farewell, and so draw an impene

trable veil of separation between them for ever. Nor did she ever, for a

single instant of that dreadful night, falter in her purpose, though once,

for a short interval of shrinking tenderness, she thought, while thus

dividing herself from him for ever, she might still avoid the agony of

revealing the dreadful cause of her doing so. But even this feeble

consolation did not remain with her long, for the idea of avoiding the

avowal of any thing that might lead to save the innocent from suffer

ing for the guilty again presented itself before her in all its true de

formity ; and the pale image of Jessie , about to suffer death upon the

gallows for a crime she had not committed , took such fearful hold upon

her imagination as to force a shriek froin her lips that woke the

watchers in her dressing -room .

The terrified Henrietta was instantly at her side, and her soothingly

affectionate voice implored the dear sufferer to compose herself, and to

tell her what uneasy dream it was which had caused her to cry out so

painfully .

Open your eyes, my darling Ellen , " said she, bending down to

wipe the moisture of terror from her brow ; “ open your eyes, my

Ellen , and convince yourself how very safe you are, in your own quiet

room , with nothing to frighten or hurt you , and your own Henrietta at
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your side.”

For a moment or two it was a great relief for Ellen to hold her

sister by the hand, to feel that she was indeed close to her, and to

listen to her gentle words ; but even this consolation, sweet as it was,

soon seemed to be a restraint to her, for again she most earnestly

assured her that, if left in perfect stillness, she thought she might be

able to get to sleep again ; and Henrietta once more left her to her

terrible but desired solitude.

Nevertheless, the watchful entrance of Henrietta had been benefi

cial to her suffering patient, for, when the nerves are greatly agitated ,

it is often useful to affect calmness when we have it not; and so it was

with Ellen . Instead of the vehement anguish to which she had given

way when she uttered the cry that had brought her sister to her side,

a sort of subdued and patient sadness followed her departure, which

enabled her to meditate more calmly, if not more happily. She saw

no more visionary shapes before her eyes ; and her imagination ceased

to torture her with representing scenes to come, in which all thatwas most

terrible in possibility was already before her ; but instead of this her

memory went back to what had already passed , and changed the suf
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ferings of half-dreaming delirium to the sober certainty of waking

sorrow .

And then she distinctly remembered the manner in which she had

received the visit of poor Martha, and all the feelings of horror and

repugnance with which she had marked the painful expression of her

eye, all the averseness which she had felt, and doubtless shewn , to any

lengthened or confidential communication with her, and all the cold

ingratitude with which she had received the sympathy she had come
to offer.

“ Alas !” thought the unhappy Ellen, as her mind gradually

settled itself into the belief that all she most dreaded must of necessity

overtake her ; “ alas ! how idle, how childish , how very weak is this

wish to avoid a true and faithful friend , merely because she is already

in possession of the facts which I so well know must speedily be pub

lished to all the world ! Poor, dear Marthal there was pity in her

eye , oh ! very tender pity, as well as the dreadful consciousness of all

that had been, and all that must be ! And yet, equally foolish and

ungrateful, I turned away to avoid seeing her ! My poor Martha ! I

sent her home again, with a heart still more painfully burdened than she

brought, for she came to offer her pity, and I refused to receive it. I

turned from the only being who could understand and pity me.” And

the tears which poor Ellen shed in penitence for this softened the tone

of her mind, and in some sort relieved her. " She shall come to me

again to -morrow , ” thought she, “ and may God then give me strength

to endure with firmness the listening to all that must follow ! ( )

Martha, what is there you can say to me which I have not said to

my own aching heart already ? "

And what was the condition of the wretched pauper girl ? How

were the long and lonely hours of the prison day and the prison night

passed by her ?

Sweet are the uses of adversity . "

Had the gentle -hearted but erring Jessie never tasted the bitter cup

of disappointment; had she never known the anguish of discovering

that the passionate, the devoted, the all-absorbing love which had led

her to the entire sacrifice of herself , and to the abandonment of all

that was most precious on earth and in heaven, bad been felt for a

villain , a base, seltish , hard, and treacherous villain , instead of being

an offering, as she had fondly Hattered herself, to the virtues of the

best and noblest of the human race ; had she never known this bitter

agony, she would not now have laid her young head so unrepiningly

on her prison pillow , nor have fallen asleep so peacefully, after having

breathed a hopeful prayer to God for his merciful forgiveness in

heaven, and for a speedy death on earth . Infinitely, oh I infinitely

less bitter, less heart-breaking, were the night thoughts of Jessie in her

prison , than those of Ellen in her father's house, and on her bed of
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down. She had prostrated her heart in deepest penitence before the

throne of God , and had , in all singleness and sincerity of spirit, blessed

the merey which had sent her such chastisement for her faults in this

world , as bad taught her to bend in lowliness of heart and penitence

of soul before the only tribunal that an immortal being has reasonable

cause to fear. And yet she had at length become fully aware of the

nature of the accusation recorded against her, and of the fearful

penalty she must pay if she could not disprove it . She felt, too, with

the most perfect and settled conviction , that such disproving was

utterly and entirely out of her power. But, instead of adding to her

sufferings, this unwavering conviction very greatly lessened them , for

it spared her all the feverish throbbings of uncertainty, and that sick

ening vibration between hope and fear which is calculated to produce

a species of suffering infinitely more hard to bear than the most violent

crisis that ever tried the strength of human nerves. All such uncer

tainty was spared to Jessie . She had learned from the gaoler, with

an emotion of positive joy, that her trial was to take place almost

immediately, as the spring assizes for that year were particularly early,

for she considered this portion of the punishment which her fault had

entailed upon her as merely a necessary ceremony which must precede

her death. Hope from it she had none, positively and literally, none ;

the very idea that any such chance could exist never entered her head

for a moment.

Jessie Phillips had, in fact, very deliberately passed judgment

against herself already; for by degrees she had learned clearly and

distinctly to understand all that had been, and all that was to be

alleged against her, as well as all the well-connected chain of circum

stantial evidence which so strongly confirmed every part of the accusa

tion . She had gone over every part of this chain carefully and calmly,

and had become perfectly convinced that no honest jury could fail to

deliver it as their opinion that her murdered child had received its

death from her . When told by Mr. Green ( for that excellent man had

made her repeated visits ) that the body of the strangled infant had

been found outside the shell, and immediately under the shutter which

opened just above the spot where she had herself been found, she mani

fested more agitation than she had betrayed for many days past, and

the sorrowing clergyman was more than ever confirmed in his belief

that she had indeed been herself the destroyer of her new - born babe.

Gladly, very gladly would he have welcomed the belief, also , that

this dreadful act had been perpetrated in a fit of unconsciousness

or delirium ; but, if it had been the object nearest poor Jessie's heart

to convince him of the contrary, she could not have succeeded better,

for every word and every movement tended to convince him that no

such hallucination had fallen upon her. She had changed colour

repeatedly, and shuddered perceptibly as she listened to his accurate

description of the precise manner in which the body had been found,
and more than once she uttered a stifled groan . At one time she

covered her eyes with her hand, and seemed for several minutes to be
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plunged in very earnest thought. And then she removed her hand,

and looking sadly , but steadily, in the face of her venerable companion ,

she said ,--

“ If you please, sir, you must not ask me any more questions that

may puzzle nie , one way or another, about all this dreadful business,

or any thing that has happened to me since I left the workhouse, or

how any thing of it all came about; for all such questions only seem to

set me upon hoping, and guessing, and trying to make out that every

thing may have been quite different from what it really was. I do not

feel any wish or desire to deceive you , sir, or any body else, about

what is done and over. Not all the words in the world can alter it ;

no , nor could every drop of blood in my veins, if I could pour it out

on the earth before you, wash out my sin. I have not always been

able to recollect things so clear and plain as I seem to do now, and if

I have said first one thing, and then another, this want of clearness

was the cause of it . But now I have quite come to the truth about it

in my own mind , and I will tell it to you all at once, if you wish to

hear it ; but, afterwards, if you please, sir , I would rather not talk any

more about it , for it will do nobody any good, nor me neither, but

quite the contrary . The dreadful repeating of all the particulars can

not undo the deed I have done, nor can all the talk in the world do me

the good that praying to God does. It won't be very long now , you

know , sir, before it is all over and ended , and all the time left won't be

too much to be spent in praying for God's mercy and forgiveness.”

“ I fear, indeed, that you say truly, my poor girl," Mr. Green

replied ; “ nor will I trouble you to repeat any of the unhappy cir
cumstances a second time, but I should be glad hear them from you

once , and that now , as you appear to have recovered sufficient com

posure ofspirits, to tell me every thing distinctly."

Yes, sir,” said the pale girl , with that rigid look of steadfast forti

tude which, perhaps, nothing but despair can give ; “ yes, sir, I am now
perfectly composed , and quite ready to tell you all I know , for your

great kindness well deserves that I should do every thing you desire,

let it be painful or not. And this, sir, is what I now feel sure must

be the truth . It must have been I myself, and no other, that did what

ever was done to my poor baby ; and it must have been I that put it
through the opening, which was exactly above the place where I lay,

for who else could have done it ? I remember well, perfectly well,

seeing that large shutter, and the loose button that fastened it, just at

the dreadful moment that I was laying myself down ; I remember well,

tov , all the thoughts that were working in my head at the time. They

were all mixed up with the dreadful fear that I should be seen and

known ; and it was thought of this kind , be very sure of it, sir, which

made me do the dreadful deed I have done. It seems very strange to

myself, now , that I should ever have been able to do it ; but isn't it

stranger still that I should be able to talk of it all so quietly, sir ? So

it is not that, it is not the strangeness of it that ought to put any such

sinful thoughts into my head as the denying it wouid be . "
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36 It would indeed, ” said Mr. Green , “ be a very grievous crime

were you to falsify facts stated at so solemn a moment as this ; but

neither would I wish you , Jessie, to steel yourself into a hardened

state of indifference. You have much to answer for, and your re

pentance should be meck and full of sorrow . ”

“ Oh ! sir , " replied the poor girl , while the but recently banished

tears gushed anew from her eyes, “ it is not hardened indifference that

supports my courage ; but how can I think of all the goodness and

merey of God, as I read it told in this blessed book , and as I feel it in the

dark night come in comfort to my heart --- how can I think and feel so,

and not rejoice at the remembrance of what is coming upon me ? Is it

not a great comfort, sir, that I shall not mind death in any shape, or

in any way ; for what is that, with the hope of God's mercy joined to

it, compared to living on , and having such things as I have done to

think upon ? ”

“ Then you have made up your mind to confess the crime and

plead guilty ? ” said Mr. Green, with an involuntary feeling of regret,

as the last gleam of hope for the unhappy girl seemed to vanish and
die away .
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“ I hope, sir, that nobody won't force me to say any more about

it, " replied Jessie, somewhat fretfully . “ I don't know any more about

it than they must all know themselves, for, of course, they will all have

heard the same account of every thing that I have heard myself, and I

do think it will be very like cruelty to torture a poor creature by forc

ing her to talk about her own madness. "

Then you still mean that I should understand that you were out

of your senses when all this happened ? " said Mr. Green, fixing his

eyes apon her with a strong expression of suspicion.

“ Certainly I do, sir ," replied Jessie, in a tone of quiet decisive

ness, which produced the most unpleasant effect on the nerves of her
auditor.

“ I had better leave you , young woman, ” he said , rising from the

chair he had occupied near her. " I neither desire to entrap you into

making any confession beyond what you might wish to do for the relief

of your own mind , nor yet to encourage you in the idle notion that

your declaring yourself to have been insane, when no evidence what

ever exists to confirm such a statement, will avail to avert the sentence

of the law upon the act which you have committed ; neither do I like

to sit and listen to your declarations that you are looking forward

with satisfaction to the execution of a sentence which you are evidently

hoping to avert by a statement which appears to me utterly false,

notwithstanding my earnest wish to believe it true."

So saying, he left the room , and the poor prisoner watched him

depart without reluctance, for she saw that he attributed to her

motives of which she was perfectly innocent, and, moreover, that

he did not consider temporary madness as any excuse, even in

the eyes ofGod , for what had been done under its influence ; which

she could not but think was somewhat a harsh judgment in a clergy
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man , though it might, and doubtless must, be very legally right in a

jury.

Yet, in truth, Jessie at this time cared wonderfully little what any one

thought about her. She clung with a sort of passionate hope to the idea

of speedy death as the only possible relief left for her misery, and the

mercy of God was now the only mercy that she seemed capable of valu

ing. Her melancholy composure, which was , perhaps, not altogether un

likethe steadiness of a wreck ,when settling in the troubled sea previous

to sinking, was more shaken by the next visitor, whose humanity in

duced him to pass through the gloomy gates of a prison to visit her,

than it had been by any thing which had occurred since she had made

up her mind to receive the sentence of death as the “ end -all” of her

frightful sufferings . For this visitor was Mr. Rimmington, the honoured

pastor, whose image was connected and bound up with all the hap

piest recollections of her life. Her first sensations at beholding him ,

poor soul ! were those of joy, positive joy, and gladness; and when he

appeared at the door she made a hasty step towards him , as if she

thought he were come with power to redeem her from the abyss of

misery in which she was plunged, and to lead her back to the dear

innocent happiness of former days. But, ere she reached him , the

heightened colour had already faded from her cheek ; the eager eye,

which had been raised to meet his, sunk to the ground ; and , had she

not taken hold of a chair to support her, she would probably have

fallen at his feet.

Mr. Rimmington had decided upon making this painful visit from

feeling that one who had from birth been his parishioner, and who,

till her terrible falling away, had created sentiments of respect, affec

tion, and esteem , in all who knew her, had still some claim upon him ,

which it would be a dereliction of his sacred duty to neglect, even in

the degraded state to which her conduct had reduced her. Perhaps, too ,

his recent conversation with Miss Maxwell might have left some little

feeling of restlessness upon his mind ; not, indeed, as to the propriety of

the advice he had given her, but as to the feeling of severity with which

he was conscious he had spoken of the unhappy creature who was, in all

human probability , about to atone with her young life for all the evil

she had done . He wondered not at the state of trembling weakness

which seized upon the miserable culprit upon seeing one whom she

had been wont to meet under such sailly different circumstances ; and

while his own kind heart ached for the sufferings he witnessed, though

believing them so thoroughly deserved , he silently motioned her to sit .

down, in order that she might recover strength and composure to

listen to him , before he attempted to speak to her. A very few mo

ments sufficed for this, for Jessie had lost all the hopes and all the

fears which could render the presence of any human being sufliciently

important to agitate her long,

* It is not necessary that I should tell you, Jessie Phillips,” said

he, as soon as he perceived that she was in a condition to understand

what he wished to say to her-- " it cannot be necessary that I should
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tell you that I am most deeply grieved to see you here, for you must

know it well without my saying it . But I have thought it my duty to

visit you, in case there were any thing you might wish to say to one

whom you must remember as a friend as long as you can remember

any thing. And I would wish, also, if you can tell me that your mind

is in a proper state for it, that we should pray together.”

Not all poor Jessie's stoicism of despair could prevent tears from

filling her eyes, and soon trickling down her cheeks, also, at this ad
dress, but

" She wiped them soon ,"

and gently, but earnestly , thanked him for his kindness in coming
to her.

“ Indeed, my poor girl," he replied, “ I mean it kindly , though I
well know that this meeting must be very painful to both of us. And

do not fancy , Jessie, that I am come here to entrap you with questions,”

avided the good man , while his mild eye rested with scrutinising ear

nestness on a countenance which, much to his surprise, appeared to

bim , notwithstanding the striking and most melancholy change which

had passed over it, to wear the same expression of guileless truth that

it had always done. “ But, though to entrap you, or to say or do

any thing that a friendly and pitying heart would shrink from , be

equally out of my intention and my power, I should wish to ask you

one or two questions."

“ And I, sir," replied Jessie, mournfully, " am ready to answer them ,

let them be what they may ; for I must be still deeper sunk in sin and

shame than I am before I can forget all your goodness, all your long

kindness to my poor mother, all your condescending notice to my

unworthy self. I will answer any thing that you will please to ask,

though I know that it is not within the reach either of my words, or

even yours, sir, to change the very least thing of all that has been

and all that is.”

" True, Jessie , " he replied, again looking earnestly in her face, for

there was something in her tone that he did not well understand. It

could not fairly be called reckless, but there was something of resolute

firmness, if not of hard indifference , in her manner, which puzzled him .

But his eye did not assist his ear with any power to comprehendwhat

was the real state of the young creature before him . Nor did this

shew any want of acuteness on his part. The moral condition of Jessie

was no common one . Guilty she was, and she knew it, and felt it

well. Had the accusations brought against her been such only as she

deserved, Mr. Rimmington would have had no difficulty in reading

upon her countenance what was passing in her heart; but though her

self listening to the accusation of having murdered her child , as to a

fact respecting which the evidence was too strong to be doubted, there

was no answering throb of remorse within . Misery, lamentation , and

woe , followed the horrible conviction that this dismal deed was her

own ; but remorse cannot be engendered in the mind by the same

W
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process ; and as Jessie had neither the wish nor the power to simulate

what she did not feel, that line of deepest suffering which indicates

remorse was wanting, amidst the multitude of sorrows that the strangely
altered young features shewed so plainly. And this it was which

puzzled him ; for it was beyond his powerto discover in what consisted

the sort of incongruity of which he was conscious.

After having thus vainly examined her countenance for a moment,

he said , “ Of course, Jessie, as you will naturally suppose , I bave

heard many strange and terrible histories about you, for such , as you

cannot doubt, are now on the lips of all men . The most important of

these, such, I mean , as concern the fate of your infant, are confirmed

by too strong a body of evidence to leave any possibility of doubt on

the minds of any who have listened to it . Concerning this part of the

unhapı y business I mean not to question you , for no benefit of any

kind could possibly arise from it. But there are other statements

which have reached me, of the correctness of which I feel less certain .

Not, indeed, that there is any thing left in doubt that can be consi

dered of much importance, yet, nevertheless, I should like to know

whether the circumstances stated are true or false. For instance,

Jessie , I wish you to tell me plainly, and without reserve of any kind ,

whether it be true that you went to the manor -house, a few hours only

before your child was born, for the purpose of obtaining money from

Mr. Frederic Dalton ??

Jessie changed colour violently, first becoming suddenly red, and

in the next moment frightfully pale.

“ If the answering this question be painful to you, Jessie, do not

reply at all,” said Mr. Rimmington ; “ for, as I have already told you ,

it is not one of any real importance, or capable of affecting your situa

tion in any way. And, believe me, I should be very unwilling to give

you unnecessary pain .”

“ Yes, it is painful both to hear it and to answer it, ” replied the

miserable girl , while her working features testified the truth of what

she said ; “ but this is no reason why I should decline to answer it .

One pang, more or less, matters but little . And indeed the pang would

be worse still , did I refuse to answer . Yes, sir , I did go to the manor

house, not very long, I believe, before my child was born..... Yet , no ,

sir, no , it was not to the manor house -- I went to watch for Frederic

Dalton outside the gates of the stable-yard ,-I did watch for him , --

I did see him , -- and I did ask him for money."

There was a sort of dogged resoluteness in the manner in which

she pronounced these words that caused the good clergyman to sigh

deeply; and he thought to himself, as he gazed on her young face,

where ingenuousness still remained more intelligibly stamped than

crime, that it took less time to corrupt the heart than to impress a

record of that corruption on the countenance.

“ And the young gentleman, I presume, refused to give you money,

Jessie ? " resumed Mr. Rimmington.

“ He refused to give me what I demanded , ” replied Jessie, sternly ,
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" And after this interview with him you went, I think, to Mr. Lewis,

did you not ? ” pursued Mr. Rimmington.

“ Yes, sir, I did , " replied Jessie , knitting her brows with an ex

pression of mingled misery and anger.

“ And with what object, Jessie, did you go to VIr. Lewis ? " con
tinued the inquirer.

“ In the hope, sir, that I might be able to make the lawyer frighten

Frederic Dalton into doing for me what I wanted him to do ,” replied

Jessie , in the same unnaturally resolute tone.

“ But how could you be so very ignorant as to suppose that Mr.

Lewis either possessed the power, or was likely to feel any inclination, to

do this ? Surely, Jessie , you must have known that the law gave you no

power whatever to compel Mr. Frederic Dalton to give you assistance, or

to stigmatise him in any way as the father of your child ; neither, as I

should imagine, could you have had any hope that Mr. Lewis would

interfere to obtain from him what could only have been bestowed as a

free gift, and which had been already refused to your own sup

plications."

Yes, sir, I did know that the law left me helpless," she replied .

“ Yes, I did know it ; but I thought I might frighten him into doing

what I wanted by threatening to expose him , and I thought the lawyer

was the proper person to tell him what I meant to do . God help me !

Perhaps I ought to have known better," she added , pressing her hand

upon her forehead . “ I think so now . But it was a friend who

meant to be very kind to me that told me to do it . But this friend

was only a poor body in the work house. I could look for no other.

And this it was made me escape from the work house as I did . It was

my only chance. At least I thought so ; and I had a notion then that

it wasmy duty to my child."

“ Your duty, Jessie Phillips !---your duty to steal away from the

shelter legally provided in the hope of frightening a young gentleman

into giving you money ? ”

“ Yes, sir, I did ,” replied Jessie, with the sternness of suspected

truth ; which sternness Mr. Rimmington, with a feeling of the most

profound sorrow , set down, without any mixture of doubt or hesitation ,

as the surest testimony of hardened depravity. This confession, as

well as the manner of it , appeared to him a perfectly conclusive proof

that Mr. Lewis's statement was not only true, but perfectly free from

exaggeration ; nay, the original suspicion which he had imbibed from

that gentleman, as to the probability that the young squire had only

been selected, by this thoroughly depraved and most unhappy girl ,

because his circumstances were such as to make her fancy it would be

worth her while to threaten him , returned upon him with very greatly

strengthened force, although the statement and the pleadings of Miss

Maxwell had for a moment shaken it. Again he believed that the

accusation against young Dalton was utterly false and unfounded, and

he shuddered to think how little fitted this every way depraved young

creature was of being permitted to the privilege of prayer. He shook
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his head mournfully as he looked at her, and for a moment repented that

he had proposed a solace, the healing nature of which she was so little

likely to feel. “ Yet does she not the more require it ? ” was whispered

by the truly Christian spirit within him ; and once again he asked, with

lips which trembled with his own earnestness, if she thought she could

bring her mind into a fitting state to ask for mercy from the only source

whence she could hope to receive it.

“ I hope so, sir ;” replied Jessie, rising and preparing to kneel.

There was a steady sedateness in the tone, which sounded to the ear

of the good, but greatly mistaken clergyman like hardihood and obsti

nacy ; under such circumstances, there seemed to be something like

profanation in pronouncing the words he was about to utter; yet still

he felt that he had no right to refuse her. But happy was it for poor

Jessie Phillips that the Judge she was about to address had the power

of reading her heart more correctly than good Mr. Rimmington, for

he was far, indeed , poor man , from guessing the deep and humble picty

of the heart -broken young penitent who knelt beside him .
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CHAPTER LIII .

ELLEN WRITES A LETTER TO HER LOVER, AND THEN RECEIVES A VISIT

FROM HER FRIEND, MARTHA, IN WHICH THAT YOUNG LADY DOES

FULL JUSTICE TO ALL MR . RIMMINGTON'S REASONINGS-BUT THIS

DOES NOT PRODUCE ALL THE GOOD EFFECTS SHE ANTICIPATED.

When Ellen, late in the morning, awoke from her heavy sleep, her

head ached fearfully ; and the sort of desperate necessity which she felt

existed, of recalling clearly and distinctly all that had passed on the

previous day, made it ache still more . Nevertheless, she assured her

mother, and her tenderly watchful sisters, that she was better, and she

spoke sincerely, for the feverish anxiety to act and to do - she knew

not well what --- seemed to her like returning strength. She insisted

upon immediately getting up, and , when her careful nurses opposed her

doing so, persisted in her purpose with a sort of vehement pertinacity

in strange and alarming contrast with her usual gentle reasonableness.

Nothing, in fact, but actual coercion would have sufficed in that hour

of agony to prevent her executing the project she had formed . She

had not, indeed, lost her reason , but rather seemed to possess more

power than usual of bringing before her mind at one view all the cir

cumstances of her own condition, and their bearing and effect upon ,

those most dear to her . There was no confusion of intellect ; all was

terribly distinct and clear in the frightful picture thus spread before

her, but every feature in it was gigantic, and every feeling, every

faculty, seemed stretched and distended into supernatural strength and

power, that she might gaze upon , and understand it all . When ad

dressed, she turned to the speaker, and, after the interval of a moment,

replied composedly, but as briefly as possible ; and having

dressing, in which Henrietta and Caroline assisted her, she spoke to

them for the first time of her own accord , saying, in her usual tone of

gentle affection ,

My dear girls, I am going to write to Pemberton, so you must

let me be alone, dear loves, for I have a good deal to say to him .”

" You shall not be interrupted, dearest Ellen , " replied Henrietta,

soothingly ; “ butyou will take some breakfast, dear, before you begin ?

You will not refuse this, I hope, for it is long since you have taken any

thing ; and, though you have slept so late , you look sadly pale and ex
hausted.”

“ No," replied Ellen, “ I will not refuse some tea ; but you must let

Y
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me have it here, and then I shall not lose time ; and you must bring it

yourself , Henrietta , for I know you will be kind enough not to hinder

me by staying to talk, after you have set it down.”

Henrietta promised to comply, and then both sisters, having im

pressed a loving kiss upon her forehead , left her in the solitude for

which she was again intensely longing. The having decided upon

writing to Lord Pemberton was a relief to her ; it soothed her with

the belief that she was about to perform an act of duty ; and she eagerly

opened her desk, drew forth her paper, and prepared herself for the

task . But she laid down her pen the moment she had taken it up ,

murmuring to herself , as she did so, “ No, no. They must not come in ,

poor children, and find me at it ! I may not always be quite as much

composed as I am now ." And then with steadfast resolution , which

wanted nothing but the reality of what it feigned to be in truth a mas

tery over anguish and despair, she settled her features into a sort of

rigid tranquillity, and awaited Henrietta's return . The interval was

not long, but it sufficed to bring back with renewed penitence the

remembrance of the terrible moment when she had opened her eyes

and seen the friendly Martha beside her ! Again she recalled all the

circumstances of this truly kind visit, and perfectly well remembered,

not only the almost repulsive manner in which she had received her,

but also the shrinking feeling of repugnance to all discussion which it

had caused . “ That was not right-- that was not righteous,” thought

poor Ellen, with a pang of self-reproach . “ Ought I to shun, 'and hate

to look upon her, excellent as she is, because I suspect that she sees all

with the same horrible clearness that I do ? It was cowardly - it was

ungrateful! and oh, how vain !” To feel persuaded that she had

been wrong was quite sufficient to make her decide upon offering in

stant atonement; and, when Henrietta brought in the little tray she had

prepared, Ellen said , with more of her usual manner than she had yet

spoken,

“ I should very much like to see Martha Maxwell again , after I

have written my letter. It was very kind of her to visit me as she did

last night, but I felt ill , and did not receive her as I ought to have

done. Will you send to her, Henrietta , and ask her to come to me ? "

“ Yes, Ellen ," replied her delighted attendant, now fully convinced

that the fears which had been excited by the fainting -fit of her darling

sister were altogether unfounded. “ If you will eat a good breakfast,

and not make your head ache by writing too long a letter to his lord

ship , I will bring Martha to you, as soon as the said letter shall have

been despatched ."

This was answered by a smile, but truly “ in such a sort” that it

expressed more woe than any weeping could have done . But the gay

and well - contented Henrietta marked it not, and left the heart -broken

Ellen to the happiness of inditing an epistle to the beloved of her heart

to her noble , affianced husband !

Ellen watched the door as it closed behind her sister , and then , with

desperate courage, addressed herself to her terrible task. For one

moment ere her pen touched the paper, she doubted her power to per
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form the stern duty she had imposed upon herself. A rush of tender,

gentle recollections came upon her mind, that for a little while deluged

her cheeks with tears, and rendered her quite incapable of writing.

Poor Ellen ! her past sufferings and her past happiness were both

equally against her. The first, by their lengthened pressure on her

nerves, had weakened and almost subdued her spirits ; while the last,

by the fulness of its innocent and holy joy, had soothed them again

into a state of such exquisite felicity as made her present misery fall upon

her with overpowering weight. But all that was left of unblighted

energy within her seemed to rally round her heart as she remenibered

the high and unblemished honour of the man she loved . His steadfast

attachment to her had clouded liis early happiness, but it had brought no

touch of disgrace ; for his proud mother and still prouder father had

declared that his conduct throughout the whole period, even while

marked by unyielding fidelity to her, had been equally characterised

by unvarying truth to them ; and should she now suffer the shame, the

infamy, the horror that was about to fall on herself and her devoted

family, to reach to him ? She reasoned the point no farther ; she

passed over her own agony, and even his, under eternal separation, as

something not sufficiently important to create a doubt as to what it

might be best to do ; and once more, seizing her pen , she rapidly wrote

the following note : --

“ It is with pain , certainly with great pain , Lord Pemberton, that I

set about performing a task which is , however, too important to be

longer delayed. My sentiments and wishes respecting our projected

union have undergone a change, which renders it my duty to tell you,

at once and explicitly, that this union can never take place. It is,

perhaps, doing you injustice to suppose that, after this undisguised dis

closure of my sentiments, you should make any attempt to change

them ; nevertheless, I think it best to add , that my determination on

the subject is unalterable ; and also, that it is my earnest wish and

desire that you should immediately communicate my decision to your

father and mother. Though they cannot understand the motives and

feelings which have led to it, I feel assured that they will assist you

should such assistance be necessary - in receiving and acting upon it

as you ought to do.

" I remain , my Lord ,

“ Your very sincere well-wisher,

“ ELLEN DALTON."

These lines were written by a hand trembling violently both from

fever and emotion ; but nevertheless they were perfectly legible. Not

so was a postscript of a few words which followed , and through which

the same unsteady pen had passed and repassed ; they were, moreover ,

still farther obliterated by more than one tear which had fallen upon

them . Among these, the word “ forget " was the only one that could

be deciphered. “ Ile will be better off than 1 , ” murmured Ellen, as
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nurse .

she sealed this terrible note. “ Contempt and indignation will do

more towards a cure than --- than such thoughts as I shall carry to my

grave.

Her task was ended, and the sealed note placed before her, when

Henrietta reappeared.

“ Come I too soon , Ellen ? " said she. “ No ; I see that both you

and your note are ready for me. And now , dear duchess, I may tell

you that I have obeyed your grace's commands, and that Martha Max

well waits your pleasure below. Shall I usher her to your presence ? "

Ellen could not speak , but she bent her head as she placed the

note in her sister's hand, and then turned away as if seeking something

on the sofa beside her.

“ Dear love !" said Henrietta , looking at her anxiously, " you are

still dreadfully pale, my Ellen ! I am afraid that I am too indulgent a

I ought not to have encouraged your writing, and now , per

haps, I ought not to let Martha Maxwell come to you ."

* Indeed you ought,” replied Ellen, again attempting to smile,

“ for her visit will do me good. Only, dearest, I must make a bargain

that I have but one companion at a time, for I know that renewed

headach would be the punishment, were 1 to indulge too freely ."

Thus reassured , Henrietta brought Martha Maxwell to the dress

ing - room , and the two friends were left together. With a sort of

desperate effort to meet, to brave, and to endure all the painful feelings

which she knew it was her destiny to feel , Ellen at once raised her

eyes to the face of Martha, expecting to read both pity and horror

there. But with a degree of astonishment, that almost amounted to dis

may, she was greeted with a cheerful smile, which appeared so unna

tural under the circumstances as almost to make her shudder.

“ My dear, dear Ellen ! " exclaimed Martha, affectionately pressing

the burning hand of Ellen between both her own. “ How well I know

all you have suffered and all you suffer still ! But courage, Ellen ! I

am here to bring you the blessed tidings that we have both been wrong

- utterly, totally , altogether wrong, dear friend. For once, the law

yers, and the justices, and the constables, and all such blundering

bodies, have been right; and you and I , notwithstanding our superior

perspicacity, mistaken . Your brother has all too much to answer

for, but of this crowning horror he is guiltless .”

" Martha !” said Ellen, solemnly, “ have you been told by my

family that my intellect has been disordered , and do you come in the

hope of saving me from madness by saying this ? ”

“ No, as I live ! " replied Martha, eagerly. “ No such statement

has been made to me, no such idea has entered my head. What you

saw yesterday I saw also ; and I have not the slightest doubt that the
inference drawn by each was the same. Neither of us need describe

to the other what dreadful thoughts followed -- what prophetic visions

of future anguish for those dearly loved, and, more dreadful still , what
awful consciousness of duties to be performed, the very thought of

which was enough to turn our hearts to stone. All this is too deeply
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engraven on our memories to require our recalling it to each other.

But in all this, Ellen, it has been purely our imaginations which have

been at work ; judgment has had nothing to do with it.”

Ellen shook her head, and breathed a heavy sigh, that spoke clearly

enough her doubt of Martha's authority for coming to the conclusion

which she appeared to have adopted, but she uttered not a word in

reply .

« Nay, hear me patiently," resumed Martha, perfectly well inter

preting this silent answer. My conduct, in the condition into which

I fell alter the scene here, needs not, I think, any apology ; but, if it

does, I must seek it, Ellen, in your kindness . The agony into which I

was thrown by the aspect of your brother was dreadful. I did not

faint, as you did , at the sight of it, and certainly I could not feel an

equal degree of personal interest in the horrible discovery which I fan

cied I had made. But the idea that I was called upon , by every feeling

of justice and of truth , to save the innocent by denouncing the guilty,

was horrible. A confidant, a friend , an adviser, was absolutely neces

sary to me. I dared not disclose all I suspected to my father, because

I dared not tell him all I knew , to account for the suspicion ; for such a

narrative would have made him take a degree of personal interest in my

story that I should have been very sorry to excite, as it would have been

likely to lead to more mischief still . In this dilemma, Ellen, I went to

Mr. Rimmington. Do you blame me? "

“ Oh ! no, I cannot blame you , ” replied Ellen , speaking with dif

ficulty, for her tongue was dry and parched , and the effort to articulate

was painful. « Mr. Rimmington, then ,” she added, after a pause,

“ Mr. Rimmington already knows it all ? "

“ He knows all we know , Ellen ," replied Martha : “ but this, he

says, contains no proof whatever, nay, not the shadow of a probability ,

that our suspicions are well founded. He says , and , as I listened to

him , I felt perfectly satisfied that he was right, that my narrative

shewed the unhappy Jessie to have fallen too completely to justify , in

any safe degree, our believing it impossible she should have committed

the crime that seems so clearly to have been proved against her. He

confesses that his own prejudices in her favour were so strong as to

make him long resist the evidence which others found convincing, but

that now he considered the commission of the act too clearly demon

strated to be hers to leave any reasonable ground for doubt upon the

subject. As to the emotion manifested by your brother, he says, -- and

surely he is right -- that the suddenly learning that the last proof want

ing had been supplied against the unhappy victim of his sinful love

was quite sufficient to account for it."

Ellen said nothing in reply , but she looked wistfully in the face of

her friend, as if to discover if she had more to tell ---- something more

tangible on which to rest her feverish thoughts. And then , with equal

earnestness of purpose and clearness of language, Martha gave herthe

purport of all Mr. Rimmington had said, and dwelt strongly on the

doubtful nature of the justice which should denounce one against whom

66
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no shadow of proof lay , and that, too , for a deed for the commission of

which it must be evident to common sense that he had no motive what

ever.

While listening to Martha, Ellen had remained perfectly still ;

but now a slight movement of her htad and a heavy sigh seemed to

indicate that she did not consider the reasoning, which she would have

given half her life to prove true , could be received as incontrovertible .

« Nay, " resumed Martha, again interpreting aright the feelings of her

auditor, “ do not for a moment imagine that either Mr. Rimmington

or I forget the guilty part indisputably performed by your brother in

this dreadful drama ; or that it was not bad enough to doom him to

endless remorse , and his family, of which he is so little worthy, to feel

ings of sorrow , which Time, with its providential healing, may soften ,

but which can never be forgotten by any unhappy enough to have

learned the facts . No, no , Ellen, Mr. Rimmington was equally far from

doubting these facts (with which I made him fully acquainted) as from

absolving the actors in them from the obloquy incurred. But the prac

tical good sense with which he pointed out the comparative probabilities

and improbabilities as to which of the two guilty ones perpetrated the

last act of this terrible tragedy, was to me perfectly irresistible .

Against the wretched girl there exists an unbroken chain of circum

stantial evidence, every point of which leads obviously to the cata

strophe, and all of which it would be difficult to comprehend without it .

Her sudden and resolute escape from the workhouse- her bold and

desperate consultation with Mr. Lewis as to the possibility of enforcing

a maintenance for her child from its father -- and, finally, all the cir

cumstances of time and place, which lead almost as certainly to prove

her the murderer of the infant as its mother. On the other hand,

Ellen , what conceivable motive could have induced your brother to

have committed such an act as this, while his very name, as father of

the child, is made a mystery by act of parliament, and while the same

act protects his purse more effectually still from any claim upon it

whatever ? It is likely enough that the poor girl might have been out

of her mind when she committed the act, and the more so , because, as

we well know , she had previously suffered quite enough to throw her

into this condition : but neither you nor 1 , Ellen, can persuade our

selves that such was the case with your brother ; and yet, without doing

this, it is well-nigh impossible to persevere, after a little meditation, in

believing that which, in our agony and agitation yesterday, we did cer

tainly both believe .”

As Martha proceeded thus with her specious but most honest

fallacies, Ellen's mind was at work on a process which she hati as little

power as inclination to communicate to her friend. The experience of

her whole life, as far as her brother was concerned, and the constant

opportunities afforded , through the greater part of it, for observation of

Jessie Phillips, had left such a mass of powerful impressions as to their

respective characters on her mind as all the plausibility of Mr. Rim

mington's reasoning, as well as all the probabilities suggested by the
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circumstances recorded, proved unable to remove . But, not with

standing the deep and terrible conviction which still lay like a mass of

lead upon her heart, and notwithstanding also the feverish agitation of

spirits, so unlike her usual gentle equanimity, which almost made her

unconscious of what she did , Ellen still felt that it was not her duty to

persist in expressing the horrible doubts which she was herself doomed

to endure ; and, when Martha ceased to speak , she bent forward , and

impressed a kiss upon her check , earnestly exclaiming -

" God bless you , my dear Vartha ! You are very , very kind ! "

“ No, no, Ellen, that is not the right word,” returned her friend,

by no means satisfied by the effect her statement had produced. “ I

have shewn no kindness, but I have endeavoured to be reasonable and

just ."

“ And I , too , ” replied poor Ellen , more struck by these temperate

words than she would have been by any more purely argumentative,

“ all my wish is to be just and reasonable too . But unfortunately, I,

do not feel well , Martha. My head is not as it used to be. I want to

be very ,very quiet, my dear friend ; and, if I could be for some few

hours perfectly alone , perhaps I might cease to feel the terrible sensa

tions I do now. Will you go , dearest Martha , and tell them all down

stairs that I have nothing now the matter with me but headach, and

that I shall be soon quite well, if left to myself a little ? ”

Martha, who truly believed that nothing but a little tranquil consi

deration was necessary to render the reasonings of Mr. Rimmington

convincing, instantly prepared to leave her ; and having arranged a

pillow, and partially darkened the apartment, she only uttered the

words, “ I will ," and stole gently out of the room .

5
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CHAPTER LIV.

THE LOVERS ARE INDULGED WITH A PRIVATE INTERVIEW , WHICH

DOES NOT PRODUCE MUCH PLEASURE -- MARTHA MAXWELL VISITS

JESSIE IN PRISON .

Perhaps an hour had elapsed before the solitude so ardently

desired by the unhappy Ellen was again interrupted ; but, alas ! the

interval had produced no healing intiuence. It was in vain that she

repeated to herself the sedative words, “ just and reasonable , " they

only served to increase the confusion of her intellect, and helped to

hasten and heighten the delirium which threatened her.

At length the door of her room again opened, and Henrietta

entered . The light was not sufficient to afford her any opportunity of

examining her sister's countenance ; but, as Ellen was not lying downl ,

she flattered herself that the headach of which she had complained

was better, and, not having the remotest idea of the real condition of

that poor head , she said, with all the gay abruptness which the cer

tainty of bringing pleasant news would give ,

“ Lord Pemberton has answered your note in person , dearest

Ellen ! Here he is ! It is no good to scold him , he will come in .”

And, in truth , before the last words were well spoken Lord Pem

berton was in the room . The happy bridesmaid elect, remembering

that only a few days now intervened before the one fixed for the

wedding, felt that no etiquette rendered it necessary for her to inter

rupt by her presence the interview which her future brother-in -law

appeared so eagerly to desire ; and, in another moment, the lovers

were alone.

It is needless to dwell upon the feelings with which Lord Pem

berton had perused the note of Ellen ; a few moments' thought con

vinced him that she must have heard something, either utterly false

or totally misrepresented , concerning him or his family ; probably, as

he thought, in allusion to the strong aversion formerly expressed by

his parents to the connexion ; and this idea , once conceived , sufficed

to console him with the belief that five minutes of conversation with

his beloved would be sufficient to set every thing right. A less

perfectly adoring lover might have felt some touch of anger, mixed

with the alarm which her unintelligible letter had produced, but not

80 Lord Pemberton ; he knew Ellen much too well to believe it

possible that she could be guilty of any worse offence towards him

than listening to reports, which a few words from him would teach
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her in a moment to despise as they deserved ; and, it was, therefore,

with much more of hope than of fear that he approached her. But the

instant he took her hand, which was almost mechanically held out to

him , a terror, more overpowering than any fear of misrepresentation

could produce, seized upon him ; her hand was dry and burning, and,

as it lay clasped in his, instead of the soft tremor it had so often

heretofore communicated to his own, a convulsive catching movement

in every joint of it convinced him that she was suffering from a

violent access of fever.

In reply to his eager questions respecting her health, for every

other fear was instantly forgotten, she only said , You had better go,

you had much better go."

It was in vain that he conjured her in accents of the fondest love

to tell him what had happened thus terribly to affect her ; it was too

late for explanation of any kind ; his sudden entrance had completed

the mischief that was going on , and Ellen was already in a strong

paroxysm of frenzy . For one instant only she seemed to know and

to feel who it was that sat beside her, for she turned round on the

sofa to look at him , and, having gazed earnestly in his face for a

moment, she parted the dark locks upon his forehead, and impressed

upon it the first kiss he had ever received from her . Lord Pemberton

had endured much suffering , but this first caress from the woman he

adored caused him the sharpest pang of agony he had ever yet known.

The manner of it could not be mistaken ; Ellen had lost her senses,

and was now , beyond the power of hope to conceal it , in a paroxysm of

fever, which perhaps threatened her life as well as her reason .

As little time as possible was now lost before the est advice which

the country afforded was called to her aid ; but the revulsion , from

unlooked -for and most perfect happiness to such a degree of misery

and agitation as she had since endured , had thrown her into a condi

tion which might well make those who loved her tremble.

Meanwhile, the “ measureless content" of the ardent-minded

Martha Maxwell, on receiving Mr. Rimmington's interpretation of

young Dalton's conduct, did not long bear the wear and tear of the

incessant meditation which she gave it. Though certainly rather prone

on many points to take her own opinion in preference to that of other

people, Martha had a genuine as well as habitual reverence for Mr.

Rimmington, which gave to all he spoke a value and a power over

her which she was always more inclined to yield to than resist , and, on

the present occasion, the discovering that his judgment differed from

her own relieved her from a degree of suffering on account of her

friend Ellen, which she hailed with thankfulness, and clung to with a

pertinacity of faith which was not shaken without causing her much

misery. Shaken, however, it was , and by the simple and inevitable

process of meditating upon the ground on which it rested .

It is needless to pass in review all the reasons, or all the recollections,

which this process set to work in the mind of poor Martha ; it is enough

to say that it ended by making her look as pale as ashes, and sending
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her to the side of her indulgent father, with a petition that he would

suffer her to visit Jessie Phillips in her prison. Such a request, of

course , led to a little discussion, which was so well managed on the

part of the anxious petitioner that it was immediately granted without

the good captain's knowing more of the causes and feelings which led

to it than the petitioner thought proper to disclose. To say truth,

Captain Maxwell saw nothing very surprising in the request ; he knew

the unhappy prisoner as a well- esteemed protégée of his daughter,

and marvelled not that her terrible situation should have excited thus

strongly her interest and compassion. Neither did he greatly wonder

at Martha's unusual silence during the two hours ' drive to the county

town, and his not interrupting it shewed far more sympathy than any

thing he could have spoken. He appeared to think it perfectly natural,

too, that Martha should deem it best for her to see the poor prisoner

alone ; and all the good man said when they parted at the door of the

room in which she was confined was , Remember, Martha, if there is

money wanted about a lawyer, or any thing of that kind, I am ready

to help ."

Martha, whose swelling heart left her at that moment no power

to speak, replied only by pressing his hand, and then the door

was opened for her, and she entered . Jessie was sitting at a little

table, on which lay an open Bible ; but it seemed not when Martha

entered that she was reading it , for her head, which was supported by

her hand, while her elbow rested on the table, was raised as if in

meditation upon something she had found therein . In an instant,

however, the sadly altered eye of the unhappy girl was turned upon

her unexpected visitor, and an exclamation of surprise and pleasure

escaped her ; but it was not now accompanied by the eager movement

with which she had received Mr. Rimmington. Short as was the

interval which had elapsed , she was greatly changed . Even then , she

was far, far unlike the blooming beauty of Deepbrook ; but now it

was not merely the absence of bloom and joy that was perceptible

the leaden hue of death seemed settled on her eye, and her sunk

features plainly shewed that there was no strength left to suffer greatly

more.
The greeting between these two young girls had something

appalling in it . Both trembled as their hands clasped each other ; but

Jessie was supported by the stern fortitude which grows from the

belief that no increase of suffering is possible; and Martha, by the

feeling that she had set herself a task which it would be sin to shrink

from . For an instant Jessie had stood up, but , quite unable to continue

standing, had sunk again upon her seat, and Martha drew another

close beside her. It was Jessie who spoke first.

“ You know every thing,” she said ; “ you know how it has all

ended ? Ah ! Miss Maxwell, how could I ever dare to think that sin

and shame like mine could fail of bringing its just punishment ? ”

“ Yes, my poor Jessie, you have suffered ! " replied Martha, al

most choking with the emotion produced by the heart-breaking spec

tacle on which she gazed ; “ but I come here in the hope of hearing

from yourself what might prove that the hand of man had no
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right to inflict more ; I want you to open your heart to me, and tell
me all."

“ Most willingly will I,” replied Jessie ; adding: with a mournful

shake of the head, “ But that all is so very little .”

" Little ?" repeated Martha, looking puzzled. “ However shortly
told , Jessie , it must at least contain all that it is important for your

friends to know ."

True ; that is quite true, Miss Maxwell, " returned Jessie. “ If

there is inore to be known than I have power to tell, it is all plain

and clear before the eyes of God , and that is all that really signifies

now . But if
you will question me I will answer you to the very best

of my power."

My questions,” said Martha, looking at her earnestly , “ will lie

in a very small compass ; in fact, there is but one question to ask ,

Jessie, the answer to which is of any real importance."

" And what is that, Miss Maxwell ? " returned the pale prisoner,

looking as if she had scarcely strength to speak.

“ Jessie ! " rejoined Martha, mournfully, “ you must surely know

what this question is before I speak it. Are you guilty or not

guilty ? ”

- Guilty, Miss Maxwell!" replied Jessie, shuddering . “ So deeply,.

deeply, guilty, that it is needful for me to keep in perpetual remem
brance this promise --- this eternal, everlasting promise of forgiveness,

in order to save myself from madness .” Jessie laid her head on the

open Bible as she said this , and, closing her eyes, seemed as if inwardly

uttering a fervent prayer. Tears streamed from the eyes of Martha

as she looked at her ; but, though she felt a shrinking repugnance

from urging the suffering penitent farther, she still did not feel satisfied
by the comprehensive confession she had made, for, in spite of it, her

doubts as to the possibility of Jessie's having committed the crime of
which she was accused increased upon her ; and, determined that no

false delicacy on her own part should deprive the accused of any

opportunity of asserting her innocence plainly, she laid her hand upon
her shoulder, and said , solemnly ,--

“ Jessie, answer me distinctly. Was it by your hand that your
infant died ? "

“ I have no power to answer that question distinctly, Miss

Maxwell, ” replied Jessie, fixing her melancholy eyes on her companion ,

with a look that seemed to deprecate the effect her words were likely

to produce. “ I have no power to answer it distinctly,” she repeated,

“ because I have myself' no distinct certainty on the subject. Most

surely,” she continued , “ I have not the very slightest recollection of

having ever seen my babe, or held it in my arms. But I do remember,

perfectly renember, the hearing it cry ; and all that I remember more ,

till the man and woman , who took me back to the workhouse, came

to the shed, was , that I felt a sort of deathlike sickness, as I have done

once or twice before in my life when I have fainted away."

“ And when the fisherman and his wife came to you the child was

gone ?” said Martha .

a
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“ I suppose so ," returned Jessie. “ I heard it not again ; nor did

I at the time they found me and brought me back to life, as they did

by their care, retain any recollection of having ever heard it cry, or of

having been conscious of its birth .”

“ But when you fully recovered yourself after returning to the

work house, you did remember it ?”

“ Yes, I remembered to have heard it cry,” said Jessie.

“ And nothing more ? " demanded Martha.

“ NOTHING , " replied Jessie , with emphasis.

“ Then why is it that you have suffered more than one friend , who

was disposed to believe you innocent ---why have you suffered such

to leave you , Jessie, with the persuasion that you had murdered your

child ? Surely they could not have left you with such an idea if you

had spoken to them as you have now spoken to me !"

“ There was no difference," returned Jessie, calmly , “ in what I

said to them and what I have now said to you , Miss Maxwell, except

what came from the difference of their questions. You asked me what

I remembered, and I could safely tell you that I remembered nothing;

but, when they told me that my child was murdered , and that nobody

could have done the deed but myself, how could I help believing that

I had doue it ? "

“ Is it not possible, Jessie , " said Martha, turning extremely pale as

she spoke s is it not possible that Frederic Dalton might have done

this horrid act ? Do we not know that he is a villain ? ”a

“ No, Miss Maxwell, no !" exclaimed Jessie, with a degree of

vehemence that for an instant restored a beautiful carnation to her

cheek . “ Do not, I implore you , be led by any pity for me to be

guilty of such terrible injustice. Frederic Dalton neither did, nor
could have, destroyed a creature whom he never saw. Nor would he

have done it , Miss Maxwell, had it been as completely in his power, as

it was, in truth, completely out of it. Frederic Dalton had no courage

to avow his love for me, and broke all his promises forwant of it ;

but his was the tenderest, gentlest heart ! I do suppose,” she added,

“ that I behaved very ill to him , though I did not mean to do it.

But he will forgive it all soon , as I do all he ever said or did that

seemed wrong to me. Oh I never let me hear such a word again ,

Miss Maxwell; never let me think that I have brought such thoughts

upon him I"

Martha, as she gazed on the again ghastly paleness of poor Jessie's

sunken features, while she thus, as it were, fondly raised her dying

voice in his behalf, almost unconsciously murmured, “ the ruling

passion strong in death ! " and she felt that there was something so

beautiful in this total forgetfulness of self , and of all her sufferings and

her wrongs, while remembering only the fatal but devoted love which

had once filled her young heart, that she involuntarily bent forward

towards her unhappy companion, and kissed her forehead.

Jessie looked at her in return both with surprise and gratitude,

and , after the silence of a moment, said, “ I had almost determined,

Miss Maxwell, never again to hint to any body who questioned me
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my own opinion about my baby's death , because every body who has

heard me hint at it seemed to think it quite as a matter of course , and

the most natural thing in the world that I should say it, but without

believing, for a moment, that it was true. But your great kindness

seems to open my heart anew , and I do not think I ought to die

without removing from your mind the dreadful idea that one you had

so greatly favoured could wilfully commit so horrible a crime."

Martha Maxwell drew closer to her, and her very soul seemed to

look out at her eyes as she listened.

“ Alas ! ” resumed poor Jessie, interpreting this eagerness into a

hope of finding that she could clear herself satisfactorily of the deed ;

“ alas ! Miss Maxwell, I fear it is but too certain that my poor babe

was murdered , and that none but I could , by possibility, have done it .

All I wish to leave impressed on your kind heart, my dear young lady,

is the fact, that it was done when my soul knew not what my body

did . I suppose, Miss Maxwell, that when people suddenly go mad,

and afterwards recover, they remember no more of what passed during

their madness than if they had been in a swoon during the time. At

any rate, I think you will believe me when I say that I did not . "

“ Oh ! yes , I do believe you," replied Martha, eagerly. “ But

why, Jessie, with this entire unconsciousness of having committed the

act, should you now persevere in saying that you believe you com

mitted it ?"

“ First, Miss Maxwell, ” replied Jessie, composedly, “ because com

mon sense teaches me to see, that if something has been done which

none but myself could have done, it must be I that did it ; and ,

secondly, because I have found , even among the kindest and the best,

that I have never stated the fact of my being thus unconscious of having

done that, which it seems clear to every body I have done, without

their manifesting plainly, whether they spoke it quite openly in words

or not, that they did not believe me.”

“ Even if you are right in this, Jessie,” replied Martha, " I cannot

think that you are justified in not persevering in the plea of insanity.

I really think you are committing a sin in permitting yourself to be

thus easily driven from it.”

“ I will repeat what I have now said to you , dearest Miss Maxwell ,

to every one who may choose to listen to me, if you tell me that I

ought to do so ," returned Jessie, submissively - even , " she con

tinued, “ though I am certain that I should again hear the same obser

vations that I have heard already, namely, that every one in my

condition says exactly the same thing, and that the jury will not be

at all likely to listen to any such worn - out story , and , therefore, that

I had better prepare myself. And this, my dearest, dearest Miss

Maxwell , appears to me, after all , the very best advice I can follow ;

and all my hours, both by day and night, except when sleep quite

overpowers me, are spent to the very best of my poor power in

following it . Nor do I think it can be a sin to feel that it is better

for me that I should pay my life for the dreadful act I have done

unconsciously than that I should live long years to think of it.
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Alas ! Miss Maxwell, it is , perhaps, another sin to think how very

dearly I should have loved this poor child of shame if I could have

ever pressed it to my heart ! Perhaps I might have loved it till I

forgot the sin that gave it birth ! Oh ! mourn not for the last scene

that awaits me . It is ghastly to the fancy, but think how short it is !

Ilow can the sud :len loss of life , under any circumstances, be com

pared to what I have been enduring for months and months ? Oh !

no, Miss Maxwell, it is not worth a thought ; and few, indeed , are

those I give to it. Only sometimes I wish that I had to endure

something more dreadful still , so that I might feel more certain than

I now dare to do that it may be considered as atonement for crimes

committed with no madness but that of forbidden passion to excuse

them .”

It may be remembered that Martha Maxwell has been stated to

have great aptitude in discerning the characters of those with whom

she associated, and great acuteness in discerning the truth or the

falsehood of the words she listened to. Her having so readily adopted

the false reasonings of Mr. Rimmington was no proof to the con

trary, but, in fact, rather the reverse, for it only shewed her faith in

his pure sincerity and holiness of purpose , a faith which no minister

ever more justly merited from his congregation , while her confidence

in his more enlarged experience and worldly knowledge can scarcely

be ascribed to any defect in her judgment. It was the effect of long

taught, aul, on the whole, of well-placed reverence. But now her

own peculiar faculty had fair play ; she looked at Jessie Phillips, and

she listened to her, during the whole of the scene above described,

not only with intense interest, but with the most earnest and unbroken

attention ; and , when the unhappy girl ceased to speak, Martha Maxwell

would have felt not the very slightest repugnance to pledging herself

to take her place, upon condition that any single word the poor

prisoner had uttered were untrue .

When Jessie ceased speaking, Martha rose , and, throwing her

arms around her, pressed her to her heart with a fulness of pity and

affection that could hardly have been greater had the repentant

culprit been her sister. But, much too wise to express hopes which ,

however well founded in truth and justice, had so little else to support

them , she said not a word of the eager purpose that fluttered at her

heart, but, breathing a whispered blessing and farewell , hurried from

the room , and was received by her father, who had passed the time

during which the interview lasted in pacing, in quarterdeck step ,

before the door.
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CIIAPTER LV.

ELLEN DALTON DEMANDS AN INTERVIEW WITH FREDERIC -- THE

PHYSICIANS TUINK IT RIGHT TO INDULGE HER , AND HE IS SENT

INTO HER CHAMBER ALONE.

MEANWHILE the condition of Ellen Dalton became every mo

ment more critical. She lay for several hours after her interview

with Lord Pemberton in a state of the most alarming insensibility,

to which succeeded a tremendous access of fever, attended by de

lirium so violent, as might well appear to them to deserve the name

of frenzy, though none seemed to have the strength to utter it.

It is needless to describe the agonies of Lord Pemberton, or that

of her really adoring parents and sisters ; it was such as scarcely any
circumstance could have increased , save their being made acquainted

with the cause of it .

But this was a misery which they were spared. Not one of

the anxious watchers round her bed had the slightest idea of the

frightful belief which had taken possession of her mind ; and many

a muttered word and sentence was suffered to pass wheeder ,

which, if listened to , commented upon, and fully understood ,

would have multiplied their wretchedness a thousand - fold. Poor

Martha alone, of all those permitted to approach her, knew how

to interpret aright the agonising terror of her voice, as she mur

mured incessantly, -- " Is it over ? --which prevails ? -oh ! which ?

--- the guilty or the innocent ? Which has been brought to the

dreadful ending ? Is it over ? --- is there nobody that will tell me

how it has ended ? ”

Often, indeed, there was so much of reason and coherence

in these exclamations, that Martha, while enduring one species

of suffering which her friends were spared, had more hope to

comfort her than the rest. The wanderings of poor Ellen were

those of delirium , irresistibly impelled to talk of that which filled

the mind ; but to Martha they suggested no idea of frenzy. An

other proof that her harassed intellect was not disordered to the

extent which her terrified family so naturally supposed was, that

she never ceased to testify a feeling of satisfaction at the approach

of Martha ; and, though others thought this but a feverish fancy,

for they hardly believed that she really knew her, Martha herself
felt convinced that it arose from the consciousness that she alone was

acquainted with the cause of all the suffering and of all the terror
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which shook her reason . Whatever the cause , however, her influence

on the invalid could not be doubted . She was infinitely more tran

quil when Martha stood beside her bed, holding her burning hand,

tnan at any other time ; and both her medical attendants, upon this

fact being pointed out to them , agreed in declaring that it was de

sirable that the young lady should be as much with her as possible.

To this arrangement Martha submitted , both by day and night, with

the most unwearying and affectionate zeal.

But ere she gave herself up to this anxious and harassing task

she held one long conversation with her father. In this conversa

tion she brought him fully to adopt her opinion as to the fact of

Jessie's temporary insanity at the time the babe was murdered ;

for, on this belief, Martha flattered herself she had at length brought

her own mind to rest . It was undeniably true that this hypothesis

cohered best with the established facts, and was, consequently, the

most probable ; for which reasons poor Martha felt that she had

no right to reject it . And yet, despite her utmost efforts to avoid

the absurdity of leaning towards an improbable and totally un

proved theory , in preference to receiving one perfectly the reverse,

she could not , with all these strenuous efforts to avoid it, help

suffering from a flash of suspicion, which from time to time shot

across her mind, pointing out Frederic Dalton as the culprit. Hap

pily, however, for her peace, and for the preservation of that com

posure of mind which her position as a constant attendant upon Ellen

rendered especially needful, there was one part of good Mr. Rimming

ton's advice which she held it her bounden duty to follow. She might

not always be able to avoid recurring to her former thoughts concern

ing young Dalton , but she could at least obey the injunctions of one

whom she could not doubt knew better than she did what was right

to be done, as to letting the legal examinations take their course , with

out attempting to interrupt them by her conjectures, which she well

knew were supported by nothing that could be received as legal

evidence. She therefore confined all her efforts in behalf of Jessie to

the engaging her father to write instantly to Henry Mortimer, com

missioning him to secure immediately the best legal assistance on

behalf of the prisoner ; and , having learned that this was done , she

gave herself wholly up to attending upon her poor friend . In this

melancholy office (and melancholy indeed it was to watch one whom

she had so lately seen in the enjoyment of the most perfect happiness

thus prostrate both in mind and body ) Martha had the additional

anxiety of fearing, lest every wandering word which the poor patient

uttered might throw her family into still greater misery than had

yet been their portion, by making them aware that the horrible sus

picions she continued to murmur concerning Frederic were not alto

gether the result of delirium . She was greatly assisted in her wish to

prevent this by the unequivocal desire which Ellen ceased not to mani

fest for having her beside her, in preference even to her dear Henrietta ;

and the watchful medical attendants, though far enough from guessing

the sanity of this preference , continued their injunctions that it should
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be yielded to, simply from the persuasion that every thing that soothed

her was desirable . Martha soon perceived that the “ fixed thought"

which tortured her poor friend was the guilt she should incur by per

mitting an innocent person to be sacrificed in order to shield a guilty

one. Every word she uttered during her incessant talking, both by

day and night, shewed this to Martha beyond the possibility of a

doubt, though, to all others, her words conveyed only the idea of con

tinued and increasing frenzy. “ Do you think I will wed him at

the price of blood ? " she exclaimed one moment ; “ shall I see them

strangle the innocent girl with my own eyes, and not prevent it ? ”

she murmured at another. But Martha only felt that these phrases,

and a hundred others of similar tendency, shewed infinitely more of

reason than of madness,

During one night of painful restlessness on the part of the

patient, and of irresistible weariness on that of Martha, the latter sunk

at length into profound sleep , and, notwithstanding her habitual wake

fulness, enjoyed the very necessary refreshment for a couple of hours.

At the end of this time, however, she awoke, and , gently rising from

the easy chair in which she had slept, she looked towards her patient,

anxiously alarmed at the idea of seeing her as usual wide awake, and

seeking in vain for her unfaithful nurse. But, equally to her delight

and surprise, the eyes of Ellen were closed, and she was evidently

sleeping, though starting from time to time with such violence as to

shew that even so the harassed spirit was not at rest. Yet even this

troubled sleep was hailed by Martha as a favourable symptom ; and

she replaced herself noiselessly in her chair, trusting that the nurse ,

whose snoring she heard from the neighbouring dressing - room , would

remain in the same harmless state of repose till Ellen awoke. She

herself felt no further inclination to sleep , and remained watching her

poor friend with more of hope than she had felt for many days past.

At length , however, the profound stillness of the still dark chamber

was disturbed by a deep sigh , and , rising up to look at Ellen , Martha

perceived that her eyes were wide open , and, that though for the first

time lying profoundly still , she was no longer asleep.

• Martha," she said, in a gentle tone , that had nothing of wildness

in it, ---- Martha , dearest Martha, you are always near me !”

The extreme delight produced by this evident improvement did

not prevent the cautious and skilful nurse from avoiding every thing

thatmight excite agitation ; she only answered by a silent pressure of the

hand, and by offering to the parched lips of the sufferer the cooling

beverage which stood ready beside her. But Ellen was not to be

80 silenced. The fever was greatly abated, and with it all the symp
tomatic irritation of nerves which had caused delirium . After the

pause of a moment, she said , “ Are we alone, Martha ? ”

“ Yes, dearest, ” was the reply ; “ but you must keep yourself very,

very quiet, my Ellen. I do not think that I must let you talk to me ."

“ I have not strength to talk much," she replied ; “ I think I am

weaker now than I have ever been : but you must listen to me, dear

2
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Will you

Martha, and you must do as I bid you, if you wish to preserve me in

my senses. Martha, I MUST SEE FREDERTI ."

It would be difficult to say whether terror of the consequences

which such an interview was likely to produce, or comfort at the

unmistakeably improved state of the invalid, predominated in the mind

of Martha, as she listened to these words. llow to answer then she

knew not. Ellen was evidently too completely in possession of her

senses to be trifled with , or satistied by the vague promises which had

hitherto sufficed to silence many a wild demand. ' But the permitting

her to see Frederic seemed impossible. What dreadful effects might

not such an interview produce ?

" Answer me, Martha, " resumed Ellen, faintly, yet firmly , ---

sauswer me with all your own truthfulness. Will you so manage as

to let me see my brother, and see him alone ? If you will do this, all

may yet be well; but, if you refuse, or if you fail to bring it about, I

shall be forced to obtain the object I have in view by other means ; and

many will suffer what now I might be able to spare them .

promise me ? "

Martha dared not refuse, for she could not doubt that the satisfy

ing Ellen's mind at this moment was more critically important than

any thing else , and she answered solemnly, “ I will."

Ellen made an effort to embrace her, and, having received a tender

caress in return , she settled herself upon her pillow, and almost in

stantly fell asleep again . So profound was this second sleep, that

neither the entrance of her mother, sisters, nor nurse , disturbed it ; and ,

for above three hours, she continued , to the inexpressible delight of

many who seemed to liang upon her life as if their own depended on

it , to enjoy this heaven - sent restorative . When the medical men

arrived, their judgment fully confirmed all the delightful hopes to

which this change in the symptoms had given birth ; and then the

trembling Martha communicated to them the request Ellen had made,

and the promise she herself had given .

“ She must not be disappointed,” was the reply of Dr. H .; and

Mr. Johnson quite agreed with him that any irritation of the kind

should be most carefully avoided.

But poor Martha, though glad to receive their sanction, could not

but feel that it was given in the dark , and that, possibly, it might have

been withheld had they known as well as she did the degree of excite

ment which such an interview was likely to produce. No choice ,

however, was left lier ; and her best comfort under the circumstances

arose from her helieving, on reflection, that it was in truth better that

Ellen should be indulged in her demand than contradicted .

“ You will then , " resumed Martha, “ have the kindness before you

go, gentlemen, to communicate Ellen's wish to the family, and, par

ticularly to Mr. Frederic Dalton himself, who, without your authority

positively expressed , might be likely, I think, to refuse what, perhaps,

he might feel to be both imprudent and painful. "

He must not refuse inis sister, I assure you ,” returned the physi
9
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cian ; " a more favourable alteration has taken place than we could

have dared to hope for, and nothing like contradiction must be
hazarded."

It so chanced that the two medical gentlemen found Frederic

Dalton and his father tête - à - têle in the library ; and Dr. H., after

heartily wishing the squire joy of the improved condition of his

darling child, briefly stated her wish for an interview with her brother.

The intelligence did not seem to produce an agreeable impression on

either father or son, the former exclaiming, “ I doubt very much,

Dr. H., if her head is quite right yet ;" while Frederic turned sud

denly away,as if to leave the room , muttering something not quite
audible about being sure that he should do more harm than good

in a sick room . But the physician was too much in earnest to permit

his patient's wishes to be lightly thwarted , and, quickly following the

young man , he laid his hand on his shoulder, saying, “ You must not

go, Mr. Frederic, till you have seen your sister.”

The rapid strides of Dr. H. had more than overtaken Frederic ; he

had passed him sufficiently to turn, and look him in the face as he

spoke. Greatly was he startled at the livid paleness of the counte

nance he gazed upon ; and it instantly occurred to him that the vio

lent mental agitation which he had been watching in his patient had

not been merely the result of fever . Beyond this, however, his powers

of divination could not carry him ; it might, perhaps, be some quarrel

with the noble bridegroom eleet ; but, be this as it would, Dr. H.

only became the more determined that the interview demanded should

immediately take place, and he resolved that he would remain in the

house till it was over, in order to watch the effect it might produce.

While these thoughts were passing through the mind of the phy

sician , Frederic had turned abruptly from him towards the window ,

whence he appeared to be earnestly watching something in the grounds,

while , in truth, he was strenuously excrting all the strength he possessed

in labouring to recover his presence of mind sufficiently to hit upon

some expedient which might save him from the threatened interview.

What he feared from it, indeed, he would himself have found it diffi

cult to explain ; most certain it is , that no very exact idea of the truth

had ever suggested itself to his imagination ; and infinitely as he dis

liked and shrunk from the idea of seeing Ellen, whose former inter

ference concerning Jessie was sufficiently in his memory to make him

turn pale at the thought of an interview , he had no more idea of her

suspecting the whole horrid truth than he had of her having been

present in person when his foot rested on the neck of his child . Had

it been otherwise, not all the pertinacious authority of the physician

would have sufficed to drag him to the bed -side of his sister. As it

was, however, the energy he had summoned to his aid supplied him

with sufficient courage to say, upon the reiterated remonstrance of Dr.

H. , backed by something very like a command from his father, that,

though he hated a sick room, he would go in for a moment if they

thought it would be best.

The short interval allowed him for meditation on the subject had

ܪ
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sufficed to convince him satisfactorily that the worst his detestable

monitress could have to say to him must be some canting beseech

ment that he would provide for Jessie's accommodation in the prison ,

or, perhaps, engage a lawyer to defend her on the generally antici

pated plea of insanity. Being thus persuaded that he was doomed

to hear the dreaded name of Jessie from her lips , he was by no

means displeased to find that this hateful interview was to have no

witness ; and he entered the room very nearly, as to aspect and de

meanour, as he might have done had he been as perfectly innocent as

he was deeply guilty. Two or three female figures glided out of the
chamber as he entered it . He turned not his head to ascertain who

they might be, but, stalking to the bottom of the bed , he said , in a tone

of the most perfect indifference, “ How do you do, Ellen ? What is

it that you want to say to me ? ”

“ A very few words, Frederic ,” replied his sister, in a low, yet not

unsteady voice; “ but it is necessary that you should attend to them .

I wish no one but yourself to hear me at this moment ; force me not,

therefore to speak louder than is necessary , bụt place yourself there !"

and she pointed to the side of the bed .

Frederic obeyed, and prepared himself for the bore of a sermon

which was to follow by the consoling thought that Ellen had evidently

not strength enough to say much . In this he was right; but it was

not much that she wished to say.

“ Frederic, ” she began, as soon as he had removed to the spot

she had indicated , “ it is not necessary that I should tell you by what

means I have learned the truth respecting the murder of your child ; it

is enough to say that I have learned it . Sit down, Frederic, sit down .

Oh ! you are deadly pale . But remember that no one hears my

words---10 one shall hear them if you obey me ; if not--I do not wish

to threaten you, poor trembling man ,-but, remember that I will not

die with the weight of innocent blood upon my soul."

Ellen paused for a moment to recover breath , while the wretched

culprit beside her, having sunk into the chair that seemed to stand ready

for him , buried his face upon his arm , which rested on the back of it .

“ What you must do is this,' resumed Ellen , her strength of pur

pose supplying for the moment the want of all other strength ,.-- " you

must instantly leave the country. No human being save myself must

know either why you go or whither, and so there will be no danger of

pursuit. But you must go for ever, Frederic, for the life of Jessie

Phillips can only be saved by your leaving a declaration of the truth .

Remember there is no choice left you but reinaining here to be de

nounced as your child's murderer, or escaping by means, which I will

undertake to furnish , into some far distant land, where, under a name

not borne by your unhappy father, you may live to make your peace
with God . You shall find a packet at my father's London bankers

with money, and there let your declaration be left, addressed to Mr.

Rimmington. Now leave me."

The last three words were scarcely audible, and it was therefore

that Frederic Dalton found courage to raise his eyes and look upon his
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feeble accuser . Could he have trusted that glance , he miglit have

carried away with him the delightful belief that the hated lips which

had so resolutely threatened his life were closed for ever. Ellen had

fainted, and nothing, save death itself, could look more death -likethan

she did , as he now fixed bis vengeful eye upon her. His fears, how

ever, instantly suggested the truth , yet still a feeling of hope was

strong and active within him . Though Ellen , with such terrible ex

actness ofwhat seemed almost super-human knowledge, had thus taxed

him with a crime which he still could not believe had been witnessed

by any human eye, he felt perfectly persuaded that she was still insane.

That she had been so for many days he well knew, and there was in all

she had said to him too evident a departure from common sense and

common prudence for him to believe her very perfectly in possession of

her senses now . He therefore instantly determined to take no notice

whatever of what had passed between them , fully persuaded that the

fearful truth she had uttered was but the result of delirium , however

closely her foregone conclusions might have led her to stumble upon

the truth . lle therefore passed immediately into the dressing-room ,

saying to the nurse , whom he found there , “ My sister has fainted,

Mrs. Bates ; I will send up Dr. H., who, I believe, is yet in the

house . I am sadly afraid that she is still in a more dangerous state

than they think, for every word she has uttered to me was as mad

as Bedlam . ”

CHAPTER LVI.

CONSCIENCE BECOMES EXECUTIONER AS WELL AS ACCUSER-- MATTERS

DRAW RAPIDLY TO A CONCLUSION --- CHANGE OF MEASURES MAY

NOT ALWAYS INFER INFIRMITY OF PURPOSE .

On returning to the library, Frederic Dalton found not only his

father and Dr. H., but Miss Maxwell and two of his sisters . All

eyes were turned towards him , but it was those of Martha only which

gazed with astonishment at the air of self-possession and composure

with which he entered . Of this astonishment, however, he saw no

thing, for he looked only at Dr. H., and, immediately approaching

him , said , “ I am greatly afraid , Doctor, that my poor sister is much

worse than you imagine. Her reason appears to be totally gone, and

her weakness is so great, that, after speaking a few wild words to me,
she fainted ."

Miss Maxwell and her two young friends instantly prepared to

leave the room for the purpose of learning how far this now unex
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seen .

pectedly bad report of their beloved patient was correct, but, as

Martha passed young Dalton , she raised her eyes , perhaps involuntarily,

to his face , and there was something in her glance that made him

tremble from head to foot ; yet he did not read it aright. Martha now

firmly and entirely believed that Jessie's own hypothesis was the true

one, and that she herself, poor soul! had, in a moment of insanity,

committed the act of which she was accused . It was not therefore

suspicion, but curiosity, which caused Martha thus searchingly to ex

amine his countenance . She wished to see how he had borne the

words which she was persuaded had been spoken to him by his sister,

but anticipated not the terrified start with which her glance was re

ceived . Few were the words which had passed between the young

squire and Martha Maxwell since the return of the promise ; and both

parties seemed to think it wisest to sink the past in oblivion . But

Frederic Dalton, conscious, perhaps, that he deserved the dislike ( to

use a very gentle word ) of the fair Martha, doubted not that it was

cordially bestowed upon him , and now fancied that the penetrating

glance she fixed upon him betrayed her knowledge of the fearful com

munication to which he had been listening from his sister . The

thought shot like a sudden spasm through his frame. It was then no

chance -led guess of the delirious Ellen ! The deed must have been

And who so likely to have witnessed it as Martha -- Martha,

whose known custom it was to wander alone through every meadow ,

copse, and lane, in the country,— Martha, who was likely enough to

have sought her miserable favourite even there--there , where the deed

was done ? Might she not have watched his approach ? -might she

not have hid herself in the obscurity of that fatal shed , and seen the

whole ?

Rapid , miraculously rapid, is the action of thought; and before the

door was closed behind the last of the trio who quitted the room ,

these thoughts, and many more , had not only passed through the

brain of Frederic, but had left an impression on it which changed

the whole state of his existence. All his brave and bullying hopes of

passing unscathed through the perils which surrounded him vanished

for ever. Nor could he have thought himself more certainly convicted

had he listened to the terrible word “ guilty ” from the foreman of a

jury.

Hardly conscious of what he was about, or whither he intended to

go, the miserable young man walked towards the door by which the

girls had passed out , but was stopped by the band of the physician ,

which , though it touched him gently, caused him to start as violently

as if it had been that of the policeman about to arrest him .

“ Hollo ! how nervous you are, young gentleman ! " said Dr. H.,

looking at him as a physician does look when some such unaccount

able symptomi occurs . “ If your alarm is for your sister," he con

tinued, fixing a pair of keen grey eyes upon his pale face, “ I really

advise you to compose your spirits, for, take my word for it , Mr.

Frederic, she is much more in her right senses than you are .”

These words were certainly not intended to convey the meaning
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assigned to them by the conscience -stricken man to whom they were

addressed . Perhaps the good doctor was a little piqued at hearing his

judgment concerning the amendment of his patient disputed. But

Frederic Dalton listened to his voice as to that of the accuser whose

office it was to announce his guilt to the whole world .

Amidst the whirl of terrible thoughts that now rushed upon him ,

the most distinct was that which suggested the idea that he might

instantly be seized upon and conveyed to prison ; but, too thoroughly

bewildered by terror to have any judgment left as to what might still

be the best chance of avoiding the fate which he fancied was before

him , he rushed out of the room and the house with no definite idea of

whither he was to go , and only bent upon leaving the spot where he
then stood and the eyes that were then gazing on him .

This rapid progress through the open air, however, seemed to refresh

his strength and calm his nerves ; and he recovered sufficient self-pos

session to remember that, even if the eye of Martha had indeed wit

nessed his crime, there was still safety for him in flight , and still a re

source in the plan proposed and the promises held out, by Ellen .

There were numerous night -coaches and day -coaches to London , one

of which would, he well knew , pass along the “ High Street" within

an hour; but he dared not meet the eye of any human being at that

moment, and the only decision which his in part recovered faculties

enabled him to come to was, that he would seek shelter and conceal

ment amidst the copses, which , at a point not far distant from his

father's house, skirted the river , and there remain till the darkness of

night might enable him to pass through the village unseen . A few

minutes' rapid walking brought him to the spot he sought, and there

was something like relief to his throbbing temples and beating heart in

the profound stillness of the place. There was little at that season to

attract any one thither, though, when the thick hazel bushes, whose

boughs even now formed an effectual shelter, were hung with nuts,

there was scarcely a youthful foot in the parish that did not find its

way to the spot.

“ Here, at least I may breathe, and I may think !” he exclaimed,

as he threw himself at his length upon the ground,----- here, at least , I

shall be safe from the hateful glance of Martha Maxwell's eye.”

So great was the relief of finding himself thus securely alone , and

beyond the reach of hearing or seeing either such words as Ellen's or

such looks as Martha's, that a feeling of luxury mixed , as he stretched

himself on the cold , fresh, pathless grass, with the agitation that still

made his heart beat and his temples throb.

They have not hunted me to death yet, ” he murmured , with a

ghastly laugh ; " the game is not yet upwith me, most beauteous Martha !

.... Hideous, spiteful fiend , and fury as thou art, thou shall not conquer

me! There is much more to do, my lovely duchess sister , and my

most peerless promised wife, before you succeed in your amiable

schemes againstme. Leave a declaration that I am a murderer ! Oh !

pretty Ellen , wise as beautiful, but madder than either ! It was Miss

Martha, perhaps, that put this clever notion in your head .... No, no ,

66
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my dears," and again he laughed, as he raised his head to look

around, and cheer himself with the conviction that he was quite alone,

“ it whall be another sort of declaration I will leave to console you both for

my absence . I will take good care to make my will and pleasure known

to all my dear relations ..... Here stay I till night shall come to shelter

me, and then, off and away, wherever will and whim may lead me. It

shall go hard with me if I do not find some spot of earth where I may

still enjoy niyself, where all that makes life loved and death abhorred may

be had treely, without control, without restraint, and with no Ellen,

no Martha, and no turbulent Jessie either, to cross my sight and

blast me !”

Again he pressed his burning forehead to the earth, and again felt

the relief of its cold freshness.

“ But they shall hear of me,” he again muttered to the tall grass

that waved around him , — “ they shall hear that the moment they

cease to pay the tax I mean to levy on the family coffers for my ex

istence in a distant land and under a borrowed name, --that moment

shall be the last of their tranquillity ... . Let them refuse to honour a

draft of mine, and they shall have me amongst them in a form they

will not greatly love to welcome!....No, charming ladies, Frederic

Dalton is not conquered yet ! ”

But the star of Frederic Dalton , in which now and ever he had so

greatly trusted , appeared to be no longer in the ascendant. Scarcely

had his troubled thoughts reposed themselves for a moment upon

these distant hopes than he was startled by the sound of a step close

behind him , and springing on his feet he descried the well-known

figure of Silly Sally. Of all the human beings that it was possible his

eyes could fall upon , this was perhaps the one he would have taken

the least trouble to shun, yet the sound of her step, and the sight of

her eye, was a dreadful shock to him .

The poor idiot wore an aspect much less cheerful than ordinary,

for she had recently, poor creature ! been made to understand that

something very horrible was going to befall her favourite, her dearly

beloved Jessie Phillips, in consequence of her having lost her baby----

a species of offence concerning which it was considerably more easy

to awaken her fears than any other, punishment having so often fallen

upon herself for the same thing . It would scarcely be correct,

perhaps, to say that Sally was tormented by feelings of positive

remorse , because she was conscious that it was not Jessie , but her

self, who had lost the baby ; for such a phrase would express a more

reasonable and settled state of mind than could with truth be attri

buted to her ; but certain it is that she was suffering and fretting

under glimmerings of reason , productive of feelings as nearly ap

proaching such remorse as it was possible for one in her condition

to do .

On seeing young Dalton, she sprang forward with a bound which

brought her close to him in an instant, and, laying her hand upon his

arin , she looked wistfully up in his face, and said , “ The young squire

won't let Jessie be whipped ? The young squire kisses poor Jessie,
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and loves poor Jessie, and he won't let any body get hold of her, and

shake her, and whip her, and put her to stand in the corner, and lock

her up in the dark hole ? ” Then, lowering her voice, and looking

carefully round , she added, “ It wasn't Jessie , you know, that put

away the baby ; .... it wasn't nobody a bit like Jessie that did that bad

and wicked trick , was it ? ”

But the idiot laugh which accompanied these words sounded not

in the ears of Dalton like what it really was, the laugh of imbecility,

but as the taunting gibe of an accuser, whose voice was the ordained

signal for his execution. All hope, all judgment, all power of thinking,

at once forsook him , and, vehemently pushing aside the girl, he rushed

madly forward to the steep bank , which, at that point, bordered the

little river, and plunged headlong into the stream . It was precisely

here, if any where, that the rapid little rivulet deserved its epithet of

“ deep ,” but this circumstance would scarcely have been sufficient to

render this desperate act one of much danger had not the depth been

rather that of a sudden hole than of any more gradual variation in

the bed of the stream . But Frederic Dalton, in spite of his star,

was a doomed man, and the something which mortals call chance was

singularly either for or against him , at this moment - according as

such a life, or such a death, may be deemed preferable -- for had

Silly Sally happened to stand a very little either on one side or the

other of the precise spot she occupied, his course would have been a
little different, and that little would have sufficed to have made his

plunge into the stream one that could scarcely have perilled his life

for a moment. But so it was not to be. Before the rapid current

could get possession of him and bear him onward in comparative

safety, he was sucked down into a hole of some twenty feet deep,

and, from some cause or other, rose pot again till long after life was

extinct.

The exertions of Captain Maxwell in the cause of Jessie were not

in vain . He had wisely addressed himself to young Mortimer, to

select the advocate most likely to conduct a difficult cause with skill ;

and so interested did that young man feel in the result, that he ac

companied his older legal friend to the town which was to be the scene

of his professional exertions. Perhaps the letter of Captain Maxwell

might have mentioned the fact, that he, with his wife and daughter,

intended to pass the period of the assizes at the county town, as

Martha was so deeply persuaded of Jessie's perfect innocence, of

intention at least, that she had implored too earnestly for permission

to see the unhappy prisoner every day for either father or mother to

have power or inclination to refuse her. Whether this information

had any influence on the movements of Mr. Henry Mortimer, it is

impossible to say , but it is certain that the judge and his legal train

had not been many hours in the town before Mortimer was seated

with his Deepbrook friends, Captain and Mrs. Maxwell, and their

eccentric little daughter, Martha .

The reader knows, though the gallant captain and his lady did
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not, that Martha had really very much which it was important slie

should say to him , quite independent of any little personal observations

respecting their mutual sensations at meeting again. But there was

no inclination on the part of either parent to be troublesome. They

had both, for some time past, made up their minds, after lovingly

comparing notes together, that young Mortimer and Martha were very

rapidly falling in love ; and, as they saw nothing in this that would

render it necessary for them to break through their long -established

rule, of letting their daughter have her own way in all things, the

captain soon recollected that he had business to look after in the

town, and his lady , that her best bonnet would infallibly be ruined if

she any longer delayed to inquire into its condition , after the dusty

drive it had endured. So Martha and the young lawyer once more

found themselves tête - à - tête. It was, however, but for one short instant

that Martha remembered this , for her heart was really and truly too

full of Jessie to leave her at leisure to think either of Henry Mortimer

or of herself; and, promptly and decisively chasing the feeling, which

for a moment had brought a very pretty blush to her cheek , she

entered upon the cause of their thus meeting with all the zeal of her

most zealous spirit. Mortimer knew her much too well to mistake her

purpose, and after one short glance, in which perhaps there might

have been a slight mixture of “ the tender passion ," he entered with

her, heart and soul, into a full discussion of their poor client's con

dition . Martha related to him , without scruple or reserve, all that

she had seen , suspected , thought, and finally believed, respecting young
Dalton. She described her visit to Mr. Rimmington, and accurately

repeated the arguments which had persuaded her that the emotion

betrayed by Frederic did not warrant the interpretation she had put

upon it . But the most important part of her communication respected

her various interviews with Jessie, and the impression left on her mind

by the statement she had received from her. To all this her friend

listened with deep attention, and, well knowing the truthfulness of the

narrator, he very soon adopted her opinion , that Jessie's own inter

pretation was the right one, namely, that she had herself caused her

infant's death in a paroxysm of unconscious delirium .

“ Now then , Mr. Mortimer,” she said , as soon as she perceived

that he saw the matter rigltly, let us not waste a moment. See

your legal friend ; arrange for his admission to his client, and go to

her with him . You are now fully acquainted with the purport of all

she has said to me during more than one quiet and deliberate conversa

tion. It may be that, while conversing with the individual on whose

exertions her life depends, she may be less clear, less distinct, than she

has been with me ; if this be the case, your presence may be of great

use to her."

Henry Mortimer again gave her one glance that seemed to have

nothing to do with poor Jessie, and then left her, having given her an

assurance, but little verded , that nothing he could do to serve her

unhappy protégée should be left undone.

66
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What Jessie most hoped, or what she most feared, as the hour of

her trial approached, it would be difficult to tell ; but she displayed in

her outward demeanour a degree of tranquillity that astonished all
who approached her . Had a skilful physician been among these , it is

possible that he might have discerned more symptoms of struggling

against suffering, both of body and mind, than were perceptible to more

ignorant eyes ; but there was no symptom that seemed to call for

medical advice, and therefore no such observations were made. On

the evening preceding the trial , she desired to receive the sacrament,

and, having been indulged in this wish, retired to her bed with an air

of gentle serenity, which , had any eye witnessed it, might have given

room for much conjecture as to its source. Yet, had the question

been put to her, Jessie would have given an answer equally ready

and true --- she had sinued, she had repented -- and hope was strong

within her that her repentance had been accepted, and that she was

forgiven .

aIt is needless to attempt giving any detailed account of a trial , in

which no point either of law or fact was brought forward to startle,

alarm , or in any way stimulate the curiosity of the reader. From a very

early stage of the business, every one in the court became convinced

that it must end in acquittal, on the plea of temporary insanity. The

delicate features of the prisoner were ghastly pale ; but this was so natural,

under the circumstances, that it scarcely added a single sigh to the

interest which the painful position of one so young and lovely was

sure to excite. At one moment only did any circumstance occur,

during the trial , which appeared to shake the steadfast calmness of her

demeanour, and this was purely accidental, and in no way connected

with the business that was going on . During the whole of the pro

ceedings, a stillness and decorum the most perfect had reigned in the

court ; but, when the judge had finished his charge, which was exactly

every thing wished for and expected by the audience, and the jury

had retired to decide upon their verdict, the silence was no longer

so profound; whispering voices were heard in different parts of the

court, but every where so subdued by proper feeling as to require no

official interference to check it. Two persons, standing together so near

the dock where the prisoner was seated as to render even this decorous

whisper audible to her, took this opportunity of exchanging a few

observations on a rumour which had just reached the town ,and which

stated that the body of young Squire Dalton had been found drowned

in the river at Deepbrook. On hearing these words, Jessie started so

violently as to draw upon her a multitude of eyes ; but, as the words

which had caused her emotion had not been heard, save by herself

and the person to whom they had been addressed, and as she imme

diately pushed back the chair, which had been humanely allowed

her, so as to conceal her face from the crowd, it was supposed by all

that the movement was produced by the uncontrollable anxiety of her

position, during an interval probably the most anxious to which the

perves of a human being can be exposed.
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The moment at which Jessie Phillips had thus learned the death

of her destroyer was in truth alınost the earliest at which it was

possible it could have reached her, for, till a very few hours before, his

absence from his father's house had scarcely been known to half

a -vozen individuals out of it .

On recovering from the faintuess which had followed her too

agitating interview with her brother, Ellen had inquired the hour ;

and this inquiry she repeated from time to time till a late period in

the evening, and then she added another inquiry, “ Is my brother at

home ? ” Being answered in the negative, and moreover informed

that, though expected at dinner, he had not appeared, she settled

herself on her pillow in an attitude of repose, and soon after fell into

the most tranquil sleep that had fallen upon her for many days. No

connexion, however, was dreamed of by any one between this sleep

and the absence of her brother, neither did the circumstance of his not

returning home excite any alarm there. He had many acquaintance

in different parts of the county, to whom he was in the habit of making

occasional visits ; and, though it was usually his practice to mention

such excursions before he set out upon them , the not doing so in the

present instance produced little observation, and was probably at

tributed by the whole family to the fear of being told , if he did so,

that Ellen was too alarmingly ill for any of the family to leave home

with propriety. Thus, till his body was accidentally found, on the

morning of Jessie's trial , by a party of boys who were fishing, no

anxiety of any kind concerning him had been felt by his family.

ܪ

Jessie Phillips had endured an immensity of suffering, and with a de

gree ofresolute courage that none, perhaps, but Martha could understand .

To others it is likely enough that she might have appeared desperately

unfeeling ; but to Martha, who knew right well that every pang which

wrung that young heart was welcomed as a portion of the penance, to

the humble endurance of which she looked as one means of reconciling

her penitent spirit to a justly offended God , this unmurmuring calm

ness of endurance had something of the sublimity of martyrdom .

When the observant eye of Martha perceived the movement by

which the countenance she had been so anxiously watching became

concealed froin her, she actually trembled with impatience for the

announcement of the decision , which would enable her to hasten to

the poor captive, whose patient spirit seemed subdued at last . The

interval , though in truth but short, seemed to her immeasurably long ;

but, at length, the jury re -entered their box, and the universally

expected verdict, NOT GUILTY, was pronounced in an audible voice.

A murmur of very intelligible satisfaction ran round the crowded

court, but the eyes of Martha sought in vain to ascertain how her

poor Jessie, now no longer a prisoner, received it . “ Let us go to

her,” said she, addressing herself by a look to both her father and
Henry Mortimer, who were standing at each side of her. Both

seemed to feel her right to have this natural wish complied with

immediately, and, with her father's arm to support her, and the tall
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figure of young Mortimer preceding her as a pioneer, she was led with

little difficulty through the crowd to the spot where she so ardently

desired to be. Rapid as had been their passage from the place they

had occupied to that they sought, they were not the first to enter it .

The door was already open , and several persons were crowding round

the object of their care . But the faces of those who could have

entered there but to wish the rescued prisoner joy of her acquittal

wore not the look of rejoicing, nor was there any sound that spoke of

hope and thankfulness. A few whispered syllables, meaning she

knew not what, met the ear of Martha as she entered, and then , her

eager approach seeming to give her a right to precedence, two or

three persons moved aside, and Martha Maxwell beheld the face of

Jessie , scarcely more pale than when she had looked upon it last,

but rigid in the stillness of death .
* * * *

The curtain must now drop over the name of Jessie Phillips. Too

weak, too erring, to be remembered with respect, yet not so bad but

that some may feel it a thing to wonder at that she, and the terribly

tempted class of which she is the type, should seem so very
decidedly

to be selected by the Solons of our day as a sacrifice for all the sins of

all their sex . Why one class of human beings should be sedulously

protected by a special law from the consequences of their own volun

tary indiscretions, it is not very easy to comprehend ; but it is more

difficult still to assign any satisfactory reason why another class should

be in like manner selected as the subject of special law , for the express
purpose of making them subject to all the pains and penalties, na

turally consequent upon the faults committed by the protected class

above mentioned .

Not being, however, of those who conceive that the best mode of

making laws for the well -being of society is by setting every in

dividual composing it to work upon their formation, I will not venture

any protest against this seemingly one -sided justice, beyond the ex

pression of a wish that the unhappy class, thus selected for victims,

were not so very decidedly, and so very inevitably, the weakest, and in

all ways the least protected portion of society. There is no chivalry

in the selection , and, to the eyes of ignorance like mine, there is no

justice.
* * 帝

But little remains to be said of the persons of this village drama.

Ellen Dalton was spared with careful tenderness the horror of knowing

her brother's last act. Having told her father that she had promised

to forward him money upon his consenting to go abroad till the

unfortunate atlair of Jessie Phillips was in some degree forgotten,

Mr. Dalton gladly confirmed her in the belief that he was gone. The

sentence of “ not guilty," pronounced, in vain, upon the unhappy

Jessie, though she had died unconscious of it , removed from the spirit

of Elien the endless weight which would have rested on it had the

sentence, though equally in vain , been otherwise ; and no sooner did

she hear it than the most devout thankfulness took possession of her
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heart, that her conviction of her brother's guilt had never been

breathed but in the accents of delirium , save to the faithful Martha,

who happily succeeded in persuading her, at last, that the sentence

pronounced by the jury was, in fact, the correct one, and that all the

terrible agitation they had remarked in her brother arose, as it very

naturally might, from his horror at believing that the unhappy object

of his unhallowed love was to pay by the horrors of a public execu

tion for the sin of both .

As Ellen recovered from her very nearly fatal illness, she began to

look back to all that she quite, and all that she half remembered, with

a sort of indefinite vagueness and uncertainty which induced her to

believe that much , or perhaps all , of the tremendous sufferings she

remembered were caused, if not wholly, at least in great part, by

delirium ; and this idea, together with the revived happiness which now

again awaited her, soon restored the delicate roses to her cheek , and

once more made the faithful Pemberton feel that he was the happiest

of men . But no sooner did Dr. H. assure her family that she was

sufficiently restored to health to endure the fatigue of travelling

without danger than it was decided that she should leave Deepbrook,

in the hope that change of air and scene would remove the languor

which still hung about her. When this decision was communicated to

the family at the Castle, whose continuance there had been prolonged

for some weeks beyond their proposed stay by her illness, the Duchess

sought a conference with Mr. Dalton, in which she avowed to him

that, if he and Mrs. Dalton would consent to it, they should on their

side greatly prefer having the marriage, to which they were now again

looking forward almost as eagerly as Lord Pemberton hin self, cele

brated abroad, as the want of state and retinue, to which for a while

longer it was necessary they should submit, would on such an occasion

be nowhere felt so painfully as at Rochdale. To this , of course , no

objection could be made by the Dalton family, and Ellen hailed the

arrangement with thankfulness, for neither the luxury of returning

health, nor the deep happiness of the again brilliant future which

opened before her, could wholly obliterate the feelings of sadness and

of sorrow which the fate of Jessie had left upon her mind, and which

almost every object that met her eye at Deepbrook tended to per

petuate. It was, therefore, in the chapel of the British minister at

Florence that the gentle Ellen Dalton became Marchioness of Pem

berton ; and, when she had been for some months the happy wife of

the man who had endured so much for her, she was told by her father

that her brother had been some time dead, though all ceremony of

outward mourning had been postponed till she could be told of it

without danger to her greatly shaken nerves . Ellen was deeply

shocked, but the delay in communicating the intelligence had enabled

her to receive it with more composure than if it had reached her earlier.

But even then it shook her fearfully ; and all around her felt that, if it

were possible, she should for ever live in ignorance of the manner of

his death. Nor did it ever reach her, for none would ever willingly

have caused a pang to a being so gentle. But this tender caution was

a
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a far greater kindness than any who practised it were aware, for, had

Ellen ever heard the truth as to this , her thoughts would naturally

have recurred to all that now seemed sleeping in oblivion , and the

fearful catastrophe might again have led her darkly to guess at a truth

which must have in some sort obscured the enjoyment of her virtues

and happy existence.

That young Mortimer and Martha Maxwell in due time became

man and wife , must be already too well known to the intelligent reader

for it to be at all needful to say any more about it here. The young

man became greatly distinguished in his profession, but this was not

to be achieved without such a degree of devotion to business, as made

both his elegant aunt and sister consider him exceedingly avaricious

and altogether mauvais ton , which opinion very greatly contributed to

the happiness of our friend Martha, who might otherwise have had
considerably more of their society than she would have found desirable.

But it was only when he became a judge, that this feeling of something

between pity and contempt for a man who positively insisted that it

was inore desirable for him to live in Montague Place than in Gros

venor Street was overcome, and by that time Miss Agatha was married

to a quiet country clergyman in a distant county , and Miss Mortimer

began to suffer from a disagreeable redness in her face, which rendered

her a good deal less particular about such matters than she used to be .

As for our very amiable Assistant Poor Law Commissioner, he

remained in superintendence of the district of which Deepbrook made

a part but a short time; for, in consequence of increasing intimacy

with several persons thoroughly well acquainted with the state of the

poor around them , and with what might, and what might not be done

for them with advantage, he not only became deeply interested in their

welfare, but decided on several occasions where his judgment and

arbitration were appealed to upon no principle whateverbut that of

doing the most good that the circumstances permitted. This was un

fortunately, on more occasions than one, reported at head -quarters,

where it was, as a matter of course, considered as exceedingly unphi

losophical, to say the best of it ; and once , when it was very clearly

evident that, by advancing the sum of two pounds five and sixpence, he

bad actually kept a family of seven persons from coming upon the

parish at all, he had been officially declared, though with great civility,

to have been altogether wrong. As his general conduct, however

was not such as exactly to justify dismissal, he was permitted to retain

his appointment ; but all objectionable consequences which might have

resulted from this were very ably and effectually guarded against , by

constantly setting his judgment aside, whenever it appeared to lean

towards common sense, in preference to the priveiples of the bill , and

by removing him from one place to another with more than usual

rapidity, which in a very satisfactory degree prevented the possibility

of his being useful any where.
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The story of Jessie Phillips would have wandered less widely from

what was intended, when the first numbers were written , had not the

author receiveti, during the time it was in progress, such a multitude of

communications urging various and contradictory modes of treating the

subject, that she became fearful of dealing too closely with a theme

which might be presented to the judgment under so great a variety of

aspects. The result of the information which has been earnestly sought

for by the author, and eagerly given by many, appears to be that a

new poor-law, differing essentially from the old one, was absolutely

necessary to save the country from the rapidly corroding process,

which was eating like a canker into her strength , but that the remedy

which has been applied lacks practical wisdom , and is deficient in

legislative morality , iñasmuch as expediency has on many points been

very obviously preferred to what the Christian law teaches us to

believe right. Nevertheless, it appears evident that much of the misery

so justly complained of might yet be remedied were a patient and

truly tolerant spirit at work in all quarters upon the subject.

The constantly increasing evils arising from the attempt to gene

ralise regulations upon points so essentially requiring variety of modi

fication , as well as the radical moischief, and obviously deinoralising

effect, ofsubstituting centra , in the place of local authority, are already

so strongly felt that it were a sin to doubt their ultimate reform ; and

on a subject both of such enormous difficulty, and such stupendous

importance, it is quite evident that patience is equally required in,

those who make the laws and in those for whom they are made.

THE END .

London :- Printed by Moyes and Barclay , Castle Street, Leicester Square.
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